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~PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program
(USAF-SFRP) is a program designed to introduce university, college,
and technical institute faculty members to Air Force research. This
is accomplished by faculty competition on a nationally advertised
competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer
intersession to perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers.
Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air Force facility
mutually agreed upon by the faculty member and the Air Force. In
addition to compensation and travel expenses, a cost of living
allowance is also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research/Air Force Systems Command, United
States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for

* Electrical Engineering Education (SCEEE).

S-The specific objectives of the 1982 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To develop the basis for continuing research of interest
to the Air Force at the faculty member's institution.

(2) To further the research objectives of the Air Force.

(3) To stimulate continuing relations among faculty members

and their professional peers in the Air Force.

(4) To enhance the research interests and capabilities of
scientific and engineering educators.

In the 1979 summer program, 70 faculty members participated,
and in the 1980 and 1981 programs, 87 faculty members participated.
In 1982, 91 faculty and 17 students participated. These researchers
were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the country.
This two volume document is a compilation of the final reporti
written by the assigned faculty members about their summer research
efforts.
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Prof. Richard G. Absher Degree: Ph.D., Electrical

Professor Engineering, 1967 -,University of Vermont Specialty: Digital Systems, Modern
Electrical Engineering Department Control Theory,
Burlington, VT 05405 Biomedical Engineering
(802) 658-3330 Assigned: RADC/Griffiss

Dr. Milton J. Alexander Degree: D.B.A., Management, 1968
Professor Specialty: Management Information
Auburn University Systems, Operational
Management Department Research
Auburn, AL 36830 Assigned: LMC
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Dr. Gary L. Allen Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Cognitive Psychology,
Old Dominion University Perception,
Psychology Department Developmental Psychology
Norfolk, VA 23508 Assigned: HRL/B
(804) 440-4444

Dr. Silverio P. Almeida Deree: Ph.D., Physics
Professor Specialty: Laser Applications to* Virginia Tech. Biophysics and Pattern
Physics Department Recognitions Problems
Blacksburg, VA 24061 Assigned: SAM
(703) 961-5473

Dr. Muluneh Azene Degree: Ph.D., Structural Mechanics,
Assistant Professor 1979
Southern University Specialty: Finite Element Analysis
Civil Engineering Department Assigned: ESCBaton Rouge, LA 70813

(504) 771-5871

Dr. Francesco L. Bacchialoni Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1946
Associate Professor Specialty: Control Systems, Signal
University of Lowell Processing
Electrical Engineering Dept. Assigned: GL
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000

Dr. A. Terry Bahill Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1975 -

Carnegie-Mellon University Specialty: Biological Control .Electrical Engineering Dept. Systems
Pittsburg, PA 15213 Assigned: AMRL
(412) 578-2536
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
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Dr. Mason G. Bailey Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science,
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Accounting/Information Systems Dept. Operations Research

Cullowhee, NC 28723 Assigned: HRL/WP

(704) 227-7401

Dr. Pradip M. Bakshi Degree: Ph.D., Theoretical

Professor Physics, 1962

Boston College Specialty: Theoretical Plasma

Physics Department Physics

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 Assigned: GL

(617) 969-0100

Dr. Gust Bambakidis Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1966

Assistant Professor Specialty: Theoretical Physics
Wright State University Assigned: ML

Physics Department
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2954

Prof. Albert W. Biggs Degree: Ph.D., Electrical

Professor Engineering, 1965

University of Kansas Specialty: Microwaves, Antennas,
Electrical Engineering Department and Wave Propagation
Lawrence, KS 66045 Assigned: RADC/Hanscom

(913) 864-4615

Dr. Jack J. Bourquin Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 19-8

University of Missouri Specialty: Circuits and Systems
Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: AL
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4548

Dr. Willie A. Bragg Degree: Ph.D., Special
Assistant Professor Education, 1979
University of Cincinnati Specialty: Mental Retardation,
Early Childhood & Special Education Dept. Early Childhood
Cincinnati, OH 45221 Education

(513) 475-4542 Assigned: SAM

Dr. Eugene F. Brown Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1968
VPI & SU Specialty: Fluid Mechanics,

Mechanical Engineering Department Computational Fluid
Blacksburg, VA 24061 Dynamics
(703) 961-7199 Assigned: APL
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Sherman D. Brown Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Engineering,
Professor 1957
University of Illinois Specialty: Brittle Fracture, Ceramic

Ceramic Engineering Department Coatings, Glasses, High
Urbana, IL 61801 Temperature Materials

(217) 333-4766 Assigned: ML

Dr. Louis W. Buckalew Degree: M.S. & (ABD), Physiological
Assistant Professor Psychology, 1969 & (1979)
Alabama A&M University Specialty: Physiological Psychology,
Psychology Department Psychopharm, Human
Normal, AL 35762 Engineering
(205) 859-7451 Assigned: AMRL

Dr. Donald L. Byrkett Degree: Ph.D., Industrial Engineering,
Associate Professor 1974
Miami University Specialty: Mathematical Modeling,
Systems Analysis Department anagement Science
Oxford, OH 45046 Assigned: LC
(513) 523-2325

Dr. Jimmie J. Cathey Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Engineering,
Associate Professor 1972
University of Kentucky Specialty: Analysis, Design, and
Electrical Engineering Department Control of Electrical

Lexington, KY 40506 Machinery
(606) 258-4684 Assigned: APL

Dr. Roger E. Cavallo Degree: Ph.D., Systems Science, 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Systems Methodology
State University of New York Assigned: RADC/G
Computer & Information Science Dept.
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 792-3315

Dr. Junho Choi Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Engineering,
Assistant Professor 1978
Florida Institute of Technology Specialty: Digital Signal Processing,

Dept. of Electrical Engineering & CP Control Systems
Melbourne, FL 32901 Assigned: ESMC
(305) 723-3701

Dr. David L. Cleeton D : Ph.D., Economics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Microeconomics, Labor
Oberling College Economics, Public Finance
Economics Department Assigned: BRMC
Oberlin, OH 44074

(216) 775-8482
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNED

Dr. Gregory M. Corso Degree: Ph.D., Engineering

Assistant Professor Psychology, 1978
Georgia Institute of Technology Specialty: Human Performance
Psychology Department Theory, Engineering
Atlanta, GA 30332 Psychology
(404) 894-4260 Assigned: AMRL

Dr. Robert A. Douglas Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1956
Professor Specialty: Mechanics of Solids,
North Carolina State University Impact and Stress

. Civil Engineering Department Wave Propagation
Raleigh, NC 27650 Assigned: ESC
(919) 737-2331

Dr. Hamed K. Eldin Degree: Ph.D., Industrial
Professor Engineering, 1951
Oklahoma State University Specialty: Project Management,
Industrial Engineering & Management Dept. Economic Analysis
Stillwater, OK 74078 Inventory Theory
(405) 624-6055 Assigned: BRMC

Dr. John D. Enderle Degree: Ph.D., Biomedical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1980
North Dakota State University Specialty: Epidemiology, Signal
Electrical Engineering Department Processing, Statistical
Fargo, ND 58105 Methods & Modeling
(701) 237-7689 Assigned: SAM

Dr. Ferxdndo E. Fagundo Degree: Ph.D., Structural
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1980
University of Florida Specialty: Analysis and Design
Civil Engineering Department of Reinforced Concrete
Gainesville, FL 32611 Structural Systems,
(904) 392-0851 Assigned: ESC

Dr. Hubert S. Feild Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1973
Associate Professor Specialty: Industrial Psychology
Auburn University Assigned: LMDCManagement Department
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 826-4039

Dr. Mack Felton, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Microbiology, 1973
Chairman Specialty: Microbiology
Southern University Assigned: SAM
Biology Department
New Orleans, LA 70126F (504) 282-4401
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
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Prof. Eugene H. Galluscio Degree: Ph.D., Physiological
Professor Psychology,1970
Northwest Missouri State University Specialty: Neuropsychology, Brain

w. Psychology Department Function, Visual
Maryville, MO 64468 Information Processing

(816) 58,-7141 Assigned: HRL/Williams

Dr. Ronald L. Greene Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1974
Assistant Professor Specialty: Plasma Spectroscopy
University of New Orleans Assigned: AL
Physics Department
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6714

Dr. Keith C. Hanson Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1967
Professor Specialty: Organic Chemistry,
Lamar University Measurement of. Physical
Chemistry Department Properties
Beaumont, TX 77710 Assigned: FJSRL
(713) 838-8267

Dr. Donald J. Healy Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1981
Georgia Institute of Technology Specialty: Image Processing
Electrical Engineering Department (Communications)
Atlanta, GA 30332 Assigned: AD
(404) 894-2923

Prof. Ervin Hindin Degree: M.S., Environmental
Professor Chemistry, 1956
Washington State University Specialty: Aquatic Chemistry, Water
Civil & Environmental Engineering Dept. Supply Systems
Pullman, WA 99164 Assigned: ESC
(509) 335-7028

Dr. Manuel A. Huerta Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Plasma Physics, Fluid
University of Miami Mechanics,
Physics Department Electromagnetic Theory
Coral Gables, Fl 33124 Assigned; AD

-' (305) 284-2323

Dr. Francis J. Jankowski Degree: Sc.D., Physics, 1949
Professor Specialty: Systems Engineering,
Wright State University Nuclear Engineering.
Engineering Department Mechanical Engineering,
Dayton, OH 45435 Human Factors Engineering
(513) 873-2097 Assigned: WL
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNED

Dr. Eric R. Johnson Degree: Ph.D., Applied Mechanics,
Assistant Professor 1976
Virginia Tech. Specialty: Structural Stability &
Aerospace & Ocean Engineering Dept. Composite Structures
Blacksburg, VA 24061 Assigned: FDL
(703) 961-6699

Dr. James J. Kane Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1960
Wright State University Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Chemistry Department Polymer Chemistry
Dayton, OH 45435 Assigned: ML
(513) 873-2352

Dr. Samuel G. Kelly Degree: Ph.D., Engineering
Assistant Professor Mechanics, 1979
University of Notre Dame Specialty: Nonlinear Mechanics

Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering Dept. Assigned: FDL
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-7678

Dr. Dennis M. Kern Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1976

Assistant Professor Specialty: Microprocessors
University of Georgia Assigned: SAM
Statistics & Computer Science Dept.

Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-2911

Dr. Stuart T. Klapp Degree: Ph.D., Experimental

Professor Psychology, 1969

California State University Specialty: Cognition and Human
Psychology Department Performance

Hayward, CA 94542 Assigned: HRL/WP

(415) 881-3484

Dr. Jerome Knopp Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla Specialty: Electro-Optics
Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: RADC/Griffiss

Rolla, MO 65401
fr" (314) 341-45439

Dr. Keith Koenig Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautics, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Laser Velocimetry,
Mississippi State University Separated Flow

Aerospace Engineering Department Assigned: AD
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 323-3623
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Letitia J. Korbly Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Applied Math, Partial
University of Alabama Differential Equations
Mathematics Department Assigned: WL
Birmingham, AL 35294
(205) 934-2154

Dr. Philip Langer Degree: Ph.D., Education/Psychology,
Associate Professor 1957
University of Colorado Specialty: Instructional Systems
Ed. Psychology Department Assigned: RRL/L
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-8748

Dr. Stephen F. Lin Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry, 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
North Carolina Central University Assigned: RPL
Chemistry Department
Durham, NC 27707
(919) 683-6463

Dr. Michael L. Lobb Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Statistics and Experimental
University of Texas Design
Graduate School of Social Work Assigned: SAM
Arlington, TX 76019-0129
(817) 273-2707

Dr. D. J. Medeiros Degree: Ph.D., Industrial Engineering,
Assistant Professor 1981
Penn State University Specialty: Scheduling, Computer
Industrial Engineering Department Simulation of Production/
University Park, PA 16802 Manufacturing Systems
(814) 863-2364 Assigned: ML

Dr. Thomas M. Miller Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1968
Associate Professor Specialty: Experimental Atomic
University of Oklahoma Collisions
Physics and Astronomy Department Assigned: GL
Norman, OK 70319
(405) 325-3961

Dr. Michael J. Moloney Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1966
Professor Specialty: Solid State Electronic
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Devices, Modern Physics
Physics Department Assigned: AL
Terre Haute, IN 47803

(812) 877-1511
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Luigi Morino Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace
Professor Engineering, 1966, Ph.D.,
Boston University Mechanical Engineering, 1963
Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Unsteady Aerodymanics and
Boston, MA 02215 Structural Dynamics
(617) 353-3069 Assigned: AD

* Dr. David S. Moroi Degree: Ph.D., Atomic Physics,
Professor 1959
Kent State University Specialty: Atomic Physics,
Physics Department Transport Phenomena

Kent, OH 44242 in Liquid Crystals
(216) 672-2596 Assigned: ML

Dr. H. Troy Nagle, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Electrical

* Professor Engineering, 1968

Auburn University Specialty: Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: SAM
Auburn, AL 36849
(205) 826-4330

Dr. Eugene M. Norris Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1969
Associate Professor Specialty: Theoretical Computer
George Mason University Science
Mathematical Science Department Assigned: AL
Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 323-2262

Dr. Thomas H. Ortmeyer Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1980
Clarkson College Specialty: Electric Machinery and
Electrical Engineering Department Power Systems
Potsdam, NY 13676 Assigned: APL
(315) 268-6536

Dr. Dean H. Owen Degree: Ph.D., Experimental
Associate Professor Psychology, 1965
Ohio State University Spicialty: Perception,
Psychology Department Psychophysics, Flight
Columbus, OH 43210 Simulation
(614) 422-7641 Assigned: HRL/Williams

Dr. Charles K. Parsons Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Item Response Theory

* Georgia Institute of Technology Assigned: HRL/Brooks
College of Management
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-2619
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ii

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Surgounda A. Patil Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1966
Professor Specialty: Statistical Problems
Tennessee Technical University Applicable to
Math & Computer Science Department Engineering and
Cookville, TN 38501 Environment
(615) 528-3593 Assigned: WL

Dr. Lakhpat R. Pujara Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Associate Professor M.S., Systems Engineering,
Wilberforce University 1981
Engineering/Mathematics Department Specialty: Control Systems

. Wilberforce, OH 45384 Assigned: FDL
.. (513) 376-2911

Dr. Zahir Qureshi Degree: Ed.D., Biochemistry, 1975
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biochemistry Education
Rust College Assigned: AMRL
Biology Department
Holly Springs, MS 36835
(601) 252-4661

Dr. Ronald L. Reke Degree: Ph.D., Electrical

.Assistant Professor Engineering, 1977
. University of South Floirda Specialty: Electronic Devices,

Electrical Engineering Department Materials, and Processes/
Tampa, FL 33620 Thin Films
(813) 974-2581 Assigned: RADC/Griffiss ;t7

Dr. Richard W. Rice Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Engineering,
Assistant Professor 1972
Clemson University Specialty: Catalysis, Chemical
Chemical Engineering Department Kinetics
Clemson, SC 29631 Assigned: ESC
(803) 656-3055

Dr. Gerhard X. Ritter Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Associate Professor Specialty: Pattern Recognition,
University of Florida Applied Mathematics
Math & Computer Science Department Assigned: AD

Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-4988

Dr. John M. Russell Degree: Ph.D., Fluid Mechanics, 1981 .
Assistant Professor Specialty: Incompressible Flows,
University of Oklahoma Boundry Layers,

School of Aero. Mech. and Nuclear Eng. Stability, Turbulence
Norman, OK 70319 Assigned: FDL
(405) 325-5011
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Sarwan S. Sandhu Degree: Ph.D., Combustion, 1973
Assistant Professor Specialty: Combustion
University of-Dayton Assigned: APL
Chemical Engineering Department
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2627

Dr. Robert E. Schlegel Degree: Industrial Engineering, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Human Factors
University of Oklahoma Assigned: SAM
Industrial Engineering Department
Norman, OK 70319
(405) 325-3721

Dr. Eugene P. Schram Degree: Ph.D. Inorganic Chemistry
Associate Professor Specialty: Organometallic Chemistry
Ohio State University Assigned: AL

Chemistry Department
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 222-1487

Dr. K. Sam. Shanmugan Degree: Ph.D.
Associate Professor Specialty: Communication Systems
University of Kansas Engineering
Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: RADC/Griffiss
Lawrence, KS 66045
(913) 864-4832

Dr. Trilochan Singh Degree: Ph.D. Mechanical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1970
Wayne State University Specialty: Combustion, Heat
Mechanical Engineering Department Transfer, Energy
Detroit, MI 48202 Conservation
(313) 577-3845 Assigned: APL

Dr. Boghos D. Sivazlian Degree: Ph.D., Operations Research,
Professor 1966
University of Florida Specialty: Operations Research,
Industrial & Systems Engineering Dept. Math. Modeling, Military

- Gainesville, FL 32611 Problems
(904) 392-1464 Assigned: AD

Dr. Stanley L. Spiegel Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1966
Assistant Professor Specialty: Numerical Modeling and
University of Lowell Computer Simulation of
Mathematics Department Geophysical Problems
Lowell, MA 01854 Assigned: GL
(617) 738-5000 "
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Dr. Alexander P. Stone Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1965
Professor Specialty: Differential Equations,
University of New Mexico Differential Geometry
Mathematics Department Assigned: WL

Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-4643

Dr. Alfred G. Striz Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautics and
Assistant Professor Astronautics, 1981
University of Oklahoma Specialty: Aeroelasticity, Finite

Aero Mechanical Nuclear Eng. Dept. Elements, Aerospace
Norman, OK 70319 Structure
(405) 325-5011 Assigned: AD

Dr. Patrick J. Sweeney Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering,
Associate Professor 1977
University of Dayton Specialty: Simulation, O.R.,
Engineering Management Department Management

Dayton, OH 45469 Assigned: AMRL
(513) 229-2238

Dr. Richard H. Tipping Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1969
Professor Specialty: Molecular Spectroscopy,
University of Nebraska Atmospheric Physics
Physics Department Assigned: GL
Omaha, NE 68182
(402) 554-2510

- Dr. Edward A. Walters Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1966
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
University of New Mexico Assigned: WL
Chemistry Department
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-5239

Dr. Kai Wang Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Spectral of graphs, Group
Wayne State University Matrices
Mathematics Department Assigned: APL
Detroit, MI 48202

(313) 577-3193

Dr. Edward R. Ward, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Microbiology, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Pathogenic Microbiology,
Alabama A & M University Immunology
liology Department Assigned: SAM

Normal, AL 35762

(205) 859-7268
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASS IGNED

Dr. Thomas E. Webb Degree: Ph.D., Biochemistry, 1961

Professor Specialty: Biochemistry, Molecular

Ohio State University Bioology, Carcinogenesis
Physiological Chemistry Department Assigned: AMRL

Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-0103

Prof. David Weimer Degree: M.S., Physics, 1946
Associate Professor Specialty: Gas dynamics, Shock Wave

Ohio Northern University Phenomena, Electrooptical

Physics Department Effects and Instrumentation

Ada, OH 45810 Assigned: APL

(419) 634-9921

Dr. Thomas A. Wiggins Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1980
Professor Specialty: Physical Optics, Molecular

Penn State University -Spectra

Physics Department Assigned: FJSRL

University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-5233

Dr. David H. Williams Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Engineeing,
Assistant Professor 1977

University of Texas Specialty: Computer Graphics
Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: WL

El Paso, TX 79968
(915) 747-5470

Dr. Robert E. Willis Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1979

Assistant Professor Specialty: Microwave Spectroscopy
Mercer University Assigned: AEDC
Physics Department
Macon, GA 31207

(912) 744-2704

Dr. David C. Wilson Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1969

Associate Professor Specialty: Dimension Theory

University of Florida Assigned: FDL
Mathematics Department
Gainesville, Fl 32611

* (904) 392-6035

Dr. Rama K. Yedavalli Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering,

Assistant Professor 1981
Stevens Institute of Technology Specialty: Sensitivity Theory for

Mechanical Engineering Department Linear Multivariable
Hoboken, NJ 07030 Optimal Control Systems

(201) 420-5574 Assigned: FDL
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT

1982 USAF/SCEEE SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

1. Dr. Eugene Brown - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
2. Dr. Jimmie Cathey - University of Kentucky
3. Dr. Dennis Flentge - Cedarville College
4. Dr. Thomas Ortmeyer - Clarkson College
5. Dr. Sarwan Sandhu - University of Dayton

6. Dr. Kai Wang - Wayne State University
7. Prof. David Weimer - Ohio Northern University

AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
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NUMERICAL SOLUTITON OF

THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL * UNSTEADY

EULER EQUATION

by

Keith Koenig

ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional, unsteady Euler equations provide a reasonably

general description of inviscid, rotational flow, but are simpler to solve

than the Navier-Stokes equations. A computer program, originally developed at

AEDC, which solves the general Euler equations for flow past three-dimensional

bodies has been implemented on the Eglin AFB, CYBER 176 computer. A document

has been produced which discusses in detail this computer program, the fluid -

mechanics of the problem, and the numerical techniques involved in the solu-

tion to the equations. This document serves two purposes: to introduce the

principles of computational fluid dynamics to ingineers and scientists unfa-

miliar with this subject, and to provide detailed instructions on the use ofI this particular computer solution of the Euler equations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The equations of motion which describe the general cases of fluid flow

are often referred to as the Navier-Stokes equations. If the fluid is assumed

to be invisCid then the equations of motion are often called the Euler equa-

tions. If the fluid is assumed to be inviscid and the flow is assumed to be

irrotational then the flow is termed potential. The full Navier-Stokes equa-

tions are a coupled system of second order, non-linear partial differential

equations; the Euler equations are a coupled system of first order non-linear

partial differential equations and the governing equation for potential flow

is a second order, non-linear ordinar.y differential equation. Describing a

flow with the Euler equations is a compromise between the difficulty of

solving the equations and the validity or usefulness of the equations. The

Navier-Stokes equations can treat virtually any flow problem but are the most

difficult to solve. The potential flow equation, although the easiest to

solve, is the most limited in its applications. The Euler equations are

intermediate in both respects and provide a practical means of solving fairly

difficult problems in an economical way. If handled properly the Euler equa-

tions may be used to describe three-dimensional, unsteady flow at any Mach

number and without assumptions of irrotational (that is, V x q 0 0) or iso-

energetic (that is, De/Dt - 0) conditions. "SI fact that the Euler equations

are not subject to irrotational and isoenergetic assumptions has the important

consequence that flows with curved shocks or multiple, intersecting shocks can

be treated, which makes the equations applicable to transonic and supersonic

flow past complex bodies or combinations of bodies.

II. OBJECTIVES

A computer program was developed at the Arnold Engineering and Develop-

ment Center to provide solutions of the Euler equations with as few limitations

on geometry as possible. This program, designated at AEDC as ARO-1 and
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1.

described in Reference 1, solves the three-dimensional, unsteady Euler

equations in Cartesian coordinates using a finite volume (volume flux)

approach. The basic numerical algorithm is the explicit predictor-corrector

scheme of MaoCormack (Ref 2). A version of this code has been set up on the

CYBER 176 computer at Eglin AFB. This report describes the code (which we

call EULER) and its implementation on the Eglin computer so that users

unfamiliar with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) programs might be able to

apply the code to their own problems. It is strongly recommended that Ref 1

be studied along with this report for a more complete understanding of the

program.

III. BASIC CONCEPTS

The Mesh

The Euler equations are differential equations. Numerical solutions to

differential equations require approximating continuous functions (such as

pressure) and continuous operations (mainly differentiation and integration)

by discrete values, differences, and sums done for discrete points in space

and time. The discrete points in space form the basis of what is called a

computational grid or mesh. This mesh is an essential part of any CFD code.

It must be fine enough to resolve important flow details yet coarse enough to

keep storage and computational time requirements reasonable. In addition, it

should be laid out and numbered in a consistent manner so that the computa-

tions can progress smoothly and unambiguously through the mesh. The mesh

is also one of the portions of this program that users will need to modify

or create on their own for particular problems and so a thorough understand-

ing of this mesh scheme is important.

Basically a mesh or grid should concentrate points near the body and

spread them out farther away. Figure 1 shows an example of a very coarse grid

about an axisymmetric body such as used in this program. Part a shows the
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side view, b shows the front view midway back on the body, and c shoi- an

oblique view of just a portion of the grid. Nomenclature used in the program

is also given. The mesh shown here would be referred to as a 10 X 3 X 7 mesh;

that is, there are 10 planes perpendicular to the X axis, 3 surfaces enclosing

the X axis, and 7 planes radially out from the X axis. The numbering scheme

increases the indices with increasing values of X, radial location, and

azimuthal location (clockwise from vertical). The subscripts (JX,JY,JZ) are

not synonymous with the coordinates (X,Y,Z). For example, in this grid two

points with the same JZ may have different Z values.

The network of lines forms six-sided volumes (some, on the X axis

degenerate to only five sides) with eight corners or vertices. To refer to a

particular volume i, the mesh the subscripts for the corner in the most

downstream, radially outward, clockwise location are used. The subscripts for

this corner are also the largest values of JX, JY, and JZ which any corner in

the volume has. For example, the shaded volume in Fig 1c would be designated

as volume (5, 3, 2). The physical dimensions of the volumes and their sides

are referred to as metrics. Determining these quantities is not as straight-

forward as might be expected; this will be discussed in more detail later.

In EULER the mesh points are calculated (i.e., grid generated) in one
• .

subroutine (currently called CONE) while the metrics are determined in another

subroutine, VOLGRD. The subroutine CONE is presently limited to high fineness

ratio axisymmetric bodies; users may want or need to write their own grid

generation scheme. The subroutine VOLGRD, on the other hand, is quite general

and will work for any grid provided that the numbering scheme described above

is used.
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The Equations j
The Euler equations describe flow of an inviscid fluid. For negligible

body forces (mainly gravity) these equations can be written (in what is termed

conservative form) as

Continuity + V.(pq) 0 0 (i)

Momentum 3(pu) + V-(puq) = - (2)at ax

at + V.(pvq) --
at ay

-a + I-.( ) -2"at a z -

Energy 2 'e" + + V- p( + 2 )q - V(pq) (3)at2 2 .-

Where q ul * vj wk. In addition an equation of state is required. Here

a perfect gas is assumed, so that

e ovT : internal energy

= cP/cv ;constant

c2 z yRT : yp/p a speed of sound (squared)

With some algebra these equations can be rearranged to all have the same form

* + V*F 0(5at i;

La Here G is a vector formed of the dependent flow variables p, pu, pv, pw, and e,

and F is a matrix of flux quantities such as puv (the flux of x momentum in the "1

. y direction). More exactly

rur -U

Gm O V F = PUV Pv2 +P Pvv 77(6
IP Puw Pvw pw2 +p u[U.u-

Le J (e+p)u (e+p)v (e+p)w.
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The energy e here is actually the sum of the internal and kinetic energy per

unit volume

and is related to pressure (proved using equations (4)) by

-P-+ 11p q2 ,(

If equation (5) is applied to one of the small stationary volumes, say V,

of the mesh it may be written as (see section IV).

3G if n-F.' =- g n-FdS (9) ".

at j
S

Where n is the outward unit normal to the surface S, enclosing V, and G is

the average value of G in the volume. Here this average value is approximated

by the value at the center.

Equation (9) is the (schematic) governing equation of fuler flow. It

describes three-dimensional unsteady flows, but here is currently being used

to calculate steady flows. To do so a set of initial conditions for G (and

therefore F) are assumed. These initial conditions are arbitrary but assuming

freestream conditions everywhere initially works well. Through the use of

equation (9) the time rate of change of G is determined and values of G at

later times are found. Time is allowed to march on until the values of G at

one time are sufficiently close to the values at the preceding time to

consider the process as converged. These converged values of G are then the -

solution to the problem. The solution is, of course, constrained by boundary

conditions. These are, most commonly, uniform freestream conditions far

upstream and also radially far away from the body, a specified normal

component of velocity at the body surface (usually zero) and some downstream
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conditions. These boundary conditions usually insure the uniqueness of the

solution.

The program EULER solves equation (9) using MacCormack's explicit predic-

tor-corrector scheme. Details of this scheme as applied to equation (9) are

described in the next section. Here it is sufficient to simply observe a few

general characteristics of the technique and this equation. Equation (9)

provides a means of finding 0 ata later time knowing F at the present time.

The explicit nature of the technique means that at a given instant of time all

BG
values of F are known and ithus can be found by one equation. (Implicit

techniques require solving simultaneous equations.) Because calculations are

actually done using finite time steps and values of F known only at certain

points (rather than continuous distributions) the time derivative and surface

integrals in (9) can only be approximated. The predictor-corrector nature of

the technique means that equation (9) is used twice, first to predict values

of G and F at a later time, then to take these predicted values and obtain

improved or corrected values of G and F at this later time. These corrected

values can be shown to be roughly second order accurate in the time and space

intervals which is sufficient for many applications.

The Euler equations are for an inviscid fluid and consequently cannot

compute boundary layers, for example. In order to increase the usefulness of

this code, a boundary layer calculation scheme was incorporated at AEDC into

the program (Ref 3). The program can be run, however, with the boundary layer

calculations "turned off" and the remaining discussions will be for the

inviscid calculations only.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MacCORMACK'S EXPLICIT PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR TECHNIOUE

The equations of motion are schematically written

+ 7-F - 0 (10)
at
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where G represents the flow variables and F represents the flux vectors. We

would like to know G at all times throughout space. This would then be the

solution to the problem. To find 0 we proceed as follows.

Suppose at some time t we know G everywhere (either because we assumed

some values or have calculated them up to that time). The values of G at a

later instant in time can be found by expanding G in a Taylor series about t,

that is

G(t + At) = G(t) + (G) At + -(a2G) At2 + . • (11)

where the subscripts t on the derivatives mean evaluate the derivatives at

time t. The larger the time step At is, the more terms are needed in (11) to

give a good value for G(t+At). For finite time steps, equation (11) might be

approximated by

3G
G(t + At) =G(t) + (r)avg at (12)

where ( iG is some effective, or average, value of the time derivative over
atavg

the interval t to t At. Finding the new value of G now becomes a problem of

aGfinding (j)a."This is done through the use of equation (10). The flux
atavg

vectors F in (10) are simply algebraic combinations of the flow variables G.

If G is known everywhere at time t, then F is also known everywhere at the -

same instant and equation (10) gives a way to find the first time derivative

of G.

To use equation (10) on a grid of discrete points some manipulations are

necessary. Rearrange (10) and integrate it over one of the small, stationary

grid volumes to give

fJ "tdV - fv. FdV (13)

50-10
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Consider the left hand side of (13). Since the volumes are assumed to be

stationary, the time derivative can be taken outside. The mean value theorem

of calculus can then be applied to the integral. This sequence yields

f GdV (" fdV) Ma_4V) = (14)
fat at jat je at

VV V
where is the mean value of G in the volume V. If the volume is small then G

is approximately the same as the value of G at the volume center and so (I4)

g±ves

f3G G (5
dV V(15)

Note that equations (13) and (14) are exact mathematically given equation (10)

and that equation (11) is also exact (with the proper conditions of G being

differentiable and integrable). Equations (12) and (15) introduce approxima-

tions. Now consider the right hand side of (13). Use the divergence theorem

to change the volume integral to a surface integral. That is

V-FdV = FdS (16)

where n is the unit outward normal of S. Use (15) and (16) in (13) and divide

through by V to give

SG = v nFdS (17)

at Vj

Equation (17) is now the means by which the first time derivative of G,

evaluated at the volume center and at time t, can be found approximately.

Before we lose the forest for the trees let us step back and look at what

we are trying to do. Our goal is to find G (t+At) knowing G(t). We decided
BG

to do this via equation (12). But this equation requires finding (

* (which has not even been defined yet). A specific time derivative can be

found using equation (17) and so we have a tool to use. However, there is a
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E ."catch to this tool. Equation (17) requires an integration of F over the sur-

faces of a grid volume. But we only know F at discrete points in space, in

fact only at the centers of volumes. So we have two problems to solve in order

3Gto find G(t+At), that is, how do we find (j) and how do we do the integra-
3tavg

tion in (17)? These two problems are addressed simultaneously by MacCormack's

explicit predictor-corrector technique. Justifying that the steps in

Ma-ormack's method are valid and accurate to a particular order is not that

simple but can be done. Let us accept that the technique does work and is

essentially second order accurate and worry only with how it is used and that

it, at least, is reasonable.

A digression is necessary at this point to review the computational grid.

The grid points form the corners of six-sided volumes, three of which are

sketched below.

F- F- F F+

The crosses in the sketch are the volume centers where the flow variables and

flux vectors are known, here denoted by F- , F, and F + . The two shaded faces

S- and S + are opposing faces of the middle volume to serve as examples.

The integration in equation (17) determines the net flux through the

volume in question. Since each volume has three pairs of opposing sides, the

integral can be treated as the sum of the integrals over each of the six

surfaces, that is

n-Fd (3.8)
fn.FdS ~ fn-FdS f nEd

fS ki k' 1 f
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which is exact. However, F is not known over each surface but only at the

volume center points so the individual integrals must be approximated. This

approximation can be done in a variety of ways. For example, the flux across

S[ might be determined using an average of F" and F, or an average of F', F

plus other neighboring centers (not shown) or using F- or F alone.

MacCormack's method essentially uses an average of F and F but does so

indirectly in two steps. The way in which this is done will be seen shortly.

The term predictor-corrector means a solution for G(t+At) is first pre-
nG

dicted, then this prediction is corrected. The quantity (E) , defined by
at avg

(I - LI 3G19
a-) at() C-+(r))

incorporates this idea; predicts a value and (-) corrects this result.

The predicted value of G(t+At) is given by

G&(t + At) -G(t) + at (20)

Equations (17) and (18) are used to obtain (M) I

3 3
)t (E-FSk + rj P S(21

t k- ki'

Note that here the flux integrals are approximated by using the flux vectors

"behind" the appropriate face. The quantities d(t At) from (20) can now be

used to find predicted values for the flux vectors, that is f(t+At). These

new flux vectors are used to find the predicted derivative, which serves as a

corrector to d(t+At),

33
(2G) -T(r fs+ + f j.) (22)
at kin k k k

Here the flux integrals are approximated by using the flux vectors "ahead

of" the appropriate face. Equation (22) is the corrector step and completes

the flux averaging problem mentioned earlier.

50-13
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In principle all the ingredients to find G(t+At) are now here. First

using the known conditions at time t find (3G ) from equation (21). Sub-
at t

stitute this result into (20) to find U(t+At). Use r(t+At) to find F(t+At).

Substitute f(t+At) into (22), (22) into (19), and (19) into (12) to yield

G(t+At). In the notation of Ref 1, G(t) = G, G(t+At) Gn , and F(t+t) =

F. Except for a factor w, equations (20) and (21) here form the first of

equations (7) in Ref 1 while equations (12), (19), (20), and (22) here combine

to form the second of equations (7) in Ref 1.

V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time-dependent, predictor-corrector solution techniques of the three-dimen-

sional, unsteady Euler equations can be effectively applied to a rather wide

range of practical situations, as demonstrated in References 1 and 3. The

program implemented on the Eglin CYBER 176 provides the same capabilities,

although somewhat limited by storage constraints. The preceeding sections

have presented introductions to three essential aspects of this, or any, CFD

program: the equations being solved, the computational grid on which the

solution is determined, and the numerical algorithm used to solve the equa-

tions. Satisfactory application of this program however, requires users,

especially those new to CFD, to thoroughly understand the details of the code.

The Appendix to this report contains these details -- the organization and

sequence of events, definitions of the variables, and detailed descriptions of

the major subroutines. Although some of this information is not absolutely

% necessary in order to use the program, careful study of the Appendix will

allow umers to more efficiently apply the code to their particular problem.

The full capabilities of this program can only be determined and exploited

if the code is tested and used for a variety of problems; these activities are

highly recommended. If the storage constraints are too severe, thought might

be given to overlaying or similar space saving techniques. Finally, it is
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recommended that a boundary layer calculation and a plotting package be made

fully operational, but optional, features of this program to make it a more

useful tool.

A-4
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APPENDIX

A.1 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

Introduction

The program in its present form on the Eglin computer consists of a main

calling progran, 20 subroutines and 2 functions. Three of the subroutines and

the two funotions are used only in the boundary layer calculations and there-

fore are not of concern now. The invisicid calculations involve considerable

looping among the main program and the other 17 subroutines. Extensive use is

made of labelled common regions to transfer data among these subroutines.

Input to the program is quite minimal. Only four data cards are read although

this is a little misleading since the body coordinates are presently given

through DATA statements in one of the subroutines and other information is

provided through the use of PARAMETER statements. One subroutine is solely

for writing output although the use of this subroutine is not necessary; users

may produce output as they wish.

Subroutines

A*list of the calling progra and subroutines follows with very brief

descriptions of the main activities of each unit. The list is in the order in

which the routines appear in the program and not in the order in which they

are called.* Sam of these subroutines will be described in greater detail in

later sections.

DOLDEIR. This is the main calling program. It calls (in ohronologioal order)

the subroutine which (1) allows for restart, (2) establishes the initial

conditions, (3) generates the grid, (4) computes the grid metrics, (5)

-initializes certain arrays, (6) prints the grid mesh point locations, (7)
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prints the initial conditions, (8) controls the computational cycles, and (9)

which stops the program when everything is finished.

START. This subroutine allows for a restart of the program if it is stopped

sometime during a calculation. This subroutine also initializes the flux

accumulators and establishes the initial boundary conditions and time step.

PVAR. This subroutine computes and prints out surface pressure coefficients.

It also controls printing of the grid and flow variables.

PARRAY. This subroutine writes any array passed to it.

CON. This subroutine contains the body coordinates in DATA statements and

computes the mesh point locations. It is restricted to high fineness ratio

axisymmetrio bodies.

ICHES. This subroutine computes the initial conditions throughout the

flowfield.

VOLGOD. This subroutine computes the grid metrics.

BC. This subroutine enforces the boundary conditions (eqn 9, ref 1).

FLUX], FLUXr, FLUM. These subroutines compute the fluxes of mass, momentum

and energy through the faces of the grid volume sides in the JI, JY and JZ

directions, respectively. Flux accumulators which sun the net flow for the

predictor-oorreotor calculations are also computed.
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UPDATE. This subroutine computes the new or updated values of the flow

variables (G) using the flux accumulators. This is where equations (7) of Ref

1 ezplicitly appear.

DTCAL. This subroutine computes the new time step to be used (eqn 8, ref 1).

STEP. This subroutine controls the calls to the FLUX, UPDATE, SMOOTH, and

DTCAL subroutines.

BSTEP. This subroutine controls the calls to the STEP and PVAR subroutines.

ERRORS. This subroutine provides a way to stop the program in a controlled

way if certain errors occur.:. *1'..,

BLAYER. This subroutine computes the boundary layer.

TURB. This subroutine computes boundary layer turbulence.

SIMP. This subroutine computes integrals using Simpson's Rule.

UNIlNT. This subroutine computes linear interpolations.

SMOOTH. This subroutine computes smoothed or averaged values of the flow

variables inside the grid.

F, DHT31 These funotions are used in the boundary layer calculations.
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Information is transferred into the program in three ways, through READ,

DATA, and PARAMETER statements. For normal operation only four data cards are

read. However, if the program is to be run with a restart capability then

additional information may be read from a specified device. The restart reads

will be indicated but only the normal operation will be considered.

The data cards will be discussed first in the order they are encountered

with definitions and typical values of the variables being read.

READ (5,100) KIN, KOUT, TFLAO

100 FORMAT (213, E24.0)

This read is in SUBROUTINE START.

KIN unumber of file to be read if restart is used -00

KOUT a number of file for output if restart is used - 00

TFLAG = maximum time value permitted if internal clock of computer

is used to time the computation =7.00

READ (5,100) FACT, FSMACH, ALPHA, BETA, PHI

100 FORMAT (8E10.0)

This read is in SUBROUTINE ICEES.

FACT z parameter for computational

stability (CFL number) a .8

FSMACH 2 freestream Mach number a0.*8500

rALPA freestream flow angle blank
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BETA u freestream flow angle : -00.00 . . . no incidence

=-10.00 . . . 10 deg angle of attack
..

PHI flow

READ (5,100) NB, NT, NV, FACT!

100 FORMAT (315, 720.0)

This read is in PROGRAM HOLDEBR. A very important parameter is the product

BeNT = total number of time steps to be used 4 000 (for example)

NB u number of printouts of surface pressures 20

NT (NBONT)/NB, must be a multiple of 8 = 200

NV x number of times the boundary layer is called = 00

FACTI z parameter for computational stability = blank

READ (5, 100)

100 FORMAT (2T3.E24.0)

This read is in SUBROUTINE START. A blank card must be the fourth card.

That's a good question.

Besides these reads from TAPES, there are several READ(KIN) statements

for restart which appear in SUBROUTINE START.

A second form of input is the DATA statement. The occurrences of DATA

are as follows:
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In HOLDEBR.

DATA GM, GM1, GS2, R011 I. w ., where

GAM = Y, (11 = Y-1, GS2 = Y/2, RG1 = (Y-l) - 1

I. The other two DATA statements set initial values for certain counters and

reference numbers.

In CONE.

DATA XB I../ and DATA YB I... give the x and y coordinates for a

* particular body of revolution. Other bodies may be used simply by replacing

these coordinates with new ones.

In FLUX, FLMK, PUKZ.

DATA KODE /.• ./ provides a way to cycle around the eight corners of a grid

'*: .volume. These should not be changed.

No other DATA statements occur.

The last input method is the PARAMETER statement. It sets values of

certain quantities which then cannot be changed by any later program

statement. It mast appear in every subroutine using those quantities. Rare

only one statement is used but it is in almost all of the subroutines.

" PARAMETER (NNX 80, NY 32, NNZ 2, . .
I*;

This particular statement is for generating an 80 K 32 X 2 grid. Other grids

can be formed by replacing these numbers. This must be done in every

PARAMETER statement. One major benefit of using the PARAMETER statement is

that variables may be dimensioned (in DIMENSION or COMMON statements for
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example) with variable sizes, if these sizes are first specified in PARAETER-

statements. This saves a tremendous amount of work in this program when grid

sizes are changed.

Variables

There are a large number of variables in this program, many of them

triply subscripted with dimensions of about (NNX, tNY, NNZ). This leads to

large storage requirements. Most of these variables appear in labelled COMMON

statements and these labelled COMMON statements appear in most of the sub-

routines even though the subroutines may actually require only a few of the

variables. The variable names are, in many oases, descriptive of the actual

quantities they represent which helps in understanding and using the program.

Following is a list of the more important variables, their dimension size,

definitions, and the subroutines in which they are actually used. This list

does not include some insignificant variables and variables which appear

exclusively in SMOOTH, LININT, BLAIYR, TUB, SM, ERRORS, FH, and DHTS1.

A (NMX1, NYIl, N=Z1) : duay name for any of the PARRAY

flow variables

ADA - A-A, magnitude of area vector BC, DTCAL

squared

ALPHA s freestream flow angle ICEES

AX, AY, AZ 2 average value of the x, y, VOLGRD

and z components of the

area vectors of opposing

faces0-

20
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A1, AY1, AZ

(M![, MIY1, MIZl) = components of area vector of VOLGRD, FLUXX, DTCAL

face with constant JX

"12, A12, AZ2

(EIi, Mr, NNZ1) components of area vector of VOLORD, FLUr, DTCAL,

face with constant J! BC

AX3, A13, AZ3

(HI1, UIN1, NNZ) omponents of area vector of VOLGRD, FLUXZ, DTCAL,

face with oonstant JZ BC

BETA a freestrea flow angle, ICERS

negative of angle of attack

CLSTRP c coefficient of flux sumation UPDATE

(eqn (11), Ref 1)

CP2 (MNx1) = upper surface pressure PAR

coefficient (actually

slightly above and clockwise

of upper surface)

CPNNZ (MlIi) a lower surface pressure PYAR

coefficient (actually

slightly below and counter-

clockwise of lower surface)

21
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CS (1 /Mah number) DTCAL

DE, DR, DRU, DRY, DIV

(1111, NNYI, NNZi) flux accumulators for energy, START, SMOOTH, FLUX,

density, and (x, Y, z) UPDATE 1
momentum

DELY (NNY) =spacing between JY constant CONE

grid lines

DELZ uspacing between JZ constant CONE

grid lines

DT, DTh : time step (eqn (8), Ret 1) DTCAL

DTSTRP =coefficient of flux accumla- UPDATE, DTCAL

tore (eqn (11), Ref 1)

DTSVOL x coefficient of flux UPDATE

accumulators

DUN = denominator of eqn (11), DTCAL

Ref 14

DI! intermediate variable to find CONE

spacing between JX zconstant

grid lines

22
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DZ =spacing between JZ constant CONE

grid lines

DX1, DYl, DZl components of one face VOLGED

diagonal

DX2, DY2, DZ2 components of other face VOLGRD

diagonal

DXC, DYC, DZC zcomponents of vector between VOLGRD

centers of opposing faces

E (NNXl, NNYl, NNZl) =energy ICEES, BC

FLUX, DTCAL

EINIT =initial value of energy ICEES

FACT, FACTX =Courant-Friedrich-Lewy FIOLDEER, ICEES, DTCAL

stability parameter

F? 2*(pqD-A)/(A.A), mirror BC

condition, (eqn (9), Ref 1)

FSPACH :freestream Mach number PVAR, ICEES

Fl, F2, F3, F4S, F5S flux of mass, (X, Y, Z) FLUXX, FLUXY, FLUXZ ~

(NNXl, NNY1) momentum and energy

23
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GAN a Y, ratio of specific heats ICES, PVAR

=Y-1-

082 =Y/2 DTCAL

INC c counter, number of times STEP

STEP is called

JJ, is, JT i indices for predictor- FLUX

corrector

Jx, Jr, JZ a primnry indices all sorts of places

OM[, JX2, M'1 JY2 -'

JZ1, JZ2 i indices for predictor- FLUX

corrector

KIN x input file number for restart HOLDER, START

KODE c code for predictor-corrector FLUX

KOUNT = counter for time steps PVAR, BC, STEP

KOUT = output file number for HOLDER, START

restart

24
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LIMIT ucounter limit for calls to STEP

STEP

ANB number of printouts HOLDER

NE!, NET, NE! z grid size -1 all sorta of places

NNX, NNT, NNZ =grid size all sorts of places

N~ll, witl NIZi ugrid size .1 all sorts of places

XT sfrequency of printouts HOLDEN, BSTEP

NV number of calls to BLATER HOLDENR

OMEGA uartificial viscosity UPDATE

OMTO =coefficient of flux UPDATE

accumulators

P (NNll, NWit NNI~) apressure PVAR, BC, FLUX, START

UPDATE, DTCAL, SMOOTH

PHI x freestream flow angle ICEES

PI i CONE

PINIT ainitial value of pressure ICEEES

25
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ODA =q.A, volume flux BC, FLUX

R (NNX1, NNY1, NNZ1) density START, ICEES, BC, FLUX

UPDATE, DTCAL, SMOOTH

RG141 (y1 ~DTCAL

RQDA pq.A DTCAL

RQDQ :pqoq SMOOTH, UPDATE, DTCAL

RQDRQ Pq opq DTCAL

flu, NV, NW

(NNX1, NNY1, NNZ1) (X, Y, Z) momentum START, ICEES, BC, FLUX

UPDATE, DTCAL, SMOOTH

RVI3S aviscous y momentum BC

RUINIT, RVINIT,

RHINIT initial (X, Y, Z) momentum ICEES

S (NIXi) adistance along surface PVAR

*TFLAG ainternal computer time limit START, STEP

THETAZ z angular increment in JZ CONE

planes

* 26
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T~~ -7.7"%

TIME = current flow time PVAR, PARRAY, UPDATE

.--7

VOL (NNX1, NNY1, NNZ1) grid volume size VOLGRD, UPDATE, DTCAL,

SMOOTH

VOLMIN = minimum grid volume size VOLGRID

X, Y, Z

(NNX, NNY, NNZ) : grid coordinates PVAR, CONE, VOLGRD.

XB(60), YB(60) = body coordinates CONE

XC, YC, ZC (NlX) - coordinates of face centers VOLGRD

XDUM denominator of eqn (11), DTCAL

Ref 1

YYT intermediate variable to find CONE

spacing between JX = constant

grid lines

A.2 PROGRAM SEQUENCE

The major calls, loops, and computations, in the order they occur are

described below. This sequence is for a run without the boundary layer calcu-

lations, the internal clock, or the restart option, and is for the analysis of

one body started impulsively with freestream conditions everywhere. The

activities described are undertaken in the underlined program or subroutine

immediately above the description.

27
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The input cards will be taken asn

KINl 0 no restart

KOUT =0

TFLAG z 7.00

FACT 2.

MUIICH z0.85

ALPHA 20.0

BETA u0.0

PHI x 0.0

NB 20 1- 41000 time steps with a printout every

NT .200 200 time steps

Thsear::tyicai ves for a run without the boundary layer or restart.

OLE retrst ODB

calls STA-

reads FACT, MA14CH, ALPHA, BETA, PHI

computes initial values of R, RU, RV, RU, E 4
rurns to HOLDEDR

by coordinates ID, YB entered via DATA
computes (X, Y, Z) grid points (calls LIINOT to help)

returns to HOLDEDI
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calls VOLORD

computes AX1, ATI, AZ1, AX2, AY2, AZ2, AX3, AY3, AZ3, VOL

returns to HOLDEBR

cals ENTRY MIDDLE in START

computes P

initializes flux acoumulators DR, DRU, DRV, DEN, DR

calls BC

computes initial values of ADA, QDA, R, H, P, FF, RU, RV, RW at phantom and

downstream points

returns to MIDDLE.

if KIN 0 and KOUT 2 0 returns to HOLDEBR

calls ENTRY P030K In PYAR

writes grid coordinates (X, Y, Z)

returns to HOLDUR

canls PTA!

calls PA"RAY

writes R, RU, RV, EN, HP

returns to PVAR

computes and writes initial values of CP2 and CPNNZ

returns to HOLDR R

reads U, NT, NV, FACT!

At this point a nested loop process begins which, for the most general

situation, is controlled by the values of NB, NT, NV, and TFLAG. For the A

sequence described here where the internal computer clock and boundary layer

are not being used then only NB and NT control the process.

29
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HOLDEBE calls BSTEP (NB times)

ESTEP calls STEP (NT times)

STEP increments KOUNT by 1

STEP calls FLUX and UPDATE (2 times for each)

FLUX computes DR, DRU, DRY, DRW, DE

UPDATE computes TIME, R, RU, RV, RW, E, P,

DR, DRU, DRY, DEW, DE

UPDATE calls BC

BC computes R, E, P, RU, RY, RW at boundaries

STEP calls SMOOTH after every 16 calls to FLUX and UPDATE

SMOOTH computes DR, DRU, DRY, DEW, DE, R, RU, RY, EW, E, P

SMOOTH calls BC

BC computes R, E, P, RU, RVY, Elf at boundaries

STEP calls DTCAL after every 128 Calls to FLUX and UPDATE

DTCAL computes DTSTEP

BSTEP calls PYAR

PYAR computes and writes CP2 and CPNNZ

When this loop sequence is finished KOUNT will equal the product NB*NT,

there will be NB printouts of CP2 and CPNNZ, and the program will be back in

HOLDEBR. For the case of no internal clock and no restart the remaining steps

end the program.

* HOLDEER Calls ENTRY FINISH in START

if KOUT :0, returns to HOLDBR

STOP

END

30
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A.3 SUBROUTINES

Cone

This subroutine generates a grid as shown in Fig 1 for slender axisymmetric

bodies. In its original form CONE generated an 80X32X2 grid for a body of revolu-

tion mounted on a wind tunnel sting support. This body has been kept throughout

the program development and still appears in the program via the DATA in CONE.

The original grid generation equations also remain in the program but have been

"commented out." This allows a user to see what a good grid scheme looks like.

One difficulty in using this program on the Eglin computer is limited

core storage. An 80X32X2 grid approaches the maximum core storage which

is available; however, such a grid is only good for zero incidence flow. If

the body i- put at some angle to the flow, then the last number in the grid

size (the number of azimuthal or JZ stations, NNZ) must be increased and a

corresponding decrease is necessary in the other two grid dimensions (NNX and

NNY) to keep within the machine storage limits. It is in determining the grid

points in the JX and JY directions that great care must be taken. If the

number of JX and JY points are decreased without changes to the grid equations

then the resulting grid will be very inadequate. So, it is necessary to

adjust these equations to handle a variable number of JX and JY points (that

is variable NNX and NNY). Attempts to do this in a general way have not been

very successful and this is a weak point in the program at present.

The original grid scheme creates JX lines which are perpendicular to the

X axis. On the body, the lines are evenly spaced. Ahead and behind the body

the line spacing increases with distance from the body. A similar situation

exists for the spacing of the JY lines. These lines are closely spaced near

the body and increase in spacing away from the body. The original scheme used

in CONE for an 80X32X2 grid is based on the following equations. The incre-

ment between JY lines is
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DELY(JY) z0.0025*JY*01.2

Thus, for the first vertical grid line CJX x1, JZ =1) we have

jy
:Y(JTY) = 0.0025* E 1_ + y~i)

4. J =2

Where JY > 1, Y(1 = 0.0, Y(NNY = 32) =2.4078 7

' For JX lines not on the body and NNX 80,

XCJX) =-1.25*TA1 C1.25 2*.5-0/A~.5 + 0.43848T8 (2)

For JX lines on the body

xC~x)=xC~x-i 1 1049333()

If we desire a grid of smaller dimensions, that is NNX < 80-and NNY < 32,

but still desire to retain the characteristics of the grid generated by equa-

tions (1), (2), and (3) above, we might try to mimic these equations but make

* them functions of NNX and NNY. There are certainly many ways to do this; one

* technique tried here which works reasonably well follows.

Generalizing equation (1) we write

TV

Y(jTY) =(coEF)E 3 (Pow)

Wereure(frnogodreason) that Y(NNY) =2.4078 and E2.40781E .
We rquie (or o god j(ow) 0.0025'J=1

the second condition keeps COEFF 0.003. If we assume that 12 NNY 32 and

play around with POW we find that

POW =0.001875*(NNY)2 -0.12250NNY *3.2

works fairly well. In deriving this we use
nnp+1 1 . -

i2 + P+-pn - 1p(p-1) (p-2)nP- 3 +
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which can be found in standard math tables such as Ref' 5. The result of all

this gives the coding

POW O.001875*NNY"*2 -0.1225*NNY + 3.2

SUM (NNY**(POW + 1.))/CPOW + 1.) + 0.5*NNY**POW + P0W*NNY4'*(P0W 10)/12

-POWO(POW - 1-)*(POW - 2.)*NNY**(POW -3.)/720.

COEFF 2.4078/SUM

DELY(JY) C0EFF*JY**POW

Y(JX,JY,l) Y(JX,JY-1,1) *DELYCJY)

Equation (2) can be generalized simply by replacing the 80 by NNX. Equ."-

tion (3) is generalized by replacing the 57 by DX where

* DX = ~INNX

The generalizations just described have been incorporated in some versions

of EULER and also in a test program called XYZ7, which generates and plots the

grid. This grid is reasonable, but the JX lines off the body are not far

enough away, especially JX 1 and RX NNffX, when NNX <80.

Another attempt at a generalized grid scheme presently is in the test

program GENGRID. The JY increments are found b

DELY(JY) 0.0025*JY**POW where

i% POW =ALOG(2000.O/FLOAT(NNYl))/ALOG(FLOAT(NNY))
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The equation for POW is obtained by first requiring that

0.00250 F = 2.4078 just as in the original scheme.

.1=1P 2.4078
So this says E = .0025 = 963.Jul

This represents an equation for p as a function of NNY, but it is non-

linear and difficult to solve. An approximate solution can be obtained using

equation (6) but keeping only the first two terms (and also rounding 963 to

1000). Therefore

P " + hmzp - 1000

J=l p+l

or y
(p- + ) = 1000.

Continuing our approximations take ;I since p should not be too different

from 1.

This gives us MlYP (NY + 1) =1000

or p= POW l I .- In (-NN )
.flY+

which is the desired result.

The JX lines are found by a procedure quite different from the original

scheme, although the character of the original grid is retained. We wish to

have JX lines closely spaced near the body and farther spaced away. We also

impose the following conditions:
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X(1) = -1

X(0.15 NNX) = 0 (nose of body)

X(0.8625 NNX) = 1 (tail of body)

X (NNX) =2

If we let X be given by a cubic equation then we have four equations in four

unknowns, that is

X = C c2 JX + C3 jX2  C 4 jX3

Finding the constants C1 , C2, C, C4 which really are functions of NNX gets a

little messy (see the coding in the test program GENGRID) but this scheme

works, after a fashion. The cubic equation is used for JX lines off the body

and constant spacing is used on the body, just as the original scheme.

The original grid scheme in CORE proceeds as follows. First, the body

' coordinates are non-dimensionalized by the body length. Then the JX lines are

calculated and the spacing between the JY lines (but not the lines themselves)

are determined. The body coordinates are not used in either of these calcu-

lations, only the body length. With the JX lines determined, that is knowing

their X locations, the corresponding Y locations on the body are determined

by linearly interpolating between the input body coordinates. SUBROUTINE

LININT is used for this operation. The X axis and the surface of the body are

now taken as the JY = 1 line and the JY spacings previously calculated are

used to find all the other JY lines. Finally, the grid at other azimuthal

stations (JZ) is found by stepping around the body in specified angular

amounts (usually a constant angle). The result of this is a network of NNX X

NNY X NNZ points.

Certain features of the grid should be maintained for any grid

dimensions. About 70% of the JX lines should be on the body. The first
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W(JX=) and last (JX=NNX) lines should be at least one body length ahead and

behind the body respectively, i.e., X < -1 and X > 2. The first JY line off

the body (JY=2) should be spaced about 0.0025 body lengths away. The last JY

line (JYNNY) should be about two body lengths away. The number of JZ lines

depends on the body shape and flow inclination. For an axisymmetric body at 0

incidence two JZ lines are necessary with a spacing of about 200. For an

axisymmetric body at angle of attack the last JZ line (JZ=NNZ>2) should be at

1800 and NNZ should be large enough to resolve flow details. Other body

shapes will require individual consideration.

ICEES and Freestream Conditions

Quoting from Ref 1, "All variables are dimensionless, with the reference

conditions usually taken to be free-stream density and sound speed, the latter

given by

-."c = (eqn 4, ref 1)

The variables are R, P, E, RU, RV, and RW. Since these are dimensionless,I.I
then, for example

R - 2- and thereforeR u- .in1.

Similarly, if C is the non-dimensional sound speed, then

C = and thereforeC -- . .-

Since p. and c. are the reference values (by definition) then

P - -- (and not -P as one might guess).

But from eqn 4, ref 1, p =c 2  so 4
1 2adu-C

. -LRC2 and 1 !%:2
*pwc ODa-..._
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From eqn 3, ref 1, we have e =-1j + pV2  P1.. + ry

Smmarizing these results, the freestream non-dimensional flow is described by .-

SumaIf we let q be ethe dimensioned velocity vector and q be its manitude,

then

q (u 2 + V2) h

Also, U: =c, V = , and W - so thatAsU CM CM, Cam

U., V., and W. are simply the (X, Y, Z) components of M.. This completes the

description of the freestream.

The initial conditions are taken to be freestream conditions everywhere.

These are established in ICEES. There are five equations of interest in

ICEES, which evaluate initial values of RU, RV, RW, P, and E, that is,

RUINIT = R. U. z x component of M (since R. 1)

RVINIT = R. V. = y component of M.

RWINIT = R. W. = z component of M."

UINIT = Eft = +Y-) 1 2"]:
Y1 1 1

PINIT = P = 1(the equation in ICEES reduces to this).C Y

The components of M are found from an Euler angle type approach (see, for

example, Ref 4). The orientation is slightly unconventional, however. The
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coordinate frame remains fixed to the body and the incoming flow is put at an

angle. For the coordinate frame as established in Fig 1, a positive angle of

attack (nose up) is given by BETA equal to a negative angle. All angles in

ICEES are in degrees. ALPHA and PHI refer to yaw and roll angles; their sense

is best determined by plugging numbers into the equations and reasoning out

the results.

VOLGRD

This subroutine computes the area vectors of the grid volume element

sides and the volume of the elements. These computations of the metrics, as

they are often called, are done in what may seem to be a rather strange

fashion. Before the actual details of the calculations are described, perhaps

a few words on the philosophy of the scheme are in order.

This subroutine was written to be able to handle almost any conceivable

grid, as long as the grid is consistently numbered. In many cases (such as in

this program) the grid elements are some sort of regular geometric volumes

with well defined flat sides. However, this is not always the case. It is

quite possible to form a grid such that the corners of a volume side are not

all in the same plane and consequently the surface is not flat, as depicted in

Figure 2. This introduces an essential difficulty. When the side is flat,

its area and normal vector (which together give the area vector) can be found

unambiguously and exactly (assuming the corners are connected by straight

lines). But, if the four corners of a side are not coplanar then the area is

not well defined since only the four corners are actually known. Even if the

surface can be analytically described it will have a'normal vector which . '

varies in direction over the surface. For a numerical solution it is highly

desirable to have each surface of a volume element defined by a single,

constant area vector. This means the nonplanar surface must be represented
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by an effective area vector which must be determined solely in terms of the

corner coordinates. In addition, the method for doing this should yield the

exact answer when the surface is flat. Finally, the method should be capable

of properly handling surfaces that degenerate to a line or point (as happens

in almost any grid scheme). The scheme used in VOLGRD satisfies all these

requirements.

Determining the volume of an element has similar difficulties. The

volume of a flat sided element can be found unambiguously and exactly

(although the calculations may be quite tedious). For nonplanar surfaces the

element is poorly defined and the volume becomes difficult to compute. For

numerical solutions this computation needs to be simplified and based only on

the corner coordinates. Also, the result must be exact for flat sided

elements. The technique in VOLGRD satisfies these requirements as well.

A representative volume is shown in Figure 3. With the corners labelled

as shown, this volume would be referred to by the subscripts (JX, JY, JZ).

The surfaces of the element are surfaces on which the values of JX, JY, or JZ

are constant and are denoted as Al, A2, and A3 respectively, there being two

of each of these for any element. The two Al surfaces have been singled out

here to serve as examples. The calculations to be described are repeated for

the other two surface pairs. All surfaces are denoted by the corner having the

largest subscripts; so in this example the two Al surfaces are referred to by

(JX-1, JY, JZ) on the left and (JX, JY, JZ) on the right.

Each surface has two diagonals which can be treated as vector lengths.

For surface Al (JX, JY, JZ) the diagonal vectors are

Dl z (X(JX,JY,JZ) - X(JX,JY-I,JZ-l))i + (Y(JX,JY,JZ) - Y(JX,JY-l,JZ-I))3I

+ (Z(JX,JY,JZ) - Z(JX,JY-1,JZ-1))k DXIi * DY1J DZlk
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D2 =(X(JX,JY-1,JZ) -X(JX,JY,JZ-1))! + (Y(JX,JY-1,JZ) -Y(JX,JY,JZ-1)3

+(Z(JX,JY-1,JZ) - Z(JX,JY,JZ-1))k DX2I. + DY23 + DZi

* The area vector of surface A1(JX,JY,JZ) is defined to be one-half the cross

product of the two diagonal vectors, that is

A1(JX,JY,JZ) ) DIXD2) k (DY1*DZ2-DZ1§DY2)i + (DZ1*DX2-DXI*DZ2)j

+ (DX1*DY2-DY1*DX2)k) AX1!eAY13+AZ1ic

-~ which is exact for flat surfaces with straight lines connecting the corners.

(Try it with a trapezoid, for instance.) This vector is also shown on Figure

* 3. Similarly the diagonal vectors and area vector for side AI(JX-1,JY,JZ)

are found.

Each side also has a center which is defined to be the average of the

corner coordinates. For example, the center of A1(JX,JY,JZ) has an X value of

xC(JX,JY,JZ) k<~X(jX'JYJZ) *X(JX,JY,JZ-1) *X(JX,JY-1,JZ-1)

+ X(JX,JY-I,JZ))

The centers Of Opposing surfaces, here for example A1(JX-1,JY,JZ) and

Al(JX,JY,JZ), can be connected by a line which also can be expressed as a

* vector. That is

DC1 (XC(JX,JY,JZ) -XC(JX-1,JY,JZ))i + (YC(JX,JT,JZ) - JC(JX-1,JY,JZ))J^

+ (ZC(JX,JY,JZ) -ZC(JX-1,JY,JZ))k

DXCi DYCJ DZCiC
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The two area vectors of opposing faces and the vector between the centers

of these faces can be used to compute a volume (not necessarily the true

volume of the element). For the example here this calculation is

VOL V {AI(JX,JY,JZ) + A1(JX-1,JY,JZ)) DC12

that is, the dot product between the average of the opposing face area vectors

and the vector connecting the centers of these faces gives a volume. For a

rectangular parallelpiped this calculation would indeed be the true volume.

Any pair of opposing faces could be used for a rectangular parallelpiped and

the result would be the same. Or the average of this process for the three

pairs could be used to recover the true volume of a rectangular parallelpiped.

For an arbitrary element, the volume is defined by the average for the three

pairs. That is,

VOL I-((AI(JX) Al(JX-1))-DCI + (A2(JY) e A2(JY-1))'DC2

+ (A3(JZ) + A3(JZ-1))-DC3)

where the subscript notations for the area vectors have been shortened.

These definitions of area vectors and volumes are certainly not exact for

arbitrary elements but for small volumes are not too far off. For regular

elements they are exact and they are computationally efficient. These schemes

- - are similar to those used in many modern numerical computational programs.

A final comment on the nomenclature used in the preceding discussion is

necessary. The equations appearing in VOLGRD are in terms of the components

of the various vectors; the vectors themselves never occur. The example, the

symbol D1 has been used in this discussion for one of the diagonals. In

VOLGRD only the components of D1, denoted DX1, DY1, DZ1, are used. Similarly
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Al never appears but AX1, AY1, and AZI are used, and so on. Hopefully this

difference in notation will not cause any confusion.

BC

This subroutine enforces the boundary conditions on the computed flow.

Typically boundary conditions for a body in an unbounded freestream are

freestream conditions far away from the body and a specified normal velocity -at

the body surface (usually zero). Implementing conditions like these on a

computational mesh of finite extent requires that these conditions be handled

in a special way. The technique used here is based on the concept of phantom

points, that is points which are physically outside of the computational mesh.

Phantom points are the centers of volume elements which lie Just outside

-of the computational mesh. Refer back, for a moment, to Fig 1, which shows a

(coarse) grid for an axisymmetric body which would be useful for zero incidence

or angle of attack problems (hence the JZ lines go half way around the body).

The first volume elements in the mesh to be encountered as one goes downstream

are those having JX=2 since the volume element is designated by a downstream

corner (also see Fig 4a). If one referred to a volume (1, JY, JZ) this would

be immediately upstream of the mesh. The center of this volume is a phantom

point. Now, referring to Figs 4b and 4e, a volume denoted by (JX,JY,1) would

be just to the left (or counter clockwise) of the grid volumes above the body

since the volume element is designated by a clockwise corner. The center of

this volume is also a phantom point. In a similar manner, the centers of

volumes (JX,JY,8), where NNZ . 1 a 8, are phantom points Just clockwise of the

. lower grid volumes (Figs 4b and 4d). The centers of volumes (NNX + 1, JY, JZ)

are phantom points Just downstream of the last streamwise volumes (Fig la).

Finally the centers of volumes (JX,1,JZ) are phantom points just inside the

body, since volumes are designated by radially outward corners (Fig 4c).
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The phantom points are used In the following way. At planes of symmetry

(for example lines JZ 1 1 and JZ = 7 in Fig 1) and body surfaces (JY = 1)

mirror conditions are applied. Normally on a solid body surface or on a plane

of symmetry we would simply require that q-n = 0 (q z velocity vector, n z

normal to surface). However in the formulation of this program we do not know

conditions on surfaces but only at the centers of volume elements. Conse-

quently, we only know conditions slightly off the body or to one side of a

plane of symmetry. Mirror conditions say that the velocity vector at the

phantom point inside the body surface or on the other side of the symmetry

plane has a normal component equal and opposite to the normal component of

velocity at the neighboring true volume center. One might say that the phan-

tom point velocity vectors are 'mirror images' of the neighboring true velocity

vectors, hence the name mirror conditions. For small volume elements these

conditions, then, essentially impose a zero normal velocity on the surface

in question. Implementing the mirror condition leads to eqn (9) of ref 1,

phantom point =true

where S is the area vector of the surface in question. In SUBROUTINE BC these

mirror conditions are imposed at the phantom points (JX, 1, JZ), (JX, JY, 1)

and (JX, JY, NNZ+1). The density, energy, and pressure at these same phantom

points are determined by imposing a zero normal gradient condition, that is, R,

E, and P do not change from the phantom point to the neighboring volume

center. Thus we have R(JX,1,JZ) : R(JX,2,JZ), R(JZ,JY,I) = R(JX,JY,2) and

R(JX,JY,NNZ+I) a R(JX,JY,NNZ) and so on.

At the downstream boundary (JX = NNX) the zero normal gradient condition

is imposed on all the flow quantities R, E, P, and RU, RV, RW. Thus we have

R(NNX + 1, JY, JZ) = R(4NX,JY,JZ) and'so on. This condition may not be

physically true, especially if the downstream boundary is not far away from
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the body, but is has been found to work virtually as well as more correct (and

much more complicated) outflow conditions and thus has been retained in the

program.

The boundary conditions used in BC never directly impose freestream

conditions on any of the computational points. The initial conditions are

freestream conditions but these are allowed to evolve in time. This is as it

should be since the flow boundaries may actually not be far enough away to

have freestream conditions. The mirror and zero normal gradient conditions

are sufficient for this solution.

UPDATE

This subroutine essentially evaluates equation (7) of Ref 1 (really its

alternate form, eqn (11)). This equation, which is in two parts, is the net

result of applying the predictor-corrector technique to this problem. In a

very schematic way, both parts of equation 7 (or 11) look like

Gne w = Gol - constant F. (I)

The term G represents any of the quantities R, RU, RV, RW, E, and the term F

represents the fluxes corresponding to these quantities (see Section III of

the main paper). The quantity F-S is referred to as the flux accumulator.

Suppose G = R. The flux accumulator for R is the variable DR. The

constant in (1) involves At and volume, that is DT and VOL, and is called

DTSVOL. So, if we write equation (1) above for G = R we obtain

R(JX,JY,JZ) = R(JX,JY,JZ) - DTSVOL(JX) ' DR(JX,JY,JZ) (2) - "

which is precisely one of the equations in SUBROUTINE UPDATE. This equation

updates the old value of R by the net mass which has entered the volume

during the time interval &t, hence the subroutine name.
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Now, equation (1) represents either part of eqn 7, Ref 1; that is, the

predictor and the corrector steps have the same form. Equation (2) above is

valid for either step also. Which step is actually being computed at some

instant in the program depends on a complicated manipulation of indices and

counters which takes place in several subroutines. These manipulations are

beyond the scope of the present discussion, other than to observe that they

occur.

It might be noticed in UPDATE that a function CVMGT appears. This

function is a command which is recognized by CRAY computers but not by the

CYBER 176. These statements have been commmented out and the equivalent of

them written below them. These statements perform one of the many activities

required to properly step through the mesh and the predictor-corrector sequence

DTCAL

This subroutine determines the time step, At, to be used in the

predictor-corrector calculations. It would be desirable for this time step

to be as large as possible so that a solution could be obtained quickly and

thus economically. However, the computational scheme is unstable for time

steps greater than some critical value. By unstable we mean the solution

diverges as time increases rather than converges as we desire. The critical

value is determined by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy stability criterion (Ref 6)

which says that the maximum allowable time step is the minimum of

At = VqSI + cisi throughout the mesh,

where V is the volume of an element, S and q are area and velocity vectors,

respectively, and c is the local speed of sound. This criterion essentially

says that the time step can be no greater than the shortest time it takes for

an acoustic signal to travel from one volume center to the next, which is

certainly physically reasonable.
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DTCAL proceeds by computing at a given time

qsI for every volume in the mesh and

searching for the minimum value. It is interesting and instructive to look at

-a few details of how this quantity (called DT) is actually calculated.

Careful study of DTCAL shows that, in the notation of this program but

leaving off the subscripts, DT is determined by the expression

DT VOL*!1(G2
I RQDA I + (IRQDIRQ*ADAO E/P -Rg1ffl

where RQDA zpq *A

RQDRQ pq * = p2q2

ADA :A*A A

and GS2/(E/P - RGM1) l /M2 if the definitions of GS2, RGM1, E, and P are

used. This expression for DT can then be written as

DT VOLDp

plq-Al + (p2q2A2/M2)j%

But M zq/c so this reduces to

VOL
DT q.-A +CA

which is the same as the equation for at.
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FLUX

The subroutines FLUXX, FLUXY, and FLUXZ (collectively referred to as

FLUX) compute the fluxes of the various flow variables across each pair of

surfaces of a volume element. Thus, FLUXX computes the flux across the two

Al surfaces, FLUXY computes the A2 fluxes, and FLUXZ determines the transport

across the two A3 surfaces. These routines also increment the flux accumula-

tors, which symbolically are F.S, with appropriate care for the signs. The

three routines are identical in form and differ only in the subscripts and

variables used.

The computations in FLUX are straightforward. Central to these

calculations is the definition of the flux of something:

flux s=jetng )q.dAflux : uit volume -:;.

which, for planar surfaces with constant flow properties, reduces to

flux something , .Aunit vol-e

The "something" here is mass, (X, Y, Z) momentum and energy, which dimension-

less and per unit volume are simply R, RU, RV, RW, and E. The area used in

the dot product depends on the subroutine being used. Thus

q'A = QDA = (RUOAX1 RV*AY1 + RWAZ1)/R in FLUXX,

(RUOAX2 * RV*AY2 + RWOAZ2)/R in FLUXY, and

(RUOAX3 RV*AY3 + RW*AZ3)/R in FLUXZ.

The equations in FLUX then follow from combinations of the "somethings per

unit volume" and the ODA terms.
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What is not so straightforward in FLUX (and in some of the other

subroutines as well) is the way in which the indices (or subscripts) and

counters are manipulated. For instance, in FLUXX we find the following

indices and DO loop parameters being used: KODE, JJ, JX, JX2, NEX, NNY, NNZ,

JS, JX, JY, JZ, and JT. FLUXY and FLUXZ have similar quantities. Actually,

this rather complicated situation is the result of economizing the computa-

tions. The solution process involves performing a set of calculations,

namely those in equation 11, Ref 1, for every volume element in the computa-

tional mesh and at every time step. Within equation 11 we see that there is a

need for repeated determinations of F-S, although the. subscripts and super-

scripts appearing in equation 11 suggest that different values of F and S

are to be used in the various terms. This is indeed true though with careful

study of the overall computational process we find that certain calculations

are exactly repeated. For example, at a given time step the quantity F- S for

one volume element is exactly the same (except for a sign) as F-.5 for a

neighboring volume element. (Reference 1 and Section IV of the main paper may

help clarify this.) In any case the important idea is that certain types of
S

calculations, namely FeS, are done very many times in this program and some

are exactly repeated. The design of the FLUX subroutines is such that the

single equations for mass, momentum, and energy flux can be used for every

volume, every time step, and each form of F.S in equation 11. The versatility

of these subroutines comes from the manipulation of the indices and counters.

A number of subroutines besides FLUX are involved in these manipulations.

However, much of this activity does take place in FLUX and a feel for what

goes on can be obtained-by studying some of the details in the FLUX routines,

which we shall now do (on a very limited scale).
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FLUX evaluates the quantity F.S. The particular values of F and S used

in any given calculation depend on which volume is being considered, which face

of the volume is being considered, the time step, and which step of the

predictor-corrector technique is being executed. Suppose we fix the volume,

face,, and time step in question. A representative situation is sketched -'

below.
•F- S-S F+

YK

The volume in question is the middle volume, the face of interest is the

shaded one labelled S+. With the time, volume, and face fixed we only need to
k

worry about which step in the predictor-corrector cycle we are in. The two

steps in the predictor-corrector cycle are represented by the two equations in

equation 11, Ref 1. Looking at these equations we see that we use F.S' in one
k

_._+ +
* step and F S in the other; (Don't worry about the bar over F right now.)

k
So, in one step of the predictor-corrector we use the value of F "behind" the

face in question; in the other step we use the value of F "ahead." This can

be accomplished by using the same equation for F-S and simply changing the

subscript of F in the k direction. (Remember, the subscripts of a flow

quantity refer to the volume in which it occurs.) If the k direction in this

example is in the X direction then we increment JX to go from one side of the

face to the other. Such a procedure must be done for all six faces of this

volume. The face labelled S- in the sketch would use F- and F, and so on.

k
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Besides determining F-S at each face, FLUX sums or accumulates the net

flux into each volume by incrementing the flux accumulators DR, DRU, DRV, DRW,

and DE. However, care must be taken with the signs. For instance, in the

sketch the product F-S+ might represent the flux out of the middle volume

or the flux into the right hand volume. For one volume this number is

positive, for the other it is negative. The subscripts and signs must be

carefully matched to properly sum or accumulate the fluxes.

The above, overly long discussion hopefully has established the reasons

for the multitude of indices and index operations in the program. What

follows is, perhaps, an overly brief summary of how some of the subscripts

provide a means to switch from one side of a surface to another and to switch

from one volume to another.

Each of FLUXX, FLUXY, and FLUXZ has a dimensioned variable KODE (JJ)

whose 16 values are specified in'a DATA statement in each subroutine. The

value of JJ is established in STEP and is transferred through the labelled

COMMON/CONST. JJ tells FLUX which phase of the predictor-corrector technique

to compute by picking a value of KODE. KODE, in turn, sets JX, JY1, or JZ

depending on which FLUX subroutine we are in. JX1 (or JYl or JZt), in turn,

sets the value of JT. JT, in turn, sets the value of JS and JS tells FLUX

whether to use the flow value on one side or the other of a surface in

evaluating F-S and whether to give this quantity a plus or minus sign when it

is added to the flux accumulator (schematically represented here by D).

*The following chart presents the values of and relations between the

various indices as the calculations in FLUX proceed. Also depicted are

representative volume elements and reference surfaces to illustrate the

predictor-corrector selection and flux summation.
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FLUXX

JXl-l 10JT-2, JS=JX, D(JS)=D(JS)-F(JS-l)+F(JS) ;q upstream of Al
* JXl2 4 JT=3, JS.JX-l, D(JS)u.D(JS)-F(JS)+F(jS+l); q downstream of Al

y

x

FLUXY

JYl-l sibJT12, JS=JY ,D(JS)=D(JS)-F(JS-l).F(JS); q below A2
JYl=2 0'pJT-3, JS-JY-l, D(JS)uD(JS)-F(JS).F(JS+l); q above A2

Y+1

zx

Y--

FLUXZ
JZlal v*JT=2, JS-JZ ,D(JS)=D(JS)-F(JS-l)+F(JS); q counterclockwise of A3
JZ1=2 QDJTu3, JS=JZ-l, D(JS)-D(JS)-F(JS)+F(JS+l); q clockwise of A3
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A.14 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

To run the program, the user must decide on and enter certain information

concerning the body, approach flow, and computer sequencing. Let us assume

that a run of a single body without the internal clock, restart, or boundary

layer options is desired. The user must consider the following items.

Body.

The body presently in the program is a body of revolution previously

studied at AEDC (see Fig 8 of Ref 3). If a new body shape is desired the

easiest way to input it is through DATA statements in CONE giving the body

coordinates (IS,YB). If new coordinates are entered here, certain other

changes are necessary also. The DIMENSION statement imediately proceeding

DATA ID must accomodate the new body. It would be best to "comment out" the

original data in the event a check or reference case is ever needed. The DO

.--

Tloop imediately after DATA YB, which non-dimenionalizes the body coordinates

by the body length, should also be adjusted for the new shape.

Grid.

If the body shape entered is axisyetric and does not have any places

on it where the body slope (dy/dx) is vertical then the grid schemes

described under the section CONE ill be satisfactory although they may need

same adjustment. For any grid different from 80X32X2 it would be.best

sinitially to use the first modification described in CONE.

The grid size must be kept within the limits of the computer. The abso-

lute maximum size using the Eglin ChDER 176 is 600,o8s (196,60o.) words in

large core memo" (LCM)and 310,000o of regular memory. The storage require-

ments for this program can be roughly estimated by
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STORAGE 214*XYZ 21*(XY XZ YZ X Y Z)

where (X,Y,Z) stand for (NNX,NNY,NNZ). Almost any grid will be large enough

to require LCM. For the LCM option it is usually sufficient to define the

labelled COMMON regions AVCTRS, DVRBLS, and VARBLS as LEVEL 2 (thus putting

them into LCM) and the rest of the variables will then fit into regular

memory. The actual grid size is input simply by changing the PARAMETER

statements (all 17 must be changed). The grid scheme used must accommodate

the grid size.

If a non-axisymmetric body or a body which has vertical slopes on it is

input then a new grid scheme must be written. Note, even a constant diameter -1

circular cylinder with a hemispherical nose has vertical slopes (at X = 0) and

must be treated differently. The problem with vertical slopes is that the JX

and the JY lines get confused since both will be vertical near the vertical

part of the surface. The JY lines must be specialized for these regions. For

a non-axisymmetric body it may also be necessary to have variable spacing

between JZ lines.

Time. I

There are two kinds of time relevant to this program, flow time and CPU 4,

time. Flow time is a computed quantity, being the summation of the time

increments or steps determined by the subroutine DTCAL. CPU time is the

actual time used during the computation process. CPU time is real and depends

on the flow time; flow time is an artifact of the calculations and is only

realistic in very special situations.

To compute a steady flow, time is advanced until a solution at one time

step is sufficiently close to the solution at the previous time step to

satisfy the user. The flow time at which this occurs is relatively

unimportant. Instead, what is more useful is the number of steps required
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to reach this converged solution. These steps are counted by the variable

KOUNT. The progress of the solution may be most easily followed by using

KOUNT as a timer. There is no direct check on convergence in this program. A

user must either know or guess how many steps will be required for con-

vergence. The number of steps used in a given run is specified by the

product NBONT. Many solutions require on the order of 4000 steps to converge

and so typical values might by NB = 20, NT = 200 to give 20 printouts every

200 steps for a total of 4000 steps.

The computer time, CPU time, depends on the total number of time steps

and the grid size, increasing with both. If the internal computer clock is

used, CPU time can be used to control the program. Otherwise it only

influences run priority and cost. As examples of CPU requirements, a 30X12X2

grid with 4000 steps requires 400 seconds while a 4X20X7 grid with 4000 steps

requires about 80 minutes on the Eglin machine.

Freestream conditions.

The freestream Mach number and direction of the freestream (ALPHA, BETA, -.-

and PHI in degrees) must be read in on one of the data cards.

Other parameters.

:For no use of restart, internal clock, or boundary layer, set FACT = 0.8,

TFLAG 7.0, and KIN, KOUT, NV, and FACTX all to zero.

Output.

The amount and type of output must be decided upon. Currently printouts

of surface pressure coefficients are made NB times, after every NT steps....

Also, all the flow variables and grid locations are printed for the last step,
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KOUNT NB*NT. (There is a little problem with this last printout right now;

some phantom points also appear in the listing.) The WRITE statements which

do all this are in PVAR. PARRAY is also for writing but is currently

commented out.

Miscellaneous.

In principal there is no limit on the value of M used in this program.

However, there are practical constraints which limit the useful range to

perhaps .5 < Mw < 3. This should be explored however.

In principal there is no restriction on the body shape which is input

but, again, practical limits exist. Any body shape on which there are large

separated flow regions will be poorly handled. Separation, at this point in

time, cannot be calculated. The grid must accommodate whatever body is used

and also have clearly defined volume elements.

SUBROUTINE VOLGRD requires several averages to be formed. These averages -

involve division by 2, 3, 4, and so on. These divisions never explicitly

appear in the program (in order to save computation time). Instead, the

divisions are actually absorbed into the time step so that the flow time is

off by some constant factor. This has no bearing on the solution except when

a truly unsteady flow is to be calculated.

A force and moment calculation program is needed but the boundary layer

calculation must first be made operational.

SD.
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(a)

- - - -JY=2

JXw= JX=2 3 8J- JYZI

JI

JY=3 JZ=2

JY=2 Z-

x z JZ=4

1 JZ=7

.. .... ..

Figure 1. Simple axisymmetric grid
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Figure 4. Volume elements and phantom points
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DISPLAYING RESULTS FROM NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

USING COMPUTER GRAPHICS

by

Letitia Korbly

ABSTRACT

Exploration of specifications for a data base to link results from

numerical solutions of partial differential equations with graphics

programs which display this information. More generally, two and three

dimensional functions defined at a finite number of points are to be

graphed so that important features of these functions are easily and

accurately grasped.

In preparation, a program linking the output of a two dimensional

fluid dynamics calculation with R. W. Conley's Raytrace was written.

Refractive index, opacity and color were used to show the differences in

density between different nodes in the calculation.

The study indicates that simply using a standard data base will not

solve the problems connected with linking three dimensional digital data

with graphics programs. Optical properties must be chosen to highlight

functional values. Color and opacity are the easiest qualities to

interpret.

Normalization is crucial to effective display. Normalization

matches the range of the data to the range of the display so the data

fits the display range.

While using refractive index to display density offers the possi-

bility of evaluating the analyses directly at some time, it is presently

only confusing.

Suggestions are made for further research.
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DISPLAYING RESULTS FROM NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

USING COMPUTER GRAPHICS

by

Letitia Korbly

ABSTRACT

Exploration of specifications for a data base to link results from
numerical solutions of partial differential equations with graphics
programs which display this information. More generally, two and three

dimensional functions defined at a finite number of points are to be
graphed so that important features of these functions are easily and
accurately grasped.

In preparation, a program linking the output of a two dimensional
fluid dynamics calculation with R. W. Conley's Raytrace was written.

Refractive index, opacity and color were used to show the differences in
dniybetween different nodes in the calculation.

Tie study indicates that simply using a standard data base will not
solve the problems connected with linking three dimensional digital data

with graphics programs. Optical properties must be chosen to highlight
functional values. Color and opacity are the easiest qualities to
interpret.

Normalization is crucial to effective display. Normalization
matches the range of the data to the range of the display so the data
fits the display range.

While using refractive index to display density offers the possi-

bility of evaluating the analyses directly at some time, it is presently
only confusing.

Suggestions are made for further research.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

When partial differential equations in two or three dimensions are

solved numerically, a functional value is generated at each node or

element in the mesh. These nodes fill the area or volume in which the

calculations are done.

In two dimensions a small problem may involve 50 by 24 or 1200

locations. In a full three dimensional calculation, there may be upwards

of ten to fifteen thousand nodes involved. At every time step information

is calculated for every point. Fluid dynamics calculations typically

involve several functions evaluated at each point at each time step.

Traditionally graphing has been used to handle large amounts of

numerical data. Many techniques are available if the data lie on a

line.

For data in a plane, a recent study by R. G. Belie indicates that

it is easier to interpret carpet plots than other forms of presentation.

This technique does not easily generalize to three dimensions. Color-

coded plots provide the next easiest form to interpret. Color is not so

difficult to lift to three dimensions.

Contour plots are adequate for display of results in structural

mechanics since maximum and minimum values, generally lie on the surface.

Contour plots generally require as much computer time as color plots.

For three dimensional functions the contour picture is inadequate.

In a three dimensional fluid dynamics calculation, it is important to

see what is going on deep inside. Conventional graphics programs cannot . -.-

show this.

Color graphics, with the possibility of tracing light rays through

transparent layers, offers a variety of possible answers to the problem.

Changes in color, opacity, and brightness can be used to show the differ-

ences in the calculated values. It is necessary to find or develop

programs which utilize these possibilities.

To see deep into a fluid and determine differences in density and

velocity there, something must be either transparent or stripped away.

Stripping almost implies contouring, a difficult job and one that is

slow on a computer. This leaves the possibility of treating the layers
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as if they were transparent or translucent. Two possibilities for

handling this have been advanced, ray tracing and Fourier transform

techniques. It is not clear how to implement Fourier transform techniques

in an area with irregular boundaries.

It is also important in these calculations to see the velocities.

This information can be well presented by particle tracing. Frequently

this information is presented by taking a section through the volume and

m* showing the component of the velocity which lies in the plane as an

arrow pointing in the same direction as the component of the velocity

lying in that plane. The length of the arrow is proportional to the
magnitude of the component of the velocity lying in the plane. This can

be confusing, particularly if the total velocities are highly varied.

Right now it is still not routine to show density differences

meaningfully. Since density is linked with refractive index in the

physical world, it was hoped this would provide a right way, or several

right ways, to display density.

There is another important issue: verification of the computer

codes which produce the data. In the past, few full three dimensional

a.': calculations were done because of the amount and expense of computer

time involved. It is difficult to verify and evaluate the results of

these calculations. Refractive index is easily measured in a moving

fluid without disrupting the flow. This suggests the possibility of

direct evaluation of these programs against measurable physical data.

Preliminary study indicates, however, that this is further from realiza-

tion than simple display of data.

It is probable that initially these programs will be expensive to

implement and run. As more use occurs, optimization should reduce

costs.

My background includes a specialty in partial differential equations,

and applied mathematics. I have had experience in fluid dynamics, at

Space Sciences Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,

Alabama, and in the development of graphics programs, at David Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Center in Carderock, Maryland. My

interest in these problems is high.

5 -
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II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective is the development of standard tools and packages

to display results from computing solutions to partial differential

equations, especially solutions to three dimensional fluid dynamics

problems. Secondarily, it is hoped that such techniques may be used-to

display more general two and three dimensional functions defined at a

finite number of points. This data might include information about the

levels of geologic strata deep in the earth, currents in the oceans and

atmosphere, etc.

A lower priority objective was the evaluation of analytic programs.

It is possible to measure refractive index in a moving fluid without

disturbing the fluid. Such a measurement, compared with a frame which

displays density using refractive index, could be used for an evaluation

of the analytic program since the link between density and refractive
index is linear through the Gladstone-Dale constant.

Clear understanding of the problems involved is necessary to establish

such a general link between programs that solve partial differential

equations numerically and graphics programs. Raytrace is a three dimen-

sional graphics program which is not in production form, but which has

the important capacity to see through transparent and semitransparent

objects, taking into account important optical qualities through actually

following light rays through the objects and medium. Though not in

production form, it is certainly clean enough to make an attempt to use

it to display such data.

The immediate goal was to implement Raytrace as a graphics output

program for a two dimensional density function calculated by a fluid

dynamics program. The long term goal is to use Raytrace, or other

programs routinely to display output from numerical solutions of partial

differential equations in three dimensions. The system of equations of

greatest interest is that of fluid dynamics, which is both three dimen-

sional and time dependent.

Full three dimensional graphics programs are needed to show what is
- happening deep in the fluid. These programs almost necessarily do ray

tracing although programs utilizing a Fourier transform have been discussed.
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Production programs which do ray tracing are very specialized.

Such programs are commonly used in optics, but are generally unsuitable

for displaying the output of a numerical process.

R. W. Conley's Raytrace is a full three dimensional graphics pro-

gram almost in production form. It is presently the only practical

program for display of optical qualities in translucent materials like

color, opacity, and refractive index of solids, and transmittance,

albedo, and mirror properties of their surfaces as well as other optical

properties which were not exploited in this study.-

It does not, however, accept data in the form supplied by most

analytfc-programs. To utilize Raytrace, it is necessary to write programs

which link the graphics package with the existing data.

This problem is characteristic of attempts to utilize graphics.

There is no standard hardware or software; each data source must be

individually linked with each graphics package, and each graphics package

must be linked individually with each output device.

If a standard data base were established, writers of both kinds of

codes would be pushed toward adherence to that standard. This will lead

to development of graphics programs which can utilize standardized

output from the analysis packages, or to graphics programs which can be

easily linked to the data base. 4 .

III. PRELIMINARY STUDY

In preparation for the design of this data base, a program to link

output from a simple two dimensional fluid dynamics to a three dimensional

graphics package was written. Conventional graphics programs have not

been able to show the results of three dimensional fluid flow calculations

satisfactorily. It is necessary to implement a three dimensional graphics

program that can see through surfaces.

Raytrace was chosen because it is the only program which can- show

the interiors of transparent, partly transparent and translucent objects

like fluids.
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IV. LINKING NUMERICAL OUTPUT TO GRAPHICS

Raytrace has great potential for showing the results of these

calculations because it traces light rays. More precisely, Raytrace

calculates the light arriving at each point (pixel) on the screen from

each source in the chosen geometric configuration. It adds the direct,

refracted, reflected, and diffused light arriving at the point from each

light source as well as calculating and allowing for light absorbed or

emitted by translucent solids.

This means at least one and usually several calculations must be

done for each pixel on the screen in a small implementation, and many

calculations for the implementation envisioned in displaying the results

of three dimensional fluid dynamics calculations. In doing calculations

with many objects, Raytrace uses very large amounts of computer time and

CPU storage, as well as storage of the files that go to the display

terminals and other facilities.

Several Fortran programs were written to provide data in an appro-

priate format for Raytrace. This data is then used to generate a red-

green-blue file.. This step takes very large amounts of computer time

and memory. The increase in time seems proportionate to the number of

objects, and is dependent on the complexity of the optical properties of

the objects.

The red-green-blue file is then submitted to drivers which produce

data formatted for the display devices, the AED-512 color graphics

terminal and the FR80 film recorder. These files are finally used to

drive the output devices, which give pictures on the screen or film to

be shown.

As originally implemented, a single frame with roughly twenty

objects took about 600 seconds on the Cray-iS and about twelve hours on

a Vax. With cubes arranged in a six by thirteen grid, the Cray took

more than 500 seconds to calculate the red-green-blue file for a frame

which used color to display the density differences, almost the same for

a frame which used opacity, and upwards of forty minutes cpu time for

each frame which used refractive index to display density differences.
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It is clear that to run many frames a very large computer is neces-

sary. Present codes and computers do not easily handle programs of this

size and complexity. The amount of time used in running the three

dimensional fluid dynamics codes is much larger than this. Rapagnani

and Belie estimate that the cost of displaying output can reasonably be

one-tenth the cost of running the code.

V. THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

The computer system used was the Cray 1S at the Air Force Weapons

Lab at Kirkland Air Force Base at Albuquerque, NM. It is frontended by

a CDC-750 and has an IBM mass storage facility. Long term files storage

is accessed through the CDC-750. Continuing problems with the computers

plagued and retarded the project.

VI. RAYTRACE DATA AND DISPLAYS

Raytrace needs information on the color and brightness of the

background; it needs at least one light source. The structures of

Raytrace are spheres, planes, which are simply rectangular surfaces

which reflect or block light, lenses, or right circular cylinders, and

polyhedra. These structures have geometric properties that completely

define them in space, and optical properties that allow the viewer to

perceive them and objects reflected in them and objects visible through

them.,.

Raytrace does not generate polyhedra automatically. Polyhedra are

generated by giving their bounding surfaces, which must be convex polygons.

Polygons are defined by giving their nodes. It is the responsibility of

those who submit the data to determine that the polygons are in fact

convex, that the polyhedron is in fact closed, and that the polygons do

not intersect other objects in the space.

The optical properties primarily exploited were color, opacity, or

coefficient of transmittance of light through a solid, and the refractive

index.
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An optical property was linked to the density of the fluid. When

color and opacity were the optical properties used, the density was

multiplied by a constant to normalize it and this value assigned to the

optical property. Refractive index was calculated as 1.0 plus the

density divided by the Gladstone-dale constant.

It required some experimentation'to choose values of the remaining

optical properties which would make the presentation clear. It is possible

to assign albedo, transmittance, and mirror qualities to the surfaces of

the polyhedra. Albedo is the coefficient of diffuse reflected light.

The two dimensional pilot study showed that albedo and the coefficient

of mirror reflection should be set to zero so that the outlines of the

cubes would not dominate the visual presentation. Transmittance, the

percentage of light passing through the surface, was set at one hundred

percent for the same reason. The net result was to make the boundries

of the polyhedra invisible.

A cube was generated at each node to represent that portion of the
fluid. Each cube then represented a location. Optical properties of the
cubes varied proportionately with the density of the fluid. When one

property was tied to the density, the others were held fixed. Some

future experiment should vary these parameters simultaneously.

The polyhedra were originally set up tightly packed. Later in the

study it appeared that using the same surfaces on adjacent polyhedra

might confuse Raytrace, so the polyhedra were slightly shrunk to separate

the bounding surfaces.

The optical properties were assigned using data statements. This

was not initially done, but several times current files were lost due to

hardware and software problems. Sometimes the calculations proceeded

using optical properties different from those planned. Since there was

at least a full day between turnarounds, it was some time before these

errors were caught.

The cubes were generated by the program, and for those which used -1
color or opacity to display light, the color or opacity were calculated

and assigned at this time.
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To perceive attenuation or refraction of light, some object which

the eye expects to see in a given place must be obscured by the attenua-

tion of light or displaced by the refraction of light.

* When refractive index was the property used to display density

differences, objects which would appear displaced by the refraction.of

light were generated by the program. These objects were simply square

flat black squares placed immediately below the centers of the cubes.

After the first frames using data actually generated by a fluid

dynamics program were seen, it became clear that normalization would be

required to see the results. It was not possible at that time to redo

the code, so the constant that normalizes the data was chosen so that
the maximum value of the property which displays density differences

would be the maximum value expected by Raytrace.

VIII. RESULTS

Data cannot be presented so it can be easily and accurately grasped

by simply matching data bases. It will be necessary to decide on a

method of display, the center of interest, the point of view, and so

forth. Some intelligent linkage with the graphics program will be

necessary. The following paragraphs document this conclusion.

The frames created showed that color and density are most easily

perceived of the optical qualities studied. The eye perceives very

subtle color differences. This became clear when a series of unnormalized

frames was developed in the last week of the study. The differences

displayed were very small.

These small differences were easily seen in the frame which used

color; they were harder to detect in the frame which used opacity. On

the slide which used refractive index showed only through the presence

of extraneous marks on a few cubes.

Both color and opacity offered results which were easy to interpret.

Color seemed not only more sensitive to differences, but easier to

interpret. It was still clear which cubes are more and less transparent. -

This is expected to-hold in three dimensions.

~-
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Differences in refractive index are harder to perceive. If the

differences in refractive index are large, the resulting optical illusions

are too confusing to be processed automatically by the brain. Some

- frames could not be interpreted. Refractive index is still too confusing

for the display of results. In addition, limitations on machine time

and resolution of the terminals show more here than with color and

opacity.

As opposed to refractive index, both color and opacity give frames

most easily viewed head on. The light must be oblique to see differences

in refractive index. It will however, be necessary to see several

different views when finding the most highly colored or opaque areas

within a three dimensional object, even if color and/or opacity are used

to display the function. The total volume may be rotated while stepping

through time if the calculation is time dependent.

* In doing the preliminary calculations, several frames were generated

- which had insufficient contrast. This made clear that it will be very

important to normalize the data which is being presented. Any routine

which attempts to take the data from its generator to a graphics display

will be extremely inefficient if it does not normalize the data.

2 To display the entire twenty-four by fifty data base took far more

computer time than was available, so a six by thirteen section of great fr

interest was displayed. Even so, computer time on the Cray-iS ran from

five hundred seconds for frames using color or opacity to show density

to twenty-four thousand seconds to prepare the same data using refractive

index. Two frames using refractive index ran out of time after three

thousand seconds. These frames Were similiar to the others which used
refractive index, except that the point of view was moved. These programs

were not rerun, although it is probable that they would have not taken

much more cpu time.

Raytrace takes too long to display the data from even moderately

large two dimensional calculations because the speed at which it runs

depends on the number of objects. Raytrace might be speeded up by

tagging sirfaces which are shared by adjacent objects so that a ray
1-vir on object will automatically enter the next object.
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IX. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

To display the results of fluid dynamics calculations to both

specialists and nonspecialists quickly and clearly more work is necessary.

Raytrace should be tested using small three dimensional data bases

contrived so that known objects are inside. This would make it much

easier to evaluate schemes to display the data. After this, actual

results from numerical solutions of partial differential equations can

used to test the schemes.

It is also recommended that a program be written to generate data

for Raytrace in these applications. It should be self documenting and

capable of implementation in both batch and interactive mode. The

program should arrange the data set up so that it is easy to check and

change the optical property or properties which display the data, the

portion of the data to be presented, and the normalization and rescaling

of the data.

Some normalization routine is necessary to rationally show the

results, and this should be incorporated in any program which links

analytic data witb graphical display.

The first recommendations depend on optimizing Raytrace. The runtime

for Raytrace corresponded to the number of objects and the optical

complexity of these objects.o A version of Raytrace whose data structure

is suited to keeping track of surfaces shared between two adjacent

polyhedra should speed calculations significently.

The data considered here is on a grid. All data produced by numerical

solution of partial differential equations is either on a grid, like

finite difference results, or has space filling objects already generated,

like the elements in finite elements. In the first case it is very easy

to generate rectangular polyhedra to fill the space by centering one at

each node.

Output from numerical solution of partial differential equations is

data appropriately presented as filling the area or volume of interest

with non-overlaping objects. This space can be viewed is filled with

packed forms. All data returned by programs which solve partial differ-

ential equations is in this form or can easily be put in this form. For
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this application then, Raytrace will be most efficient if the data

structures tag surfaces so that as the ray leaves one object through a

surface, the data structure is tagged so it enters the the adjacent

-;' object which shares this common surface without a search.

Since Raytrace is run on vector machines, optimization gains can be

made by vectorizing the code.

I propose to carry through the first three proposals, using data

from N. L. Rapagnani's fluid dynamics calculations as part of the test.

This proposal will be feasible only with small data bases unless Raytrace

is optimized. I also propose that a contract be established with R. W.

Conley to write a version of Raytrace optimized for presentation of

results from numerical solution of partial differential equations.

The proposed study will concentrate on display of results using

color, opacity, and combinations of the two. It will also explore

options of looking at three dimensional subvolumes of various types.

After the first study, a standard data base should be developed.

., While far from a complete answer to the problems involved, this will

facilitate changirng among graphics programs to display output since

authors of both codes will be pressed towards adherence to the standard.

Such a data base should retain the location of the node, the quantity

or quantities to be displayed, and elements in which the node occurs if

it is a finite element code. Preserving the elements saves regenerating

them for Raytrace. Since it will be useful to sort on all these objects,

the data base must make provision for this.
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MODIFICATION OF CURRENT FEEDBACK STRATEGIES:
A TEXT SYNTHESIS APPROACH

By

Dr. Philip Langer

ABSTRACT

Training with respect to maintenace of sophisticated weaponry is
* becoming an increasingly more complex Air Force problem. Curriculum
*" sequencing and content seems likely to be little impacted by recent

findings in cognitive psychology, and hence feedback becomes an
increasingly more significant adjunct aid to instruction. The behaviorist
position views feedback as an incentive, assuming learning consists of a

strengthening or weakening of stimulus-response associations. The
cognitive position argues the critical impact of feedback is one of
information, and assumes that the organization and utilization of content
is dependent on individual strategies. The behaviorist model appears
adequate for hierarchial or fixed sequence content, while the cognitive
postition appears more tenable for problem solving and higher order
learning. This project proposes the exploration of the parameters of the
feedback mechanism from a cognitive viewpoint, utilizing a text synthesis
method. Through analyses of learner outcomes, including errors, a model
may be developed which will permit matching of the most appropriate
feedback strategy to the learner's cognitive processing. In effect,
feedback will be "titrated" as to amount and frequency based on the
learner' s response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The levels of technological sophistication of Air Force

weaponry, as weil as support and maintenance equipment, appear to

be increasing at exponential rates. Since the readiness of this

technology is directly related to military effectiveness,

training problems relative to maintenance and support are

critical.

Air Training Command is under pressure to develop

instructional programs commensurate with the increasingly more

complex technology, both currently employed and under

development. Moreover trainee abilities have not necessarily

kept pace with these learning demands. Unlike any other

educational institution, the military is faced with an enormous

diversity in both types and levels of courses and ranges of

student abilities. Probably the effectiveness of the traditional

classroom format has reached its limits, and technology (e.g.

computers) will play an increasing, if not paradoxical, dual role

both as the problem (weaponry) and the solution (instruction).

Unfortunately, the implementation of technically assisted

instruction has not been all that effective. A major problem is

that curriculum development as utilized in technology has not

taken Into account recent advances in cognitive psychology.

Generally the assumption has been that computers can initiate and

direct learning by providing a sequentially detailed content

based on a rational strategy model. Even the so-called tutorial

languages follow this premise.
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An alternative hypothesis would suggest that the programs

should take into account the simple fact that people think; and

that trainees at the age levels found in the training courses have

developed quite functional and complex cognitive repertoires.

Hence instruction, particularly at the more complex levels, might

well be considered as learner initiated and directed. Thus

programing becomes responsive to learner strategies, and utilizes

learner resources already present.

Compounding and confounding our research problem is that the

use of instructional technology stresses a 1:1 relationship

between machine and learner. Hence, programmatic weaknesses

cannot be smoothed over by averaging across classroom

differences. To compensate for this problem, elaborate feedback

programs have been initiated to meet and resolve learner

strengths and weaknesses.

These are programmatically linear models, which as we will

show, are not tenable in the light of contemporary psychology.

Hence, individualization remains defined at the most primitive

functional level (i.e., one student per console). Changes in

feedback strategies are needed to meet increasingly more complex

individualized instructional environments.

% II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives of the project were to (a) describe current

research and theoretical findings which demonstrate the need for

new feedback strategies, and (b) outline an initial research

effort to develop these strategies. Feedback strategies will be

analysed using the text synthesis method, in which meaning must
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be constructed from a random presentation of discourse sentences.

III. CURRENT FINDINGS

This paper deals with a number of critical issues concerning

feedback in instruction, and proposes a text synthesis research

- paradigm to investigate these variables. The assumption Is that

feedback, a significant adjunct aid in instruction, is currently

by and large ineffectual except in many simple instructional

contexts. Section I deals with general issues in education,

Section 2 presents a review of feedback literature, and Section 3

reviews scrambled sequence literature relevant to the research

paradigms.

SECTION 1

Educational specialists are currently under pressure to

demonstrate an increased response to demands for individualized

instruction. Such learning approaches are generally defined as

systems In which the learning environment is organized and

maintained from feedback derived uniquely from-each individual

student (Langer, Note 1). This stress on Individualization

reflects increased emphasis on mastery learning (Bloom, 1968),

increasing utilization of cost-effective technology, and special

needs of students (Gage & Berliner, 1979). The need for effective

feedback is obviously critical.

In terms of instructional design, the dominating patterns

have included variants of a multi-track, multi-modal model, with

considerable usage of programmed learning and computer assistance

(Langer, Note 1). All reflect a powerful behavioral bias.

However, even with marked trends toward decreasing unit cost for
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the hardware and increasingly more sophisticated software, the

multi-track approach represents a very limited gain over the

single track curriculum. The reason is that under present

circumstances the same primitive methods of curriculum

construction (and feedback) prevail. As a consequence, while the

management delivery components (e.g. technology) are becoming

rather sophisticated, models of the psychological processes

underlying content orgnization have lagged considerably with

respect to systematic development. What changes have occurred,

have followed directly from Skinner's (1953) overall view of

human learning.

The behavioral position regarding all learning is that of -..

associations formed between stimuli and responses. Learning

therefore consists of gradually strengthening or weakening

associations as a function of the consequences of the response

(Thorndike, 1913). Maltzman's (1955) paper on concept assumption

andeBourne and Restle's (1959) work on "cue validity" are all

derivatives of this basic postulate. Feedback under these

circumstances becomes a mechanistic process of

confirming-disconfirming, modifying thought by conditioning or

suppressing associations.

Instructionally this model assumes that concepts are arranged

in some hierarchial sequence, generally from simple to complex

(Gagne, 1977). Such an arrangement, designed to satisfy

behaviorally defined objectives, meets the criterion for

programmed instruction independent of format (Markle, 1973).

Regardless of the curriculum typologies underlying the specific

• ,52-7
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content (i.e. world-related, concept-related, Inquiry-related,

learning-theory related, and/or utilization-related), the concept

logic tends to dominate (Posner & Strike, Note 2). This means

that the sequencing is generally designed to meet subject-matter

goals first.

This does not constitute much of a problem in hierarchically

derived content such as mathematics or where the objective of the

course Is to teach a set of predetermined procedures, but these

represent a rather limited range of educational experiences. To

utilize this approach In other types of learning situations, the

developer must accept the operant assumption that environmental

manipulations can overcome learner tendencies to significantly

transform or modify the content beyond presumed limits.

For example, most variants of the Keller (1969) Personalized

Instructional System utilize a single standard text (Robin, 1976).

Obviously, the usual text is hardly "programmed" in any sense of

the word. The management system therefore compensates for text

deficiencies by organizing the content so that the timing for

appropriate contingencies is met (Johnson & Ruskin, 1977). Again,

the underlying assumption is that learning can be predictively

determined through rationally ordered environmental

manipulations, operationally defined as a set of direct

instructional guides.

However, the prevailing assumption of direct causality

between an instructional stimulus (e.g., content, feedback) and

-" subsequent cognitive processing is generally unproven (Winne,

1982; Bilodeau, 1969). Validation of a process based on the
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product (i.e., a response) is logically weak, since one has to J

prove there was no other way the student could have derived the

response (e.g., alternative strategies). From the behaviorist

viewpoint the assumption of a conditioning paradigm with

deterministic transformations (e.g., generalization and

discrimination gradients) is absolutely critical.

Unfortunately, the phenomenon of subjective organization

including the use of strategies in recall is well established

(e.g., Anderson, 1980). Indeed, as early as 1932 Bartlett

postulated the principle of constructive memory. Other types of -

* memory organizations have been subsequently derived in addition

to subjective; i.e., categorical and associative. A number of

measures of subjective organization have been posited (e.g.,

Tulving, 1962; Shuell, 1969; Pellegrino, 1972). Cognitive

strategies, as we shall use the term, involve an active serial

processing based on feature relevance (Roach & Mervis, 1975) and

rule learning (Bourne, 1970).

Early findings clearly indicated that under free recall

conditions subjective order did not necessarily coincide with the

original (input) order. Starting with 8ousfield's (1953)

findings, subjective organization appears to have been considered

either a characteristic or explanation for memory; under either

explanatory construct it is an empirically verifiable phenomenon.

Among the more critical variables affecting subjective

oganization i order of input. Subjective organization is higher

under constant rather than variable order of input (Pellegrino &

Battig, 1974; Wood, 1972). Their findings suggested to us that
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the usual text analysis approach, with processing order imposed

by the discourse logic, might be confounding. In our research we

Intend to explore the Input variable by randomly generating the

content (i.e. sentences) remaining after each selection, as

compared to maintaining order. In addition, subjective

organization tends to increase with increased outputs (Postman,

1972), and blocked presentation also increases subjective

organization (Buschke, 1976).

The meaningfulness of the material appears to Influence

recall, although the findings have not established a clear

pattern (e.g., Glidden & Roemer, 1974; Gorfein & Blair, 1971).

Our text synthesis approach we- feel will enable us to explore

more fully this issue since we will explore both meaningfulness

In terms of original content as well as that suggested by changes

in concept strategies as reconstruction develops. In one sense

the sequential reconstruction of the discourse may have

implications for the part-to-whole and whole-to-part transfer

problem (Postman, 1972), and should provide an additional window

to the structural propositions of individual semantic memories.

Finally, subjective organization appears to be related to a

more general memory ability. Subjective organization appears to

correlate with free recall, serial learning, and associative

learning of word lists (e.g., Earnhard, 1970). This is a

critical aspect of our project, since our assumption is that we

" are dealing with a stable (if not unique) set of abilities, rather

than more situational (and temporary) states.

Putting it another way, while subjective organization may
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vary from individual to individual, there is stability within the

individual. Thus Kozminsky, Kintsch, Coren, & Bourne (Note 3)

found at least four different strategies in a moderately complex

decision-making problem, while Sternberg and Ketron (1982) found

that untrained subjects in an analogy solving problem tended to

utilize reliably effective self-generated strateges. As we shall

note in our discussion of feedback, these individual differences

lead to problems involving linear feedback models, since the

developer's assumptions about what is needed may differ markedly

from those of the learner at any point.

Although organization is assessed at recall, the

differential processing is likely to have occurred during input
-. 4.•.o'

(Haadler, 1972). Clark and Haviland (1975) point out that

inferences are made during acquisition, resulting in an

ever-changing memory structure. This necessitates recognition of

memory as a developmental phenomenon. Thus, going back to our

discussion of the interaction between content and learner

strategies, we find for example the Intra-individual strategies

undergo modification from more simple to complex (Levine, 1975).

The thesis can be made that recent advances in cognition

have invalidated many earlier behavioral assumptions about

learning. To the curriculum developer, particularly in learning

situations depending on a heavy feedback component, the issues

have grown exceedingly more complex. We have argued that

behavioral management systems have followed Skinner's dictum of

small controlled steps to reduce error, and as a consequence

feedback has been dictated by the assumption that the strategy

- 52-11
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minimizes significant individual transformations of meaning.

The paradox r that while modern cognitive theory can be

described accurately as information-processing (Bourne,

Dominowski, & Loftus, 1979), the cognitive theorists have yet to

systematically address problems of content and sequencing,

especially in higher-order learning environments. The issue of

feedback is scarcely addressed in instructional terms (Clark,

Note 4). Behavioral approaches, on the other hand, have had a

great deal to say about content and sequencing as well as

feedback, but have generally ignored learner transformations.

This paper will explore the impact of more recent cognitive

findings on feedback, a critical adjunct aid.

Section 2

Feedback cannot be easily defined, primarily because a

number of theoretical positions are embedded in the concept

today. Since the instructional implications of feedback may be

considered originating essentially from the work of Thorndike and

The Law of Effect (Thorndike, 1932), behaviorists have defined it

as the consequences of a given response and made it operationally

part of the conditioning paradigm (Anderson & Faust, 1973). Thus, n
one could speak of reward and punishment as confirming and

disconfirming consequences respectively, and feedback overall In

terms of an incentive model (Buss, Braden, Orgel, & Buss, 1956).

The feedback term "knowledge of results" (KR) can easily be

utilized by behaviorists, if the confirmation/disconfirmation

produces concomitant changes in probability of response through
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conditioning. Instructionally, more informative KR models can be

maintained within the conditioning paradigm (Anderson & Faust,

1973), since the behavioral position does not deal directly with

the input of information on incentive, per se. The cognitive

position (e.g., Atkinson & Wickens, 1971) assumed that information

contributes directly to the immediacy and direction of change.

Typically, the behavioral experimental paradigm involves

minimal informational cues aside from the rewards and punishments

utilized. Currently it is assumed that the effectiveness of

feedback under these conditions is a function of a number of

variables, some of which will be discussed later. However,

recognizing the necessity of immediate change, the instructional

psychologists have developed the concept of "corrective" feedback,

defined as specifically directing the learner to modify an

incorrect response (Anderson & Faust, 1973). Whereas knowledge

of results assumes that probability of response will eventually

change through conditioning, corrective feedback mandates changes.

The field of cybernetics has also adopted the feedback

mechanism, especially through the modeling of human behaviors by

computers or servo-mechanism simulation (Smith & Sussaman, 1969).

In the area of motor skills, feedback serves as a regulatory

mechanism. Subsequently, the cybernetic feedback model has been

extended to curriculum development (Pratt, 1981), and

human-problem solving (e.g., Newell & Simon, 1976).

Cybernetics moves away from the incentive-with-

information-backup model toward an information-as-primary

position. The cognitive position also is that feedback has a far
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greater impact on cognitive processing during the task, as

compared to motivational consequences (Bourne, Guy, & Wadsworth,

1967; Spence, 1964; Estes, 1970).

The Incentive-informational dispute is probably the most

central issue, and has not been resolved. Indeed, it is likely

that feedback combines both aspects, although the experimenter

has the opportunity to suppress or enhance either dimension

depending on design bias (Getsie, Note 5). As noted, in our paper

we shall concentrate on the informational thrust.

Another major problem in neatly conceptualizing feedback is

that It is basically a multi-dimensional concept (Holding, 1965).

Using a branching paradigm, Holding postulated several

dichotomies. The first creates a distinction between extrinsic

and intrinsic feedback. Each of the first paar, in torg, can be

subdivided into concurrent and terminal. Subsequent dichotomies

Include: Immediate-delayed, verbal-non-verbal, and separate

(after each response)-accumulated (after all responses). The

number of possible permutations and combinations Is awesome. A

perusal of the dichotomies clearly indicates that feedback

experiments are likely to persist in having the directive and

incentive results confounded (Locke, Cantledge, & Kleppel, 1968),

although as previously suggested by appropriate selection of

treatment variables the incentive or information component can be

suppressed.

Feedback, regardless of conceptual complexities and mixed

research findings (e.g., Barringer & Gholson, 1979), is

considered a critical component by most instructional systems
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analysts and psychologists (e.g., Davis, Alexander, & Yelon,

1974-). By any set of standards it is considered absolutely

essential in designing auto-tutorial systems involving

computer-based instruction (e.g., Gagne, Wager, & Rojas, 1981).

The reason is that under conditions of individualized instruction

the student is severely limted in terms of different sources of

feedback, and hence the "equalization phenomenon" (Hilgard &

Bower, 1975) is attenuated. That is, the student cannot make up

for deficiencies anywhere in the instructional situation by

utilzing a variety of informational sources. We are not arguing

that teachers in traditional classrooms are better managers of

feedback. Rather, in individualized technologically-assisted

settings the student is obviously more restricted.

Behavioral psychologists, as well as those interested in the

area of artificial intelligence (Al) have not been unmindful of

*-this problem (Bunderson & Faust, 1976). Given the early failures

in machine language, more extensive attempts were made to develop

sophisticated programs which were capable of carrying out a

tutorial dialogue with the student. One example was SOPHIE

(Sophisticated Instructional Environment), built around

,, problem-solving electronic circuitry (Brown, Burton, & Bell, Note

6).

The assumption was that by providing detailed and analytical

feedback, errors could be markedly reduced, and the student

redirected in his thinking (Brown et al., Note 5). While students

may attempt to correct themselves with repeated opportunities

(e.g., Singer & Pease, 1978), most instructional psychologists
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point to findings of error perseveration (e.g. Kaess & Zeaman,

1960) as something to be avoided (e.g. Howe, 1970; Ladas, 1980).

Ultimately, one supposes the goal is errorless learning (Terrace,

1963).

Unfortunately, recent work on tutorial languages suggests

that the elaborated conceptual model may be detrimental to student

performance (Gallagher, 1981). Using the BLOCKS program Gallagher

provided diagnostic feedback and information based on an "expert"

problem-solving model (which is typical of tutorial programs).

However, students not given this help actually performed better

on subsequent problems.

Sternberg and Ketron's (1982) previously cited work also

suggests that a predetermined feedback strategy model may

actually be providing the learner with irrelevant data not

conducive to a functional, student generated strategy. It is

ironic to note, when early assumptions about simplicity and

directness of feedback in programmed instruction were invalidated *

by students short-circuiting the feedback process by copying

answers (e.g. Kulhavy, 1977), subsequent attempts to

overcompensate in the other direction may also have had

deleterious effects. The key lies, of course, in the basic

assumptions of a feedback model based on an "expert" or linear

strategy versus those derived explicitly from an analysis of the

individual learner's strategy. The difference Is expressed also

in terms of the curriculum model, with the curriculum developer

on one hand deciding in advance what should be done as compared

to a more functional analysis of what the individual learner is
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doing. While the research evidence supporting either

experimenter-or learner-determined sequences is mixed (Dansereau,

Evans, Wright, Long, & Atkinson, Note 7), there is no reason for

solely accepting the developer determined model.

There are several other methodological issues in feedback

which we must consider in our research and findings. Foremost is

the finding that disconfirmation (negative) feedback impacts

achievement much more than confirmation (positive) feedback

(Kulhavy, 1977). Researchers in concept acquisition (e.g. Bruner,

Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Trabasso & Bower, 1968) have found that

learners shift strategy after disconfirmation, although not back

to some simple random selection (Levine, 1966). The

disconfirmation paradigm is critical to our study. More subtle

and/or qualitative aspects of feedback have been generally ignored

(Kulhavy, 1977), but will be part of this research.

The use of feedback during and after the acquisition phase

presents several problems. If it is given too soon or is too

readily accessible, the error rate increases (Sullivan, Schutz, &

Baker, 1967). Moreover, delay in knowledge of results also has

diverse effects. Kulhavy (1977) has argued that while feedback

should be provided as often as possible during Instruction, the

content organization and difficulty of the material is also

crucial. If the material is very difficult, students spend most

of their time guessing at answers and trying to match feedback to

• ., the question (Kulhavy, Yekovich & Dyer, 1976). However, where

the material is relatively easy and/or student confidence is

high, students spend relatively little time on feedback. Battig
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(1966), however, suggested that difficulty In learning might have

postive consequences. Certainly the issues of when and how much

feedback are significant.

Moreover, delay in feedback seems to sometimes facilitate

acquisition (e.g., Surber & Anderson, 1975). The argument is that

the delay allows for incorrect responses to be forgotten, which

approximates the practice interference paradigm (Kulhavy &

Anderson, 1972). Finally, very pertinent to our thereotical

position and use of feedback is a study by Kulhavy & Parsons

(1972) which suggests that the effect of feedback is minimal

unless the instructional content is organized in some meaningful

way to the learner (e.g., schema, script, etc.).

SECTION 3

This section deals with literature relevant to our text

synthesis method. We should like to begin with a discussion of

text analysis. It is not our intent to provide a detailed review

of the text analysis method, but to point out the relevance of

specific findings to our research model.

The text analysis approach has developed within a number of

specialized subareas, including grammar, content, orienting

tasks, and knowledge bundles. At the present moment, the

theoretical trend is epistemological (i.e., how knowledge is

structured). Current theories have been tied essentially to

measures of recall (Reder, 1980).

We should emphasize that we are concerned with the

acquisition process in utero and subsequent implications for

education. Research has clearly demonstrated that recall for
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prose is subject to the logic of the discourse (e.g., Frase,

1969), as Well as the serial position of the discourse elements.

There have been a number of attempts to categorize text

processing (e.g., Dawes, 1964; Crothers; 1972; Frederiksen, 195;

Rumelhart, 1977; Meyer, 1975). Most have been characterized as

more or less successful within the limits imposed by the specific

model (Reder, 1980). Generally these programs attempted to

simulate via computer the sequential reorganization of prose

during processing.

More recently, attempts have been made to link acquisition

to outcomes of schemata (or related constructs). These are

usually defined as abstract representations of knowledge within

the memory structure of the learner (e.g., Rumelhart & Ortony,

1977), and are considered an integral part of text processing. It

is assumed that input can be facilitative or interfering

depending on the interaction between schema and discourse logic.

Relevant also to our research is Schank's (1972) study dealing

with sentence and paragraph comprehension. Paragraph generation

involves connecting sentences, which presupposes perhaps some

integrative processing similar to Kintsch's (1974)

mtcro-macrostructures. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to

determine if there is a relative paucity of inferences available

per sentence as Clark and Haviland (1976) suppose, and how the

number of inferences increases with the reconstruction of

discourse.

Subjective organization, as analyzed in text processing, is

also a function of familiarity and meaningfulness. Indeed some
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researchers (e.g., Anderson &Reder, 1979) argue that the

schemata available to the subject may have more impact on

acquisition than the logic of the discourse Itself. The reader

-* should keep in mind our previous discussion of subjective

organization.

Comparatively little systematic research has been done using

disconnected discourse. The result is that the findings lack

coherence In terms of outcomes. Overall, using a free recall

procedure, scrambled sequences generally yields poorer

performance than connected discourse, regardless of unit size

(Dansereau et al., Note 7).

In many experiments involving scrambled presentation little

is done to assist the learner using disconnected materials. In a

typical study (Frase, 1969), subjects using a name concept

strategy were superior to those using an attribute strategy, and

both were superior to the scrambled order group. Sasson (1971)

Interrelated two different topics, a variant of the scrambled

order method, and found that a thematic organization produced

superior student achievement as compared to temporal (i.e.,

4 sentences included a date) and logical arrangements.

Meaningfulness of the materials has also been investigated.

Bruning (1970) embedded the test items in contexts which were

relevant and ordered, relevant and scrambled, and irrelevant and

scrambled. The findings are somewhat unusual In that there was

no significant difference between the relevant and ordered and

relevant and scrambled contexts, but both were superior to the

Irrelevant and scrambled. As In nearly all these studies the
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discussion dealt with concept acquisitions in the ordered

material; no one seemed to pay much attention to the what and how

of achievement in the scrambled treatment. Tobias (1973), using

programmed instruction, found that familiarity overcame to some

extent the effects of scrambling. Again using programmed

instruction, Brown (1970) found that students encountering a

scrambled mathematics sequence took more time, made more errors,

and performed more poorly on problems. This is to be expected in

a subject area in which meaning is clearly tied to a hierarchical

sequence.

The Interrelatedness of the sentences is also a factor.

Kissler and Lloyd (1973) found that highly interrelated sentences

were more sensitive to scrambling. Rothkopf (1962) indirectly

assessed this dimension when he used loosely organized sentences

to create his discourse treatments. Anderson (1967) suggesteO

that programmed instructionl units (i.e. the frame) are developa.

to be independent, and with the high redundancy of programmed .

instruction units scrambling may not be as destructive of -

performance.

While none of the studies cited a feedback mechanism, a

study done by Schultz and DiVesta (1972) is unique in that

students were allowed to take notes (an outside confirmation

source). Again, while the emphasis was on the strategies

employed with respect to organized research materials, the

researchers also observed that students taking notes modified the

passages to suit their needs. That is, they were not forced to at

least initially accept an experimenter determined logic.
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In summary, Bartlett (1932) demonstrated that strong recall

tended to fit schemata. Current research (e.g. Kintsch, 1974;

Meyer, 1975) has reaffirmed this proposition by demonstrating

that the probability of inclusion within recall is related to the

importance of the statement to the theme. Instructionally, the

implications are significant, in that we have argued previously

that organization is modified at time of input (Handler, 1972).

Hence, relevancy is a function of learner schemata. Behaviorally . .

oriented instructional psychologists can develop alogorithms for

" organizing concept elements (e.g., Merrill & Tennyson, 1979) only

by ignoring the concept of chunking (Miller, 1956; Buschke,

* 1976). Since it is assumed that feedback involves active memory

(Anderson, 1980), both timing as well as congruence of feedback

*. to schemata and strategy is crucial. These will be addressed in

our research.

We feel it can be argued that in most educational

situations, particularly in higher-order and non-hierarchical

learning, feedback might better serve by assisting in

self-correction (Andersor, 1980). This avoids the problem of the

instructional developer intruding into functional, and perhaps

unique, memory and processing strategies. Certainly we should

take heed from Nisbett and Wilson's (1977) findings that learners

often cannot accurately verbalize their own strategies. If the

learner cannot do it, then instructional psychologists may indeed

be on dangerous conceptual grounds. Hence, while Singer (1980)

called for optimizing feedback, in the end it may be the learner

that dictates the meaning of "optimal."
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IV: RECOMMENDATIONS

It is rather difficult to specify in usual terms the research

recommendations, since the project calls for an evolving research

program analyzing several critical issues in feedback relevant to

classroom instruction. Our major argument has been that the

recipient of a prose discourse, whether written or spoken, builds

and processes through a net of possible semantic constructions as

the sentences are processed. Synthesis follows when sufficient : -

linguistic cues have been received and transformed to a set of

probable meanings, and the singular meaning of the text emerges.

This processing is influenced partially by prior real-world

knowledge which is idiosyncratic to the perceiver, as well as

more commonly shared formal coding processes required by

linguistic constraints (e.g. bourne et al., 1979). Hence,

indviduals can be expected to follow unique paths to the common

semantic interpretation requred for linguistic competence. This

hypothesized idiosyncratic processing is basic to the theoretical

thrust of the proposed program of feedback research. To
* d.."

recapitulate, current feedback theory date Involves both

knowledge of results (i.e. confirming/disconfirming) and

corrective feedback. It is our thesis that a minimal approach may

be sore effective, especially where learner processing is heavily

involved.

The literature review demonstrates the many potential facets

of our research program. However, the research plan will become

better defined as our findings emerge. One of the crystallized

paradigms will be discussed in detail in order to demonstrate
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more explicitly the focus of the program. These experiments are

necessary as an early exploration to demonstrate (1) the

idiosyncratic nature of sentence processing, and (2) the

possibility of manipulating feedback variables such as frequency

and complexity to meet processing needs for the synthesis of the

text schemata. The experiments involve the manipulation of

feedback in relation to subjective organization, applying the

Tulving paradigm to sentences rather than words.

Two stories based on simple active declarative sentences4s.

will be used so that verbatim recall as well as recognition may ---

be clearly expected as outcomes. The stories will consist of 48

sentences, organized around the Battle of Gettysburg and the

Superbowl. The discourse content logic will be established so

there is high agreement among observers for a preferred order.

Experimentally the stories can be presented separately or

interrelated. The sentences will be presented at a six-second

rate in random order at a CLIPR terminal, with the timing and

sentence orders controlled by the computer.

-The task of the learner will be to reconstruct the preferred

order of the discourse. Each trial will be on a fixed-time basis,

with a one-minute break between trials. There will be an upper

limit to the number of trials per student. Both time per trial

and number of trials will be derived from pilot studies. The

feedback treatments will be discussed in greater detail as part

of the experimental design.
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EXPERIMENT I

After the first sentence is given, the reconstructed

sentence sequence will remain continuously on screen, with the

remaining sentences generated one at a time. Each sentence will

actually have two numbers: One assigned by order within the

story (unknown to the subject) and a presentation number given on

the screen. These latter numbers will be sequential, in order of

appearance to the subject. The subject will organize the

discourse by reference to the screen numbers.

For example, let us suppose the first sentence that appears

4- *

on the screen is in reality #10 in the story. On the screen the

* sentence appears as #1. Sentence #2 (in reality #3 in the story)

then appears. If subjects assIgn Sentence #2 ahead of #1, they

are correct. If they maintain #1 ahead of #2 they are in error.

If Sentence #2 is placed ahead of Sentence #1, then #2 is nov

labeled "1", and #1 is labeled "2". Sentences will be

automatically renumbered on the screen until the order matches

the story.

Subjects will receive either story. The feedback content is

defined in Experiment 1 as disconfirmati (i.e., the subject Is

informed that the placement of a sentence Is In error). Subjects

will also be told they may or may not receive feedback, to avoid

the problem of assuming no feedback means "right." They will

also be Informed that they will be expected to recall the story.

Feedback groups are assigned as follows:

1. 52-25
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Group I will receive no feedback on any trial.

Group II will receive feedback on the first error only

within each trial.

Group III will receive feedback on all errors within each

trial.

Group IV will receive feedback through the first 10 errors,

regardless of trial.

Recall, recognition, time to criterion, and number of errors

are the dependent variables. These will be described later.

Subjects viii be randomly assigned to one of the two

recall/recognition groups described below. The

recall/recognition tests will be given 15 minutes after the last

trial.

The resulting 2 (story) x 4 (feedback) completely crossed

design permits an examination of the absolute versus relative

frequency issue in feedback (Bourne et. al., 1967).

Depeindent Variables

The dependent variables will include recall and recognition;

1) Recall: Subjects will be asked to recall in writing as

much of the story as possible. Accuracy will be based on number

of idea units.

2) Recognition (probe technique): Subjects will receive

triads of sentences. Within each triad will be a sentence taken

directly from the discourse, one a paraphrase, and one

inappropriate (i.e. a foil). Accuracy scores will be based on

number of verbatim discourse sentences chosen. Error analysis

will also reflect number of paraphrase and irrelevant sentences-
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Time to criterion and number of errors will be analyzed, and

possibly covaried with the recognition and recall scores. This

is true for all experiments.

EXPERIMENT 2

This experiment will manipulate the informational feedback

and frequency issues. Again, each subject will receive one story,

randomly assigned. The feedback groups will receive information

as to process appropriate placement of a sentence when an error is

made (as opposed to simply disconfirming placement).

Group I: Subjects receive no feedback.

Group II: Subjects receive informative feedback only on

first error within each trial.

Group III: Subjects receive Informative feedback on all

error within trials.

Group IV: Subjects receive informative feedback on first 10

errors only, regardless of trial.

Again subjects will be assigned to either recognition or

recall. The design is a 2 (story) x 4 (feedback) completely-

crossed model.

EXPERIMENT 3

This experiment will replicate portions of Experiment I

(feedback as disconfirmation), but also assesses changes in

feedback patterns on memory measures. Subjects will serially

receive both stories counterbalanced across subjects. The memory

measures (i.e., either recall or recognition) will be randomly
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assigned after each story, counterbalanced across groups.

Feedback (disconfirmation) groups will be assigned as follows:

Group I: Subjects receive no feedback on either story.

Group I: Subjects receive no feedback on one story, and

first error per trial on the other.

Group III: Subjects receive feedback on first error only per

trial for one story, and unlimited for other.

Group IV: Subjects receive no feedback on one story, and

unlimited feedback on other.

The design is a 2 x 4 completely crossed model.

EXPERIMENT 4

This experiment will parallel the Experiment 3 paradigm,

using informative feedback.

Additional Studies

Several other research issues are immediately apparent.

Obviously, one area is to vary feedback within and between

studies in terms of disconfirmation/information. A second issue

is whether or not the experimenter tells subject when the order

is complete, or allows the subject to terminate the process.

Third, we would like to examine the results when the subject is

asked to process the text on "gist" rather than recall

instructions. Finally, we should begin to develop reliable --

instructional techniques for analzying strategies and

incorporating them into the feedback model. It is hoped that

these results will allow instructional developers to construct
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feedback content and frequency which is more amenable to

individual strategies. That is, it may be possible to "titrate"

frequency and amount of information based on analyses of student

strategies.
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THE DETECTION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FROM SPILLS

by

Stephen F. Lin

ABSTRACT

This report discusses the instrumentation for detection and identification of

hazardous materials. Both remote sensing instruments and non-remote portable

instruments have potential application in emergency operations. The remote

sensing techniques are reviewed as to their principles and their applications in air

pollution measurements. Commercially available semi-portable, portable, and

-" .,personal instrum ents are surveyed, and the principles of operation are briefly

discussed. The instruments that are being developed for hypergol vapor detection

.are specifically used.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, under contract to Systems
.4.

Technology Laboratory, Inc., is currently performing a state-of-the-art assessment

of technology which will minimize hazards and environmental damage from
transportation-related accidents or other spills of certain chemicals and

propellants. The ultimate goal of this project is to develop procedures and

guidelines for emergency response, hazards mitigation, wreckage removal, and

cleanup and disposal of hazardous material spills. One of the most important
problems in the post accidental procedures is the identification and detection of

the hazardous materials involved. Due to the time limit of the-Summer Faculty

Research Program, and the special interest of the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, I
decided to concentrate my research only in the instrumentation for detecting

hazardous vapors, especially on the instruments that can be used in the emergency N

operations.

The ideal instrument for identifying and monitoring the hazardous vapors

from spills would be a lightweight portable instrument, which could be brought

near, but at a distance from the scene, and be operated by any inexperienced

persons, and which could be pointed at the vapor cloud thus immediately

identifying the vapor and determining the concentration. Unfortunately, no such
instrument has ever been developed. The ideal instrument mentioned above would

be a combination of a remote sensing instrument and a portable gas detector.

Therefore, I studied various remote sensing techniques as applied to air pollution
monitoring, and gathered information about commercially available gas detectors -

or analyzers. As the remote sensing technology progresses, an instrument may be
* . developed that can detect hazardous vapor rapidly, accurately, and remotely.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of my study were as follows:

I. To study the various remote sensing techniques currently being
developed for pollution monitoring, atmospheric studies, space exploration, and "

chemical warfare.
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2. To survey detection devices and portable instruments that are on the

market for possible use in detection and monitoring of hazardous chemicals and

propellants.

Ill. REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY:

Remote sensing can be defined as sensing qualitatively and/or quantitatively

a species in the environment where the instrument and the species under

investigation do not come into direct contact. This would be a desirable

characteristic for the identification and monitoring of hazardous materials from

spills. Unfortunately, most of-the remote sensing techniques being developed use

powerful lasers as light sources, require sophisticated electronics and computers

for data collection and analysis, need skilled personnel to operate the instrument

and interpret the data, and usually can measure only one or a few pre-determined

species. These features would limit the applicability of the remote sensing

technique to the identification and monitoring of hazardous emitted materials from

spills at the present time. Nevertheless, the development in the laser remote

sensing technology may someday lead to the application of these techniques in the

remote monitoring of hazardous materials.

Remote sensing techniques utilize different interacting mechanisms between

the radiation and the species under investigation to infer the identity and the

concentration of the species. They can be divided into two broad categories:

active and passive, depending on the source of radiation. If the light source is a

non-natural light source such as a laser, it is an active system. If the light source

is a natural light source such as sunlight, it is a passive system. Active systems -"'-

con be double-ended or single-ended depending on whether the light source and the

detector are separated or at the same location. Active techniques include direct

absorption, photoacoustic techniue, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), 11
differential absorption and scattering (DAS or DIAL), Raman scattering (including
resonance Raman scattering), laser- induced fluorescence, and heterodyne

detection. Passive techniques include passive infrared absorption and emission, and
correlation technique. Each of these techniques will be discussed below as to their
principles and appiications in the air pollution measurements. A number of books

or review articles have been written on the general subject.
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I. Direct Absorption

Direct absorption is the simplest and most sensitive remote monitoring

technique. In this technique, radiation passing through the target species is

absorbed by the species and detected by a detector. The absorption spectrum

shows a characteristic pattern of the absorbing species. The radiation may be a

continuous infrared, visible, or ultraviolet light source, or a multi-wavelength

tunable laser. The radiation may be passed through an interferometer before being

detected, giving an interferogram which can be made to yield a conventional

absorption spectrum through Fourier transformation. This is called the Fourier

transform interferometer, system which gives higher resolution than the

conventional absorption system.

There have been many applications of the direct absorption technique in the
remote detection of air pollutants using non-laser light source,5 Fourier transform

spectrometer system, 6 '7 or tunable lasers.8 '9

2. Photoacoustic Technique

The photoacoustic (or opto-acoustic) technique measures the change in the

pressure of the sample when the sample absorbs the radiation. The pressure

fluctuation can be changed to acoustic signal by a sensitive microphone. The

acoustic signal is prpportional to the intensity of the radiation and tc the
concentration of the absorbing species..

The use of opto-acoustic technique for air pollutant detection was proposed

only recently by Kreuzer", but it has become a very useful technique for the

detection of many air pollutants. 1 "

3. L kQht Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)

As the light (usually a laser) passes through the atmosphere, the gas

molecules and particulates cause elastic scattering (Rayleigh and Mie scattering)

of the radiation. A small fraction of the light is backscattered in the direction of

the LIDAR system and can be collected by a telescope and detected by a sensitive

photornultiplier. From the signal received as a function of time and its intensity,

the presence, range, and concentration of particulate clouds can be determined.
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LIDAR is the most effective method for remote detection of smoke plume

and dust clouds. Many LIDAR systems, both ground-based or airborne have been

built and tested, and their success in the determination of cloud distribution has

been demonstrated. 15 - 7

4. Differential Absorption and Scattering (DAS) or Differential Absorption

LIDAR (DIAL)

The technique utilizes two pulsed lasers which are tuned to two specific
wavelengths corresponding to the maximum and minimum in the absorption

spectrum of the particular gas of interest. As the laser travels through the

atmosphere, Rayleigh and Mie backscattered radiation is measured as a function or

range. Difference in the backscattered laser intensity from the two transmitted
wavelengths is due to the difference in absorption by the gas. Analysis of the

detected signals from both beams as a function of time provides a range-resolved

measurement of the concentration of the gas.

Since Schotland measured the water vapor vertical profiles in his pioneer - -

work, 18 this technique has been applied to measure very low concentration of .. --

pollutant gases over long distances.19,20 An airborne unit can provide a three-
dimensional map of pollutant over an area from the aircraft to the ground.2 1

5. Roman Scattering (Including Resonance Roman Scattering)

When a monochromatic light posses through a sample, it is inelastically

scattered by the molecules. Its frequency is shifted slightly higher or lower due to
the change in the vibrational and rotational energy states of the molecules. This is

called the Roman scattering, and the spectrum is called the Roman spectrum. The

magnitude of the shift is unique to the scattering molecule and the intensity of the
Raman band is proportional to the concentration of the sample. This is the basis of

the Raman scattering technique. The Raman (inelastic) scattering cross section is
about three orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding Rayleigh (elastic)

scattering cross section. Therefore, its application in remote sensing was not
possible until very powerful lasers became available. When the frequency of the

incident radiation approaches the frequency of an allowed transition in a molecule,
the Roman scattering cross section increases as much as three orders of magnitude
over the ordinary Raman scattering.
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This is resonance Roman scattering. The technique based on the resonance Raman

scattering should increase the sensitivity, but it become possible only recently

when the tunable laser sources became available.

Inaba et al. have done many remote analyses of molecular pollutants since

1969 using the Raman scattering scheme. 2 2- 24 Others have also used this scheme

for remote analysis of atmospheric H20, C02, SO2 , and kerosene vapor.25-26 The

technique based on the resonance Roman scattering scheme has also been applied
27

to the measurements of 12, NO, NO2 , C12 and 03.27

6. Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Fluorescence is the spontaneous emission of a photon after an atom or a

molecule has been excited to an excited state by absorption of incident radiation at

a frequency within a specific absorption line of the species. The re-emitted
radiation is useful in identifying and monitoring the species responsible for the

fluorescence. For this technique, tunable dye lasers are probably most suitable.

There have been many discussions of the application of this technique in
remote detection, but most of the studies have been done in the laboratory. Both

atomic species like Na, and Fg,2829 and molecular species like CO, SO2 , NO,
NO 2, 12, 28,29 have been studied by this technique.

7. leterodyne Detection

The heterodyne detection technique is the most sensitive method for
detecting weak radiation signals. In this technique, a laser is used as a local

oscillator, and its signals mixed with the signal from the sample of interest, so that
the difference in the frequencies can be detected by a non-linear detector. These

signals can be thermal radiation from gases or laser radiation scattered from gas
molecules or aerosols. Therefore, the heterodyne detection technique has been

used in passive remote detection using sun as a blackbody source to measure

atmospheric constituents like ozone.34  It has been applied in conjunction with
infrared absorption,3 "3  differential absorption, and laser-induced

fluorescence 3 8 to increase the detection sensitivity.
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8. Passive Infrared Spectroscopy

Active infrared spectroscopy has long been proved as the most useful tool for

gas analysis in the laboratory. Infrared spectroscopy in passive mode has only been

used recently for gas analysis since the commercial Fourier transform

spectrometers became available.39  The most important feature of the passive

infrared spectroscopy is its potential for remote detection of gases. In order for

this technique to be applicable, it is necessary that the background and the gaseous

" body be at different temperatures. When the background is at a higher
temperature than the gas, the blackbody radiation from the background is at a

higher temperature than the gas; the blackbody radiation from the background is
absorbed by the gas and is observed. When the gas is at a higher temperature, the

A- emission of the gas is observed.

Both the absorption and emission modes have been used for remote gas
analysis. The U.S. Army has been developing a remote sensing system called the

40XM21 for the detection of nerve gases. It is operated in the absorption mode and
is designed to detect and identify a certain specific gas from a small number of

substances using filtering and correlation techniques. NASA has developed a
number of remote detection systems for space vehicles based on the passive
infrared absorption technique for atmospheric studies using the sun as the source.

The passive infrared emission spectroscopy has been applied to study waste gas

flares and hot gas plumes from jet engines or power plants.6 '3 9 '4 1

9. Correlation Technique

The correlation technique is often used with UV absorption or IR emission

spectroscopy to detect a specific gas from several species. In the UV absorption,

light from sky passing through the gas cloud is collected by the instrument. It is
then dispersed into its spectral components which are transmitted selectively
through filters or correlation devices. In the IR emission, the emission radiation is

viewed through a series of windows each fitted with a filter to establish a spectral
bandpass centered on an emission line of a gas of interest. This correlation

technique has been applied for air pollutant detection.4 2 4  It offers the most

promising remote sensing technique for hazardous materials.
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IV. COMMERCIAL GAS DETECTORS AND ANALYZERS

Although remote sensing is very ideal and desirable for detecting and

monitoring hazardous vapors from spills, there are some serious problems involved

in the application of remote sensing techniques in hazardous material detecting as

mentioned in the last section. Those problems have to be solved before the

techniques can be used routinely for hazardous material spill detection. Except for

a few mobile units and the Army's XM21 remote sensing system, it probably would

take a while for most of the remote sensing techniques to be fully developed.

Therefore, at the present time, the commercial instruments may serve the purpose

of detecting and identifying -hazardous materials from spills. Most of the

commercial instruments are designed for air quality monitoring, gaseous pollutant

detection, and fire or other emergency applications. Some of them are quite

sophisticated and can make very accurate measurements and yet are lightweight

and may be easily transported from location to location. Many of them are
portable in the form of a kit, or even the personal type in the form of a badge or

dosimeter. Most of the portable instruments or personal devices are designed to

detect one or a few specific pollutant gases. Also, many of them can be modified

to detect hydrazine fuels or other hypergol vapors. In fact, a few manufacturers
45have been developing detectors for hypergol vapors, and these detectors are

being tested and evaluated by the Air Force and NASA. 46

In the following paragraphs, first, the principal methods by which the

instruments operate will be briefly reviewed. Then, the commercial instruments

will be surveyed according to three groups: (I) the bench or rack mounted
laboratory instruments that can be moved from one location to another, (2) the

truly portable type instruments that are lightweight, operated by battery, and can

be carried by a person, (3) personal devices that are wearable such as dosimeters or

badges. The review of the methods of operation and the survey of the commercial

instruments are not intended to be exhaustive.

I. Principal Methods of Operation

A. Absorption Spectroscopy

When an electromagnetic radiation is passed through the sample,
the photons of certain frequencies are absorbed by the molecules of the sample.

.
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The wavelengths of absorption are characteristic of the sample and the intensity of

absorption, at a certain characteristic frequency, is a measurement of the

concentration of the sample. This is the principle by which the absorption

spectroscopy is used to identify and measure the concentration of an unknown

sample. The electromagnetic radiation can be infrared, visible, or ultraviolet

radiation, but infrared is the simplest and the cheapest. The IR gas analyzers

manufactured by Infrared Industries, Inc., Model 8641865 IR analyzers by Beckman

Instrumehts, Inc., the MIRAN Series gas analyzers of the Foxboro Company, and
the Photomet 3100 UV photometric ozone analyzer of Columbia Scientific
Industries Corporation are based on this principle.

B. Mass Spectrometry (MS)

When the molecules of the gas are bombarded by high energy

electrons, they are ionized. The ions are accelerated by an electric potential and
then passed through a magnetic field. They are separated by the speed and the
mass-to-charge ratio of the ions. This is the general principle of the mass
spectrometry. One type of mass spectrometers is the time-of-flight (TOF) mass

spectrometer in which the accelerated ions are allowed to pass through a drift
region. The distance that an ion travels depends on the mass of the ion. The CVE
Superspec 600 gas analyzer operates on this principle. Another type of mass

spectrometers is the quadrupole mass spectrometer. The ions are introduced into
the quadrupole mass filter where an electric field is established between four
parallel rods. The trajectory of an ion through the field depends on quadrupole
electric field parameters and on the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion. By selecting

appropriate field parameters, specific ions can be passed through the filter and be

detected. The CVE QUAD quadrupole mass analyzer operates on this principle.

C. Gas Chromatography

Gas Chromatography is a separation method whereby the
components of a mixture are separated from one another by the selective process
of distribution between two immiscible phases; one is the mobile phase and the
other is the stationary phase. If the mobile phase is a gas (usually referred to as
carrier gas), it is called the gas chromatography. The gas chromatography can be

either gas-liquid or gas-solid chromatography depending on whether the stationary

phase is a liquid or a solid. The separated gas phase bands are detected by a
detection device. A variety of detectors can be used, such as mass spectrometers,
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flame ionization detectors, thermal conductivity detectors, and gas density

detectors. The GOW-MAC Instrument Company manufactures a number of gas

chromatographs using different detection systems.

D. Flame Ionization Detection (F'ID)

In the flame ionization detection, the sample is mixed with

hydrogen and burned in air or oxygen. As ions and electrons are formed in the

flame, they enter the gap between two electrodes across which a potential exists.

This lowers the resistance across the gap and causes a current to flow. The current

is directly proportional to the concentration of the sample gas in the flame. A
number of instruments use the flame ionization detection principle. They include

the GOV-MAC 750 Series GC, Columbia Scientific Industries Corporation's

hydrocarbon analyzers, Beckman 1 3truments' hydrocarbon analyzers.

E. Thermal Conductivity Detection (TCD)

Thermal conductivity detection system uses the Wheatstone

Bridge principle. Two pair of heating elements, placed in cavities within a metal

block thermal conductivity cell, act as two legs at the bridge. A constant voltage

DC power supply furnishes current to heat the filaments. One pair of the cell
cavities contain a reference gas of known thermal conductivity. The remaining
two cavities contain the sample gas. Difference in the thermal conductivity of the

-~ reference and sample gases causes an unbalance in the temperature and, therefore
current requirement of the bridge heating filaments. The degree of unbalance is

directly proportional to the quantity of the sample gas. Some of the GOW-MAC-

gas chromatograph and the GOW-MAC portable gas analyzers and gas leak

detectors use the thermal conductivity detection principle. Beckman Instruments'

Model 7-C also uses the same principle for gas analysis.

F. Flame Photometric Detection (FPD)

When the sample is burned in a hydroqen rich air flame, the atom

acquires the thermal energy from the flame and is excited to a level at which it
will radiate its characteristic emission spectrum. The intensity and frequency of

the radlaiton are measured by photo-multiplier. This allows qualitative and
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quantitative analysis of the atom present in the sample. This is the principle of the

flame photometric detection on which the Columbia Scientific Industries

Corporation's total sulfur, SO2, H2 S, phosphorous anlyzers operate.

G. Fluorescence

Fluorescence is a type of luminescence in which an atom or a
molecule emits visible radiation in passing from a higher to a lower electronic

statc. The intensity of radiation depends on the concentration of the atom or

molecule. Meloy Laboratories and -Beckman Instruments' Fluorescrnce SO
analyzers are based on this phenomenon.

H. Chemi luminescence

If the electronic excitation process in the luminescence is due to
a chemical reaction, it is called chemiluminescence. A number of detectors are
based on this phenomenon. For example, the nitric oxide detectors are based on

the chemiluminescent reaction between NO and 03 which produces photons in the
600 to 2500 nm region. The ozone detectors are based on the chemiluminescent
reaction between ozone and ethylene molecules which produce light in the 300 to

600 nm region. The hydrazine chemiluminescence analyzer being developed by
Aero Chem Laboratories is also based on the chemiluminescent reaction between

* hydrazines and ozone.

I. Electrochemical Methods

Some gas analyzers are based on electrochemical reactions that
" take place in an electrolytic cell. For example, the Intercan Corporation's gas

" .analyzers utilize a gas-diffusion type electro-catalytic sensing electrode and a
combination reference-counter electrode immersed in an electrolyte chamber. The
gas molecules from the sample are absorbed on the sensing electrode where they

* undergo an oxidation or reaction by the proper selection of an applied constant

potential difference between the sensing and reference electrodes. The reaction
generates an electric current directly proportional to the gas concentration.
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J. Change in Resistance Method

There are a large number of combustible gas indicators on the

market. They all operate on the change in resistance method. A filament is

connected as an arm of the balanced Wheatstone Bridge and operated at controlled

temperature. The combustible gas burns in the filament, raises its temperature,
and changes its resistance, unbalancing the bridge. The amount of unbalance
indicates the concentration of the conbustible gas.

K. Calorimetric Method

When the sample reacts with certain proper chemical reagents, a
'* color may result. The intensity of the color or the length of color change in a

detector tube or paper tape indicates the concentration of the sample. The MSA
detector tubes and the Du Pon's colormetric air monitoring badges are based on

this method.

2. Commercial Instruments

A. Bench or rack-mounted laboratory instruments

Infrared Industries, Inc.

Several models of non-dispersive infrared analyzers can detect a

single gas or two gases.

GOW-MAC Instrument Co.48

Several models of gas chromatograph using flame ionization
detection, thermal conductivity detection, or gas density detection system

Meloy Laboratories, Inc./Columbia Scientific Industries, Corp.4 9

S02, H2S, total sulfur, hydrocarbon analyzers; NO/NO 2/NO x

detectors; 03 detector and analyzer; phosphorous area monitor
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50The Foxboro Company

MIRAN Series infrared spectrometers for gas or vapor analysis;

the company also developed a specialized hydrazine-fuel/NH3 detector under Naval

Research Laboratory technical guidance on behalf of NASA 4 .

CVC Products, Inc. 51

CVC QUAD Quadrupole mass analyzer and Superspec 600 TOF
mass spectrometer

Beckman Instruments, Inc. 5

Non-dispersive IR gas analyzers; thermal conductivity gas

analyzers; 02, CO, SO2 , 03, NO/NO2, hydrocarbon analyzers.

Aero Chem Research Laboratories, Inc.

Under contract with the School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks
AFB, TX, is developing a chemiluminescence detector for the ambient air
detection of hydrazines and NO2 5.

The Aerospace Corporation

Developing a C02 laser photoacoustic detector for hydrazine
fuels and other toxic vapors.

B. Portable Gas Detectors
. . .

Mine Safety Appliance (MSA) Company

Chlorine, combustible gas, hydrocarbon, oxygen, CO indicators
and alarms; Universal Tester; detector tubes

53-14
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Interscan Corporation 56

Portable gas analyzers for CO, H2 S, s NO 2, NO, Cl2 ; is
currently under contract to the school of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks AFB, TX

to develop a battery-operated, hand-held voltammetric instrument for ambient air

detection of hydrazines

GOW-MAC Instrument Co 4 8

Gas leak detectors, portable gas analyzers, CO2 monitor

Infrared Industries, Inc.4 7

02, flue gas, C0 2 , CO, hydrocarbon analyzers

The Mogul Corporation

Portable gas analyzers for SO2 , NO, GO, o02, total sulfur

50The Foxboro Company

MIRAN-101, 103, 104 portable vapor or gas analyzers

Hach Company 58

Hach Company manufactures a hazardous material detection kit

that contains chemical reagents, PH meter, conductivity meter, indicators,

miniature chromatographic column, spectrophotometer, etc., and can do various

tests for toxic substances.

Bacharach Instruments

Mercury vapor, oxygen, combustible gas, natural gas, H2 S, CO

monitors or sniffers.

5.-3-1
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Beckman Instruments, Inc. 2

Portable oxygen, CO analyzers

Energetics Sciences, Inc.~

ESI is under contraict to NASA to develop instrumentation to

detect the hydrazine fuels and NO2
4

International Sensor Technology6

IST has marketed a gas detector with a solid-state semiconductor

sensor to detect toxic and explosive gases in air samples. It is developing detectors

for hydrazine fuels.4

C. Personal Dosimeters or Badges

Mine Safety Appliances (MSA) Company 5

Organic vapor dosimeter badges, pocket sized CO indicator and

alarm

Interscan Corporation56

Toxic gas dosimeters for GO, SO2 H5,N , C N2 NH.

MASintif ic, Inc. 2

Personal toxic gas dosimeter and alarm for NO, H S9 HCN, ..-

29 2

COCI 2, N21-4; chemically impregnated paper tapes for the above gases; portable
spot check detector for hydrazines 4

3M Company6

.4.

Badges for monitoring CO, organic vapors, ethylene oxide,

.............mercnuryna vaporr formaldogyde
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E.E. du Pont de Nemours & Company 64

Air monitoring badges for organic vapors; colormetric air

monitoring badges for SO2, NO2 , NH3 , EtO, H2 S, formaldehyde

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

I. The remote sensing instruments are very expensive, usually involve use

of lasers, need trained personnel to operate, and usually can detect one or a few
pre-determined species. Therefore, at the present time, the use of remote sensing
techniques for the detection of hazardous materials from spills does not appear

very promising. Nevertheless, the remote sensing is such an ideal feature that the

progress in the development of the remote sensing technology should be closely
monitored.

2. Many commercial instruments are capable of detecting hazardous gases
quickly and accurately. Although they are designed for specific gases, they can be

modified to detect other gases such as hypergol vapors. This approach seems to be

easier, more economical, and more practical. A number of companies have been
developing such instruments or devices. Such instruments should be tested in the

laboratories as well as in the field, and the development and improvement should

be continued.

3. One of the important problems involved in the treatment of hazardous
material spills is the identification of the hazardous material. Two types of

instruments that hold the most promise are non-dispersive infrared spectrometers

with a computer-based discrimination system and a portable gas

chromatograph/mass spectrometer system.
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TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION AWARENESS STAGES LEADING TO FAILURE OF VIGILANCE

by

Michael L. Lobb

ABSTRACT

Vigilance, or more specifically sustained attention, has been studied

by various electrophysiological and behavioral methods. Electrophysiolog-

ical measures, typically EEG, are equivocal indices of sustained attention,

whereas the behavioral measure of the missed signal is convincing. A mea-

sure of sustained attention more reliable than EEG is clearly needed. In

the present paper, electrooculographic (EOG) measures are taken along with

simultaneous video taping of EOG, EEG, and actual eye movements during a

temporal auditory discrimination task. The computer record of these mea-

sures is then analyzed for sequences of eye movements and EEG which fall

into discernable patterns.

The results suffice to tentatively identify at least five substages

of sustained attention: (1) involuntary blinks, (2) voluntary long clos-

ing duration blinks, (3) long closure duration with SEM precursors, (4)

long closure durations with alpha and half-wave SEM, and (5) long closure

durations with full wave SEM and alpha fading during the closure. These

substages appear in episodes and roughly describe the progression from

sustained attention to missed signals. In addition to these substages sac-

cadic reorientation eye movement(s) may follow the termination of a sub-

stage 4 or 5 occurrence. These findings, although tentative, may offer a

reliable means of measuring the central state of sustained attention. Fur-

thermore, transitions within and between episodes of sustained attention

do not follow an all or none law, but rather are progressive and orderly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A review of the vigilance literature, as compiled by Mackie' indi-

cates that vigilance research operates from the tacit assumption that vig-

ilance is an all or none function. Either the subject is vigilant or not,

and the lower boundary is the missed signal. Numerous attempts have sought

to show electrophysiological correlates with equivocal results although

some potential for'fruitful research is indicated Gale 2. Recently, how-

ever, Stern, Walrath, and Goldstein 3 have reported the endogenous eye blink

to be an indicant at central state sensitive to time-on-task manipulations.

This report introduces the possibility of measuring central state changes

leading to the failure and vigilance through electro-oculographic (EOG)

techniques.

The study of eye movements must be given a special place in any the-

oretical view of macro-behavior such as vigilance. Fine-grained eye move-

ments either in response to or in the absence of field stimuli represents

the actions of a CNS managed system preparing to receive information prior

to the steps of information processing or response output. Measures of

oculomotor activity antecede measures of decision timememory retrieval,

or reaction time - in terms of the S-O-R macro-model the oculomotor system

falls between the "S" and the "0", chaining notwithstanding. The critical

difference is that fine-grained sensory orientation movements antecedent

to higher mental processing and macro-response making are far more likely

, ,to be patterned. And the state of sensory preparedness to receive informa-

tion, as indicated by patterns of fine-grained orientation, may be a direct

reflection of central state.

The study of fine-grained sensory orientation patterns has not re-

ceived systematic attention in the literature of American psychology as it
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has in the European study of ethology. As can be seen in most textbooks

of ethology, the study of motor patterns is typically directed toward

lower animal forms in which behavioral systems are simpler and the occur-

rence of motor patterns more regular. A cursory glance at recent pilot

data on eye movements indicates that the patterns are sufficiently simple

and regular to allow a temporal analysis of sequential behaviors such as

that described by Lobb4 .

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of this effort is to simultaneously record EOG, EEG, and

video taped eye movements for a preliminary examination of patterns. The

data set is to be subsequentially transcribed and used for a temporal

analysis of sequential behavior, a task beyond the scope of this report.

III. METHODS

Seven subjects were selected from the available staff of the Crew

Performance Branch, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas.

Each subject was informed of the procedures, offered the opportunity to

withdraw at any time, and asked to sign an informed consent statement

(copy attached). Electroencephalographic (EEG) electrodes were attached

with collodion at P3 and 01 with reference at A2 according to the Ten

Twenty Electrode System (one subject declined the EEG electrodes).

Electro-oculographic (EOG) electrodes were attached above and below the

right eye to measure lid and/or eye deflections in the vertical plane.

A pair of EOG electrodes were also attached one laterally to the side of

the head behind each eye so as to measure horizontal deflections. The

EOG reference electrode was attached at the center of the forehead and DC
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recordings made below 30 hz. Video tapes were made of the right eye,

EEG, and EOG by means of a split screen.

Following electrode preparations each subject was seated in a reclin-

ing chair, instructed in the use of the response apparatus (a hand held

button), and ask to put on a set of ear phones. When the Beckman twelve

channel recorder and the video tapes recorder were indicating appropriate

signals, the subject was instructed to look at a fixation point in the

center of his visual field, and presented with progressive relaxation in-

structions via an audio tape. The EEG, EOG, and video were monitored

until the conjoint occurrence of alpha waves, long duration lid closures

(greater than 2 seconds), and slow eye movements (SEM). At that point

the progressive relaxation tape was discontinued and a temporal auditory

task presented via a tape recorder.

The temporal auditory task consisted of 200 or 400 millisecond tones

presented on a fixed interval or variable interval schedule as described

by Stern4. The subject was instructed to push the response button once

for a short tone and twice for a long tone. A 16.7 millisecond, stop

frame video editor was used to study the data.

The EEG channel permitted identification at alpha and non-alpha

periods. 'A visual study at the horizontal (HEOG) and vertical (VEOG)

channels along with the simultaneous video record of eye lid and ball

movement permitted the identification of the following coding system in

which all motion is judged by changes in position between 16.7 millisecond

time-frames:

1. Lid Up (LU): Lid up and not moving in the video picture with

the VEOG pen indicating no further deflection. LU may be seen

* with the lid in the upper orbit of the pupil, above the pupil,
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or above the iris; but the chief identifying feature is that

the lid is up (above the mid line of the pupil) and static

(not in motion).

2. Lid Above Pupil (LAP): Lid in downward motion from a LU posi-

tion or upward from a LOP motion component. This is the motion

component as the lid approaches the pupil indicated by a posi-

tive deaccelerating component in the VEOC.

3. Lid On Pupil (LOP): Lid in motion up or down as it passes over

the pupil.

4. Lid Below Pupil (LBP): Lid in upward or downward motion between

the lower orbit at the pupil and the lid down static position -

all motion below the pupil.

5. Slow Eye Movement (SEM): Slow, sinusoidal movements on the HEOG

at 1/4 to 1/2 cycle per second.

6. Static (ST): No indicated deflection in HEOG.

7. Up Saccade (US): High velocity upward eye movement seen on the

video record and indicated in the VEOG square wave deflection

often obscured by a blink. -"

8. Down Saccade (OS): High velocity downward eye movement seen in

the video record and indicated in the VEOG square wave deflec-

tion.

9. Left Saccade (LS): High velocity leftward eye movement seen in

the video record and indicated by a square wave deflection in

the HEOG.

10. Right Saccade (RS): High velocity rightward eye movement seen

in the video record and indicated by a square wave deflection in

the HEOG.
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11. Return Saccade (SR): High velocity left or right up or down,

saccadic motion during lid opening which results in returning

the eye to the approximate fixation point occupied before lid

closure.

12. Realignment Saccade (RA): High velocity left or right, up or

down saccadic motion that corrects for error (overshoot) in the

return saccade.

IV. RESULTS

The lid closing sequences (LU LAP LOP LBP LD) vary in dura-

tion in contrast to the lid opening sequence (LD LBP + LOP + LAP LU)

which is relatively stable in duration. Variations in the lid closing

sequences are associated with extended LAP components whereas variations

in closure duration are associated with extended LD components.

The occurrence of a series of involuntary blinks during undefined EEG

activity and without variations in the HEOG describe substage 1. This

substage is shown in Figure 1 in which time progresses from left to right.

4 In the involuntary blink sequence the LAP component is reduced in the

* closing portion giving the VEOG record a square wave effect, whereas in

the opening component the LAP is extended producing a positive deaccelera-

tion In the VEOG record. Notice that the record in Figure 1 is episodic;

that is, the same involuntary blink sequences reoccur forming the invol-

untary blink episode characteristic.of substage 1.

Substage 2 is depicted in Figure 2. Here LAP is extended in both the

closing and opening components, and deflections in the HEOG record occur

within the closing LAP to opening LAP interval. As the duration of LD is

extended the deflections in HEOG appear as precursors of SEM an example of
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which can be seen in the first closure shown in Figure 4. In substage 2

the EEG record is undefined.

In substage 3 as shown in Figure 3 the LAP, LOP, and LBP components

are extended during the long closing duration component giving the VEOG

record a diagonal component, while the opening component is unchanged.

Although the EEG record is still undefined, wave forms very like alpha

appear within the second closure. The HEOG record shows clear precursors

of SEM within closure intervals, although these precursors do not yet have

the sinusoidal appearance of fully developed SEM.

In Figure 4 the LD component is extended producing a long duration

closure characteristic of substage 4. Alpha is clearly defined and dis-

tributed within the LCD interval. SEM appears in half-wave sinusoidal

form and is also distributed within the LDC interval. Notice also the

occurrence of pairs of left and right saccades with a 200 to 300 MS la-

tency between deflections. These saccades follow the opening component

at a latency less than the LDC interval. Notice also that these pairs of

saccades describe deflections in a right or left visual field, but not

both, and that the second saccade returns the eye to the fixation point

from which the first saccade deflected. This substage is best described

as a simultaneous alpha, LDC, 1/2 wave SEM followed by pairs of saccades.

This sequence is clearly episodic even though substage 3 SEM precursors

antecede and follow the episode. -11

In Figure 5 the LD component of closure is further extended, alpha

appears early in the interval and fades before the opening component.

This fifth substage is characterized by alpha and SEM activity which do

not fill the entire LDC interval. Although not shown in Figure 5, the

fifth substage may be episodic with closure durations which exceed the
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30 seconds which can be shown on a page. Pairs of saccades also commonly

follow the eye opening component. Fully sinusoidal SEM is seen in Figure

6.

Although these substages are progressives as a function of time on

task, transition between substages are observed.

V. DISCUSSION

The preliminary results of this study indicate the existence of

orderly substages in the central state of sustained attention. The dura-

tion of the LAP component differentiates the voluntary from the involuntary

blink and hence substage 1 from substage 2. This differentiation is based

singularly on the lid closing segment in which the LAP duration increases.

In substage 3 the LOP and LBP components increase in duration, and pre-

cursors of SEM appear. An increase in LD duration describes substage 4

in which alpha appears along with 1/2 wave SEM. In substage 5 alpha fades

during the extended LD component and SEM is fully developed. The transi-

tion from substage 4 or 5 to substage 1 may be accompanied by saccadic re-

orientation eye movements in a left or right field but not both. Although

the precise identification of substages awaits completion of data trans-

cription and analysis, these preliminary results strongly suggest that the

loss of attention is not an all or none function, but rather an orderly

progression of substages.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The transcription and analysis of data continues beyond the scope of

the present project. Each 16.7 MS time-frame is inspected and the EEG,

VEOG, and HEOG events transcribed to create a three channel data set for
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computer analysis. The analysis envolves counting sequential events be-

tween and within channels. Between channels events initiated simulta-

neously are counted (the zero order transition), and then, separately for

each event, all first, second, and third order transitions are counted

both antecedent and consequent to each event. The within channel analysis

is similar except that the zero order transition does not exist within a

channel. For each and every transition the latency is counted as is the

duration of the event. The criteria for concluding that any set of events

is sequential is twofold: first the serial orderliness must be signif-

icantly higher and second, the variance of the latencies must be signif-

icantly lower. Inferential statistical comparisons are made by application

of a within subjects (mean deviation) t-test in which average conditional

probability of a sequence of any set of events during a given substage is

compared to the average conditional probability of the same set of events

during a randomly selected equal time interval. A similar comparison is

made for the variance of transitional.latencies. Once sequences have been

identified then the data is reanalyzed for episodes or series of the same

sequences.

The basic software for this analysis has been developed at the

University of Texas at Arlington and computer time on the IBM 4341 has

been made available by the University. However, a video editor for data

transcription and additional software unique to this project is needed.

Support for these requirements will be sought through an AFOSR minigrant.

I recommend that support be given to this endeavor. Transcription and

analysis of the data collected will take about five months, and salary

support for this project will be forthcoming from the University of Texas

at Arlington.
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INFORMED CONSENT JULY-AUGUST 1982

I, ________, having full capacity to consent, do hereby v:'jnteer
to participate in a research study entitled "Sequential Eye Movements _jring
Stage I Sleep Transition. A preliminary investigation under the dire:,:-n of
Michael Lobb, Ph.D. The implementation of my voluntary participants, --e
nature, duration, and purpose; the initiation and means by which the z-dy is --,-
to be conducted; and the inconveniences and hazards which may resonac" De ex-
pected have been explained to me by Michael Lobb, and well described the
reverse side of this consent form which I have read and initialed. 1 -ave been
given an opportunity to ask questions about this research and receive- answers
to my full and complete satisfaction. I understand that I may withdr:a at any
time and revoke my consent without prejudice. I understand the study .'ll be
completed in strict confidence.

Subject: Date: _ _ _-."-."_ _
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PROCEDURES, ADVANTAGES, AND DISADVANTAGES

1. Three scalp electrodes and five facial electrodes will be attached by
means of colodian in the case of scalp electrodes and by adhesive tape in the
case of EOG electrodes. Small amounts of alcohol will be used to clean these
areas and the removal of hairs about 1 1/2 centimeters in area. Dead skin
cells will be removed by the use of an abrasive and the use of alcohol.

2. Each subject will be trained in the Jacobson Progressive Relaxation
Procedures which will result in an enhanced ability to relax.

3. Each session will run three hours including preparation time and data
collection. Following data collection the results will be presented to each
participant.
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ORDER RELEASE IN AN MRP ENVIROMENr

by

Deborah J. Medeiros

ABSTRACT

To date work in Manufacturing Resource Planning (MEPII) has con-

centrated on the development of order release and due dates based on

fixed lead times, a master production schedule, and a capacity plan.

This paper discusses an extension of the order release procedure::

which controls work in process inventory through staged release of

batches of orders to the factory floor. The composition of each

batch of orders varies depending on queue lengths at key operations.

The objective of the procedure is to reduce overall flowtime.

The procedure uses a macro level simulation model to assess

the effects of changing the order release times. The simulation is

written in IDEF2, a dynamics modeling methodology developed for the

ICAM Program. The use of IDEF2 in this environment is discussed.

Suggestions for extension of the research are provided.

I- -
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THE MEASUREMENT OF ION-MOLECULE REACTION RATE COEFFICIENTS

by

Thomas M. Miller and Rodney E. Wetterskog

ABSTRACT + + +

Rate coefficients have been measured for C , CO , and CO2

reactions with 02 over a temperature range of 90-450 K using a

selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory. Charge transfer is observed to take place for CO
+ + 02

+ 
-+2

and CO2 + 02, but is not allowed energetically for C + 02. Instead,

we observe C+ + 0 0 + CO and C+ + 0 CO + 0 occurring. The
2 2

C + 02 reaction is found to proceed at its gas kinetic rate of about

9 x 10-10 cm3 Is, independent of temperature for 90-450 K. The rate

coefficients for both the CO+ + 02 and CO2 + 0 reactions are de-
2ef2e2

creasing functions of temperature in this range. The ion flow velocity

in the SIFT apparatus has been determined versus gas pressure and

temperature using a time-of-flight technique. These results, combined

with our helium flow measurements, have significant implications for

low-temperature reaction experiments with flow-tube reactors.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Aeronomy Division at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has

long been active in research on the composition and chemistry of the

earth's upper atmosphere. This research involves both atmospheric

sampling and laboratory studies of atmospheric reactions. The labora-

tory research centers on charged-particle interactions primarily be-

cause of the importance of mlitary communications through (or reflect-

ed by) the partially ionized gas of the earth's atmosphere. The par-

ticular laboratory we were working with (AFGL/LKB) is currently study-

ing atmospheric ion reactions with neutral constituents, and the photo-

dissociation of ionic molecules.

The main interest at present in the AFGL ion-molecule reaction

research concerns ion clusters which have been found to dominate the

* stratospheric ion population. Since there has been very little work

,' done on negative ion reactions the emphasis has been in that direction.

(The negative ion reactions tend to be more difficult to study because

generally speaking it is easier to make large densities of positive

ions than negative ions.) The neutral reactants chosen for these

experiments are of course observed (or suspected) atmospheric molecules

which may be present in the atmosphere in very small fractional concen-

trations (mixing-ratios 10 ) but nevertheless play an important role

because of their large dipole moments or low ionization potentials.

At AFGL/LKB a selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus was con-

structed about two years ago to study ion-molecule reactions. An

essential feature of the design of the AFGL SIFT apparatus is its

ability to operate over a temperature range of 80-500 K, which allows

the determination of ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients for

56-3K, w-. ..- --.. ~ ~ *
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atmospheric temperatures (180-300 K) as well as providing for a wider

range necessary for insight into the reaction mechanisms. Much of the

work we were involved in during the summer of 1982 was in taking the

SIFT apparatus to low and high temperatures for the first time and the

solution of various problems encountered. For this purpose relatively

straightforward ion-moleucle reactions were chosen, C+ + 02, CO + 02,

and CO2 + 02. Our objective was to study the fate of these reactions

over a wide temperature range.

One of us (TM) has had experience with ion-molecule reaction

research at the University of Birmingham (UK) on the original SIFT

apparatus and at Georgia Tech with a drift tube apparatus. Both of us --

have worked with a flow tube reactor at our home institution, the

University of Oklahoma.

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD:

The selected-ion flow-tube method was developed by Adams and

Smith at the University of Birmingham (UK) around 1975 and represented

a significant improvement over the already quite successful flowing . -

afterglow technique. The SIFT method is still being improved upon as

its use spreads.

Briefly, the AFGL SIFT apparatus consists of a lO'-cm long, 7.3-

cm i.d. tube through which a helium carrier gas is flowed at low

pressure (-0.3 torr) and high speed (-104 c/s). Ions are created in

an electron-impact ion source, mass analyzed, and a current of* A -0:A

of a single desired ion species is injected into the flow tube at low

energies in the center of a supersonic jet of the helium carrier gas.

The ions quickly thermalize in collisions with the helium gas and flow

56-4
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with the gas down the tube. The trip requires approximately 10 as. At-S.-

the end of this trip some of the ions pass through a small (0.03 mm)

aperture leading into a second mass spectrometer maintained at high

vacuum. The detected ion count rate is proportional to the original

injected current.

In order to determine ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients, a

very small concentration of reactant gas is titrated into the flow tube

at a point sufficiently downstream from the ion and helium injector

that equilibrium flow has been reached. If the primary ions react with

the titrated gas, producing a product ion of different e/m, the detect-

ed primary ion current Io is attenuated exponentially by the reaction

according to Beers' Law:

e-knt ""
I=1IO e1t (1) "'..

The reaction rate coefficient k is calculated from measurement of the

fractional decrease I/1 in the primary ion current by a known concen-
0

tration of reactant gas n, in a time t:

ln(I/I) (2)

nt

Experimentally, the small fractional concentration n of the reactant

gas is determined from the measured helium density N and the throughput

Q. of the reactant gas compared to the helium throughput The

reaction time t is determined from a direct measurement of the ion

velocity vi and of the distance d over which the reactant gas flows.

Thus,

k ln(I/I) (3)
/NI Q )(d/v

56-5%
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A computer program, SIFT82, has been written to handle the SIFT

data on the laboratory's Hewlett-Packard 2112 computer. The program

plots the data, calculates the reaction rate coefficient and related

quantities, and calculates and plots the ion product percentages.

An example of the raw data is given in Fig. 1 for the reaction

C + 02 at 196 K. The reaction time in this case is 3.84 ms and the

reaction distance is 43.5 cm. The direct ionic products of the reac- %

tion are 0+ or CO ions. The 02 ions observed are secondary products

from the subsequent reactions 0 + 0 and CO + 0 . The reaction rate
2 2

coefficient is 8.8 x 10 cm /s.

Three different titrant ports are available to enter reactant 4

gases, at three different distances, permitting any end effects to be

accounted for. __,"-

Ion-molecule reactions are examined for temperatures other than

room temperature by cooling or heating the flow tube and the helium gas.

500 - i ! U I

.4, 4,200 - K - -.K::

ion
counts + 3-

per second 100 0

CO

20 -

02

10
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

02 concentration (in 10 I molecules/cm 3)

FIG. 1. DATA FOR THE REACTION C + 02 AT 196 K.
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III. RESULTS:

+ +9
A. Ion-Molecule Reactions. The reactions C + 0 ,Co+0 an

2 0 2 ad

Co +0hv ensuidoe the tempeature range 90-450 K. The

resltsareshon i Fis.2-4, compared to previous work.

Th ntrcto C+0 rve o eineenet ftemperature-

over the range 90-450 K and essentially equal to the calculated gas

kinetic (Langevin) rate coefficient of 1.0 x 10~ cm Is. Simple charge

transfer is endoergic in this case. Two reaction channels were observ-

a d, however. The first, C~ + 0 -P 0 + CO is exoergic by 3.-615 eV, and
2

is favored (62%) at all temperatures used. Although the neutral CO

product is not observed directly, the energetics of the reaction re-

quire that it be bound. The second channel observed is C+ + 02 r
+2

Ce + 0, which is exoergic by 3.240 eV.

501 1

20

Rate
coefficient 10 6 0. 0

(100c 3 s
(10 Cm/0

5

0 100 200 300 400 500
Temperature (K)

FIG. 2. REACTION RATE COEFFIC9 ENT FOR C~+ 02 -vd0 + CO. The data
point X in that of Adams and Smith, and of Rakshit et al. 3 The point 4-
in that of Pakuhit at al.3
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2

Rate
Coefficient 1

-10 3
-'(10 Is)/ )

0.5

0.2

0100 200 300 400 500

Temperature (K)

FIG. 3. REACTIONI RATE C0EFFICIMI FOR CO' + 0-Co020 The
data point X( is that of Adams et al.

2

Pate
Coefficient

-10 3
(10 Cm /s)

0.5 :-

0.2

0.1
0 100 200 300 400 500

Temperature (K)

FIG. 4. REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT FOR CO2 + + 0 -CO + 0 + The
solid line is an average of various data reported iy Lin~ig et a.
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The rate coefficient for the charge transfer reaction CO + 0
2

+
CO + 0 was found to increase with decreasing temperature, approaching

2 i0.-10 3- -
the calculated gas kinetic rate of 7.7 x 10 cm Is at very low

temperatures. This reaction is exoergic by 1.950 eV.
+

The rate coefficient for the charge transfer reaction CO2 + 02 -

CO + 0 + was likewise found to increase with decreasing temperature,
2 2

-10l 3
approaching the calculated gas kinetic rate of 6.9 x 10 c Is at

very low temperatures. Our data join smoothly onto the high tempera-

5ture data of Lindinger et al., which extend to 900 K and show that the

rate coefficient passes through a minimum in the neighborhood of 680 K,

implying that a second reaction mechanism becomes effective at higher

temperatures. The charge transfer reaction is exoergic by 1.706 eV.

All rearrangement reaction channels are forbidden energetically.

The reaction rate coefficients presented above are estimated to

be accurate to ±30%. The reaction temperatures are estimated to be

correct within 5 K, which is the greatest variation observed among five

platinum resistance thermometers mounted along the flow tube. However,

at high temperatures this variation was as large as 20 K and hence the

temperatures above room temperature are much less certain. -
B. Ion Flow Velocities and Injection Shock Effects. As a part of

our studies of the behavior of the flowing ion swarms at different

temperatures we measured the time-of-flight of the ion swarms. These

:4 data are of interest to others using SIFT or flowing afterglow appara-

tuses for two reasons. First, the ion velocity is needed in order to

" determine the reaction rate coefficient in Eq. (3), and we are not

aware of any work done on this matter other than at room temperature.

56-9
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Second, the results give evidence for undesirable effects of a shock

wave in the flow tube associated with the supersonic helium injector.

The SIFT injection shock was brought to general attention by Dupeyrat

6
et al. who studied various injector designs .in a flow tube and a wind

tunnel. The shock apparently carries ions downstream in the flow tube

much faster than they would otherwise travel. The shock presents no

* problem provided (a) the flow has reached equilibrium by the time the

ions arrive at the reactant gas titrant port, and (b) the ion velocity

is measured entirely in the equilibrium flow region.

6
Dupeyrat et al. find that the persistence of the shock downstream

in the flow tube depends on the ratio of the gas pressures on either

side of the injector. A large pressure drop across the injector means

that a greater distance must be allowed for the flow to reach equili-

brium. (In the AFGL SIFT apparatus the first titrant port is 34 cm1

downstream of the helium injector.) We have measured the average ion

velocity over the first half of the flow tube and over the second half

of the flow tube under widely varying conditions. Some of these data

are presented in Table I and have been used by us as a diagnostic to L

indicate safe conditions for ion-molecule reaction studies.

Also calculated for Table I is the ratio of the average equili-

brium ion velocity vi to the bulk helium velocity viHe (determined from

the helium throughput and pressure). The ion swarm could be pulsed for

time-of-flight data either in the ion source or at an electrode midway

down the flow tube. We found that the measured time-of-flight is

independent of the precise pulsing scheme (turning the ion current on

or off with the pulse, partly or fully) and independent of the mass of

the ions (from 12 to 44 amu), within about 1%. The less massive ions

, ."6-10



TABLE I. A SAMPLE OF ION VELOCITY RESULTS VERSUS FLOW TUBE

T.

PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE.

v()for v for ()(2)

vo -

Tempera- Pressure fis haf scndhl
1

cure (K) (torr) fis al eon af )-H
of flow tube of flow tube v

*92 0.160 5864 cm/s 4909 cm/s 1.19 2.18

0.200 7687 5385 1.43 2.08

0.230 8402 5579 1.51 2.10

0.299 13677 6015 2.27 2.10

0.372 25293 6608 3.83 2.16

250 0.240 15263 13230 1.15 1.72

0.320 18689 14040 1.33 1.71

0.372 21046 14637 1.44 1.71

1.450 0.460 28649 25141 1.14 1.64

0.550 32971 26296 1.25 1.68

0.600 34266 o 26705 1.28 1.68

clearly diffused more in the pulse, however, as evidenced by the

- greater width of the arrival time spectra.

Considering only the results for vi from the equilibrated flow,

pwe find (a) the ratio vi/V is independent of pressure at a given

temperature, and (b) the ratio vi /v is constant for temperatures

56-11
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above about 270 K but increases at decreasing temperatures below 270 K.

The ratio vi/VH is expected to be greater than unity since the ion

density is greatest along the axis of the flow tube where the helium

1,7
velocity is the greatest. However, it has heretofore been assumed

that the parabolic velocity profile across the diameter of the flow

tube was essentially the same at all temperatures, and therefore the

ratio v/v would be independent of temperature. Our data indicate
i Hew

that the helium velocity profile across the flow tube becomes more

sharply peaked at low temperatures, leading to a larger value of vi

and hence of vi/vHe" This conclusion is supported by viscous flow

measurements we have made which imply that a molecular slip contribu-

tion is more important at low temperatures. Sufficient molecular slip

would decrease the radius of the region of viscous flow and modify

the helium velocity profile across the tube.8  Further analysis of the

flow problem is needed at this point before we can offer a quantita-

tive explanation of our results.

C. Other Ion-Molecule Reaction Data. We have obtained a few

preliminary results for N+ and N2+ ions reacting with 02, CO, and NO
2

and for C + NO. These studies are in too early a stage to report on

here. Data for C+ + NO and N+ + CO are needed for comparison to

recent atomic beam results.9

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS :

An abstract for a paper on this research has been submitted for

presentation at the Gaseous Electronics Conference in Dallas in

.
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October 1982, and we anticipate that one journal article will be

prepared on the ion-molecule reaction results and a second article

will be written on the implications of the SIFT ion velocity data we

have obtained.

We still need to carry out some analytic work in regard to the

helium flow problem, as discussed in Sect. Ill-B, with the goal of

supporting our ion velocity data with calculations. These results are

important for research with flow-tube reactors (SIFT and flowing

afterglow). Very little work has been done at low temperatures, but .-

as the number of flow-tube reactors in use around the world grows, --

the flow problem must be worked out.
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AAs L~ET Comuter Model With

ADplications to Manei Field Effects

by

Michael J. Moloney

A computer model of a GaAs FET has been constructed. It uses t 4

explicit charges on the electrodes, and real-time development of

the charge distribution to steady state. It shows interesti g

and realistic I-Y relations. Its uagnetoresistance results are

prelimuinary but M4"ic literature results in part. A somewhat novel

Magnetic field measurement for FET' a is Proposed. If this effect

is large enough to Use, the computer model should be very helpful

in Its interpretation.
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I. fITRODUCTION

I am a college physics professor who has taught an Electronics

of Solids course for senior Eft and physics majors for the last

four years. This has led me to a strong interest In understanding

device physics and made it natural to associate with Dr. Philip

Stover' s group in the Avionics ILaboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB.

This group characterizes GaAs quality by methods including

infrared fourier-transfocm spectroscopy, laser-optical techniques,

particle backacatter, C-V, and gavnmgetic evaluation of

trnpotproperties. The group grows much of its material, and

Is moving toward device applications in heterostructures and FET

structures.

This Is a rich environment in which to live for ten weeks.

57-3
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I I. OBJECTIVES OF TH~E RESEARCH- EFFRT s

One objective was to studly the papers of Fukui and of

Lehovec and Zuleeg2 to see how one might use curve tracer

measurements to determine channel mobility, series resistance,

etc., of a GaAs FET.

Another objective was to studiy the work of Wallis and Jay3

* on ME magnetoresistance and magnetotransconductance. This work

showed a drop in electron mobility as the channel became pinched
Off. Measurements like theirs on ME structures were planned.

The overall context of the summer effort was to obtain a

better understanding of GaAs FET physics.
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III. EVOLUTION OF SUMM ACTIVITY IN RELATION TO OBJECTIVES:

The experimental work, both on curve tracer and magnetoresistance

measurements, ran into early difficulties. A fair amount of prelim-

inary curve tracer work had been carried out when it was firmly

determined that the curve tracer malfunctioned under some conditions,

and needed repair. That repair, scheduled to be completed in two

weeks, stretched out through the summer. Thus, after late June,

curve tracer work could be done only with extreme inconvenience.

The early magnetoresistance measurements were made on packages

which turned out to be magnetic, and so were thrown about when a
7."

magnetic field was applied. This was discovered in late June, and

it was not until the first week in August that non-magnetic samples,

were fabricated. These are just now becoming ready to test.

On the theoretical side, the FukuiI paper was based in part

on earlier work by Grebene and Ghandi , so this earlier paper was

studied in some detail. It was a plausible enough analysis, but based

on quite umproven assumptions about channel width, and it did not

develop any physical feeling in this reader for PET operation.

More literature searching was done10 and turned up two computer

models-' 6 done on FM~ shortly after the paper of Grebene and Ohmndi.

This, plus considerable thought about the whole problem of FET analysis,

suggested a model not at all like the others, which used relaxation

methods and charge-neutral boundaries.

-....: ,
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The new model would explicitly include electrodes, and adjus.

the electrode charges to keep electrode voltages at their specified

values. All charges, in the semiconductor and on the electrodes,

would be known at each instant of time in this model, and the

fields from the charges could be readily calculated and used to

help determine the flow of charge.

Because of the electrode charges, this model could generate

capacitance information which the others could not. It would be

built so that lvanomagnetic effects like magnetoresistance could

be a natural prt of the nodel - whose chief role might be the

interpretation of these effects.

Essentially all of July 1982 was required to get the model to

.9. the edge of realistic functioning. At this point, one had reasonable

results for constant electron mobility. Another week was required

-~ to suocessfully include simple velocity saturation. Since then,*

the velocity overshoot7 8  truly oharacteristic of GaAs, and scaling

changes have been worked on but not completed.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL:

The general configuration of this two-dimensional model is

shown below. The doped device structure of the model lies in

region ABCD of the sei-insulating GaAs half-plane. The model

consists of very long cells of square cross-sectional area.

Electrodes are located as shown along the interface, modeled by

thin sheets of uniform charge/area which will adjust to satisfy

the prescribed electrode voltages. There is acceptor doping and

electron depletion immediately under the gate, and donor doping

in the rest of region ABCD. Each cell has variables of electron

*. concentration and electric potential, and no charge is permitted

to flow across the boundary ABCD except at the electrodes.

source gate drain
electrodes electrodes electrodes

air air

A ," -. ".

A DI

B CL

.a ...- 7

II 111111 i.
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II

*Each time step begins with all charges known in the GaAs

within region ABCD. Initially, this means depletion Immediately

'V under the gate, and neutral elsewhere.

The known charges in the semiconductor are used to cal-

culate the electric potential at each electrode position. Then

electrode charges arelfigured out (via some matrix operations)

to satisfy the given voltages on source, gate, and drain.* At

.4- this point, all charges are known, and all boundary conditions I
are satisfied, so electric fields and potentials can be calculated

everywhere.

Care is needed, however, due to the semi-infinite air-GaAs

interface. Potentials in the semiconductor due to the electrode

sheet charges may be obtained correctly from a single reduced

value of the charge, but electric potentials in the semiconductor

due to charges within the GaAs require an image charge on the

other side of the interface, in addition to a reduced value of

the semiconductor charge itself.

4| *- - . - .-

When the electric potential is correct in every cell, the flow

of charge in a small time across the four (or fewer) faces of

* - each cell is computed due to drift and diffusion. Cell charges

are modified due to the flow (taking care to conserve charge except

* at electrodes), and the next time step is ready to begin.

The total current, flowing to the right of each vertical

column in the model Is automatically computed. When column-to-

column values of current are close together, steady state is

• I"- -- 4

being approached.

57-8
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V. MODEL RESULTS,

In a version 20 cells long and 5 cells deep, the model gave

a number of satisfactory results. Cell length was 0.25 microns,Y':: io6  -3 J
a0ceptor doping under the gate was 2 x 101c , and donor

doping was 4 x 10 15 cam-. These values were chosen for convenience

Sin building and testing the model, rather than for realistic

device parameters.

Curves of drain current vs. source-drain voltage at fixed

gate voltage were obtained for two cases. The first case,

constant mobility no matter what the electric field, is quite

simple though not physically realistic, and was used initially

to get the model running. The second case was a simple analytic 2
mobility formula used by Lehovec and Zuleeg 2 to model velocity

saturation in GaAs. These curves are sketched below.

drain constant
current mobility

(arbi io-"
units gate voltages -2V

00
.o lv 2v 3v 4v 5v 6v 7v 8-

557-

dr-.,an simple analyic mobility formula
""cunrent gat e voltage: -lV ...

-l .. v 2v 3v 4v 5v

.'.souce-dai voltag e,
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A series of runs at low source-drain voltage was done varying

the gate voltage. The results, shown below, resemble those of real

FiEUs both in the linear relation away from pinchoff (indicated to

be about -.5.5 V on the graph )and the departure from linearity

as pinohoff is approached.

drain 40 ......
current

(arbitrary
units) source-drain voltages .05 V

-1 -2 -3 - 5 -

gate voltage L
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Magnetoresistance was put in the model following a very

simple line of reasoning 2 . A particle travelling in crossed

electric and magnetic fields travels roughly at a small angle

to the electric field given by

vB - B

E

where v is the drift velocity, B the magnetic field, E the electric

field, and the mobility.

The fraction of the drift velocity along the electric

field direction, turns out, after some averaging, to be

1 B 2 '

This correction factor gave model results for low source-drain

voltage and gate voltage near pinchoff quite similar to those

L: seen by Wallis and Jay's a decrease of mobility as pinchoff is

r approached. A sketch of these model results is given below.

motlity
source-drain voltage: . 05V

3500 0 '

2500

1500

gate voltage
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The model has some exceptionally strong points on which to

build. With its explicit electrode charges, it makes good physical

sense at each instant of time (in contrast to models which make

- no sense whatever until all iterations are complete). Thus it

can give capacitance information and deal with transient and

oscillatory situations, though neither of these was needed in

the present study. It was built with galvanomagnetic effects in

mind, and may have important things to say in this area when it is

refined.

The model needs a number of major improvements, which

should be readily made as the school year at Rose-Hulman progresses.

The true GaAs velocity overshoot 7 -9 must be implemented, as well

as the ability to model with non-square rectangular cells, in order

to got precise depth information about FETS without excessive

computation. The time steps to steady state have evolved on a

triml-and-eror basis. This must be improved, and so must the

handling of charge flow through the electrodes.

The experimental GaAs FET magnetoresistance/transconductance

meaurements still very much need to be done. The computer model

has already suggested that the mobility drop seen by Wallis and

Jay may well be partly due to high electric fields, even when

the source-drain voltage is only 50 mV.
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Another possible line of investigation occurred to the

author as this report was being written. It has been brieffly

discussed with Dr. Look, but not literature-searched, so it may

or may not be already known.

Microwave FETr gates in GaAs are much longer than they axe

wide. This makes them quite suitable for magnetoresistance work,

but of no value for Hall Effect measurements, even if electrodes

could be attached in the proper places.

In the conventional Hall Effect arrangement, a magnetic field V.-

l would be applied perpendicular to the plane containing the elec-

trodes. But if one applied the magnetic field along the long

direction of the gate, charge carriers flowing under the gate

would be forced either up or down, closer to the gate, or away

from it. This amounts to a 'hall voltage' applied either aiding

or opposing the gate voltage. This voltage is easily measured as

the difference in gate voltages needed to obtain the same drain

" current with and without the magnetic field.

The size of this proposed voltage is the product of drift

velocity, magnetic field strength, and conducting channel width.

Since drift velocity magnitudes are about 105 m/s, a channel wifth

of 10- m and a magnetic field strength of 1 tesla ( 10 kG ) would

give a millivolt result. If this could be reliably measured, it --

might give extremely useful information about channel width near

pinchoff.

-71 . . . ..
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FLUTTER TAMING BlY NONLINEAR ACTIVV CONTROL

by
Luigi Morino

ARSTRACT

A new concept for the design of aeroservoelpstic svstems is lntrofuced:

flutter taming by nonlinear active control, i.e., use of nonlinear active

control to ensure that the behavior of the system heyond the flutter speed is

of benign rather than destructive nature. It is shown that flutter taming is

always possible for an aeroservoelastic system tbat can be represented by a

system of nonlinear differential eauations (with algebraic nonlinearities).

This is accomplished by using a very simple nonlinear control law. It is

important to emphasize that the active control system for flutter taming is

fully nonlinear, and therefore It does not affect the linear behavior (in

* nparticular the stability characteristics) of the system. Hence, flutter

taming can be used In conjunction with flutter suppression by active control.

(i.e., use of linear active control to increase the fluitter speed).
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Consider an aeroelastic svstem that can he described hy a set of

equations of the tvne

or

qv (2')
L

where

-. , .r S _ ,_ ) . e,, ..- ,

whereas 4 is the vector of the nonlinear term, which is assumed to be of the

type N€/

,v. ,s ,v/'"I

(An outline of the restrictive assumptions implied in the use of Fquations

1 and 2 is given in Appendix A.) For the sake of clarity and simplicity

., assume that the second-order nonlinear terms are equal to zero

(the case with nonzero second-order terms is just more cumbersome to oresent

than that with zero second-order terms, and does not add any new relevant

feature to the analysis, see References 11 and 1).

Next, assume that the amplitude of the solution is verv small, say of

order L (where is a small parameter to be defined more treciselv later as

*-': a function of A )

Combining Equations I through F yields -O-WA) and
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The solution of Pquation 7 Is a linear combination of elementary solutions of

the type

where is the nontrivial solution of
/~1(s~ A)y .0,.Q

with

whereas S. is the Ith root of the characteristic equation

(It may be worth notinR that 11(S, A) is the frequencv-domain transformed of

For 0=o all the roots are stable (i.e., lie on the left hand side of the

complex s-plane). As A 'increases one of the roots (and its complex

conjugate, if any) eventually crosses the Imaginary avis: at the stability

(flutter) boundarvJ:z - Real s=O and

S.--1.L4)• .- _

Bevond the stability boundary, the system becomes unstable. If the root

crosses the imaginary axis at the origine, then at the stability boundary, 5=0

and the system does not oscillate; one refers to this instability as

divergence. On the other hand, if the root does not cross the imaginary axis

at the origine, then at the stability boundary the system oscillates and one

refers to this instability as flutter: W is called the flutter freouencv,

the velocity V corresponding to A = 1  V is called flutter soeed. (Tt
F f Z

may be worth notinR that divergence can be thought of as a narticular case of

flutter, a zero-frequencv flutter, if you will.)

58-10
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The flutter (steadv state) solution (note that as time Roes infinitv al.-

the other elementary solutIom .o to zero) is Riven hv Eouation It with

I { e (jq)"-'::

Note that the fltter mode is a linear combination of the modes of vibrations

with coefficients equal to the components of The vector will. be

referred to as the flutter vector. In addition,a is an arbitrary comolex

constant, which devends uoon the initial conditions. (As it will be shown in

the next Section, this is true only for linear systems. For nonlinear system,

the amplitude a (lmit-cycle amplitude) Is obtained as a part of the solution,

independently, in general, of the initial conditions.)

58-.
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In order to stuey the nonlinear behavior of system under consideration, I

will consider a perturbation of the linear flutter solution. Note that _ is

3
of order C3 Since we ar lookinm for a halance between the increase in

linear terms (due to a change in X ) and the nonlinear terms, it is necessary "71

that these terms be of the same order of magnitude: this is accomplished bv

setting

Actually, since F_ has been defined except for an arbitrary multiplicative

constant I will assume

2.

so that

(Equation 17 clearly indicates that the "balance between increase-in-_I

~ I \ ~' I (17

linear-terms and nonlinear-terms" implies that the Rmplitude O- of the

solution grows like the square root of j- p).)

As mentioned above in order to study the nonlinear behavior of the system

I will consider a solution which is a perturbation of the linear solution at

the flutter boundary. More precisely, knowing that the "perturbing factors"

(i.e., nonlinear terms and increase in linear terms) are of order £3 I will

be looking for a solution of the tvoe

y + + + I18)

with given by Equation 11, where now the term A is not necessarilv a

constant, but reduces to a constant when 6 Roes to zero. The reason for this

is that as we know, the freouencv of vibration chAnmes with A : in order to

allow sufficient flexibility in the solution it is necessary to assume that 6 .

58-12



is slowly varving with time; since the objective of this Section is to obtain

a steady-state solution, it will suffice to assume that

Ue..

where a is a complex constant whereas 02 is a real constant. ,-

[An arbitrary dependence of a unon a slow time scale is needed to study the

* actual transient response of the solution (this is necessarv for the analysis

of the stability of the limit-cycle). It should be emphasIzed that quation 1
19, 18 and 19, introduced here on the basis of an intuitive argument, can

actually be obtained by letting the order of the corrections he initiallv

arbitrary and then let the mathematics yield that the correct exoressions are I
those given by Equations 15, 1A and 19: this is accomplished by using, for

instance, the multiple-time-scaling method (References 11, 14 and 1q) or the

Lie transform method (Reference 16). For the analysis presented here (limited 2
to third order nonlinear terms) the two-time-scale method is sufficient to

obtain correct results in a mathematically convincino manner (that is, without

resorting to physically intuitive arguments): such analysis is oresented in

Appendix B.

Combining Equation 18 with Equations 11 and 19 yields

= " (PO) ,

with
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Substituting Equation 21 into Equation 1 vields

. ,-

F+
AL e-

eF +1

,:, <j+ L_, , 3J +... (~

where L is equal to L with A , whereas
F A F

- Ii ~ -3  - (2-) cy

with

i, - . .cc ./< v. + M .j.
Al

-,PI

-A ~. .;/d Fj 7 F

Noting that W.. is Riven by Equation 19 and seoarating terms of the same

order of magnitude vields

4 e 1],i IF, l 1)"" "

and
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Equation ~5is automatically satisfied by definition ofj (see Equation

14i). On the other hand, the solution of Equation 26 is given by

~. c (27)

where is the teneral solution of the homogeneous equation (identical to

Equation 9) whereas and are the solutions of

.3t1 4~di~J .- 3 (28)

= = (2Q)

Note that, for ;d he only imaginary root of the characteristic equation

(Equation 11) is S=iW. Hence, the determinant of Equation 28 is different

from zero (and therefore the solution exists and is unique). On the other.

hand, the determinant of Equation 29 is eaual to zero. This implies that

there exist a linear combination (with coefficients c,, ) of the rows of

which is identically ecual to zero: in other words, there exist row-matrix

where =[ jsuch that

MI(IWFA/ (3 '

The solution to'Equation 2Q exists if and only If the same linear combination

of the right hand side is also equal to zero, i.e.,-

TQ
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(The solution is not unique; however, the arbitrarv additional term in the

solution is already included In 7 and therefore need not be considered here).

Equation 11 is the key to the nonlinear analysis, since it is the

condition that determines the value of the limit-cycle amplitude. EIt may be -b

worth noting that -r is the left characteristic vector of Ws4 AF) correspond-

inR to the characteristic value -=,(tn other words, is the characteristic

vector of the transpose of M(iJ ,; A; comoare Equation 'I) to Pquation 14i).

"ecause of an orthoronality oropertv of left and rimht characteristic vectors,

-quation An inmlies that P has as no component in the direction of the

K." .O "°W

so to SPI

In order to show how Equation 11 yields the limit-cycle amplitude, combine

Equation 31 with the expression for 13 , Equation P, to ohtain

/- + / JL.F E

F- IF

or

where

p-.-- .("-;

L' -+.A"--~~~~p I R )F"-)f"'

"' Letting 4 . ..
58<1
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(17)

and

* and separating real parts in imaiginarv part In Equation '1 finally yields

and

Py choosing AL(see Equation 14) so that

one obtains

and

which give, respectively the amplitude of the limit cycle and the chanve in

frequency of vibration. *
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In %ummarv, the solution may he written as (see Eouation 20)

where is the flutter vector (see Ecuation 114) whereas (see Fauation U1)

and (see Equation Ir)

where and . are the real and imaginary parts of

and , which are Riven hy Kouations 14 and ig, with g wiven by

Equation 30 (i.e.,the transDose of Ecuation 14 which defines the flutter

vector and Riven by Equation ?4: all the other matrices are pre-

scribed from the formulation of the problem (see Fouation 1) . Finally,

the value of I (i.e., whether A>)F or <, is determined .. the
L F

condition 3/i,<O(see Equation 110).

Finally, it mav he worth noting that the analysis of the transient

response, gives further insight into the solution: these results are all

derived from the genera' vation of Rquation I, which is the ca!e of transient

analysis is given by (see Aipendix P)

,1 '- ..-. (47)

The first result which is obtained from Fquation 47 is that since linear

analvsis predicts instability for A> Ar, then the linear terms are

* destabilizing for ,>) (and stabilizing for Ae. '1: this imolies that

Hence, Equation 40 Is satisfied by choosinR as foflows

. x0

58 1'.8
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In other words, if w->O, Az + and A=A 4z>A,. This irplies that

a limit-cycle solution exists for Fouation 47 shows that in this case

(e'>0) the nonlinear terms are stahilizinp (since 414140 without the

oresence of linear terms) and that )c.I tends to )a.I. /Ip ) ' J::2

indeoendently of the initial conditions. On the other hand, for _
2.

X 4E2 A4,) both p L and 1. are positive and therefore the solution

alpv Ppsto Tpr (rCtP_ tbqr10 i pn 'ts .f T-Ip nnj

a'SV 0P 5 to %'P tp ~~a* 'Aa' flnr~eAtt. "pe"

The other posslbilitv is 0 (for 3.=0 the nonl.inear behavior is eoual I
to the linear one, except for the presence of C components): In this case

the nonlinear terms are destabilizing and for A>A (X.=I) both e andd are

negative and therefore 1061 goes to infinitv (In a finite amount of time, see

Appendix P). On the other hand, there exists a limit cycle for A A EZ<A:

however, the limit cycle solution isaasftable- for, as indicated bv Rquation

Ia /. eleroases -to zero if '+ 10.1 ,<.o.
infinity if 14.1.lI#A./z; in physical terms this indicates that destructive

flutter may be experienced even below flutter speed (i.e., for <

where the linear theory predicts stable behavior), provided that the initial

conditions are "sufficiently high" (i.e., 144> I9/ )"

--
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The results of the nonlinear flutter artalv319, summarized in qection V,

indicate that the nature of flutter (i.e., hsniqn or Aestructive), hevonA

flutter soeed, is determined by the sign of the real vart of , as given hv

Equation 35. This suggests a simple procedure for flutter taming: aurment

the system so that the additional comoonent in the nonlinear-term vector

oroduces the desired Dositive value of 1. .t is also convenient that the

linear characteristics of the augmented system he enual to those of the

original system. This Is neocessarv in order to avoid, for Instarce, that the

introduction of flutter taming decrease the flutter soeed; also, as shown in

Section Val, this requirement decoucles flutter tamins, from flutter sutpression

tiereby facilitating the simultaneous imolementation of both systems on the

same aircraft.

An augmented system that satisfies the above requirements is (see Fquation

. for the original system)

LA$
..* 4, + = ... +e,+ ,3  (51)

From a physical point of view, this modification can he obtained by letting u

be the deflection of a control surface, the dynamics of which is Riven by the

left-hand side of Equation 51 (the control surface is assumed to be ,rreers;be,

that Is its dynamics is not affected by the ¢ew.Aiiatcforces). This deflection

produces generalized forces which are aoproximated as a -.b, it

(where contains only cubic nonlinear terms); this is consistent with the

"p-rotimation of the aerodynamic forces used in ouation 1 (see Rauation C.o).

"inally, the feedback Is given on the right-hand side of E.ouation R1 and Is

proportional to the cube of a linear combination of and (e.g., the outout
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of accelometer Integrated once or twice)i.

The svstem governed1 by Fouations rf) Rnil 11 is dpsirpti nummenteA svstem to

implement flutter taming. Equations qO and 91 mav he recast as

L+ 1+ + (9p)

where (using partitioned-matrix notations)

andk

o + .4 +a

Eouaion 2 isformllyeoua to quaton 2 threfoe t (e reult

oand fo uain2re ppcbetoquto awe.

wee tV(S, 52 is theall fequeacy-o main transforefoe 1 riesult

where M**S. A)A~ istefrqecydmi tasoreAf ~e

58-21
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There'ore + +]
which indicates that the eigenvalues of the auementtd sstem are the _me R'S

those of the original system.

In particular for )z-F and S:tWF(rquation 1?) one obtains '"

F F
which yields (see E-quation 14) :.0

Therefore, the steady-state solution (see Equation 1')

e-O . - (65)..."

ia equal that of the original system (except for the addeO comoonent o f L..

which is equal to zero).

On the other hand, in order to obtain the nonlinear solution we need

defined by (compare to the transpose of Fquation "0)

or, using the definition of M'(see Ecuation 57)
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which is satisfied by

(GA)
• . -°.

where

- .je) +,,Adgg 4I O - 6 "[!

which is different from zero if

V, (70)

(i.e., WJF is not a natural frecuenev of the system representi .- ,e control-

surface dynamics).

The nonlinear solution is given by (see Fquation 4U)

+~~~~ a, ,-- 1'4 (1

where

and

where and p .aW e the real and i7a)nar. Darts o""

whereas and are the real and imaginary arts ofV.~ + ~ ( '~' T
o°.-~E- +E -"' '-;

. '£'.Note that the last comn onent of" is ecual to zero ( quation. J) and that. -'--"

i-T.+ I the last rows of I, W', ., o and . are equal to z.ero ( xeent eor the lest

ther): hs imdplie tera n maiayv so

------------ ...-... .. .. ... ..

.
. , .+.

ter.m): this imltps""

0458223-

!.- ......... ..... -...-. .. ---. -...-. -..- ,

=- ~~~~~~~. .. °..o .. ... ,0 . ,.%-. ." .- .°........- "•'•"
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1*
(76)~

(as it is to he exDpcted because the linear systems are Puivalent and

represents the effect of the lineAr svstem), where s

+ +

where ' is the effect of the nonlinear terms ,o- the original sstem

(Equation 15), whereas (see Fquation 51)

Is the contrIbution due to the nonlinear aerodynamic forces due the control

surface and (see Equation ;9)

Eauation 77 Ti the kev to flutter taming. If A
(80

and (0 (see Equations 69 ant 70), the condition for benign flutter

-- + + 01 .l > 0 ,, ...-..%. -'

can alwavs be satisfied by an appropriate value of o(

Note also that O( can be chosen so that is as large as desired:

this implies (see Equation 71) that the amplitude of the limit-evle solution g._o.

is as small as desired. In other words, by SwiAable choice of the sign and

magnitude of 0( it is nossible to accomplish that:

1. Flutter is benign.

P. Amplitude of vibration is as small as desired.

58-24
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"'TT. FLUTR OF AVROSFRVOELASTTC ,YSTFM-

An alternative derivation of the result of "ectionV1 ii preserte( herp.

The advantages of this derivation are that:

1. It is formally simpler and more elegant than that of Section 1.

2. Tt is applicable when the nonlinear terms are functions of as

well as"-

1. It is applicable to systems of equations which are not only of second

order (in particular to aeroelastic systems subject to active control, -

e.g., for flutter sunpression).

T'he advantage of the derivation o' Section IV is that it makes it easier (for

me, at least) to follow the physical ohenomenon thereby facilitating the

"creative process", I.e., choosing the control law for flutter taming.

This alternative formulation is obtained by recastina the governing

equations as a set of first order differential equations. This yields (see

Fquation A.20) a system of the type

=(A. +A",)A + (82)
The state-variables X. include the generalized Lagarangan coordinates,.

their time derivatives, , and all the control variables (if anv,

introduced for instance for flutter suporession.

Assuming f to have only cubic nonlinearities, the solution is of the tvpe

E X, + a X3 + 2..
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Comhining Equation 87 and A' yields

(A -A A, x, -,- I+

6 r[ * . •

The linear solution is obtained bv setting the terms of order E equal to

zero. This vields

Let b he the value of A for which one root crosses the imaginarv axis

and let

be the value of that root. Then the steafy-state solution (i.e., the solution

obtained by disregarding those terms of the solution related to roots which

- lie in the left-hand side of the complex s-olane) is

-eF 6 s . (87 ) ' -
where X is the eixenvector of

-F

A, =F 4o A A

i.e., the nontrivial solution of

I+ A= = 0 (Rol -:2

whereas 6L reduces to a constant as E goes to zero. In order to study the

nonlinear system set

= AF +A E. +*.. (,n)

where ± and (in order toallowfor the dependence of the frequeev onA )

aasume

so that

_ e ~ Q'e (OP)

where
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W=F +e4 -"
Substituting Equations 00 to q9 into Equation AU vields

f rA,o-AP 4,] X- e "' +

Er~rA ~AFAUX. +A, Aj4

.- ('- A, A,)

or (using Equation 8q and setting the 03-te,ts equal. to zero)

4 X

--

leU e

where

L1  z ~CJI (AFj XF. X*

Fj~~ X.,- .' F

x* T R- ..-"where X is th-etegne ro ~.,tennrva ouino
" X .F X , (07)

A eriodt solution exists if (and only if the -tems to not have atha

,' e~omponent in the )( - direction, i.e., if : ::

-. '.. where K is the left-eigenveotor of _&' i.e., the nontrivial solution of

:''which ",s assumed to he normalitzed so that

".f' xr X(i/ on)

58-27
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Equation QP may he rewritten as

where (uninq Enuation 100)

and

Equation 101 is equial to Equation 11: the discussion of this equation Is

the same as that of Section V, and is summarized her'e.

tionsider first the case in which the nonlinear-term

stability parameter, ~Ris positive: then the nonlinear terms are

stabilizing and for W. the system is stable. On the other hand, for

A>F(where the linear analysis oredicts instability), there exists a steady

state periodic solution with finite amplitude (limit-cycle solution), w~ven hy

with

where nin ,a O andi ) are the real (imaqinarv) oaRrts of and

In the second came, the nonlinear-term stsbility parameter, ,is

negative: then the nonlinear terms are destabilizing and for A\>AF: the

system is unstable (it goes to infinity in finite time: destructIve flutter).

On the other hand, for ).>)p the linear analysis predicts stability!), there

exists a periodic solution with finite amplitude (also qiven by Equation 104~);

however, this solution is unstable (unstable limit-cycle solution) and it cops

to zero (like the linear analysts predicts) only if the Initial conditionn are
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r such that the initial complex-amyolitude of the 1 component oP X Is less

than its limit-cycle amplitude,IA-AF I~/Pj Otherwise, the solution

goes to infinity (in finite time): in other words, for <0, the .9vstemY inqv

exnerience destructive flutter even helow the flutter soeed, orovided the
initial complex-amolitude of the cmoetof x is higher than the

unstable limit-cycle amalitude (this could be caused, for instance, by must

resoonse).A
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"'TTT. FLUTTER TAMING FOR AN A.ROS V0ELASTIC RYSTrP'M

Tt is aolarent from the remarks at the end of the orecedlne section that

flutter is benirn if the stahlitv parameter of the nonIinear terms,7 , Is

positive. Therefore, flutter taming may be achieved by aummentinR the system

in such a way that the nonlinear-term-stabilitv-parameter of the aiiMented "-

system, , is positive. In order to accomolish this, consider the augmented

system .!:(A,+ A) x _< + _A_ + _(_,.<, :

A 'X (107)

From a physical point of view this modification can be accomplished by having

an additional control surface (the implementation is similar if one wants to

use a control surface already used for flutter suppression): in this case

U:(108) :

V P
where is the deflection of the control surface,B *4 is the vector o the

aerodynamic forces caused by & and & , whereas 1 represents the dvnamics of

the control surface actuator (which is assumed not to be affected hv the

pressure acting on it) and the feedback term O( _T( ) is the "driving force"

for the actuator of the control surface, which is pvoportional to the third

power of a linear combination of the state variables Xi. In particular, the

sYstem is enuivalent to that considered in Section 9 If

- - (110)
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It is imortavtt to emhasize that the derivation bresented in the

following is based on Equations 106 and 107 and therefore independent of the

particular expressions for AT ~ e and i.e., independent of the phvsical1

implementation.J

Equations 106 and 107 may he recast as

where i
' = {-"~ (111)

L2'_ - (1 ) __

A -

0<,.r C T X(117)

Equation 111 is formally equal to Fouation 8> and therefore the results of

Section 6 are applicable to Equation Ill as well.

The solution of the linear system I-s obtained by settinR

u.0 .'" -
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whIch shows that the characteristic rootm of the aurmentel svqttem are eaual to

tihose of the original system olus those of the actuato- svstem.

In varticular, for A.'X a root,$u.0,', is on the imaginarv axis and the

corespndig cgenectr!F' i.e., a nontrivial solution of.

+lq

F-

In addition, the left eigenvector X i.e., the solution of

A-

h. AO , 0 T AT  It

is given by

XLL

where

L4. r~~ T  L

Thp benign flutter condition is Riven hv
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7. 7 7

where

A/
Wwith given by Equation 07, and ', iven hy a similar exnression, whereas

)A 0rTX

Using Equations 122 and 125, Fouation 124$ may he rewritten as

(127)

where

(with 5 Zj . see Equation 1011 luo to the nonlinearities of the

orignalsystm ad X due to the additional nonlinearitiem of the

control surface aerodynamics) and

3T~) 1O

By choosing -ir and e such that

anti

one obtains

and hence it is always possible to find a value for at such that the benign

flutter condition, Equation 1M, Is always satisfied.

Finally, as Otsign gn) oes to infinity, nR oes to ininitv and

hence the limit-cycle amplitude toes to zero. In other wordi, the amplitude

of the limit-cycle can be made as small am desired by choosj1 st an appropriate

value for the xain
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A theory for nonlinear flutter of aircraft has been oresenteA. Fou- main

assumptions have been usee in the formulation.

The first one is that the linear portion of the aerodvnamics forces can he

expressed (in the time domain) as a linear combination of the generalized

Lagrangian coordinates and of their derivative (in the frequenev domain this

corresponds to a complex aerodvnamic matrix in which the real part is

freauencv indenendent and the imaginary nart is proportional to the

freauency).

The second one is that all the nonlinear terms he of algebratic nature (the

assumption that second order nonlinear terms are equal to zero is not

essential to the derivation of the solution; see References 11 and 19).

[/.7

The third one is that terms of order hiwher than )-) I (wbere ) is

the dynamic pressure ard X is its value at the flutter houndarv) are

negligible.

The last one is that the terms in the solution corresponding to

characteristic "oots with negative real parts do not yield any instabilltv (it

should be emphasized that, if the component of the nonlineRr-term vector in

the direction of any characteristic vector is negative, destructive-flutter

resoonse may occur for the corresponding component of the solution).

The solution indicates that within the above restrictive assumotions

two phenomena (benian and destructive flutter) are possible, deoendinpp upon
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the value of a number, 6 called the stability narameter of the nonlinear

terms. If Wo ( rp<O), then the nonlinear terms are stabilizin and henimn

(destructive) flutter occurs.

This result suggests that nonlinear active control may he used to ohtain

an augmented system which is such that Its nonlinear terms are stabilizing,

whereby, ensuring thit only benign flutter occurs. It is shown that a remark-

ably simple nonlinear control law exists such that flutter tamin.g (i.e.,

transfomin a destructive-flutter system into a henimn-flutter system) is

alwavs oossihle: this is accomplished by setting the mamnituda of the main

(with appropriate sign) above a given value. In addition, the magnitude of

the amplitude of the steady-stated (limit-cycle) amolitude can be controlled

(as the magnitude of the main goes to infinitv the amplitude of the limit-

cycle goes to zero).

It is recommended that this work be continued to include, in order, the

following items:

1. An extension of the formulation to remove the four restrictive

assumptions mentioned above.

2. A numerical validation of the theory hy direct integration in the

time domain of the equation governing the ohenomenon

3. A wind-tunnel verification of the results of the n,3merlcal validation

(item 2). This can be accomplished by addinr the nonlfnear control

law for flutter taming to an existing wind-tunnel model develoned for .the

study of flutter suoression.

58-35
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4.* A flight test proraf or the actual implemenitation of tie conceat

(provided, of course, that the results obtained under items 1, P, Rnti I

confirm the results oresented here). ..--
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APP1FNDIX A

T, A r. a'T.Tp "A"eTAT r' k#0 % T

Let the displacement Of an Rlrcraft 66 reovresenteO in terms of' Its

natural modes of vibration, M. (which form a closed and complete system of

orthogonal functions),

where t indicates time, indicates a set of miterial (or convected)

coordinates. The amplitudes, ,of the natural modes o*' vibrations are theI

generalized Lagrangian coordinates of the system and satisfy the Lagrangian

equations of motion
7" -cJ 7 'A.2)

- S- - _____..- '.

where T is the kinetic energy and U is the elastic energv'*

In addition, the generalized forces Q:Z en+ Q include the weneralized

aerodynamic forces

Acf6 -
e. n , M.

(where A . eis the dynamic pressure and is the aerodynamic

pressure coefficients) as well as the effect of structural damping,

Note that

T 1 AV: ~ I
with (because of the orthogonality relations of the natnrol modes of

vibration)
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(A.ri ""

-bv

IAl ~ !{, ai4
V

I~J v .F~ I~d•'. -I4.3

P: I

where MzV are the generalized masses (note that constant hecause of

conservation of mass: therefore, the veneralized masses are independent of

the deformation). For simplieltv, in the followine , the modes are assumeA to

be normalized so that .

(A.6)

In addition, by definition of natural modes of vibration,

.,-•= 41. - :::.

where "'h t( ""Z (A.7)

where W. are the natural frequencies and are hiher-order nonlinear

terms (functions of q~..)which are assumed to be of algebraic nature,

i .e.,,':::::

P3, Lai gui

A (A/ ) (A.8)

.4 -4

For simplicity, it is assumed that the aerodynamic forces can be

approximated as

-A A

where are hiaher-order nonlinear aerodynamic terms also of alrebraic

nature, I.e.,
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.AJ A (A)-7
) = 2 Z , x.x. +

-i = ,'-, jF=, J

Z ,) X. x. Xk + ' ' "  rA.1O' . -

A$ Al A'

wher,:

Finallv, the structural damping forces are approximated asA.) 2. t 2 IV
2'.' 2/4 2'~J (D)

i=I e'-I JZ. ., ..

+ Z .7 .7 Ch ,,.,,)(

Combining the above equations one obtains

where r 2. '1her2~2. .2 IV -

.Z Z , -X. +

Z.. 0;) (A.14)

. ~with..-

.. vu.

"-.2 ' '."A / .o'i/

4 \7'

" %' i l :, c " k +  ,J k*c ;

C6s)

(S)D Cs|(4)C) A°~

:::. w~re C s) C's) ...

(where and C are understood to be equal to zero fo" i, or 1,

or K greater than N)

Fouation A.1O may he recast in a form which is convenient for the analvsls

of qection 7. Introducing
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(A. 1 )

rqUation A.10 may be rewritten as

A;

The above two eQuations may be combined to viel-

_ e h ,. , '.:. - .

A0'

:..; ( i I . -"-

"* . o, r ..,:: :-~

w h e r e -
.-, :

,-
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1

-e r

(A. 71

For analysis presented in Section r it is recessarv to recast the

equations in a different form: this is possible if the nonlinear effects in

the structural damping terms are neglihle and the aerodvnamic nonlinear

terms are functions of q. but not functions o.f i in this case

if i, or j, or k is greater than N, and hence, is not function of

so that

i /j J / LC A k 2?'t'-f--.
; =,i Jg , k =i " .V

Then Equation A.1O may be rewritten as

-

-

'.

". °-+

,*. Z.+  [ri,:)l

+ .

":" g [= T

i 
.8.4 

1
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APPFNDTY A

TWO TIM SCALF ANALYI,

Consider a system of the tve

Ax + (B1

where 4) is the vector of all the nonlinear terms which are assumed to he of

algebraic nature. Assume that

A A. + A A, .. *. .

and that all the eizenvalues of A have negative real oart for A<A and that

one root crosses the imaginary axis (not at the ori_.n) at k.AF fstahili.tv

boundary. Let iu be that root. Note that all the roots in the left hand

side of the plane yield terms that go to zero as t goes to !neinitv: Z

therefore for A=. the steady-state solution of the linear problem (f 0). is
F

where c is a constant and X is the eip.nveetor of

-F ~ • 1-/

corresponding to the eigenvalue t' i.e., the nontrivial solution of

+ _,. A,) = o .. -

Assume for simplicity that the second-order nonlinear terms are Pcual to

zero (see Reference 11 and 14 for the case of nonzero second-order nonlinear

terms). An approximate solution of Fquation R.1 can be obtained as follows.

Let

so that

SAF(.7)

with

and assume that the solution for x is function of time as follows:
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where

This means that time denendence appear~s in two different forms: the first

one is indenendent of F_ while the second one, the so-called slow-scale,

becomes slower as E6 goes to zero. On the other hand, introducinp the

transformation given by Fquation qvion, the deppendenee of x unon r is

Indenendent of F_ , whereas, the dependence unon the fast scale -r ecomes

faster and faster as F- ;goes to zero.

P-nuation P.? implies that

Consider a solution of the tvne

c E X1 + e 3 .- (.2

where x. are functions of t ant T..

Combining Rouations R.1, R.P, B.11, R.7, B.11 and PO yields

6+ ( ~XAFx. .A K!x]

be. =j 0 a 6

*where all the terms In brackets are not exvlicttlv function r~f P- (it may he

noted that this Is the mathomatinal reason for introducinir the slow time scale

T ).Separating terms of the samre order of magtnitude yields
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A, x4 X1 + ,K,(~

Disregardine the terms In the solvition crremnorteinR to ehinteritlc

roots with negative real oarts, the solution of Equation R.111 is

where tcd is the ima~inar, ievleo se-oain~I)adx i the

corresponding eigenvector (see Equation P.91: the main difference hetween the

solution of the linear problem, Fouation P.1, and the Pirst order solution of

the nonlinear problem, Equation A.16, is that, in general, a- Is not a

constant but a function of t (note that in Fouation P.11i the time derivative

is a partial derivative, whereas in the linear problem (Equation R~.1 with f

O0) the time derivative is an o-dinarv derivative).

Substituting Equation B.16 into 'Rouation 'R19 and notinm that

F a ifF XF.

S e zl e-

-~i+ ! 3
.3

one obtains

- AFX 3 +-

+ %j~~e -ier~ie

The solution of this equation contain "saoula. terms" (i.e., terms of~ t~e

type -e F)unless
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Ad T L - F & + j ^

I.e., the nontrivial solut5.on of

If is normialized so that

Fnuation B.1Q may be rewritten as

where

3v set ting

and separating real and inwavinarv varts yields

* Equation R.25 mav be solved by settingI~/ to ob~tain

or -

(where k deponds upon the initial condition) and bence

*(R ->n)
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Substituting into rqustion a~p and Interratina yields
tCf~-f + IS ) c-C .-f

Note thatd.

desahiiziA~(stabilizing) for A>A, A A )
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A THEORY OF PHOTOLUMINESCENCE FOR EXCITONS BOUND TO

TWO TYPES OF NEUTRAL ACCEPTORS IN SILICON-

A STUDY OF THE SYSTEMS Si: (In, At) AND Si: (In, B)

by

David S. Moroi

ABSTRACT 7"

In the absence of saturation, the rate equations for the densities

of free excitons and excitons bound to two types of neutral acceptors in

silicon are solved for steady state. The rate equations contain the terms

for the transfer (tunneling) of an exciton bound to one type of neutral

impurity to another and its reverse transfer. The steady state solutions

of the rate equations yield an expression for the ratio of the bound

exciton luminescence intensities as a function of the impurity concen-

trations. The rate of transfer for a bound exciton is calculated using

the standard treatment in quantum mechanics with the help of a hydrogenic

model wavefunction for an exciton bound to a neutral acceptor. This model

exciton-neutral-acceptor complex consists of two relatively massive holes

attracted to the negative acceptor center forming a core and a single

relatively light electron repelled by the negative acceptor center. The

bound exciton transfer rate is expressed in terms of some forty two

exponential integrals, more than one half of which can be obtained using

the recurrence relations among the basic two-center integrals. The transfer

9 rate is also calculated using the WKB approximation in quantum mechanics

which resulted the same distance-dependent major factor.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Characterization of semiconductor materials in terms of their elec-

tromagnetic properties is important in the development of semiconductor

devices. Various electric and optical techniques have been ultilized to

study the electromagnetic properties of semiconductors.1  Particularly

the recent progress in technology of integrated circuits demands near-

perfect crystals of silicon and, therefore, a great improvement in the

methods of analysis for minute amount of impurities and defects in

silicon is required, since they drastically change its electromagnetic

properties.

Recently attempts have been made to use photoluminescence (PL) as

a quantitative tool for measuring impurity concentrations. Mitchard and

McGill 2 used PL to determine relative concentrations in the Si: (B,In)

system. Brown et.al. 3 investigated the optical and electrical charac-

terization of the system Si: (In, At) using PL, Hall effect transport,

infrared absorption and photoconductivity measurements. In both experi-

ments, they observed that the luminescence from the shallower acceptor

(At,B) of a two acceptor system may be quenched when the concentration

of the deeper acceptor (In) exceeds some initial values. 2-4 In other*

words, no aluminum nor boron bound exciton lumihescence was observed

despite high concentration of At and B. It is believed that the tunneling

of bound exciton (BE) from At(B) to In bound states is responsible for the

quenching of the AX(B) luminescence.

In order to study this phenomena we attempted to derive an equation

II/I2 = R1 2 NI/N 2 , (1)

where Il and 12 are the PL intensities for the Ak(B) BE and the In BE, N1

and N2 the concentrations of AI(B) and In, respectively and the factor R1 2

includes the exciton transfer and its reverse transfer rates, the BE decay

rates, the BE oscillator strengths etc. From here on, we will use the - "

subscript "1" and "2" for quantities associated with an A(B) atom and with

an In atom, respectively; e.g. N1 = the concentration of At(B) atoms, 12 =

the intensity of PL from the In BE. The rate equations5 for the densities

of the free excitons (FE) and of the AL(B) andIn BE including the BE trans-

fer from an AZ(B) atom to a nearest neighbor In atom and its reverse

59-4
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transfer are solved in the steady state and in the absence of saturation.

The exciton transfer rate is calculated using the standard method in quantum

mechanics with the help of a model wavefunction for an exciton bound to

a neutral acceptor which consists of two relatively massive holes attracted

to the negative acceptor center forming a core and a single relatively

light electron repelled by the negative acceptor center.6 The tunneling

rate is also calculated using the WKB method in a semi-classical approx-

imation in quantum mechanics.7 It is amusing to know that both calculations

give the same distance-dependence in the major factor of the exciton trans-

* fer rate.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main goals and objectives of this research project were to under-

stand the electromagnetic properties and structure of multiply doped silicon,

and, in particular, to provide a theory interpreting the experimental

results on PL from the Si: (In,AE) system by Brown et al. 3 We did not

attempt to solve the general problem because of its complexity. Instead,
we treated the simplest case, leaving more complicated cases for later .

investigations. Our specific goals and objectives were:

(1) To derive Eq. (1) which gives the relationship between the PL

intensity ratio and the impurity concentrations.

(2) To calculate the BE tunneling and its reverse tunneling rates,

using reasonable wavefunctions for the At (B) and the In BE. I
(3) To compute the integrals involving the exciton transfer rates.

III. THE RATE MODEL OF DOPED Si PHOTOLUMINESCENCE INCLUDING EXCITON TRANSFER

A. Impurity Distribution

To study the effect on luminescence of increasing A(B) and In con-

centrations, we consider here some direct interaction between an A(B)BE

and its nearest-neighbor neutral In atom which results in a transfer of

the exciton from the AI(B) atom to the In atom (the overlapping of the wave-

funcitons for the AZ(B)BE and In BE).

We calculate first the probability that the nearest-neighbor In atom

is between r and r + dr from a given AL(B) atom as shown in Fig. 1, P2 (r)dr:

59-5
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o2,.: P2 (r)dr = 4nr2drN2 exp(-4w/3 r3N 2 ) (2)

where

4wr 2drN 2 = The probability that an In atom is between r and r + dr from

a given AX(B) atom.

exp(-4r/3 r3N2) = The probability that there is no In atom between the A(B)

atom r (obtained from the Poisson distribution).

Al (B)

In

0-- r 0

dr
No In atoms

FIGURE 1 - CONFIGURATION OF IMPURITY ATOMS

Note that

00P2 (r)dr = 1. (3)

0

The average value of r for a given In concentration is

2 Ja rP2 (r)dr (3/4rN2 )
I13

0

For N2 =10
16cm 3 we find. <r> 2 = 250A. Considering that Si BE Bohr radius

0

is 43A, it is reasonable to assume that the direct interaction effects

become important.

Now the density of impurity AI(B) atoms with a nearest-neighbor In

between r and r + dr is given by

N1(r) = NjP 2(r), (5)

so that

=N~rd NiJ P2 (r)dr =N, (6)

Simply switching the subscript "2" to subscript "1" in Eqs. (2) and (S),

we obtain the probability and the density of In atoms that the nearest-

neighbor AI(B) atom is between r and r + dr from a given In atom.

59-6
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B. The Rate Equations

In order to derive Eq. (1) on the basis of the model for the formation'Iiand decay kinetics of FE and BE including the BE transfer and its reverse
transver, we start with the rate equations for the densities of the FE and

BE.

dtE. g -V +F Y1 Y2)nF p1n, *P 2n2  ,(7)

an2(r) )= y2(r)n~ - V2 + P2 "22 (r)]n2(r) + fl 1(r)nj(r) (9)

Here

g = the free exciton (FE) generation rate

n FE = the FE density

VF= the FE decay rate

n. =the density of excitons bound to impurity atom i (i =1.2); i.e.,

"l"ft AZ(B) , "2"11 In

n, (r) =the density of excitons bound to impurity atom i with a nearest-

neighbor impurity atom j ( i) between r and r + dr

Y. the FE capture rate by impurity atom i

y. (r) =the FE capture rate by impurity atom i with a nearest-neighbor
* impurity atom j (0 i) between r and r + dr

v. = the BE. decay rate

P. = the thermal release rate of BE.

S(r) = the distance dependent exciton transfer rate from impuity atom i

to impurity atom j (0 i)

The FE capture rate yi(r) is written

Y (r) = a vh [Ni(r) - nir)(10)

where

Mea. the FE capture cross section by impurity atom i10 1

vt the FE thermal vclocity

Using Eq. (S), Eq. (10) in the absence of saturation [n (r) < < (r)] becomes

YiCr) =jthN.P (r) P .P(r) C )(1

59-7
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where

i - Vh Ni (12)

In this limit, we can obtain the steady state solution to Eqs. (7)-(9) by

setting dnFE/dt = 3ni(r)/at = 0

nFE -- g{vFE + v1 1 [1 +- J2 -J1] + v2l 2[l + - Jl-J 2 ]1 (13)

n (r) =nF Yi(r) (14)

* where

& (r) = i{P.(r) + [1 +l(r) +W 2 (r)] 1 [ P.(r) w(r)-Pj(r) w(r)]} (15)

with
I -'i Y i

@'- i(r) = i ) Ni  (16)

"r)~i = i(r) (1)
-.. (i +  Pi '""

Integrating Eq. (14) over r, we obtain

":.. n =fni(r) dr .-- '

0

= inFE [I + J. - (18)

where r -.

Ji - P.(r)w.(r) [1 + W1 (r) w2 (r)] (19)

with J0 1

P.(r) -4wr 3N. exp(-! [r3N21

C. The Intensity Ratio of Bound Exciton Luminescence in Terms of

Impurity Concentrations

The ratio of PL intensity of BE. to that of FE is given by

I. f.n. f. 1_____k1 i '(20) _
IFE fFEnFE fEF

where fi is the BEi oscillator strength and fFE is the FE oscillator strength.

Taking the ratio 11/12 with the help of Eqs. (18) and (20), we have

12 -12 N2

. .* ,

-*
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where'"
0 1 +nTI-J2 - J1 '.R12 =R12 1 + nl "J1 - J2 (21).

with.....
oc 2 (22)

f2:-

= the value of R1 2 in the absence of the exciton transfer ,

and
Yi = alN1 (23)
Y2 o 2 N2

We point out here that Eq. (21) contains the vital information which depends

on the impurity concentrations and parameters such as the FE and BE

oscillator strengths and the FE capture cross sections.

IV. THE EXCITON TRANSFER RATE

Before we compare this theory and the experimental results, we must

calculate the exciton transfer rates ni(r) in Eqs. (17),(19), and (21). The i
general topic of exciton transfer in solids has been considered extensively
in the literature. Here we proceed with an original method used by Dexter8

who considered excitation transfer through a modified Coulomb field from an

excited impurity of one type (sensitizer) to another type of impurity

(activator) in the ground state. In this case, the rate of energy transfer

from an excited sensitizer to an activator is given by

2 2= <--- 1 IHi > F (24)

where is the wavefunction of the initial state in which the sensitizer

is excited and the activator is in its ground state, F is the wavefunction

of the final state in which the activator is excited and the sensitizer is

in its ground state, Hint is the Coulomb interaction Hamiltonian, and pF is

the density of final states. Using the multipole expansion (in powers of r,

the distance between the sensitizer and activator) of Hint , Dexter obtained

the transfer rates for the dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole and exchange terms
which results from the exchange integrals for properly antisymmetrized iI -. --

and SF * They are of the forms

fldd(r) = flddr 6  (25)

r((r) r8  (26)dq~r =  dq .

SexCr) n e - CEr/ ( the average ai, ai)' (27)
ex9ex-
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In order to evaluate the quantities Q Qdd, dq and a * we need to have

detailed knowledge of the wavefunctions for the AI(B) BE and In BE. Pan,

et al.6, calculated the dissociation energy of an exciton bound to a neutral

acceptor using a hydrogenic model wavefunction. This wavefunction was

obtained by variation principle under the assumption that the exciton-neutral-

acceptor complex consists of two relatively massive holes which are attracted

to the negative acceptor center forming a "core" and a single relatively

light electron repelled by the negative acceptor center. The hole-hole

correlaion And correlation of the hole core with the electron were taken

into account for calculating the correlation correction to the dissociation

energy. In an excited sensitizer, two holes making up the "core" were

represented by the ls hydrogenic type wavefuntions

ah3  -a(rh+r)

*h(xlh, h) - e2 , (28)

where

r.h = 1x.12 -a ,

The wavefunction for the electron excluding the spin states was given by

8a' 3 2 'r
e(x)= [p8,-,,] [l+(a'r) 2 ear (29)

where

The wavefunction for'an activator in the ground state is given by

M 3  -cir
() = [-] e (30)

In Eqs. (28)-(30), a, a' and ah are the variational parameters.

Mitchard5 pointed out that the exchange mechanism dominates the transfer

process based on his measurements. We therefore attempted to calculate

Qex(r), leaving other terms for future investigations. It turned out that

the matrix element <*FJHint'*i ex can be calculated using the ellipsoidal

coordinates and Neumann expansion. 9 Using the selection rules for the spin

states and the wavefunction for the excited sensitizer given by Eq. (29) and

that for the activator in the ground state given by Eq. (30), the exchange

matrix element is written

59-10



FIH intI dT * (31)'I
f1 K-12

2e2  2
18ac[~a 'Tc] r5, I (SOW ~ (32)2
T8 n1SK 2 0 nit nt nln 2 *(2

Here

K the dielectric constant of silicon

01 r)
1B B10B010ij B21('i) 2 B31(~ - 8 4L~~ 2.= -

(a. r) (CL. ) 2
(8. (a_+B (a) 01

110i) 2 22. i' 4 31 i '2=-

(a!r)2
W - 1( B (8. 0 2 (33)

(CL r) (a'r)2
1 1

1 2 B 2 (0i) - B12.(Bi) 1 0.=, 1

W40(Y 8 1O(

B 2 (a) = ~JB0 (a) }(4
B 0() = .(22.+l)ir/8 (3(8)

1 (8) =the modified Bselfnto

and

with 1

and

'rhe simplest of 12. is 1 0 which is given bynjn2  00

10 = e-'(1 .A2) [C(XI) + £()2) -C(X 1 +)X2)] (38)
00 X1)X2

where
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2C(x) - C £n(2x) - e 2xEi(-2x)

C a 0.577215 ... (Euler's constant) (39)

E.(x) -! for x < 0 (Exponential integral)

The integral in Eq. (35) involves various exponential integrals which

can be evaluated using several recurrence relations.9  Equation (32) has

some forty-two terms, more than one-half of them can be obtained using the

recurrence relations.
9

We note here that the exchange transfer rate 9 exr) can also be

obtained using a formula for tunneling of a particle in a potential well

V(r) through a barrier in the WKB approximation in quantum mechanics.

(r) 1 2 dr] (40)ex Texp(t

where T is the period of classical oscillations within a potential well and

p = {2m[E-V(r) "h2 (£+ )2  (41)

- 2mr2

For a smoothly varying function p(r) , Eq. (40) becomes ...
* 1 2- (-12

Q(r)= 7 exp[- P(b-a)] (42)

where p is the average of p(r) over the range (b-a) .It can be shown that

tis related to the energy'level of the exciton and the interval (b-a) is

very nearly equal to r , the separation of two impurity atoms AI{B) and In.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Equations (1), (21), and (22) contain vital information for interpreting

the experimental results of Brown, et al. In the present work, we have used

very simple wavefunctions for the exciton-neutral-acceptor complex in silicon.

The BE transfer rates strongly depend on the BE wavefunctions. We make the

following recommendations for future work:

1. Evaluate Ji in Eq. (21) in the present work since we were unable

to do so because of time limits.

2. Obtain a more accurate BE wavefunction using an improved potential

for the BE.

59-12
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3. Recalculate the BE.i decay rate vi.. the BE.i capture cross section

G.the BE. oscillator strength f ., the excition transfer rate
1

(a(r), and J. using a more accurate BE wavefunction. .. .
4. Since vi, a. and f. can be measured from various experiments,

one can justify the accuracy of the improved wavefunction if the

results of these calculations agree with the experimental values.
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ABSTRACT

by

H. Troy Nagle, Jr.

This paper derives error bounds for the computational accuracy

of the Karhunen-Loeve Transform used in VCG signal processing. A pro-

cedure is proposed for selecting the number of transform coefficients,

the wordlength of the coefficients, and the precision of the signal

variables. The data compression ratio is discussed in terms of these

* . parameters.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace
Medicine has been conducting a research project in comnputer analysis
of vectorcardlograms [1-6). The analysis system employs various trans-
formatibn and template algorithms for feature extraction, and fuzzy
clustering for pattern recognition. The current system evolutionary
state is displayed in Figure 1. It is noteworthy that the Karhunen-
Loeve transformation is currently used in two portions of the system:
QRS-T data comnpression and P-wave data compression. A summnary of the KL

transform is given below [1,7).
Let it be an N dimentional vector of time sequenced samiples. We

may represent• by

p4PM)

where ng are the lL coefficients and are orthonormal basis vectors. . :.

In scalar form equation (1) may be written a.

the matrices and vectors in equation (1) are defined:
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Since-the functions are orthonormal

L (2)

Consequently

and we may calculate the KL coefficients

.~4: ~ Z7(3)

where U1~ . ~ )

In vector form

The basis vectors 4~are determined from the covarience matrix Olt.,

~ (4) b. -'

The ~*and 2.are the eigenvectors and elgenvalues of

The covariance matrix is calculated over a training set of K vectorcardlo-

grams by.

1~2v7 'i~YL(5)

The current KL transform of the QRS-T portion of the waveform uses a

training set K=1300, anid tne number of time si.mples N-=400.

In reality, equation (3) is not computed for 400 coefficients
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Instead a greatly reduced number, M, may be used to represent the original

signal X in the KL domain. Reference [7] has shown that if M coefficients

are used, the minimum mean squared error

L'1.2 AW

. where -
A.

.L 7- (7)

If we subtract the expected value Eh, from the input waveform . before

taking the KL transform,
A4 .: -."/L: : ',,, ,,,,(8) .

Equation (8) tells us that fora given value of M, the mean square error

in reconstructing X (using only M terms in the reconstruction) is the sum

of the eigenvaluesk, for N- 2 >M

Note that the elgenvalues are monotonically decreasing with increasing L .

60-7
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2.0 ERROR MODEL

A question frequently raised in ECG/VCG analysis is the data con-
presslon and accuracy of the KL transform. Equation (6) gives us the

minimum mean squared error caused by truncating the series of equation (1)
from N to M terms. In the USAFSAM project, N is typically 400 and M is 20,

so that the mean squared error is

:=l (91)"

It has been estimated that 98% of the signal energy is represented by the
first 20 eigenvalues [1], or

-e' zo)( 10 ) ;

The series truncation error mentioned above is but one of many error
sources in the ECG/VCG analysis system. Consider the simplified model 1

of Figure 2. Let _'.be the pure btoelectric potential generated by the
heart muscle. Before this potential can analyzed it is corrupted in

varying degrees by

(1) power line interference
(2) respiratory changes in the baseline

(3) muscle contraction noise I
(4) changes in body position
(5) electrode contact noise

(6) electrode placement artifacts
(7) lead wire motion (coupling)

(8) instrumentation electronic noise, and
(9) quantlzatlon error in A/D conversion.

Each of these noise sources has its own characteristics. In Figure 2a,

all of these effects have been lumped together and modeled as an additive

noise source, :
-4

&A 60-9
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The measured signal is which is available as a sequence of N samples.

The goal of the KL transform in Figure 2b and c is to estimate the true

biopotential x from the noisy measurement

First let us examine the KL transform

g~T
-M (12)

The details of this calculation are presented in Figure 3. Notice that multiple

additive noise sources are modeled. Each of these error sources will now

be identified:

(1) roundoff error in representing 46k)

where tis the finite wordlength representation

Of 4;I) -

(2) roundoff error 7?,;4&) in representing the product of

times [4(L3

(3) roundoff error in representing the sum of product

terms, and

(4) roundoff error 1# in storing the minimum wordlength 140,

in the data base.

60-10
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At this point we should emphasize that a scaling factor, A1 ,has

been included just prior to noise source ' . The purpose of this scaling

factor is to ensure that

In analyzing the numerical comiputations of Figure 3 we will adopt the

convenient convention that the magnitude of all signals and'coefficients
will be scaled so that their magnitudes are less than or equal to unity,

From.Figure 3we may write for 1=1 to M':L

44

60-1
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Using equation (3)

[' "£,a 
..'.'..

'Ie - C- (13)

I. .

where

: 1. ~ ~ iL'jYI~. ,j(14)

Consequently, the error in representing a KI coefficient is Cewhich is
*,,a function of the noise in the measured signal, W., the noise in calcula-
ting the orthonormal functions, i , the noise in rounding product terms,

the noise in rounding the suan of product terms,'"~ and the noise
in further rounding the coefficient for storage in the data base, fl~.

-It should be noted that W&- and v)# are both rounding operations and that
one will dominate and exclude the other. fronm the relation of equation (14).

Next, let us examine the inverse KL transform of Figure 2

"-- 1 '(15)

We may model this calculation as shown in Figure 4. Fram the figure, for
k5 I to N, we may write

M+

where is a scaling factor.

-- 4 '4L

___•__ 
..- 1"*5

. .1

60-13
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Again let us emphasize that the inverse KL transform is using equation (8)

Instead of equation (7), which assumes that the expected value of p has been

subtracted fromi the measured input.* before any computations are made. We
may add this vector back to it to complete the computations.

The scaling factor r in equation (18) is chosen to normalize YEW)

Ii~Ck)I~ ±(20)L
But the input sequence J.k) is assumed to be normalized, so that if we
choose(2)

for all ~

(22):
and Pt

~'#z ~ .. Z>e'c.~h~)(23)
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3.0 ERROR BOUNDS [8)

The computations of the transfroms in Figures 3 and 4 may be carried

out in various forms of arithmetic. Here we consider the fixed-point,

2's complement number system used on most commercially available computers

today. Reference [8] has shown that a properly biased, successive-approxi-

mation A/D converter of b,+l bits (bmagnitude bits plus a sign bit) per-

forms as a roundoff quantizer. Hence, if the input to the A/D is scaled

so that its magnitude is always less than or equal to unity, the mean

squared error introduced by the A/D ( 'A, ) is approximated by
.n .- z Ib

on*/.(24)

Furthermore, reference [8) has shown that if the product of a two's comple-

ment coefficient of a+l bits and a two's complement variable of b,+l bits

is rounded to bj+l bits, the error introduced is characterized by

Ea te

and since in practice a is always greater than 4 , 2"f4<1 and

. (25) -

Equation (25) tells-us that if the product which is represented by

a+b +l bits is rounded to b,+l bits, the mean squared error introduced is

, the same format found for the AiD converter. We may also

state, that the magnitude of this roundoff error is

.3.1 Error Bounds for the KL Transform

Equation (14) models the error in the KL transform. Let us consider

the relative mgfitude of each term in the expression:

60-17
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(10 '.M normalized variables of
magnitude IvL)J 1(7 

-

(2) #~L) ,orthonormal functions
defined by equation CO). From

equation (2)

Asi £(28)

so that

C29)

(3) 7%&. ,input noise from many sources; in the noise-
less environmuent the A/D will still introduce error
bounded by equation (22)

(4) .4i the scaling factor

4j4Z -Of 4 X
we can restrict.4' to be a power of 2 so that

and ~19- I
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(5) ')'aL4 error in representing #IL) b1 ..

.7.

bits are used, and high precision is used to compute

off-line by equation (4), the error is bounded by

equations (25) and (26).

(6) z; 0t), roundoff of the product terms to bL+l bits is

also bounded by equation (22). If double length products

(a+bt.+l bits) are used in the summation, then this error

source may be eliminated!

C7) , roundoff of the sum to k+1 bits. , is additional

roundoff of the scaled KL coefficient to a bits. Only one

noise source will actually be inplemented

Z _ " - 2 --  q' - - /2- ( 33 ) :.

where

To achieve the greatest accuracy we recommend

using double-length products in sum, and hence equation (14) becomes

144

60-19
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But by equations (27) and (29)

It I [Iio.)I (106) 1.(ACk ll

• -..

(.35)
But ,-i .:L-'I- so

'n. °w

(.36)
Hence ( t

7)0&) UjIW . A t 2 +

Ifwe-represent th~e input noise as being generated solely by the A/D
Cthke notseless casefl

This relation suggests that to balance the error contribution of round-
ing variables and coefficients, that

2 -. 2-..l ()

Example

Suppose we want to limit the error in representing [i to less
than 1 part in 1000.

L~:,6.+ ) (40)

60"2.
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So that > J 4:.6
-A. 66 4- : -.-

and

Consequently, we may set

• . _

But M' -2.- and /o- -3 - -

so for balanced contributions of each term in equation (41)

~ Z'2-
and

-.- 4 . .-
In a similar manner

But in our appl ication N = 400

SO. so . Z -  2 -'/0o "

so.

Recall that WL -  "  which must be computed from.
a typical waveform from the training set. We should also emphasize that
the upper error bound of Equation (38) is Very pessimistic.

A more practical approach to analyzing the error in the KL transform
is to employ a statistical approach to derive a bound on the mean-squared

error. Let us approximate equation (34) by
At

• - ,(42)
... .'From reference [8.

--'L) 0 -+ (A) 'o + (43)
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.4 4 Mal

I b (i)L(44)

Substitutiong known values
o~Z. = ; 1  4 ) 2 (e-&)

4. 0 (45)

Again assuing the case of a noiseless VCG,

z z 'A2.
and

2.

Once-again we may balance the effect of a. b,, and bby setting

"k (47)

Suppose we want to bound the error in representing l"'i7 to
as in the previous example, Then

( 4 9 Zu.Z

and by equation (47)

4 7CZ >Z (48)

and

The second expression in equation (1471 becomes

2- ztN~) !94

and with N - 400,

and

60-22
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-

."• ...'.Y."'+ 
'+ 

K... ,'... .. .. .. ..

++* -, ...- ... -,.

" Note that the variable wordlength, b., is somewhat shorter (4 bits 
to be

exact) than in the last example.

The effect of the A/D converter, b t is

2 ~ (6,+) 2 ZZ

I ~,, +C. =11 ..

3.2 Error Bounds for the Inverse KL Transform

Now let us repeat the analysis of the last section on Figure 4.

Equation (23) may be approximated, using the same assumptions of the last

section, by

- .' . £ L: . --

:-.ae(so) (4)

(50)

upper bound error analysis yields

f4

::~ ~~~~ tu)+ "t,,,+o+Z#

60-23
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But using the maximum values

(51)

The last term in (51) gives a very large upper bound and makes this

relationship useless in the practical sense. However, mean-squared error

analysis yields

(52)

where 1k)is the truncation error of equation (6).
Consequently,

So . Cyroxi"-I . ..-

G= , . ... . .-

2C6 (z 1 z +

(55)

2 , -Z4 
..- ,/
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4.0 GUIDELINES FOR-KL IMPLEMENTATION

In order to employ equation (.56) to define the parameters of the
KL transform, we propose that each of the four terms have approximately

the same impact on the expected squared error. Therefore, the following
algorithm is offered.

Algorithm

1. Estimate the value of c from the training set
*~~Vfy c-c. j Lde,1 I... 4

for a large value of M, perhaps M -N.
2. .From clinically significant waveform changes, estimate an

acceptable a.

- for the noiseless VCG.
*i3. Use Term1  to calculate the value of M such that

rsm+ (57)
4. Use Term2  to calculate the wordlength of the A/D converter, b1+l

6124

(58)

S. Use Term3 to calculate the KL coefficient wordlength, a + I

L Z>L 34 (5)
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6. Use Term to calculate the computer wordlength, i, +1

*7. Calculate the KI. data compression ratio

DCR (NC,

Example

Let us apply the algorithmn to the analysis of a. YCG. In parti-
cular the KL transform and waveform reconstruction of the USAPSAM project

is an appropriate example.

Reference [9] gives us some details for a KL expansion of N *200 samples
with orthonornal functions calculated fronm a training set of 936 VCG's. A
table of the computed elgenvalues follows:

SbSI*.413'7 II .00o59 /t .002ML
I 47 7 .0?Z" az .0037 J7 .00170

*3 .ISS ~ ~13 .003se /i .oeeZq
.019 14 00 o 07 11 .00123

'D24 / .0764 V5.02z&4 oOZ

Another result of reference [9] is that the truncation error in
the KL expansion withM - 60 is about .1%. Now let us apply the algorithmn.

1. Calculate the scaling-parameter, c.

but 7t,, is the largest eigenvalue.

Fronm the table above
1 2

or

so we.may set

so 7 >af

4 60-2 6
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Z. The'American Heart Association has estimated that a
clinically significant change in an ECG results if less
than g bits is used in its representation. So let us

adopt 2t. ~2it

3. To calcul.ate M we evaluate!?;~i z-"4 ,
;5M+I

From reference [9]

So g,

4. The AID wordlength
1,: UP dc 3 x z - . -:...

li~~~i and a 10 bit All) converter- is needed.":". :'!! .

5. The KL coefficient wordlength.-.

"-'

so' .._ i l, 
' .:

aThus 10 bit KL coefficients are needed.
6. The computefi ordlength

2 -ZqI~t  3 ( ztc(h> 3 zJ

so .:

and a 14 bit computeiis needed.

, "o
o , " 60-27"-:i
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7 The data compression ratio is

U- ~(Al) (~ i

=3.33
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

An algorithmi for determining the parameters of the KL transform
has been derived. The algorit'ui.fits the data from reference [9] very
well.. Additional studies to verify the algoritm are suggested. The
algoritut suggests that a KL transform using 60 terms is needed with
10 bit KL coefficients to preserve the accuracy of a sequence of 200

samples from a 10 bit A/D converter.
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6.0 RECOI4ENDATIONS
The USAFSAM will conduct a field trial of the VITAL system in

1983. The VITAL system will be compared to commercially available
measurement analysis systems. Problems that must be solved before
VITAL can compete in the trial are (See Figure 1):

1) Accurate documentation of the current system

must be obtained from $2I.

2) The subunits for the overall algorith, must be
verified

a) KL of QRS-T
b) P-wave detection

c) Classification algorithms.

3) A measurements routine must be written, or adapted,

for providing Inputs to the Diagnosis section.

4) A Diagnosis section must be designed, coded and

tested. h.

Problems 3 and 4 are major ones and could delay a successful field
trial until 1984 or 1985.
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:" SIMULATION OF ADAPTIVE NETWORKS BASED ON
REST PRINCIPLE AND HETEROSTATIC MODELS

by

Eugene M. Norris

ABSTRACT

The objective of the work reported on here is

the establishment of a preliminary estimate of the rela-

tive capabilities of networks of adaptive components in the -

performance of closed-loop learning tasks. A simulation

test bed was written in 1966 FORTRAN and a scheme for uni- .

formly describing adaptation algorithms based on recent work

of Sinclair and of Klopf was devised. Results of a one- .-

dimensional landmark learning experiment are discussed. It

is discovered that the relation between an adaptive network

and its environment is subtle and that much work is likely
needed before a workable set of design criteria for networks -:..
and environments can be developed. The effects of intro-

ducing inhibition are likewise in need of further study.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Automation of tasks that are generally considered

to require intelligent behavior for their accomplishment

is a long-term goal of science and technology with rele-

vance to numerous areas. The accomplishment of such tasks

requires the design and construction of devices that can

adapt to a possibly changing environment, in the sense of

being able to produce behavior that can be modified in

light of prior experiences. Modification of the device's

behavior should be a consequence only of the interaction

between the device and its environment.

It is only recently that enough fundamental scien-

tific work, particularly in cybernetics, cognitive psy-

chology and neurophysiology, has accumulated that

we can begin to understand the difficulties to be overcome

in realizing this possibility.

Our present work involves the construction, in

simulation, of networks of adaptive components capable

of perceiving, remembering, and responding to stimuli from

a simulated environment. Our interest is in embedded

learning situations, i.e. ones in which the network's

environment is an important part of the simulation. Funda-

mental questions include: How does one design an environ-

ment in which a given network is likely to function? How

do we assess an environment in order to discover the

parameters that will drive the design of a network which

is likely to exhibit useful behavior in it? Can one find

useful ways to model the component's adaptive mechanism?

If there are several viable adaptive mechanisms, how does

one choose the optimum mechanism to incorporate into the

component's design? What topological features of the net-

work are necessary and/or sufficient to predict its be-

havior when it is placed in a suitable environment?

61 --
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The embedded network approach to be discussed here

complements autonomous network simulations currently in

progress at the Avionics Laboratory under the direction of

A. Harry Klopf. Klopf's simulations are intended to pro-

vide a general model for the study of component-component

and network-environment interactions. The intent of this

ten-week study was to investigate particular special cases

that would illuminate the relationship of Klopf's work to

results that have recently been reported by Sinclair.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this project was to establish a

preliminary estimate of the relative capabilities of sev-

eral adaptive net models in the accomplishment of closed-

loop learning tasks. In order to achieve closure in the

ten-week project period, it was decided to design a small

simulation "test bed" that would function in the following

way. Th-it software, written in FORTRAN IV, consists of a

simple environment and a small adaptive network.

By employing various component modification algorithms,

the behavior of the network in its environment can be ob-

served, and we can arrive at a comparative assessment of

the behavioral properties of networks vis-a-vis the modi-

fication algorithms.

The approach adopted toward the attainment of

these goals, namely, the design of special cases of net-

works for comparative assessment, required the completion

of a number of subtasks:

* Review Sinclair's book2

* Design neural modification algorithms for

adaptive components including both all-

excitatory and mixed excitatory-inhibitory

versions of models based on

61-5



- the use principle

- the rest principle

- the heterostatic principle

Verify selected assertions of Sinclair and

assess relative capabilities of the models

* Design, test and evaluate increasingly more

complex networks and environments.

III. OUTLINE OF SIMULATION:

Figure 1 shows schematically the relation between

an environment and an adaptive network contained in it.

The situation depicted will be familiar to students of

control theory, with one important change in point of view:

we are interested here in adaptive control situations and

not in the (more usual) steady-state, or nonadaptive, case.

At each step in (discrete) time, the environment

presents to the network a stimulus which is a function

solely of the state of the environment. In particular, the

environment has no "memory" of previous states, nor does its

state space change in time. The network'receives the stimu-

lus and computes a response, which alters the state of the

environment, and this in turn causes the presentation of

• .another stimulus to the network. The network contains a

memory" which is distributed over and indeed consists only

of the strength of the connections between its adaptive

components, and these connections are modifiable. Learning

is equated with changes in the strength of these connec-

tions. The network's response is a function of the present

values of connection strengths and a term representing in-

ternal noise in the components. 7 .
The environment, which is a one-dimensional version

of the landmark-and-target environment of Sutton and
4,5Barto, consists of a sequence of discrete positions

numbered 0-10 from left to right that can be occupied one

61-6
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at a time by the network. At each end there is a "wall"

beyond which the network cannot move. The environment also

contains a fixed target, shown as a tree in Figure 2. the

target and the walls are sources of signals that constitute

the network's stimulus vector. Signal strengths decrease

linearly with distance from the source and have maxfmum

values that do not change during the simulation. The sig-

nals appear distinct to the netw-ork: it is not inappropri-

ate to picture them as distinct odors or as light waves

of separate wavelengths. Each signal has its own receptor

in the network.

A typical network, shown in Figure 3, consists of

a number of adaptive components that function in a way

analogous to individual neurons or groups of neurons in

an animal brain. It is convenient to employ the language

of physiology here, bearing in mind that we do not intend

our components to model any particular neurons that may be

found in nature.

In particular, a component consists of a cell body

(shown as a circle in Figure 3) and an axon, or communi-

cations channel, by means of which information is trans-

mitted unidirectionally from the cell body to other cell

bodies. Information passes from the axon to subsequent

cell bodies across synapses, which are of various trans-

mittances, or weights. Associated with each component is

a firing threshold. The cell body fires when the membrane

potential, which is the sum of incoming signals weighted by

synaptic weights, exceeds threshold. The cell body, at

any time, is in one of three states: firing (corresponding

to neuronal depolarization sufficient to cause an action

potential and subsequent axonal spike propagation in neurons);

resting; or hyperpolarized. (Klopf's asymmetric heterostat

discussed below requires the distinction between rest and

hyperpolarization.)
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pi.

Components may be either inhibitory (shaded cir-

cles or excitatory. An inhibitory synapse, one driven

by an inhibitory neuron, has a negative weight in the

range -1.0 to 0.0 and excitatory synapses have weights

between 0.0 and 1.0. Signal propagation time across one

component is assumed to take one unit of time. At each

time step the graded output of each component is computed

and the network responds by firing either its left or

right response component. If both membrane potentials

exceed threshold, the component with the smaller of the

two potentials is inhibited, so a definite move left or

right results, unless the potentials are equal, in which

case no movement is produced. Hence at each step the net-

work will either move one step left or right or remain

fixed.

Also at each step in time the network is receiving

present (undelayed) target stimulus and past (delayed) wall

stimuli. Since all stimuli are analogues of position, we

consider the network to be receiving time-differential-of-

position information. Since each movement of the organism

results in increased or decreased target stimulation,

the network can use this differential to modify its synaptic

strengths, increasing the probability that it will move in

the "right" direction (i.e. toward the target) the next

time it is in the same position.

The simulation proceeds for a fixed number

(currently 480) time steps and produces a graph of net-

work position against time as well as some statistics

regarding position and distance from target, averaged

over all 480 steps.
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IV. SYNAPTIC MODIFICATION:
3In 1949, D. 0. Hebb proposed a hypothesis to explain

how a synapse could be modified. His hypothesis has been

nearly universally accepted by brain modelers, uncritically,
2

we feel. Hebb's hypothesis is described by Sinclair as

the "use principle": synapses become stronger the more they

are used. According to the use principle, an excitatory

synapse becomes more efficacious as there is more correla-

tion between pre- and postsynaptic activity. Hebb's use

principle did not initially apply to inhibitory neurons,

for they were not known at the time. Early simulations

showed, however, that use principle networks were incapable

of functioning unless large amounts of inhibition were

present.

An objection to the use principle is that it is

merely correlational, and does not take consequences into

account. That actions have consequences in the form of

feedback is a fundamentally important cybernetic insight,

which ought to receive expression in any synaptic modifi-

cation hypothesis that hopes to have broad explanatory capa-

bilities. In fact, two such hypotheses (or rather principles

that generate families of hypotheses) have recently been

2
enunciated. Sinclair's rest principle roughly says that

synaptic efficacy increases if a synapse is first active in

firing a cell and the cell is then allowed to rest, while re-

" peated use weakens efficacy. The rest principle is thus a polar.-

opposite of the use principle. The classical biological

principle of homeostasis likewise has a polar opposite which
1was given expression by Klopf as a synaptic plasticity hypo-

thesis called heterostasis. The heterostatic synapse's

efficacy changes in a way that reflects whether the cell as a

whole receives excitation or inhibition subsequent to activi-

ty, so that activity leading to subsequent excitation becomes .-..--.

more likely to be repeated, while activity leading to subse-

quent inhibition becomes less likely to be repeated. Both
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the rest and heterostatic principles seem to possess great

explanatory power, and it is therefore of interest to com-

pare them. For both principles, however, there is a spec-

trum of possible models, of which only two were studied in

this project. First it is necessary to describe a feature

of these models that sets them apart from use principle

models.

ELIGIBILITY

According to either principle, not every synapse

can be modified at any time: a synapse must first become

eligible for modification through meeting some prior condi-

tions involving pre- and postsynaptic activity. In this

way, time, and possibly causality, are built into synaptic
4change. Sutton and Barto review some of the reasons why

this is a necessary feature in any hypothesis of learning

that is to have adequate explanatory power.

Eligibility conditions in our models take the form

of a 2-by-3 Boolean array, shown in general in Figure 4

and as a specific example in Figure 5. To be eligible re-

quires that a synapse must exhibit, depending on the model,

some of: Ci) presynaptic and postsynaptic activity; (ii)

presynaptic but not postsynaptic activity; (iii) post- but

not preactivity; (iv) neither pre- nor postactivity;

(v, vi) preactivity or inactivity together with post-

synaptic hyperpolarization. In Figure 4, the rows refer to

presynaptic activity, postsynaptic activity and hyper-

polarization while the columns refer to our interest in the

condition and then specifically its presence or absence.

In Figure 5 are shown as examples the criteria for eligi-

bility and modifiability of an excitatory synapse in a

model Klopf calls the asymmetric heterostat. In this model

(which we describe fully in following paragraphs), an

61-13
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Interest Presence/Absence

Presynaptic
activity ______-___-_

Postsynaptic
activity

Postsynaptic
hyperpolarization

Figure 4 - Scheme for Defining Synaptic
Eligibility and Modifiability. See Text
for Explanation

Condition Condition
Interested Present Interested Present L

Pre- T T F
activity

Post-
activity T F T T

Post- F F
hyperpolar- F"F..
ization

Eligibility Modifiability

Figure 5 - An Example of Eligibility and
Modifiability: Excitatory Side of an
Asymmetric Heterostat
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excitatory synapse becomes eligible for modification if

its presynaptic side is active and its postsynaptic side

is not; it is subsequently modified (increased efficacy)

if subsequently but not too much later the postsynaptic

cell becomes active. The increase in efficacy will act to

move up the time at which the postsynaptic cell fires. In

this model, we are not interested in hyperpolarization of

the postsynaptic cell so row 3, column 2 entry is a "don't

care" condition.

The reader may note that these schemes contain an
asymmetry - there is no provision for presynaptic hyper-

polarization. This is natural, for it is not a condition

that can be detected at the synapse and does not therefore

enter into the local synaptic situation.

TWO MODELS

The complete specification of one neuron will require

four schemes: eligibility and modifiability must be specified

for both excitatory and for inhibitory synapses. These

in general will be distinct. Figure 6 displays the complete

specification for two models: a rest principle model (.first

row of tables in Figure 6) and, below it, the asymmetric

heterostat. The rules that specify these models follow..-

REST MODEL

An excitatory synapse becomes eligible if both pre-

synaptic and postsynaptic cells are active. An eligible

excitatory synapse is modified if the presynaptic cell is

active and the postsynaptic cell rests (i.e. is inactive);

we do not distinguish between mere inactivity and hyper-

polarization.
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EXCITATORY CRITERIA INHIBITORY CRITERIA

ELIGIBILITY MODIFIABILITY ELIGIBILITY MODIFIABILITY

(REST PRINCIPLE)

T TT T T TT F

T TT FT T T

(ASYMMETRIC HETEROSTAT)

T T F T-

T TT T F

Figure 6 Complete Specification of Criteria
for Eligibility and Modifiability for Two
Synaptic Plasticity Models
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On the inhibitory side, a synapse becomes eligible

if the presynaptic cell is active and the postsynaptic cell

is not. An eligible synapse is modifiable when the pre-

synaptic cell becomes inactive at the same time the post-

synaptic cell ir active. In all rest models, repeated

use decreases efficacy, so if a cell is modified immediately

after eligibility, the synapse becomes weaker. Strengthening

occurs if a period of rest elapses between eligibility and

modifiability. The amount of synaptic change is an in-

verted U shaped function of time elapsed since eligibility.

ASYMMETRIC H.ETEROSTAT
7This model, developed recently by Klopf , is a refine-

ment of the models discussed in his book . This project is

the first known to simulate the asymmetric heterostat.
On the excitatory side, eligibility requires pre-

synaptic activity coupled with postsynaptic inactivity -

the presynaptic cell is "trying" to drive the postsynaptic

cell. If, subsequently, the postsynaptic cell fires, the

eligible excitatory synapses are strengthened.
On the inhibitory side, similar eligibility criteria

are used as for excitation - an inhibitory presynaptic cell

"tries" to hyperpolarize an active postsynaptic cell. If

subsequently the postsynaptic cell is hyperpolarized, the

synaptic efficacy is increaseu.

As was true of the rest principle, the amount of

synaptic change is an inverted U shaped function of elapsed

time since eligibility; there is however no initial weakening

supposed for heterostats as there is for rest models. Sample

weight change functions are shown in Figure 7.

V. SIMULATION DATA

This section contains representative data drawn from

a number of simulation runs.
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(REST)

o .2 3 4 time since eligibilit
0-

(IETEROSTAT)

o 1 2 3 4 time

Figure 7 -Typical Weight Change Functions
for Two Models
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Figure 8 shows the simulation results obtained from

several runs in which target position and initial network

position were varied. The data are average network-to-

target distance over 480 time steps. The array to the left

shows the network's behavior in the absence of any target

stimulus. On the right in Figure 8 are the average dis-

tances when the target is emitting a stimulus of 20 arbitrary

units maximum. Each cell in an array contains two values:

the upper value is the result using the rest model and the

lower, the asymmetric heterostat. For example, with target

position TPOS=l and initial network position POSlI, the

average distance to target is 4.0250 units in the absence

of any target stimulus, and 3.4875 with a maximum target

stimulus of 20.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the results obtained

when the simulation is run without allowing adaptation with

results obtained when adaptation was allowed. In most cases

it is usually the case that adaptation results in improved

performance, as indicated by decreased average distances.

Each cell in the nonadaptive case contains only a single

number because the networks used were identical except for

the adaptation algorithms.

V1. DISCUSSION:

Several of the subtasks described in Section II above

were carried out in parallel. bok 2

First, regarding Sinclair's this stimulating

but ultimately frustrating work contains reports of many

computer simulations, but is very sketchy. Some simulations

constructed by us essentially verified the claims in Chapter 2

of the book. Later assertions did not fare so well, and

the feeling we are left with is that many of Sinclair's

assertions are supported by argumentations so qualitative

that attempts to do numerical simulations will only lead

to equivocal results, either supporting or refuting
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TARGET INI. NET NONADAPTIVE ADAPTIVE
POSITION POSITION

9 1 3.9541 3.9916
3. 7416

7 3 1.9370 1.6000
1.7416

5 5 0.8541 0.8125
0.9583

3 7 2.0750 1.7833
2.0708

1 9 4.0750 3.6350
4.2250

Figure 9 -Nonadaptive vs Adaptive Behavior
Summary: Average Network-to-Target Distance
After 480 Time Steps. Max Target Stimulus -20,

Max Wall Stimulus 6.
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his assertions in accordance with the values assigned to

various parameters. It is not possible at this time to

make an assessment of the rest principle, partly because

at least several hundred fundamentally different simulation

models can be constructed on its basis. Sinclair himself

admits 320 different possibilities, though his tabulation
seriously undercounts the number of possibilities while simul-

taneously containing what appear to be logical inconsistencies.

We have successfully designed a single package of

subroutines which can implement a large number of rest

principle-and heterostatic modification algorithms. The

modification routine MODIFY is tailored to a specific

algorithm by passing to it the appropriate eligibility/

modifiability criteria. MODIFY is supported by a number

of short eligibility functions which are tailored to the -

individual models being simulated. The design of the

software is itself an important outcome of this project,

for it will be used in future studies. The main simulation

will likewise be useful, for it was designed as an easily

modifiable "test bed" capable of containiqg a broad range of

* more or less complex environments and networks. Local

*° . facility constraints required that coding be done in FORTRAN,

rendering modifiability/maintainability of the software much

lower than would be the case had the code been written in a

modular language like Pascal or Ada. Time limitations have

permitted the design and testing of only a small number of

environments and networks. For most of the simulations, a
decision was made to utilize the environment described earlier

in Section III (see Figure 2) and the network shown in Figure 3 -.._..

The data obtained show clearly that this network is

capable of responding to the presence of a target in its

environment and to seek it out, at least weakly. It is clear

in the perspective of hindsight however, that there is too

much inhibition in the network. The network seems unable to . ..

61-22
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approach the walls at all closely, and seems to spend most of

its time oscillating in the center of its range. This

was not predicted, partly because we have not accumulated

sufficient experience in designing and matching a network

and environment. This represents one of the pioneering

efforts in the area.

With due consideration of these design problems,

the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Designing networks and environments that

are mutually suitable is likely to be a

complicated matter, for which there is at

present no set of guidelines.

* Our network is able to adapt to the presence

of a target in its environment and to seek

it out; however:

- the observed differences between rest

principle and heterostatic components

are not large enough to permit an assess-

ment of their relative capabilities;

- the network is on a plateau, responding

to variations in parameters in only a

small way.

* More information is needed on how an environment

and an adaptive network interact:

- we cannot yet draw conclusions on the

relationships between large classes of

adaptive elements and their environments;

-the effects of introducing inhibition into

a network are only beginning to be appreciated. '.-

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The experience gained in the design of adaptive

networks and environments during the course of this ten weeks

has been invaluable, but too brief to allow us to achieve all
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of our objectives. Before a true assessment of the capa-

bilities of rest models and heterostats can be carried out,

two fundamental areas need to be mapped.

The first is to conduct a systematic study of the

interactions between an adaptive network and its environment.

The work done in this ten-week period has been a bare begin-

ning, using ad hoc network designs and choices of environment.

There is a need for a general study to shed light on the

relationships between entire classes of adaptive networks

and the environments in which they can function.

A second major study centers on the relative role of

inhibition and excitation. These two kinds of inputs are

fundamentally different roles. Precisely how they differ

needs to be determined.

In a slightly different direction, a useful study

would be a systematic, point-by-point verification of the

work reported by Sinclair in support of the rest principle as -

a neural plasticity hypothesis of broad explanatory power.

., 
° 'il i
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AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION USING CASCADED

SYMMETRICALLY WOUND MACHINES

by

Thomas H. Ortmeyer

Brushless variable speed constant frequency electric power gener-

ation may be obtained using cascaded symmetrically wound machines.

The feasibility of using these machines as the basis for a stand-alone

aircraft generator system is investigated. The concept is attractive

as the system operates without hydraulics and employs a solid state

power converter which operates at a fraction of the system output

power and frequency. Additionally, the converter nas some degree of

isolation from the load. These factors combine to offer a system of

relatively low complexity with the potential for high reliability

operation.

lhe operating characteristics of the two machines are examined.

It is shown that, with proper choice of poles of the machines and with

power factor correction of the generator load, the power handling

requirements of the system can be minimized, at reasonable levels.

Voltage and frequency control of the machines appears to be attainable

without resorting to sensing internal machine variables. These

results support a conclusion that the cascaded machines form the basis

of a viaole generator system. Recommendations for additional research

on the system are included in this report.
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I. Introduction

Aircraft electrical power is by necessity generated from a variaole

speed shaft. Additionally, these generators require brushless operation,

and overall generator system weight is an important parameter in the design. C-

There exist a variety of methods to provide constant frequency power from a -

variable speed source. (1) Systems presently in use, however, have lower -.

reliability than is desired.

Aircraft generator systems can be divided into two types: those whicn

mechanically convert variable shaft speed to constant shaft speed, and use a

standard synchronous generator for mechanical to electrical power conver-

sion; and, secondly, those which convert power from a variable shaft speed

directly to electrical form. Recent developments in the areas of solid

state power components and permanent magnet materials have led to new

possibilities with the latter type of system; for example, a variable

frequency generator coupled with a cycloconvertor to obtain constant fre-

quency operation. (2) A machine with a set of symmetrical windings on both

stator and rotor presents a method of obtaining constant frequency directly
from a variable speed shaft. While this type ot machine is generally used

as a wound rotor induction motor, constant frequency generator operation may

be obtained by strictly controlling the applied rotor electrical frequency.

A variable voltage variable frequency power supply is required which deliv-

ers power to the rotor windings without brushes. While a variety of pos-

sibilities exist, the most promising option involves the use of a second

symmetrically wound machine, as shown in Figure 1. This option minimizes

the power handling requirements of the solid state converter with minimum --

system complexity.

The general nature and the operating characteristics of cascade connect-

ed symmetrically wound machines is investigated. It is concluded that such

systems are feasible and would form a reliable nucleus for a variable speed,

constant frequency generator system. -
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II. Objectives .

The objective of this project is to determine the feasibility of using

symmetrically wound machines as the basis of a variable speed constant

frequency generator. Included in the project are three major steps:

(1) Determine system designs with the greatest potential for meeting

the design requirements and goals.

(2) Establish specific ratings for system components, and for the

excitation system.

(3) Identify voltage and frequency control methods and determine

controllability of the system.

Ihe scope of the present effort consists of analysis and simulations

based on established machinery models which employ the "ideal machine"

assumptions.

III. Steady State Operation

A symmetrically wound machine has frequency requirements

Ws Wm r (1)

where all quantities are expressed in electrical rad/sec. W and W are thes r
stator and rotor electrical trequencies and Wm is the mechanical speed. The

addition or subtraction of rotor frequency from mechanical speed is governed

by the phar- sequence of the rotor currents.

With proper control of the rotor frequency, a constant frequency genera-

tor is obtained for a variable rotor speed. Neglecting tne machine losses,

the power flow in the machine is (3)

P sP5  (2)

6 2-
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Pm (l-s) P (3)

where s is the slip of the machine. The direction of these quantities is

defined in the one line diagram of Figure 2.

In cases where it is desirable to minimize the power requirements of the ...

rotor for a given speed range, the rotor must be driven through synchronous

speed so that the power flowing into the rotor at minimum speed equals the

power leaving the rotor at maximum speed. Under these conditions, the

maximum power requirements of the rotor circuit are p

=Y- (4)
(Ps max Y+1 ::::

where Y is the ratio of maximum speed to minimum speed.

IV. -Cascaded Machines

To meet the brushless *requirements for an aircraft system, two machines

can be cascaded, as shown in the one line diagram of Figure 3. As direct .. :

current cannot be induced in the rotor windings, the power machine (ml) must

be operated strictly in the subsynchronous mode (s <O) or the super-

synchronous mode (s?,U).

The power requirements of the field windings of machine 2 are

Pf =2PA = (5)

where; s - W ml (b)

s2 Wr Wm2  (7)
Wr
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Note that s2 is the machine Z slip referenced to the rotor. Wmi and W are

the rotor speed in electrical radians per second for machine I and machine

2, respectively, so

WmZ = (P2/P1)Wml (8)

where P1 and P2 are the number of poles for machines 1 and 2 respectively.

As the frequencies in the rotor circuits are equal,

WA =Wr Is (9)

Combining Eq's 5 through 9, .(

1 2

The sigr of the final term of Eq. 10 is governed by the phase connections

between the r windings of machine 1 and the a windings of machine 2. These

two connections will oe referred to as the plus and minus rotor connections.

To minimize the excitation power requirements of the two machine system,

machine 2 is driven through synchronous speed so that the power input to the

field at minimum speed matches the power output from the field at maximum

speed. Under these conditions, the maximum field powerrequired is

..- -= Y-1 (11)

(;-)P ax Y+1

Again, Y is the ratio of maximum speed to minimum speed, and it can be

seen that the field power requirement for this system is the same as for the

single machine system.

This power requirement can be met for any combination of poles on

machines 1 and 2 with machine 1 operation either above or below synchronous

speed and either the plus or minus rotor connection. Many of these comooina-

tions require excessive power levels on the rotor circuit, however. 4 I
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The most promising configurations for a 1.5:1 speed range, 400 hertz

generator are given in Table I. Note that the plus connection with P =P

is not a useful connection, as has been previously noted. (4)..

To evaluate the var etfects and to include tne effects of winding resis-

tance, calculations were performed using typical machine values listed in

Table II. The load power was considered to be inductive with power factor

greater than lb percent, and with machine 1 rated volt-amps equal to maximum

load volt-amps. The volt amp rating of machine 2 is reduced by the ratio

(Pr/Ps)max of Table I, and the frequency rating of this machine is set at

maximum armature frequency. The volt-amp and watt requirements of the field

winding are shown in Figure 4 for the five cases under study. Figure 4 also

includes data with power factor improvement capacitors at the generator

terminals. These capacitors are considered to be connected to the generator

for all load conditions.

The results show that operating configuration as well as var control

have an effect on field volt-amp requirements. The subsynchronous cases in

general have larger volt-amp requirements than the supersynchronous cases.

Only with full compensation do the field var requirements approach desirable

levels.

The peak power and volt-amp flows in the rotor windings are shown in

igure 5. Again, the five cases are shown with no compensation, half

compensation, and full compensation. The figure shows wide variation

between cases, and also a marked influence of compensation on the rotor

requirements.

Comparisons of this data shows no clearly superior case. lhe final

decision would involve a trade-off between machine speed and weight,

excitation supply requirements and overall system cost. The exciter must be

a variable frequency, variable voltage source with voltage essentially

proportional to frequency. It must be capable of both receiving and

delivering power and must be able to smoothly go through zero hertz from

forward to reverse rotation. The maximum frequency for a 400 hertz system

with 1.5:1 speed range is 80 hertz for all cases. This value is well within L.-
present technology for both cycloconverter and PWM inverter sources.
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Table I

,Maximum power flow requirements for various system configurations. All

machine losses neglected.

Case Speed Range Poles Operating Rotor (Pr Pf
I I I

(rpm) P1 PZ Mode Connection max kPs/max

A 9600-14400 2 2 sub- minus .60 .2U

synchronous

B 6400-9600 4 2 sub- minus .47 .20

synchronous

C 4800-7200 6 2 sub- minus .40 .20

synchronous

0 9600-14400 6 2 super- plus .80 .20

synchronous

E b400-9600 8 2 super- plus .60 .20

synchronous
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Table II

Typical motor parameters in per unit to the motur base.

Parameter Per unit value

rra U.02

r rf U.025

Xr Xf00

X x 4.0
m am

symmtriclly oundMachine(rJ)

62-10e
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AWS

Figure 2. One line diagram of symmletrically wound.
machine showing generator convention power flow
direction.

P.

Wf f, f

'pM

M24l+m

t A' ~A

Figure 3. One line diagram of symmnetrically wound
machines showing generator convention power flow
directions.
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Figure 4. Maximum field volt amp (S) and power (P) requirements for 1.5:1
speed range generators.
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Figure 5. Maximum rotor circuit volt-amp (S) and power (P) requirements for
1.5:1 speed range generators.
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V. Frequency and Voltage Control

Output voltage and frequency of the system must be maintained within

specified limits. This control is achieved by adjusting the voltage and

frequency applied to the field of the cascaded machines. The most direct

control scheme is outlined in Figure . The field frequency is the -.-

difference between desired output frequency and the mechanical speed,

properly scaled. .A voltage error signal is fed to the controller, which in

turn sends the field voltage command to the excitation source. For the

purposes of the study, it is assumed that the excitation source is

sinusoidal and that there are no unintentional delays in the control system.

The shaft speed is considered to be variable but independent of the

electrical system.

The most challenging aspect of the control of the system is the
stabilization of the flux wave in the second machine, particularly as the -':

excitation for this machine is swept through zero frequency with a reversal

of the phase sequence. This particular subproblem can oe analyzed

independently by assuming that no' output current flows from this machine.

The linear incremental equations of the machine are then, in per unit and

transformed to the frequency domain, ,v r +[ sL W L
dfl f sLf -WsZoLf 1 i Adti f

-1 + Ws2 1  (12);.::.v LVW L.o r. ,qsL Lo
vqf ZOL f f qfLf 'qf± J

-da] [LAM "WeZOLA [ dfl 1 qaU
=~~ We . :"

vqa SLA J I' J LAAM JO. J I A-

a and f refer to the armature and field windings of the machine, We2 is the

, armature frequency, and Ws2 is the slip frequency of this machine.

[.........-...
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Subscript U refers to steady state values and I refers to incremental

values. (5)

In Equation 12, the machine is represented byd and q axis rotating in

synchronism with the field voltages. Vqf1 can be chosen to equal zeroqf.l

without loss of generality. The transfer function of most interest for the 7,1

machine is output voltage magnitude. The incremental output voltage

magnitude is

val vda\ vdal + (vqaO\ vqal (13)

kVaO / \Vao:

and the transfer function is then

Ls20 eO(rf/L (W +(rf/Lf)

Val Lam 2 sW + We20 -s2o-2

VI (rfZ+Ws2  Lf) s2 + 2s(rf/Lf) + (rf/Lf) 2 + W2 (14).
fl s0 (14)fS2

Items of interest in Eq. 14 are:

o The poles are located at s =-rf/Lf + j Ws.

o The effective system gain varies widely with slip frequency, and

changes sign as slip-goes through zero.

o The system zeroes are in the lett half plane for positive slip.

One zero is located in the left half plane and one in the right half
plahe when slip is negative.

Feedback of the output voltage with an integral controller is shown in

Hgure 6, with G,(s) = G/s. Routh's criterion shows that the system is
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stable at. any pair of frequencies Ws2 0 and We20 if

j 2 [(.rLf) + Wrf(1) r-(15)

(We20 "W"20 ) LA

A value for G stable at all frequencies of interest may then be found.

Studies have shown, however, that this value will produce sluggish response

at high slip operation.

WM rotor "-"cnadt&speed -X

-- frequency exitr

output exciter "

co-mand

0' oController VI

Output Voltage
Voltage - command to
Command actual exciter

Vo output
voltage

Figure 6. Basic control system using soeed and
voltage sensing

I fi VolL 'LT:
Vol z's

'iglure 7. incremental block diagram showing voltage
controller j 2(s) and state feedback matrix C.
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VI. Possibilities of State Feedback

Figure 7 is a state variable representation of Equations 12 and 13,Fiure is I stt.aral and V ] I :"

where Vfl = [dfl VqflJ 1f1 =[dfl qf and Val = vdal Vqai]

To

The compensation matrices are G = OK/s OJ and the state feedback matrix C

which will be chosen to preserve the symmetry of the system,

E: 2 (16)C c

Reduction of the state feedback loop shows that the system poles with

the outer loop open are located at

=- r +c + s(17)

Lf L

The closed loop poles can, therefore, be placed nearly arbitrarily.

Simulations of the machine show that the linearization is valid and that

the addition of load to the machine does not markedly affect system

.JI response. The simulations were conducted assuming sinusoidal conditions and

a series R-L load.

VII. Stability of the Two-Machine System

A linearized analysis of two cascade connnected symmetrically wound

machines was conducted with an integral controller regulating the output

voltage of the system and with the possibility ot state feedback

compensation involving the field currents only. The particular system

studied is case C of Table I, with machine parameters as listed in Table If.

Root loci for the system without state feedback are shown in Figure 8.

lhe upper half of the s plane is shown, with the dominant poles included.
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Each plot shows the effect of the integral controller gain on the dominant

closed loop poles of the system at machine speeds of interest. Analysis of

Figure 9 shows an open loop pole near the rotor frequency, witn a zero

located near this pole. A second pole exists near the frequency of the

machine 2 field.

Both poles are lightly damped, and the pole associated with the field

winding drifts into the right half plane with low values of gain.

":'.• By implementing state feedback with c1 = 59rf and c2 = 0 from Equation

16, the root loci of the system are shifted as shown in Figure 9. State

feedback moves the field pole away from the imaginary axis, which

significantly improves motor performance. The system remains staple over

the entire speed range for a wide range of gains, with instability only

under high speed, high gain conditions.

System loading has an important, although .secondary, influence on the

system performance. As expected, the load provides additional system

damping, and the worst case from a stability viewpoint occurs under lightly

loaded conditions.

These studies show that the cascaded machines are controllable with a

reasonably straight-torward control strategy. In particular, the difficult

to sense values of internal flux and rotor currents do not appear to be

necessary for control. Additional studies have shown that generators

operating in the supersynchronous mode is somewhat more involved, and more

elaborate compensation may be required in ceratin cases of supersynchronous

operation.

VIII. Recommendations

The use of symmetrically wound machines as variable speed, constant

frequency generators has been investigated. These machines show good

potential for use in a variety of applications.

The brushless operation required tor aircraft systems is best achieved

by cascading two machines. The cascading allows minimization of the

excitation power requirements while also limiting the system complexity.

62-17
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The resulting two machine system forms a brushless variable speed constant

frequency generator with excitation requirements whicn increase as tne speed

range to be covered increases.

Uetailed analysis snows that excitation requirements and the power

handling requirements on the rotor can be maintained within reasonable

limits with proper choice of speed range and poles for the two machines, and

with the use of power factor correction capacitors at the output of the

generator.

The study shows that the resulting system is controllable and will

provide good response. The control system is not overly complex and will

not require sensing of rotcr currents or internal machine fluxes.

The basic feasibility of the system has been shown. To bring the system

to practical application, however, will require further investigations. Two

basic areas exist which have been beyond the scope ot the present

investigation. The first involves the performance of the cascaded machines

under nonideal conditions. The ability of the machines to meet military

specifications with unbalanced loads and system faults is critically

important. Additionally, the effect of nonsinusoidal excitation voltages on :
the generator output must be understood and controlled. Very little

knowledge exists at present in these aspects of the machines performance.

The second area of interest involves the excitation system for the

generator. While the requirements of the system have been defined by the

present study, the optimum system configuration has not been determined.
*". o

Basic question which must be addressed include:

(1) The use of cycloconverter or rectifier-inverter

(2) Triggering strategies, particularly at and near the zero frequency

point.

(3) The use ot permanent magnet machine or wound rotor machine to

provide excitation power.

These steps are intermediate to the goal of building a high reliability,

low weight variable speed constant frequency generator system. The results

,04 of tne present study indicate a good likelihood that a generator system

using symmetrically wound machines would offer reliable, high quality

electrical power, at competitive system weight and cost.
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- - ADAPTATION TO OPTICAL FLOW RATES

DURING LOW ALTITUDE, HIGH SPEED FLIGHT

by

Dean H. Owen

ABSTRACT

Research with a driving simulator demonstrated that drivers adapt

6 L to high rates of speed, increasing actual speed in order to hold

apparent speed constant. Adaptation affected sensitivity to subsequent

change in speed and the af teref fect persisted f or up to 20 sec. If

adaptation is to optical flow rate rather than speed per se, pilots

can compensate for adaptation in two ways: (1) by increasing speed

and/or (2) by losing altitude. Two preliminary experiments were con-

ducted using the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Traiiling to determine

first whether pilots adapt to optical flow during low altitude, high

speed flight. If it is shown pilots do adapt, further research will

test for effects on sensitivity to changes in altitude and speed. Em-

bedded within the adaptation period was a second experiment on sensi-

tivity to lateral displacement. Time to initiate a rudder-pedal adjust-

ment will be related to fractional increase in displacements simulating

90-deg crosswinds.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It is widely acknowledged that during low altitude, high speed

flight the ground is a formidable enemy, and accident statistics support

the claim. Even though aid is available from instruments, pilots find

that the required tasks demand attention to information available out-
side the aircraft for reasonably long periods of time. Part of what a

pilot must attend to is visual information specifying where he is rela-

tive to the ground, where he is headed and how fast, as well as what

obstacles must be avoided, and when changes in flight path and speed

must be initiated, modified, and terminated. Following the approach

to the study of perception developed by Gibson1 ,2, it is assumed that

there is adequate information available in the optic array along a path

of self motion to allow a pilot to safely control an aircraft.

In the Aviation Psychology Laboratory at Ohio State University, the

author and his colleagues have isolated several sources of optical infor-

mation useful in detecting changes in altitude and speed3'". All of

these sources are global transformations in Lhe optic array, i.e., they

specify rates of change common to all angular velocities in the array,

hence, along all possible lines of regard5 .

As is true with most perceptual phenomena, however, apparent speed

of self motion decreases over time even though environmental character-

istics of an event such as altitude, speed, and direction of travel are

held constant, i.e., adaptation occurs. Dentonls 6 ,7,8 research on adapta-

tion to self motion was conducted with a driving simulator in which eye-

height (altitude of the eye above the ground) was constant. In these .

situations path speed and global optical flow rate (path speed scaled in

eyeheights) differ only by a scale factor 5. When altitude is varied,

the two can be separated, as in the familiar case during flight where

one appears to be moving very slowly at high altitude but very rapidly

close to the ground, even though ground speed is the same for both

situations.

In the case of driving, the consequence of adaptation is one-dimen-

sional: As the driver adapts, actual speed is increased to compensate

for the reduction in apparent speed. But in the case of flying, the

63-4
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pilot has two alternatives, since flow rate increases as eyeheight de-

creases: Either loss in altitude or increase in speed will compensate

for the effect of adaptation. For flight, just as with driving, increased

speed reduces the margin of safety as an obstacle is approached, but a

compensating advantage in flight is increased lift at higher speed. Loss

in altitude, however, simply reduces the margin of safety with no com-

pensating advantages. If the optical acceleration which accompanies a

constant descent rate goes unnoticed due to adaptation, and other optical

changes (e.g., increase in perspectival splay and decrease in optical

density) are subthreshold, the pilot could become dangerously low without

being aware of the loss in altitude.

There are three compelling reasons for beginning with a test for ..-

an aftereffect of adaptation before moving on to the more interesting

and critical issues of changes in sensitivity: (1) Even though Denton's

experiments were psychophysically sound, his tasks all depend on sub-

jective perceptual reports, i.e., he has no way to objectively score a

response as correct or incorrect. Use of forced-choice tasks will remedy

this problem. Furthermore, Denton did not have a control condition with ,--

which to compare the aftereffect of adaptation. Introduction of a pre-

test, for which no variation is predicted over adaptation flow rates,

provides a standard against which to compare effects of adaptation con-

ditions on the posttest. (In the first preliminary experiment with the

flight simulator, it was concluded from posttest results alone that dif-

ferent flow rates during the adaptation period had produced different

aftereffects. Since the same pattern of results occurred for the pre-

test where the flow rates could have no effect - all pretest reaction

times should have been the same - the posttest result could not be taken

at face value.

(2) There are many alternative explanations of why pilots fly too

low and/or too fast, e.g., inattention, complacence, or just "pushing

the limits." Adaptation may ultimately account for only part of the 4

problem or perhaps even none. Therefore a series of experimental opera-

tions are required to assess the contribution of adaptation. The first

is to show that pilots adapt to optical flow rates specifying self
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motion. A standard criterion for adaptation is demonstration of a

complementary aftereffect.

(3) Denton found and experimentally exploited extensive individual

differences in adaptation to self motion. Although it is not clear

from his papers what test he used, Denton selected from a larger sample

12 subjects who revealed essentially no motion aftereffect and 12 showing

relatively large aftereffects. It is not known to what extent pilots

in general and those flying at low altitude in particular are preselected

on the basis of either susceptibility to adaptation or sensitivity to

optical flow variables. Correlated susceptibility to motion sickness

or insensitivity to information necessary to fly safely may result in

self selection or elimination from training by instructors. Therefore

it is essential to determine the extent to which Denton's findings with

individuals selected from the extremes of a population of drivers

generalize to a group of pilots whose characteristics relevant to the

experimental tasks are completely unknown.

The primary goal of the research initiated during the fellowship

period was to replicate an earlier adaptation study8 within the context

of flight simulation using experienced pilots as subjects. If adaptation

to optical flow rates can be demonstrated during flight, then a program

of research will be initiated to determine whether pilots' sensitivity

to critical kinds of visual information changes following adaptation.

A secondary goal was to explore the development of a research paradigm

designed to study a pilot's perception within the context of interactive

flight tasks.

In order to ensure that the pilots attended to the flow pattern 1-
during the adaptation experiment, they were given the task of staying

on course above a white stripe extending toward the horizon ahead. In

addition to keeping the pilot unaware that the experiment was primarily

concerned with adaptation, the task provided the first opportunity to

explore a set of interrelated theoretical assumptions.

Gibson2 ,9 proposed that perception guides action and action makes

available information for perception. From a different theoretical

perspective, that of control theory, Powers I 0 argued that the sole
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purpose of behavior was to control perception. Working from these

assumptions, Owen and Warren11 have proposed that optical parameters

be used as independent variables to initiate experimental events, that

the individual's control actions be used as perceptual reports, and that

the optical variables and invariants produced by the adjustments be

measured in optical terms as dependent variables. This procedure allowed

a test of sensitivity to experimenter controlled transformations in the

optical flow pattern and provided an opportunity to determine the

desired optical conditions the pilot is attempting to achieve by making % -

control adjustments in response to cross wind displacements.

II. RESEARCH:

Two preliminary experiments have been conducted to check out the

testing and data recording systems and to adjust experimental parameters.

All aspects of the research are presented in detail, since they are L

anticipated to be the same in the final experiment. The design and

procedure are divided into sections on the test for an aftereffect of

adaptation and a test for sensitivity to lateral displacement embedded

in the adaptation period.

Simulation facility. The Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training

(ASPT) in the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams AFB, Arizona,

was used for data collection. The ASPT facility has two major advantages

relevant to the study of self-motion perception: (1) The seven-screen -.

domed visual display system fills most of the visual field in the forward

and lateral directions, so that many pilots actually experience selff

motion. The phenomenon is seldom experienced with small-field frontal
displays. (2) The system is fully interactive, so that a pilot's con- ::":

trol adjustments change the visual display appropriately to mimic visual L.
information for self motion. The ASPT system, including visual displays

and computer image generation, has been described in detail elsewhere12.

Therefore, only aspects directly relevant to the current study will be

described.

The simulator configured as an F-16 aircraft was used for testing.

The motion base was not used, so that the only information available

about self motion was visual. All instruments were covered.
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The field of view is approximately +150 deg horizontal by +110 deg

and -40 deg vertical. The CRTs use PT-462 phosphor and appear mono-

chrome green. Each CRT has a total radiated output in excess of 10,000

lumens, providing a display brightness at the pilot's view point of

6 ft lamberts. Each display has 1,023 scan lines, 1,000 elements/line,

7 arc-min resolution, and cycles at 30 frames/sec. Under interactive

conditions, the image generation system makes transformations appro-

priate to the pilots control adjustment in less than 100 msec.

The environmental surface simulated consisted of horizontal bars

alternating in light and dark "gray" levels parallel to the horizon

directly ahead. The bars were 20,000 ft wide (in the y or lateral

dimension) and 200 ft deep (in the x or front/back dimension), with the

entire textured surface extending 34 mi in the x dimension. A "white"

stripe 10 ft wide, perpendicular to the horizontal bars, and centered

in the y dimension, extended the full length of the textured area. (A

* * rectangular white tower 300 ft wide and 1,500 ft tall was generated at

the far end of the white stripe to give the pilot a second reference

for desired heading. The tower will be deleted in future testing, since

it was visible only toward the end of the fastest adaptation events,

and the white stripe seemed to be quite adequate by itself.)

In the first experiment reaction times during the pre- and posttest

trials were computed from system clock half cycle times to the nearest

1/60 sec. In the second experiment reaction times for all tests,

including time to increase rudder-pedal pressure following initiation

of a lateral displacement, were recorded in milliseconds on the data

tape. Two Durgin and Brown Model LT20BX6B electronic digital timers

with BCD output were used for this purpose.

. '-.Adaptation design and procedure. Each trial sequence in the experi-

;-" ment consisted of three parts: a pretest, an adaptation period, and a

posttest. During the pretests and posttests, the pilot passively ob-

served transformations of the visual scene appropriate to slow forward

motion. On half the trials, the motion continued at aconstant speed for

6 sec. On the other half, the speed was reduced at a constant rate until

the motion stopped. The pilot was instructed as follows: "If the motion
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stops, your task is to immediately press the button on the stick that

is normally used to control nose-wheel steering.... If the motion con-

tinues throughout the test period without stopping, continue to observe

the display but do not press the but ton."

Three initial speeds and deceleration rates were chosen to mimic

during the pretest what Denton's8 observers experienced during the

posttest. This strategy was adopted in order to be able to score the

pilot's responses as correct or incorrect. The constant speeds were

3.75, 7.5, and 15 kts. The deceleration events had the same initial

speeds as the constant, and slowed at 3 kts/sec, stopping in 1.25, 2.5,

and 5 sec respectively. -"""

When the pilot responded, or when 6 sec had elapsed if no response

was made, the display changed to uniform "gray" for a brief period.

(The duration was manually controlled by the console operator during

the first preliminary experiment and averaged a little over 4 sec. By

the second experiment the interval control was automated and always

equalled 3.1 sec.) Following the grayout, the 100-sec adaptation period

was initiated with the aircraft centered over the white stripe. Pitch

and roll inputs to the visual display were frozen so that the horizon

was in a fixed horizontal position throughout the experiment. Altitude

was held constant at 100 ft, and speed was constant within a trial at

296.25, 444.35, or 666.50 kts. These speeds produced global optical

flow rates of 5, 7.5, and 11.25 eyeheights/sec, respectively. A multi-

plier of 1.5 was used to determine successive levels of speed.

The aircraft was kept on course directly above the white stripe

for 2 sec, at which time the first lateral displacement was induced.

The pilot's task was to use only the rudder pedals to get back on course

as soon as possible and stay there as long as possible. (The steering

task was part of a separate experiment described in detail below.)

Left and right displacements simulating 90-deg side wind gusts were

repeated.throughout the adaptation period. At the end of the period,

grayout of the display occurred for 3.1 sec, followed by a posttest.

Each postest was identical to some pretest, but never the same test

which had just preceded a particular adaptation period.
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Thus, the design to test for aftereffects of adaptation was a 3

(Adaptation Speed) by 2 (Pre- versus posttest) by 2 (deceleration versus

constant speed Test Type) fully crossed factorial, with three levels

of deceleration nested within the deceleration tests. With the constant

speeds repeated three times each to match the number of deceleration

tests, there were 36 total trial sequences.

The trial Sequences were grouped in blocks of three such that (a)

each adaptation speed and each initial test speed appeared once in each

of the 12 blocks, and (b) deceleration and constant speed tests were

used no more than twice in each block, so that no more than four of the

same test type could appear in a row.

Order of the three adaptation speeds within a block was determined

by using the six possible orders twice. Sequence effects between pre-

tests and adaptation speeds, and between adaptation speed and posttests,

were counterbalanced using a series of different 3 x 3 Greco-Latin

squares13. As a result, each adaptation speed followed each of the six

possible pretest conditions an equal number of times, and each adaptation

speed preceded each of the six posttest conditions an equal number of

times.

Every pilot received three practice trial sequences in the same

order. All parameters were the same as those in the experimental trial-

sequence blocks, but the specific combinations were different from any

other block.

The 12 trial-sequence blocks were then sampled randomly without

replacement and presented in a different order for each pilot. Order

of the three trial sequences within a given block was the same for

every pilot. An example of a block is shown in Table 1.

Time was recorded-in milliseconds from onset of the displayed

motion until the pilot pushed the button to indicate that the motion

had ceased.

Lateral displacement design and procedure. The pilot was started

on course directly above the white stripe with altitude frozen at 100

ft and forward speed frozen at one of the three values chosen for the

adaptation periods. After 2 sec, a 90-deg crosswind gust was induced

0-
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Table 1

An Example of One of the 12 Blocks of Three Trial Sequences

Block Sequence Adaptation Initial Lateral

Number Number Pretest Period Displacement Posttest

- x k Direction _

12 34 3.75 -3.00 666.50 20 4.8 L 7.50 0.00

12 35 15.00 0.00 444.35 40 2.4 R 3.75 0.00

12 36 7.50 -3.00 296.25 80 1.2 R 15.00 -3.00

x = initial speed (in kts) k = fractional loss in speed (in %/sec)

x deceleration (in kts/sec) Y = initial lateral displacement tin it)

' -speed (in kts) L left; R = right

and controlled according to a formula which held the fractional rate of

displacement constant:

kT -y..

41

where y - lateral displacement at time t

y = initial lateral displacement

e = natural log base

k = constant fractional rate of displacement

Choice of fractional displacement was based on earlier studies of

sensitivity to loss in altitude and speed, which indicated that the

functional optical variables specify fractional rates of change 3',.

The pilot was instructed as follows: "Your task is to stay on

course as nearly as possible directly above a white stripe perpendicular

to the horizon. You will start out on course, but from time to time you

will be blown off course by a 90-degree crosswind directly from the

right or the left. When this occurs, you are to get back on course as

soon as possible. However, you are to use only the rudders to re-estab-

lish the correct flight path over the white stripe. This task will be

scored in terms of how quickly you get back on course and how much time

you are able to stay on course."

To initiate the first displacement, values of initial fractional

-rate of displacement (ki) and initial displacement (y/) were sampled
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from amon& 18 possible combinations. From k. and ji an initial rate

of displacement (i) was computed according to the formula:

k 2

Since values of j were always positive, both y and j had accelerating

functions over time.

In the first preliminary experiment, the values of k were 2, 4, and

8%/sec. These proved to be much too low to be easily detected, so the

values were changed to 10, 20, and 40%/sec for the second preliminary

experiment. Each level of fractional change was produced by three dif-

ferent environmental ratios as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Environmental Levels of

k Low Medium High

10 0.6/6 1.2/12 2.4/24

20 0.6/3 1.2/6 2.4/12

40 0.6/1.5 1.2/3 2.4/6

If the optical specification of fractional displacement is the only

functional source of information for detecting displacement, then per-

formance should improve down the rows of Table 2, but show no change over

the columns. If instead or in addition, rate of displacement is useful,

performance should improve across the rows. If magnitude of displacement

is important, performance will improve along the positive diagonal. (If

the environmental variables j and y have significant effects, a test of
their global optical specifiers j/z and y/z would be made by varying,

for example, j and z such that their ratio remains the same.)

The nine cells of Table 2 were repeated twice, once for left dis-

placements and once for right, resulting in a 3 (Fractional Rate of

Change) by 3 (low, medium, or high Environmental Level) by 2 (left or

right Direction) factorial design. The 18 possible initial displacement

conditions were assigned to the 12 trial-sequence blocks of the adapta-.

tion design so that (a) each fractional rate of displacement and each

environmental level was represented in each block, and (b) left and right
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displacements were used no more than twice in each block, so that no -2
more than four of the same direction could appear in a row. The order

of the conditions within a trial-sequence block was determined by a

separate series of 3 x 3 Greco-Latin squares for the nine cells of

Table 2. (See Table 1 for an example.) The 18 conditions were used

once each in the first six blocks, and repeated once each in the last

six blocks.

After the initial computer controlled displacement, the remaining

displacements during an adaptation period formed a second experimental

design with parameter levels partly dependent on the pilot's behavior.

Following an interval of 2 sec from the time that the pilot returned to

a zone having a bandwidth of +30 ft on either side of the center of the

white stripe, the next displacement was induced given that three criteria

were met: The center of gravity of the aircraft had to be within the

60-ft zone, and from one cycle to the next (1/30 sec), the aircraft

could not have deviated laterally by more than 10 ft or chaaged heading

by more than 5 deg.

Since the.pilot would typically have some displacement while within

the "on course" criterial envelope, this yt value was read and used to

compute a value from the sampled value of k according to Formula 2.

The simulated 90-deg side wind was continued until the pilot made an

adjustment of either rudder pedal of 0.5 lb or greater from the value

1/30 sec before. At this point, all the environmental variables previous-

ly controlled by the computer came under the pilot's control and were

recorded as dependent variables until the next displacement was initiated.

The six combinations of fractional displacement and direction of displace-

ment were randomly sampled without replacement until all were used, with

the constraint that no more than four displacements could occur in the

same direction in a row. The randomization procedure was repeated until ".I1

the end of the adaptation period, then continued into the next period

if necessary to finish an incomplete block of six combinations.

Time in milliseconds from onset of the displacement to initiation

of the rudder pedal adjustment, was recorded. Performance measures

taken every 1/30 sec included reco ding the rudder pedal chosen,
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magnitude of pedal pressure over time, distance and direction of the

aircraft from the center line of the white stripe, and fractional change

in displacement. Rat- of change in displacement was computed from the

last two variables. A dichotomous scoring of whether the aircraft was

on or off course, by the criteria described previously, was also recorded.

Subjects. Eleven pilots who had just completed a series of training

sessions in the F-16 simulator (ASPT) at the Human Resources Laboratory,

Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, served as subjects, five in the first

preliminary experiment and six in the second. The distribution of

total flight time was bimodal, with five pilots having between 220 and

375 hours and six pilots having between 1,000 and 1,600 hours. Four of

the latter six were instructor pilots. Two pilots had no low altitude

experience, six had between 2 and 20 hours, and three had between 100

and 400 hours. The pilots were current in five different types of air-

craft.

Testing of one pilot in the first experiment was terminated after he

developed motion sickness at the higher speeds. One other pilot reported

nausea halfway through the test session, but continued to the end.

Results. The first preliminary experiment served primarily to

debug the testing procedure and to indicate that the fractional rates

of displacement were too small. From the posttest results alone, it was

concluded that different optical flow rates during adaptation produced

different magnitudes of the self-motion aftereffect. The pretest results

revealed the same effect, however, where all reaction times should have

been the same. This finding demonstrated the value of a pretest-posttest

comparison by showing that posttest effects cannot be taken at face value.

The posttest speeds were not great enough to cancel the aftereffect

in either experiment. Following the first experiment, it was assumed

that the aftereffect was decaying during the 4+ sec taken by the operator

to reinitialize the visual system. Shortening and automating this time

made it evident that the aftereffect continued to overpower the displayed

motion throughout the 6-sec test period. A model of the posttest self-

motion experience over time is currently being developed from Denton's
6

unpublished experiments to better predict the speeds needed to cancel -"-

the aftereffect within the 6-sec period.
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The fractional rates of displacement used in the second experiment

appear from initial scanning of a data printout to be nearly optimal.

Details concerning transfer of the data to Ohio State are underway, and

complete analyses will be carried out in the future.

Results of the pilot post-experimental questionnaire proved very

instructive. The pilots were asked whether they felt as though they

were sitting still watching a display that represented forward motion,

or experienced self motion like that which occurs during actual flight.

Five reported sitting still; five reported moving. Estimates of alti-

tude ranged from 10 ft to 1000 ft, including seven different steps

between the extremes. Only one pilot estimated the altitude to be 100 ft.

The speeds during the 100-sec adaptation period were estimated

relatively accurately by most of the pilots. The pilot who estimated

the altitude to be 10 ft, however, judged the speeds to be 30, 60, and

120 knots. Assuming a 10-ft eyeheight, the flow rates were actually

appropriate for speeds of 29.6, 44,4, and 66.6 knots. These informal

findings suggest that pilots are aware of the eyeheight-flow rate

relation.

During the adaptation period, one pilot reported experiencing in-

creasing speed, nine reported constant speed, and four reported decreas-

ing speed. (They were allowed to check more than one alternative.) If

adaptation took place at a rapid enough rate to be noticeable, decreasing

speed should be reported, otherwise constant speed would be the veridi-

cal experience.

Given that pitch and roll were artificially frozen during the dis-

placement tests, the pilots were asked whether the visual transformations

following rudder adjustments appeared to be appropriate or inappropriate.

Eight pilots reported that the transformations seemed appropriate; two

inappropriate. Both voiced essentially the same complaint. One pilot

after that the system was too sensitive to allow smooth adjustments.

The other pilot reported that there was little response to slight pressure,

and once the larger input required to produce the desired change took

effect, it resulted in oscillation back and forth. An attempt will be

.4 made to remedy this problem before future testing.
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A request for other comments at the end of the questionnaire

elicited the following: (a) "Lines in lower area of screen never
appeared to stop. When the machine felt like it was stopped, I had

the impression I was sinking." (b) "Altitude seemed to vary during the

displacement test. Looking toward the horizon gave a sensation of de-

scent to 25-50 ft, while looking right off the nose I felt as though

I had climbed to 100-200 ft." (c) "Experienced climbing sensation

while looking at the ground close to the nose of the plane." (d)

"Motion sickness was worst at high speed, less at medium speed, none

at low speed."

Comments (a), (b), and (c) suggest that global specification of

optical variables may not be sufficient to account for all the effects

of self-motion perception and adaptation. Local effects may differ in

magnitude, e.g., greater aftereffects in peripheral vision than central,

and different kinds of effects may be experienced depending on where the

pilot looks. The second part of Comment (a) suggests an aftereffect of
level flight related to perception of change in altitude. This effect ",

is of special interest, since the possibility of such aftereffects was

a major motivating force in studying adaptation in the first place.

Comment (d) suggests a relation between flow rate and motion sick-

ness. Drivers in England have reported nausea while driving over the

quarter mile of horizontal stripes exponentially decreasing in separa- I .1

tion just before a traffic circle. By varying altitude, speed, and

distance between horizontal surface texture edges, flow-rate effects

can be separated from speed and edge-rate effects using pilots susceptible

to motion sickness. Influences of high flow rates and edge rates in

producing motion sickness may prove to be important in selecting pilots

to fly at low altitude and high speed. %

III. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Preliminary experimentation has primarily served to work out

problems in the testing and data recording procedures and to iterate

toward serviceable values of the independent variables. Further work

to demonstrate that pilots adapt to simulated flow rates is necessary.

Given the competition for ASPT time and the more limited availability of
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subjects at the Human Resources Laboratory, it might be more efficient

to continue the preliminary experiments in the Aviation Psychology

Laboratory at Ohio State University where full-time resources and large

numbers of subjects could be devoted to the project over a short period

of time. This would (1) have the added benefit of allowing comparison

of the two visual simulation systems under conditions as nearly identi- 5.
cal as possible, and (2) give a better'idea of where pilots selected

for low altitude training fall relative to the general population on

both adaptation susceptibility and sensitivity to changes in optical

flow variables. p
b. In an unpublished study, Denton8 tested observers' time to

detect increase or decrease in speed following adaptation periods of 10

sec or 120 sec. Initial speeds ranged from 5 to 80 mph (1.6 to 26 eye-

heights/sec), accelerations and decelerations were a constant 10% of .

the adapting velocity, and the observer was told before each trial

whether speed would increase or decrease. Deceleration was noticed .-

more quickly than acceleration. Time to become aware of acceleration

decreased with an increase in the duration of the adaptation period,

whereas time to notice deceleration increased. If the finding with

acceleration generalizes to optical acceleration during descent, it is

possible that sensitivity to loss in altitude improves with adaptation,

rather than showing a decrement.

Interpretation of Denton's results is not at all straightforward,

however, for the following reasons: (1) He had no way to determine the

accuracy of his observers, and sensitivity is more appropriately indexed " " 1

by accuracy than by time to detect. Response times are interpretable

only within the context of accuracy, since in different situations the

two measures may have a high positive correlation (indicating that both

index difficulty of detecting change) or a high negative correlation . .

(indicating a speed/accuracy tradeoff). A forced-choice between "accele- - -

rating" and "decelerating" or between either alternative and "constant "

speed" would allow scoring of the reports. Forced-choice tasks also

allow an unbiased estimate of sensitivity, in case one response category

is used more frequently than the other. (2) Denton's use of a constant
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rate of change in speed resulted in fractional rates of change that dif-

fered in both direction and rate. Fractional change for deceleration .-.

positively accelerated over time, whereas that for acceleration nega-

tively decelerated. If fractional rate of optical transformation is

the functional information for detecting change in speed, as the results

of Owen et al.4 indicate, then Denton's conditions are not at all com-

parable. Information for detecting deceleration became increasingly

salient over time; that for acceleration became decreasingly salient.

A fair comparison could be made by holding fractional rates constant

throughout each event (i / k) and using the same constant for both

acceleration and deceleration trials.

Denton's results are nevertheless intriguing and directly relevant

to the problem of change in sensitivity following adaptation. In most -1
of his earlier adaptation experiments, Denton contrasted a group of

observers who experienced little or no motion aftereffect with a group

showing large aftereffects. He found great differences in both adapta-

tion to self motion stimulation and aftereffects, but tested only the

High Motion Aftereffect group in his study of time to detect change

following different periods of adaptation. Differences in sensitivity

of the tvo classes of observers, both before and after adaptation, is

obviously of interest relative to pilot selection and evaluation. The

issues deserve further study with a more objective paradigm and better

control of stimulation.

If adaptation Affects can be demonstrated in the flight simulation

environment, studies of change in sensitivity following adaptation should

be pursued. Given continued work on detection of change in speed and

altitude at Ohio State and the fact that the ASPT system has been readied

for such tests, implementation of this second phase of the research should

be possible without encountering too many difficulties. Since the F-16

control stick operates by force alone rather than being moved, it pro-

vides an optimal test situation for studying pilot produced visual in-

formation because the only feedback from control adjustments is visual.

c. Taking into account the three pilots who were dismissed due to .

equipment failure (all had 220 hours total flying time), seven of the
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14 had 220 hours and six had 1,000 to 1,600 hours. If this sample is

even close to being representative of future classes, it should be easy

to categorize the pilots into two relatively distinct levels of exper-

ience. While there is no particular rationale for relating total hours

flight time per se to either adaptation or sensitivity to change, it is

possible that selective factors may be at work in determining which

pilots achieve more experience, and these factors may very well be

related to sensitivity and adaptation to self-motion information.

Denton 6,'7 8 found great individual differences in adaptation effects

and aftereffects and the author and his colleagues3,4 , have found wide . .4
variation in sensitivity to optical flow transformations. If possible,

it is recommended that pilot experience be included in an equal-N

analysis of variance design, rather than used as a covariate, so that

interactions with the independent variables of primary interest can be

assessed.

d. Preliminary perusal of the data from compensatory adjustments

by the pilots in response to the lateral forcing functions ("wind gusts")

during the adaptation period suggests that detailed analysis by computer

is warranted. As soon as transfer of the data to the Ohio State system

is functional, these analyses will begin. In addition to providing the . . .

first opportunity for tests of our approach to studying a pilot's per-

ception-action cycle, lateral displacement is a dimension of self motion

that we have not previously explored. In addition to the possibility

of support for our principle of fractional rates of optical change as

functional invariants for self-motion perception, the results have

relevance for the practical problem of pilots compensating for strong

side-wind gusts during low altitude flight or just before touchdown

during landing.
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THE ROBUSTNESS OF UNIDIMENSIONAL ITEM RESPONSE THEORY MODELS

by

Charles K. Parsons

ABSTRACT

No set of test data will perfectly fit an item response theory (IRT)

model. Test unidimensionality is frequently assumed, yet strict adherence

is unlikely in any test. This study examines violations of this assumption

and shows that meaningful interpretations can be made when the test deviates

from unidimensionality. By varying the degree of correlation among factors,

the number of factors, and the distribution of major factor loadings, it VsM

found that more highly correlated factors, more factors, and balanced

factor loadings improve the fit of the unidimensional model. Applications

to test development and validity are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of Item Response Theory, IRT,(Lord, 1980) has become a

key part of the Air Force personnel testing program. The 3 parameter

logistic model (Birnbaum, 1968) is one item response model that is widely

studied and used in the program. An important feature of this model as it

is currently used is the assumption that the latent trait is

unidimensional. On the basis of this assumption, it would appear that

increasing fidelity of the items to the unidimensionality assumption would

improve the application of the model. However, this perspective may be

shortsighted. This paper presents an argument for not using

unidimensionality as the sole criterion for test development and then

presents data demonstrating that unidimensional IRT models can be applied to

multidimensional tests. It also provides some guidelines for developing

heterogeneous tests that are amenable to the unidimensional IRT model.

Perhaps the major application of psychological measurement is the

selection and placement of individuals into educational or occupational

positions. At a basic level, psychological tests provide a sample of

behavior. The predictive validity of a test in a particular setting

depends, in no small part, on how well this sample of behavior requires

mental operations that are fundamental to the behavior required in the

particular educational or occupational setting.

A test that is developed to predict performance in applied settings is

likely-to deviate from the unidimensionality assumption.In applied settings,

mental operations are likely to be wide and general in nature. For

instance, on a job, a worker may be required to read technical manuals and

6. diagrams, take verbal instruction, etc. in order to repair a machine. A

test that considers chese many facets of information
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input wi l probably deviate dramatically from the assumption of

unidimensionality. On the other hand, a test may contain only items that

measure one facet of mechanical reasoning which is likely to yield a more

nearly unidimensional test. However, the more valid test would be the

former because it reauires mental manipulation of a wider range of symbols

and information. In other words, in striving to develop tests of high

fidelity to the IRT model, one could subvert the original intent of

validity.

This paradox need not prohibit us from pursuing both outcomes

simultaneously. There is a need to understand how deviations from the

unidimensional model affect IRT item and ability parameter estimation and .

the meaning of these estimates. Unidimensionality can be expressed

statistically as

P(u i  = 10)= P(ui=lIO, uj, uk , ... ,) (i=k) (1) .

where ui is an item response scored I if correct and 0 otherwise and o is . I
the latent trait (Lord, 1980; p.19). In other words, once 0 is known, there

is no other information about the probability of a correct response for a

given item in any other item response or responses. Practically, this means .-u,

that all items in the test measure one and only one ability. For instance,

a unidimensional test of mathematical reasoning would contain items for

which an examinee's mathematical reasoning ability exclusively determines L__1

the probability of a correct response. Other potential factors, such as an

examinee's reading ability or test savvy, do not systematically affect

responses to two or more items. 4

Recently, Drasgow & Parsons (1982) described a Monte Carlo procedure for

generating item response data from a known multidimensional factor model.

Their results suggested that unidimensional IRT models can be usefully O. ,
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applied to tests whose underlying factor structure deviates substantially

from unidimensionality.

Their basic model of multidimensional tests had a general latent

ability such as verbal comprehension, that affected all items on the test

and more specific abilities that were each limited to a subset of items on

the test. Examples cf logical subsets might be analogy type items and

sentence completion items. The unidimensionality assumption may not hold

strictly in this case because an examinee might consistently perform better

on analogies than sentence completion items. The latent trait of interest

is general verbal ability and is represented by what these two subsets have

in common. By varying the degree of correlation between the abilities

underlying subsets of items, the general trait becomes more or less dominant

in the total test. The formal model will be described in the next section.

Drasgow and Parsons' results indicated that the general factor could be

recovered by a unidimensional IRT estimation procedure, LOGIST (Wood,

Wingersky, & Lord, 1976) when factor correlations were as low as .46 to

.60. In addition to the degree of factor correlation, other conditions

could lead to deviations from unidimensionality. One condition is the

number of factors underlying the responses. More factors will lead to

greater heterogeneity. A second condition is how the items are distributed

across factors. One specific ability might affect more items while the

remaining specific abilities affect fewer items. Finally, the factor purity

of items within any subset might be less than perfect. Item responses could

be slightly, but reliably, affected by other factors besides the general and

specific abilities. All of these conditions are likely to occur naturally

because no data are fit perfectly by a theoretical IRT model and because the

test developer makes choices concerning how many of each item type to
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include in a test. The research presented in this paper is designed to aid

the test developer in realizing the implications of such choices on the

applicability of the unidimensional IRT model to the resultant test.

11. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The goals of the present study were to investigate the effects of factor

loading distribution, number of factors, and factor purity on recovery of

the general latent trait and item characteristic curves relating to it by

the unidimensional IRT model. Two levels of factor intercorrelation were

chosen that corresponded to conditions specified by Drasgow and Parsons

(1982) to be somewhat critical to the acceptable fit of the unidimensional

IRT model. That is, the fit appeared to shift from acceptable to

unacceptable in this range.

The IRT model was restricted to the 3 parameter logistic model to

maximize applicability of the results to multiple choice tests. This seems

Justified for the purposes of the Air Force where large samples of *examinees

are available for parameter estimation.

III. APPROACH

All item response data used in this study were simulated by computer

generation. Multidimensional data structure can be represented by the

common factor model (Thurstone, 1947) but further transformation is I
necessary to adequately model dichotomously scored item responses. The

common factor model represents continuous observed variables, x, as weighted

linear combinations of hypothetical common traits or factors, y, that

account for covariation among the variables and unique factors, e, that

- account for some variance of x but not covariance. Th~s model can be

written as

x l Ay + Be (2)
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where x is a vector containing n observed variables xi, A is the n-by-k

matrix of loadings on the k common factors, y is a vector containing k

common factor scores, yi, B is an n-by-n diagonal matrix with loadings

along its diagonal and e is a vector containing the n unique variables

ei. The unique variables are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated and

uncorrelated with the common factors. For item response data, the x

variables can be thought of as unobservable response propensity variables

that underTie the observed dichotomous responses. Let aij denote the

1th tloading of the i response propensity variable on the jth factor and

thlet #.t denote the single loading of the i response propensity variable

th
on the I unique factor.

In the present study, the common factor loading matrices, A, are

specified to represent different characteristics of' tests. First, major

factor loadings are defined as loadings between .4 and .8 in the A matrix.

This range was selected to represent what one might expect to find in

practice before extensive item screening. Second, minor factor loadings are

defined as small, but occasionally non-trivial, loadings that appear as

-elements in the A matrix that are not specified to be major loadings. These

minor loadings represent the "noise" that is inherent in even well developed

tests. For the current study, these minor loadings (mean-.000, standard

deviation=.098) were randomly selected from the minor loadings in an oblique ...

factor solution (factor correlations ranged from .18 to .32) to an item

" level factor analysis by Parsons and Hulin (in press).

Four factor loading matrices, A, can be constructed as follows. All

matrices represent 50 items or (n-5O). The number of factors, k, was set to

either 5 or 10. The distribution of major factor loadings was either

balanced or unbalanced. In the balanced matrix, each factor had an equal

64-8
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number of major loadings. In the unbalanced condition, one group factor had

15 major loadings and the remaining major loadings were equally distributed

across the remaining k-l factors. When k=lO, 1 factor had 15 major

loadings, 8 factors had 4 major loadings, and I factor had 3 major -

loadings. An example of an A matrix with k=5 and unbalanced major loadings

is presented in Table 1.

To achieve the loading matrix in Table 1 in aptitude test data, an

oblique rotation would probably be necessary. Let s represent the matrix of

first order factors after rotation to the simple structure in Table 1. It

is fundamental to the simulation model presented here that there is one

second order factor underlying the matrix of first order common factors. -: -

This factor is the general ability factor described earlier. ,

Schmid and Leiman (1957) describe a hierarchical factor model that is

based on a transformation of the k oblique first order factors to a matrix

with k+l orthogonal factors where the additional factor is the general . .-

factor represented in terms of item reponse propensity variables rather than ...

first order factors. Basically, the larger the values in 4, the stronger '-:."-.

the general factor. The details of this transformation can be found in

Drasgow and Parsons (1982).

For the current study, two levels of factor intercorrelation were .

chosen. These correspond to factor correlation level 3, FC3 (range of .46

to .60) and factor correlation level 4, FC4 (range of .25 to .39) from -.

Drasgow and Parsons (1982) where higher levels than those used here were

clearly fit well by the unidimensional model and lower levels fit poorly. ,

When combined with the number of factors and balanced versus unbalanced

major loadings, a 2x2x2 design results.

The k+l hierarchical factor matrix is used to compute item response .-

64-9
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propensity scores, xi. To do this, a vector of K+2 factor scores is

generated to represent the general factor, the k common first order factors,

and the ei  (unique) factor. All factor scores were generated as

independent, normal (0,I) variables by the Univac Math-Stat package

subroutine, RANDN. These factor scores are linearly combined according to

eq. (2). The continuous variable, Xi, is transformed to a dichotomous

variable, ui, as follows. First, as part of the simulation model, each

item, i, is assigned a value, denoted by 'i, that is related to the

desired proportion of examinees knowing the correct response (p). then the

continuous response propensity variable, xt, is compared to yt and

uI = I if xi> 2 i-

and (3)

Ui = 0 if xi < 7'

-i equals that point on the abscissa of the normal distribution (mean 0,

standard deviation 1) to which the desired proportion of the population

knowing the correct response (p) is represented by the area under the curve

* to the right of "ti and 1-p lies to the left of vYi" See Lord & Novick

(1968, p. 370) for futher discussion of this transformation. For the

- current study, the Y1 are presented In Table 1. These values were

specified to approximate Items where the proportion of examinees knowing the

correct response to an item were .1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9. The

values were equally represented among items by randomly selecting without

replacement from 50 )t values and assigning them sequentially to the 50

items.

Note that "i only specifies the proportion of examinees that know the

correct response, not those who guess the correct response. In order to

simulate items where guessing is possible, the parameter, c, is included

64-10
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which specifies the probability of an examinee obtaining the correct

response to item i, if the examinee does not know the correct response. If

Pi(0) is the probability of knowing the correct response, then

P (e)-c +(l - ci) PiU). (4)

IV. DATA GENERATION

For any desired factor model, a pseudo examinee's item score vector, U,

SUl, u2, .,. • Un~) can be obtained by generating a vector, y,

computing (0) for all n items, and then generating n random numbers on

the uniform interval (0,1] . For each item i, ui=l if P(e) >the
i random number and u -O if P (0)<the ith random number. "

1500 pseudo-examinees were generated for each of the eight factor models

described. Each of these 8 samples was input to LOGIST (Wood, Wingersky, &

Lord, 1976) to obtain item and ability parameter estimates. These

estimates were then compared to the factor models using the following

summary statistics.

V. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Lord & Novick (1968, p.375) derive two important relations between the 2

parameter normal ogive model and a factor analysis model with one common

factor. First,

a 1 (5)

where a, is the item discrimination parameter for the ith item and aiis

the loading of xi on the one common factor. They also showed that

bj (6)

where Yi is the item threshold value defined earlier.

Though mathematical proofs of such relations do not exist for the

commonly used lcgistic IRT models, the normal ogive model and two parameter

6 -
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logistic model are very similar when the scaling constant, D, is set to 1.7

(difference in Pt(O) <.Ol in the range -3_<6_5+3).

The relation between factor model and IRT models with guessing have not
.1 --- .-

been derived. However, using the relations specified above, we can expect

to approximate whatever true relation does exist. Later in this paper,

several empirical comparisons demonstrate this point.

In evaluating the effect of multidimensionality, Drasgow and Parsons

(1982) used several summary statistics based on these approximate

relations. First, they computed the similarity between LOGIST estimated

item parameters, a & b, and the factor model parameters transformed by eqs.

5 & 6 (ab). Note that a and b are only parameter estimates whereas a & b

are population values. For each data set, the similarity between a and a

was assessed by computing the Root Mean Squared Difference, RMSDa, between

a & a across the items or
n2

RMSD a (i-a) 2 /n (7)-

where n is the number of items. Likewise, RMSDb can be computed as
n

RMSD b - (8)

In addition, Drasgow and Parsons computed correlations between the LOGIST

estimated 9 and the general factor scores used to generate the item response

data.

In the present study, two additional summary statistics will be

computed. Because the latent trait of interest is the general trait, we can

infer that we are interested in estimating item characteristic curves that

are based on P(O) where 0 is the general factor score. Therefore, we can
compute the estimated ICC's based on item parameter estimates, a, b cacomutetheestmatd IC'sbasd o itm pramterestmatsa, b, c, and]£"

compare them to the curves representing the response probabilities based on
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the transformed population general factor loadings (i), gammas ( ), and

guessing probabilities (c). The differences between the curves can be

assessed as an RMSD across 30 e ually spaced 9 values between -3 and +3 or

-* RMSD(ICC) = '(p(e) - p(())'/30 (9)

where P( 9 ) is based on parameter estimates for the ith item and

,(9) is based on the factor weights, threshold values and guessing

parameters. Also of concern is the over-estimation or under-estimation of

the factor model based ICC by the estimated logistic ICC. Therefore, we

also computed BIAS statistic which is simply the algebraic mean of the

deviations at the 30 points or
30

BIAS = j(P,(e) - i())/30. (10)
v, 3o~~~ 3.:: .,"

The advantage of these latter two statistics (RMSD(ICC) and BIAS) is that t

they effectively summarize differences between ICC's rather than item

parameters. Large differences in item parameters are not necessarily

related to large differences in ICC's (Hulin, Lissak, & Drasgow, in press;

Linn, Levine, Hastings & Wardrop, 1981).

VI.RESULTS

The first results compare normal ogive and 3 parameter logistic item

:,* characteristic curves. Four levels of factor loadings, ai(.5,.6,.7,.8) :,

were randomly paired with 4 levels of vi(-.83,-.26,+.26,+.83) and 2 levels

of c1 (.15, .20) to obtain 4 ICC's. These values were appropriately

transformed using eas. 5 & 6 to obtain l',, & c. These latter values were

used to compute ICC's according to the 3 parameter logistic model.

Differences between ICC's were computed and appear in Table 2. The maximum

difference between ICC's is .0094 and the maximum mean absolute difference -

is .0053 (ICC 2). These differences are well within the tolerance set for

the difference between the 2 parameter logistic curve and normal ogive curve

(Lord, 1980; p. 14).
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.. Correlations among Item Parameters

The summary statistics for the analysis of the eight data sets generated

from the various factor models appear in Table 3. First, note the

correlations between LOGIST a and the a (r a ) from the factor models. The

effect of factor correlation (FC) is apparent as the lowest correlations "

appear in 3 of the 4 cells with the lower level of factor correlation (r's -

.336, .691, .711). The lone exception occurs when the major loadings are

balanced across 5 factors (r z .885). The correlations between b and b

(rb) are higher in general but still lowest in the same 3 cells as the

ra (.907, .693, .922). Again the cell with balanced major loadings on

five factors has a high correlation (rb - .977).

Also, the effect of balanced versus unbalanced major loadings is

apparent. Without exception, at the same level of FC and number of factors,

the balanced models provided more estimable logistic item parameters. The

results are more dramatic for a than b. Probably most interesting are the

correlations for FC4. The correlation for a = .885 and for b = .977 when

there are balanced loadings on five -factors. The correlations are not so L

* impressive for 10 factors. In fact, the effect for number of factors shows

an advantage to 5 factors for a in all cells and advantages for b in 3 of 4
cells. 

-

Item Parameter RMSD i

The results for RMSOa  differ somewhat from the item parameter

correlations. For the most part, higher factor correlations lead to lower

RMSDa. However, in the balanced condition with 5 factors, FC4 has the

lower RMSD (.237 vs. .255). The balanced models also had consistentlya
lower RMSOa than their unbalanced counterparts. The largest difference
from the parameter correlation results appears when examining the effect of
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the number of factors. Ten factors consistently gave lower RMSDa than 5aB

factors. In fact, RMSDa was lower in FC4 with balanced loadings than any

condition for 5 factors. The value (.232) was even lower than that reported

by Drasgow and Parsons (1982) for 5 factors with even more highly correlated

factors than reported here (FC2 in the earlier report).

Concerning RMSDb, the most dramatic effect is for FC in 10 factors.

In two conditions, a large number of items have extreme b's and accompanying

large sampling errors. Drasgow and Parsons (1982) also noted this tendency

in their data.

Correlations between Factor Score and 0

For the most part, the correlations between 8 and general factor scores

follow the pattern for the other statistics. Balanced models are slightly ".
better with an average r .801 for balanced and .771 for

unbalanced. There is virtually no effect for the number of factors with r =

.790 for 10 factors and F = .783 for 5 factors. As in the Drasgow and

Parsons study, factor correlations had a large effect (F = .841 for FC3 and

r = .731 for FC4). From these results, it appears that some improvement in

correlation between factor score and Ois possible by balancing major

loadings, but not by increasing the number of specific ability factors

underlying the item set.

Item Characteristic Curve RMSD

By computing differences between item characteristic curves, the

problems associated with extreme values of b are not as pressing. First,

the average BIAS statistic, which would have indicated consistent over or

under-estimation by LOGIST of the general trait ICC, were trivial. The

values ranged from -.011 (under-estimation) to .001 (over-estimation) which

are- very similar to the expected differences between the normal ogive and

logistic curves.
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The average RMSD between ICCs (RMSD(ICC)) do provide some useful

differences.- First, the average RMSD(ICC) = .050 for all unbalanced models

*and .039 for balanced models. Second, the average RMSD(ICC) for 10 factor

data i s .046 and the average Rt4SD(ICC) for 5 factor data is .044. Third,

there is an average RMSD(ICC) of .037 for FC3 and an RMSD(ICC) of .053 for

* FC4.

In interpreting the results for this study, it is beneficial to consider

how much of the dissimilarity is attributable to sampling error and how much

is attributable to multidimensionality. Drasgow and Parsons (1982) reported

that for unidimensional data with 1500 examinees and 50 items, the RMSDa

was .209, the RMSD b was .194, and the correlation between factor score

and 9 was .939. The present results show that When the major loadings are

balanced, the multidimensional distortion of a is very slight, ranging from *
.210 for 10 factors at FC3 to .255 at FC3 with 5 factors. The additional

"errorm is thus between .001 and .046 and quite small relative to the

sampling error. The error is much larger when the major loadings are T
unbalanced. However the correlations between factor score and G are

substantially lower in the present data (maximum correlation - .858).

The R!4SD(ICC results can also be compared to results from a Monte Carlo

study by Hulin et al. (in press) that examined the effects of test length

and examinee sample size on differences between population and sample

ICC's. Because Hulin et al. did not investigate a test of 50 items and

sample of 1500 examinees, some linear interpolation was performed to obtain

the estimated RMSD(ICC) of .038 in a unidimenslonal test. From Table 3, it

is clear that many of the RMSD(ICC) obtained .in the present study were below

this value.

VII. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The rsults presented in this study tell an Interesting, but somewhat
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inconsistent story. Only in the case of differences in factor correlation

is there strong agreement among the summary statistics. This is not p

surprising because of the overall strength of this effect demonstrated in

the earlier Drasgow and Parsons (1982) study. It is also quite clear that

balancing the major loadings across factors will improve estimation of item

parameters and therefore item characteristic curves quite dramatically inj

multidimensional tests. .]

The improvement in estimation of the general factor score is not so

great. However, the benefit of improved recovery of the general factor in

the range of .010 to .085 might be useful in some cases. This improved

recovery is still probably insufficient for item pools where factors are

correlated only in the range of FC4

d Choices about the number of factors presents an interesting issue. One
- ~~does not expect to introduce additional factors through sampling items from ":::

theoretically distinct domains, but rather through sampling items from

various related facets of the same general domain. ResuIts that show a

better recofery of the general factor through additional specific ability -

factors may appear illogical at first glance. One reason for this is that

if the unidimensionality assumption implies that one factor alone is the

best situation, then two factors should be better than three, three better

than four, etc. This logical sequence is contradicted by the data.

One explanantion for this paradox is that the factors in the simulation

model are not orthogonal, but oblique in a very special way. The factor

correlations can be perfectly represented by a single common factor. This .9..

provides the general hierarchical factor which appears to be estimated

better by IRT methods when more first order factors are inherent in the -.

data. If orthogonal rather than oblique factors had been chosen, the
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results could have been much different. In addition, as more factors are

added, the effect of any one factor is decreased. Each factor accounts for

less common variance. At the extreme, where k (the number of factors)

approaches n (the; number of items), the common factors become much like

item-specific factors. Then the factor model approaches unidimensionality

because it only has the one general factor with the multiple item-specific

factors.

One can then ask whether or not the results generalize to real data. A
The input factor model was designed to represent item pools that had not

been carefully screened to approach unidimensionality but rather to

represent a construct that is somewhat multi-faceted or for which multiple

item formats and content are possible. The reported consistent positive

correlations among measures of different cognitive abilities (Humphreys, I.
1962) suggests that orthogonal factors would rarely, if ever, be

representative of performance on aptitude tests.

As mentioned in the introduction, an IRT theorist might argue that ."-

unidimensional item pools are a necessary condition for proper applications

of the unidimensional IRT model. Humphreys (1979) has argued that a test

model that leads to highly homogeneous tests actually detracts from the

construct validity of the test. High construct validity results from a

large collection of items that are "heterogeneous in content and have

moderate levels of inter-item correlations" (Humphreys, 1979; p.115) He

also notes that a more heterogeneous test is likely to have higher

predictive validity for tasks that include a cognitive component.

The important point of the above remarks is that there would appear to

be a contradiction in the suggestion to build tests of items with widely

varied content which reduces homogeneity and to build tests that are
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amenable to untdtmensional IRT models and estimation procedures. When the

current study's results are added to the earlier Drasgow and Parsons (1982)

results, this contradiction is shown to be empirically invalid. The current

study also suggests that test developers can probably both improve the

construct and predictive validity and still apply IRT methods by tapping -"°

many item contents that possible cut across the trait of interest and to

avoid their own predispositions to favor one content area over another.

This puts an additional burden on any test developer to define the item

domain for a construct before writing and testing items.

As for the results showing consistently lower RMSD(ICC) than in previous '

studies of unidimenslonal tests, the following should be considered. When a

values are very low, large differences in b values have little effect on the

ICC. In the current study, the multidimensional factor structures tended to

decrease the magnitude of the loadings on the general factor. In the

• extreme, as these loadings approach zero, there is a "floor" on the a

estimate because LOGIST does not allow zero or negative a values. Therefore t

the possible estimation errors were restricted by the "floor" on the

estimated parameters and these errors did not have as great an effect on the

ICC as when the a parameter is of higher magnitude. Earlier studies of the

unidimenslonal test simulation (Hulin et al., in press), used a much higher

mean and range of a parameters. So the smaller differences in ICCs in the

current study appear to be at least partially the effect of average a

parameters. Future research could investigate this issue by setting higher

limits on the minimum loading on the general factor.

In summary, the current study examined the effect of the number of
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factors, balanced versus unbalanced loadings, and factor purity on the

application of unidimensional IRT models to multidimensional tests. Results

suggest that more factors and balanced loadings lead to improved

estimation. Compared to earlier studies, factor impurity did not markedly

affect parameter estimation. Finally, these results indicate that a test "

developer can maintain reasonable IRT estimation while increasing item

heterogeneity by tapping many facets of the construct with an equal number

Of items.
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Tab le 1

'ISample Factor Weight Matrix and Threshold Values

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
Item 1 *2 3 4 5

1 .400 .099 .019 -.024 -.094 .850
2 .500 .031 -.080 .042 .026 - .530

Wi3 .600 .172 .016 -.117 .027 - .850
4 .700 -.065 .137 .129 - .011 - .260
5 :800 -.126 -.130 -.080 - .047 .260
6 .400 .040 -.012 .099 .004 -1.300
7 .500 -.057 -.084 -.070 .073 .530
8 .600 .007 .210 -.156 .070 -.850
9 .700 -.109 -.067 .176 .054 .000

10 .800 .012 .009 .052 -.210 1.300
11 -.002 .400 .023 .027 .007 1.300
12 .029 .500 .197 -.036 .041 -1.300
13 -.022 .600 -.080 -.016 -.076 .530

L14 .027 .700 .023 -.028 -.027 -.530
15 .009 .800 .095 .028 .058 .000

zw16 -.080 .400 .075 -.024 .043 -.850
17 -.027 .500 .061 .038 -.060 -1.300
18 -.064 .600 .022 .231 -.108 .850
19 -.040 .700 .031 -.156 .081 .000
20 .008 .800 .052 -.028 -.034 -.260
21 -.079 .064 .400 .137 -.126 -1.300
22 .195 -.062 .500 -.088 -.067 -1.300
23 .217 -.002 .600 .012 .014 .530
24 -.073 .072 .700 -.029 -.174 .850
25 .047 .090 .800 -.084 .087 .000
26 -.028 -.060 .400 -.065 .110 --.530
27 -.057 .142 .500 .031 .034 1.300
28 .140 .197 .600 .035 -.019 -.850
29 -.030 -.067 .700 .088 -.057 -.260
30 -.019 .120 .800 -.047 -.076 .260
31 -.156 -.016 -.088 .400 .115 -1.300
32 -.133 -.113 -.040 .500 .210 .000
33 -.027 -.023 .115 .600 .020 .850
34 .073 .113 -.012 .700 .009 .530
35 -. 131 -.063 -.182 .800 .012 -1.300
36 .117 .012 -.065 .400 -.088 -.850
37 -.070 -.044 .044 .500 -.050 .260
38 .038 .133 -. 131 .600 .035 -.260

K.39 .028 -.077 .075 .700 -.067 -.530
40.06 -.007 .130 .80 .000 1.300

41 .077 .130 -.024 -.070 .400 .530
42 .119 .095 .073 .070 .500 1.300
43 -.048 -.036 .107 .031 .600 -1.300
44 -.084 .129 .185 -.245 .700 -1.300
45 -.058 .054 .076 -.072 .800 -.260
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Table 3 (continued)

46 .028 -.120 -.088 .070 .400 -.530
47 -.156 .175 -.137 -.038 .500 .850
48 -.073 -.267 -.042 .175 .600 .260
49 -.115 .072 .058 -.113 .700 -.850
50 .063 .075 -.143 .031 .800 .000

Note: For all simulation models the c parameter (guessing) was set to .20 for
odd numbered items and .15 for-even numbered items. .- -
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Tab le 2

Differences between 3 Parameter Logistic ICCs

and Normai Ogive with Guessing ICCs

Parametersa Mean Absoluteb Maximum Absolute
a b c Difference Difference

lccd .4( .579) .26( -.52) .15(.15) .0049 .0081

ICC2 .6( .750) -.83(-1.38) .15(.15) .0053 .0088

ICC3 .7( .980) .83( 1.19) .20(.20) .0044 .0087

ICC4 .8(1.333) -.26(- .33) .20(.20) .0044 .0094

a 3 parameter logistic parameters are in parentheses. -

b Differences computed at 12) equal 6 intervals in the range -35 0:5 +3.
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Tab le 3

Summnary Statistics for-8 Data Sets

Unbalanced Balanced

rl .769 ra = .870
rb= .976 rb = .973

RMSDa - .214 RMSDa z .210
FC3 RMSDb = .496 RMSDb = .576

rA -.848 rA .858
AAS -.11 AS --. 007

10FcosRMSD(ICC) = .038 RI4SO(ICC) - .032

ra = .336 ra = .691
b .907 rb .693

RMS a .376 RJ4SDa - .232
FC4 RMS;b - 1.237 RMSDb = 5. 158

r .684 rr z.769
BiAS z -. 003 AS--.006
RMSD(ICC) = .070 RMSD(ICC) a .043 *.-

ra -889 ra rn .900
*rj. = .693 rA = .977

FC3 RMSa =.319 RSDa .255
F3 RMS~b - ;652 RMSDb =.538

r S .822 r .836
dS-.001 BIAS - -. 009

RMSD(ICC) - .041 RMSD(ICC) a .036
5 Factors

ra - .711 ra = .885
*rb z .922 rb - .977

RMSDa -.406 RMSDa z .237
FC4 RMSb 1.088 Rl4SDb - .694

BAS r - .731 BrA - .741
AS-.000 dS=-.008

RMSD(ICC) a .052 RMSO(ICC) - .044

1 ra is the correlation between i'and ~

rb is the correlation between band b

RMSDa is the root mean squared difference betv,"n a and a.

RMSb is the root mean squared difference between b and b

r9  is the correlation between the general factor score and 8

BIAS is the average algebraic difference between the estimated logistic
ICC and the input normal ogive ICC.

RMSD(ICC) is the root mean squared difference between the estimated
logistic ICC and the input normal ogive ICC.
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R-RELIABLE INTERVALS FOR THE SUM OF TWO INDEPENDENT

NORMAL OR UNIFORM RANDOM VARIABLES

by

S. A. Patil

ABSTRACT |" -

An R-reliable interval and its associated confidence

level C(R) for the sum of two independent random variables

is defined. The implications for this confidence level if -

the additional assumption is added that the summands are

normal are explored. This is done for R-reliable intervals

based on sample ranges. Also, an R-reliable interval based

on the sample variances is investigated, and its confidence

level C(R) is tabulated for selected sample sizes and ratios

of the standard deviations. It is shown that when the
sample sizes of the summand variables are greater than two, I
the confidence level for an R-reliable interval for the sum

is greater than the minimum of the confidences for the
corresponding R-reliable intervals for the summand variables.
Furthermore, an R-reliable interval and its confidence for

the sum of two independent uniform random variables is

obtained, and the non-decreasing confidence conjecture of

Locasso for the R-reliable interval for that sum is proved
also.
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Preface

Suppose Y is a one-dimensional random variable. Let

Y ' Ym be a random sample. Then we can calculate an

exact (i.e., not asymptotic) confidence level for the asser-

tion that P(Y(1 )<Y<Y (In) )>R. We can do this in at least two

different ways (viz., Bayes and Neyman-Pearson) which make no

assumptions whatever about the distribution of Y. (That is,

either of the two confidence levels is completely nonpara-

metric.) These two confidence levels are:

C (R) = 1 -R (Neyman-Pearson, Wilks)
y

C (R) = 1 - Rin+I (Bayes)
y

Suppose Z is a second random variable. Let Z1, Zn be a

random sample. Consider the sum X = Y+Z. What we need is a

similar exact nonparametric confidence level for the proba-

bility that the sum X is contained in some interval.

Suppose the methods above have already been applied to I'
the variables Y and Z separately to learn that

C(P(L <Y<U )> = Cy
j ..;. 'L-

and C(P(Lz<Z<UZ)>R ) = Cz--Z z z

Then it follows fairly easily from the axioms of probability
and confidence and the definition of independence that

C(P >C C (1)

, This fact has been known for quite some time; for example,

it was stated and used by Ashley

This inequality is completely nonparametric (as well as

exact), in the sense that it assumes nothing whatever about

the distributions of Y and Z. The reason this totally

distribution-free result is not perfectly satisfactory is,

* 65-4
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the products RyRZ and CyCZ become small too rapidly for many

applications (as the number of factors in the two products

increases, for example). So what we really need to do is

relax slightly, as little as possible, the requirements for
a completely distribution-free result (the foregoing inequal-

ity already supplies that), so as to obtain a result which
covers almost all (but not all) distributions and yet yields

usefully large values of reliability and confidence.

Suppose, for example, that for some distributions of Y
and Z the inequality above could be altered by replacing the

product RyRZ with the significantly larger value min{Ry,Rz}.
This replacement would considerably improve the utility of
that inequality. Suppose further that for some of those
distributions it could also be shown rigorously that the

product C C could also be replaced with the larger valueY Z
min{Cy,Cz}. The inequality would then be much more useful
yet (especially if the number of sumnmands was much larger . . -

than just two). It would then have become
C(P(L <X<U ) > min{Ry,Rz}) > min{CyC z } (2)

- X Y

for appropriate choices of Lx and Ux . In fact, it has been

conjectured (by Locasso5 ) that the second inequality does

indeed hold if Y and Z have normal distributions, with U .
-~ 2 2 1/2+ (S+S and L = -Us. In the present paper, we show

that, as long as the sample sizes are greater than 2,

Locasso's conjecture is true.

It remains to discover for what other distributions
than the normal Locasso's conjecture (inequality (2)) is

true. In the present paper, we present additional work onI
this question. In general it would be quite useful to
discover necessary and/or sufficient conditions on the

distributions of Y and Z for Locasso's conjecture to hold.

Of course. though, the replacements with minimums which

Locasso has su'gested may not be the only way to strengthen
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inequality (1) enough to make it really useful.

Therefore the goal of this effort is to discover a way

to establish confidence for R-reliable intervals [Lx x  for

the sum X at known, exact, essentially nonparametric (i.e.,

extremely robust), yet usefully large levels.

Because this is an ambitious goal, it is necessary to

proceed in stages. In this first publication we accept

several limitations. First, for the present we confine our
work to the Neyman-Pearson definition of confidence. (We

would like to extend it to include Bayesian confidence as

soon as possible.) Also, it will be seen that we are

approaching "almost all distributions" in a very gingerly
manner: we are beginning by examining in this paper the

normal and uniform distributions only.- We hope to extend
the results to other distributions and to families of distri-

butions in the future.

KT
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I. INTRODUCTI ON

Wilks investigated the R-reliable interval* [L,U] with i -

Neyman-Pearson confidence coefficient C such that

U
P[ f f(x)dx > R] = C(R) (1.1)

L

where L,U are functions of a random sample of a random

variable X and f(x) is the probability density function (pdf)

of X. He obtained a nonparametric R-reliable interval for X.

Wilk 7 has given an extensive survey of order statistics and

their application to R-reliable interval and has given an

extensive list of references on that subject. Guenther 4

discussed the problem of R-reliable intervals for normal

Gamma and Poisson distributions. More recently, this subject

has also been investigated by Locasso and Bevensee If L

and U are statistics (functions of a random sample of a

random variable), then a definition of a Neyman-Pearson R-

reliable interval is given by .

P[P(L<X<U) > R] = C(R) . (1.2)

This definition is equivalent to the definition given by

Wilks8 . Suppose Z denotes a random variable which is the

(negative of the logarithm of the) stress on a component of

a complex system (such as an airplane), and Z denotes the

random variable which is the (logarithm of the) threshold of

failure of components of that type to that kind of stress.

Then the sum X = Y + Z is the safety margin of components of

that kind to stress of that type, in bels. One is interested

in finding an R-reliable interval on the sum and its associ-

ated confidence level, knowing R-reliable intervals for Y and

*In his first paper on this subject, Wilks 8 referred to this

interval as a "100 R% tolerance interval." Guenther4 called
them "R-content intervals." In the present developmgnt, we
prefer t? iollow the more recent notation of Locasso and
Bevensee', and so we refer to it as an R-reliable interval.

65-7
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Z and their associated confidence levels.

The distributions of Y,Z are not in general known. .
However, under some circumstances, they might be assumed to

6 2.be normal. Locasso and Bevensee investigated the conse-

quences of imposing this assumption. Or Y and Z might be
assumed to have a bounded variation; for example, they might _

be assumed to have uniform distributions. In the present
paper, the consequences of each of these assumptions is

further investigated. Using R-reliable intervals for Y and
Z, R-reliable intervals for X and their associated confi- p ,4
dence levels C (R) are characterized.

x
II. OBJECTIVES !;:?

The purpose of this research is twofold: to. define the

R-reliable interval and its associated confidence level for

the sum of two independent random variables, for example,
stress and threshold; and, to study the R-reliable interval
and its associated confidence level when the additional

assumption is imposed that the underlying summand dist: ibu-
tions are either both normal or both uniform.

III. AN R-RELIABLE INTERVAL FOR THE SLU OF TWO
INDEPENDENT NORMAL RANDOM VARIABLES WITH
KNOWN MEANS.

1. Introduction. In this section, we discuss the

problem of finding an R-reliable interval for the sum of two

independent normal random variables when their means are

known, and compare the Neyman-Pearson confidence for this

interval with the confidences for R-reliable intervals for

the summands. Locasso 5 worked on this same problem. He
obtained an expression for the confidence for an R-reliable

interval for a sum, and compared this confidence numerically
with the confidence levels for the summands when the sample

sizes were m = n = 16. He showed that the confidence level
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associated with the sum is no less than the confidence level
associated with each component. (The summand confidence

levels were equal because the sample sizes were equal.) We
shall discuss the problem of finding an R-reliable interval

using sample ranges, and compare the confidence levels.

2. The R-reliable interval for the sum. Since we
assume that the means of the normal random variables are
known, wolog (without loss of generality) the means can be
taken to be zero. Let YIY2 'Ym be a random sample from
N(,2 )  ZIn a random sample from N(02 ) , and 2

2 2"" -

A2a . We assume wolog that A > 1. (If A < 1, we can

interchange Y and Z and thus force A > 1.)

Also, we define

LX L(Y1IY 2 ''".'Ym'ZI'Z 2
'" 'Zn)

and
Ux = U(Y 1Y,2 "... ,YZIzZ 2 ,... ,Zn )

and specify R. Thus, the R-reliable interval for X Y + Z

is determined by

P[P(Lx < X < Ux) > RI = Cx  (3.1)

Here, Cx on the right-hand side is the confidence level of

the R-reliable interval [Lx,Ux] for X. We consider

,xN +WZ Ux  =N( + W Z) ,

where Wy and W are sample semi-ranges of the Y and ZTe-'

... _ (3.2

li'"Sine Y s dstriute asN(0,a2 ), Z is distributed as

r65-9
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distributed as N(O'G 2+ a2) Using that fact, we write

C.7 ~ 12 2 2-

=1-F ~ 2 ] 33

whereX zi (1R /2i1h/2R/hqatl fa tnadnra

S2 2 2(u
2 dente th cdf (cmltv2dsrbto

a (1+ aWy+W1+A

22 2 2 1R/
(Wy+Wz)/ayWi+W dosntdpn n btivle .Tedtr

minatio of irqrs the distri ution of 22 stndr n~oma

Let (w) andf
m (u dnotes dnte the pdfulais of stributand

2~ 2,W 2< 2 )= mWz )ay z+)2lf(w) w)wd

2 22 u2 2

wherea uis df inede toie zt lR)he regrbu ion of integr + A tionCF

ist bofe by an ellipsent the fso quadat and is shown
in Figure 1

2 2 2 2  2

in FFigure11

IO u (+ )A / - -
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Integrating on wZ first, CX reduces to

u(+ 2 )1/2 u 2 (+ 2 )2 . .:
u~l+Au (1+A2 2-

~Yl1/2C - Fn 2 Ifm(wy)dWY (3.5)
0 A

where F [O] denotes the cdf of WZ/a Z . This distribution can-
n

not be put into closed form, as it involves the integral of -
a standard normal random variable. However, F (w) and fm (w)

n
are both tabulated for m = 1 to 16, and n = 1 to 16, by

5Harter5 . These can be used to find CX by numerical integra-

tion.

3. Comparison with individual confidence levels. An

R-reliable interval and its associated confidence level for

the summand Y is determined by

C= P[P(-Wy < Y < Wy) > R]

= P1P ( Y/y I wy/Gy) > R]

= 1-FW/[z(I+R)/ 2 ] " (3.6)

Similarly, an R-reliable confidence interval and its associ-

ated confidence level for Z is

C P[P(- WZ  Z < WZ ) > R] =1- Fy Ez (3.7)
,z. -(+R)/2 (

C and CZ depend on the sample sizes m and n only through

the distribution of a standarized variate, w/a.

It can be said that the R-reliable interval for X = Y+Z

is as good as the R-reliable intervals for Y and Z for a

given R:

CX > min{C ,C} for all A > 1 . (3.8)

Locasso6 conjectures that (3.8) holds if Y and Z are normal.

He verifies (3.8) numerically for m = n = 16, Cy = CZ , and

65-11
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Cx> Cz = Cy. For the verification of the conjecture, a set

of sufficient conditions is given by

(i) limit CX(A) = Cz

(ii) For all m,n > 2, Cx(A) is a decreasing function of A.

We verify the sufficiency of these conditions using the

following lemmas.

Lemma 1. For fixed m and n, C (A) approaches CZ as A

approaches infinity.

Proof: Using (3.5), and taking the limit as A - , we find

2)1/2 u2(+ 2 ) 2
limit CX (A) 1 limit Y(1+A) / ( A2  Yl/2A -0- - A A co F n[ .2-

0 n

fm (Wy)dWy

(1+A 2 )u 2

Since limit F [ 2 Y 1/2 -F (u) ,we find
Since Go n A n

limit Cx(A) = 1 - f Fn(U)fm(wy)d Wy = 1 - Fn(U) = CZ , (
3 .9 )

AX no nu

which proves Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. For all m,n > 2, Cx(A) is a non-decreasing function
of A.

It is not easy to prove Lemma 2. Cx(A) involves the

integral whose integrand consists of the distribution func-

tion and the pdf of the sample range, neither of which can
be put into closed form; thus, to verify the lemma, we use,

numerical integration of

u(I+A)1/2 u2 (+A 2 ) -w
C= 1- f n A2  (wdW

0 A

65-12
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The functions F (u) and f (u) are tabulated by Harter 5
n m

these tabulations could be used in numerical integration of

the above integral for m = 2 to 16 and n = 2 to 16, and the

lemma can thus be verified numerically. In this way, the

Locasso conjecture can be verified.

IV. AN R-RELIABLE INTERVAL BASED ON SAMPLE VARIANCES
2,31. Introduction. Bevensee considered R-reliable

intervals based-on the sample variances when the population

variance a is treated as random. The natural estimates of

population variances are sample variances; therefore, an R-

reliable interval and its confidence can be obtained by

using sample variances.

2. An R-reliable Interval for the Sum Using Sample

Variances. An R-reliable interval for the sum random

variable X, based on sample vari~ances, is to be constructed

when the population variances are unknown parameters. For

this purpose, let Y1lY *'~ and ZlZI.~~ be random

samples from N(O,a2) and N(O,a 2), respectively; and let

2=1 m' n22.

be the sample variances. Since the population means are

zero, V = ms ra has a chi-square distribution with m

Y Y 2 
-_2

degrees of freedom and V Z= nS 2 2a has a chi-square distri-

bution with n degrees of freedom. The R-reliable interval

?-..

Thed f on ( and o2  atrled by

y Z /O (lR/

1C -[P(S + A2V < Y +Z ( + A2 ) (4.1)

-" .. .

the2 2bv inera /orm2 to 6an n 2 t1 adte '
lemma [( +a th s Z) laife nueicly In (1i way Ah -- '
Locss cojctr cnb v rified

2 2 2
ID [V +A V z.(.A (4.1

IV.~ ~ AN R-EI(1 NERA +RSDO) SM/2VRACE '-
2,3 '" "7
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where A a Z/ay , z ( + R)/2 is the (1 + R)/2 t h quantile of

the standard normal distribution. The confidence in (4.1)

is obtained by integrating the density function over the
region shown in Figure 2.

vz

2 2 2
(O,u (I+A )/A

2 2 2
- +v 2  (1+R)/2

(u2 (I+A2 ),0) Vy

Figure 2

Abbreviating Z(l+R)/2 by u, and integrating on Vz first,
C reduces to

22 2
(1+A2)u .2 (1A 2 .'

Cx =1 -f G (1 + A t )gm(t)dt (4.2)
0 2A m

where Gn (t) and gi(t) are the distribution function and the
pdf of the chi-square distribution with n and m degrees of
freedom, respectively. If n or m is even, then the expres-

sion for C can be further simplified. If n = 2n0, and n
is any positive integer, then

n ( 1 e(u/ 2 ) uj

ff0 23jl
" and nU o-1

-1- m~u(1+ )]2 2 2 n 0- 12 2 (1+A2)/2A ____(_C G - (1= 2+jAA2 j k0

65-14
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'C.k

+ 2))k 2  k+Y 2 kr +' 2A -l
.k~u( 2 2 j-kk A4

A -l (Y) m+kU A

(4.3)
Expression (4.3) can be evaluated for particular values of

ni, m, and A. Table I gives values of Cfor m =2, 4, 6, 8,

10, 12, n =2, 4, and A =1, 2, 4, 10, 30, ~

TABLEI

n=2 A m7 2 4 6 8 10 12
1 .2476 .4925 .7127 .8620 .9428 .9792
2 .2453 .3152 .4204 .5289 .6400 .7428
4 .2533 .2702 .2882 .3074 .3280 .3498

10 .2576 .2612 .2628 .2654 .2682 .2708
30 .2582 .2583 .2589 .2592 .2595 .2598

S .2585 .2585 .2585 .2585 .2585 .2585

n=4 Am= 2 4 6 8 10 12

1 .4925 .7127 .8620 .9428 .9792 .9440
2 .5795 .6646 .7461 .8184 .8779 .9230
4 .6006 .6227 .6450 .6675 .6901 .7128

10 .6069 .6104 .6139 .6175 .6210 .6245
30 .6080 .6084 .6088 .6092 .6096 .6100

cc .6082 .6082 .6082 .6082 .6082 .6082

3. A Comparison of the Confidence for the Sum with the

Confidence for the Sumnmands. The confidence level for the
2.R-reliable interval for Y in terms of S Y is given by

%'% P[PCIYI < S) > R]

-1 -Gm(z
2  (4.4)m1(+R)/2

Similarly,

Cz n (1~+R)/2)

To compare Cx with Cy, CZ, we first show that

limit
A C x (4.6)
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To show this from (4.3), taking the limit as A - yields

nl- 1  -..-
2 n1 i

limit C 1 + e-u /2 1 (1)

j=0 2j..
2 nl-i -*

2u/ n 1 2j2e- u 2 / 2  u- j =1-G (u
2 = Cz  (4.7) .-. l

Jff0 23j9I

From Table 1, it is clear that Cx> min(Cy,Cz), for n or

m > 2 and all A > 1. However, for n =m= 2, the confidence '

CX is given by

-U2 (1+A 2 )/2 - u2 (+A 2 )2A 2  A2 _u 2 (A 4 1)/2A2Cx=f e + e (AU )( e.
1 (4.8) W :

For A = 2, from (4.8) and u = 1.645, we find that

2

-u /2 ....CX(2) = e -  (.9492) .. .

Hence, CX(2 ) < Cz = Cy, and Locasso's conjecture fails if

(but only if) the sample sizes are both 2.

V. AN R-RELIABLE INTERVAL FOR THE SUM OF TWO UNIFORMLY

DISTRIBUTED INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES

1. Introduction. In sections III and IV, an R-reliable

interval for the sum of normal random variables was consid-

ered. From the expressions for the R-reliable interval for .14

the sum, it is clear that the confidence level associated- -'

with an R-reliable interval can be improved if supplementary

information about the distribution of the summands is avail-

able. However, distribution-free confidence levels for R-

reliable intervals can be obtained for the summand variables

by using order statistics. This leads to the consideration

65-16
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of an R-reliable interval for the .sum of uniform random

variables. In this section, the R-reliable interval for the

sum of uniform random variables with different scale param-

eters is considered.

2. The R-reliable Interval for the Sum. Suppose Y is
distributed iiniformly from -C to and Z is distributed

uniformly from -C to C.Let Y1 1 y21 . Y~ be a random sample

from U(- Y'CY) and let Z1, 2 ".. z n be a random sample from

U(-zJ'z)-A one-sided R-reliable interval for the sum

X = Y + Z is investigated assuming Y and Z are independent.

The confidence level associated with an R-reliable interval
for the sum based on the largest absolute value order

statistics 'Y'(m)' IZI(n) is given by

SYI(in) +~ I n) < y + Z < y(in) ) > RIn)

=P(P(O < IY+ZI < JJ M + IZI ())>R

= P[P(O < Y4+ AZ/C 1 < + AZ)/) > RI (5.1)

where A = CZ .Now Y:U(-CY.4Y) implies iYI:U(O' Y), and Z:

U(-Cz,?z) implies IZI:U(O'l ). So from this point on, we will

just drop the absolute value signs. Using the distributions of

+ A/?~and Y Am~ +.AZ A)/Z, CX can be simplified to

=x 1 mAn 8 (m,n+l) (tR) mnB1/uR mnl(52
where

tR (1 + A) - 2A(l -R)]
1 2  for A > 1/2(1 + R) (5.3)

=1-i (tR A) n + mA-no(mn+l)t m+n B (mn+l)

B( -A/t) Cm,n+l)J 54

where t R =AR + .5 for A < 1/2(1 + R) ,(5.5)
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where a(a,b) denotes the complete beta function and Bx(a,b)

denotes the ratio of the imcomplete beta function to the

complete beta function.

3. Comparison with the Summand Associated Confidence

Levels. An R-reliable interval for Y and its associated

Neyman-Pearson confidence level using distributions of Y/y

and Ym)/, can be written as

Cy =P[P(O < <Y (m)) > R] = 1 - Rm . (5.6)

Similarly, an R-reliable interval and its associated Neyman-

Pearson confidence level for Z is given by

Cz =P[P(O< Z < Z(n) >R = - Rn (5.7)

8These facts are proved by Wilks to compare the confidences;

the following lemma is used.

Lemma. limit Cx (A) = CZ

Proof: Since A and A > 1/2(1-R), from (5.4) and (5.5)

C can be written as

C (AR+ .5 n vm-1 v n dv
A + (1."5__0

Taking the limit as A "

limit C = 1- Rnm vm -1 dv 1 n  C

0

Next, we prove Locasso's conjecture:

" Cx >_ min{Cy,CZ} for all A > 1 and all m..n > 2 (5.8)

Two cases must be considered: A < 1/2(l-R) and A > 1/2(1-R).
Case 1: A > 1/2(1-R). For this tR  AR + .5, and.--"

65-18
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C- A1R! ( + .5-v n
0 Adv

Without loss of generality, we can take m < n. Since R < 1,

and min{C YCZ 1 1 - m, (5.8) reduces to

1 *> 1 Rm (5.9)

-To verify (5.9), one needs to show

(A vm-1 .9A+ .5-v m Zn
(A oA)d<(.9) .(5.10)

Integrating the middle of (5.10), one finds

J ' (A )(1)3(.9A + .5)~ (5.11)
Ai j=O 9+_

It can be seen that J (A) is an increasing function of A;m
hence, Jm (A) approaches maximum when A -~ .However, from

the lemma, the limit of J (A) as A + is (. m* Hence,
J (A) =< (. 9 )mn Cy, which implies (5.8).

Case 2: If A < 1/2 (1-R) , then tR A + 1 - 2A (1-R)J1 2

and R = .9. Using n m n and (5.5) for Locasso' s conjecture,

we need to show that

1 1 V72-/.A-v

1/

or

K(A)- 1 m-lA+ 1 -/2A v m Zn< .9

1-1/.2AA dv<()

-(1 - V.A)m (5.12)

Since (1 + 1 )is a decreasing function of A for
A /.2A -

1 - A < v < (2 - /)/2, 1 < A < 5, and (1 + 1- A
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is an increasing function of A for (2 - /.2A)/2 < v < 1, 1
1 < A < 5,

(2-V. 2A)/2m-
Km(A)< m / v (2 V77 v)mdv

m-1

1 rn-i v
(1 - f)mdv = g(A) (5.13)

(2-=.A) /2

It can be shown that g1 (A) < 0; hence, g(A) is decreasing in

A, and g(A) has maximum at A = 1. Integrating g(1), we find

Km (A) < g(A) < g(1) = m0(m,m+1)[d 2 m(B (m,m+l)

-B (d+l)/dlmm+l)) + (5)m(B (mm+l) - Bd/10(mm+l))]

(5.14)

where d - 2 - V.

Using published tables for the incomplete beta function,

it can be shown that
m

K (A) < g(1) < 9)m - (1 - V2)m < (.9)m - (1 - V.A)m, form
m = 2,3,... (5.15)

From (5.15), it follows that Cx > Cy for all 1 < A < 5,

m = 2,3,.... Hence, Locasso' s conjecture holds.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this development, R-reliable intervals for the sum

of two independent normal random variables, based on sample

ranges and sample variances, are obtained. Also, for two

independent uniform random variables, an R-reliable interval

for the sum and the associated confidence level for this

interval are found. These confidences are compared with the

corresponding confidence levels for R-reliable intervals for

the summands when the summand intervals are assigned the

same reliability as the sum. It is shown that when sample
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sizes of summands are both greater than two the confidence

for the sum interval is at least as great as the smaller of

the two confidences for the summands. The result is

Locasso's conjecture. It is also shown that Locasso's

conjecture fails when the populations are normal and the

sample sizes equal two.

It is demonstrated that the confidence level associated

with an R-reliable interval for the sum can be improved if

the distributions of the summands are known. Therefore,

further investigation into other distributional families is

desirable. In particular, one is interested in knowing

whether Locasso's conjecture would hold when the summand

random variables have long-tailed distributions such as the

Cauchy distribution.
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MODEL REDUCTION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

L. R. PUJARA

ABSTRACT

In this report a computer-aided method of model reduction of
single-input/single-output control systems is presented. The simplification
is carried out by minimizing a weighted mean square error between the
frequency responses of the given and the reduced systems. A numerical example
related to the aircraft pitch rate/pilot input of the AFTI/F-16 aircraft is
simplified using the proposed technique, and the results are compared with
those obtained by the McFit technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION-

The analysis and design of large order control systems is quite tedious
and costly. It is, therefore, desirable to replace a given large order system
by a lower order system in such a way that the lower order system retains the
significant characteristics of the given system.

From the flying qualities standpoint, the usefulness of the model
reduction technique lies in verifying compliance with the specifications. The
analytical description of a typical augmented aircraft system is usually quite
complicated. It, thus, becomes quite difficult to check if the designed
aircraft system meets the flying qualities specifications. In order to do
this, a reduced order model of a suitable order, depending on the aircraft
response being checked, is obtained. The flying qualities requirements are
then compared against-the parameters of this reduced order model.

During the past decade, several papers have appeared to tackle the
model reduction problem. Some model reduction methods use the time-domain
techniques while others are based on frequency-domain techniques. The methods
of Davison (1966), Anderson (1967) and Aoki (1968) use the time-domain
techniques while those of Chen and Shieh (1968), Hsia (1972) and Rao and Lamba
(1974) employ frequency-domain techniques. The technique proposed in this
report is in the frequency domain and is- a modification of the technique of
Rao and Lamba (1974).

The technique of Rao and Lamba (1974) is quite effective, but the way it
is set up, it cannot be applied to those transfer functions which have either
a zero or a pole at the origin. The transfer function to be reduced that was
given to the author by the Flying Qualities Group, Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
WPAFB, Ohio, had a zero at the origin. This necessitated the modification of
the Rao and Lamba (1974) technique. The modified technique as proposed in "2
this report is quite general and is applicable to any transfer function
whether it has a zero or a pole at the origin.

Under the proposed technique, the parameters of the lower order transfer
function are determined by minimizing a weighted mean square error between the I
frequency responses of the given and the reduced systems. The weighting
function, which linearizes the problem, is the product of the denominators of
the given and the reduced systems. A similar weighting function concept was
effectively utilized by Levy (1959) in his work on complex curve fitting and
by Rattan and Yeh (1978) in their work on digitizing continuous control
systems.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The transfer function, F(s), of a given single variable continuous control

system with known real constant coefficients is to be approximated by a lower
order transfer function, G(s), vith unknown real coefficients to be
determined. It is required to determine the unknown coefficients so that the
frequency responses of F(s) and G(s) are as "close as possible".
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III. ERIVATINe OF THE DESIGN ALGORITHM

The frequency responses of the given and the reduced control system are

utilized in an error function of the frequency responses. This error function
is defined as the integral over the frequency interval of interest, to
of the square of the absolute value of the difference between the frequency

Sresponses of the given and reduced systems with respect to the frequency
S By equating to zero the partial derivatives of the error function with respect

to the unknown coefficients, nonlinear algebraic equations involving the
unknown coefficients are obtained. These nonlinear equations can be quite
hard to solve and can take a lot of computer time. Now a suitable
modification of the error function is made in such a way that the accuracy of
approximation is retained, and linear equations involving the unknown
coefficients are obtained. This modification is to use the product of the
denominators of the given and the reduced transfer functions as a weighting
function within the error function. Experience of working with this
'linearizing technique' has shown that this tremendously simplifies the
problem and gives fairly accurate results.

. IV. DISCUSSION OF THE ALGORITHM

-I, The model reduction technique developed in this report, which is a
modification of the Rao and Lanta (1974) technique, is computer-aided; and a
Fortran program was developed to implement it. To use the program, the user
has to provide the coefficients of the given transfer function, the orders of
the numerator and the denominator of the reduced model and the frequency
interval (usually determined by the bandwidth considerations) over which the
error function has to be minimized. The program yields the optimal parameters
of the reduced system as well as the frequency responses of the given and the
reduced transfer functions. If the analyst is not satisfied with the response
of the reduced model, an increase in the order of the reduced system or
adjustment in the frequency interval over which the error is being minimized,
will usually get a better approximation. From the distribution of the poles
and zeros of the given system, one can predict the order of the reduced system
which will give fairly good results. Since the proposed technique is not
iterative, it is quite fast, and this offers tremendous flexibility in
applications.

V. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In this section a numerical example related to the aircraft pitch
rate/pilot input of the AFTI/F-16 aircraft Is simplified using the proposed --

technique. The transfer function considered is a simplification of the
complete AFTI/F-16 flight control block diagram in the original
q-reconfiguration mode. The transfer function relating the aircraft pitch
rate and the pilot input is 8th/13th order. Using the proposed technique over
a frequency range of .3 to 10. rad/sec yields a reduced order model of one
zero and three poles of

0.6418s+1.6540.01764s3+0.2103sz+O.601s+l

6-6
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Also, a reduced order model of one zero and two poles is obtained yielding

G2 S - 0.3098s+1.693 ..
SO. 1484s2+O.415s+l

Using the McFit program of McDonnell Douglas based on the search technique of
Rosenbrock, the reduced order model with one zero, two poles and a delay
element is given by

e-0 0736S (2.31598608s+20.6998258)
G3(s) s2+4.168408575s+ll .147204

Since a delay factor can be approximated by a pole, the reduced model obtained
by the proposed technique and given by the lst/3rd reduced order model would
be comparable to the one obtained by the McFit technique and given by the
lst/2nd-plus-delay reduced order model. Figure 1 gives the magnitude plots of
the given and the reduced systems. From the flying qualities point of view,
the frequency range of interest for this example is approximately .3 to 10
rad/sec. It is clear from Figure 1 that the proposed technique gives a fairly
good fit compared to the one given by the McFit method. The main advantage of
the proposed technique over the McFit program is that i t provides significant I... ,
savings in computer time. It also gives unique, and therefore repeatable,
results.

VI. SUMMIARY

In this report a computer-aided method of simplifying single variable
control systems is developed. As a matter of fact, it is a modification of
the technique of Rao and Lamba (1974). This modification was necessitated by
the fact that the Rao and Lamba method cannot be applied to control systems
with either a pole or zero at the origin.

The McFit model reduction technique being used in industry as well as
WPAFB is iterative in nature and can take a large number of iterations before
a solution begins to converge. The proposed method is a one-step procedure
and thus provides significant savings in computer time. It also gives unique,
and therefore repeatable, results.
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MEASUMEN4T OF LEVELS OF PROSTAGLANDIN-E

AND P1R)STAGLANDIN-F2cr IN VARIOUJS TISSUES, URINE, AND PLASMA

OF RATS GIVN NADECAWORDEc2ANOIC ACID

by

Zahir Qureshi

ABSTRACT

- The effect of 50 mg/kg nonadecafluorodecanoic acid on the levels

Of prOstaglandin-E2 and prOstaglandin-F 2 = in heart, kidney, liver,

urine, and plasm of rats was investigated. Ccntrol rats were given
2 ml1/kg propylene glycol/water (1:1) solvent. Difficulties iii the initial ]

extracticn Procedure 'were encountered and, as a result of several dis-

cussicns with prostaglandin researchers, the extraction procedure was

modified. The prostaglandin-E and F2 levels were mreasured using

Smdified H~E) prostaglandin radioimumoassay kits. In the final assay,

standard curves could not be drawn due to unreliable counts per minute.

A wide variation in the counts per minute for sanples of the sane

tissue is also seen suggesting weaknesses in the technique or mal-

function in the scintillation counter. cuarisons between counts per

minute for treated and control groups are made but no conclusion is

reached. Reccmrendations, are made for further study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perfloorinated compounds are generally considered to be non-

U 1,2
reactive in most biochemical systems. However, there are published

reports which suggest that these ccmpounds have inhibitory effects on

enzyme systems. 3,4,5 Some authors have suggested that these cm-pounds

stimulate microscmal membrane peroxidation. '7 Lipid peroxidation,

which is the oxidative deterioration of polyunsaturated lipids. has

been reported as a mechanism of cellular injury in some disease pro-

cesses and in some chemically induced toxicities. 8,9,10,11

Although the commercial use of these compounds is widespread,

very little was known about their metabolism or toxicity until 1976. 12

Since that time, several research findings have been published on the
13,14,15 .:

metabolism and toxicity of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). 13,14,15

Toxicity studies on nonadecafluorodecanoic acid (NDFDA), performed at

the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, showed a decrease V. 'A

in fetal wights and some maternal and fetal deaths when injected into

16
pregnant rats. Hypocellularity of bone marrow, bile duct proliferation,

and hepatocellular alterations in both nucleus and cytoplasm, testicular

atrophy and necrosis, mild gastritis with hyperkeratosis of the squamous -.

portion of the stomach, and severe thymic atrophy are comonly observed

after exposure to NDFDA. Survival time at LD50' toxic signs and his-

topathology found in animals injected with NDFDA wer- similar to those

noted in animals injected with 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (TCDD).

19A more recent and detailed study shows a significant shift in fatty

dca distribution in the tissues of rats treated with NDFDA. In the

67-3
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liver there is a relative increase in palmitic and oleic acids and

a relative decrease in stearic and arachidcnic acids. Similar changes,

though lower in degree, are noted in testes and blood.

The mechanism of toxicity of NDFDA, which is a ten-carbon straight

chain perfluorinated ccupound with the formula CF3 (CF2 ) 8COOH is not

kai with certainty. It has been postulated that autoxidation of

polyunsaturated fatty acids result in ccmpounds like prostaglandins

and leukotrienes which may adversely affect physiological activities.2 0 ' 2 1

II. OBJECZTIVE

The main objective of this study was to measure the levels of

prostaglandin-E and prostaglandin-F2 in heart, kidney, liver, plasma,

2q

and urine of rats after the administration of 50 mg/kg of NDFDA. TheI
information obtained fran the study is regarded as a necesary comiponent

of a larger and more ccuprehensive study being done at the Air Force

Aerospace Medical Research Laoaoy WrgtPatro AFB to desrib

a mechanism of action of NDFDA.

III. MET'HOD AND MATERIALS

Fischer 344 rats, obtained approximately tw weeks before the

onset of experimnentation, were maintained at the Air Force Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory's vivarium. Two days prior to their use,

the rats were transported to the Toxic Hazards Division laboratory

where they were randomly caged individually in a portable containment -"

b csystem . Rat chow and tap water were given ad libitum.

a Charles River Breeding Laboratories Inc., Wilmington MA

b PCS-80, Hazleton Systems Inc., Aberdeen MD

c Purina Rat Chow, Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis MI

67--4
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NDFDA solution was prepared with propylene glycol/water (1:1)

as solvent. Injected volumes were 2.0 ml/kg, giving a dose of 50 mg/kg

body weight for each rat. All injections were administered intraperito-

neally. Additional rats were given 2.0 ml/kg propylene glycol/water --

(1:1) and served as controls. Eighteen hours prior to sacrifice, rats

ware placed in metabolic cages to collect urine. On the fourth day

after injection animals were anesthesized with halothane in a bell

jar and blood samples were drawn in heparinized syringes from either

the inferior vena cava or by cardiac puncture. Liver, heart, and -.

kidney ware removed immediately and placed in ice-cold methanol to

prevent further synthesis of prostaglandins.

1. Prostagla-in E"

Blood plasma: Whole heparinized blood samples ware centrifuged at

3,000 rpm and 50 C to separate plasma, from which 2.0 ml ware transferred

to conical glass centrifuge tubes. To reve neutral fats, 2.0 ml .

of petroleum ether was added to the tubes, muxed, and the top layer,

containing dissolved neutral fats, was removed and discarded. To the

remaining phase 2.0 ml of ice-cold methanol was added to stop production

of prostaglandins. Then 2.0 ml of ethyl acetate followed by 3.0 ml of

distilled water were added, mixed, and the phases ware separated by

centrifugation. The uppermost organic phase was transferred to poly-

propylene test tubes and dried at 500 C under air in a hood.

Urine: Urine was collected over a period of approximately 18 to

20 hours. To stop prostaglandin synthesis, 2.0 ml of ice-cold methanol

d Modified procedure fram "1H) Prostaglandin-E RPdioimmunoassay Kit",

Clinical Assays, Division of Travenol Inc., Cambridge MA

67-5
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' was added to 2.0 ml of urine. Two ml of ethyl acetate followed by

3.0 ml of distilled water were added, mixed, and phases separated by

centrifugation. The uppermost organic phase was transferred to poly-

propylene test tubes and dried at 500 C under air in a hood.

Tissue: Approximately one half gram of the tissue was hamo-

genizede in 2.0 ml of ice-cold methanol. The hcamgenate was vortexed

for 15 seconds, twice. Then 4.0 ml of ethyl acetate and 3.0 ml of

water wer3 added and mixed thoroughly using a vortex mixer. The

uppermost organic phase was separated by centrifugation and dried at

500 C under air in a hood.
To convert prostaglandin-E to prostaglandin-B, the dried samples

of plasma, urine, and tissues were dissolved in 2.0 ml of gel tris

buffer and 1.0 ml of this solution was transferred to two-ml screw-

cap vials and 0.1 ml of IN sodium hydroxide was added. The pH was

adjusted to between 12.5 and 12.9 using microelectrodes. The vials

were capped tightly, mixed well and placed in a boiling water bath

for 5 minutes. The samples were allowed to reach rocn temperature and

the pH adjusted to 7.4 using glacial acetic acid and sodium hydroxide.

The fluid volume in each vial was recorded.

The assay procedure included the preparation of a standard curve

fran which the unknown prostaglandin ccntent in the extracted sample was

to be determined. Polypropylene tubes were labelled in duplicate to

indicate total counts, dilutions fron PG I standard of 40 ng/ml (1/1 with

2,000 pg/0.05 ml/tube, 1/3 with 667 pg/0.05 ml/tube, 1/9 with 222 pg/0.05

ml/tube, 1/27 with 74 pg/0.05 ml/tube, 1/81 with 25 pg/0.05 ml/tube and

1/243 with 8.2 pg/0.05 ml/tube) and samples of plasma, urine, liver,

..

e Tekmar SDT Series Tissumizer, Tekmar Co., Cincinnati, OH.
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heart, and kidney from experimental and control rats. One ml of

gel tris buffer was added to dilutions fran PGB1 standard and 0.6 ml

* transferred to all sample extract tubes. Fifty p of each PGB1

standard was added to labeled tubes follod by 0.4 ml of extract

samples to appropriate tubes. Fifty Ul of ( H) PC31 tracer f was

added to all tubes. Fifty Ul of rabbit anti-PG31 serum was added to

all tubes except total Qounts and ware mixed thoroughly. All

tubes ware then incubated for 60 minutes at 370 C. This was followed

by an addition of 100 pl of normal rabbit serun and 100 pl of goat

fanti-rabbit serum to all tubes except total-counts and mixed

thoroughly on a vortex mixer. All tubes ware then incubated for

approximately 60 hours at 50 C. All tubes except total counts were

centrifugedg for 1 hour at 3,500 rpm and 50 C. The supernatant

was carefully and completely removed and discarded and 1.0 ml of

- IN sodium hydroxide was aded to all tubes including total counts,

and vortexed thoroughly to dissolve the pellet. The solutions ware

then transferred into scintillation vials and 11.0 ml of scintillation

fluid" was added and mixed thoroughly by vortexing. All tubes were

N -. counted1 for 5 minutes.

f (H) Prostaglandin-E Radioimmunoassay Kit; Catalogue No:

CA-501. Clinical Assays, Division of Travenol Laboratories,
Inc., Cambridge MA.

g Beckman TF-6R Centrifuge, Beckman Instruents, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.

S.- h Scintisol, Isolab, Inc., Akron, OH.

i Packard Liquid Scintillation System TRI-CM B 2660, Palo Alto, CA -'-
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All steps were the same as for prostaglandin-E except no PG.

was used. Instead, the six standards were made frcm a standard

prostaglandin-F2e of 24 ng/ml (1/1 with 2,400 pg/0.1 ml/tube, 1/3

with 800 pg/0.1 ml/tube, 1/9 with 267 pg/0.1 ml/tube, 1/27 with

88.9 pg/0.1 ml/tube, 1/81 with 29.6 pg/0.1 ml/tube, and 1/243 with

9.9 pg/0.l zrg/tube) and (3H) prostaglandin-F cc trce wa used in

place of PGB.

The following assay procedure was used. -0.5 ml of gel tris buffer

was added to standard tubes and 0.2 ml to sample extract tubes. 100 uI-

of reconstituted normal-rabbit serum was added to all tubes except

total counts. It was followed by -100 ui of goat anti-rabbit serum.

The reactants ware mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer. All tubes

were then capped and incubated for a minimm of 48 hours at 40 C in

a refrigerator. All tubes ware centrifuged (RCF 1,600 x g) at 50 C

for 60 minutes. The supernatant from all tubes, except total counts,

was poured out and tubes carefully cleaned with filter paper to

remove all supernatant. This was followed by the addition of 1.0 ml
;t l'a .' .-

of 0.1N sodium hydroxide to all tubes and the pellet dissolved by

mixing using a vortex mixer. The solution was then decanted into

scintillation vials, 11.0 ml of scintillation fluid added and mixed and

the vials counted for 5 minutes.

'3j Modified procedure frm "(3 H) Prostaglandin-F2  Radioimmunoassay

Kif, Clinical Assays, Division of Travenol Laboratories, Inc.,

Cambridge, MA.

k (3H) Prostaglandin-F2  Radioimmunoassay Kit, ibid.

67-8
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

f,k
Using camercially avialable kits a preliminary study to

measure prostaglandin-E and prostaglandin-F2 r in rat tissues and

plasma was attempted in the early part of the summer of 1982.

All steps, as described in the kits, were followed carefully.

However, there were problems encountered in the first extraction

steps. The supernatant, in a substantial number of samples, did

not separate after homogenization of the tissue in the solution

mentioned in the kits. Instead, a thick gel was formed. Filtration

under suction was tried, but did not solve the problem.

Discussion of extraction problems with experts in the field of

prostaglandin metabolism led to the modified procedure which has L

been described in section III, Methods and Materials.

The radioact ,,ty data (counts per minute) for dilutions of

standard are given in ' ahle L. Standard curves for both prostaglandin-E

Table 1: Counts per minute of dilutins of standard for

prostaglandins E and F2-.

Dilution 1/1 1/3 1/9 1/27 1/81 1/243 1/1 1/3 1/9 1/27 1/81 1/243

Avg cpm 441 215 473 180 240 179 437 142 198 285 311 309

and prostaglandin-F2z cannot be drawn from these data. It appears I-s.i01
that one or nere steps of the technique ware not followed carefully.

In the absence of standard curves, the best approach to analyze the L 4

obtained data is to adjust the counts per minute to per gram of
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tissues and to per ml of plasma and urine, and then make comparisons

between the data obtained for NDFDA treated and control rats. This

was done and the results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. An

Table 2: Average prostaglandin-E counts per minute per ml of

plasma and urine, and per gram of tissue of experimental

(NDFDA) and control (propylene glycol/water, 1:1) rats.

Experimental Group Control Group

Rat

No. Plasma Urine Liver Kidney Heart Plasma Urine Liver Kidney Heart

1 405 588 1011 189 774 331 226 1542 689 597

2 327 278 1321 803 479 241 172 1390 918 594

3 367 381 870 415 558 266 381 470 803 845

4 235 355 479 754 520 191 278 358 662 699

5 219 547 489 604 604 159 275 609 852 661

6 292 327 509 1129 1168 224 281 855 798 533

Range 186 310 842 689 689 172 209 1184 256 312

Mean 308 413 780 684 684 235 269 871 787 655

observation of the ranges shows wide variations in counts per minute

for each tissue and urine and plasma, in both experimental and control

groups. This variation in data does not lend reliability to any con-

clusions that may be drawn. The study, at best may be regarded as

exploratory.
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Table 3: Average prostaglandin-F2  counts per minute per m.1 of

plasma and urine, and per gram of tissue of experimental

(NDFDA) and control (propylene glycol/water, 1:1) rats.

Experimental Group Control Group

Rat

-~ No. Plasma Urine Liver Kidney Heart Plasma Urine Liver Kidney Heart

1 10459 835 41423 36672 26820 11395 938 46427 27067. 43486

2 9660 693 34039 36206 37704 10861 904 41759 37954 35906

3 10179 1224 40191 32791 32475 10040 938 44937 37113 34358

4 9273 699 33139 35215 41511 9853 1731 40867 30300 34658

5 9273 849 36032 42963 30109 10936 955 34318 31013 32904

6 10070 Lost 41014 29704 47899 10061 744 37752 26303 28218

Range 1186 375 8284 13259 21079 1542 827 12009 11651 15268 >
Mean 9819 860 37640 35592 36086 10524 1035 41029 31625 34922

V. REMEDATIONS

Since this study did not resolve the question asked in the objqc-

tive, it is recauiended that in future studies in this area:

1. single isotope methods be used to measure the levels of -

prostaglandins.

2. snap-frozen organs be thawed and homogenized into a denaturing Az

solvent, e.g. methanol, to prevent prostaglandiri synthesis

prior to extraction.

3. C1 8 columrns be used for extraction prior to radioinnunoassay.

• ...
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF ELECTROMIGRATION

IN ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM- SILICON FILMS

by

R. L REMKE & K. T. WILSON
ABSTRACT i-

Accelerated tests were developed and the experimental apparatus constructed

to study the electromigration of aluminum and aluminum-silicon thin films. The

accelerated tests were developed to investigate the effect of hydrogen ambient,

temperature cycling, and a pulsed current with a direct current bias on

electromigration. To perform these tests, a special test chamber was constructed to

provide a controlled ambient at elevated temperatures and still allow the

electromigration to be monitored by measuring the conductor resistance. Film .

annealing and step stressing procedures were begun on the thin film aluminum

conductors to measure the thermal coefficient of resistance and to estimate the

electromigration activation energy. Recommendations for continuing the research

are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electromigration of thin film conductors have been identified

1-5
as one of the dominant failure mechanisms in integrated circuits.

Electromigration is the movement of atoms in a metallic conductor driven

by the "electron wind" of the current through the conductor. Electromigration

can cause voids and hillocks to form in a thin film conductor resulting

ultimately in a conductor and circuit failure. The failure rate as

measured in the mean time to failure (MTF) has been extensively studied

and found to be related to temperature, current density, sample geometry,

physical characteristics of the film and substrate, and protective

5
coating. To enhance the reliability of the conductors, new conductor

materials have been developed with film properties that are more resistant

to electromigration than the widely used aluminum conductors. These materials
include aluminum-silicon,6 aluminum-coper79 and aluminum-silicon-coDner.6

Work has also continued to determine how the film properties relate to the

electromigration mechanism and how the electromigration is affected by

ambient, film processing, current density, and thermal stressing.

The present project is concerned with studying the electromigration

of aluminum and aluminum-silicon conductors. The effect of a hydrogen

ambient, temperature cycling, and a pulsed current with a direct current *1
bias has been chosen for study because of their relevance to the understanding ..

of electromigration and their importance in the operation of integrated

circuits. To measure the effect of electromigration, the resistance of *"2
the thin film conductor is monitored. This parameter was chosen since

it is likely that resistance changes in conductors may destroy or significantly

degrade the circuit performance long before the conductor fails. This

resistance technique has been previously used to monitor the electromigration

of aluminum conductors where the resistance change was related to ion velocity. 1,
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A hydrogen ambient has been shown to change the rate of electro-

migration in aluminum films. Although a detailed understanding of the

effect of hydrogen does rot exist, studies have shown that hydrogen

significantly reduced the electromigration of unpassivated films in

accelerated tests and caused a dramatic increase in the mean time to

11-12
failure (MTF) of the films. To more accurately determine the effect

of hydrogen, the rate of electromigration as measured by the activation

energy and other rate parameters should be determined. The determination

of these parameters will provide insight into the effect of hydrogen on

the electromigration of thin film conductors and should shed some light

on the electromigration mechanism in general.

During the life of an integrated circuit, the thin film conductors may

be exposed to temperature cycling. This cycling may be due to variatics -

in ambient temperature or result from the internal Joule heating of the

film. The effect of this temperature cycling on electromigration has not

previously been studied although certain results suggest that cycling may

alter the rate of electromigration in aluminum conductors. Thermal cycling

of unpowered aluminum conductors showed changes in the conductor resistance

13
and emissivity. Other work attributed the increased failure rates in

aluminum-copper conductors to thermal cycling during pulse 
conditions.

14

These results imply that thermal cycling may affect the properties

of thin film conductors and significantly change the electromigration. ..

The current through a thin film conductor in a digital integrated

circuit can usually be expressed as the combination of a continuous

direct current and pulsed current. The effect of a direct current on

68-5
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electromigration has been thoroughly investigated yielding a MTF with

j-n dependence where J is the current density and n varies from 1 to 3.

The iffect of a pulsed current has also been investigated in electro-

migration studies. These studies indicated that the pulse duty factor

and the increased Joule heating resulting from the pulse significantly

affect the electromigration of thin film conductors. 5 '1 6  In this study,

we propose to study the effect of the co'bination of the direct current

and pulsed current as described below.

II. OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this project was to investigate the

• electromigration of aluminum and aluminum-silicon thin films. The

specific project objectives were:

(1) Develop an accelerated test procedure to measure the effect

of hydrogen ambient, temperature cycling, and a pulsed current with a

direct current bias on electromigration.

(2) Construct a test chamber to perform the electromigration

experiments.

(3) Perform and evaluate the electromigration experiments.

During the time at Rome Air Development Center (RADC), the first two

objectives were accomplished as described below. Initial work was

begun on the third objective with continuation of the electromigration

experiments recommended as follow-up work.

III. ACCELERATED .ELECTROHIRATION TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The accelerated electromigration test procedures are given below.

Since an objective of this project was to develop the accelerated test

68-6
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procedures, the entire procedure is given below although all the

electromigration tests were not completed. The uncompleted tests

are -ecommended for follow-up work.

The samples used in this study were 99.999% aluminum or aluminum-

silicon (1.5% nominal) thin film conductors provided by RADC. The

conductors were 8.2 jim wide and had a thickness of 0.8 ± 0.025 jim. The

substrates were silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) where the silicon had been

completely steam oxidized at 875°C. To delineate the thin film conductors,

the samples were wet etched using a phcsphoric, acetic, nitric, water

etch at 50C for 1.5 to 2.0 minutes. The photoresist was then stripped

using an acetic, isopropanol, water solution. No passivation was used

for these samples. .;

To perform the electromigration tests in the desired atmosphere, a

vacuum test chamber was constructed. This chamber is shown in Figure 1

along with the associated electronics. The chamber consists of a stainless

steel cross with appropriate fittings for electrical connections, thermo- =.:'"

couple wires, and gas supply. Since the electrical connections must

function at 250°C, Teflon coated wire, high temperature solder connections,

and appropriate ceramic insulators were used. The chamber is heated with

a wrapped heating coil and powered by a Variac.

Optical and scanning electron microscope pictures were taken of the

thin film conductors. The optical photographs were taken to identify any

variations in the conductor widths before the electromigration tests were

run. A typical optical picture is shown in Figure 2. Scanning electron %

microscope (SEM) photographs were also taken of the conductors to initially

view the surface .of the films as shown in Figure 3. The aluminum metallizatio.

was very consistent and smooth while the aluminum-silicon film showed a

random distribution of finely distributed particle-like features. These

68-7
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pictures will be compared with pictures taken during and after the

electromigration tests to determine the effect of the electromigration.

Prior to beginning the accelerated tests, the thin film conductors

were annealed and the thermal coefficient of resistance (TCR) determined

for each conductor. Annealing of the conductors releases the stress

incurred during film preparation and allows the TCR to be reliably

determined. The annealing and TCR determination were both accomplished

by cycling the conductor from room temperature to 250C until a repeatable

resistance vs. temperature curve was obtained. The TCR was used to estimate

the actual conductor temperature during the electromig-ation experiments.

TCR values were usually in the range of .03 /C and linear with temperature.

Step stress studies on the thin film conductors were initiated to

provide an estimate of the activation energy and other rate parameters.

For these studies, the time (t) required for a specified change in resistance

due to electromigration is assumed of the form,

t -PE exp (E/kT) (1)

where PE is the pre-exponential term, E is the activation energy, k is the

Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. It is noted that Eq. 1 can be

rewritten as

ln t - E/kT + ln PE (2)

which yields a straight line on Arrhenius plots. In the step stress procedure,

the sample is heated under stress (current) at elevated incremental

temperatures. In this study, 150C, 175C, 200C, and 225C were chosen.

The sample is left at each temperature until a predetermined change in

resistance is measured. The time is recorded for each temperature and

an Arrhenius plot can be constructed to yield the activation energy and

pre-exponential term.
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The experiments described below were not finished while at RADC but

are recommended as follow-on work. These experiments should provide a

framework for a comparison of the effect of the parameters previously

; .described on the electromigration of the thin film conductors.

To establish a baseline of comparison for the electromigration

tests, the aluminum and aluminum-silicon samples should be tested in an

atmosphere of nitrogen. A slightly pressurized non-flowing ambient should

be used. The change in resistance should be measured at 175°C, 200°C,

6 2
and 225*C for a current density of lXlO A/cm . From this data, Arrhenius

plots should be used to determine the activation energy and pre-exponential

terms previously discussed (See Eqn. 1). Before, during, and after the .1
tests, optical and SEM analysis should be performed on the samples as

Y previously noted.

To characterize the effect of hydrogen on electromigration, the

electromigration tests should be repeated using a hydrogen atmosphere. The

same test chamber and test procedure should be used as with nitrogen

atmosphere. These results should be compared with those obtained from the

nitrogen ambient results.

The effect of temperature cycling on electromigration in the aluminum .' -,

and aluminum-silicon samples should be investigated. Before the electro-

migration tests begin, the sample should be thermally cycled from -50*C to

+ 250C for 300 cycles. The electromigration tests should then be run in .
a nitrogen atmosphere at 175*C with a current density of X106 A/cm2

The effect of a pulsed current with a direct current bias should also

be studied. Two groups of aluminum and aluminum-silicon samples should be

5 2.
stressed with a direct current density of 3X0 A/cm rms. One group should

use a pulse frequency of 1MHz while the other group should use a frequency of

68-9
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10 HHz. The electromigration tests should be run on bath sets of samples in

a nitrogen atmosphere at 175*C.IK

III. RECOMEMATIONS

During the time at RADC, the electromigration test procedure was

developed, the experimental apparatus was set up, and the initial annealing

tests were Performed as previously described. Ve recommend that the

electromigration study be continued and the effect of the following

parameters be determined:

(1) a hydrogen ambient

(2) temperature cyclingL

(3) a pulsed current with a direct current bias

These parameters can significantly affect the electromigration of thin film

conductors and the results of the study should provide insight into the

electromigration mechanism.
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A STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING

SOOT FORMATION IN A

SWIRL - STABILIZED COMBUSTOR

by

Richard W. Rice -1

ABSTRACT

The effects of a variety of combustion and sampling variables on soot

concentration and particle size distribution were studied using a

swirl-stabilized laboratory combustor and an Electrical Aerosol Analyzer

(EAA). Tests were conducted over a range of reference velocities (2.5 to

10 m/s) and equivalence ratios (0.05 to 0.3) for five gaseous fuels:

propane, n-butane, ethylene, propylene, and 1-butene. Soot concentration

and size were found to decrease with increases in either gas reference

velocity or, surprisingly, equivalence ratio. Alkenes produced more and

larger soot particles than alkanes of corresponding carbon number.

Sooting tendency increased with increased carbon chain length. Probe

placement and sample line length affected soot concentration

measurements. Smoke number readings were obtained for comparison with

EMA data.2
Recommendations were made for further work on the topics lightly surveyed

in this study and for extensions which could possibly answer important

questions raised here concerning soot growth/oxidation phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCT ION

The U. S. Air Force has a multi-fold interest in investigating the

factors that affect combustion and soot formation in gas turbines.

First, from a tactical standpoint, it is desirable to reduce the

visibility of the exhaust plume from jet engines. Second, incandescent

soot particles have high emissivity and transfer radiant energy from the

flame to the jet engine combustor liner. This influences both the liner

lifetime and the cooling air requirement, a factor which, in turn,

affects engine performance. Finally, there is concern about the

envirmmental impact of jet engine emissions, particularly during static I
engine tests. This last topic is important not only for aesthetics, but

also for health reasons; because most soot particles are of the proper

size (0.005 to 0.1 ) to be ingested deep into the lungs (1). It is also

believed that the polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons comprising or

adsorbed on soot (2) are carcinogenic (3).

Several investigations of jet engine emissions have reached the

conclusion that combustor design modifications are the most effective

method of controlling emissions (4, 5), but the use of soot-suppressing

fuel additives has recently received interest (6,7). The chemical

properties of aviation fuels have also been shown to have a large

influence on sooting tendency. In particular, hydrogen to carbon ratio

and weight percent hydrogen have been used to correlate feed properties

and soot-related measurements such as flame radiation and opacity (8,9).

The polycyclic aromatic content of a fuel has also been cited for its

impact on soot formation (10). In addition to fuel properties,

combustion conditions, e.g., temperature, fuel to air ratio, velocity,

etc., have a major effect on the quantity and nature of soot produced.
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Increasing temperature has been shown to reduce soot formation in

premixed flames. This is believed to be due to the fact that, as

temperature increases, the OH radical concentration in the flame

increases more rapidly than that of soot precursors and these hydroxyl

radicals are especially effective in the oxidation of soot precursors

(11). However, an opposite effect of temperature has been reported in

tests utilizing other combustor configurations (12). In diffusion flames

fuel pyrolysis is believed to be the dominant process in soot formation,

and the ultimate soot concentration in the exhaust is dependent on the -

retative global reaction rates and characteristic times for the competing

pyrolysis and oxidation reactions. When gas reference velocity is:''

increased, flame speed reduces the time available for pyrolysis and

increases the probability of oxidizing soot precursors. In laminar >4
diffusion flames, where the time for pyrolysis is long, molecular

structure has been found to be more important than H/C ratio (12). For

*" highly turbulent flames, where pyrolysis is rate - limited, the opposite

is true, thus it is questionable whether results from laminar flame

studies should be used to predict turbine engine behavior. Only modest

effects on sooting have been found (10) for fuel to air ratio for lean .

flames (F/A. 0.01).

Most studies of soot formation have involved relatively complex

molecules or mixtures, e.g., actual Jet fuel, and indirect methods of

soot characterization e.g., flame emission, opacity, and Smoke Number

measurements (10, 13, 14). While valuable, such studies do not provide:

1) information concerning the soot particle size distribution, 2)

accurate measures of soot concentration, and 3) information on the

sooting behavior of specific compounds. Such data are needed if a
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fundamental understanding of the roles played by combustor parameters and

molecular structure is to be obtained. The investigation described here

hopefully represents a first step in this direction.

II. OBJECTIVES ."::

Objectives for this project existed on three levels. On the "most

general" level was the goal of familiarizing this author with (for him) a

new research topic, i.e., a sort of combustion/aerosol primer. On the

next level there was the general long-range objective of gaining an

understanding of the soot formation mechanism in jet turbines by relating

laboratory combustor results to operating variables. Finally, the

immediate objective was to determine the effect of specific system

parameters such as fuel structure, reference velocity, equivalence ratio,

sampling system design, etc., on soot concentration and average particle

size.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The experiments performed this summer involved a variety of

equipment. A brief description of each of the major items will be given

, below, followed by a discussion of how they were used together in a

typical case.

Laboratory Combustor

All experiments were made using a swirl-stabilized laboratory

*.-',combustor scaled down and modified by G.S. Samuelsen and his co-workers

at the University of California, Irvine, from an original design used at

the Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab. A detailed description of that

combustor has been given elsewhere (15), thus only the most pertinent

features of the scaled-down version will be described here. The

combustor consisted of a 100 cm length of 5.7 cm o.d., 5.2 cm i.d., glass

69-6
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tubing attached by gasketed flanges to a stainless steel main housing

which contained a 3 cm o.d. centerbody that extended 6 cm

axisymmetrically away from the flange. Fuel gas was injected into the

glass tube through a 0.13 cm i.d. jet in the centerbody. Air was,

introduced through an annular drilled distributor plate surrounding the

centerbody. A swirl was imparted to the air flow by a stainless steel

swirl vane encircling the centerbody and equipped with blades slanted at

30, 45, or 60* (450 unless otherwise noted). The swirl vane was fitted -
snugly inside the glass tube 3 cm from the centerbody face. This

geometry resulted in rather complex aerodynamics, including a tuburlent

annular "sheath" of air surrounding the combustion gases and a strong

reverse flow near the radial center of the tube.

Pitot tube measurements taken at the mouth of the glass tube during cold

flow tests confirmed the presence of a reverse flow at the center of the

tube. This effect was also observed during studies at the University of -

California, Irvine (16). However, they found that the radial velocity

profiles were considerably different during combustion runs. At a

reference velocity of 7.5 m/s and an equivalence ratio of 0.05 the

centerline velocity near the exit plane was negative during cold flow

run, but positive during combustion runs. At a reference velbcity of 15

mis and an equivalence ratio of 0.05 a negative centerline velocity was

still observed during combustion. Supporting equipment for the combustor

included a rotameter and associated valves for metering gaseous fuel and

a calibrated orifice/water manometer system for metering dry compressed

air.

Aerosol Analyzer

A Thermo Systems Inc. Model 3030 Electrical Aerosol Analyzer (EAA)
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interfaced with an Apple II microcomputer and connected to an Integral 7

Data Systeams Model 445 Printer provided measurements for both soot

concentration and average particle diameter, as well as bar graphs

showing particle size distribution. Three calculational bases were used:

1) number of particles/cm3 , 2) aerosol surface area in I2/cm3 , and 3)

aerosol volume in p 3/cm3 . These will hereafter be represented by the

symbols N, S, and V respectively. The method of data reduction used by

this system is Kapadia's (17) application of a statistical technique

originated by Twomey (18). Details of the data reduction and operation

of the EAA can be found elsewhere (19). Flow of air and aerosol to the

EAA, induced by a vacuum pump, was measured using a mass flow indicator

and adjusted to specifications using metering valves. The aerosol sample

(4 +/- 0.2 SLPM) passed through a diffusion drier and an aerosol charge

neutralizer (Kr-85 source). The EAA was operated in the 9 channel mode

in which it detected particles in the 0.01 to 1.01&m size range. This is

one of very few means of accurately measuring aerosol size distribution

over this particle size range.

General Operating Proaedure

Typically, after the room exhaust fan had been turned on, fuel flow . ,"

was established at the desired value and air flow was initially set at a

very low value to facilitate ignition. Next, a small propane torch, was -4
lit and its flame was directed toward the combustor tube mouth.

Following ignition, air flow was rapidly raised to the desired value to

prevent "burn-back" onto the centerbody. In most instances the sample .

probe used was a 0.32 cm i.d. stainless steel nozzle (bent into the shape

of a hook), which ordinarily would be used with a Hill In-Stack Air

69-8
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Sampler/Cascade Impactor. The other sample probe used is a water cooled

probe with inlets for NO2 dilution. Unless otherwise stated, the sample

line used was a 5 foot length of heated (150°F) 1/4 inch teflon tubing.

On several occasions, Smoke Number measurements were made using a Roseco

Model 473A Engine Smoke Emission Sampler and a Welch Densichron

reflectance meter. The procedure followed was that set forth in the

Aerospace Recommended Practice Manual (ARP 1179).

IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Given the relatively short research period available and the large

number of potentially important parameters, it was decided that the

optimum approach would be to first do a brief determination of the effect

of extraneous, e.g., smpling-related, factors; then to study two or

three combustion parameters in detail. Specifically, the work was

divided into two main areas, each with several subtopics as shown below. A
1. Equipment Testing and Sensitivity Studies.

a. Sample probe type and location

b. Sample line length and temperature

c. Sample dilution

d. Fuel jet (orifice) size

e. Swirl vane angle

2. Combustion Parameter Studies

a. Reference velocity, r

b. Equivalence ratio,#

c. Chemical nature of the fuel

d. Fuel additives

Sample Probe Type and Location

As mentioned earlier, crude pitot tube measurements of gas velocity

6 -
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profile showed a strong reverse flow near the tube center and a strong

forward flow near the tube wall. Numerous tests were made to determine

the extent to which this flow pattern affected soot measurements. For a

relatively low velocity case, Figure I shows that at the tube mouth

(axial distance = 0 inches) the aerosol concentration was only about 1/3

that near the wall, while only 2 inches outside the mouth of the tube

(axial distance --2) the concentration, N, was nearly independent of

radial position. Table 1 contains additional data which show that probe

location mainly affected concentration, with S and V being more sensitive

than N. Note that average particle size was only slightly dependent on

probe position, with somewhat larger particles prevalent near the wall.

These data also illustrate why the probe was generally located at the

radial center and 3.5 inches away from the tube, i.e., (-3.5, 0), because Ii

at that axial location, EAA results were not sensitive to radial

location.

Table 2 shows that, although there may have been some differences in

EAA measurements when using a 0.63 cm i.d. impactor probe rather than the

standard 0.32 cm i.d. probe, these were relatively small and no

consistent pattern was observed. It should be noted that the 0.32 cm.

probe was chosen for general use because calculations indicated that it

should most closely approximate isokinetic sampling for the gas velocity

range used. " .

Sample Line Length and Temperature

Table 2 also illustrates that tripling the length of the sample line o

essentially halved the concentration of the sample reaching the EAA.

Losses due to impaction on the sample line walls were modest, as might be
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expected for such small particles. There was a small shift in size

distribution to lower diameter as line length increased. This presumably

reflects the higher probability that large particles would be captured by

the walls. In making these measurements it was necessary to adjust the

EAA Aerosol Flow metering valve to offset the increased flow resistance

of the longer sample lines. Tests showed no appreciable effect of sample

line temperature until above 200*F, where the EAA Analyzer Current was

typically 45% higher at 250OF than at 1500F. However, significant

transients were observed when sample line temperature was increased,

possibly indicating a desorption effect.

Sample Dilution

Once the aerosol concentration exceeded roughly 106 particles/cm3 ,

the EAA would generate an error message indicating failure to obtain a

satisfactory iterative fit to the data. This condition was encountered

for almost all samples from combustion of alkenes. In such cases it was

necessary to dilute the "true" aerosol sample by introducing a known flow

of N2 through a tubing tee located near the probe. Several tests were

21. made to determine: 1) which of the three concentration measures N, S, or

V, was best correlated with % exhaust gas in the sample (-100%- Z

dilution) and 2) whether dilution caused a major shift in size '2

distributuion due to condensation or other effects.

First, because of the sensitivity of EAA data to the aerosol gas

sample flow rate (nominally 4 SLPM) and the day to day shift in this

quantity, it was found necessary to periodically determine the dilution

gas flow rate corresponding to virtually complete dilution. To so this,

EAA Analyzer Current was measured at increasing dilution gas flow rates
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until it approached the "background" value, typically 0.01 to 0.04. Then

a curve was fit to the data and extrapolated to this nearly zero value.

Figure 2 shows two such plots, with values of 3.7 and 4.5 SLR4 for 100%

dilution. Figure 3 shows the variation of normalized concentration

(diluted gas value/undiluted gas value) on all three bases versus %

exhaust gas in the sample for n-butane at #0.1 and v -7.5 m/s. A

nearly identical plot was also obtained for propane at#=0.3, v -3.5 m/s,

so Figure 3 is representative of dilution beharior over a wide range of

variables. The most obvious feature of this figure is that S appears to

vary in an almost perfect linear manner with % dilution. The other two I
quantities, N and V, show definite non-linear behavior, thus S is the

best basis for use in comparisons where extrapolation of data from one

dilution level to another is necessary. A firm explanation for this "1

effect of dilution would require more investigation and it may be a

ftction of dilutor geometry, dilution gas temperature, etc. However,

one possible reason why S was the most linear in its behavior may be that

the size distributiuon curve, dS/d log D versus D, was often nearly

Gaussian, whereas those for N and Vwere generally more skewed, and thus

more affected by dilution - induced changes at the extremities of the

distribution. Some of these features can be seen in Figure 5, which

shows bar graphs for two cases of dilution representing nearly a factor

of 3 difference in % exhaust gas. Figure 4 also illustrates that S

varies linearly with dilution for a variety of cases. The dashed line on

this plot illustrates that, at high % dilution, it is important to get an

accurate value for the hypothetical 100% dilution flow rate mentioned

earlier. Ideally, important comparisons of sooting behavior should be

made at identical dilution conditions.

6 ,
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Miscellaneous Equipment Studies

A small number of runs were directed at quaLi atively checking the

effect of fuel orifice size and swirl angle. No appreciable effect on

soot characteristics was found for propane when a 0.07cm i.d. fuel jet

was substituted for the standard 0.13 ca one. However, the range of*

and r for stable flame operation differed. Similarly, the major effect

of using a 60* swirl rather than the usual 450 one appeared to be a more

restrictive operating range.

Combustion Parameter Effects

Velocity - Table 3 shows data for two cases which illustrate the

effect of nominal (cold flow reference) gas velocity on both soot

concentration and size. Case (a) for propylene at#-O.l shows that

increasing velocity over the range, 5.5 to 10 m/s, caused an apparent

increase in N, a small decrease in S and a somewhat larger decline in V.

For all three calculational bases, the average particle size definitely

decreased as velocity increased. The geometric standard deviation of the

number distribution, fG, also decreased as velocity increased, indicating

a narrower size distribution. In case (b) for propane at'-0.3, all

measures of concentration decreased signiiicantly as velocity was

increased over the range 2.5 to 3.5 m/s. The effect here was much more

pronounced than in Case (a), possibly indicating that fuel-rich flames,

e.g., Case (b), are more sensitive to velocity variations. Again, there

was a significant decrease in average particle size as velocity

increased. There may be several potential explanations for these

results, but almost certainly one contributing factor is the shorter

residence time for all regions of the combustor flame, i.e., pyrolysis,

69-13
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carbon/hydrogen oxidation, etc., at higher velocity. A shorter time for

pyrolysis would result in "nucleation" of fewer soot particles and less

growth of any particles formed. Although probably not as important as

the pyrolysis time effect, higher velocity would also reduce the time

available for particle growth downstream of the visible flame. This

. could be checked by using combustion tubes of different lengths at a

fixed gas velocity. Finally, at higher velocity, there is increased

*'-: turbulence, and therefore better mixing of fuel, soot precursors, and - -

oxidizer species (such as 02, 0., OH-), thus one might expect lower

particle counts and sizes due to improved mess transport resulting in an

increase in the global reaction rate for oxidation.

Equivalence Ratio - Table 4 presents data for two cases similar to

those used in Table 3, but here velocity was held constant and

equivalence ratio, *, (defined as actual fuel to air ratio divided by the

stoichimetric fuel to air ratio) was varied. For Case (I) as # was

increased from 0.05 to 0.15 for propylene, N decreased and dN increased.

Both S and V, as wall as dS and dV, appeared to reach maximum values

around# -0.1. Case (II) shows the behavior most often observed when "

was increased, namely, all measures of concentration decreased. In

addition, all measures of particle size also decreased, in this instance,

substantially. There are at least two factors that are affected when #

is increased. First and most obvious, is the fact that the fuel to

oxidizer ratio increases, which (everything else equal) might be expected

to increase ooot formation because more hydrocarbon per unit volume is

introduced into the pyrolysis zone and soot precursors would be mre

likely to encounter and grow by capture of fragmented hydrocarbon species

69-14
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and less likely to encounter oxidizer species. Indeed, as # was

increased, the physical appearance of the flame changed, with the flame

becoming longer and brighter yellow, and indication of increased

incandescence which would normally be assumed to mean increased soot

production. However, this trend was not generally observed, thus one is

forced to consider that the dominant effect of increasing #, as it was

actually done experimentally, was to increase the fuel velocity at fixed

air velocity. This, as just discussed in explanation of the effect of I
velocity, would decrease the residence time of the fuel in the pyrolysis

zone and thus decrease both soot mucleation and growth. However, this

explanation is not supported by the small number of results obtained when

using the smaller, 0.07 cm, fuel orifice. No major differences in soot

characteristics were observed even though the velocity of the fuel as it

emerged from the jet would have differed substantially. Of course, this

is an overly simplistic picture of the complex fluid mechanics that

undoubtedly occur just beyond the centerbody and within the visible

flame. ln effect, there is no convincing explanation at present for the

behavior observed and further experiments are needed.

Chemical Nature of the Fuel - Of the five fuels studied two were -.-..

alkanes (propane and n - butane) and three were alkenes (ethylene,

propylene and 1-butene). These choices enabled two principal

comparisons: 1) the effect of degree of unsaturation (related to H/C

ratio)O at fixed carbon chain length, e.g., propane versus propylene; and

2) the effect of chain length for a given molecular type or homologous

series. Table 5 presents the results of this study summarized in the

form of a "relative sooting tendency" based on n-butane as the reference.

69-15
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As an example, the relative sooting factor of 4.5 for 1-butene based on

N means that, at the specified conditions, 1-butene produced soot with

4.5 times the particle concentration produced by n-butane. Several

observations can be made. First, for a given molecular type, sooting

tendency increased-with increasing carbon chain length, with the effect .1

on V being the most dramatic. Considering the soot-making mechanism

involves, among other things, formation of polynuclear aromatics, this

trend is understandable since the formation of multi-ring compounds

requires the combination of carbon chains. The probability of ring

closure is greater for longer chains because these have more potential

contact points (carbon atoms) for incorporation into a growing network.

A second observation is that, for a given chain length, alkenes produce

more soot than alkanes. This is consistent with the picture of soot

precursor formation occurring via successive elimination of hydrogen to

form highly unsaturated polymeric species. Alkenes, being originally

less saturated, might be thought of as already being "partially

pyrolyzed". More importantly, the double bond of the alkenes make them

more reactive for pyrolysis, ring formation, and/or attachment as an

adduct to a growing carbonaceous residue. Interestingly, there is a much

larger difference between 1-butene and propylene than between propylene

and ethylene, even though the chain length ratio is less (4/3 versus

3/2). In any case, the effect of molecular type is much greater than

that of chain lengtha. Giv.n the large differences in combustor

conditions for the two cases shown in Table 5, the agreement of relative

sooting tendency values is surprisingly good.

Table 6 compares particle size data for the same cases presented in

Table 5. Consistent with the previous discussion, an alkene produces
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much larger soot particles than its corresponding alkane. The effect of

chain length is less obvious here than in Table 5, with 1-butene

seemingly producing a slightly smaller average particle than propylene.

In this particular case, the differences among these two alkenes are

nearly within expected experimental error, and more testing would be

needed to obtain statistically significant comparisons. Note that in

making such comparisons, particularly where dilution is involved, it is

vital that care be taken to insure that all of the multitude of sampling

parameters, including EAA aerosol flow and probe location, be held

constant.

Comparison of EAA and Smoke Number Results

Table 7 presents EAA results (S and ds) and Smoke Number values for

several cases involving propane, ethylene and propylene. The choice of S

for the EAA data was based on the fact that as a measure of surface area,

it was most closely related to the factors affecting the light

reflectance of a soot deposit on filter paper, since that is also

surface-related. Furthermore, since the EAA results for the alkenes

involved diluted samples while those for Smoke Number did not, S was the

obvious choice. As demonstrated earlier, only S can be safely

extrapolated to the 0% dilution basis needed here. Given the narrow

range of the results, all that can be said is that there is a rough

correlation with a given unit of Smoke Number corresponding to an S

increment of 600-900p. 2/cm3 for the alkenes, but only 350-400 2/cm3 for

propane.

Additional Comments

Two other items deserve mention. One is that gas temperature

measurements were occasionally made in the sampling region near the end
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of the combustor tube using a chromel-alumel thermocouple and a

temperature gauge. Some of these results are presented in Table 8 to

illustrate: 1) that steep axial and radial temperature gradients existed

and 2) that equivalence ratio had a dramatic effect on exhaust gas

temperature. Given the large differences in gas temperature near the

tube exit, there was less dependence of soot characteristics on probe

placement than might have been expected if particle growth by

condensation was an important factor in this temperature range.

Actually, it is possible that any such effects could have been masked by

the effect of the 150*F sample line. The use of a physically

non-intiusive measurement technique such as laser-optical scattering - -

might reveal differences that ware obscured in this study.

Finally, an attempt was made to obtain soot concentration

measurements using a cascade Impactor for comparison with EAA results,

but this proved unsuccessful. The glass fiber filter elements in the

impactor adhered too strongly to the metal support plates, making neat

removal impractical. This made accurate determination of the milligram

-i quantities of deposited soot impossible. This froblem could probably

have been solved but there was not enough time available.

V. ONDCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this study the following conclusions were

S.reached.

1. Sample probe location and sample line length have a definite

effect on EAA measurement of soot concentration, but a weaker effect on

particle size distribution.

2. For a given gas and equivalence ratio, increasing the reference

velocity decreases both soot. concentration and average particle size,

69-18
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probably due to decreased residence time for soot nucleation and growth

in the pyrolysis zone.

3. Soot concentration and particle size appeared to decrease with

increasing equivalence ratio at constant air velocity. This observation

2. runs counter to expectations'based on a simple-minded consideration of%, .. .

the probable effect of increased fuel concentration on soot formation.

It may be related to the effect of fuel velocity cited above, but no

convincing explanation is available, at this time. More experimentation

is needed on this topic to "de-couple" the fuel velocity and equivalence

ratio effects.

4. Sooting tendency and average particle size increase with the

degree of unsaturation of the fuel molecule and, to a lesser extent, with

carbon chain length. These trends are consistent with the mechanism of

soot formation via growth of a hydrogen-deficient polymer.
!I..

5. EAA measurements of soot concentration on a surface area basis,

i.e., S. correlate linearly with % dilution, while N and V do not. For

this reason, results for diluted samples are best compared using S.

VI REOMOMNMTIORS

The following are recomendations for future work.

1. The current study ws a rapid survey of a multi-variable research

area, thus there are many topics only lightly touched here which need

further study. Additional runs could determine the Importance of

extraneous parameters such as: 1) probe type (isokinetic, water-cooled .

versus simple Impactor), 2) combustor tube length, 3) swirl angle and

placement on the centerbody, and 4) fuel jet size. The effect of tube

length might be two-fold. First it affects the time available for
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condensation downstream of the visible flame. Second, due to the strong

reciroulation caused by the swirl, the proximity of the tube mouth to the

flame might be important.

2. The effect of equivalence ratio on soot characteristics should be

further studied in order to remove some existing ambiguities. Comparison

with similar results using premixed flames could be useful.

3. To continue the work begun on relating sooting tendency to

molecular structure, tests should be extended to include such gaseous

* 4.' compounds as isobutane, butadiene, and 1-butyne (ethyl acetylene). The

iso-compounds would help separate the effects of carbon number and

continuous chain length. Tests of unsaturates such as dienes and alkynes

could provide valuable insight into the soot growth phenomenon. Both are

prime soot precursors.

4. Tests should be extended to liquid fuels. Soot from single -__

compounds, mixtures of 3 or 4 components, and actual aviation fuel might

be compared using the BAA to extend the study of molecular structure on

sooting.

5. The effect of various concentrations of additives such as

ferrocene, metal naphthenates, and solutions of metal salts such as

Be(NO3)2 and BaCl2 , should be studied by conducting sooting experiments

with these aspirated (atomized) into gaseous fuel or dissolved in a

liquid fuel.

6. The Laser - Doppler Velocimeter/Particle Sizing System soon to be

received at Tyndall AFB should be used to unobtrusively observe the

critical soot-making regions in and around the flame. This should better

elucidate the detailed interaction between convective fluid mechanics,
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mlecular transport, and reaction kinetics. It would be particularly

interesting to try to masure spectroscopically the relative

concentration of important highly reactive (very low concentration)

species such as OH radicals and other chemical intermediates.

* 7. Finally, characterization by chemical means of soot deposited

under extremely different conditions might be attempted. Even something

as simple as determining the extent to which soot dissolves in a serles

of solvents could be revealing.

L
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TABLE 1. EFFECT OF PROBE LOCATION

ON PARTICLE CONCENTRATION

AND AVERAGE PARTICLE DIAMETER

CONDITIONS PARTICLE CONCENTRATION AVERAGE DIAMETER, um
A-. AND PROBE

LOCATION NXi0- 3  S V dNX10 2 dsX102 dVK1 0 2

PROPANE, #0.3, Parti-
V=-3.5m/s: cles/cm3 p2/cm3 j3/cm3

(0,) 08 174 0.8 2.0 2.6 2.9
(0,-0.4) 158 295 1.5 2.1 2.7 3.2
(0,-0.8) 280 737 4.4 2.5 3.3 3.9

(-2,0) 220 450 2.3 2.2 2.9 3.3
(-2,-0.4) 218 464 2.4 2.3 3.0 3.4
(-2,-0.8) 216 438 2.2 2.2 2.9 3.3

ETHYLENE, #=0.15
V=.5 m/s:

(0,0) (1) 82 976 21 3.3 10.2 16.2
(0,-i) (1) 349 6599 146 5.3 11.0 16.4

(-3 5,0) (2) 348 4569 90 4.0 9.7 14.5
(-3.5,-l) (2) 433 6481 131 4.5 10.0 15.0

...' -..

(1) at 85% dilution

(2) at 75% dilution

.9

-. o- ,.
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TABLE 2. EFFECT OF PROBE DIAMETER

AND SAMPLE LINE LENGTH

ON SOOT CHARACTERISTICS

SAMPLE LINE NXlO-3

LENGTH, FEET Particle/ S V dNX1o ~i2dx0
cm3  P 2/cm3  P 3/crn 3  urn urn urn

5 (1) 516 2090 17.6 3.3 4.6 5.6
10 (1) 390 1709 14.0 3.2 4.5 5.4
15 (1) 282 1001 7.4 2.8 4.1 4.9

PROBE INSIDE
DIAMETER,
INCHES

1/8 (1) 426 1240 8.1 2.6 3.6 4.3
1/4 (1) 497 1136 6.5 2.3 3.2 3.8

1/8I (2) 475 3090 34 3.6 5.8 7.3
1/4 (2) 572 4271 47 4.0 6.0 7.4

(1) Propane at #=0.3, AP-3.5m/s, Probe at (-2,0)

(2) Propane at #=0.3, V2.5m/s, Probe at (-2,0)
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* ~Table 3: Effect of Gas Velocity nSo Characteistics

0. Propylene. = 0.1 * Probe at (-3.5,0), 73X dilutf~on

Velocity Analyzer N/11000 S V
rn/s -Current

5.5 4.08 261 5129 158

7.5 4.55 348 4998 140
10.0 5.10 481 4788 115

Velocity IO0dm 1004s 1004 C

rn/s ,m / m um
5.5 3.5 14.7 23.2 2.53

7.5 3.2 12.9 22.1 2.31
10.0 3.0 10.8 19.6 2.11

b. Propane. sw -. 3. Probe at (-2.0)

Velocity Analyzer N/1 000 S V
rn/8 Current
2.5 8.23 427 5141 76

3.0 5.62 434 4214 55

3.5 3.28 363 184 17

Velocity lOOdm 1 O0ds 100dv
rn/s jm ~ m ,u"M

2.5 4.9 7.8 10.0 1.82

3.0 4.5 6.9 8.8 1.58

3.5 3.3 5.0 6.1 1.64
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TABLE 4. EFFECT OF EQUIVALENCE RA.1 IO

ON SOOT CHARACTERISTICS

I.Propylene, V=-7.Sm/s, Probe at (-3.5,0) 73% dilution

EQUIVALENCE ANALYZER NX10-3 S V
RATIO, * CURRENT Particles/m P2 /m p3 cm

0.05 4.06 397 3953 102
0.10 4.55 348 4998 140
0.15 3.78 229 4076 106

EQUIVALENCE d nx102 d s x12 dvX102
RATIQ,* pum PM AM G

0.05 2.7 11.6 20.5 2.16
0.10 3.2 12.9 22.1 2.31 7
0.15 4.7 12.1 20.5 1.97

I. Propane, W3.Sm/s, Probe at (-2,0)

EQUIVALENCE ANALYZER NX1l- 3  S v
RATIO, * CURRENT Particles/cm3  p2/cM3  p3 cm3

0.11 6.55 433 5433 80
0.20 4.27 364 2916 34
0.30 2.68 309 1473 13

EQUIVALEC dxi dsi2dxO
RATIOt P PM PMG

0.11 5.0 8.0 9.9 1.65
*0.20 4.0 6.3 7.7 1.63

0.30 3.1 4.8 5.9 1.59
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TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF RELATIVE SOOTING

TENDENCY FOR VARIOUS GASES BASED ON

A NORMALIZED VALUE OF 1.0 FOR N-BUTANE*

I. 16=0.1, V=-7.5m/s, Probe at (-3.5,0)

RELATIVE SOOTING FACTOR BASED ON

ANALYZER NUMBER
GAS CURRENT CONCENTRATION SURFACE AREA VOLUME

PROPANE 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7
N-BUTANE 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

ETHYLENE 7 3.0 18 70
PROPYLENE 6 2.5 19 100
1-BUTENE 11.5 4.5 33 150

*-Propane/butane comparison at 0% dilution.

*-Ethylene/propylene/butene/butane comparisons at 90%
dilution. All data except for propylene taken on
same day. -

II. 6=0.3, V=3.5m/s, Probe at (-3.5,0)

RELATIVE SOOTING FACTOR BASED ON

ANALYZER NUMBER
GAS CURRENT CONCENTRATION SURFACE AREA VOLUME

N-BUTANE 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

PROPYLENE 5.3 1.3 21 80

1-BUTENE 12.3 4.7 43 160
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PARTICLE

DIAMETER FOR SEVERAL FUEL GASES AT

COMMON CONDITIONS

I. *=0.1, V-7.5m/s, Probe at (-3.5,0)

AVERAGE PARTICLE DIAMETER

d x0 2  dsx102 dvxlo2

GAS pM pm pm G

PROPANE (1) 2.1 3.2 6.8 1.45
N-BUTANE (1) 2.4 3.6 6.7 1.47

N-BUTANE (2) 1.8 2.7 4.5 1.42
ETHYLENE (2) 3.0 9.0 16.3 2.02
PROPYLENE (2) 3.1 12.2 - 21.4 2.17
1-BUTENE (2) 3.3 10.7 19.1 1.96

() at 0% dilution

(2) at 90% dilution

II. #=0.3, V6=3.5m/s, Probe at (-3.5, 0)

AVERAGE PARTICLE DIAMETER (3)

d NXI02  d sX102 d~xlo 2

GAS Jim pm )IM G

N-BUTANE 1.8 2.6 6.0 1.40

PROPYLENE 4.4 14.1 21.8 2.38
1-BUTENE 2.7 13.2 21.9 2.28

(3) at 75% dilution
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TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF SMOKE NUMBER

AND EAA RESULTS

(Smoke Number Samples were undiluted, EAA samples
were diluted as indicated)

EAA DATA

3, EXTRAP-
ACTUAL S OLATED TO

RUN SMOKE MEASURED 0% DILUTION dsxlo2
NO. CONDITIONS NUMBER p2/cm3 /cm3 u

1 Propane, =0.11, 14 5119 5119 8.1
" V=-3.5m/s, 600

Swirl, Probe
at (-2,0), 15 ft.
Sample Line

2 Ethylene, 0 =0.15, 15 --------- NOT MEASURED ---------
V=-7.5m/s, Probe
at (0,0), 80%
dilution

3 Same as Run 2, 29 3542 17710 9.5
but Probe
at (-3.5,0)

4 Same as Run 3, 28 4569 22845 9.7
but V-5.5m/s

5 Propylene at 28 5389 24495 12.2
-0=0.1, V=7.5m/s,
Probe at (-3.5,0),
5 ft. Sample Line,

.-'" 78% dilution

6 Same as Run 5, 28 6201 24804 14.2
but#=0.3,
V=3.5m/s, 73%
dilution

7 Same as run 6, 30 ---------NOT MEASURED ----------
but with 15 ft.
Sample Line
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TABLE 8. THE VARIATION OF

GAS TEMPERATURE WITH PROBE

LOCATION AND OTHER COMBUSTOR VARIABLES

PROBE LOCATION APPROXIMATE GAS
CONDITIONS (inches, inches) TEMPERATURE, OF

Propane at #=0.3, (0,0) 1250
V-3.5m/s (0,-i) 600

(-1,-i)400
(-1,0) 850

Propylene at 4=0.3 (0,0) 1250
7--3. 5m/s (-3.5,0) 500

Propylene at,6=0.l (0,0) 550
V -7.5m/s (-3.5,0) 150

Propylene at #=0.15 (-3.5,0) 275
* V=-7.5m/s
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Figure 5. EMA Particle Size Distribution Data, Propylene at -0.1, -

V -7.5 rn/a: (a) at 827. dilution, (b) at 937. dilution.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION

FOR CELLULAR IMAGE PROCESSING

by

Gerhard X Ritter

ABSTRACT

Recent increases in image processing and pattern recognition

activities have resulted in a proliferation of notation and basic

operations for describing image processing algorithms that are often

identical. A rigorous mathematical structure for aiding in-the design,

development, optimization and testing of image processing and image

classification algorithms is, therefore, highly desirable. This study

develops an initial foundation of such a structure for cellular image

processing based on the interaction between algebra and topology. .

Specifically, we show that image dilations, erosions and other types of

cellular logic operations can be expressed entirely in the topological

language of limit points, and open and closed sets. The novel concept

presented is the creation and use of cellular topological spaces. Endowing

-. cellular sets with a topology provides a vehicle for transforming image

manipulations to the standard mathematical terminology used in topology.

Because of this, it now seems possible to provide a standardized

mathematical formulation for all geometric image processing concepts. As

examples, we provide some neighborhood operations for filtering, data

compression, and image matching. Some of these are novel while others date

back to MinkOWski's development of the geometry of numbers in 1897.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is safe to say that modeling the brain constitutes the most

difficult and most fascinating problem confronting modern science. One of

the more intensely studied aspects of this problem concerns the visual

systems. These studies are of special importance due to the need for

rudimentary computer-based vision systems in industrial robots as well as

autonomous guided weapons. In comparison to the eye, most of today's

compter vision-pattern recognition systems lack real-time capabilities.

This limitation is due to the sequential nature of the processes defining

these systems. Because of this limitation, such systems are of little use
in the guidance of high speed weapons. Cellular computers, on the other

. hand, have parallel processing capabilities and, thus, have the potential

for evolving into highly sophisticated real-time image processing systems.

In this sense, cellular computers are capable of behaving much more like

the retinal and geniculate structure of the brain's vision system.

Although several types of cellular computers - or cyto computers -

already exist, their full potential has not yet been realized. This is

partially due to the non-existence of a unified, rigorous mathematical

structure for cellular image processing. If such a struct 4re existed - not

"1 just in terms of a uniform image processing language, but also as a

mathematical environment for the testing, prediction of performance and

extrapolation of new algorithms - tden it would be feasible to test the

optimal capabilities of existing as well as hypothetical cellular image

processing systems. The main objective of this research is to create a

mathematical foundation for such a structure. Once a solid foundation has

been established, the structure can then be defined and built by extracting

information from the store of knowledge comprising the foundation, very

g much like a growing tree extracts it nutrients from the soil it stands on.

Algorithms consist of algebraic manipulations of some sort while

images consist of topological objects. Since image processing algorithms

" (algebraic operations) operate on images (topological objects), it seems

natural to choose the rich mathematical theory of the interaction of

70-4
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algebra with topology as a basis for a mathematical structure for image

processing. Our approach is based on this rationale and is summarized in

the following diagram:

Foundation for a Mathematical Structure for Image Processing

Topology4 - Interaction - Algebra

Images s Interaction -. Image Processing Algorithms

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research was the identification vt a

uniform mathematical structure for image processing. We did not attempt to

attack the general problem in the short time span provided by the research

contract. Instead, we focused our attention on exploring possible

foundations for a uniform mathematical structure for image processing, and

leaving the building of the structure for later investigations. Our

specific objectives were:

(1) Investigate existing cellular image processing operations.

(2) Define the mathematics that can serve as a basis for a uniform

mathematical theory of cellular image processing.

(3) Explore relationships between the mathematical basis and existing

cellular operations.

(4) Compile a bibliography of books and articles concerned with or

relating to cellular-image processing.
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III. THE TOPOLOGICAL FOUNDATION OF CELLULAR IMAGE PROCESSING

The cellular automatas of von Neumann-Moore (l)-(5) and digital images

*- share a common framework. Each image point can be viewed as a cell in a

given state. By defining neighborhood relationships and cell transition

functions on an image in terms of these neighborhood relationships, the

configuration of the cell states in an image can be changed to a new

configurat ion.

In this paper we shall consider transition functions thatwill change

images in a predictable and useful fashion. Because of the dependence of

these transition functions on the values of cells within the neighborhood

of a range cell, these functions are also known as neighborhood

transforms. Before describing neighborhood relations and operations, we

shall define and give examples of topological spaces that provide the

underlying geometric foundation for image processing.

Cellular automata and cellular image processing algorithms are based

on the notion of neighborhood operations. This suggests that we study the

topology of images by first choosing a subset of cells to serve as

neighborhoods, and then carry over unaltered all other notions of topology.

For this reason we choose the neighborhood definition for topological

spaces.

Definition. A topological space is a set X together with a collection N of

subsets of X called neighborhoods satisfying the following two axioms:

(a) Every point of X is in at least one neighborhood.

(b) If U and V are neighborhoods and pLU11V, then there is a

neighborhood W such that pgWCU/V. Thus, we distinguish between

neighborhoods and open sets (union of neighborhoods) since not

every open set is an element of N.

706
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Henceforth, R and Z will denote the set of real numbers and integers,

respectively. Let Zk denote the Cartesian product of k-copies of Z.

With each P=(PI .... Pk)EZ k we associate the cell with center p, c(p)

defined by

c(p) =jq q =(ql A2f...q k) qiER and fpi-qi14l/2 for i=1,...,k}

The set of all k-dimensinal cells is denoted by Ck and is defined as Ck

c(p) p. zk. Since Z and Ck are in one-to-one correspondence, it is

often customary to use p for the set c(p).

kDefinition. A cellular topological space consists of the set C together

with a collection of neighborhoods satisfying axioms (a) and (b).

We now give examples of cellular spaces based on neighborhood

configurations most frequently used in present day neighborhood image

processing.

III.1 The von Neumann Topology

Let L ={-1,0,11 and p ( The neighborhood N(c(p)) -

k
or simply N(p) - of c(p)-.C is defined by

k

r fc(p)j if pi is oddI i= 1' " "

N(p) -

L"fc(pl...vpiI'Pi+np piAlIApk)1 id k and neLI otherwise

The collection N = N(p)j p . zkisatisfies the neighborhood axioms. --

the topology thus derived is called the von Neumann topology for ck"
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Suppose p=(i,J)4EZ 2 and q:Ci,j,k)g Z3. Then the possible

neighborhoods of c(p) and c(q) are shown in Figure 1(a) and (b),

respectively. The cruciform neighborhood shape in Figure 1(a) is due to

von Neumann (10), hence the name for this topology.

Definition. A cell (point) in the von Neumann space is called even if the

sum of its coordinates is even, otherwise it is called odd.

We note that if c(p) is odd, then the closure of N(p) is a cruciform

neighborhood, and if c(p) is even, then Ec(p)3 is closed.

It is also not difficult to show that in the von Neumann topology,

sets are connected if and only if they are path-connected. However, we

shall not use this fact and therefore omit its proof. As an example, the
2

set AG.C dhown in Figure 2(a) is connected and hence path-connected. On

the other hand, the configuration C = AVB shown in Figure 2(b) is not

connected since A/1Cl(B) =-Cl(A)IIB , where C1 denotes closu.-e. This

separation due to diagonally adjacent cells ha resulted in numerous

investigations (cf.(6),(7),(8) and (9).

111.2 The Moore Topology

kThe Moore topology for C is obtained by defining the neighborhood of

a cell c(p), p (P' as follows:

{c(P1+l1,P2+12,...,Pk+lk)I li L if xi is even for each.

N(p)
(c(p)} if P is odd for at least one i

As before, the collection N (Nlp)I pazki satisfies the

neighborhood axioms. The topology generated by this neighborhood system is

called the Moore topology.
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The two possible neighborhood configurations of this system for C2 are

shown in Figure 3 where the shaded cell represents c(p).

In a Moore space, a point is even if each of its coordinates are even,

otherwise it is called odd. Implications of using the neighborhood

configuration N(p) (p even) for cellular automata were first investigated

by Moore, (1) and (5).

Note that in the Moore topology, diagonally adjacent cells are

connected.

kr
111.3 The 2- Topology

k
Thus far every topology for C was generated by two distinct

neighborhood configurations. We now define a more complex topology which

is based upon a greater variety of neighborhood configurations.

The set C1 becomes a topological space if for each pC Z we define

neighborhood in C by

fc(p-1), c(p), c(p+1)J if p is even,

N(p) -

Lc(p)J if p is odd

The topology generated is called the two-neighborhood topology for C

For kjS1 we define the 2k-neighborhood topology (or simply 2 k -

k1topology) for C as the product topology of the two-neighborhood space C

The four different neighborhood configurations for the 2-space C are

shown in Figure 4. The shaded cell represents the cell c(i,j).
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IV. NEIGHBORHOOD TRANSFORMS

If x = c(p) and y = c(q) are two points in a cellular space, then

their sum is the point xey defined by x+y c(p+q). The difference x-y is .

defined by x-y = c(p-q), and if kt Z, then the scalar product kx is the

point kx = c(kp).
IC

Definition. Let X = Ck be a cellular space and W

fc(pl 2 .. )X I piE LI .CPP2 , . . . pk ) xlP }. .

The window at x& X is defined as W(x) =fx+yl yeW I. The neighborhood system

associated with X is said to satisfy the window condition if it satisfies

the following two properties.

N(x) cW(x) for every xL X, (1)

if z N(x)/ N(y), then x E W(z) and yE W(z) (2)

Hereafter we shall always assume that X is a cellular space whose

neighborhood system satisfies the window condition. Note that the discrete

* space and our examples of cellular spaces satisfy the window condition.

Notation. The power set of X will be denoted by P(X). If AcX, then

Int(A) denotes the interior of A, Cl(A) the closure of A, and C(A) the

complement of A.

Definition. An image is an .element of P(X) and the complement of the image

is its backbround. An image transformation on X is a function P(X)---P(X).

Definitions of a set in terms of a given set can be viewed as image

transformations. Thus Int, Cl and C can all be thought of as image

transformations. For instance, Int: P(X)--.P(X) is the transformation

defined by Int: A---PInt(A).

Composition of image transformations will be denoted by,

In particular, Int.Cl(A) a Int(Cl(A)). If T, ... ,Tn are image

transformations, then the composition Tn' T a ...T will be denoted,' " _ n n-1 1" I1

by liiTi. If all the Ti's represent the same transformation T, then for

nb-o we define Tn : - oTt with T°(A) = A.
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F.-..Definition. A window configuration w is a function w :X-.PX) such that

x a w Wa W .

If BcX, let I(w,B) denote the set I(w,B) =tw(x)I w(x) r) B $%.A

window relation for AcX is a set R(w,A) obtainable from I(w,A) and/or

I(w,C(A)) by intersection, union or complementation. Thus, C(I(w,C(A))

t.w(x)I w(x)rGAl and C(I(w,A)) =(w(x) I w(x) 11 A a 0 are two examples

of window relations for A.

A local operator or windowi operator is a function L:I(w,x)-.-P<X) such

that$ L(w(x)) eW(x) .

Definition. An elementary neighborhood transform T is an image

transformatin defined locally in terms of a window condiguration w, a

window relation H(w,*) and a local operator L. Explicitely,

T(A) {b jbFL(w(x)), w(x)fLR(w,A)).

A neighborhood transform is an image transformation that can be

expressed as a composition of elementary neighborhood transforms.

The importance of neighborhood transforms in image processing is their

potential for simultaneous (parallel) application to the neighborhood of

* every cell of an image. More specifically, elementary neighborhood

transforms are the only image transformations that can be Arformed by a

cellular image processing computer with window W as one-step transformations ~.
in parallel. .

Examples. Some obvious examples of elementary neighborhood transforms

are Int, Cl and C. For example, if L(w(x)) = w(x) NW

then T(A) {bi b LL(w(x)) , w(x) XC(I(w,C(A))1 {bi b.EN(x) , N(x) r-A)

Int (A). Similarly, let w(x) N(x) and L(w~x)) = xj. Then Cl(A)

(b Ib j L(w(x)) , w(x) I I(w,A)}.

70-11
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The transform G(A) :(bI bl-N(a), ad A is an elementary neighborhood

transform. In order to verify this, let w(x) z(x}, L(w(x)) =N(x) and

R(w,A) =I(w,A). Note that G(A) is the smallest open set containing A.

The transform F=C-G*C is an example of a neighborhood transform that

transforms A into the largest closed set contained in A. In particular, we

have the relationship

F (A) C A G 0(A) .(3

We conclude this section by defining two fundamental neighborhood

transforms.

Definition. The dilation transform D is the image transformation defined

by D(A) =G(A)LICl(A). The shrinkingt transform is the image transformationL

S defined by S C-D*C.

Theorem 1. The transforms D and S are elementary neighborhood

trans forms.

Proof. (1) Let w(x) ( x), L(w(x)) =N(x)iVfy I xeN(x) ti N(y)j. and

T(A) z fbI b (L(w(x)), w(x) LI(w,A)l Since

N(x) CG(A) and f yI x fN(x)f) N(y)) C Cl(A) whenever

w(x) C I(w,A), T(A) .D(A).

In order to show that D(A)c.T(A), let botD(A). Then either b CG(A) or

bfCL(A) or both. If br-G(A), theni brCN(x) for some xcA. But N(x)c

L(w(x))c-T(A) for every xzA. Hence b4ETCA). If bcCl(A),

then N(b)fI A * .Hence there is an xLCN(b)1)A and therefore,

xLN(b)t1N(x) withjx,)= w(x)ZI(w,A). Thus,

b ajylxcN(y)AN(,0 CT(A).

(2) To prove that S is an elementary neighborhood transform, reverse

the roles of w, L. and R by letting w(x) zN(x)LjyI xIN(x)tlN(y)J.

L(w(x)) I ixl and T(A) =I bj bEL(w(x)) , w(x).E C(I(w,C(A))}. The

argument for showing that T(A) S(A) is now similar to the argument in

part ()
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.6 7.7 7-7 . 7 .

Theorem 2. atD(b) if and only if be D(a).

Proof. If a z b, there is nothing to prove. Suppose b j acD(b).

Then either a G(b) or aLCl(b). If ac.G(b), then acN(b). Hence
beCl(a)CD(a). If a&Cl(b), then b&N(a)e-D(a). Thus acD(b), implies

that be D(a). The proof of the converse is analagous.

The next theorem is a direct consequence of the definition of D and S.

Theorem 3. Let ACX. Then:

(1) S(A) = F(A)IlInt(A)

(2) Int(A)C S(A)c A CCl(A)c D(A)

(3) If A is open (closed), the D(A) and S(A) are closed (open)

2

Example. Let X=C have the von Neumann topology and let A4=X be the

shaded region shown in Figure 5(a). The region A represents a digitized

version of a tank. The "holes" (unshaded cells) in the tank and the

isolated shaded cell represent "noise" (artifacts) introduced by the

digitization process.

Figures 5(b) and (c) show the effects of applying G and D to A,

respectively. Note that D(A) is simply connected (both as a subset of E2

2
and as a subset of C .) Roughly speaking, D removes small holes and

produces a "smoother" looking version of A. On the negative side, the
shaded isolated cell has been dilated and the cavity beneath the gun has

disappeared.

The shrinking transform S has just the opposite effect (Figure 5(d)).

The isolated cell has disappeared and cavities have been enlarged. Note

also that the gun, which represents a cavity in C(A), has vanished.
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V. THE ALGEBRAIC FOUNDATION OF CELLUAR IMAGE PROCESSING

All cellular logic or neighborhood operations reviewed in the appended

list of references can be expressed in terms of the Minkowski algebra of

sets. Furthermore, there is a direct link between cellular topologies and

the Minkowski algebra that allows the reformulation of the algebraic

operations in terms of topological operations. Thus, the interaction

between cellular topology and the Minkowski algebra is a mathematical
duality. It is for these reasons that we chose the Minkowski algebra for

representing cellular image processing manipulations.

A thorough discussion of Minkowski's algebra can be found in (4). It

includes such manipulations as addition, subtraction, scalar and vectorial

multiplication, complementation, union and intersection. Because of our

definition of neighborhood transforms, we also include such operations as

local averaging of sets, local reflections and local spatial

transformations. However, for reasons of brevity we shall only state the

fundamental concepts of addition and subtraction.

Definition. Let A and B be subsets of E-. The Minowski sum of A and B is

defined vectorially as AxB = (a+bJ aLA, beB]'. The MinkowsKi subtraction

of B from A is defined in terms of complementation by A/B C(C(A)x(-B)),

where -B ={bI -bCB.

The connection between Minowski's algebra and neighborhood transforms

is implicitely contained in the specifreations of L(w) and R(w,*). For

instance, I(N(x),A) corresponds to AxN(o) while C(I(N(x),C(A))) corresponds

to A/N(o). As a particular example of this relationship we state and prove

the following:

Theorem 4. If X is a von Neumann space, then D(A) AxN(o) and

S(A) A/N(o).

Proof. Let w(x) ={p Ip- x1 ii. If a eX is even, then w(a) N(A)

and if a is odd, then w(a) = Cl(N(a)). Thus, '4w(a) G(A)UCI(A) D(A).
On the other hand, AxN(o) = {a+b I bEN(o), a £ A_

pi pCN(o)x(a), aCAl:fp I pLw(a), atAlt Jw(a).

agA

Therefore, AxN(o).
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Using this fact and complementation, we obtain A/N(o) C(C(A)xN(O)

C(D(C(A))) = S(A). Q.E.D.

Obviously, similar results can be obtained for other cellular spaces.

VI. TOPOLOGICAL FILTERS

As we observed in the last section, the transform D smoothens images,

removes small holes, but enlarges the image and isolated cells beyond their

actual size. On the other extreme, S erodes an image and creates large

cavities. Thus it becomes natural to consider compositions of these

transforms in order to obtain an intermediate effect of these two extremes.

Definition. If AcX, then the exterior hull of A is denoted by E(A) and is

defined by E(A) - S.D(A). The interior hull I(A) of A is defined as I(A)

D*S(A).

Example. Figure 6(a) shows the exterior hull of A, where A is the

image shown in Figure 5(a). In terms of the algebraic manipulation, we

have E(A) = (AxN(o))/N(o). Note that E(A) is about the same size as A and

that the isolated cell has not been enlarged while the holes have

disappeared. Thus E might be viewed as a noise filter since it removes

small concavities and holes.

Similar observations can be made for the interior hull I(A)

(A/N(o))xN(o), as shown in Figure 6(b). Even though cavities still appear

enlarged, erosion is not as severe as for S(A). Observe also that the

front and rear end of the tank appear more rounded.

An important and interesting problem is the classification of images

that remain invariant under neighborhood transforms. Before considering

images that remain invariant under the transforms E and I, we recall the

definition of regular sets.
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Definition. An open set A is called regular if A = Int(Cl(A)). A closed

set A is called regular if A Cl(Int(A)).

The properties of regular sets summarized in the next theorem are well

known (cf (2)).

* ,Theorem 5.

(1) If A is closed, then Int(A) is regular.

(2) If A is open, the CI(A) is regular.

(3) If A is open (closed) and regular, then Cl(A) is closed (open)

and regular.

(4) If A and B are open and regular sets, then AcB if and only if

CL(A) £ Cl(B) .

(5) If A and B are closed and regular sets, then AcB if and only if

-:. ~Int (A) = Int (B). '""

(6) If A and B are closed and regular sets, then AVB is a closed and

regular set.

(7) If A and B are open and regular sets, then A#1B is an open and

regular set.

.. Theorem 6. If A is open and regular, then E(A) = A. If A is closed

and regular, then I(A) - A.

Proof. If A is open, then D(A) = CI(A). But then E(A) S-D(A) "

Int(Cl(A)) and the result follows since A is regular.

If A is closed, the S(A) z Int(A). Hence I(A) - DS(A) = Cl(Int(A)).

Again by regularily, Cl(Int(A)) = A. This proves Theorem 6.
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By combining Theorems 5 and 6 further results may be obtained. For

instance, if A is closed, then Int(A) remains invariant under E.

Similarily, if A is open, then the interior hull of Cl(A) is CI(A).

The proof of Theorem 6 in conjunction with the next theorem show that

E and I map open (closed) sets to open (closed) sets.

Theorem 7. If A is closed, the E(A z F(G(A) and if A is open, the

I(A) :G(FA)).

Proof. If A is closed, then D(AW G(A). Hence E(A S D(A)

F(G(A)). Simiilarily, if A is open, then S(A) =F(A) and I(A) =D-SCA)

G(F(A). This proves Theorem 7.

Theorem 8. S(A)cI(A)cAqE(A)c.D(A).

Proof. E(A z S-D(A)c=D(A) by Theorem 3. Now let a LA. Then N (a) r

D(A). Hence a Z-ak z S(N(a))C S-D(A). Therefore, A CE(A. The proof that

S(AC I(A) =A is similar and therefore omitted. This establishes Theorem

2 2
Theorem 9. E (A) zEMA and I (A) I (A).

Proof. Obviously I (A) =I(I(A))C I(A). On the other hand, I-l(A)

D(S*DWSAM) z D(E(S(A))) DWSW) = IMA. A similar argument shows that
2E (A): A. This establishes Theorem 9.

Theorem 10. I(DA) D(A and E(S(A)) S (A).

9.Proof. Clearly, I(D(A))G D(A). But I(D(A)) D(S'D(A))

D(E(A))';D(A). Hence I(DA) D(A).

Similarily, SWA)E(SA)) and E(S(A)) S(D-S(A)) S(I(A)C.S(A).

Therefore E(S(A) SMA. This proves Theorem 10.
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VII. NEIGHBORHOOD REDUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

Neighborhood reduction is a data compression device. This technique,

defined in terms of neighborhood transforms, reduces the image to a few

cells. Reacquisition of' the original image from the reduced image can be

accomplished via neighborhood reconstruction. Thus, neighborhood reduction

compresses data without loss of information.

Definition. Let i be a non-negative integer and ACX. The i-th

reduction of A is defined as Ri(A) = S (A)C.I.S (A). The neighborhood

reduction of A is the disjoint union R(A) = QR (A).
i

Since S i(A) =(acAI D i(a) CAl and R.(A) = S i(A)fJC(D(Si+I(A))),

we can express Ri(A) in set theoretic terms as R (A) =(a I (a)CA and
i+1- i
D (b) .A whenever b LD(a). This last expression provides a clearer view

of the geometric manipulations that are required in order to obtain R. (A).'
The next example should elucidate the importance of neighborhood

reductions.

Example. Let A be the image shown in Figure 6(a) with the isolated

shaded cell deleted. Figure 7 shows A (dotted outline) superimposed on

R(A). In order to show the position of R (A) with respect to A, we labeledi
the cells of Ri(A) by i i 0,1,2,3). Note that Ri(A) =,0 for i>3.

An important observation is that the reduction R(A) consists of only
44 cells. This is less than 1/3 of the 159 cells composing the image A.

Another useful observatin is that R(A) can be viewed as a weighted skeleton

of A, where a cell of the skeleton has weight i if it belongs to Ri(A).

As can be inferred from the reconstruction procedure, the largest numbered

cells correspond to the bulk of the image while the cells with small

weights correspond to the finer features. In tracking an object such as

a moving target, it is often sufficient to only track cells with large

weights, thus allowing further data reduction.

..4 
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Definition. The interior radius re(A) of A is defined as m(A) =

max Cij D (a) CA, acA I if the maximum exists, otherwise m(A) -*.

The exterior radius M(A) of A is defined as M(A) = min{ij ACD (a),

a EAJ if the minimum exists, otherwise M(A) = .

It follows that Oim(A) M(A). Also, M(A) 4 if and only if A is

finite. However it is possible that m(A)e even though M(A) ..

Unless otherwise stated, we shall always assume that m(A).eae. This

complies with the spirit of image processing by computer where images are

always finite. }

Definition. Let AcX and 06k m(A). The k-th partial reconstruction r

of A from R(A) is defined as r (A) 15 (A) Di(R (A)).izm(A)-k

Theorem 11. r (A) A. .
W(CA)

Proof . If P 4R (A) , t hen D (p) CA. Hence D L(H (A))CGA for each 1. 0
and, therefore, rm(A(A) 4 A.

In order to show that Acrm (A), let A1 =faI3 beA with

a EDL(b)CAl. Since Az A , A :VA. Now let aZA and k = max

{ i adAi  . Thus aLD (b)r.A for some b£A. Suppose there is a

c £D(b) such that D k+1(c)cA. By Theorem 2, biD(c). But then

Dk(b)C D Cc). Therefore a&D+1 (c)C A and atAk+l, contradicting the

fact that k was maximal with respect to this property. Hence

b £VA) and a EDk(B)-Dk(k(A))-rm(A)(A). This proves Theorem 11.

It now follows that the definition of rk provides an algorithmic

method of reconstructing A- or -vecific subsets of A- knowing only R(A).

As an example, Figure 8 shows the first partial reconstruction r (A) of A,

where R(A) is as in the previous example.
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VIII. NEIGHBORHOOD METRICS

.- .A neighborhood metric is a metric between two images A and B that can

be computed in terms of neighborhood transforms. The metric we are about

to define was first proposed by Minkowski (3)-(4). Ours will be a discrete

version of this metric.

Definition. The Minkowski distance between two images A and B in a

k kcellular space is defined as d(A,B) minkki ACD (B) and BCD (A). .

k k

Let A D (A), N =.N(O) and X the von Neumann space. It then follows

from Theorem 4 that d(A,B) = min. kI AcBxN , BcAxN 1. Thus, the distance

between A and B can be obtained by successive dilation of the neighborhoods

of the points of A and B.

To avoid frivolity, we shall assume that X is a non-discrete space.

We continue to assume that X satisfies the window condition.

Theorem 12. If YcP(X) consists of finite images, then d is a metric

on Y.

Proof. (1) Clearly d(A,B)2O. If A B, then A B = D°(B) and

B=A = D0 (A)4 Therefore d(A,B) = 0. Conversely, if d(A,B) = 0, then

AcD°(B) B and B rD°(A) =A. Thus A =B.

V.2 (2) d(A,B) = d(B,A) is obvious.

(3) Let d(A,B) = n and d(B,C) = m. Then AGDn (B) and BGDm(C) .
n(D ~ n nHence, AcDn(Dm(C)) = Dnm(C). Similarily, Br.D (k) and CCD (B).

therefore CcDm(Dn(A)) = Dm(A) and d(A,C)gn+m = d(A,B) + d(B,C). This

proves Theorem 12.

The Minkowski distance has some interesting properties with respect to

unions, dilations and Minkowski addition. We summarize some of these in

the next theorem.
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Theorem 13. Let A,B,C and D be finite images in X. Then:

(1) d(AVB, CLD)* max - d(A,C),D(B,D).

(2) d(AUB,A)-j d(A,B).

(3) d(AU B,C)_6dCA,B) d(B,C).

(4) d(AxB,CxD)Cd(A,C) d(B,D).

(5) d(A,B) d(A k,B k).

Since the proofs of these properties are all very similar, we shall

only verify property (1). Let m = d(A,C), n d(B,D) and k = maxim,nj.
Then A r-Cm, BcDn and therefore AVBcCeVDm c(CUD) Similarily,

kCUD (A 'B) . Thus d(AUJB,CUD). k.

The Minkowski metric provides a useful measure of similarity between

image. As such it can be used as an image matching device. Its definition

in terms of the dilation transform D reflects the geometrical structure of "

images. In comparison to many other similarity measures it is also less

sensitive to small pertubations caused by noise. Because of its dependence

on the elementary neighborhood transform D, the question arises as to what

relationships exist between d and neighborhood transformations involving D
ms-

in their factorization.

Large pertubations affect the Minkowski metric severely. d(A,B) may

be large even though A and B represent the same configuration. This is the

case when A occupies a different location than B. We provide a partial

remedy for this situation by defining a translation invariant neighborhood

distance based on the Minkowski metric.
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Let v(p) = v(pl,...,pk)f X, V =Lvi(P) p1  1, p. = 0 if j t i}and,

to simplify notation, let vi = v (P). Note that VGW. For each vEX, we
ii i

may define an image translation T by T (A) Axlvj, where x denotes
V V

Minkowski addition. Specifically, T (A) is a translation of the image A by
v

the "vector" v.

As a first result we have that for each vi V, T is an elementary

vi

neighborhood transform. To ascertain this claim, let w(x) =4 x) and

L(w(x)) ={x + v.} . Then Tv (A) (b I b CL(w(x)), w(x)CI(w,A)j.

It now follows that for any nc Z, T is a neighborhood transform since
-- n~i

Tn" T oTv. More generally, since any vE X can be expressed as

k =TTk= i=Ovii I iv .

v nivi , with ni rZ, T=j . Hence T is a neighborhood
n1Yi

transform for any v.EX.

Using these translation neighborhood transforms we are now able to

define a translation invariant similarity measure between images.

Definition. The Minkowski similarity s for images is defined by s(A,B) =

min { d(ATv(B))I vLXl, where d denotes the Minkowski distance.

Since s(A,B)&d(A,B); s is a more discriminant measure of image

similarity. Also, since s(ATv (A)) = 0 for each veX, s is translation

invariant. In particular, s is a metric on Y = [A] I AcX is finitej

where CA3 = BI BcX,T v(B) = Ak.

The Minkowski similarity solves the problem caused by translations but

introduces the problem of finding an optimal algorithm that determines v

such that d(AT (B)) is minimal. Furthermore, it is not the ultimate

matching device but simply one of many neighborhood techniques derived from

the interaction of the image geometry with the image algebra. It is the

capabilities, optimization, advantages and disadvantages of these cellular

techniques and their proper place in the total scheme of cellular image

processing that needs to be investigated.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is now time to place our results into a proper practical

perspective. As we have indicated, current neighborhood image processing

operations can be expressed in terms of the Minkowski algebra of sets. The

geometric dual of this algebra can be obtained from the topology of the

image space, and this duality provides a rich foundation for a rigouous

mathematical structure for cellular image processing. Howiever, we have not

attempted to build such a structure. In fact, we have barely tapped the

resources of this foundation. We therefore recommend the development of a

mathematical structure for cellular image processing based on the

topologic-algebraic foundation proposed in this paper.

Since this research is still in the embwyeeie stage, various primary

steps in the initial development of the structure can be taken. For

instance, a valuable first step could be the cataloguing and transformation

of existing neighborhood techniques, that aim at fulfilling the same or

similar tasks, into the Minkwski-topologic domain. An excellent choice

would be the multitude of neighborhood algorithms used for skeletonizing

images. The geometric performance of these algorithms could then be tested

via the theorems of topology and algebra instead of using specific examples

which all to often result in false conclusions. The experience and

insights gained from the primary steps can then be applied to further

develop the structure. Therefore, ad astra.
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THE MOORE NEIGHBORHOODS
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FIGURE 3
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The Silhouette A Representing a Low Resolution Image of a Tank
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The following list of publications consists of articles and books either

directly concerned with cellular image processing or with the notions and
concepts used in the cellular image processing literature. For example, the

undefined notion of a sigma algebra referred to in Matheron's papers can be
found in Rudin's book on analysis. Similarly, various concepts from topology

have been used by many authors. Hence, some readable elementary topology texts
are included.

Since this list is neither complete nor up-to-date, I hope that subsequent
readers are willing to aid in its expansion.
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TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS OVER ROUGH

SURFACES IN HYPERSONIC FLOW

by

John M. Russell

ABSTRACT

A practical method based on earlier contributions by Van Driest

for predicting the downstream development of the skin friction, heat

transfer, and momentum thickness is derived and discussed. The most

obvious method for incorporating roughness effects based on a straight-

forward generalization of a well-known method developed in low speed

flows is criticized for its lack of consideration of radiated Mach

waves. A linear theory for the supersonic flow of an inviscid shear

layer over a wavy wall is presented and discussed as an idealized

model for steady Mach wave radiation (and its effect on skin friction)

from stationary obstacles.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The flow of turbulent boundary layers over rough walls at high

speeds is of considerable interest to the Air Force. The estimation and

control of flow separation, skin friction, aerodynamic heating, heat

transfer and other technologically important phenomena are all limited

by the depth of our understanding of compressible turbulent boundary

layers. The High Speed Aero Performance Branch at the Air Force Wright

Aeronautical Laboratories, spurred by recent Air Force interest in a

supersonic cruise missile, has initiated a long range basic research

program on the mechanics of turbulence over rough surfaces in a Mach 6

flow under the direction of Dr. Anthony W. Fiore.

Though nearly all of the in-house effort on the above project is

directed toward the acquisition of quality experimental data, the in- 7....

vestigators and sponsors felt that collateral analytical modeling of

the phenomena they expect to measure would be desirable f or a number of

reasons, some of which will be described below in the section labeled

"Objectives".

Thus, when the opportunity arose to select a number of Faculty

Summer Research Fellows and to assign them to priority tasks in progress

in the Laboratory, the administrators elected to choose one with a back-

ground in the analytical modeling of turbulent flows to work with Dr. Fiore
on the rough wall supersonic turbulent boundary layer project.

The present author, Dr. John Russell of the School of Aerospace,

Mechanical, and Nuclear Engineering at the University of Oklahoma, is a

graduate of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics at MIT with

a specialy in the analytical modeling of turbulent bursts near smooth

walls, unsteady three-dimensional flows with vorticity, nonlinear .'-

effects, hydrodynamic stability and applied mathematics. Though his

prior research experience in. compressible turbulent boundary layers was

limited at best, he apparently represented the best match between the

needs of the Laboratory and the pool of skills available among this

year's applicants for Faculty Summer Research Fellowships.

II. Objectives

The present ten-week research effort involved both immediate and
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longer range objectives. The approaches taken in response to the

immediate objectives are distinct from the approaches taken in response

to the longer range ones so we will describe each set of objectives

separately.

The immediate objective was to obtain a numerical prediction of the

outcome of a set of experiments in progress on a milled roughness flat

plate Mach 6 turbulent boundary layer at AFWAL. The planned experiments

will measure the downstream development of skin friction, heat transfer,

integral boundary layer thicknesses in addition to the mean velocity and

density profiles. Some laser doppler and hot wire measurements of fluc-

tuating quantities are also planned. Numerical prediction of all these

quantities is desired. Disagreement between prediction and experiment

is useful in isolating weaknesses of current prediction methods, while

agreement reinforces the credibility of both the theory and the experi-

ment. The possi.ility of discovering errors in the experiments by such

comparisons must not be r ld out, either.

The longer range objective is to gain a deeper understanding of the

specific physical processes that control the main qualitative features

of the flow and to illuminate the manner by which two or more nominally

distinct physical processes may interact. The subject of compressible
1turbulent boundary layers is reviewed by Bradshaw. We may list four

representative problem areas in which the present author's knowledge is

far from complete and in which the literature he has consulted has

offered less than definitive insight:

(i) How to quantitatively estimate acoustic energy radiation in

the mean flow energy balance in the hypersonic range M > 5.

(ii) How to properly model the effects of roughness on the mean

velocity and temperature profile for arbitrary Mach number and heat

transfer.

(iii) What is the role of traveling disturbances (either eddies or

waves) in turbulence generation and maintenance.

(iv) What is the order of importance in which various "hypersonic

effects" (i.e., those that are usually neglected for M, < 5) gain sig-

nificance as M increases beyond -ive.
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As an example of problem number (ii), we might ask whether acoustic

radiation becomes important sooner or later than low Reynolds number

effects associated with a sublayer that is thick compared to the over-

all boundary layer thickness.

We did not expect to settle all these issues in any one-man. ten-

week research project. Nevertheless, we directed our efforts toward

the above problem areas since they seemed to offer the greatest

potential for progress in the long term.

III. Prediction of Skin Friction, Heat Transfer and Boundary Layer
Growth

The shape of the velocity and temperature profiles in a compres-

sible turbulent boundary layer can be predicted with engineering accu-

racy by a well-known method associated with the name Van Driest. A

lucid derivation of this method that relies on fewer controversial

assumptions than Van Driest's original work (such as the unnecessary

use of Prandtl's mixing-length concept) may be found in two papers by

Rotta. 2,3 We will not reproduce the details of Rotta's derivation here.

The key assumptions used in deriving the working formulas are easy to

state, however, so a heuristic derivation of the main working formulas

will be given in this section.

Rotta restricts attention to the portion of the boundary layer

above the sublayer but deep enough within the boundary layer so that

the mean streamlines are effectively parallel to the wall (or the mean

y-level in the case of a rough wall). This region corresponds to the

logarithmic region in low speed flows. In it, the total shear stress

(consisting of a viscous part plus a Reynolds stress) is nearly inde-

pendent of y and is equal to the wall shear stress i Since we are

considering the region above the sublayer, the viscous stress may be

neglected as well, so that

- Puv T T ()•

(where p is the total instantaneous mass density of the fluid and (u,v)

are the streamwise and spanwise components of the fluctuation velocity,

respectively). Rotta defines a turbulent Prandtl number at by the

relation
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dUV

,t (2)

dT
dy

(where T is the mean temperature, T is the instantaneous temperature, and

U Is the mean streamwise velocity), and assumes that at is independent of

height y above the wall.

It follows from-(1) and (2) that

- 1 dT (3)
a tW-.

t

Now consider the energy balance for a cross sectional fluid slab illustra-

6-0 ted by the cross-hatched region in Figure 1.

U(y):..y -- I -"-

b width of slab in
3? z direction

"!:i/I I I  / I  i  I / I  I  I  I  I  x:"

X."A

Figure 1. Cross sectional fluid slab for deriving
simplified energy balance.

The rate of mechanical work W/b done on the fluid slab by the surround-

ings (per unit of horizontal area) is dominated by the shear wbrk, i.e.,

yb- Z U(y)°(u- --V)  U(y)Tw  (4)

Let the rate of heat loss from the slab to the wall (per unit of hori-

zontal area) be denoted by qw" Finally, assuming the top of the slab is

in the "fully turbulent" region, the dominant contribution to the rate of

energy transfer (per unit of horizontal area) to the slab across the top

of the slab is the mean flux of static enthalpy -c pvT (where c iR the
p p

(constant) specific heat at constant pressure).
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Neglecting any imbalance between the energy flux across the vertical

faces of the slab, the operational form of the equation of total energy

conservation becomes .."1
.',-C pO =v qw - U w (5) -.:

Eliminating pvT between this equation and equation (3), we get

1 dT
a. p w dU qw UT (6)

which is identical to equation (31) of Rotta's first paper in the limit
,.'.7+ which Rotta derived by a much more thorough but laborious procedure.

Equation (6) shows that T must be a quadratic function of U. Define

the parameters

-. q(7a)
q

pu T  

..-

u

M = (7b)*r aw

u ( 7 c)

w

aw (c c v) W =  (y -1)pc p (7d)
w Tw v v w pw

(where the subscript "w" refers to the wall level y= 0, cv is the

specific heat at constant volume, y c p/cv, and p is the mean pressure

which we will take to be a constant throughout the flow in accordance

with the usual boundary layer approximation).

The integral of (6) may be written

T_ U t 1 M 2( U 2 
.-

tqu 2 "r -- + C1  (8)
w T T

where C1 - CI(0q , M ). Since we will have no further need to distinguish

between the mean and instantaneous temperatures, we will drop the over-

bars on the T's in what follows.

The last key assumption which permits the derivation of a formula
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relating U to y is that the velocity gradient obey the relation

dU (9)

where Kc is the Karman constant. The only difference between (9) and its

incompressible couterpart is that p is now a function of y rather than a

an ideal gas, we have

pT-pT. .(10)

* . The mean density is therefore expressible in terms of the mean tempera-

ture and vice-versa.

Eliminating T between (8) and (10), one obtains an expression for

p in terms of U. Equation (9) is then a "variables separable" ordinary

differential equation between U and y:

d (7 -
U

uu

2 U
t T TTT

The substitution

2C 2

u (Y-.l)MZ ? f -l)H a + (Yl)~ ) sine0 (12)
TT T t

reduces (11) to

d1 (13)
Ky Icar -I

t 2 T

which has the integral

t-0  2 T u v C 2)(4
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in which one of the constants may be chosen arbitrarily with no loss of

generality. Note that C2  C2 (M . It is convenient to choose °

such that U-0 at 6-00. With this choice, it follows from (12) that

- t-1------
2(y-l) Mr

sin 0 = (15)
0 / at

1 2 (y-)M T •

CosO (16)

C + 2 (y-l)MT

Noting that sin 6 - + e (8- +sin(- Cos e + Co (-
0 0 0 0 0

sin 0 , equations (12)-(16) give, finally,

U) 2 a {sin/cr -! 1 21 r

Tt w

T t 2""u V
(7-1)MT~~at  t tw ...:

+ (1-cos[ ' M 1 at + C 2(I -) (17)
w T .-.t 2 &l - + C)],2--l)-.

Equation (17) is the generalization of the "law of the wall" to the com-

pressible heat conducting case.

An equivalent frequently quoted form may be obtained by expressing

O and 0 in equation (14) by means of equations (12) and (15), respec-

tively and by intreducing the "incompressible"velocity u*/u by

• YT (inner) "":
u__ -in- + C(iner (18)

Equation (14) then becomes

*U
u 1 [sin t UT (Y-)M"'

+at
t 2 T Cl +2 (y-l)M~
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q
+ sin( ((19)

at 8 9  - '
C1  2 .y1)

which is the "Van Driest transformation".

The above equations are valid only within the "inner" portion of

the turbulent boundary layer, say y/6 < .2 where 6 is the overall
4

boundary layer thickness. Coles has shown that in low speed flows, the

velocity distribution for nearly all turbulent boundary layers can be

fitted to an equation of the form

u 1 Yr TI whole

(I Clayer (20)
U K V 2 cos

by suitable choice of the constants T, 6, u and where (<,C 2 ) = (.41,5.0).
1Bradshaw therefore suggests that equation (17) be generalized to

,

U 2 (sin - -

UT (y-1)Maat

+(1 - cos(/§u--~~) 2-1) M -- } (21) .
T T-- ".

2 -U 2(Y-l) H-u*/uT T

with u*/u given by equation (20), so that is now specified for all

values of y between the sublayer and the outer edge, provided suitable

empirical functions C (M,8q) and C (M ,4q) can be found. Bradshaw2

1lTq 2 T q
suggests

C1  1 , C2 - 5.2 + 95 M 2 + 30.7 8 + 226 8 2 (22a,b)

1 2 Tq q

The above equations may be used to derive skin friction formulas

which, in turn, form the basis of a calculation method for calculating

the downstream growth of the momentum thickness 8 defined by*

6

U.- f U(U6 - U)dy (23)

Note that the "friction velocity Mach number" M may be written in theT

This e should not be confused with the e introduced in equation (12).
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form T c

T a 13- 00 f6,-

or

- M (24) -,
M T  ,2.T 6

where the subscript "6" denotes conditions at the outer edge of the

boundary layer, cf is the usual skin friction coefficient defined by

P6U6Tw -f ,(25)
2 Cf

and where we have used the assumption Pw P6

In general, M will be given quantity. From (24), we see that M

and cf contain the same basic information. In view of the ubiquity of

the parameter M in the equations already derived, we will use it instead

of cf in deriving "skin friction" equations.

The quantity p/ 6 in (23) may be expressed in terms of U by means of

equations (10) and (8):

-T . TT T6 /T
- , (26)

P6 P6 PWw a a )=-q M_ 2- (_.+ Cl :, - u t 2 T2U 2

Note also that.. u M a M "U 6aw T (27)

Ha 6 6 6

It follows from (23), (26), and (27) that

H u u6 T2- -r w - .J a- d&) (28)

6 t tqu t 2 T u T

This integral may be carried out numerically using (20) and (21) provided

the argument yu /vw in (20) of the logarithm is written

YU 6  U6e M
T H6 § 6  (29)

Vw eV wM T6
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The integral (28), when evaluated, yields a relation of the form

e e u6e
O fI(M, 8 q ' R R e (30)

w
provided that the parameters T w/T M 1, K, C C 2 ,  t  and y are

specified.

Evaluating (21) at the outer edge y/ 6= 1, and using (27) gives

M Tu*
6 6 2 si6

.-- n M-" ¢i T-- ot({-1)'MC.
T wt T

u * t

+ ( -COS(/a XjM-L)-*-- (31)
t 2 u T 2(y-l) M T

where, from (20) and (29),

M 1 6 211
lIn (- Re ;A +C 2 + - (32)

UT  6

Evaluating (8) at y- 6, we get

T M T
Tw a 6 M-T6 w - 12 M 2 T-- + C I  

(33)
wT w w

Equations (30)-(33) constitute three simultaneous transcendental equations

for the three unknowns 6/6, M , and 8 given the local value of Re and
T q

the parameters listed after equation (30). These define, in essence, the

"skin friction" relations for compressible heat conducting flow. The
downstream growth of e is determined from the Von Karman momentum inte-

gral as derived, for example, by Young.5 It reads

dU

dx 6 (u6 2d) = - 6 U - T (34)

where 6* is the mass weighted displacement thickness

6

6 -- 1 p(U6 - U)dy (35)

Pu6 0 .

For flat plate flow, of course, dU6 /dx - 0, so that
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T c M 2dO w f (J) (

2 2 M(

From the above derived "skin friction" relations, M. is ultimately

expressible-as a function of R, and a number of x-independent para-

meters, such as M, K, R, at$ y, etc. Equation (36) thus constitutes

a first order ordinary differential equation for the downstream develop-

ment of e.

IV. Roughness Effects

In low speed flows, roughness effects can be incorporated con-

veniently by defining a nondimensional roughness height k+ by
ku

+  _T
k V

where k is the typical roughness height. Equation (18) can then be

rewritten

_ lni + ln k+ + C(k+ )

u K k K 2''

1 --in + c*(kb (37)
K k 2r

The function C2r* (k has been determined empirically for a variety of
2r 6roughness types in adiabatic flow at zero Mach number. Rotta presents

a review of these data.

The most natural way to generalize these results to the compressible

case is to treat the C2 in equation (20) as a function of k+, M , and

8q, whose value at k+ - 0 is given by equation (22b) and to assume that

the k+ dependence of C2 can be represented by a multiplicentive factor

determined from low speed data. Thus, we let

q ( C2 (O,Mk, ) M q ..

C + ) - C (000) (38)

with

C (OM 5.2 + 95 M 2 + 30.7 q + 226 8q2
2 q q

C2 (0,0,0) - 5.2

C2*(k+) C2 *(k+) - 'lnk + -+
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(in accordance with equation (37)) and where C2r (k+) is the empirically

determined function measured in adiabatic incompressible flow for the

given roughness type.

V. Wave Drag of Roughness Elements

The preceding sections have been concerned with a practical calcu-

lation method suitable for immediate use. The price paid for the ability

to-generate mean flow predictions was a neglect of the physics of the

fluctuations. In the following section, we seek to rectify this neglect

by presenting a highly idealized model of Mach wave generation by rough-

ness elements. We will study, in particular, the inviscid shear flow

over a sinusoidal wavy wall in which the wave amplitude is small. The

- .analysis permits a calculation of the wave drag of one cycle of the wall

waves by a linear theory.

y

"-.- U(y)

Figure 2. Shearing flow over a wavy wall: (T(y),U(y) E
mean temperature and velocity, respectively.

Consider an inviscid shear flow as shown in Figure 2. (xy,z) is

a right-handed coordinate system. (U(y),O,O) is the velocity field that

would obtain in the absence of wall waviness. The crests of the wall

waves are not necessarily parallel to the z axis. Let a and $ be the

streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers of the wall waves. The equation

governing an isentropic change of state in an ideal gas
F-

p p
0 0

is a solution of the equation
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dpp p

which applies to each fluid particle. It follows that

DR y PL Dp_(39) '
p Dt p Dt

From the continuity equation

Do au 3v aw
Dt P (T- + .y + t)

we have

IDp au 3v aW
- + + 3w) (40)

p Dt x y az

Combining this equation with the three components of the momentum

equation

Du _ lap-
Dt P ax

Dv _ p (41a,b.c) --

Dt p az

we obtain a system which when linearized for small amplitude disturbances

to the basic flow yields a closed set of equation for the fluctuations.

Let

(u,v,w,Tp,p) E (U(y)+u',v',w',T(y)+T',P 0 +p',P(y)+P') (42)

(where T now represents the instantaneous temperature) in which P. is an

absolute constant. Notice that equations (40) and (41) are satisfied by

the undisturbed flow with u'-v'=w'-p' p'-0 though the boundary con-

dition of "no flow through the wall" is not.

It follows from the equation of state for the undisturbed flow that

(y) T(y) - p6 T6  (43)
-6

(u,v,w,,P) now represent the local instantaneous streamwise, verti-

cal, and spanwise velocity components, the density, and the pressure,
respectively.

71-16
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Introducing (42) into (40) and (41) and ignoring second-order products

of the fluctuations, we obtain

V' - (44) -i
av' _ y (45)

p

_ (46)a x - z .- -

P

axu' 3v' axw' (47

in which we have assumed steady flow since the wall is stationary.

Taking the x-derivative of (44) and adding the result to the z-

derivative of (46), we obtain an expression involving the quantity

au'/Dx + aw'/3z which can be eliminated by means of (47). Thus

U U 2.L v' + U av'+i,2, 2
u - u x - + -- - - (-- +. --2 ) (48)

ax P. ax 3Y Dy ax

This equation together with (45) yields a closed set for the variables

v' and p'. Note that the coefficients in these equations are all inde-

pendent of x and z. We therefore seek separable solutions in the form

v'(x,y,z) - Re{v(y)ei(ax+ 8z)} (49)

p'(x,y,z) - Re{p(y)ei(ax+Bz)} (50)

in which v and p may be complex (even though v' and p' are real).

Substituting these expressions into (45) and (48) and demanding that

the solutions be nontrivial, we obtain

i'cUv - - (51)

dy

from (45), and

_ _ _ _C _d v - d U (5 2 )

from (48). Eliminating p, we obtain a single equation for v

d6 - dU 2U v 2d U k (53)

T 6 6T(
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in which we have introduced the notation a2 + 82 k2 and where we have

written
#5__ 1 U6 _= S T

6M ' and
yP. a a

.Z~ 6 a6 T

Notice that as y - , the above equation reduces to

d2; 2.

dyi k ( M 6) )v O (y > 6) (54)

which has the solutions

v (eay , e-ay ) (55),. --

where

8 k/i (s M6)
2  (56)

-k8y
The solution v e y corresponds to "outgoing" Mach waves and is the

one of physical interest in the present problem. We therefore impose

the outer edge "boundary condition

dvdv + Ov - 0 for y -6 (57)

to rule out the physicallyunacceptable solution proportional to e y

(which represents "incoming" Mach waves, created by some wavemaker

N other then the wall).

Integrating (53) with respect to y from y to 6 and applying (57), we

get- - kA
Udv dU T (M a u6 2.' (58
U - v- Tt ( -) I {---v 6 - k2  y } (58)dy dy T6  6

y

Dividing (58) by U2 and noting that

d v - dU-

UZ ~ ay

we may integrate again with respect to y from y to 6 to obtain

6 U 6 -Uk
_6 6 62

y y

or since
8 ik M6 )

2 -1,
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__ Utl (6)2 ) d )d(Y-) -i(k6)

*6 U6  (66 /~M)
v1 U T6

/ z - {2- /1(__ 
_)__- 

2 (60+ (k6) 2  U6 (--- (59) ,
T6 =U- (MS k) )T d( ]()65)...

y6 y/,

The exact solution to (59) can be obtained recursively by taking

z" I. {1 i' [ 62 4"2d46- (60) '!:

Uo O

as the first approximation. Substituting the first approximation back -.

:', into the right hand side of (59) gives a second approximation which may:-"

be further substituted to give a third approximation, and so forth.

Experience in the theory of hydrodynamic stability suggests that the

first approximation (60) called the "small wavenumber" approximation may

be quite useful as is without any further iterations.

Note that the slope of the streamline i = constant satisfies the

condition
Rev* ('(a) Oz)

"' *const.

Let y = 0 be the x-averaged height of the wall. Let *6 denote the stream

surface whose x-averaged elevation is 6. Let -0 be the stream function

on the wall.

Then

(d) = (U) = Re{- ei(ax + z)}

v- cos(ax + Bz + arg( ) "

lusi U

Therefore,

max6 U-
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Similarly

max{(d- ) v - ) (U(0) 0)dx i.0-

It follows from (60) that the ratio of the maxima of the streamline

slopes is given by

max{ . -(dx)1

aI-p 6d U(0) ________

x 6 - (o) .Z7 i(k(0) f UT 2 2
max{ ( 6 /

(dx) )-IO (61)

which is calculable quantity given the distributions U(y), T(y), and the

parameters M6, a, and B. Thus, for a given wall wave, the maximum

slope of the streamline at the outer edge is known.

Now in steady inviscid flow, the stream surface i= $ may be

replaced by a rigid wall without affecting the flow above it. Thus, the

wave drag exerted on the fluid below the surface it - is equal to the

wave drag exerted by a nominally uniform flow U-U6 over an equivalent

wavy wall. The solution to the latter problem has been given by Liepmann
7and Roshko in the two-dimensional case to which we will now restrict - -

attention. Those authors show that

21r 27r

a a 2
2 C (AX) dx 2 f dx (62)

0 a= AS-

where C is the pressure coefficient defined by
p p P40 L-.

p P6 .->
~u2

From steadiness of the flow and periodicity in the x-direction, the

principle of linear momentum conservation implies that the net stream-

wise force per unit of horizontal area on the fluid between *-* and *I0pu

must be zero. It follows that the drag coefficient exerted on the wall

-O0 is given by equation (62).

Note that
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2?r 27r+

f _)t 2 2 max{ p 2
a 2 dxx. (63) .

o *=*+ o ,~=o max{ ( Ax Z 0I ~i:

where the quantity 0is known from the given wall geometry and the

quantity in parenthesis is calculable from equation (61).

This completes our discussion of the wave drag of a wavy wall in

an inviscid supersonic shear flow.

VI. Results

It was our original intention to prepare a computer code for the

calculation of the downstream development of e(x), cf(x), and $ (x) and
q

to use it to generate predictions of the outcome of the experiments in

progress at AFWAL. Due to time limitations, it has not proved possible

to achieve this goal during the allotted 10-week summer research period.

Our "results", then, consist in the above presentation of the algorithm

by means of which such calculations may be carried out in the near future.

VII. Recommendations

Based on our investigation into the calculation of turbulent boun-

dary layers in hypersonic flow, we may make the following recommendations

for future work:

1. Routine predictions of O(x), cf(x), and Bq(X) over rough sur-

faces in supersonic flow should, for the time being, be made with the aid

of the algorithm presented in Sections III and IV above or one similar to it.

2. More effort should be directed toward improving the rather crude

method for incorporating the roughness effects outlined in Section IV.

3. Effects of radiated Mach waves should be investigated more

thoroughly. The idealized model given in Section V above ignores viscous

effects and travelling wave disturbances. The idealized energy equation

(5) could be significantly affected by acoustic radiation for M > 5, for

example.

4. A fundamental study of "coherent structures" in compressible

turbulent boundary layers should be initiated to investigate the qualita-

tive effects of compressibility and heat transfer on "turbulent bursts"

and other turbulence production mechanisms that have been documented in

low speed flows.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION T H DYNA4jIC BEAVIOR OF THE FLOW-FIELD IN
M A& COMBUSTOR

by

Sarwan S. Sandhu

Results of a brief investigation of the dynamic behavior of a

bluff-body stabilized diffusion flame are presented for air and fuel

flow rates of lkg/s and 6kg/hr, respectively. A cine film, acquired at

4000 frames/s, of the reacting flow field near the bluff-body was

analyzed with regard to time variant interaction between the annulus air

stream and the flame stabilizing recirculation zone. Air vortices

generated from the shear layer of the air stream appear to interact with

the recirculating zone while growing as they move downstream. Estimated

air vortex average axial and rotational velocities are 22.8 m/s and

548.9 rad/s, respectively. Estimated peripheral average angular

velocity of reactive fluid recirculating zone is 506.5 rad/s. Fluid,

made visible by dispersed reacting and emitting relatively "small" sized

, gaseous pockets, appears to move upstream in a core about the centerline

towards the recirculating spatial region. Reacting fluid, made visible

by light emission, appears to be peeled off the recirculating reactive

zone in the form of cylindrical shells with irregular boundaries at

quasi-periodic intervals. Ratio of air vortex to flame turbule

frequency at an axial dimensionless location of 0.68 is about 2/1.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FLOW-FIELD IN
THE APL COMBUSTOR

Obiective and Introduction

The main objective of the effort expended in the ten week summer

period was to clarify the dynamic behavior of the flow-field in the APL

combustor in the 'near bluff-body spatial region". Such clarification

helps in gaining insight into the air and fuel mixing process resulting

in reactant consuming exothermic combustion process. Unsteady flame

behavior was observed and studied in terms of flame turbules in the APL

combustor, 1' 2 ' 3 using cine photograpic and CH emission recording

techniques. Later, high speed Mn-laser shadowgraphy and cine

photography were employed to further shed some light on the dynamic

behavior of the APL combustor. A cine film acquired at 4000 frames per

second for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr indicated

the dynamic behavior more clearly. Dynamic behavior of the flow field

was investigated by analyzing the cine and high speed shadovgraphic

f ilms.

Methods of analyses to acquire various types of qualitative and

quantitative information regarding the dynamic behavior of the flow

field are described. Deduced dynamic flow field is approximately

depicted as contour diagrams. Quantitative estimated results on air

indentation (or vortex) axial velocity, its growth rate and frequency;

flame turbule frequncy and length for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel

flow rate of 6kg/hr are briefly discussed. Estimated characteristic

dimensions of the CO2 jet for air flow rate of lkg/s and C02 flow rate

of 4kg/hr are also reported.
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7Z1. EXPERIMINTAL

Combustion Rig

A schematic diagram of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory (APL)

combustion tunnel is shown in Figure 1. The centerbody is 79 cm. long

and 14 ca. in diameter. Gaseous propane fuel is injected through a 4.8

mm diameter tube at the center of the centerbody. Air flows through

the annular space between the outer duct and the centerbody. A 31.8 mm

long square-cell honeycomb flow straightener with a cell size of 4.8 mm

square and two number 16 mesh screens are mounted in the annulus. The

25.4 cm diameter duct has 30.5 x 7.6 cm viewing ports that provide both

optical and conventional probe access to combusting regions. Additional

information about the combustion tunnel is given in References 1 and 3.

QUALITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF FLOW FIELD

The qualitative characterization of the flow field of the bluff-

body diffusion flame was obtained by examining shadovgraphic and cine

films of the flame at an air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel flow rates of

4 and 6kg/hr. The shadowgraphic films were shot at 6583 frames/s and

the cine films at 4000 frames/s. Two hundred photographic stills were

obtained from the cine films and used for closer examination. The

viewing port did not facilitate the visualization of the entire flame

so that the flame was assumed to be symmetrical and only half vas

investigated.

OUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION

The cine films, shadowgraphic films, and photographic stills were

used to quantify certain aspects of the flow field. In all cases, the

bluff-body image diameter was measured and a magnification factor

obtained to facilitate the conversion of image measurements to real

values. The cine films were used to determine air indentation or vortex
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linear velocities, flame turbule and air vortex shedding frequencies,

and recirculation zone rotational velocity. The photographic stills

were used to measure flame turbule length and air vortex and

recirculation zone rotational velocities. The shadovgraphic films were

used to determine the cold jet dimensions for CO 2 flow rate of 4kg/hr

and air flow rate of 1kg/s.

The presence of an air vortex was detected by observing the air-

reaction zone interface. An indentation of the reactiong zone, caused

by the vortexing air, indicated the presence of an air vortex. These

indentations were used to measure air vortex shedding frequency and

velocities. The presence of a flame turbule was indicated by the

formation of a cylindrical shell of reacting and emitting fluid which . -

moved downstream.

AI VOITEX SHEDDING AND T UU FE EUEINCIES

Two locations were chosen to measure air vortex shedding

frequency; 5 and 9.5 cm downstream of the bluff-body face. Flame

turbule frequency was determined at a location 9.5 cm downstream of

the bluff-body face. The cine film vab viewed at 2 frames/s to

measure frequencies.

When measuring air vortex shedding frequency, the number of

indentations that appeared in a set number of frames was counted; the

number of indentations and number of frames were recorded. The

frequency was obtained by dividing the number of indentations by the

time equivalent of the number of frames. Ten and nine independent

measurements were taken at the 5 and 9.5 cm locations, respectively.

The arithmetic mean of the measurements was found to give an average

air vortex shedding frequency at each location.
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To measure flame turbule frequency, the number of reacting fluid

shells which passed by the location in a set number of frames was

recorded. Six independent measurements were made and those results

were averaged to yield an average flame turbule frequency.

AIR VORTEX LINEAR VELOCITIES

For simplification of analyses, as well as to. make the results

more consistent and less subjective, each air vortex was assumed to be

circular. The center and arc of the vortex were then traced through a

series of frames, corresponding to a real time interval. The velocity

in the Z-direction was determined by measuring the movement of the

vortex center in the Z-direction. The velocity in the y-direction,

the growth rate, and the flame velocity were determined in the

following manner.

_ _ _- .- -

27..

A~~ C. -.t

w,%lr, At is.pF rmI4QL

PIO.- ra,
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;* (Air vortex-flame interface radial velocity) (air vortex center

radial velocity) - 1/2 (air vortex diametrical growth rate)

The flame-air vortex interface velocity was measured by drawing

horizontal tangents to the vortex curves. Air vortex center velocity

in the y-direction was measured by the movement of the vortex center in

the y-direetion. Growth rate was determined from twice the change in

radii of the vortex curves.

RECIRCULATION ZONE ROTATIONAL VELOCITY

The recirculation zone rotational velocity was determined using

photographic stills under the assumption that the air vortex was an

identifiable object on the recirculation zone. The angle swept by the

vortex in a set number of frames was recorded. The rotational velocity

was determined by dividing the angle by the time equivalent of the

frames. Such measurements were performed on five distinct air vortices.

FLANE TURBULE LENGTR

The flame turbule length was found by use of the photographic

stills. Appropriate frames in which the turbule was apparent were found

and the length was determined directly from the picture by the

-: application of magnification factor. Figure 2 illustrates two such

appropriate frames. Four independent measurements were made and the

results were averaged to give an average flame turbule length.

AIR VORTEX ROTATIONAL VELOCITY

The photographic stills were used to measure air vortex rotational

velocity. A series of frames were selected in which an identifiable

eddy was present. Figure 3 shows one such series. The angle swept from

one frame to the next was measured and from this the air vortex angular

velocity was determined. Eleven independent measurements were made and

the arithmetic mean was calculated to give an average air vorcex
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Air flow rate - 1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

.v.01

Figure 2. Photographic stills made from cine film (framing
speed 4000/s) illustrating method of estimation of
flame turbule length
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Air flow rate - 1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Figure 3. Photographic "stills" made from cine film (framing
speed, 4000/s) illustrating method of estimation of
air indentation rotational velocity.
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rotational velocity.
___ Isox

In the shadovgrapic film, the outline of the cold jet was

visible. The jet consists of a linearly expanding portion,

originating at the bluff-body. This conical portion terminates in a

"mushroom" portion.

,L"IItoA COW ICAL.

The diameter at the end of the conical portion of the jet and the

axial position of this diameter, the maximum jet diameter and the

axial position of this diameter, and the axial position of the end of

the jet were measured and recorded. Six independent measurements of

each dimension were taken and averaged to yield the average cold jet

dimensions.

72-13
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RESULTS AN DISCUSSIONS

A MODEL OF NEAR REGION REACTING FLOW FIELD

IN THE WAKE OF TE BLUFF-BODY

Figure 4 depicts a model of near flow field deduced from cine and

high speed shadowgraphic film analyses. A picture of the flow-field

indicated is considered to be applicable for air flow rate of lkg/s and

fuel flow rate range up to 6kg/hr. Fuel jet, 1, spreads in a conical

manner up to Z/D- 0.4 by entraining fluid from the surrounding

environment. Fuel jet "mushroom" is apparent between Z/D - 0.4 to 0.7.

Fuel jet' "mushrooming" can be thought of as a resultant effect of

backward flow, 2 , interaction against the forward flowing jet fuel,

and inner, 3 and outer, 5 recirculation zones. Analyses of high

speed shadowgraphic films indicate that fuel jet mushroom "wobbles" with

time. The jet mushroom wobbling phenomenon may be explained in terms of

fluid interactions and time varying turbulence structure of the jet-

surrounding flow field. Jet fuel and hot backward flowing fluid, 2,

are shown to mix as indicated by 4 . The hot fluid and jet fuel keep

on mixing by turbulence and molecular diffusion processes while the

mixed fluid moves upstream towards the face of the bluff-body, 9 . The

mixed flow fluid stream, 4 splits into two portions. One becomes part

of the inner recirculation zone,3, and the other part of the outer

recirculation zone, 5. Structure and rotational orientation of the

inner recirculation zone is indicated by 3. The jet fuel and the inner

recirculation zone fluid mixing could occur via turbulent entrainment

and molecular diffusion processes. Time varying structures of outer

recirculation zone,5, and air indentation (or, air vortex), 6, are

depicted in Fig. 4 a - e. Recirculation zone, 5 extends to almost Z/D

72-14
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LEGEND

Fuel jet, 1

"Backward Flow" 2

Inner recirculation zone, 3

"Mixed Upstream Flow" 4

"Outer Recirculation Zone" 5

Air Vortex, 6

Flame turbule fragment, 7

Annulus air stream, 8

Cylindrical bluff-body incorporating fuel injection tube, 9

Combustion duct, 10

Figure 4 (continued)
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Figure 4. (continued)
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Figuret 4. (continued)
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Figure 4. (continued)
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Air flow rate - 1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Figure 5. Photographic stills made from cine fils (framing

speed,4000/s$)Show il air indentatiou (vortex) growth.
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-1.08 and Y/D -0.5. It is pointed out here that the outer

recirculation zone boundary may fluctuate around these size limits. Air

indentation or vortex, 6, is made visible by interaction of annulus air

against reacting and illuminating fluid in the outer recirculation zone.

Air vortex appears to grow as ind'icated by Fig. 4 and photographic

stills, Fig. 5. Air vortex moves downstream with average estimated -.- -

axial velocity of about 22.8 m/s which is close to annulus air velocity

of 23.3 m/s. Assuming air vortex as an identifiable object attached to

the periphery of the outer recirculation zone, estimated peripheral

angular velocity of the recirculation zone is 506.5 radians/s. Air

turbule growth may be attributed to its fluid heating as it moves

downstream by exchange of heat energy between the relatively hot

reacting fluid in the recirculation zone and vortex fluid. Some

dispersion of the reacting fluid of the outer recirculating zone into

the air vortex is also indicated by cine film analyses. Quasi-periodic

interaction of air turbules with the outer recirculation zone fluid can

be thought to augment mixing of the jet fuel with the surrounding fluid.

Fig. 4 e indicates an ideal situation of an air vortex arrival at the

downstream end of the outer recirculation zone. Such a situation often

coincides with "slipping" of an irregularly bounded cylindrical shell of

reacting fluid in the downstream direction. It is interesting to note

that the ratio of air vortex to flame turbule frequency determined at'% ... .5.,

location of Z/D .0.7 is about two to one, and average flame turbule

length being about 9 ca determined at this location. These results are

specifically valid for air flow rate of lkg/s.

Fluid evacuation of the recirculation region in terms of frequency

associated flame turbules may be speculated as a mechanism to maintain

time average mass conservation of the recirculating fluid spatial

72-23
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region. Just after the moment of "detachment" of a flame turbule,

upstream moving fluid appears to speed-up to undo the effect of*fluid

evacuation of the recirculation region. The upstream moving fluid is

speculated to slow down as mass and thermal energy content of the

recirculation region dynamically increases to a "saturation" point for

an air and fuel flow rate combination. The moment the saturation point

is reached, the recirculation zone is thought to be most unstable and

ready to loose fluid in the form of irregularly surfaced cylindrical

shells.

The view about the rotation of air indentation or vortex, 6, is as

follows. Air vortices are generated from shear layer of annulus air

stream in the vicinity of the bluff-body cylindrical surface. The

probable rotational sense, clockwise, is in opposition to that of the

outer recirculation zone, 5 . Rotational sense of the air vortex should

not be necessarily taken as opposing the linear motion of fluid elements

on the periphery of the outer recirculation zone. If one imagines that

the downstream directional net of the downstream convection and

tangential velocity of a point on the vortex periphery closest to the

recirculation zone is greater or equal to the linear velocity of a fluid

element on the periphery of the recirculation zone, rotating vortex does

not oppose notion of the recirculation zone fluid. This explanation is

in agreement with what has been observed in relevance to the dynamic

behavior of the near flow field spatial region. Alternatives to the

above explanation are: (a) no air vortex rotation, (b) a pair of two

fluid vortices, one nearer to the air stream, rotating clockwise and the

other nearer to the recirculation zone rotating counterclockwise. At

the time of the writing of this report the explanation given prior to

72-24~~72-24...
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the alternatives appears to be more appropriate. Vortex angular

velocity estimated from photographic stills is 548.9 rag/s.

A comment concerning the relationship of the flow-field to the

combustion process is as follows. Fuel combustion takes place in the

spatial region consisting of inner and outer recirculation zones

sandwiching mixed upstream f loving fluid in between them in three

dimensional space. Escape of the fuel from the near flow field region

can be thought of in terms of irregularly surfaced cylindrical flame

turbules slipping downstream offthe flow-field region, at least, for

fuel flow rates of less than 6kg/hr and air flow rate of lkg/s.

Air Indentation orvtex) Axial Velocity, Growth Rate.
Freauencv

Table 1 shows the air indentation estimated axial velocity

component and growth rate data used to determine the average values.

Arithmetic average values of axial velocity component and growth rate

are 22.78 ± 11.4 (std. dev.) m/s, and 12.6 + 8.96 (std. dev.) m/s,

' respectively. Data show the variation in axial velocity and growth rate

as a function of the dimensionless axial distance, Z/D. Even at the

same location respective parametric values differ for different air

~tutbules. Variation in these parametric values could be explained in

terms of spatial and temporal variations in chemical reaction rate

resulting in heat release rate, and variation in fluid dynamic

interaction process occurring at the interface between the reacting

fluid in the recirculation zone and the relatively less hot surrounding

air stream.

Table 2 shows air indentation (vortex) frequency determinations at

two axial locations of Z/D - 0.36 and 0.68. Frequency at Z/D = 0.36 is

177.4 ± 8.8 (std. dev.) Hz as compared with that of 143.4 + 9.8 (std.

72-25
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TABLE 1

AIR INDENTATION 01 VORTEX AXIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT

AND ITS GROWTH RATE

Air Flow Rate - 1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

ZID, dizenuionleui Axial velocity component, Growth rate,
axial distance Vx'a */S t/

0.16 16.38 6.3

0.21 12.60 4.2

0.24 28.35 12.6

0.28 15.75 0

0.34 13.23 22.04

0.34 30.23 10.5

0.37 34.65 37.8

0.38 13.23 15.74

0.4 13.4 8.4

0.48 31.50 12.6

0.49 51.02 8.4

0.51 15.75

0.56 11.34 12.6

0.60 31.50 12.6

Average 22.78 12.6

±std. Dev. ±11.4 +8.96
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TABLE 2

AIR IDENTUATION (OR VORTEX) FREQUENCIES

Frequency, Nz

* -. Z' location

of frequency determindtion from face of the bluff-body

Z - 5cm Z -9.5 cm

168.00 144 .00

176.00 160.00

176.00 122.00

164.06 144.93

194.29 142.86

186.33 140.19

173.16 138.41

181.82 151.72

170.37 146.67

184.33

Average 177.44 143.42

±Std Dev + 8.78±97
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dev.) Hz at Z/D - 0.68. This implies that for every ten air

indentations at the upstream axial location only about eight identations

make themselves identifiable at the downstream location. This is

indicative of probable air indentation coalescing phenomenon.

Occurrence of the phenomenon is, perhaps, due to variation in the

dynamic behavior of air indentations as they move downstream. This view

is supported by the data in Table 2.

Flame Turbule Frequency and Length

Table 3 shows flame turbule frequency and length determined at an

axial location of Z/D - 9.5/14 - 0.68. Flame turbule frequency of 70.6

+ 4.0 (std. dev.) Hz is less in comparison with air turbule frequency of

143.4 ± 9.8 (std. dev.) Hz at the same axial location. This translates

into one slipping of "an irregularly surfaced cylindrical reacting
-4.. .

fluid region from the recirculating spatial region" for every two air

indentations appearing. Average flame turbule length is 9.0 ± .6

(std. dey.) cm. This type of information is suggestive of development

of empirical mathematical expressions to predict air vortex and flame

turbule frequencies, and, flame turbule length for a given air/fuel flow

rate combination in a bluff-body diffusion flame combustor of the APL

type. The empirically developed mathematical expressions might then be

utilized to develop a mathematical "flame turbule" combustion model to

predict combustion performance of a given combustor of the above said

type.

Cold Flow 9 2 Jet Characteristics. and. Air Vortex and Flame
Inierface Location and Radial Velocity

Table 4 shows the various dimensions of cold flow CO2 jet issuing

into the combustor space for an air/fuel flow rate combination of lkg/

4k/hr. It is appropriate to mention that the dimensions reported were

S..72-28
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TABLE 3

FLAWK TURBULE FREQUENCY AND LENGTH AT AXIAL LOCATION OF 9.5 CM
FROM THE FACE OF THE BLUFF-BODY

Frequency Length

(Hz) (cm)

67.80 8.40

72.95

70.26 8.40

68.89 9.28

-78.05 9.80

65.57

Average 70.59 8.97

±Std. Dev. +4.02 ±0.60
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TABLE 4

DIMNISIONS OF COLD FLOW CO2 JET ISSUING INTO THE APL COMBUSTOR

CO2 flow rate 4kg/br

Air flow rate l kg/s

Jet diameter at Z 0Ois 4.&=u

Set No. Zc,cm dcm Z..., cm dax,cu Ze,cm

1 6.24 1.9 6.51 4.61 9.77

2 5.70 2.44 7.60 5.43 10.31

3 5.97 2.71 7.60 5.43 10.31

4 5.70 2.71 7.60 4.89 9.23

5 5.97 2.99 7.60 5.19 10.04

6 5.70 2.17 7.60 5.43 10.59

Mean 5.88+.20 2.49 7.42 5'.161.31 9.99±.45

±Std. ±+.37 ±0.41

Doe.

:4
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deduced from a shadowgraphic film recorded by means of Mn-laser with

average firing frequency of 6563/s. CO2 jet diameter spreads from 0.48

cm at Z/D = 0 to 2.49 cm at Z/D - 5.88/14 - 0.42 in a linear manner.

Downstream of Z/D = 0.42, jet spreads in to "mushroom". Jet mushrooming

phenomenon is explained in terms of the backward flow and the jet fluid

interaction, and the influence of the dynamic behavior of the jet

surrounding flow-field. Jet mushroom maximum diameter is 5.16 cm at Z -

Zmax M 7.42 cm; therefore, (jet mushroom maximum dia.)/(jet cone

maximum dia.) is 2.0. Maximum jet length is about 10.0 cm. Such type

of information regarding fuel jet is useful in developing predictive

combustion model in light of involvement of the fuel jet surface and

volume in reactant species mixing and combustion processes.

Table 5 shows the air vortex and flame interface location and
L

radial velocity towards the combustor centerline. Variation in Yint/D

as a function of Z/D may be envisioned as "flame surface wrinkling" of

the reactive zone. Yint/D fluctuates within 0.31 -0.48 for Z/D

variation from 0.16 to 0.60. Variation in the interface radial velocity

towards the centerline as function of Z/D is also observed.
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TABLE 5

RADIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT,Vj + , INTERFACE BETWEEN THE

OUTER RECIRCULATION ZONE REACTING FLUID AND AN AIR

INDENTATION OR VORTEX

Air flow rate - kg/s

Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Z•D Yint/D V ,,.,/s

0.16 .48 0.00
0.21 .47 -1.68
0.24 .47 -6.93
0.28 .45 -7.56
0.34 .39 -0.63
0.34 .44 -5.88
0.37 .43 -4.41
0.38 .38 -5.04
0.44 .35 -6.72
0.48 .40 -10.71
0.49 .42 -2.10
0.51 .33 -3.78
0.56 .31 -8.19
0.60 .38 -1.26

Average -4.64 .
+ + .4

Std. Dev. 3.10

+ Movement of the interface along radius towards the centerline is
considered negative
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TABLE 6

Recirculation Zone Rotational

Velocity determination

Air flow rate - lkg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Vortex Rotational velocity
# (rad/s) .

1 546.87

2 477.06

3 314.16

4 570.14

-5 624.0

Average 506.45

Std. Dev. +107.1

723
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*. SuMarv of Main Conclusions

1: Dynamic behavior of the near-region combusting flov field in the

wake of the bluff-body appears to be resulting from temporal and spatial

interactions among the jet fuel,upstream moving fluid, and annular air

stream. Such interactions lead to an interesting flow-field as shown in

Figure 4 for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr or

less.

2. "Outer recirculation zone" dimensionless size limits appear to

extend to about 1.0 and 0.5 in axial and radial directions,

respectively, for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr or

less. Average peripheral rotational velocity of the recirculation zone

is 506.5 rad/s.

3. Fuel escaping from combustion in the near flow fiele spatial region,

in the wake of the bluff-body, can be thought of in terms of irregularly

surfaced flame cylindrical shells that slip off the flow field region

quasi-periodically.

4. Ratio of air vortex/flame turbule or shell frequency is about 2/1

for the f low rate combination investigated (Air f low -lkg/s, f uel f low ..

" 6kglhr).

5. Air indentation or vortex interacting with the reacting, heat

generating, and light emitting fluid has estimated average axial

velocity of 22.8 u/s and rotational velocity of 548.9 rad/s.

6. The internal cold flow conical jet appears to spread linearly with

the axial distance and then changes into instable "mushroom". The jet

fluid appears to be pulled into the surrounding environment as partially

indicated in Figure 4.

72-34
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Recoumendations

Although by means of the information generated from cine and high

speed shadovgraphic photography it has been possible to develop a

partial picture of the dynamic behavior of the near region flow field in

the wake of the bluff-body in the APL combustor, more quantitative

information regarding time variant system variables such as velocity and

pressure throughout the entire flow field would be needed to complete

the picture. Truly, one needs to know instantaneous values of the above

mentioned variables simultaneously at a number of points in the spatial

region in the wake of the bluff-body. Local instantaneous information

in the entire flow field should be gathered as function of time for an L

isothermal cold flow under investigation. Because for a combusting flow

dynamic behavior would be different, at least in magnitude of the values

of behavior related parameters if not in gross trends, simultaneous

spatial time variant quantitative information regarding velocity.,

pressure, and, for maximum usefulness of the generated data, additional

information regarding temperature and species concentrations should be

experimentally acquired. A comprehensive data acquisition scheme is

suggested as follows. For each combination of air and fuel flow rates

spatial region extending from Z/D - 0. to 1.5 and, Y/D - 0. to 0.7 is

proposed for probing with 1/2 ca distance between adjacent points. For

each of two air flow rate conditions of 1 and 2kg/s, fuel flow rate

conditions to be investigated are 2,4,6 and 8,10,12 kg/hr. In addition,

cine films for combusting flows and high speed shadovgraphic films for

isothermal CO2 and air jet combinations would be useful. After

gathering such experimental information one would be in a better

situation to gain deeper insight and develop a more sophisticated

explanation of the dynamic behavior of the flow field, and, hence, of

r.
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the combustion process.
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RobeLt E. :chlegal

A ST I AC r

An evaluation of spatial oxientazion nfo L vi:,on pto-

* cessing was petformed using the Manikin T-sk. ''e T2vcJ fic

objectives of tie study were to measura the speed vs. ac.:u-

Lacy tradeoff characteristics of the task and to assess p- -

*:" fotmance on the task under Lte influenc- of ethyl alcohol.

Five male subjects were extensively Llarned in -ne par-

formance of cfte tasx. Following training, the sobjc-t.s pet-

formed the task at various presentation !aes (.ot kload

demand) and undeL baseline vs. alcohol conIJtI Jns (CNS

depressant). Preliminary data analysis revealed that the

task is in fact sensitive to both workload demand and the

presence of alcohol. rhe speed-accuracy ttad-aoff function

shifts in the direction of bo.n decrtea;ng sp..ed ard

decreasing accuracy. Recommended extensioas of Lna research

in terms of further data analysis and exariinat~io, of addi-

tional research questions are provided.
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An important goal of huma;% f.actoLs Ie SE 3 Lh is to

develop safe, dffici:nt, cozt e.'fective systems coy utilizing

available knowledge of task xequ-iLemerns, enviLoraental and

workload constraints and human limitations. The task of

piloting high-perfo ,aanca jet airczaft cequJLes a Liulticude

Of complex PSyCh3MOtOE ski.lls, high r~tas of informatcn

processing and high-speed decision making. Additional

stressors place even gteater demands un the capabilities of

Aix Force flight crews.

In analyzing the task of piloting aircraft, one obvl-

ously vital information processing component involves the

abiliLy to perform spatial orientation activities. It is

essential Lnaz the pilot and other crew members maintain the

ability to differentiate tight vs. left and uP vs. down

based on availabie visual cues often under severe conditions

of disorientation and exposure to various types of stres-

Sots. Furthermore, it is important to investigate the pro-

cess of spatial orientation information processing in the

research laboratory to find appropriate means of measuring

this capability and to evaluate its sensitivity to different

stressing agents. Of patticular interest ate the effects

resulting from varying workload demands and certain chemical

defense drugs which act as central nervous system (CNS)

depressants.
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Tht Maniv1ii Task wais c-EiqIina11 y conc, ived by aerksor1 arid

3Gedya (1) at the Royal Air Forca (RAF1 InSticur- of Avia!tion

Medicine (LAM), Faznborough, U.K. aad np'c1as a c.oianpRe x

reacclon time task L eIJa to the ajity of pilots t

or~ent themselves with respect to an extetnal visual1 refer-

ence. The task consists of a sequen~ce of ski.etches of buman

figures (inanikins) in various otn rtati )rz-,. The onaentation

categories consist of (i) fronat-*eect, '2) fiont-irnvetted,

(3) back-erect and (4) back-inverted.

Pot each presentation, the subject is required to iden-

tify in which hand the manikin holds a particular shlape

(circle or squate) identical to one presented below the

sketch. This requires the su.bject-to exe~cute .some forai of

mental rotation of trie figure abouL one or more axes tQ

obtain the proper reorientation and discrim~inate right from

-' left.

The original implementation of the task emplc~ed 35mm

slides to present the series of orientations. Improved ver-

* sions have been developed using coimputer generated CRT

displays. A sophisticated version which provides for mtani-

pulation of several task parametets has been recently imple-

mented on a PDP 11/34 computer system.

A comprenensive assessment of the utility of the Mani-

kin Task has been of interest to researchers at tfle (JSAF

School of Aerospace Medicine's Crew Parfoniiance Branch. 4

Trougri a series of experiments, it has been shown that the
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task satisfies many of the necessary cr tet 1 t:) be n-

sidered a usefzul laboratory aweasure. In 5um~marv:

1. subjects can learn the tasK and acquire 213te±'a PELI-L-

mance with'in 4 to '.0 training sessions each od-- 3(1

minutes duration

2. the rate of acqjuisition of plateau perfotniAnce is

essentially independent of the ttainikG scneciule, occu-

pational level and age of the s3ubject

3. the task has a high level of differential stability

meaning that individual performance remaiins essentially

constant over time (Reader et al.: 2).

In addition, the task has been shown to be sens'jtiv.- to

mild hypoxia (Benel and Storm: 3) but insensitive to chaiges .

in head temperature under hypezthermic conditions (Nunneley,

Reader, and Maldonado: 4).

A logical continuation in the assessatent of the Manik-fin

Task is to evaluate its validity with respect to other humaan

sttessots with tne added intent of gaining a better under-

standing of the spatial orientation process.

11. OBJECTIVES:

The general objective of the summer research effort was

to evaluate cognitive processing activity related to spat~al

orientation tasks. The task selected for this evaluation
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was t Ise Mani kin TasK. Two gernet~. caegoties of riumian

stressors were investigated in terms of tneir effects On

performance of the t3SK, wiozkloacd dem~and screszors and CNS

dep.-essant stressors. rh Is pr ovide' two speci fic objecti.res

for tfle project:

1. to measure the speed vs. accuracy tradeoff crnaractbris-

tics of the task (Workload Demand Stiessor)

2. to assess performance on the task under the influence

of ethyl alcohol (CL4S Depressant Stressor)

It was also believed that the knowledge 'gained from

collecting additional.data onA the tasK would lead to recomn-

V mendations for improved taSK administration mnethodol.ogies.

These would include various procedural aspects, s-irnulus

* presentation rates and certain adaptive test variations.

III. SPEED-ACCURACYi TRADEOFFS RELATED TO ALCOHIOL

With respect to many psychomotor tasks, it has been

proposed that the inconsistency of previous results con~cern-

ing the effects of alcohol on :eaction time (RT) may bej

related to possible tradeoffs between speed and accuracy

(Jennings et al.: 5). In the majority of information pro-

cessing studies in which RT is utilized as the primary cri-

tezion, subjects are usually encouraged to respond "as

rapidly and accurately as possible." The RT and error rate

values thus represent a compromise between thQ, incomapatible

73-7
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a Isfor ma%:zirnui"I occula' ' 31-: 3rjj: tJ Enst ddzo

may --, ) :- es¢.,ited by the functIor Jili ate" ir! Fi ' u .

SPEED- A"'lURCY I .. D"EOF

/ I,

0 T To

REACTION TJN.E

Fitjure 1. IdealIized spe -accuracy tt~deDof ticcion:
(W4ood and jenninqs: 6)I

UntorL tunia ei,,, the Pa rticular c~~ ~betw; .n s tc 1
and accuiacy tnat is~ adopted for ary gav.'l-nc~~ ~-~ 1

tz ial is a function of sevei va riabl es i t~clud inq the~

actual experimtental conditions undet investigatiuon. it is

therefore difficult to derive any va-i conc1us i os f r

exper iments in whichl tbhe c),ban~ in SUbject critceria is not

identified and measured. -I
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Althougi Lelfect ,.ccuracy is rarely ar:i.e-Jed in RT stu-

dies, LelacLvely nigh levels can often be attained.

Reported data confi tns that accuracies greater rheit 90% are

common (Wood and Jennings: 6). Eowever, these accuracy lev-

els may be unrealistic in view of-the tact that task demands

often do not alIoi sufficient time for a highly accrate.-

responsa. Also, an xamination of tie tradeoff function in j
Figure 1 reveals trLat very siaail changes in etcor rate at

nigh levels of accu'racy are associated with large changes in

RT. Again, this makes it difficult to determine if signifi-

cant differences in measured reaction times are due to

experimental conditions or merely telateQ to slight shifts

in the ctiterion point.

q

Onse proposed solution to these problems is to ur''ize -.77

the complete tzadeoff function as a measure of information

processing performance in which changes :A bias Evr speed

and accuracy can be directly assessed. This approach allows

one to distinguish a shift in the subject's speed-accuracy

criteria from a possibly more significant change in process-

ing efficiency independent of a shift in criteria. Procass-

Ing efficiency differences can be easily identified by

changes in either the slope or RT intercept of the tradeoff

function.

This procedure has been employed in at least two stu-

dies evaluating the effects of alcohol on zpeed-accuracy

ttadooffs. In an experiment by Jennings et al. (5), five

4: 73-9
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rloe&.s o f a 1cohol were .axamined- tan'ging tLOtM Q.UO to 1.33

mi/kg of body weight. Increasing doses of alcohol produced

a progressive decLtease in the slope p aetet of iinear

equations fit to the speed-atccuracy data, buL did not signi-

ficantly alter the intercept of the functions with the RT

axis. Thus, alcohol zeduced performance efficiency by -7

decreasing the ratc oL growth of accuracy pet unit cimE.

Similar results were obtained in a study by Rundell and Wil-

li- ams (7) who examained alcohol levels from 0.0 to 1.0 O/kg

of body weight.

In both studies, deadline procedures were used to force

subjects to r espond within various time limits. The time

limits were select ed to ptovide accuracies r ang ing fr omA

chance levels to nezat perfection. Tkhese procedures a3lter

the woxkload demand such that the shorter time limits create

extrem~e time-stressed conditions.

A similar approach was employed in the current effort

to generate the speed-accuracy tradeoff functions for the:.-

Manikin Task 'Performed under baseline and alcohol condi-

tions.

IV. EXPERIMVEN~rAL MEITHODOLOGY

Subjects -
Five male subjects, ages 18 to 49, participated in the

investigation which consisted of initial training sessions,

testing sessions to derive the speed-accuracy tradeoff

73-10
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function undet baseIi nea condi tions and testing sessions

employing alcohol. Ali. subjects were Light-handed and had

normal (20/20 coxr~cced) vision. A"ll WuL a iabt t~o moderate

* social drinkers averaging 4 to 3 d:inks (m1ixed~ drinks, beets

or classes of wine). pet week. Each sibhect performed the

task under both the baseline and alcono1 conditioits. Thie.

voluntary infozmed consent of the subjects was obtaitied i

accordance with AFR 169-3.

Task

Each subject was instructed to observe a 25cm CRT

display (Digital Equipment Corporation Model VRl7LC) located

approximately I meter in front of hLi m. Foi each stimulus

presentation, the subject was to mientally reorient the mani-

kin and decide in which hand t~C manikin hel~d a shape ident-

ical to the shape displayed at the bottom of the' screen. A

response was registered by pressing either the tight or left

button on a subject panel, always using the same fingereof

the right nand.

In the initial training sessions, each manikin remained

on the screen for 2 seconds with a I-second pause between

piesentations. A series of 96 manikins was presented in a

sequence followed by 2 minutes of rest. Four sequences were

grouped to form a singl'e testing session lasting approxi-

mately 25 minutes. All subjectz participated in a minimum

of 8 training sessions. Previous results have shown that an

average of 6 sessions are needed to achieve stable perfot-
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mance on the task. The criteria i, terminatng training

required a deviation of no more than + 5- of ;he mean reac-

tion time (RT) of thie pr vious 2 sessions. .

Followiag training, the amount of time that .the manikin

remained on the screen was reduced to levels Langing fr.om

400 to 1000 msec. The pause between presentations was.

increased accoidiaiy to maintain a 2-s=eonj incerval

between the staa:t of successive ptesencations. All other

variables remained the same as during the training sessions.

Subjects were instructed to respond "at of before the L

instant the manikin leaves the screen." This provided the -

deadline conditions essential for measuring subject perfor-

mance over a wide Lange of speed and erLor rates.

Alcohol

In addition to the baseline condition, a single alcohol

dose consisting of 0.5 to 0.75 grams of pure alcohol per

kilogram of body weight was administered to each subject.

The actual dose depended on the body composition of the

individual subject and was the calculated dose required to

raise the subject's blood alcohol concentration (BAC) to a

level of 0.08%. Subjects were instructed not to consume

alcoholic beverages on the evening befote the alcohol test-

ing trial. Testing sessions were conducted in the morning

prior to the consumption of any food or drink ot ,et than

water.

73-12
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The equival.ent volume of 86 proof 1, u ibo i i ias combined

Uwitn wate: in the ratio of two pacts water to one part

alcohol. Subjects were allowed 1.5 minutes 1) consuiae th'a

beverage. Following consumption, blood alcoho~l levels weta

Sindirectly measured us i n an 1ntoxilyzet, A~o d01. 4011

manufactured by C,14 Incorporated according Lo the pioc.duis

of Dubowski 8)and Spector (9).

Testing was initiated approxim:taly .30 inutes af ter

thereby circumvent problems associated with differential

krN performance on the ascending and descending limbs of the

V..,blood alconol function, a maintenance dose of 0.05 g/kg of

body weight was administered every-20 minutes (Rundell andI. Williams: 7). Following the expezirnental taask, the s..:ject

was monitored until. his BAC was at or below 0.005% and then

released.

K Procedure

For the alcohol evaluation phase of tho study, each

subject entered the laboratory in the early mnorning and per-

formed three baseline testing sessions, one each under the.

1000, 700 and 400 msec deadline conditions. The subject was

then weighed and the appropriate dose was calculated. The

alcohol was then administered and sufficient time elapsed

for the subject to attain the desired BAC level. The sub-

Ject then performed three additional testing sessions, again

at 1000, 700 and 400 msec. Only one subject was tested per
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day during the alcohol phase. Five weeks of da-a collection

were requited fnr the entire invescigatlon. All data was

collected using a PDP i1/34 compatet system and subsequently

transfered to tape for further analysis.

V. RESULTS

The results of the research effort can be divided into

three categories: (1) training pnase, (2) speed-accJarcy

tradeoff functions and (3) alcohol evaluation phase. Due to

the massive amounts of data that were collected, only a

superficial analysis has been completed at this time.

With respect to the training phase, it was evident that

all subjects attained stabilized performance with'n the

first eight sessions with some subjects requiring only four

to five sessions. It was also evident that without the

deadline conditions, nigh accuracy rates (95 to 99%) were

attained even during the initial stages of training. The

data also confirmed a previously discovered dependency of

reaction times on specific ranikin orientations.

The deadline procedures used in the second phase of the

study successfully produced the desired shift in accuracy

and reaction time. For one subject, the average values.

varied from 99% accuracy at 655 msec for the 1000 msec dead-

line to 97% accuracy at 601 msec for the 700 msec deadline

to 71% accuracy at 519 msec for the 400 msec deadline.

Similar results were observed for the other subjects.
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L
Fut hef analysis will isolate tihe teiatiznsnip between

speed-accuracy and specific orientations.

With respect to tne final phase of the investigation,

the alcohol administration procedures generated the desired

BAC levels. In addition, a speed-accuracy tradeoff shift

did occur. This can be observed by exauiining tne data foz

the above mentioned subject under the alcohol condition.

The average values varied from 96% accuracy at 723 rnsec for

the 1000 msec deadline to 93% accuracy at 630 msec for the

700 msec deadline to 57% accuracy at 533 msec for tne 400

msec deadline. Again, further analysis is required to exam-

ine other relationships in the data.

The major'general results of the research study were

that:

1. speed-accuracy tradeoff functions can be generated for

the Manikin Task, thus verifying that the task is sen-

sitive to wor'kload demands

2. these functions ate influen-ed by the presence of

alcohol.

In addition, several observations were made concerning

the manner in which subjects accomplished the Manikin Task.

Evaluation of these observations will be accomplished by a

* more detailed analysis of the data.

73-15
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VZ. RCOV*Yt4DArION1

Several recommek~dations exist for f u '_i:.- anial /s is of

WE' the data and extension of the res,!arch activity. First, a

thorough analysis of the speed-accuracy -;readetf functLions

needs to be performed. Wood and Jennlings (C) have *iisc'issed

several tiansforitatiors that nay be appli,?'i r he accuracy..

*data. These i ncl1ude various mIadsutlE rjF1f aIna t i n

*transmission and signal detection thcory. '4'11 11app1i e d to0

*both the baseline and alcohol data, it should be possible to

obtain a better understanding of the different states.

Second, there were various differences in both RT and.

errot rate which appeared tabedep-ndeit on the particular

manikin orientation, square-circ'le pattern, ii.1-t vs. lef t

preference and othet factots. For each of the almost 10,000

trial presentations made during the data collection period,

complete information was recorded an tnese various factors.

Detailed analysis of this data should lead to some interest-

ing discoveries concerning spatial orientation tasks.

Finally, examination of the individual subject alcohol

response curves will contribute to the autinor's understand-

ing of alcohol ingestion and metabolism rates.

In terms of extending the research activity, an impor-

*tant question arose as to whether trained subjects continued

to employ a particular mental orientation algorithm or

relied merely on pattern recognition. The answer to this
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vital qluestioni could greatly aid 'he understanding of the

spatial oxientation process. Additionally, the use of EEG

analysis and the measurement of evoke potentials as they

- .cortrelate with specifir orientations could lielp establish

the underlying process.

Since different orientations elicit diiferent RT arnd-

error rate val.ies, a study should be made of tae feasibility

of varying the workload demand Dy cnianging the relative pec-

centage of each orientation. This could also lead to trse

development of bettet-adaptive test methodologies in which

the difficulty of tne task is based on the subject's current

level of ?etfotmance.

Finally, since alcohol has been shown to have a signi-

ficant effect, a full range of alcohol levels should be

Investigated followed by an examination of otner stressors

including extended durations, circadian rhythm changes and

chemical defense agents.
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METAL ORGANIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION-EVALUATION

OF CURRENT AND POSSIBLE FUTURE CHEMICAL SYSTEMS

AS RELATED TO THE FORMATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE

by .' '

Eugene P. Schram

ABSTRACT

Current chemical'systems utilized for the formation of gal-

lium arsenide, via MOCVD, have been compared. The highest quality

product has apparently resulted from the employment of gallium

triethyl and arsine. However, care must be exercised in comparing

different chemical systems because the purity of all reactants is

critical to the production of high mobility GaAs.

Potential new molecular sources for gallium are suggested, as

related to MOCVD, and include: GaH 3.N(CH3)3, GaH 3.NH3, and several

- . polyfluoroalkyl. derivatives of gallium.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The formation of gallfum arsenide, GaAs, via the thermally induced 4-

vapor phase decomposition of gallium alkyls, is usually considered to be-

gin with Manasevits' report on the reaction between gallium trimethyl,

Ga(CH3)3 , and arsine, AsH 3.
1 ,2  This general type of process is commonly

referred to as MOCVD, metal organic chemical vapor deposition: This re-

port is not intended to review exhaustively the literature on MOCVD, as

related to'GaAs, but to draw attention to those chemical systems which

have resulted in relatively high purity GaAs with good surface morphology.

However, one should note, regarding-cited riferences, that usually only

the best results are discussed, i.e. high mobiltiy GaAs. In addition to

the obvious reaction parameters such as reactor design, hot wall or cold

wall reactors, flow rates, ratios of As/Ga in the reaction gases, heating
rates, reaction temperature and methods of heating, one finds in recent

reports advantages of carrying out the decomposition at sub-atmospheric

pressures. Finally, various workers have employed different chemical

species as the sources for Ga and As.

11. OBJECTIVES:

MOCVD, as related to GaAs, has the demonstrated potential to afford,

on a production bases, thin films of high purity at initial costs well

below that of molecular beam epitaxy, MBE. Furthermore, the insitu pass-

ivation of GaAs thus formed would eliminate the usual cleaning and polish-

ing steps associated with GaAs formed by the chloride process. This re-

port is intended to draw attention to those reports which indicate the

greatest potential for the formation of high quality GaAs, and to review

and recommend new chemical systems that may afford high purity GaAs.

III. FORMATION OF GAAS VIA MOCVD:

Ideally the chemical sources of gallium and arsenic should be species
which are volatile at 25* (thus eliminating the need for heating large

portions of the apparatus in order to vaporize the reaction components),

and allow, as a consequence of thermal decomposition, only the deposition . -

74-4
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and incorporation of Ga and As. Furthermore, it is very important that

both the gallium and arsenic compounds are high purity, i.e. > 99.999%.

The most common source for arsenic is the volatile and poisonous gas,

arsine, AsH 3. Regarding. the latter, the thermal decomposition by-product,

H2, is not incorporated into GaAs and is easily removed from the reaction

system.

Sources of gallium have included galliumtrimethyl, Ga(CH 3)3 1,6

galliumtriethyl, Ga(C2H5)3,1,7,8 and diethylgallium chloride, (C2H5)2GaC1.
9,10

In a related manner, the 1:1 Lewis acid-base adducts, (C2H5)2ClGa-As(C 2H5)3
11

and (C2Hs)2CIGa*As(CH3)3
12 have been subjected to pyrolysis. In the last

system the arsenic source is the incorporated Lewis base.

With regard to the MOCVD system, Ga(CH3)3-AsH3, Bass
4 reported GaAs

formation in the temperature range.650-760°C with carrier concentration

-5 x 1015cm-3 and a room temperature Hall mobility of 6260 cm2v-1s-1 (n-type).

In a similar fashion Sek16 found n-1016 cm-3 with a room temperature Hall

mobility, p, -6000 cm2v-ls -I for GaAs produced between 500-850*C, and 1 atm.

More recently Manasevit3 produced GaAs, at 1 atm. and in the temperature

range 600-623-C, with 177 -102,000 cm2v-'s-1 , and Nd-Na -3 X 1014cm- 3. In

a similar manner, he found when this synthesis was carried out at 70 torr

the GaAs, produced in the temperature range 575-600°C, exhibited U77 -125,000

cm2v-1 s-1 with Nd-N -5 x 1013cm- 3. As indicated in the latter communication,

superior quality GaAs appears to be favored by sub-atmospheric reaction

conditions. However, care must be exercised in comparing the quality of

GaAs produced under different reaction conditions because the purity of start-

ing materials alone, under identical reaction conditions, has been shown to

greatly influence the quality of the final reaction product, GaAs. That

is, every aspect of the MOCVD process must be considered in judging which

reaction parameters are associated with the highest quality product in a

specific apparatus. In addition to those parameter previously indicated,

substrate preparation is very important as is its subsequent pre-pyrolysis

cleaning-oxide removal-in the reaction system. Until MOCVD is better

understood every possible reaction parameter must be considered an important

variable and control exercised to best afford high quality GaAs.
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An alternate volatile source for Ga is Ga(C 2H5) 3, first utilized by

Manasevit2, and later expanded on by Seki8, while more recently this re-

agent has been developed by Change, et. al. 7 Seki, et. al., working at

atmospheric pressure, obtained GaAs with an electron concentration of

7 x 1013cm-3 and U77 -120,000 c12v-is -l. Furthermore, carrier concentra-

tions could be changed in the range from 1012 to -1016cM- 3 by changing

the AsH 3 to Ga(C 2H5)3 ratio. Galliumtrimethyl has been utilized at

relatively low pressure, 20 to 25 torr, and in the temperature range

660-750*C, affording GaAs with an electron concentraion of <1013cm-3 and

"25 -7000 cm2v-ls- I(T=6600C, P=20 .torr). One possible advantage of

Ga(C2H5)3 over Ga(CH 3)3 is the apparent lower carbon impurity concentration

In the resulting GaAs. This result may be rationalized by a possible

mode of decomposition for Ga(C 2H5)3, i.e. B elemination with the overall

reaction represented by eq.l, with subsequent

Ga(C2Hs)3 - -"GaH 3" + 3CH2 -CH2  (1)

decomposition of the intermediate, gallane, "GaH3
1", eq. 2.

"GaH3"- Ga + 3/2H2  (2)

The proposed 0 elimination is well known for aluminium deriyatives, eg.

Al(C2H5 )3
13 undergoes thermal decomposition as represented by eq. 3.

Al(C2Hs) 3  - HAl(C2H5)2 + CH2-CH2  (3)

The formation of an olefin eq. 1, serves as a relative low energy pathway

for carbon elimination from Ga(C 2H5)3 as contrasted by'CH4 elimination from
Ga(CH3)3. In the latter case a elimination is also possible, under the

reaction conditions, with production of the reactive carbene, CH2. Reaction
of the latter with the GaAs surface followed by thermal decomposition, to

afford H2 , provides a reasonable mechanism for carbon incorporation in

GaAs. Indeed, Zaouk has recently reported the formation of H2CfCH 2 during "

the pyrolysis of CIGa(C 2H5)2.As(CH3)3.
12
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Levis acid-base adducts between Ga and As, respectively, have been

employed as volatile precursors to GaAs formation, eg, (C2H5) 2ClGa.

As(C2H5 )3
11 and (C2Hs)2ClGa.As(CH3)3

12 . The relative Lewis base strength,

towards GaR 3, follow the order N>P>As.
1 4  The employment of a chloro-

derivative, of an alkyl gallane, increases the Lewis acidity of gallium

via the negative inductive affect of Cl thereby increasing the stability

of the resulting adduct in the vapor phase prior to thermolysis.

The application of adducts between Ga and As species, for the formation

of GaAs, has not been particularly successful. For example,.Zaouk, et.al.,1 2

observed only polycrystalline GaAs resulting from the pyrolysis of

Cl(C2H5)2Ga.As(CH 3)3, between 525 and 600°C; furthermore no deposition of

GaAs took place above 600*C. In a similar fashion whiskers of GaAs were

reported to result from the utilization of Cl(C 2H5)2Ga-As(C2H5)3
11 and as

has been discussed, 12 the ratio of As/Ga, in the vapor phase reactants,

must be greater than one to afford epitaxial GaAs. Therefore the failure

of adduct chemical systems, toward satisfactory GaAs growth, is not surpris-

ing.

IV. POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF GALLILM AS APPLIED TO MOCVD:

(A) Gallium Hydride derivatives.

As previously mentioned, the ideal gallium species is one that may be

obtained in high purity, is volatile at 25*C, and may be thermally decom-

posed with complete volatilization of the ligand moieties, ie, (those other

atoms or functional groups chemically associated with gallium). The

simplest compound that meets these criteria is gallane, "GaH 3". Gallane

is not stable as a monomeric species, however, the stabilized adduct may

be prepared, as represent-6 by eq.4 15,16 while the precursor species,

LiGaH4 , results from the synthesis represented by eq. 5.

LiGaH4 + (CH3)3 NHC--- GaH 3 .N(CH3)3 +LiCl + 1/2H2  (4)

4LiH + GaCI 3 - 0 LiGaH4 + 3LiCl (5) -.

The adduct, GaH 3.N(CH3)3 , exhibits a vapor tension of 3 torr at 25* and melts
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at 70.5C. Other adducts of "GaH3" are known, however, they are less stable,

eg., GaH3 O(C2 5)2
18 and GaI 3-S(CH3)2.

19  
.

With regard to gallane, "GaH3 ", originally this species was reported

to be stable as the dimer, digallane, [GaH 3]2 , exhibiting at mp at -21.4°C, -

vapor tensions of 2.5 torr at O*C and 49.1 torr at 54°C, bp. calcd. 139*C

with an indicated decomposition temperature of 130°C.20 The reported

formation of Ga2H6 involved treatment of tetramethyldigallane, Ga2 (CH3)4H2
with N(CH3)3 with the overall reaction represented by eq. 6.20

3Ga2 (CH3)4H2 + 3N(CH3)2 --*Ga2H6 + 3Ga(CH3)3 *N(CH3)3 + Ga(CH3)3  (6)

Subsequently Parry 19, et al tried to duplicate Wiberg's preparation of

Ga2H6, but were unsuccessful. Parry's study was very thorough with the

conclusion that Ga2H6 is not stable as a molecular species at room temp-

erature.

With regard to "GaH3" sources, as applied to MOCVD, GaH3-AsH 3 would I
appear to have potential - as yet this species has not been reported.

Furthermore, based on the decreased Lewis base strength, as one proceeds

down the group VI hydrides, one would not expect GaH3sAsH3 to be stable

at 25*C in the absence of additional bonding interactions.

Another hydride source for gallium is the previously mentioned

Ga2Me4H2
20 , however, this species is reported to decompose at 130*C;

furthermore it obviously contains carbon, a potential impurity concerning

MOCVD. Gallium borohydride, Ga(BH4)3, is yet another volatile compound

of: gallium, however, it is very unstable decomposing well below room

temperature.21 The related species, (CH3)2GaBH4 was first prepared via

the interactions described by eq. 7,21 however,.

Ga(CH 3)3 + B2H6 -. (CH3)2GaBH4 + 1/2(MeBH2)2  (7)

more recently Downs22 has described the preparation according to eq.8

(CH3)2GaC1 + LiBH 4----* (CH3)2GaBH4 + LiCl (8)

74-8
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Again, (CH3)2GaBH4 is thermally unstable at 25* as described eq. 9.

2(CH3)2GaBH-----P 2Ga + 3H2 + BMe 3 + l/2[CH3BH2]2  (9) -"

A final non-carbon containing volatile gallium compound has been reported,

lGa(BH4)2 ,. however, this species is also unstable well below room temp-

erature.
23

B. Fluorocarbon Derivatives of Gallium.

The increased C-F bond strength over that of C-R,Ll6vs.98 k cal/mole,

contributes to the greater thermal stability of the perfluorocarbon moriety

over the analogous hydrocarbons fragment. Furthermore, decreased inter-

molecular forces between fluorocarbon metal derivatives may result in

*increased volatility over the analogous hydrocarbon species. To data,

perfluorocarbon derivatives of gallium are unknown; however, recent

advances in synthetic techniques, may well afford Ga(CF 3)3.
24

With regard to species such as Ga(CF 3)3, the increased (CF) bond strength,

over that of Ga(CH3)3 (CH) may well produce GaAs containing a very low carbon

impurity concentration.

Two methods are suggested as possible routes to the formation of

Ca(CF3)3, (1) exchange of GaX 3 (where X is a halide) with Hg(CF 3)2, and

(2) generation of CF3 radicals by discharge reactions, and subsequent

radical reactions with gallium sources.

Although Hg(ZF3)2 had previously been demonstrated not to undergo

ligand exchange with other metals25 (unlike Hg(CH3)2), recent reinvestiga-

tions of this type of reaction have demonstrated its feasibility, and the

importance of controlling the reaction parameters. For example, treatment

of Ge14 with (CF3)2Hg, while controlling the reaction temperature, time of I
reaction, and mole ratio, affords Ge(CF 3)4.

26 With regard to RF discharge
reactions, this technique results in low thermal reaction conditions thereby

allowing the isolation of species of relatively low thermal stability.

Using this technique HgI 2 and GeBr4 , separately, were subjected to CF3 radical

to afford Hg(CF 3)2 and Ge(CF 3)4 respectively.
2 .

Another derivative of gallium which may have potential as a pure source -

for gallium, as related to MOCVD, is Ga(CF2CF2H)3 , as yet unknown. This
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species is envisioned to be a volatile source of insitu gallane, GaH 3,

via B elimination eq.10, and the by-product, perfluoroolefin, would not

be expected to readily decompose to afford carbon thereby contaminating

the GaAs formed.

Ga (CF2 CF2 H) 3------- "GaH 3" + 3CF2=CF2  (10)

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

When one compares the epitaxial GaAs produced from trialkylgallium

species and arsine, the triethyl rather than trimethyl derivatives apparently
afford a product of higher quality. This is particularly true for sub-

atmospheric reaction conditions and this result is herein interpreted in

terms of a B elimination reaction mechanism. It is strongly recommended

that future MOCVD reactor designs encorporate the provision for low pressure

reactions, i.e. to 10 torr. When comparing sources of (GaR3, R=CH 3 and

C2HS), one must also consider the purity of GaR 3 in evaluating which species

is "beat" for a particular MOCVD reactor design. Of course the purity of

arsine must also be taken into consideraLion along with that of any carrier

gases.

The chemistry of a number of volatile gallium compounds has been

discussed as related to new gallium sources for MOCVD. In particular

GaH 3oN(CH3)3 has been mentioned, of course carbon incorporation may occur

with this species. Although one would expect N(CH3)3 to exhibit stronger

nucleophilic character than NH3, the application of NH4Cl, eq. 4, is recom-

mended in an attempt to produce GaH 3 -NH3 . The latter then could be utilized

in conjunction with AsH 3 to produce GaAs. Incorporation of N in GaAs should

not detract from this chemical system because of the non-overlap of band gaps

for N and GaAs. In a related fashion, the synthesis and application of

GaH 3 -AsH3 toward GaAs formation should be investigated.

A potential source for low carbon impurity GaAs involves the application

of per and polyfluorocarbon derivatives of gallium. It is strongly recommended

that the preparation of Ga(CH2CF2H)3 be pursued and that, if successful,

its mode of thermolysis be investigated as related to insitu formation of
"GaH 3". In a related manner, percursors to the formation of Ga(CF2CF2H)3 ,

may result, eg. H3_xGa(CF2CF2H)x, where x-l or 2. These latter species may

be stabilized by adduct formation with AsH 3 due to the increased electro-

negativity of Go as a result of polyfluoroalkyl substitution for H.
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SOFTWARE SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE

CVA PROGRAM AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

K. Sam Shanmugan

ABSTRACT

The DVAL Joint test force methodology for CVA requires a considerable

amount of pre-test and post-test analysis of receiver performance under

a variety of jamming environments. The complexity of the receivers

and the ammitng environments preclude the use of a purely mathematical

approach for receiver performance analysis. A combination of mathematical

methods along with Monte-carlo type simulation of the receiver and

the link will lead to a fast and accurate method of pre t-!t and post-

test analysis. This report outlines a simulation app:--ach and the

of simulation software requirements for the CVA program.

* While the CVA program is used as one example where simulation can play

a significant role, a general purpose communication systems simulation

Sisoftware package can be used in a variety of applications within RADC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Assessment of the vulnerability of a radio frequency data link

subjected to intentional electromagnetic interference is an extremely

difficult and complex task. In a recent report (1) the DVAL joint test

force had outlined a four phase step-by-step procedure for determining the

anti-jaming capabilities of RF links. The four major phases of the DVAL

methodology address the following areas:

1) Susceptibility of the receiver

2) Interceptibility of the transmission

3) Accessibility of-the link/receiver to the Jammer

4) Feasibility of degrading receiver performance. :1

Each of the four phases are divided into three major steps:

1) Pre-test analysis 2
2) Test design and execution

3) Post-test analysis

A combination of analysis, measurements, and database interaction proyides

the basis of the OVAL methodology.

Of the three steps in each phase of the DVAL methodology, the test ' '1
design and execution step covers activities that could be potentially very

expensive and time consuming. It is therefore necessary to reduce to the

absolute minimum those issues which need to be resolved in the test-related

steps of the CVA. This can be done by attempting to resolve as many issues

as possible during the pre-test analysis phase. Indeed, the overall

success of the CVA program might depend, to a large degree, on the speed

and accuracy with which the pre-test analysis can be carried out.

The analysis of the susceptibility, interceptibility, and

accessibility of a data link in a jamming environment can be carried out.

using either mathematical approaches alone or computer simulations alone

or a combination of the two. The complexity of modern communication links

along with the presnce of several nonlinear elements (limiters, envelope

detectors, high power amplifiers) preclude the use of a totally
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analytical approach. The assumptions and simplifications needed to obtain

closed form analytical results are often very restrictive, and the final

mathematical model is often not a very good representation of the system.

It may sometimes be possible to derive performance bounds (upper and lower

bounds) using analytical methods without too many restrictive assumptions, -

but the bounds may not be tight enough to carry out detailed analysis of

the cumulative effects of several degradation mechanisms in a

communications link.

In recent years, computer-aided modeling and simulation of

communication links has proven to be a valuable addition to analytical and
hardware measurement approaches to predicting performance (2-13). With

the simulation approach, sampled signals are created in the computer and
then operated by algorithms that simulate the effects of coding,

filtering, detection, synchronizing, and other operations that take place

in a communication link. As the simulation progresses, waveforms at
preselected data extraction points (DEPS) are stored for later analysis to

determine measures of performance (MOPS).

Monte-Carlo type simulations using detailed models of functional
blocks connected in a free topological configuration provide a flexible

and accurate method for analyzing communication links and networks. Some

' of the software packages combine simulation and analytical approaches to

improve the speed and accuracy. Many software simulation packages are now
:;": .used extensively as CAD tools for communication systems design and the

validity of the results have been well documented (2-12).

The pre-test and post-test analysis requirements ( che DVAL JTF

methodology for CVA can best be met by a combined mathematical and
simulation approach. This report recommends such an approach and defines

the requirements of a software simulation package for supporting the CVA

program.
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Besides supporting the CVA program, the software simulation package

can be used for a number of other applications. For example, simulations

can be used to estimate the performance of new and innovative systems that

are being proposed by RADC engineers as well as outside contractors.
Detailed design trade-off studies, and comparison of competing design
ideas can also be carried out using simulations. By encouraging all the
contractors as well as RADC engineers to make use of the simulation package
to validate their design claims, an objective basis for comparison can be

established. A facility for performing such trade-off studies and for
analyzing a wide variety of communication links does not exist within the

DOD at the present time. While RADC/DICEF has been working on developing

such a facility, this development effort is now at a critical point In that
a considerable amount of software development is required before the full

capabilities of the software simulation packages already developed in
parts by DICEF can be demonstrated and utilized. The main objective of the

summer research program was to define the software development: needed for
supporting the CVA program and other applications.

•I
2. OBJECTIVES

Specific objectives of the summer research program were:

1. To evaluate the simulation requirements for the CVA ;program and
other applications,

2. to perform a comparative evaluation of the software simulartion
package ICSSM, and

3. to recommend a plan for developing software simulation models to

support the CVA program and other applications.

Section 3 of this report presents a simulation approach to DVAL pre-test

and post-test analysis, in particular the pre-test analysis. 'The overall

requirements of a software simulation package are given in Section 4, and a

list of functional block models that are needed is given in Sectiom S.

Specific recommendations for
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developing the software simulation capabilities to support the

requirements of the CVA program and other applications within DC are

presented in Section 6 of the report.

3. SIMULATION SUPPORT FOR CVA ANALYSIS

The vulnerability of a communication system can be assessed at many

different levels starting from small functional blocks in a receiver to the

network level. Irrespective of the level at which the assessment is made,

the vulnerability issues have to be resolved based on analysis and test

results. A major component in a vulnerability assessment program is the

analysis of the susceptibility and accessability of the communication link

to a jammer. This analysis is often mathematically untrackable bacause of

the presense of nonlinearities, heuristic decision algorithms, and

complexity. In recent years, computer simulations have been used

successfully as a viable alternative to purely mathematical analysis, and ..-

the simulation approach can play an important role in the analysis phases

of the CVA program.

As an example, the simulation approach is almost tailor made for the

pre-test analysis phase of assessing the susceptibility of an RF link. The

pre-test analysis tasks shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 can be easily carried

out using a simulation package that has the following features:

a) A large library of mathematical models of functional blocks in a

communication system.

b) A high level language or interactive input for selecting and

connecting functional blocks with appropriate parameters into a receiver

structure that is similar to the actual receiver implementation.

c) A simulation exercisor that executes the simulation model and -j
stores the waveforms at selected data extraction points (DEPS).

d) A post-processor that can analyze the stored waveforms at selected

DEPS and calculates the measures of performance (MOPS).

75-8
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Given a software simulation package with the capabilities listed

above, then the anal yst/ engi neer can start from a block diagram of the

system to be simulated, select the functional blocks from the library,

specify the interconnections and parameter values, execute the model and

the post-processor, and obtain answers to the vulnerability issues being

addressed. The analysist can address and obtain answers to vulnerability

issues for a functional block or a subsystem or the receiver or for the

comnunicat~on link as a whole. With a good simulation package the analyst

can duplicate the actions of a well-trained design and test engineer

without the high cost of hardware design and testing. The simulation

package can also be used to address vulnerability issues during the design

phases of receivers and other components.

The simulation technique that is recommended for supporting the CVA ,_
program is one in which the signals and signal processing operations mimick

the actual waveforms and hardware operations. The mathematical simulation

models of hardware functional blocks and subsystems should be capable of

handling any level of detail specified by the analysist. At the same time,

the simulation package should provide simple models for large subsystems

if the analyst is interested in a large scale system of which a particular

subsystem is a small part that has been analyzed in detail before. As an

example, suppose the analyst is interested in evaluating the performance -1
of a convolutional error correction code. Then, the simulation package

should provide detailed models for the components of the encoder and

decoder, and use a simple finite state discrete channel model for

representing the physical channel and all the components of the

transmitter and the receiver. Of course the parameters of the channel

model has to be obtained from a detailed simulation of the physical

channel, the transmitter and the receiver. This hierarchical structure in

which the higher level componnents have a simpler representation compared

to the detailed models of the lower level components is essential for the

simulation of very complex communication systems.

With a properly structured simulation package, vulnerability issues

can be addressed at various levels - at the level of functional blocks,
receivers, physical links, communication links, and at the network level.

At the present time the vulnerability issues addressed in the DVAL JTF

methodology refer mostly to the
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physical link (transmission media) and the receiver. At this level, a well

structured communication link simulation package can provide answers to

the following questions.

1. How do data link system errors characteristically relate to

Interference power and type of modulation?

2. What Interference power levels are required to significantly

degrade the data link for selected types of interference modulation?

3. What are the predominant degradation mechanisms for each selected

interference waveform?

4. What are the optimum modulation parameters for interference? (Is

there an interference waveform which is significantly more effective than

other forms of modulation?)

S. What is the etta link receiver response to combinations of

interference modulations?

6. How effective are the AJ features of the data link receiver?

It should be emphasized that many network level vulnerability issues

have to be addressed and procedures for assessing network susceptibility

have to be developed in the near future. The communication link simulation

software should be developed in such a fashion that it can interface easily

with a network simulation package.

4. OVERALL REQUIREMENTS FOR A COMMUNICATION LINK SIMULATOR

As mentioned in an earlier section of this report, the vulnerability of
a communication system can be assessed at different levels and hence the

analysis can also be carried out in a hierarchical fashion with different

levels of detail as illustrated in Figure 4.1. While simulation software

for computer aided analysis at the three levels shown in Figure 4.1 is

necessary for assessing issues related to the vulnerability of the network

as a whole, the development and use of thi software

01 75-12 
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Si (t) Physcal Link , S S(t)

n m
So(t) *S(t)a(t) + Sit-tk)dk(t) +7 Jk(t)ak(t) + n(t)

k-1 k-l

Signal Multi-path Interference Thermal noise
p.'

pi.:

Si(t) - Complex valued input signal; S0(t) - Complex valued output signal

a,ak(t) = time-varying adaptive antennae gain

Jk(t)- Jamming signal

dk(t) - time-varying attenuation for multi-path

tk(t) - delay of the k-th multi-path

n(t) thermal noise

Figure 4.2.a. Example of a Physical Link Model to be Used in a
Link Simulation

121 32

State 1 - random errros,error probability *PE 1State 2 - transition state, error probability APE2State 3 - bursty error, error Probability -PE 3

P -Probability of being in state 1, p j- transition probability

I Ii,

Rc -state transition rate

Figure 4.2.b. Example of a three state comunicatlon channel model for
use in network simulation
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can be carried out in parallel fashion. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, for
example, the simulation of a communication link can be done with great

attention to the details of the transmitter and receiver whOile treating the

physical link or the transmission media as a single block that is described

in a generic fashion (i.e. say as a fading dispersive channel with

interference and Gaussian noise). Thus issues related to the

susceptibility of the receiver can be addressed with detailed models while

the physical channel is treated as a black box. In a similar vain, issues

such as the susceptibility of the network synchronizing, protocols and

control can be addressed with simpler models for-the communication links.

While the hierarchical approach outlined above may have some

limitations, it does provide a framework for starting the development of

software support for the CVA program. The requirements for a software
package for simulating a communication link are addressed in this report
under the assumption that packages such as TACOM already exist for the
physical link simulation and that a network simulation package will be

acquired in the future or developed in parallel with the communication link

simulation software development.

The major components of a software package for simulating
communication links are the following:

1) A large library of mathematical models for hardware functional

blocks in a communication system.

2) A model configurator that accepts commands in a user oriented

language for selecting and connecting a set of functional blocks with

appropriate parameters.

3) A simulation exercisor that executes the simulation model and

produces fast and accurate results representing the waveforms at selected

": data extraction points, and

* 4) a post-processor that can analyze the stored waveforms, compare
measures of performance and display the result.
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The following sections of the report address the overall requirements

of the major components of a software package for analyzing communication

links. A brief comparison of the capabilities of some of the existing

software packages is also presented.

4.1 MODEL LIBRARY: In order to simulate a variety of existing and

proposed communication systems, the simulation package should contain an

extensive library of pre-programmed functional block models. The library

should contain a variety of signal generators, signal conditioners, source

encoders/decoders, error control encoders/decoders, modulators,

demodulators, encryptors/decryptors, synchronizers (acquisition and

tracking), filters, waveform analyzers, and routines for calculating

performance measures. The software package should have provisions for

entering into the library user developed models in the form of self

contained FORTRAN subroutines as well as subsystem models previously

configured using previously developed functional models.

4.2 FLEXIBLE TOPOLOGY: The software simulation package (SSP) should al low

the user analyst to specify any topology that he desires for his system.

However, the SSP should check the topology for improper or missing

interconnections and provide diagnostic messages to aid the user analyst

in correcting any errors. This is best accomplished by using a menu-driven

interactive process for configuring the system model.

4.3 PARAMETER MODIFICATION: Provisions should exist for (easily)

specifying a set of initial parameters and running several iterations by

changing one or more parameter values.

4.4 SPEED AND ACCURACY: Monte-Carlo simulations often require the

processing of millions of samples and the accuracy of direct Monte-Carlo

simulations are inversly related to the square root of the sample size.

The SSP should have provisions for improving the speed and accuracy of -

simulations i.e. provide for better accuracy (smaller simulation induced

vairance) and smaller sample size requirements. This can be accomplished

by incorporating the following features: -.-
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a) Block processing via FFT (not appropriate when feedback is

present)

b) Model partitioning in which different numbers of samples are

processed in different modules.

c) Incorporating and using analytical results in calculating measures

of performance such as probability of error.

d) Using extrapolative and biased sampling schemes which reduce the
sample size requirements considerably (13)

4.5 TEST POINT SELECTION AND POST PROCESSING: The SSP should make
provisions to allow the user analyst to select the data extraction points --

and allow fpr the post processing of the waveforms at the DEPS. The post-
processing routines should simulate a variety of measurement devices that

the analyst might want to use to obtain measures of performance. Typical

post processing analysis routines that should be included in the SSP are

spectrum analyzers, power meters, bit error estimators and statistical
analysis routines to compute and plot histograms etc. The test point

selection and post-processing should allow the user analyst to simulate

not only actual hardware tests but also allow him to observe and process

waveforms without regard to such provisions in the communication link

hardware. The post-processing routines should have a full complememt of

well structured plotting/display routines.

4.6 TRANSPORTABILITY: The SSP should be written in a higher level
language such as FORTRAN, PASCAL or k./1 so that it can be transported

between installations. Of course, some conversion effort will be needled to
accoumodate differences in operating system characteristics in I/Q and

file handling.

4.7 DOCUMENTATION: This is one of the most important requirements from a
user point of view. The extent to which a SSP will be used will depend on
how good the software documentation is. In addition to an easy to follow

users manual, the documentation should include help files within the
software package that the user can call while he is using the various
components of the package. Besides good
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software documentation, the algorithms used in various subroutines should

be explained in the tutorial fashion in a separate manual.

3.8 COMPARISON OF SOME OF THE EXISTING SOFTWARE SIMULATION PACKAGES:

A number of software simulation packages, some of which are commercially
available, meet the requirements set forth in the preceeding sections to
some extent. While it is not possible to compile a listing of the features

of all the packages that are available at the present time, there are three
candidate packages whose features are summarized in Table 4.1.

The Interactive Communication Systems Simulation (ICS)-package was

developed for DICEF by RPI and it runs on a dedicated minicomputer with an

attached array processor (10). The most attractive features of ICS are its
speed of execution, good user interface and graphics capabilities, and an

adequate model library. The most serious limitations of the ICS package
are its use of fixed topology and its dependence on a particular host
machine and array processor (of course these are the features that

contribute to one of the main strengths of ICS, namely its speed).

Another simulation package, Interactive Communication Systems

Simulation Model (ICSSM), developed by the Hazeltine Corporation for

DICEF, runs under the, MULTICS operating system at RADC (11). ICSSM allows
for flexible topology specified by the user via an interactive, menu-

driven model configurator. The main strengths of ICCSM are its interactive A

model conf igurator that has many attractive features, and its library
sructure which has provisions for easily adding user derived models. The

main limitations of the ICCSM package are that its model library is almost

empty, and that it requires a considerable amount of bookkeeping on the

part of the user in the model development phases. With more experience,

this overhead can be considerably reduced. As more users become familiar

with the model structure, the sharing of expertise will greatly contribute

towards easing the model interfacing requirements. Before ICSSM can be
used to address CVA issues, the model library has to be enhanced

considerably.

SYSTID is a simulation package that was developed by the Hughes Aircraft

Company and is available commercially on a limited basis. This software
package
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had been used by a number of organizations during the past 10 years, and

the results are well documented in the open literature (5, 8, 12). The

main strengths of SYSTID are its easy to use input language structure, free

topology, a large collection of validated library models, and an excellent

post-processor package. Major deficiencies of SYSTID include insufficient

software- documentation, and lack of models for adaptive antenna arrays and

spread spectrum systems. While models for these systems can be constructed

(though not easily) using existing SYSTID models, no generic models exist

* for the major components of adaptive arrays and spread spectrum systems.
Such models do not exist in ICS or ICSSM either.

Either SYSTID or ICSSM can serve as the framework for providing
simulation support for the CVA program. The availability of SYSTID is _X__

limited and a considerable amount of conversion effort will be required if

SYSTID is to be implemented at RADC. Since ICSSM is already implemented
and tested at RADC, and since ICSSM has some additional capabilities
compared to SYSTID in the model configuration area, it is recommended that

ICCSM be the simulation system for providing the required simulation

support for the CVA program.

ICS can play an important supportive role in the communication systems

simulation efforts at RADC. Some applications such as the eValuation of

error control coding schemes can be simulated with excellent speed by using

ICS. ICS can also be used to cross validate some of the models that will
have to be developed for ICSSM. Ind( ad, many of the algorithms used in ICS

-routines can and should be adopted for implementation as ISSCM modules.

75-19
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FEATURE ICS ICCSM SYSTID

1) Model library

a) overall good ND very good

b) generic models for adaptive arrays UD ND fair ,1

c) generic models for spread spectrum UD ND fair

2) Topology specification fixed free free

3) User interface very good very good very good

4) Speed

a) overall excellent good good
b) partitioning/restart no yes yes

c) modified Monte-carlo/ no no fair

other techniques

5) Post-processing/graphics good ND Excellent

6) Transportability poor good good

7) Users manual good good fair

8) Software Documentation fair good fair

9) Intermixing of model configuration no no yes
statements and FORTRAN

ND-not developed; UD-under development

Table 4.1 Comparison of three simulation packages
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5. LIBRARY OF MODELS

In order to serve the needs of a.wide variety of users, the software

simulation package should have a sufficiently large number of

preprogrammed simulation models of functional building blocks to

accommodate most communication link configurations. While it is not

possible to fully anticipate the needs of all potential users, having

models for a large set of typical functional blocks encountered in - A

communication systems will minimize the need for user developed programs.

The SSP should have provisions for adding user developed FORTRAN models to

the library if a library model is not available for a particular component ,

that a user is interested in. As the number of users grow, the library

will also grow to meet the needs of the users.

At the present time, ICSSM has very little to offer in the way of

library models. A list of models that should be added to the ICSSM library
is given below. A brief description of how these models can be used to

simulate a particular spread spectrum modem is given in Appendix A of the

report.

The library models are grouped under the following categories:

1. Sources

2. Signal Conditioners, Source Encoders and Encrypters

3. Error Control Coders/Decoders

4. Modulators and Demodulators

5. Channels :4

6. Filters

7. Synchronizers

8. Antennas

9. Miscellaneous

10. Estimators (MOPS)
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5.1 SOURCES

I~. nals .
1. Periodic Waveforms;

2. Pulse and Impulse

3. Damped Oscillations

4. Raised Cosine Shape Generator

5. Random Binany Waveform

7. PN Sequence Generator (LFSR Type) -

6. Mary andm PA Wavfor8. B1-phase/Manchester PN Generator

1.b. Noise..

1White Gaussian
2. Arbitrary psd (non Gausian noise source)

3. Impulse Noise

1.c. Interference Waveforms

1. CW Tone
2. CW Tone Bursts

3. Noise Loaded AM . . .

4. Noise Loaded FM

5. Direct Noise

6. Synchronous

-7
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Some of the library models will be completely self contained, while other

models might consist of a collection of previously developed models. For

example a low pass. filter model, and a Gaussian noise source may be self

contained modules, where as a model for additive dispersive white Gaussinan

noise channel (AWGN) will make use of thelow pass filter model and the

Gaussian noise source model.

5.1 SOURCES

1.a. Signals

1. Periodic Waveforms

2. Pulse and Impulse

3. Damped Oscillations

4. Raised Cosine Shape Generator
5. Random Binany Waveform

6. M-ary Random PAM Waveform

7. PN Sequence Generator (LFSR Type)

8. Bi-phase/Manchester PN Generator

1.b. Noise

1. White Gaussian

2. Arbitrary psd (non Gausian noise source)

3. Impulse Noise

S. :' 1 .c . I n t e r f e r e n c e W a v e f o r m s

1. CW Tone

2. CW Tone Bursts

3. Noise Loaded AM

4. Noise Loaded FM

5. Direct Noise

6. Synchronous
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5.2. SIGNAL CONDITIONERS, SOURCE ENCODERS & ENCRIPTORS

1. AID Converters

2. D/A Converters

3. Multilevel PCM

4. Transform Encoders

5. Multiplexers/Demultlplexers

6. Concentrators/Distributors

7. Burst Conditioner/Generator

8. Table Look Up Type Encryptor/Decryptor

9. DES Type Encryptor/Decryptor

5.3. ERROR CONTROL CODERS/DECODERS ..

1. Block Encoder (Hamming, Golay, BCH)

2. Interleaver/De-interleaver

3. Convolutional Encoder

4. Table Look Up Decoder for Block Codes

5. Hard Decision Decoder for Block Codes (for Hamuing, Golay, BCH codes)

6. Viterbi Decoder for Convolutional Codes

7. Soft Decision Symbol by Symbol Decoder for Block Codes

5.4. MODULATORS AND DEMODULATORS

a. Amplitude Modems

1. DSB-SC Modulator

2. AM Modulator
3. SSB Modulator

4. VSB and VSB+C -
5. Envelope Detector

6. Coherent Detector
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b. Angle Modems

1. Phase Modulators

2. Frequency Modulator
* 3. Discriminator

4.....PL Demodulator
5. Zero-crossing Detector

c. Baseband Pulse Modulation -

1. PCM-Binary

2. Differential PCM

3'. M-ary PCM/PAM
4. Delta Modulator

5. CYSO Modulator
6. Pulse Position Modulator

7. Integrate and Dump Demodulator
8. Sample/Hold D to A

d. Digital Carrier Modulation

1. ASK
2. PSK

3. FSK
4. QPSK/OQPSK
5. MSK
6. QAM
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5-5. CHANNELS

1. Additive White Gaussian Noise

2. Additive Impulse Noise

3. Additive Interference

4. Multiplicative Noise

5. Fadng/Dsperson/Multipath
-'- ~6. BSC.., -.

7. M-ary Discrete

8. M-ary Discrete with Memory
5.6. FILTERS

1. Ideal Lowpass, Highpass and Bandpass

2. Butterworth L.

3. Chebyshev

4. Elliptic

5. Arbitary Poles and Zeroes

6. Specified Amplitude and Phase Response

7. Matched Filter

8. Tapped Delay Line Filter

9. Adaptive Transversal Equalizer

5.7. SYNCHRONIZERS

1. Tapped-delay Line Correlator

2. Bit Synchronizer

3. Phase Tracking Loop (open and closed)

4. Direct Sequence Aquisition-sliding Correlator

5. FH-Coarse Aquisiton

6. Delay-locked Loop Tracking

7. Dither Loop Tracking
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5.8. ANTENNAS

1. Omidirectional iT--

2. Directional

3. Adaptive

LMS Algorithms

Mathematical Tracking Model

5.9. MISCELLANEOUS

1. Delay Lines (fixed & random delays)

2. Limiters

3. Differentiator

4. Integrator

5. Sumer

6. Multiplier

7. Comparator

8. Phase Shifter

9. AM-AM Nonlinearity

10. AM-PM Nonlinearity

11. Buffers

5.10. ESTIMATORS OF MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE (POST-PROCESSORS)

1. Power Meter

2. Noise Bandwidth Meter

3. Time Delay Estimator

4. Spectrum Analyzer

S. Eye Pattern Generator

6. Signal Constellation Plotter

7. Signal Locus Plotter

8. Bit Error Estimator

a. Error Probability

b. Burst Analysis t.
9. Statistical Analyzer (mean, variance, histogram etc)

All of the models listed above need not be developed in a single.

effort. The models in the list can be prioritized with a focus on a set of
initial applications that are of interest. The remaining models can be
developed as the need arises.
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6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sofware simulation can play a significant role in the analysis and

design of communication systems. The CVA program and other applications

can make use of simulations to obtain answers to performance related

questions for which purely mathematical approaches do not provide

satisfactory answers in a timely fashion. Simulations can also be used to

reduce the amount of costly hardware tests necessary for assessing system

performance. During the design phases, software simulations can be used to

carry out design trade-off studies.

The software simulation package ICSSM, developed for RADC by the

Hazeltine Corporation, provides an excellent frame work within which

communication link simulations can be carried out. To demonstrate and

utilize the full capabilities of ICSSM, an effort should -be undertaken to
develop an extensive set of subroutines or software models of hardware

functional blocks encountered in a wide variety of communication systems.

It is recommended that this effort be carried out in two concurrent phases:

.. 1. A short term software model development for two immediate

appllications (SEEK COMM modem vulnerability assessment, and evaluation or

proof of concept for a new modem)

2. A long term software model development effort to build up an

extensive set of library models.

During the two phases of the software development, particular

attention should be paid to (1) good documentation of programs and
algorithmns (2) improved simulation speed via modified Monte-Carlo and

other techniques, and (3) model validation via some hardware measurements
and cross validation with results obtained using other simulation packages

such as ICS or SYSTID.
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With successful completion of the two phases, RADC will have a unique

capability to simulate a variety of communication links. Without the

additional software development effort recommended in this effort, the

currently available software will be of very limited use and it is

-L: unreasonable to expect the project engineers at RADC to develop the

necessary software models in house. If the proposed software development

could not be undertaken and completed In a timely fashion, then RADC and

*. DICEF might as well give up the communication link simulation effort.

* Another area that deserves careful study at this point in time, is

communication network simulation. Several network simulation packages are

commercially available. A study can be initiated to comparatively
evaluate tie capabilities of these packages and one of the packages can be

aquired and interfaced to the link simulation software. This will give

RADC the added capabilities to perform communication systems simulation at

various levels in a hierarchical fashion.

7-54
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION OF A SPREAD SPECTRUM MODEM OPERATING IN A JAMMING
ENVIROINENT

S . (

This appendix describes an approach to simulating the key features of a

spread spectrum modem operating in a jamming environment. The proposed

simulation will be carried out using two sets of models. One set of models will " f\.

simulate generic type features that are used in a variety of spread spectrum

modems. These features include PN spreading using Gold codes, MFSK

modulator/demodulator, bandpass and low pass filtering, all pass channel with

additive noise and interference, FH frame synchronizer, PN correlator/matched

filter and delay-locked loop synchronizer. A second set of models or subroutines

will be used to simulate the features of a particular modem such as the burst

format, frame format, etc. The overall simulation will be done using ICSSM.

A block diagram of the features to be simulated is shown in figure A.1.

Major features of the modem that will be simulated include the spread spectrum

waveform generation, frame synchronization, bit level synchronization (tracking) .'-

and demodulation. The spread spectrum waveform will be simulated by using a "

random bit sequence generator for generating the Input message sequence, a linear

feedback shift register to generate Gold type PN spreading sequence, and a burst

and frame formatter. Sampled values of the spread signal will be put on a MSK

carrier and transmitted through a channel that is modeled as an all pass channel

with additive Gussian noise and Interference. The noisy values of the modulated

signal will be stored for further processing. It must be emphasized here that

lowpass equivalent of band pass signals/systems will be used in simulation so

that sampling rate will be determined by the envelope bandwidth and not the.

carrier frequency. The sampling rate should be about 10 times the RF bandwidth.

Sampled values of the PN spread FH/MSK signal are processed to simulate the
receiver. Assuming ideal dehopping at the receiver, the frame timing recovery

operation is simulated using a bank of complex correlators and a'combiner. While

this simulation model may be different than typical frame synchronizer

implementation for FH systems, it does provide an easy method for assessing the

accruacy of the frame synchronizer as a function of the S/N and 3/S ratio. A

delay-locked tracking loop model is used to simulate the tracking aspect of the

receiver. The PN despreader and the MSK demodulator model that will be used in

the simulation are generic type models that can be used for other applications.
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Completion of the software models for the functional blocks shown in Figure

A.1. will provide DICEF with a set of library models for simulating a variety of

spread spectrum systems. With a smali additional set of functional models for a

particular type of spread spectrum system (say the SEEKCOM Modem) simulations can

be carried out via ICCSM to provide the following types of results.

(1) Probability of error as a function of J/N and S/N for various

types of interference waveforms.

(2) Combined effects of different types of interference waveforms.

(3) Effects of interference and noise on frame and bit synchronizing.

This proposed development will serve the following needs:

(1) To establish a frame work for modeling major features of spread

spectrum modems, and

(2) To help assess the susceptibility of a specific spread-spectrum -.

modem operating in a Jamming environment.

Cross validation of the simulation results with hardware measurmunentsm

will considerably enhance the credibility of using simulations, particularly

among "hard-nosed" analysists who are skeptical about simulations.

7 --
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AFTERBURNING SUPPRESSION KINETICS

IN ROCKET EXHAUST

by

Trilochan Singh

ABSTRACT

Two corm~puter codes have been used to study the suppression of afterburning

phenomena during the summer of 1982. PLFLAME code (which sovles a set of equations

governing a premixed laminar flow) was used to simulate the temperature and species

profiles for a fuel rich H2-Air flame. The results of PLFLAME code show that the

addition of candidate suppressants (K, HBr) lower the peak flame temperatures. The

steady state atomic hydrogen mole fraction decreases as the percentage of K increases.

The trend is reversed with the increase in HBr mole fraction. _

Boat code was used to simulate the mixing and chemical processes that taken

place as the exhaust jet mixes with outside stream. The results of BOAT code show - .*"

that the addition of K to the unburnt stream delays the onset of ignition at some radial

locations depending upon the chemical composition of the jet.

Additional runs are required to identify the kinetic mechanisms responsible for

the phenomenon and design an experiment to verify the results of the simulation.
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AFTERBURNING SUPPRESSION KINETICS

IN ROCKET EXHAUSTS

I. INTRODUCTION

The exhaust gases from the nozzle of a rocket motor usually contain significant
proportions of unburned fuel. This fuel mixes turbulently with ambient air as the I
exhaust jet expands and may burn causing a substantial elevation of temperature in the

exhaust plume. The secondary combustion is affected by factors such as velocity and

altitude of the missile, motor thrust level, the pressure, temperature at the nozzle exit

plane. The addition of certain species such, as K, K2SO/ HBr, etc., have been

observed to inhibit the afterburning process. The inhibition of afterburing process is of

great interest to the US Air Force. However, the kinetic mechanism for the

afterburning suppression is not fully understood. A research program has been initiated .

at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory to investigate the afterburning suppression

kinetics by Dr Jay Eversole. The fundamental research objective will be to identify

intermediate species that are critical to the afterburning suppression phenomena.

It. APPROACH AND OBJECTIVE

One possible experimental approach being considered is to run a preburner in a

fuel rich mode and allow the exhaust products to diffusively mix with a surrounding

stream of air as shown in the Figure I. Candidate species as suppressants would be

introduced in the preburner. The species concentrations, temeprature and local

velocity will be measured as a function of radial and axial position.

It is essential that the experimental approach be supported by a computational

model. The objective of my summer assignment is to study the feasibility of this
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experiment by using an appropriate set of computer programs. A review of the

literaturel- 5 shows that two computer codes, BOAT and PLFLAME, (developed by the

JANNAF Community) with some modifications may be used to simulate the proposed

experiment. The main features of these two computer codes are summarized below. <* -:

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF PLFLAME PROGRAM

PLFLAME code was obtained from Dr Terence P. Coffee of the US Army Ballistic

Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland in mid-June. PLFLAME

code simulates the combustion process occuring in the laminar, premixed, one

dimensional steady state flame. PLFLAME code is divided into four sequential parts. "

The first part requires thermochemical data (such as given in the JANNAF j
thermochemical tables) and the transport properties data (such Leonard-Jones potential

parameters) for all the species in the reaction scheme as input. This first part of the - I
PLFLAME code produces a data file containing a set of coeffients for the various -

polynomials fits used for calculating the transport properties of the species as a

function of temperature. This data file is used as input to the second part of the . -.

PLFLAME code. The mole fraction for the incoming stream, the inlet temperature and

the pressure are given as input by the user for the PLFLAME code, part II. PLFLAME I
Code I also produces three subroutines RT, RATE and F which are used by part II and

part Ill. These subroutines calculate the rates of the forward reactions and the

backward reactions involved in the proposed kinetic mechanism. .

PLFLAME code II generates a set of data containing the inlet boundary conditions

and the initial boundary conditions and a first-order guess for the composition. This is

used as a starting point by the PLFLAME code Ill, which numerically solves a set of

76-6
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coupled differential equations governing a laminar, premixed, one dimensional, steady

state flame. The basic procedure is to integrate the equations in time until the steady

state solution is reached. Reference 2 describes in detail the partial differential

equations governing the flames and the method of solution used in the code. PLFLAME

code produces the output for the temperature distribution and the mole fraction

distribution of the various species.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF BOAT PROGRAM

BOAT code-has been developed by S. M. Dash and Harold S. Pergament for NASA

and the Army 3- 5 . BOAT code accounts for the detailed turbulence and thermochemical

processes occuring in the mixing layer formed between a jet exhaust and its surrounding

external flowfield regions in an overlaid interactive manner. BOAT code combines the I
best features of the following three codes to solve this flowfield.

(I) The generalized treatment of thermochemical processes and implicit/explicit "

streamline/integration procedure used in the Low Altitude Plume Program (LAPP)6 has

been employed in BOAT code.

(2) The shear layer distribution, grid distribution and growth rules used in the

GENMIX 7 code have been incorporated in the BOAT code.

(3) The overlaid procedure for describing the variable edge conditions used in the

GASL patched system for the detailed analysis of inviscid/shock and mixing/afterburing

process in rocket exhaust plumes8 has been adopted in BOAT code.

Reference 9 summarizes the main features of the BOAT code and the governing

equations. The description of the two codes show that PLFLAME code would be

suitable for simulating the flame generated by the gases flowing through the internal

tube (Fig. I). The BOAT code would be suitable for simulating the processes occuring in

the mixing layer as the exhaust products from the preburner mix diffusively with the

surrounding gases.
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V. DIFFICULTIES IN ACTIVATING THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A number of difficulties were encountered in activating the PLFLAME code on

the AFRPL computer system. Some of these were related to in the job control cards,

4. but most of -the difficulties were caused by errors in the two subroutines (RT, RATE)

generated by part I of the PLFLAME code and subsequently used by part II and part III

of the PLFLAME code. Two subroutines (DEC and SOL) which are part of the

computer library at Aberdeen are not available in the AFRPL computer library. It took

over four weeks to eliminate all the errors and add the two subroutines. The program

was validated by comparing the output for a sample problem for (H2/02/N 2) generated

by the AFRPL computer system with output generated at the Aberdeen computer

system.
..- .- "

BOAT code was activated during the 2nd week after my arrival. The code was

validated by comparing the output for a sample problem generated by the AFRPL

computer system with the output given in the user's manual 4 . A number of runs were

made for the BOAT code to check the sensitivity of the program to the changes in the >:
input parameters. The following iput parameters were changed: input chemical

composition, velocity of the. exhaust jet, (5 fps to 500 fps), Ambient Stream Mach

number, (0.01 to 0.5), nozzle radius, (0.15 ft to 2.54 ft), jet temperature, (300-1200K), I--'.1

and print stations. The program did not work when the change in the print internval

was not specified (assuming equal interval throughout). The BOAT output was not

satisfactory when the jet velocity and the ambient stream velocities were too close to

each other. At other combinations the program worked satisfactorily.

VII. RESULTS OF SUPPRESSION MECHANISMS USING PLFLAME

After establishing satisfacp6try sample problem outputs for the two programs it

was decided to study the effect of adding two candidate suppressants: K (potossium)
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and H-Br to H2-02-N 2 flames as suggested by the studies of Jensen 10- 12 and Dixon-

Lewis13 . Using these two suggested mechanisms, PLFLAME code was run for different

inlet gas compositions (mole fractions) given in Table I.

TABLE I

H2  02 N2 HBr K

I. .599 .089 .312 - - (60%H2-60% Air)

2. .576 .086 .312 .04 - (4% HBr)

3. .552 .0773 .2407 .08 - (8% HBr)

7 4. .576 .0806 .3054 - .04 (4% K)

5. .552 .0773 .7907 - .08 (8%)

The system pressure was assumed to be atmospheric, the flow velocity was kept at 100

cm/second and the burner surface temperature was assumed to be 600K for these.

computer runs. Table 2 lists the reactions compsosing the suppression mechanisms

postulated for K and HBr addition and provides the forward and reverse reaction rate

coefficients used in both PLFLAME and BOAT. The species mole fraction and the

temperature distribution as a function of distance above the burner surface are shown

in the Fig. 2, 3, and 4. The calculated peak flame temperature, steady state atomic

hydrogen mole fraction for the various runs are summarized in Table 3. A review of the

figures 2-4 and Table 3 show that the peak flame temperature and the flame length

(distance over which significant changes take place) decreases as the percentage of HBr

or K increases. The mole fraction of atomic H decreases as the concentration of K

increases. This trend is reversed as the mole fraction of HBr increases in the unburnt

gas mixture.
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Flip" 3. Remults of PLFLAME Showing Mole Fractions of Various Species with

the Addition of 4% HlBr to the 1-12/02 Flamne S1-'whiIn Figure 2.
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TABLE 2

INHIBITION REACTIONS

k=ATflexp(E/T) A n E

18 K + H20 = KOH + H 6.02E+ 13 0. -2.04E+04JKOH + H = K + H20 9.54E+17 -1.52E+00 -4.12E+03
19 K + OH + M =KOH + M 3.61 E-04 1.OOE-01 0.KOH + M =K + OH + M 2.39E+01 1 I.25E+00 -4.36E+04

20 H + HBR =H2 + BR 5.30E+13 0. -1.50E+03
H2 + BR =H + HBR 6.43E+I13 1.03E-01 -9.83E+03

21 BR + HBR = H + BR2 2.70E+ 14 0. -2.20E+04
H + BR2 BR + HBR 3.03E+16 -5.06E-01 -1.17E+03

22 BR + BR + H2 BR2 + H2 1.30E+17 -7.OOE-0I 0.
BR2 + H2 = BR + BR + H2 4.99E+18 -1.03E+00 -2.29E+04

23 H + BR + H2 = HBR + H2 9.77E+17 -7.OOE-Oi 0.
HBR + H2 =H + BR + H2 3.41E+17 -5.34E-01 -4.37E+04

24 BR + H02 =HBR + 02 3.40E+12 0. 0.A
HBR + 02 =BR + H02 6.05E+II 2.03E-01 -2.02E+04

TABLE 3

CALCULATED PEAK TEMPERATURE

FLAME LENGTH

(H) MOLE FRACTION

UNBURNT FLAME STEADY STATE
RUN NO GAS COMPOSITION TEMP LENGTH (H)-MOLE FRACTION

I. 60% 1-12-40% Air 1716 3.65 CM 1. 1667E-04

2. 4% HBr 1588 2.837 2.539E-04

3. 8% HBr 1537 2.340 3.1 808E-04

*4. 4% K 1611 3.23 2.532E-07

5. 8% K 1580 2.96 1.5927E-07
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A comparison of these PLFLAME code results with those of Dixon-Lewis 13 shows

the following differences:

The steady state H atom mole fraction decreases as the % HBr increases for the

Dixon-Lewis 13 study where as the results of the PLFLAME code show the reverse

trend.

The peak temperature does not change in the Dixon-Lewis13 study.

The flame increases from 3 mm to 4 mm as 4% HBr is added to 60% H2 Air flame.

The reasons for the differences in results have not been investigated, but these

can be caused by factors such as the differences in the assumptions (steady state

* -. assumption, partial equilibrium assumption, etc.), in the formulation of the equations,

transport properties differences, etc., Dixon-Lewis 13 have not compared the results of -

calculation with experimental data. All these factors need additional study.

A review of Table 3 shows that the peak temperature decreases from 1711 K to

1580 K as the concentration of K increases from 0 to 8%. The concentration of atomic

(H) decreases as K increases as shown by Figures 2 and 4. This observation is in

agreement with the experimental data of Jensen I I which shows a decrease in the

atomic (H) concentration. The calculated length of flame (about 3cm) is close to that

of Jensenll. The experimental data of Jensen could not be simulated during the summer

1982 for lack of information (such as burner suface temperature, flow velocity,

transport property, etc). The PLFLAME code should be run for the experimental

conditions used by Jensen and the reasons for the differences (if any) should be

investigated.
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The postulated reaction mechanism for the inhibition of the H2/02/N 2 flame for

K or HBr addition is shown in Table 2. The net result of both mechanism is the

consumption of H atoms by KOH or HBr species. The decrease in the availability of H

atoms to carry out the chain reaction of H2-02 system is the primary reason for H2/02

flame inhibition. This trend for decrease of H-atom is not shown for HBr addition by

the PLFLAME output. The reasons for this difference need to be investigated

From the preliminary resluts of the effect of adding (K) and HBr to H2-air flames,

it appears that the PLFLAME code is working satisfactorly. The code needs to be

calibrated by comparing the calculated results with the experimental data of various

workers and then use it to plan the conditions for the proposed experiment.

VII. RESULTS OF SUPPRESSION MECHANISMS USING BOAT

BOAT code was run for 2 sets of conditions shown in Table f.

TABLE 4"

BOAT CODE WAS RUN FOR THE FOLLOWING SET OF CONDITIONS

RUN COMPOSITION INPUT

60% 1-12-40% Air PLFLAMES Output

SET I 2 4% K

3 8%K

4 60% 1-12-40% Air Unburnt Composition

SET 2 5 4% K

6 8% K

76-15
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The calculated temperature profile at two radial stations and various axial positions is

shown in Figures 5 and 6 for set 2. A review of the results show that for set I with r =5

(which is 5th radial starting out of II total) ignition is delayed for 4% K and 8% K flame.

At r = 7 the trend is reversed. There is no ignition for 0% K flame but there is rapid

ignition for 4% K and 8% K flame. The reason for this behavior is not understood.

A second set of computer runs with the BOAT code was made (see Table 5). It
was assumed that the jet composition is the unburned composition (60% H2 - 40% air

with no K, 4% K, and 8% K). The temperature profiles at two radial positions (r=5, 7)

.:. and various axial positions is shown in Figures 7 and 8. These plots show that ignition is

delayed for 4%K addition and there is no ignition for 8% K addition for the first 2 ft
(about 12 nozzle radii). The reaction rates, reaction mechanism and kinetic turbulence

parameters w-re unchanged. The reasons for this behavior needs further investigation

which could not be done during the limited summer time.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The limited work done during the summer leads to the following points:

- PLFLAME code and BOAT code are working satisfactorily.

The addition of HBr and K lower the calculated peak flame temperature as

shown by PLFLAMES output.
The concentration of (H) atoms plays a significant role in the inhibition of

flame according to the postulated mechanisms.

The calculated concentration of H atoms decreases as the % of K increases

this trend is reversed for the addition of IBr..

The results of BOAT code show that ignition is delayed with increasing % of
76-16
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K when the input is the unburnt composition. This trend is reversed when

the output from PLFLAMES is used as input to the BOAT. The reasons for

this behavior is not understood at this time.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

- PLFLAME code and BOAT code should be calibrated against the available

experimental data in the literature before -using it for the design of the

Proposed experiment.

The output of PLFLAME code should be checked against a set of equilibrium

calculations for the exit plane of PLFLAME3 code.

After calibration and equilibrium calculations PLFLAME code should be

used to predict the effect of adding suppressant species such as K and HBr

on the flame structure then results would enable one to specify the

conditions such as F/A, (pressure, temperature, etc.) for the unburnt gases

going into the preburner.

BOAT code should be run for different combinations of

Fuel air ratio

initial velocity, temperature

nozzle size

outer stream conditions

The output of PLFLAME code should be used as input to simulate the condition in the

mixing layer between the inner jet and the outside stream. The results would predict

the condition in the mixing layer between the inner jet coming out of preburner and the

outer concentric stream for the proposed experiment.

76-21
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ON ESTIMATING PROBABILITY OF KILL

IN WEAPON EVALUATION

by

B. D. Sivazlian

ABSTRACT

The problem of estimating the mean and standard deviation of the

probability of kill when evaluating weapons in the presence of uncertainty

in the input parameters is investigated . Kill produced by either weapon

blast or weapon fragmentation is studied. Three different methods for

carrying on the estimation procedure are analyzed. Method 1 relies on the

assumption that the input parameters are uniformly distributed over given

ranges. Method 2 assumes that the probability of kill function can be

expanded as a Taylor's series in terms of the input parameter. A third

method, closely related to Method 2, is also presented. The two situations

when aiming error is absent and when aiming error is present are

considered. Closed form expressions are provided whenever possible and

suggestions for further research are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

. In evaluating the effectiveness of a weapon, too much emphasis and

reliance are put on single effectiveness numbers such as probability of

- kill P For example, in comparing two weapon systems, the one with the

highest P has traditionally been the system with the highest
k

effectiveness. Little attention has been given to the variability

associated with the value of Pk"

Basically, the value of Pk for a target point is determined from two

sources:

(1) Vulnerability and warhead effectiveness measures. This usually

provides an estimate of the capability of a weapon- to destroy a

target. Sometimes human judgement enters in these measures. For

example, for fragment sensitive targets, the Carleton damage

function may be used to measure the value of Pk at an arbitrary

*'" point (x, y) in the plane given that the weapon bursts at the -:

origin (0,0). This damage function has the form -

where R and R are parameters known as weapon radii which arex y
determined experimentally.

(2) Delivery accuracy measures to the target. For example, a

combination of aiming error and ballistic error contribute towards

a net measure of delivery accuracy. Usually, these errors are "

described by Guassian distributions which may or may not

incorporate the effect of bias. For example, under the asstumption

that the aiming errors are unbiased and under the absence of

ballistic error, the standard deviations ar and a' Gf the aimi'ng
7

errors along the range axis (x - axis) and deflection axis

(y - axis) provide a measure of the delivery accuracy.

7 1 It is customary to combine the information from these two sources to

arrive at a measure of Pk' For example, for fragment sensitive targets

assuming unbiased aiming error, the value of Pk would depend on the four

input parameters Rx Ry l and e. Thus, a measure of the variance ofx y x y
P should be dictated by the statistical characteristics of each of the
k

four input parameters.
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Very little work appars to have been done in this area (see e.g., 21

[51). The typical weapon effectiveness studies such as (1], [3], [4].

[6], [7], do not discuss this particular aspect of the problem and provide

only methodologies to arrive at a single estimate value of P

The motivation for developing a methodology to compute estimates of the

mean and variance of the probability of kill Pk is threefold. First, it

kallow the setting of confidence intervals on the Pk value. Even if such

confidence intervals are not accurate, it still provides adequate

information on how Pk behaves statistically in the presence of estimation

error of the various input parameters. Second, it gives the decision maker

a necessary information to arrive at a rationale for comparing and ranking

weapons. For example, at the outset with everything being equal in a number

of weapons, one would select the weapon with the smallest Pk variance.

Finally, with an objective towards reducing the Pk variance, the

methodology developed allows one to breakdown the Pk variance into its £

components and to identify those input parameters with the largest

variance contribution. This then can form a first step towards developing

appropriate variance reduction techniques to minimize the error in P

In what follows, if Z is a random variable, then Z - ELZI refers to

the expectation of Z. Var 1 z 1 refers to the variance of Z and 0" refers

to the standard deviation of Z (0-- - Var ZI)"

In cases involving aiming error, such error is assumed to be unbiased,

that is to be centered at the location of the point target and to be

represented by Gaussian-(normal) distributions in each of the directions of

the flightpath of the airplane (the range direction or the x- axis) and

perpendicular to such flightpath (the deflection direction or the

y - axis). The errors in each of these directions are assumed to be

independent with respective standard deviations or and 0. All targetsx y
are assumed to be surface targets.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to develop a methodology for

computing confidence intervals for the probability of kill. We do not ldok

at other weapon effectiveness measure such as the mean area of

effectiveness (MAE) or the fractional coverage. Also, we do not attempt to

apply the methodology to the general problem involving an arbitrary weapon- ,
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target situation. Instead, we treat some simple, but practical,

situations leaving the more complicated cases for later investigations.

Our specific objectives are: L

(1) To develop several methods for estimating the mean and the

variance of Pk for some specific situations. Although three

methods are provided, nevertheless, only the first two methods

are extensively used, the third one being quite restrictive in its

application.

(2) To arrive at closed form expressions for E[Pkland Var EPk:
and to compare through the use of numerical examples the various

methods. I
(3) To apply the methodologies to the four following situations:

a. Fragment sensitive target in the presence of no aiming

error.

b. Fragment sensitive targets in the presence of aiming error.

c. Blast sensitive targets in the presence of no aiming error.

- d. Blast sensitive targets in the presence of aiming errors.

In establishing confidence intervals, a two-standard deviation,

two-sided confidence interval is selected to provide an interval estimation

to the probability of kill. In such a cape, Chebyshev's inequality

guarantees at least a 75 percent confidence interval since for DC= 2, we

hav e

III. METHODOLOGY

For argument sake, suppose that the probability of kill, P k' is a

function of the two input parameters X and Y so that Pk - Pk (X, Y).

Suppose that each of the parameters X and Y are estimates subject to error. - - -.

It is required to determine E[Pkland Var [Pkl. we digress on three

approaches that might be used to obtain the required result:

Method 1

If the joint distribution of X and Y is known and is say f (x, y),

then

,- %'"
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: ~~and -::':

P% 1% 2

From these two expressions, one can obtain.,...

V*A IP, E[= ' - +"
In many practical situations, it is just not possible to completely

characterize the function fX,Y (x, y). Further, very often, subjective

judgements enter in the statistical estimation of X and Y. Under these

conditions, can one still obtain values for E LPkI and Var[ Pk1? The

answer, of course, depends on how acccurately these values should be

measured. For the particular applications contemplated, a precise

measurement was not a major objective; rather, a reasonable approximation

was expected. To this end, it was assumed that X and Y were independent L.
random variables uniformly distributed over the respective ranges

xI  x C x2 and Y, c y Y2. The two major advantages of this approach

are the following:

(1) It proves helpful in using subjective measurements to the problem;

for then, a minimum value and a maximum value of X and Y can be

easily specified without any further additional information. Note

here that under these assumptions, the mean and variance of X and

Y are given respectively by ,

04 -.. I) t'-
E X '-- rx,

(2) It often provides expressions for EEPk]and E ]which can be

analytically manipulated to arrive at closed form expressions.

Method 2

Given Pk (X, Y) to be a continuous and differentiable function of X

and Y, then as a first approximation

k(P (x, Y). Pk(X ) ().

One however has to be cautious in utilizing this approach for it is

possible to give counterexamples for which this approximation totally fails

to hold. However, in all the situations that we will deal with for which

77-7
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Method 1 proves applicable, the use of (1) will show consistently a close

accuracy to Method 1.

If one expands Pk (X, Y) as a Taylor's series about the point (X, ),.

then to a first approximation

If X and Y are independently distributed, then taking variances on both

sides of (2) yields -

YI~r1S x~i~? Vimal.) ~l ~ V#L1I(3)

As can be noted, the main advantage in using formula (3) is that it ,

provides a way for segregating the contribution of each variance component

to the total variance. An expression similar to (3) can be obtained if X

and Y are correlated.

Method 3

This method appears to have originated in statistical economics in the

*study of index numbers. Although this method will not be used in the

sequel, nevertheless, it merits to be mentioned as a possible approach for

solving simply structured problems. The method is best illustrated through

the use of a specific example. Let Pk = X/Y; write

X X + U and Y Y + U

where U and V are random variables with zero mean such that

VarvEXI Var [U ' 2  ;Var y ] Var ,[v] ..

Then

Expanding the last factor by the binomial theorem and retaining the first

few terms, we obtain

.4 .-. °.og
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Taking expectations on both sides of this relation yields:

L XIL

Where '~is the correlation coefficient between U and V.

Asimilar approach may be used to obtain E ]~resulting in

Var (P1~ imediately obtained from

k1rk =s

IV. FRAGMENT SENSITIVE TARGETS

We have seen that for fragment sensitive targets, given that the weapon

bursts at (0, 0), the probability of kill Pk~ for a target point situated

at (x, y)is

where R and R are the two weapon radii, and represent the two input
X y

parameters. We consider now the two cases when aiming error is either

absent or present.

A. No Aiming Error Present

Method 1

Assume R and R to be independently and uniformly distributedx y
X x x

Then we have 4 1 ady~y4~

it ILE~OCR. O E £ (5)

Let

e. ~ itw(6)
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It can be shown that EVtPf]is given by the following expression

La Rig % R14(Rq R.

IL 1 .0 
-

Theexpesson or 1Pfjis obtained from the previous expression by
bysbtttn 2for x and y 2 for y.

Method 2
The results- of using this method are:L

Numerical Example

Expressing all linear units In feet, let
R9 ; E R85 ; a R 100/12x 

xRf 160;R -180; E [R 170 aC~m 401yy y Va RY, 401
x - 50 ;y - 100

Is given by P~ .4996:t.0356 (Method 1)

and Pk - .500 t .034 (Method 2)

B. Aiming Error Present

77-10
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Assue that the x - axis to be oriented in the direction of range and

the y - axis to be oriented in the direction of deflection. The target is

located at (x, y) and the center of weapon impact is (u, v). The

probability that the weapon will impact in an interval (du, dv) in the

neighborhood of the point (u, v) is

I --

':L a-' r-"-I (10)

The probability of kill due to fragmentation at the point (x, y) given that

the weapon bursts at (u, v) is given by the Carleton damage function

i~ (11) " .-'-

The probability of kill at (x, y) due to fragmentation is". "

Pkf =  [Probability of kill at (x, y) weapon impact at (ui, v)] -::

• Probability of weapon impact at (u, v) dui dv '!•; ..

=~ P(x- u,y- v)g(u - x v- y)dudv

RIII

The pfbblt fkl t (xJ)det ramnaini

This derivation of kf differs fro i in that it uses a more general

approach based on conditional probabilities. aking the change in

"'*' variables ")

U'.

*1re., * Irk

(12

This deiato f fdifr fo 11i ta t ssa oegeea

,°7-1
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we obtain -k I I
where

Rx

Here

This holds under the assumption that R ,KR and C *are

independently distributed.

Method 1

Assume R , R7 , 0- and.O0 to be independently and uniformly distributedx -y
over the respective range.

R ZICR x 4R ; R Y c R Y 4R

(r. 4 ox 4 x1  ; - - -0Y

Let___ _

The results for E[i.land E Ijare as follovs:

4&O (1+ 1 IV

t.~!L & VE 1
~It4aLJ - g4 ~ II .11(13)X&I
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+ R, + U'. ,

.9. _ ____(14)

The expressions for E anE are easily obtained from the previousiI y
expressions by substituting y for x and Y for X.

Method 2

The results of method 2 are

E[Pk 
.+ .". ,/ t v,,] ¢1i) j a.A[O:(1)

L IL

[PJ,+ Ft i,',_,. ;

Expressing all linear units in feet, let

R - 80; R - 90 R -85; Var R- 100/ 12
12, -

R - 162 ; - 178 ; - 170 Var [R 256/12Y, y y
100 ; r 200 , r. - 150 ; Var x 1 - 10,000/ 12

xlL x70; ,- 90; " 80; Var o- " 400/12

Pkf E f P 20"Plk

is given by P k.- .318 t .110 (Method 1)

and P -f =  .310 t .106 (Method 2)

V. BLAST SENSITIVE TARGETS

Let the blast occur at an origin point, and let R be the distance from

the center of the blast to a point target. Then the probability of kill

77-13
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due to blast Pk is

it-A (17)
_6 A 4 R 45

where A is the maximum distance at which irreparable damage is experienced

and B is the minimum distance at which no damage occurs.

A. No Aiming Error Present

Method 1

Assume A and B are independently and uniformly distributed over the

rageA cA -cA2  and B -4BB (A dA -C c nehst
ranges2 11  B 2. 1 2 B1 B 2). Oehst
consider different situations depending on the relative positions of the

points A and B. We illustrate this by working out a given situation.

Assume A1 -c R A2  then

if A1 ~R 4A -A Pu, 1 ,and
R-AIf A1 -4A cR-aA 2  ,Pkb 1 B A

Then AA

E[ rki L... its . S As2., g L..D8-
SI A - ~ A sA

e[P~t: ~ k-' OL + I-ua - S

The other possibilities are worked out using a similar approach.

Method 2

This method is not applicable since Pkb is not a differentiable

% function of the parameters A and B.

Numerical Example

Let A1  13, A- 17, B, - 20, B2  22, R - 19 (all in feet)

~kb - (kbI 2 kb .

77-14
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is given by Pkb = .3399 . .1814 (Method 1)

B. Aiming Error Present

Let the target be located at (x, y). Due to aiming error the weapon

bursts in an interval (du, dv) in the neighborhood of (u, v) and with

probability

g(u x, v y) du dv- - (18)"

The probability of a kill at (x, y) due to blast given that the point of

impact is (u, v) is assumed to depend on the distance between (x, y) and
2 )2(u, v) or r (x-U) + (y- V)

and is given by

it -C(19).,. I-:I"

The probability of kill due to blast is thus

hi 3+ SI Ir- '' 5

- 6

Let u- x r cosO, v- y r sin . Then

~ .2-- --
2r C - , ' ,--

&I A[i (20)

Lr.4

Let now
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Then, it can be shown that

Pk.

+ (21)
A-

where I0 (.) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero

order.

When 0' O F O , it can be shown that
x y

LI

Method 1

It was not possible to obtain closed form expressions for any of the

above cases using method 1. However, when =y - r" and B.<cl, approxi-

mations for E JPkbjand var[Pkblc n be obtained.

Method 2

The use of method 2 in the general case when gr or* gives rise to
y 

-

integrals involving Bessel functions which cannot be expressed in closed

forms. However, when rx  r o-, the use of method 2 provides

expressions involving the normal probability function. Let '1

-V__ (23)

Then,

- v (24').

and . .

& P.

+ V(. V- [, ..5

[kl
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Numericatl Example__

Assuming all trnits are in feet, let
A1  - 13; A2  - 17; A - 15; Var [A] - 16/12 -!{

- 2

B .2;B- 22 B 1;Vr 41

B - 40, B 60; r - 50; Var 1 400/12
1 2-

~kb E EtPk)± kb

is given by Pkb = .0682- .0236 (Method 1)

and Pkb - .0632+ .0294 (Method 2)

*VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The methodology developed in this report for measuring E[Pkjand

Var CP ]provides the foundation for solving more complex problems in the

area of weapon systems analysis. In practice, it is extremely difficult to r

determine the probability distribution function of the parameters entering

in the evaluation of P Determination of their first two moments is

more in the realm of reality. Therefore, it seems logical that any

estimation of P k relies only on the scant information that one is dealing

with in practice. This brings up the next problem that should be .
investigated in this research area: that of accuracy of estimation. Is it

possible to ascertain that with the methods used one can provide for a

given confidence interval, confidence coefficients better than the minimum

dictated by the Chebyshev's inequality? At least for Method 1 (in which

the assumption of uniform distribution is made) the answer is in the

positive since the true distribution function of P can be theoretically

derived. However, this may not be practical and one may have to resort to

other methodologies.

We have considered so far, the two cases when the basic statistics

(mean and standard deviation) of the probability of kill due to blast

(Pk) and due to fragmentation (Pkf) were separately estimated. In

most practical problems, these two after-effects of an exploding weapon are

77-17
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present simultaneously and the kill effect of the weapon may be the result

of either blast or fragmentation or both. It may be assumed that kill due

to blast and kill due to fragmentation are either two dependent or two

independent events. In as much as the estimation problem is concerned,

both Pkb and Pkf are random variables subject to estimation error.

Therefore, another recommendation for follow-on research using the methods

of the present work is to treat the more general case when Pkb and P

are simultaneously present. It is unlikely that general closed form

expressions will result from such an investigation, and one would logically

rely on numerical techniques to obtain the necessary values for E(PkI and

Var [PkI.

In addition to the probability of kill, the lethal area and the

fractional coverage are also used as measures to evaluate weapon

effectiveness under prescribed situations. A closely related topic

involves the use of damage functions other than the ones considered so far,

such as the three-parameter Carleton damage functions for fragment-

sensitive targets and the cookie-cutter functions for impact sersitive

targets. As a consequence, a further recommendation is to exte,.d the

methodology to these other areas which were nc-! treated fn this report.

When evaluating E[PkfI and Var EPkf 1 Tiwi,'6leton '4arage function

was expressed in terms of the two weapon radii. In many situations, the

means area of effectiveness (MAE) as well as the weapon impact angle are

entered as inputs. The prescribed rethod could be adapted for this A

particular situation and measures of E[Pkfl and Var [PkfJ would then be

expressible directly in terms of the given input parameters.

We have also seen that when computing probability of kill due to blast,

Pkb' the general case involving different aiming errors in range and in

deflection resulted in integrals of modified Bessel function of zero order,

which could not be evaluated in closed forms. To further this study, it is

recommended that approximation techniques, such as asymptotic expansions,

be used to obtain expressions for E EPkbJ and Var[ Pkb] .

..7.. In performing vulnerability analysis, the fragmentation data are used

to determine the MAE of a weapon as well as the parameters of the Carleton .1
damage function. A further recommendation is to analyze statistically

these field data to provide the necessary information to numerically

estimate the mean and the variance of the various input parameters.

77-18
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As a further extension, it was pointed out to the present author that

the methodology could be applied to the general problem in which the

probability of kill Pk is expressible as a monotone function of the

distance R between target and point of weapon firing. The target is

killed either through direct hit or through blast or through fragmentation.

It appears that little work has been done in the theoretical derivation of - -

the functional relationship between Pk and R, knowing the characteristics -

of the weapon and the target.

Finally, the methodology described could He used for the following cases:

a. Area targets rather than point targets

b. Cluster weapons r

c. Guided weapons

d. Laser-guided weapons

e. Stick delivery of weapons

f. Runways targets .

g. Biased aiming of weapons

h. Presence of ballistic error

-..4._..

.4 . .. ,.
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M THODS FOR COMPUTATION OF CERTAIN DIAGNOSTICS

FOR THE AFGL GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL

by

Stanley L. Spiegel

ABSTRACT

Computer programs have been developed to permit the calculation of

kinetic and potential energy, and enstrophy for the atmospheric motion

fields associated with the primitive equation spectral general circula-

tion model under development at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. .

These calculations can be performed in either of the two physical space

coordinate systems relevant for assessing model performance. Results

of these calculations, and similar computations being carried out in

the model's spectral domain, will be helpful in understanding and

improving the functioning of the model.
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S. . - ...- ...

I INTRODUCTION

The Atmospheric Prediction Branch of the Meteorology Division, Air

Force Geophysics Laboratory, is in the process of developing a general

circulation model patterned after the primitive equation spectral model

employed at the National Meteorological Center1 (NOAA). It is of course

necessary to evaluate the performance of this model to ensure that

essential physical processes are correctly incorporated into a suitable

numerical computation scheme. One important test is to compare fields

predicted by the model, such as the surface pressure or 500mb geopoten-

tial, with those actually observed. Objective methods for evaluating

such comparison (so called skill scores) are discussed in the literature,
2'3  L.

and the required software for performing this sort of analysis already

exists. The focus of this summer's work has been to develop procedures

for an additional method of assessing model performance. This involves

the computation of certain model diagnostics - kinetic and potential

-4.!
energy, and enstrophy - in order to compare predicted values with those

observed in the atmosphere.

In order to understand how these model diagnostics should be

computed, it is necessary to have an oserview of the functioning of the

model. The input data (so called FGGE data, for First GARP Global

Experiment) is provided at a regularly spaced latitude-longitude array •-Yi

of grid points (2.50 spacing between points in both directions) and

at 12 mandatory pressure levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250,

200, 150, 100, 70, and 50mb) in the vertical. This data consists of

geopotential height, velocity and temperature. (Surface values of

temperature and geopotential are also given, surface velocities and
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pressures are readily obtainable via extrapolation procedures from the

given values.) We shall refer to this grid system as the *FGEEU grid.

The model however requires that its fields be given in a different

physical grid system. This grid has uniform spacing in longitude, but

latitudinal values are given at the latitudes required in order to

utilize Gaussian quadrature in the latitudinal direction. The vertical

coordinate is not pressure, but rather the sigma coordinate introduced

by Phillips4. In its present form, this "model" grid has a longitudinal

spacing of 7.50, 40 Gaussian latitudes pole-to-pole, and six sigma

levels in the vertical, bounded by sigma values 1.0, .90, .75, .50, .25,

.15, and 0.0. The field values in the model grid are obtained from the

FGGE grid values in a so called pre-processing phase which consists

principally of interpolation procedures to compute the required values.

Then after an initialization procedure to remove undesirable modes

from the input data, the fields are expressed as truncated series of

surface spherical harmonics (in each a-level), and the predictive

equations are solved spectrallyI ,5. From the predicted spectral

components, the new fields can be constructed in physical space at the

model grid points and, after a post-processing procedure, the model

forecasts are available on the FGGE grid.

Since error can be introduced during the pre- and post-processing

procedures and in the initialization procedure, as well as in the

prediction process, it is clearly desirable to be able to compute

diagnostics in term of FGGE grid values, model grid values, and spec-

tral values. This would help distinguish errors in model prediction

from those caused by the transference of values from one representation ..-

to another, and thus suggest relevant areas for model improvement.
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II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project has been to develop computer

programs for the computation of model diagnostics in the two physical

space coordinate systems - the FGGE and model grids - utilized by the

primitive equation spectral model. (Computations in the spectral

representation of the model of total energy had already been performed,

and the remainder of the spectral diagnostic calculations have been

programmed, by Dr. Stephen Brenner of AFGL.) These programs were to be

written in such a way that level by level subtotals of these diagnostics

would be available for analysis. It was required that the algorithms

be consistent with the core capacity of the CDC 6600 computer nov in

use at AFGL (about 100K words) and be easily transportable for imple-

mentation on other computers.

A further goal was to compute the global available potential

energy; this was in fact accomplished only for the FGGE grid system.

III. FGGE GRID DIAGNOSTICS

The FGGE grid system consists of a three-dimensional array of points:

144 in the west-to-east direction at 2.50 longitudinal increments

(indexed by I), 73 in the north-to-south direction at 2.50 latitudinal

spacing (indexed by J), and 12 in the vertical at the mandatory pressure

levels (indexed by K). This gives a total of 144x73x12 or 126,144

points for each field represented on this grid. (The values at the

north and south poles (J-1 and 73. respectively) are given redundantly -

144 times each - at each K leveli this feature has certain computational

advantages in other contexts). The index of the pressure levels

increases with height, such that the 1000mb level is denoted by a K "-

76
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value of 2 and the uppermost 50mb level by a K value of 13; the reason

for using these values rather than 1 to 12 will become apparently shortly.

The quantities to be computed are the following, in discreet

representation:

Kinetic energy: U [U 4 LTK)+ VlK)] W(Z,() (1)

Gravitational W(LW'U K)
potential energy: Z',-, " jj (2)

Internal energy: T(LrIjK)W tJ 3

.nstrophy: (4) .:,.:

where the sums extend over all I and J at K values above the earth's

surface and at surface points as well. Here U and V represent zonal

and meridional velocity components, * is geopotential height, T is

temperature, C is the local vertical component of vorticity computed

on isobaric surfaces, Cv is the specific heat of air at constant volume

(717JK-lkg 1 ) and g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 c-sec- 2)

The weights W represent the mass of atmosphere represented by the grid

point denoted I, J, K. Given the size of the arrays we are dealing

with, the computations are necessarily performed in-stages, one level %

at a time. First the weight field is computed, and stored. Then for

each desired diagnostic, relevant data fields are read in for at a

given K level so that the diagnostic quantity can be calculated at each

point of that level. Next the weights for that level are read in so

that the product of diagnostic values times weights can be summed

producing the desired diagnostic subtotal for the given level. When
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this has been done for each K level, the global value (grand total) of - -

the diagnostic can be calculated.

The central task is the determination of the appropriate weights.

That is, we seek a suitable discreet approximation of an element of

.1
atmospheric mass

dwi ;a' cos d'd d (5)

* *cutd

where p is the atmospheric density, X is longitude, * is latitude, z
is height, P is pressure, and a is the mean radius of the earth

(6.37x106 i). (The hydrostatic assumption is used in expressing the

right hand side in pressure, rather than Cartesian, coordinates).

The weighting in the longitudinal direction is simply given by the

constant spacing between grid points in the X direction, namely

AX (2.5/360)(2w) = 4.363x0-2 radians for 2.5° spacing. In the

latitudinal direction, the simplest approximation is to replace the *-

dependent portion by cos(*(J)) A+ where *(J) is the latitude indexed

by J, namely (37-J) Af, and A# is equal to AX. However, a slightly

improved result can be obtained by viewing cos df as d(sinf), and

deriving a set of coefficients appropriate to a trapezoidal rule quadrature

in the unequally spaced variable sin#. Imposing the conditions that

this quadrature be exact for integrands which are constant or linear

functions of sin#, the coefficients are readily found to be given by

cos(#(J)) sin(A#) at points away from the poles; this is very

nearly equal to the approximate value since sin(&*)/A 0.99984 1.

At the poles, the coefficient is 0.5 (1-cos(Ao)) - 0.47589x10-3 , compared .

with zero from the simpler approximation above.
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In the vertical, trapezoidal rule weights are also employed,

appropriate to the unequally spaced pressure levels. At levels below

the uppermost (i.e. K12) and above the surface, the weight is

proportional to 0.5(P(K-1) - P(K+1)). Note that P(K-1) may refer to a

mandatory pressure value or to the surface pressure, denoted PS(IJ).

(The surface pressure is obtainable from the FGGE data using software

developed at AFGL.) At the uppermost level (K-13, P(13) = 50mb), it is

assumed the field values remain constant up to zero pressure; thus the

appropriate weight is easily shown to be proportional to 0.5(P(12) + P(13)).

At the surface, a K value (denoted KS(I,J)) is assigned thusly: if P(K)
- .4

is the first mandatory pressure value that is smaller than PS(I,J)

KS(I,J) is given the value K-I. (This necessitates denoting the mandatory

levels from 2 to 13, rather than 1 to 12, since zero subscripts are

not generally permitted in Fortran.) At a surface grid point, the

vertical weighting is proportional to 0.5(PS(I,J) - P(KS(I,J)+l)).

All grid points with K values less than KS(IJ) lie below the earth's

surface and are given zero weight. (These vertical weight factors must P.

be computed anew for each new surface pressure distribution).

Once the horizontal and vertical weight factors are combined, a -"" '"

representative expression for the weight (away from upper and lower

boundaries and the poles) is

W(I,J) - 3.939x1010 cos(#(J))(P(K-1) - (P(K+1)) (6)(6)," -
L<J<73, KS(t,J)<K<13

where the numerical factor is chosen so that if pressures are given in

mb, W will be in kg. At the upper boundary,

W(IJ) - 2.36334x10 12 cos(*(J)) I<J<73, Ki13
(7)
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while at the surface,

W(I,J) = 3.939xi0 10 cos(0(J))(P(KS(I,J) - P(K+I))

1<J<73, K=KS(I,J) (8)
(8)-. .

both of these expressions valid except at the poles. The expressions

appropriate to the poles are obtained by replacing the cos(O(J)) term

by the numerical factor 0.01091. And finally, recall that W(I,J)

vanishes for K<KS(I,J) (i.e., P(K)>PS(I,J)).

Once the weight field has been computed, the diagnostic computation

can proceed fairly smoothly. The geopotential and temperature fields

are given at the surface as well as at the mandatory pressure levels,

hence the gravitational potential and internal energies can be easily

computed and summed in accordance with (2) and (3). For the kinetic

energy the horizontal velocity components at the surface are needed but

not provided by the FGGE data. However approximate values can be

obtained from the known values at the two closest mandatory pressure

and the surface pressure value on the assumption that the velocity " - .

components are linear functions of ln P. (This approximation is

consistent with the model and is in fact employed in the pre-and post-

processing procedure.) It is then easy to perform the kinetic energy

computation (1).

To compute the enstrophy, we first compute the local vertical

component of the vorticity at each non-polar grid point:

aV DU (9)cos, + 7
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S
the derivatives being evaluated on a constant pressure surface. We

employ the standard centered difference approximations to :he horizontal

derivatives, and hence must use the four values V(I±1, J) and

U(I,J±1) at the level of the desired grid point in our calculation.

If this grid point is a surface point, or if the surface pressure at

any of the surrounding four points is less than that at the point

under consideration, the necessary values (or pseudovalues) of U and/or

V are- obtained from the nearest neighboring pair of known values under

the linearity assumption (in In P) discussed above. Lateral variations

in surface pressure resulting from changes in surface elevation are

large enough so that velocities at five different levels must be stored p

in core simultaneously to allow required extrapolations; hence the

WvAX and 3U/3d+ contributions to must be computed
in sequential steps. (The polar vorticities are of course calculated

differently, utilizing the tangential velocity components at the neigh-

boring latitude grid points: U(I,2) and U(I,72).) Once the vorticity

field has been calculated, the computation of enstrophy (4) is

straightforward.

A final computation performed on the FGGE grid is the global

available potential energy, where the approximate form derived by

Lorenz6 is employed: -T..

PS

Available potential energy P (10)

where () refers to a global average over an isobaric surface and ( )'

is the departure from that average value. The lapse rate, -3T/3z,

78-11 
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is denoted by y; Yd is the dry adiabatic lapse rate (9,77X10
3 °K/M),

In evaluating the discreet approximation to (10), we have included

surface values with others at the same K-level to compute isobaric

averages and departures from average. The lapse rate is approximated

(for given I,J) by:

T(K.' -(K l
S1)(11)I

where the values at K-1 may represent surface values; at the lower and

upper boundaries, one sided derivative approximations are employed.

The computation of layer averages consists of taking weighted sums of

the grid point values and dividing by the sum of grid point weights for

the given layer. The interand in (10) is then evaluated for each

layer, and these values are summed to give the global available potential

energy* - 11
IV. MDDEL GRID DIAGNOSTICS .i'

The computation of diagnostics in the model grid system is simpler

for two important reasons. PLrstly, the upper and lower boundaries are --

surfaces of constant a (which :s defined as the ratio of pressure to

surface pressure; this means the top of the atmosphere is at a-0 and

the bottom is at d-I for all A and *.) Hence all the model grid points

lie within the atmosphere. Secondly, the grid size (48 longitudinal

points x 40 Gaussian latitudes x 6 a-layers, or 11,520 total points)

is small enough so that entire three dimensional arrays can be processed

using core storage, thus eliminating the complexity of level by level

computation.
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The weights assigned to the grid points are calculated as follows.

In the longitudinal direction, the weight is simply proportional to the

uniform 7.50 (0.13090 radian) spacing. In the latitudinal direction, a

40 point Gaussian quadrature scheme is employed in the variable sin+

(which takes on values +1 to -1 pole to pole); this fixes the 40 Gaussian

values of sin+ and hence *, and also assigns the appropriate Gaussian
weight to each set of latitudinal points. Tables providing these

Gaussian weights are readily available7; we denote these values by GW(J).

In the vertical, the mass in each layer is proportional to the

pressure difference across the layer which in turn is given by the

layer thickness Aa(K) multiplied by the surface pressure PS(I,J).

Hence the weight field can be written

W(I,J,K) - 5.42X10 13PS(I,J)GW(J)AO(K) (12) :
where if surface pressure is in mb, W will be in kg.

Values of the velocity components, vorticity, geopotential and

temperature at the model grid points are available, either from the L'-."

FGGE data set via the preprocessing procedure, or from appropriate

summation of the forecast fields in spectral form. Thus once the weight

field has been calculated, the desired diagnostics (1) to (4) are

readily computed. We have not yet established an appropriate formula

for available potential energy with variables expressed in a coordinates; -"- -

once that is done, its evaluation on the model coordinate grid should

be straightforward.

V. RECOMMeNDATIONS

As a result of this summer's effort, a framework has been established

within which to compute important atmospheric properties - kinetic and

78-13
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potential energies and enstrophy - for the input and forecast fields of

the AFGL primitive equation spectral model. After these computer codes

have been implemented and checked, the aforementioned computations

should be carried out, along with analagous spectral computations for

the input and forecast fields. These results should be compared with

each other and with computations on the actually observed fields. This ."-

will help answer questions such as how does pre- and post-processing

affect energetics and how good is the model in predicting kinetic energy,

and thus pinpoint areas in need of improvement.

It is further recommended that the pre- and post-processing

procedures be carefully analyzed to determine the magnitude of errors

introduced at these stages. For one thing, the transference of data

from the 73 FGGE latitude to the 40 Gaussian latitude is accomplished

by low order (essentially linear) interpolation. The effect of this

process on the accuracy of the subsequent high order Gaussian quadrature

should be studied. Further it is believed possible that the interpolation

in the vertical to produce sigma level values may cause even greater

inaccuracies. A thorough error analysis of these procedures, and of

the initialization process, would help explain the results of the

various model evaluation methods.

7-81
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A DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO ELECTROMAGNETIC LENS DESIGN

By

Alexander P. Stone

ABSTRACT

A lens design technique developed by Carl E. Baum for transitioning.

TEM waves, ideally with no reflection or distortion, between cylindrical

and conical transmission lines is investigated. This method uses a

differential geometric approach combined with Maxwell's equations and

the constitutive parameters e and P in an orthogonal curvilinear

doordinate system. Isotropic but inhomogeneous media are considered.

It is shown that rotational coordinate systems obtained from complex

analytic transformations in the plane may be utilized in the design, and

that a class of solutions to the design problem exists. This class of

solutions is based on a Riccati type of differential equation.

Suggestions for follow up research in this area are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The differential geometric approach to transient lens design is one

of several promising approaches to electromagnetic problems. In general

one starts with Maxwell's equations together with boundary conditions

and general theorems such as conservation of energy and reciprocity and

looks for various mathematical concepts for representing the solution

of an EM problem. For example, operator diagonalization and the use of

the complex frequency plane have proved to be extremely useful in the

analysis and synthesis of EM devices. Other promising approaches, which

remain to be thoroughly investigated, but which could have important

application to EMP simulators and energy transport in pulse power equip-

ment include topological properties of scatterers and group theoretic

properties as well as the differential geometric method considered in

this report. For the Air Force, these practical applications should be

of great importance.

This report concerns inhomogeneous TEM plane waves which propagate

on ideal transmission lines with two or more independent .perfectly con-

ducting boundaries. These types of inhomogeneous media can be used to

define lenses for transitioning TEM waves, without reflection or dis-.

tortions, between conical and cylindrical transmission lines. While

there are practical limitations (e.g., the properties of materials used

to obtain the desired permittivity and permeability of the inhomogeneous

medium) perfect characteristics are not really necessary. This differ-

ential geometric approach to lens design was initiated by C. E. Baum

(reference [1]) and further aspects of this method appeared in references

[2] and [3]. Specifically, the differential geometric scaling method
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creates a class of equivalent electromagnetic problems each having a

, -"

complicated geometry and medium from an electromagnetic problem having . .

a simple (Cartesian) geometry and medium. Included in these papers were

examples of lenses which provided a perfect matching section between

conical and cylindrical coaxial wave guides. In this paper a general

design procedure for such lenses is specified and it is shown that the

class of solutions of a certain Riccati equation yield a suitable lens

design. This class includes in particular the examples given in [2].

Whether or not this class is unique is an open question at this time.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The main objective of this project was to study the differential

geometry scaling procedure in EM lens design problems and obtain further

examples of EM lenses. The uniqueness question, of when all such "

examples of lenses have been obtained, was also addressed but not

answered completely. In order to obtain uniqueness it appears to be

necessary to add certain conditions to the class of functions under

study. The specific objectives were:

(1) To determine a suitable class of functions on which to base

the design of EM lenses matching conical to coaxial waveguide.

(2) To determine specific examples of lenses.

III. The SCALING METHOD:

We first consider a Cartesian coordinate system (x,yz) and

an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system (ulU 2, 3) with line

element

79-5
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2(1
(ds h (du) + h (du) + h (du (

with the scale factors hi 1 1,2,3 ,given by

2 3x 2 + .L az 2(2
i u ui aui

If certain combinations of the hi assumed positive, are defined as

h h0 0

(a' ) 0 h 0

h0 0

0 hh

2 3

0 0 h h/h 0 ] 3

0 0 hh/h 

then~~~~~~~~~~~~~ on caJrt u h sa xresosfrV x n

indteu oriaesse ntrm fpyia opnnso h

h A 0

vector~~~~ 3 1nte e fvcosadoprtr fra etr n

forma oearats may be usrittpenstinrs fnor componnts.
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For example, if E has components El E , referred to theu

coordinates, then E' ,the formal vector, has components El El El

and we write

while

=O (a jj) *VW~ where 0 0' (5)

and *
VxE-( *** V'xE' (6)

ii

The result one obtains is that Maxwell's equations

7xi
at

VxH =J + -3

(7)

V*D -p

together with the constitutive relations

ij

and (8)

ij

* and the equation of continuity
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V.J = I (9)

can be rewritten in the form

V'xE, - -'"
at

v'xg, =' + '

at

= p

= 0 (10)

g= (ii'> • *, ,

V" 4 ap'
' - •'.at

where

(j) (Yjj (C

(ij) = (Yij) •(ij)

and
(ajj) - (YJ) (azJ)

where it is assumed that (cij) ,(ij) ,(ij) are real constant mat-

rices which are independent of frequency, though possibly functions of

position. Note that the primed equations (10) are of the same form as

equations (7), (8), and (9), and so if we think of the ui as a

Cartesian coordinate system, a known solution of Maxwell's equations

referred to Cartesian coordinates can be taken and if primed quantities

are substituted for unprimed quantities, solutions to (10) can be found.
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The result turns out to be that we have a solution to Maxwell's

equations for which (ei) ( and (a ) may be anisotropic

and/or inhomogeneous. The basic idea is then to pick (e! )

and (aN'j) and boundary surfaces of convenient forms in the ui coor-

dinate system so that a solution can be obtained in terms of the formal

quantities. If some particular relationship between the ui  coordinates

and the x,y,z coordinates is chosen, then the parameters (c) ,.
ij

(i) and the geometry of the boundary surfaces are determined and the

solution can be applied to the case under study.

In this report we are concerned with problems related to inhomo-

geneous isotropic media and thus the constitutive parameter matrices

are diagonal matrices of the form

( (6ij), (1ij) ffi (6S) (12)

where e and 1. are scalar functions of position. The foemal quan-

tities then look like

(jj)= C(Y , ) u(Ti) (13)

We restrict a -0 ,so that the conductivity matrix is the zero matrix.

Note that an inhomogeneous TEM wave with subscripts 1 and 2 only has no

interaction with o or in which case each of the matrices
3

(Ejj) and (ui'J) has constant and equal diagonal entries in the first

two diagonal p-itions. Hence such TEM solutions may be used to define

lenses to match waves onto cylindrical and/or conical transmission lines.

,79-9 L
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IV. THEORETICAL DESIGN:

The (ul,u 2U3 ) coordinate system with the property that h =h

is constructed as follows by considering any complex analytic transfor-

' mation in the plane, say

z =F(w) f(u,v) + jg(u,v) 2a + j-1 j 1T. (14)
a a

The (x,y,z) coordinates are then obtained in the form

x f(u,v)coso

y = f(u,v)sinf (15)

z = g(u,v) - -

by performing a rotation about the y-axis. The line element which

results is

2 h2  2 2 2 2 2
(ds) h (du) + f (do) + h (dv) (16)

U u

where

=/(af. + ( )2(7

hm

Note that any plane orthogonal transformation, say x - a(u,v)(17)

y " B(u,v) would yield on rotation about the y-axis the line element

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
(ds) - h (du) + a (do) + h (dv) (18)

U v

Since one then may take h - h without loss of generality (see
U V

reference 17]) for such rotational coordinate systems, the condition

that a and 8 are the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function
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is consequently forced upon us. Note also that because of the require-

ments on the constitutive parameters we must have the scale factors

h and h2  equal for the u , u2 , u3  coordinates. One may then

show that a necessary and sufficient condition for this to occur is that

the coordinate surfaces for constant v are spheres or planes if and

only if the condition, h /f(u,v) is independent of v , holds. A
u

necessary and sufficient condition for this to occur is then found to be

2u 2 au 2 au (19

The uI coordinates are then defined by setting

u h (u',v)
u2 0(exp f u du')cos("

f(u',v)__ j
uu

u F(v)

3

where F(v) f f h (u,v')dv', and -u 0 if h is decreasing (for
v u u

V0

fixed v ) in the range of interest for the coordinates (u, ,v) , while

u u0  if h is increasing (for fixed v ) in the range of interest.
u

It is also assumed that g(u,O) - 0 since this will guarantee continuity

of conductors across one of the boundaries of the lens, say at v 0 . 4

The corresponding scale factors are

u h (u',v)u

h h2 - (f(u,v))/(exp f f(u',v) du') (21)
u 0
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and
h U(u,v)

h3 u

The scale factor h3  will satisfy the condition that h 3< 1 in the

range of interest, and the equation (19) will guarantee continuity of

the conductors across the other lens boundary at v - v0  Knowledge

of h then permits calculation of the constitutive parameters for the
3

lens.

The radius of the sphere for the surface of constant v is

R If(u~v)h (uv)/1I (22)

with its center located on the z-axis at

- .. ,)-f.Z (f + g . (23)

Both R and Z depend only on v and hence are constants for the

spheres corresponding to constant v . The lens is classified as con-
ah

vergent if i2 > R2  and -u > 0 in the range of interest, and diver-

-2 2 ugent if < R and < 0 in the range of interest. See Figures

1 and 2. x x

".'i'! R V = v .
v'' 0 ::

0

0 0:z- z o z..-
0

Convergent Lens Divergent Lens
Figure 1 Figure 2
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V. A CLASS OF SOLUTIONS: L.

In order to obtain a class of solutions for a lens design, the

condition given in equation (19) is one that must be satisfied as well

as the condition that g(u,O) = 0 . For a convergent lens we must also
-* 2ah U

* satisfy Z2 > R2 and u >0. It can be shown directly that all:.. au

solutions of the Riccati differential equation

dz _ 1 2 44
d (l+z (24)

satisfy these conditions. The family of solutions is given by

z tan( (25)

where k is a constant. 2-(25)

Similarly, in the case of a divergent lens the solutions

z tanh(-:-) (26)

of -. • -

dz 1 2
d w 2 (l-z

2) (27)

will generate a class of divergent lenses. The case k - 0 in equations

(25) and (26) corresponds directly to the examples which appear in

references [1] and [2]. Other examples may then be generated by varying

k.

Thus if we set p -z/a ,q w /b ,the differential equations (24)

and (27) may be replaced by the single Riccati equation
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~jl 2
dq *.. l 21+ ) .

(28)

and this equation, along with its solutions, will generate a class of

lenses, either divergent or convergent. In particular, if one sets

p - jz , q jw in equation (28), then both examples of [1] are

obtained.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The question that arises naturally from section V is whether or not

all solutions to the design problem for a lens matching a conical to a

cylindrical transmission line have been obtained. The main condition

to be satisfied by an analytic function z - F(w) = f(u,v) + jg(u,v) is

given by equation (19). One may impose some additional requirements on

F(w) and find that the differential equation (28) is satisfied, but the

question is are these natural? Thus uniqueness is a central question.

Other recommendations for follow-on research would be (a) to con-

sider further examples in which the medium is allowed to be anisotropic

as well as inhomogeneous, (b) to consider the possibility of removing

the orthogonality requirement for our coordinate systems, and (c)

determination of a symmetry group for which the lens problem considered

here is a subgroup.

Finally, in reference [1] several examples of two-dimensional lens

are given. This simpler case in which lenses appropriate for launching

TEN waves between wide perfectly conducting parallel sheets should not

be overlooked as a source of more examples for lenses.

In summary, the importance of differential geometry in transient
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EM theory seems clear from the results which have been obtained by

C. E. Baum in his many investigations and also from the work which is

reported here. In addition, certain techniques from differential geometry,

such as the use of differential forms in EM theory, have been receiving

attention in recent work. These are positive indications that methods

from differential geometry if properly exploited will be one of possibly -

several fruitful ways modern mathematics will contribute to the

. development of transient and broad-band electromagnetics.
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IN TUNSONIC hODEIICS

by

Alfred G. Striz

A brief description of various two-dimensional and three- -.-.

dimensional steady and unsteady transonic codes is given which are eval-

uated for possible implementation on the Eglin AFB computer system. A p

modifiction is presented to the two-dimensional small-disturbance tran-

sonic code STRANS2 to accept experimental pressure distributions as

input. This will generate a seml-emirical output to be used as input "

to the harmonic-analysis unsteady transonic code UTRANS2. The aero-

dynamic coefficients thus obtained can be used in a strip-theory-type

analysis of three-dimensional wings. Also, the unsteady linear trans- .

onic Kernel function program ANKF is being evaluated by comparison to

experimental results obtained at NLR. This code utilizes experimental

steady Mach number distributions and mode shapes as input. For a sub-

sonic case, the code show good comparison. Only limited comparison is

obtained for a transonic case. Finally, a short description ia. given of

the contents of a seminar on o of eroelinsticity which was

conducted at AFATL/DLJCS.
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Host airplanes face an increased risk of flutter in the transonic

flight regime. Thus, theoretical transonic aeroelasticity is vital for

the flutter evaluation of supersonic airplanes, especially advanced

fighter aircraft. However, the computation of steady and unsteady tran-

-. sonic flows over airfoils and wings with and without tip and underwing

stores poses distinct problems. Despite recent advances in computer

codes, severe restrictions still apply both with respect to the computer

environment and the accuracy of the computed results.

Host of these problem are caused by the non-linearity of the flow

which is partly subsonic and partly supersonic. The finite difference

and finite element schemes used to solve these equations are iterative

in nature and, combined with a large computational grid, result in tre-

mendous demands on computer time and memory. Also the aforementioned

difficulties influence the accuracy of the solutions.

11. ODJIcTiVE or M LU~sAz g1R

Thus, one of the objectives of this summer research was the evalu-

ation of two-dimensional and three-dimensional transonic codes for pos-

sible implementation on the CDC computers at Eglin AFB. A short descrip-

tion of this effort is given in Section III of this report.

In the course of this evaluation it became obvious that present

three-dimensional codes seem to be too large in both time and memory

requirements to be reasonably used for extensive computation of aero-

dynamic coefficients for transonic flutter analysis of complex air-

craft. Thus, alternative and less complex ways have to be found to

achieve three-dimensional transonic flow solutions.
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One such attempt could be the use of two-dimensional transonic flow

codes such as STRANS2/UTRANS21 in strip-theory for aeroelastic applica-

tions. However, as the spanwise flow is not accounted for in this case,

a purely theoretical solution would most likely misrepresent the true

conditions. To more closely model the real three-dimensional conditions

it was suggested to use experimental input from three-dimensional tests

to the steady part of the two-dimensional small perturbation transonic

code in order to improve the unsteady solutions of the same program. A

description of this attempt is given in Section IV. Also, the possibil-

ity of using a three-dimensional linear but transonic Kernel function

unsteady code like ANKF2'3 was investigated. This code, too, depends on

experimentally obtained steady flow data and structural or aeroelastic

mode shapes as input. It is, however, far less complex and needs only

fractions of the computer time and space requirements of three-

dimensional non-linear transonic codes. Section V contains the results

of this study.

Finally, Section VI gives a short overview of the subject areas

covered by the author in a seminar on Fumetals of heroelasticity

taught during the summer period.

11I, ]EVLUTIO OF 2-D AMD 3-D TRANSONIC CMS

The number of new or modified transonic steady and unsteady flow

codes has been growing steadily in the last decade. A review of the

state-of-the-art in transonic flow can be found in Reference.
4
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Three-DJInelonwl Transonic Codes

Some of the most promising 3-D transonic steady and unsteady com-

puter program were evaluated for possible implementation on the Eglin

AFB CDC-computing system. LTAN3 is a three-dimensional unsteady tran-

sonic code that solves the small-disturbance potential equation in the

low-frequency range by the time-integration method. The program was de-

veloped by Borland, Rizzetta and Yoshihara5 out of the equivalent two-

dimensional code LTRAN2 by Ballhaus and Goorjian6 . A comparison with

experimental data from NASA for an unswept rectangular flexible wing

with circular-arc airfoil sections was performed by Guruswamy and

Goorjian7 with good comparison for a subsonic case. In a strongly tran-

sonic case, the results compared well except at the wing root, where

strong viscous effects were not accounted for. Despite its large com-

puter memory and time requirements, this program could be implemented on

the Cyber 176 at Eglin AFB. However, it is not supported by NASA at

this time due to the development by Borland and Rizzetta of the modified " 7

code ITRAE3S, which includes high-frequency termi in both the governing

differential equation and the boundary conditions8 . Also, a static and

dynamic aeroelastic capability has been added in this program. However,

it has not yet been compared to experimental results. As this code is

exclusively supported on the CRAY IS computer due to its large size and

long CPU-times, the only possible use to AFATL would be by telephone -..

hook-up through a dial-up modem.

A somewhat less complex solution to the transonic flow problem is

given by Traci, Albano, and Parr9 in their three-dimensional steady and
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unsteady small-disturbance codes, TDSTRI and TDUUTR. Here, the unsteady

program TDUTRN is based on harmonic analysis method where the unsteady

solution is linearized with respect to time, limiting it to small oscil-

10lations. Eastep and Olsen utilized these codes in a flutter analysis

of a rectangular wing with conventional airfoil sections. Again, no

comparison to experimental results has yet been shown. This set of

codes is presently being verified for release at AFWAL and could with

relative ease be implemented on the Cyber 176 for use by AFATL.

One of the most advanced steady transonic flow codes was developed

by Boppe1 1. The finite difference scheme used s characterized by a

multiple embedded mesh system. The code can treat complex realistic

aircraft shapes by use of an extended small-disturbance flow equation.

Also, correlation with some experimental data has been shown. The

transonic steady results from this program could possibly be used as

input to some linear unsteady program for computation of aerodynamic

coefficients. Presently, the computer code is being evaluated at "-

AFATL/DLJCA.

A different approach to the solution of the transonic flow problem

is taken by Tseng and Morino1 2 who presented an extension of the Green's

function method to non-linear unsteady transonic flows. This modifica-

tion of the integral equation method is expected to perform one order of

magnitude faster than finite difference schemes, also allowing for com-

plex configurations and high reduced frequencies. The transonic exten-

sion together with an aeroelastic capability is presently being written

into a production code, SUSAN, which is based on a similar but not
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transonic code SOUSSA-P1.11 3 . Implementation at AFATL/DLJCS is

expected.

T o-lmenesional Transonic Codes

The two-dimensional transouic steady and unsteady flow codes

MM2-Mh14 and STRA&S2/UTRANS21 were implemented on the CDC-computers

at Eglin AFB and test cases were run for verification. LTRAN2-HI is a

version of LTRAN2 which was modified by Hessenius and Goorjian to in-

clude high-frequency time-dependent terms in the calculation of the

pressure coefficient as well as in the wake and downstream boundary con-

ditions. STRANS2 and UTRANS2 are the two-dimensional predecessors to

the codes TDSTRN and TDUTRN mentioned earlier. Both LTRAN2 and

STRANS2/UTRANS2 were used in extensive flutter analyses of various air-

foils by Yang, Guruswamy, and Striz 15-17

Despite their inherent limitations (no high-frequency term in the

governing equation of LTRAN2-HI, and harmonic analysis method with con-

vergence problems for higher reduced frequencies in UTRANS2), these two

programs could be used in a strip-theory-type analysis for known mode

shapes to be compared to three-dimensional theoretical or experimental

results.

Other two-dimensional transonic steady and unsteady flow programs

of interest include ITRAU2-EIJ, KTrR=j219 , flfAN220, and a code by

21Isogai

In LTRAN2-NLR, Houwink and van der Vooren added the high-frequency

terms in the boundary conditions to LTRAN2. Edwards, Bennett, Whitlow,

and Seidel further modified LTRAN2-NLR by using a monotone differencing
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scheme to eliminate expansion shocks near the airfoil leading edge.

EXTRAN2 by Rizzetta and Chin is a different modification of LTRAN2-NLR

which incorporates the high-frequency term in the governing equation. --.

Finally, Isogai developed a transonic small-perturbation code which

utilizes a time-marching, semi-implicit and implicit two-sweep procedure

as finite difference scheme.

THhIK-DIIMMSIONAL LINAR CODES

Another alternative to the use of complex transonic non-linear 7.

codes might be the use of a linear Kernel function program like ANKF by

Cunningham2'3. In the transonic case, this unsteady program uses steady

experimentally or theoretically obtained Mach number distributions and

known mode shapes as input. The shock is treated as doublet-line on the

wing surface. This program is being evaluated in comparison to experi-

mental results in Section V.

. IV. NIDIFIClON OF STRN2 PM USE OF WUI"NEIA- '"'T

The computer programn STRANS2 and UTRANS2 developed by Traci, et.

al. are based on finite difference schemes to solve the steady and

unsteady small-disturbance transonic aerodynamic equations, respec-

X. tively. The steady state solution is obtained by a mixed differencing -L_

relaxation procedure. The unsteady solution is obtained by using the

same procedure following a harmonic analysis method. The unsteady

equation is linearized with respect to time.

Because UTRANS2 uses the steady potential at each grid point as

'* input to calculate the unsteady potentials, accuracy of the steady

potential solution obtained from STRANS2 greatly affects the unsteady
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solution. Due to the inherent limitations in the nonlinear steady

program, i.e., the numerical errors induced by the finite difference

scheme (particularly in the treatment of shocks), the absence of vis-

cosity terms in the flow equation, possible inaccuracy in the airfoil

shape functions, etc., the STRAI4S2 results are not often in good agree-

ment with experimental data. The lack of agreement is especially pro-

nounced for higher transonic Mach numbers and larger angles of attack, -

when stronger shocks are present. To improve such lack of agreement, it

was suggested to modify STRANS2 so that is can use experimental steady

pressure data along the airfoil surfaces asinput to generate potentials

at all grid points. STRANS2 now uses airfoil shape functions as

input. With the continuing activities in transonic wind tunnel and

f light tests, experimental pressure data become increasingly available

f or transonic Mach numbers less than one.

Nrcal Scbh Ebed Iu 5TUM2

The following boundary value problem. Is solved in STRANS2 to con-

pute the steady velocity potential +0 at each grid point.

The transonic steady flow equation is

( ..,) #0+ O 0o

where K is the transonic similarity parameter.

The boundary conditions on the airfoil are
0 0.

f (x) on y -*0, O<x<- (2)
y I

where fO(W represent the slopes of the upper and lower surfaces on

the airfoil.
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A wake condition and a farfield boundary condition complete the

problem.

in the numerical scheme, Eq. (2) is differentiated to give ,.
yy

which is substituted into the steady flow equation (1) for calculation

of potentials on the airfoil surfaces.

Nodifieatio.-

The necessary modifications consist of two parts: (i) to compute

the steady velocity potentials along the airfoil surfaces from experi-

mental pressure data; and (ii) to replace the portions of STRANS2 that

treat the airfoil surface boundary condition by portions that use the

potentials on the airfoil surfaces.

(i) The steady pressure C and the velocity potential *0 are related as

82/3 L::.

C0 -- 2 62f/0 -f0(3
P ((1+ Y) M2 1.3  x

Based on the experimental steady pressure data a curve fitting scheme is

used to derive functions describing the pressure distribution along the

upper and lower surface of the airfoil. In the presence of a shock, an

upstream and a downstream function have to be derived. These functions

are in the symbolic form

o 0 W)- f o -CO/S (4)gu, x p :

Thus the function for the steady potential is obtained by integrating

Eq. (4),

0 (x) - *0 ( ) 
- O u d (5)

Ul Utz' 0o fr d'l d&0 ~

where *O,0(0) are the two constants of integration. The condition at

80-11
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the leading edge requires that the potential on the upper and lower

N I surface be equal. Thus, Eq. (5) actually contains one constant, .0(0)

(Ii) The slope data f W(x) along the airfoil boundaries can be related
u.1

to velocity potentials as

f0 +,0 -O

fo(x)- - i °J-. f0 (x)- 1 (6)u hyj -A Y...

The potentals on the upper surface and 0 on the lower

surface are known quantities from Eq. (5). However, 0 at a grid

point above the upper surface and 0 at a grid point below the lower

surface are unknown. Since the O 9sare already unknown in the finite

difference equations, no additional unknowns are introduced.

After obtaining a converged solution of the potential .0 at every a.

grid point, it can be put into UTRANS2 for computation of the unsteady

velocity potentials.

evlsion of STRANS2

The following example was used in implementing the changes to

STRANS2.

The steady pressure coefficient distribution for a NACA 64A010

airfoil at M - 0.802 and a - 0.00 was taken from experimental results

obtained by Davis and Malcolm in Reference 22 (Fig. 13, D.I. - 12). The

distribution is shown in Figure 1 together with a steady pressure curve

obtained by STRANS2 for the same airfoil at M - 0.80 and - 0.0.
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NACA 64A

-0.6-
M=O.8 &=0.0o

-o.4- :

- -0. x

0.5 1.0

Experiment
0.2 - "

-STRANS2

Figure 1. Steady Pressure Distribution for NACA 64AO0 Airfoil

The C;-values at each station x on the airfoil surface were divided

by the parameter (-S) to give the function values g, (x) . Because of

symmetry of the airfoil, the function values on the upper and lower our-

face are identical in value for c g 0.00. The functions go W were
g U.x )

then divided into two parts: one from the leading edge to the approxi-

mate shock position; the other from the %hock to the trailing edge. A

least-squares-fit program was used to obtain the function values at each

station x on the airfoil.

The values for the steady velocity potential at these stations were

computed by an integration program which utilizes an adaptive extrapola-

tion scheme to solve Eq. (5), where the reference potential 40 (0) was

evaluated from the original version of STRANS2 computing the same flow -

for the same airfoil.

8 - °1
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The changes to STRANS2 were thus Limited to the main program, one

subroutine and two functions. These changes were incorporated into the

code, which was then called STREX2. i

Results

In the course of this investigation, convergence could not be

achieved on STREX2. It seems that the steep slopes of the experimental

input might be responsible for the divergence. A variation in relax-

ation parameters was run and parameters found which slowed divergence

but did not lead to convergence. It is suggested to change the deri-

vatives in the slope-potential relationships (Eqs.6) to a iore complex

finite difference scheme. This work is presently being continued at the

University of Oklahoma.

V. CEPUINT&L MW TO A LINEAR TADY TRANSONIC 3-D KENEL

IUNCTI01 C0M

An alternate way of performing transonic unsteady flow computations

while improving on the computer memory and time requirements is the use

of linear codes like ANKF by Cunningham2 ,3.

Description of Code

This program represents a steady and oscillatory Kernel function

method for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow. The theory is

based on linear lifting surface theory and makes the program applicable

to multiple interfering coplanar, non-coplanar, or intersecting planar .4

surfaces. For transonic cases with imbedded shocks, the non-uniform

unsteady flow is treated in the form of a small linear perturbation

80-14
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about non-linear flow fields. These flow fields are input from either

experiment or other, finite-difference-type, solutions as steady local

Mach number distributions on the surfaces together with structural or

aeroelastic mode shapes. In the transonic analysis, results have to be

obtained separately for the upper and lower surfaces as these solutions

are assumed to be decoupled. The trailing edge and wing tip pressure

coefficients are set to zero for small perturbances, whereas the leading

edge pressures can be arbitrary. The shock Is simulated by a line-

doublet between two interfering surfaces, an all supersonic or subsonic

to supersonic upstream surface and a subsonic downstream surface.

Generalized forces and pressure distributions can be calculated in

unsteady f low.

This code was evaluated to determine the influence of the exper-

imental input data on subsonic and transonic flow results by comparison

with experimental unsteady results.

Ixperla~tma ta iptadcmaio ee7

All experimental steady input and unsteady comparison data were

taken from reports by NLR, the National Lucht-en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium 4
of the Netherlands 2 3 . In these reports, the authors present transonic

wind-tunnel tests on an F-5 wing (Fig 4 of Ref. 23, Part I) with and

without an external store oscillating in a pitch mode at various Mach

numbers from M - 0.6 to 1.35 and frequencies up to 40 Hz. Results are

presented as pressure distributions on upper and lower surfaces for the

clean wing, the wing with tip-mounted store, and with underwing-mounted

store. The mode shapes are also presented as displacement functions .jj

80-15
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Figure 2. Pitch Mode for F-5 Wing at M-0.95 and 20Hz

assuming no deformation in chordwise direction and a parabolic defor-

mation in spanwise direction. An example for a pitchmode at H 0.95

and 20 Hz is given in Fig. 2. The nodal line is shown as dashed line. -

The test runs picked for this comparison were those at H - 0.6,

0.8, and 0.95 at 20 and 40 Hz, respectively. The non-unifors Mach

number distributions for these cases were obtained and interpolated to *.

the respective input stations: 6 x 6 uniformly distributed stations for -- -

the subsonic cases at M - 0.6 and 0.8, and 5 x 6 and 3 x 6 uniformly .

distributed stations on the respective upstream and downstream surfaces

in the transonic case of H - 0.95. At. the trailing edge and the wing

tip the freestream Mach number was assumed. The mode shapes for the

mentioned test runs were obtained and plotted.

Other input parameters to the code that can be varied include

surface type (chosen: type 3, a single surface detached from the fuse-

lage center line), spanwise loading (chosen: type 3, detached from the

fuselage center line, decreasing as 1-;, where I is the non-dimensional

80-16
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distance along the span away from the wing root toward the tip), and

chordwise loadings. The influence of the latter was evaluated.

Reults

The following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the result-

ing pressure Jump distributions (ACp).
p

For all cases run (M = 0.6, 0.8, and 0.95 at frequencies of 20 Hz

and 40 Hz), the comparison between the results from ANKF and the

experimental results improved from the wing root toward the wing tip.

At the innermost station (18% span), the Kernel function method tended

to underpredict the experimental results considerably. This may be due

to the fact that it does not account for viscous and fuselage/wall

interference effects. Toward the wing tip, this underprediction

decreased to rather good comparison for the subsonic cases. This was

true for both, real and imaginary, parts of the pressure coefficients.

With increase in Mach number the comparison seemed to become less

favorable. At the transonic Mach number of M - 0.95, the Kernel --- S

function results are seen to overpredict on the upstream portion of the

wing while they underpredict the pressures on the downstream portion

(Fig. 3). Also, the pressure representation is somewhat unclear due to

two distinct lift forces for the shock movement of the upper and lower

surface, respectively, versus a single shock for the experimental

data. The increase in frequency from 20 Hz to 40 Hz did not seem to

effect comparison noticeably.
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F-5 Wing M=0.95 *=20Hz 0 Experiment at 51% Span

ReACi p3 Kernel Function at 50'0 Span

12 12. UShock Load Lower Surface

Shock Load Upper Surface
8 8

u P Di stiu4" -° 0 4'

"- ' X/C

0x/c 0 A
0.5 I0 1.0, . "0.5

• Figure 3. Unsteady Pressure Distribution on F-5 Wing ':

Us e of the chordwise loadings available (Fig. 4) showed the fol-

lowing: results for loading 3 are similar to those for loading 1 with L, -

higher pressures toward the leading edge and lower pressures toward the

trailing edge; results for loading 4 are similar to those for loading 2

rith nearly the same pressures toward the front portion of the wing and

h values tovard the dovnstream portion. The two loadings 2 and 4

show higher upstream pressures and lower downstream pressures than

loaing 1and 3.

Figure 4.Chordwise Loading Types for ANKF-Code

In order to determine the influence of the experimentally obtained

input data, a comparison was made between cases vith uniform freestream.

89-18
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Mach number over the whole surface and cases with the experimental local

Mach number distribution. The results showed that the use of the exper-

imental Mach numbers improved the results by increasing pressures on the

upstream part of the airfoil while decreasing those on the downstream

portion. Also, a case was run with a very small amplitude of oscil-

lation. The resulting pressures were very small but showed essentially

the same distribution as for large amplitudes. Thus, the influence of

the mode shape Is rather distinct. The influence of the leading edge

Mach number on the pressure distribution was determined from the corn-

parison of runs with freestream Mach number at the leading edge versus ,

somewhat higher experimentally determined Mach numbers. In all cases,

the experimental data tended to increase the pressures on the wing

favorably.

This investigation should be extended to more Mach numbers and more
reduced frequencies for better evaluation of the Kernel function code. °--:

Also, cases with added tip-store should be treated and compared to ex-

perimental results from NLR. The tipetore should be modelled as a flat

plate and also as a vertical endplate to evaluate the quality of the

respective tip-store model and to investigate the influence of the

interfering surfaces on each other. This will be explained in more

detail in Section VII.

V1. SmN3 3 O ND E OF AIROELA"TIC

During the course of the summer a seminar was conducted on Funda-

nintals in Akroebolticity which originated from a graduate course in

aeroelasticity taught by the author at the University of Oklahoma.

80-19
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The following subjects were treated (e.g. Ref. 24, 25).

-Steady Aeroelasticity

After the development of structural theorems (covering mainly

bending and torsion equations) and of steady and unsteady aero-

dynamics (including wing theories and the wake influence on lift

and moments), solution procedures were given for the aeroelastic

equation. Divergence and rolling effectiveness were presented in

detail.

-Transient Aeroelasticity

The gust problem (Wagner's Problem) was explained.

-Unsteady Aeroelas ticity

Following the derivation of the equations of motion, the aerody-

namic forces and moments were obtained and flutter equations were

presented for both two- and three-dimensional cases. Various

flutter solution procedures (assumed mode or Rayleigh-Ritz method,

U-g, p and p-k methods) were elaborated on. With regard to tran-

sonic aeroelasticity, the influences of the shock and the shock

movement were discused. Also, panel flutter and related solution

methods were treated.

VII. 73C-MEMTIONS

r-AAt this point, the following recommendations with regard to the

performed work can be made:

1. A two-dimensional strip-theory-type investigation should be per-

formed utilizing one of the more advanced 2-D codes like LTRAN2-HI

to compute steady and unsteady pressure distributions and

80-20
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aerodynamic coefficients at various spanwise stations on a wing.

These results should be compared to existing ones from a three-

dimensional code like LTRAN3 and also to experimental results for a

three-dimensional wing.

2. The modification of STRANS2 to accept experimental input should be

continued to result in the semi-empirical code STREX2. The output

from both STRANS2 and STREX2 should then be used as input to

UTRANS2 and the results for both cases should be compared with each

other and with experimental two-dimensional results. If these

comparisons are favorable, STREX2/UTRANS2 should be utilized for an

analysis like that described in the previous paragraph. The modi-

fication of STRANS2 will be continued by the author at the

University of Oklahoma.

3. The steady and unsteady Green's function transonic code SUSAN seem

promising. Its algorithm should be verified and the code evaluated

by comparison to experimental data. Also, the aeroelastic capabil-

ity of SUSAN should be compared to a large production code like the

aeroelastic subprogram in NASTRAN/MSC.

4. More testcasm should be run on the. transonic unsteady Kernel func-

tion code ANKF possibly for various other wings, more Mach numbers, ::/.

more reduced frequencies, and various mode shapes to gather more

data for comparison with other codes (e.g. panel method or Doublet-

Lattice method) and experimental results. Furthermore, the influ-

ences of the mode shape, the experimental Mach number distribution, "'-

and the choice of surfaces in the transonic case on the unsteady
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results should be investigated in more detail. Additional steady

transonic input to ANKF could be obtained by a 3-D code such as

16 Boppe's or by other transonic steady codes. Also, the addition of

!K! a tip-store to the clean wing should be analyzed and the results

compared to experimental data.

5. During the course of this research it became obvious that in most

cases of practical application of the Kernel function or Doublet

Lattice method to the aerodynamics of wings with attached tip-

stores, the stores are modelled as flat plates for simplicity.

This does not seem to account for the inhibition of spanwise flow

at the wind tips due to the three-dimensional geometry of the

attached body. Thus, various combinations of a flat plate with a

vertical endplate for spanwise flow control should be analyzed.

The results should be compared to experimental data for wings with

tip-stores22 and to results for a full three-dimensional tip-store

model. In this way, an optimal model could be established with

regard to simplicity and accuracy. ,." ".
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF ACCELERATION STRESS PROTECTION

IN THE HUMAN AIRCREW MEMBER

by

Patrick J. Sweeney, Ph.D., P.E.

Mary Doddy, M.S.

ABSTRACT

This dynamic simulation computer model demonstrates the affects

of G-forces upon the eyeball pressure of the aircrew member in various

G-force environments. The stress relieving affects of G-suits and air-

crew straining (M-1 and L-1 maneuvers) are dramatically depicted. The

changes in the straining maneuver programs are evident in eyeball pres-

sure and energy drain on the aircrew members. Further research in this

area will undoubtedly result in improved aircrew performance in high

and varying G-force environments.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF ACCELERATION STRESS PROTECTION

IN THE HUMAN AIRCREW HEMBER

I. INTRODUCTION:

Increased gravitational force results in a number of physio-

logic changes in the human exposed to such an acceleration. Classical

methods of measuring these effects have led to an ever-increasing knowl-

edge of the stressed physiologic systems. The two systems which have ' -

classically provided the defining limits in the stressed condition are

vision and fatigue which then impinge on the performance capabilities

of the human. Various performa&.. measures have also been used to
develop a greater knowledge of the acceleration environment. A multi-

tude of model structures have arisen to describe the changes in oxygen

levels, blood pressure, and in visual capability in hope of providing

better descriptions and directions for advanced research. The model

in this report has been developed from an alternative standpoint. The

supposition is that there are competing systems within the human

physiology which require oxygen in order to function at an acceptable

level. The vision system requires a continuous flow of oxygen to the

retinal layer to maintain function. The muscle system requires oxygen

for replenishment of anaerobic activity and supply for aerobic activity.

The central nervous system requires the same oxygen for its sustained

higher level activity. The model in this development then becomes a

model related to oxygen transport and competing energy used in the

stressed physiologic system.

The total system of physiologic models was developed into a

dynamic model according to the principles of system dynamics. System

dynamics focuses on the structure and behavior of systems composed of

interacting feedback loops. The resulting model integration allows

investigation of the model in terms of an optimally controlled system.

For example, varying acceleration time profiles can be run on the model

resulting in unique physiologic response patterns for each profile.

Performance is included through the pattern analysis inherent in the

visual modulation transfer function and the cerebral oxygenation
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prediction. The system model provides the basis for redefinition and

extension of acceleration research into familiar areas with new intent.

C ~II. OBJECTIVES: 7

The main objective of this project was to dynamically model the

acceleration stress protection in the human. This involved refining

past models and submodels which were based largely on the experimental

data available in the literature. The difficulties with the previous

models are in the assumptions that each of the submodels is a linear

system and does not have a cross-coupling affect with the other subsys-

tems. By refining these models it was hoped that these linkages and '1
couplings could be closely studied. The ultimate goal in refining these

models was to arrive at a model that could be used as an optimal pro-

tection model.

III. MODEL:

A. Previously Developed Physiologic Models. Increased gravi-

tational force stresses the human physiology in a manner that causes

detrimental changes in the human's capability to maintain acceptable

performance levels. A set of physiologic models which dynamically

describe acceleration stress responses have been developed previously.

Each model represents a major physiologic system or acceleration pro-

tection. mechanism. The submodels are assembled as a larger system using

natural linkage variables from one subsystem to the next. The major

subsystems are the visual system, cardiovascular subsystem, G-suit system,

and the energy cost system. The integrated system model links all the

subsystems as shown in Figure 1.

Human tolerance to long-term +G acceleration is normally
z

measured ia terms of visual loss (blackout) and unconsciousness. Both

of these tolerance end points are related to the ability of the cardio-

vascular system to deliver oxygenated blood at adequate pressure to the

retinal and cerebral regions. The acceleration causes a changing blood

pressure profile in the human stich that the effective pressure vertically

above the heart level is decreased and the pressure below the heart

level is increased. There is therefore a lower perfusion pressure at
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eye level. The distribution of the blood in the body also changes as

the acceleration pools blood in the lower part of the body and lungs.

There is therefore legs available blood to circulate and a lower oxygen

content because the lungs do not operate as efficiently. The cardio-

vascular response model output provides a dynamically responding signal

which is equivalent to nominal eye level blood pressure values for an

unprotected human undergoing the equivalent acceleration.

The effect that acceleration has on the visual apparatus is

observed in terms of tunnel vision, greyout, and blackout. During the

periods of greyout there are also decreases in visual acuity and bright-

ness contrast detection ability. Although there are multiple factors

related to the anatomy, psychology, and physiology of the human which

are responsible for these changes in visual perception.

The structure of the eye is a primary factor and provides the -

basis for a usable model. When the blood pressure supply drops below

a critical point the retinal supply vessels no longer remain open to

blood flow. The changing pressure levels which are postulated across

the eye serve as a partial explanation and a functional model for the
prediction of field changes other than total blackout. The dynamic

visual field model reacts to G level inputs from an external source and

produces a dynamically responsive signal which predicts the expected

visual field of a pilot undergoing the identical G profile.

The G suit model provides the parameters which describe the

valve system and the garment used to increase the individual's tolerance

to +G . The suit uses pressurized bladders to press against the legs
Z

and lower abdomen. The external pressure inhibits displacement of the

blood volume to the lower extremities thus insuring a better blood sup-

ply to the heart during acceleration. The suit must be inflated by the

G valve to a predetermined level for the suit to be effective. The

simillation model accounts for the required pressure level and uses the

actual. suit to provide the necessary dynamics. The suit pressure is

compared with the required schedule and a protection value is generated

by the model.

The ventilation perfusion model allows the effects of reduced .'-'

perfusion to be incorporated. Acceleration induced shifts in the
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pulmonary blood supply reduce the amount of oxygen transport across the

alvedlar surface and thus reduce the oxygen supply. |

The straining system model accounts for the G tolerance enhance-

ment which is afforded by a properly executed M-1 or L-1 maneuver. The

purpose of these straining maneuvers is to increase the blood pressure

delivered to the eye. Proper performance of the maneuvers requires P
that the abdominal and upper torso muscles be tensed isometrically and

that expirations should be made against a partially closed or closed

glottis. The result is an increased intrathoracic pressure and

increased blood pressure at the eye. p.
The energy stores/oxygen model is an energy balance system in.".

which oxygen is proficed through the pulmonary system. The oxygen is

utilized with the metabolic fuels in the straining system with the

resultant higher blood pressure through the straining. Other oxygen -

is utilized in normal metabolic maintenance and the oxygen reserves

are depleted. The energy expenditure model is simply an integrator

which integrates the energy effort and translates this to a depletion-.

of the oxygen stores in terms of a decreased percent of oxygen. - -- . -

B. The Computer Model. The computer simulation model was

based upon the 1979 study entitled "A Model for the Energetic i t of

Acceleration Stress Protection in the Human" by Dr. Dana B. Rogers.

This report concluded by stating that "the use of dynamic models

allows for a variety of speculative studies." This report is a dynamic

model that provides the vehicle necessary to evaluate the effects of 2
varying acceleration loads on aircrew members.

The simulation language used in this study was developed by

Dr. Jay Forrester of MIT. The language is DYNAMO and is based upon

feedback interactions. Important variables are measured as levels

(L on the right-hand margin in the model). The change factors are

rates (R) and affect the inflow and outflow to the levels. These rates
are affected by auxiliary (A) equations, constants (C), and initial

conditions (N). In addition, table functions (T) are included when the

input is a function of a specific variable.
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0. L PAE.K-MIN(8O,PAE.J+DT(ETRO.JK+PVG.JK-PVC.JX))
0. N PAE-79
2. * PAE-PRESSURE AT THE EYEBALL

*3. * PVG=PRES SURE INCREASE DUE TO G SUIT
4. ETRO-ENERGY DRAIN
5. PVC-PRESSURE DUE TO G FORCES ALONE

6. R PVC.KL=(CVS.K*FAC)

7.* FAC-CONSTANT FOR CVS
8. * CVS-G FORCE SLOPE (RATE OF CHANGE)
9. C FAC-5

r.. Equation 1 is a level equation that measures the blood pressure

at the eyeball. Lower pressures reduce initially peripheral vision and

at higher G-forces reduces visual to "tunnel vision" and subsequently

*to blackout. This eyeball pressure (PAB) is affected by the energy

level (ETRO) of the aircrew members, the G-suit effects (PVG) and the

G-forces encountered by the aircrewmen (PVC). .

CVS is the actual G-force rate of change pattern on the crew

member and the rate of change in G-force in PVC. For scaling and dimen-

sional purity, FAC is included as a constant in the PVC equation.

10. A CVS.K-TABHL(CVST,TIE.K,0,392.5,.5)
11. T CVST-O,1,1,l,l,
12. X 0,0,,,00,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,

14. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

16. X0O,,00,0OOOO00

18. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,00000

17. X -,i
28. K 010,0,0,010,0,0,0,0,

40. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

61. X 01,0,00

33. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
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35. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,

37. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
38. X 1,1,1,1,
39. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
40. X -1,-i,
41. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,090,0,
42. X ,,,111
43. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,

45. X 0,0,0,0,0,
46. X ,,,111
47. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

49. X 11111
50. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
51. x 0,1,1,1,11,1,1,
52. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

54. X 000000000000000

56. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,,,
57. X 1111
58. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

59. X -1,-i,
60. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
61. X ,,,111
62. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

64. X 0,0,0,0,0,
65. X ,,,111
66. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

68. X 11111
69. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

71. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

73. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

75. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
76. X 1,1,1,1,
77. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,09

*78. X -1,-i,
79. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

81. x 0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
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83. X 0,0,0,0,
84. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,
85. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
86. X 0,0,,,, ,0,0,,,,0,0-
87. X 1,1,1,
88. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
89. X 0,1,1,1,
90. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
91. X -1,-i,
92. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,00,00,0,
93. X -1 - , ,-..

94. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
95. X 0,0,0,0,
96. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
97. X -1,-l,
98. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
99. X 111,1i,1,i,

i00. X 0t0,0a0,000,0e0,0f0,
101. X-
102. X 0,0,0,0,0, lV F l
103. X 1R1 ITOEAi,
104. X 0F0,0U0,00,0R0,00, ETOF O

1105. F

As stated previously, CVS is the actual G-force rate of change exerted

on the aircrewman. This G-profile has been provided by A-uL and wase

replicated five times to reflect a 400 second G-pattern. This forceera-

is depicted as the derivative of the actual G-force, because of the i

cumulative nature of the level equation, PAE, and the appropriate rate,

PVC.'

106. A PVGD.K-DELAYI(CVR.K*FACII)
107. * PVGD-G SUIT PRESSURE DELAY FUNCTION"-.'
108. * CVR-G SUIT-G FORCE FACTOR
109. * FACI-G SUIT-G FORCE CORRECTION FACTOR -

110. * FACI-0.5 -:

": PVGD is an auxiliary equation that accounts for the effects of...

the programmed G-program and the G-suit system delay. G-suits increase _

the pressure to the eyeball but are affected by mechanical system opera-

tional delays. The delay is a single period (0.1 second delay) and is

represented by a 1 in equation 106. FAC1 is a sizing and dimensional i

constant. _-
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111. A CVR.K=CVS.K*FACX
112. * FACX-CVS TO CVR CORRECTION FACTOR
113. C FACX=l
114. R CVX.KL=CVR.K
115. * CVX-G SUIT-G FORCE RATE FACTOR
116. L CXX.K-CXX.J+DT(CVX.JK)
117. * CXOX-APPLIED G FORCE
118. N CXX-l

CVR is a correction factor used to convert CVS to usable form

in equation 106. 'FACX is the dimensional constant.

CVX is the equation used to convert CVR to a rate.

C2OC is a level equation that is used to show the actual G-force

*.on the aircrewman. This along with PAE, ET, and other important factors

* .are plotted in the ensuing figure.

-- 119. L ACXX.K=ACXX.J+(DT/AT)(CX~o.J-ACXX.J)
120. * ACXX=AVERAGE APPLIED G FORCE
121. * AT=AVERAGING DELAY FUNCTION
122. N ACXX-O
123. C AT-jO

ACXX is the C-force averaged over the previous 10 periods.

ACXX is initialized at 0, see line 122. AT is the averaging period of

10.

124o R PVG.KL-MAX(CLIP(PVGD.K,0,80,PAE.K),O)*FACET
125. * PVG=PRESSURE INCREASE DUE TO G SUIT
126. C FACET-2
127. * ENERGY LEVEL -G-SUIT PRESSURE LEVEL CONSTANT

PVG is the G-suit effect. Increasing C-forces will affect the

G-suit input delayed by the system capabilities.

128. L ET.K-ET.J+DT(.TRI.JX-ETR0.JK)*FAC10
129. C FAC10-2
130. N ET-100
131. R ETRI.KL-ETRIC
132. C ETRIC-O
133. R ETROKLCLIP(ETD.K/FAC2,0,8O,PAE.K)*FAC8
134. C FAC8.5
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*137. * ETRO-ENERGY OUTPUT RATE

..-

138. * ETRO-ENERGY INPUT RATE
139. * ETRIC-ENERGY INPUT RATE CONSTANT
140. * ETD-PILOT ENERGY EXPENDITURE PROGRAM
141. * FAC2-ENERGY EXPENDITURE CONSTANT

ET is the energy level of the aircrew member. As energy is

expended (ETRO) the energy level decreases from 100 percent. This would

be restored to 100 percent when the G-forces were reduced to 1 over an

extended period of time; however, in this model ETRI (Energy input rate

is equal to years), since the G-program .extends for 400 seconds. Both

FAC1O and FAC8 are dimensional constants.

142. A ETD.K-TABHL(ETDTTIME.K,0,400,5)
143. T ETDT-0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,
144. X 0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,
145. X 0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0

ETD is a table function that reflects the M-1 or L-1 maneuver

and the quantity of energy expended by the aircrew member. The 400 and

5 in equation 142 shows that in equations 143-145 the effort extends for

400 seconds and the values are 5 seconds apart.

146. A PAO2.K-(A*ACXX.K-B*CXX.K*CXX.K) (D-EXP( (E*TIME.K)*LOGN(F)))+G
147. * PAO2-PERCENT OXYGEN SATURATION
148. C A-.5
149. C B-.4
150. C D-1
151. C E-.05
152. C F-2.71828
153. C G-98
154. * A-CONSTANT
155. * B-CONSTANT ..

156. * D-CONSTANT
157. * E-CONSTANT
158. * F-CONSTANT(E)
159. * G-CONSTANT(MAXIMUM PA02 SATURATION)

PA02 is the percent oxygen saturation of the aircrewman. This

equation was taken directly from the Rogers study and mathematically

is:
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PAO2 - H(.5g-.4g 2) x (1-e + 98

Constants A-G are noted in equations 148-153.

160. A EVP.K-ET.K*PAO2.K*H
161. C H-.0001
162. A VS.K-PAE.K*EVP.K*S/R
163. C R-79
164. C S-1
165. * EVP-ENERGY OXYGEN FUNCTION
166. * H-CONSTANT
167. * VS-EYEBALL PRESSURE AND ENERGY-OXYGEN FUNCTION
168. * R-CONSTANT
169. * S-CONSTANT

EVP is the energy-oxygen relationship and reflects that energy

is depleted faster when the oxygen supply is reduced. H is the

dimensional constant.

VS is a measure of available field of vision as a function of

eyeball pressure and the energy-oxygen function. R and S are dimen-

sional constants. Note: Since some argument does exist concerning

visual field and decision-making capability this factor was deemed

beyond the scope of this ten-week study.

170. C PRTPER-O
171. PRINT PAE,CVS,PVC,PVG,ETROCXX,ET
172. C DT-.l
173. C LENGTH-400
174. C PLTPER-5
175. PLOT PAE-P/PVC-VETRO-E/PVG-G/CXXX/ETi%/PAO2-*VS-S

The above functions control the operation of the model and the

output. PRTPER is the printer command and controls how often a PRINT

item is printed. PRINT controls what is printed. DT is the rate at

which the DYNAMO compiler computes. LENGTH is the length of the print-

out. PLTPER defines how often the PLOT items are plotted. PLOT deter-

mines what is plotted.
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS:

The model reflects the affects of varying G-forces on an air-

crewman in changes in eyeball pressure, oxygen level, and energy level.

The cumulative affects of these variables alter visual acuity and sub-

sequently the aircrew member's ability to make decisions and accomplish

his immediate mission.

Throughout the model constant factors have been included so as

to facilitate easy value changes for future work. However, as the model

is currently structured reasonable results are created. In Figure 2,

Model Output--Basic Run, the following variables are plotted:

PAE(P) - Pressure at the Eyeball
PVC(V) - Pressure due to G-force
ETRO(E) - Energy Drain in Pressure
PVG(G) - Pressure Increase Due to G-Suit

t CXX(X) - Actual G-Force on the Aircrewman
ET(1) - Energy Level of the Aircrewman
PA02(*) - Percent Oxygen Saturation
VS(S) - Eyeball Pressure and Oxygen Function

As G-forces increase PAE, PVC, ETRO, ET, PAO2, and VS, all

respond in the proper directions and at what the authors believe to be

in a reasonable range. As the G-pattern continues and the aircrewmember

executes either M-I and L-1 maneuvers he eventually depletes his energy

level, ET, and is unable to continue with the pressure reducing maneuvers.

He subsequently blacks out. The G-suit has a similar but opposite affect

upon the model.

The sensitivity analysis shows the affects of variable constants

and M-I or L-1 maneuver patterns. As the aircrewman alters his maneuver-

in& pressure level and/or pattern, the affects of these maneuvers upon

his eyeball pressure changes appropriately. The model shows little

difference when the aircrewman holds the M-I or L-1 for "long periods"

or whether he executes a large number by not holding for long periods on

each individual maneuver.

The actual runs are not included due to the required limited

brevity of this report.
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V. Recommendations

This type of study has great promise, for like the aircraft _"A

simulator, this model has the potential of testing without flying.

*. The authorswill apply for a mini-grant due to the high value potential

of this work.

The authors suggest that the model be validated with actual test

data. Modifications can be easily made since the model has captured the

essence of the problem.

With the validated model the analyst can create enough scenarios .,

and test them so as to develop the best M-1 or L-1 maneuver program

based on the projected mission profile.

The authors believe that since each mission is plagued with

its own unique G-pattern that the aircrewman should be provided with

a suggested M-i or L-1 program based upon the anticipated short and long

term G-patterns of the mission.
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COLLISION-INDUCED ABSORPTION IN THE FAR

INFRARED SPECTRUM OF N?

by

Richard H. Tipping

ABSTRACT

The far infrared absorption arising from collision-induced tran-

sitions in gaseous N2 has been investigated. After a review of the

procedure for the theoretical calculation of the translation-rotational

spectrum, new results for a temperature of 200K are reported. Similar

calculations for other temperatures appropriate to the Earth's atmo-

sphere will enable one to model the absorption by N2 for arbitrary

paths through the stratosphere. The collision-induced absorption

mechanism becomes important only for paths above the tropopause, where

the absorption by allowed water transitions and by the corresponding . '

water vapor continuum absorption that dominate far infrared spectra

near the Earth's surface are small.
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I INTRODUCTION:

The absorption of microwave and infrared radiation by molecules

in the Earth's amtosphere is a problem of considerable importance from

both the theoretical and the practical standpoints1 . In atmospheric

windows (e.g., regions centered around 1000 cm- 1, 2500 cm-1 , etc.) and

between allowed vibration-rotational transitions, there exists appre- j
ciable residual absorption. Near the Earth's surface, this "continuum

absorption" is attributed to water molecules present in substantial

numbers and extends from the microwave region to several thousand wave

numbers2 . In the spectral region above 2400 cm-1, another broad,

temperature-dependent absorption arising from the collision-induced

fundamental vibration-rotational transitions in N2 is observed in

long path measurements through the atmosphere3 . This type of absorption

results from transient dipoles created and modulated by collisions. .-

It has been observed in the laboratory4 ,5 and is well understood

theoretically6 . A similar absorption by N2 in the far infrared peaking 2-.4

around 100 cm-1 is associated with rotation-translational transitions.

This would provide an important source of opacity in those regions in

the atmosphere here the concentration of water molecules is low (e.g.,

above the tropopause). Because of the nature of the induction process,

binary collisions.predominate and the absorption coefficient is there-

fore proportional to the square of the N2 density. Hbwever, in order

to model this absorption in the atmosphere, one also needs to know how

the absorption depends on temperature.
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119 OBECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Thie primary objective of this research was to synthesize the pure

rotation-translational spectrum of N2 - In order to accomplish this,

laboratory spectra had to be analyzed in terms of the molecular para-

meters and spectral line shapes that characterize the various induction

mechanisms. With this information, the far infrared spectrum of mole-

cular nitrogen can be generated for specified temperatures and densities.

Eventually, the aim of the project is to incorporate this information

into existing computer codes which enable one to calculate the

absorption of radiation along arbitrary paths through the atmosphere.

K:M CO *~ LLISION-INDUCED TRANSLATION-ROTATIONAL ABSORPTION IN N2

In this section we describe the procedure that is used to generate

--. hcv
A(V) -1/2 p2 v (1-e WO~) (1)

In this expression, A(v) is the absorption coefficient
A(V) - -(2)

tensities at frequency v (cm and is the path length. The density

of the nitrogen gas is denoted by p (amagat units), and 8 .. (kT)-l

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature (Kelvin). The

quantity G(v) ins taken as independent of the density and corresponds

physically to the spectral density associated with a pair of molecules.
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Expression (1) is therefore valid only for densities and frequencies

at which binary interactions are dominant. It has been shown by

Bosomworth and Gush5 that this is the case for nitrogen densities at

least up to 35 Amagat, and thus this formalism is certainly adequate

for conditions prevailing in the atmosphere.

The dipole moments responsible for the absorption are induced

dipoles which are created as two N2 molecules approach each other

during a collision. The main contribution to the induced dipole is

due to the polarization of one of the molecules by the quadrupolar

electric field of the other. This dipole has the following form

a "l E2 + M2 E1 (3)

where al and q,2 are the isotropic polarizabilities and El and E2 are

the electric quadrupolar fields of molecules 1 and 2, respectively.

The quadrupolar field of a molecule (apart from angular factors) is

proportional to R-4 , where R is the separation between the centers

of mass of the two molecules, and to the quadrupole moment Q. This

mechanism gives rise to absorption with selection rules of W7 - 0, + 2,

where J denotes the xotational quantum number of an isolated molecule.

Well over 90% of the total absorption in the far infrared band is due

to this induction mechanism. This dipole (apart from angular factors)

and the characteristics of the transitions to which it gives rise, are

summarized in the first line of Table I. The rest of the absorption is

associated with various other mechanisms for creating induced dipoles. "-

For example, there is a dipole analogous to the one discussed above

but associated with the anisotropic part, y, of the polarizability
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tensor. Apart from the angular factors, this dipole is proportional

to )Q/R4 and the corresponding selection rules and transitions are

given in the second line of Table I. Note that this mechanism allows ..

for so-called "double transitions" in which both molecules change their

rotational state in the absorption process; these are indicated by the

notation: S(J)+S(J), etc.

In addition, there are induced dipoles due to the next higher

multipole of N2 , viz. the hexadecapole moment 4. Even though the

contribution of this hexadecapolar induction mechanism is only of the

order of 5% of the total integrated intensity, it turns out that this

is the dominant mechanism in the higher frequency part of the spectrum

(v > 100 cm l ) . The reason for this is that the hexadecapole-induced .1
absorption satisfies the selection rules WJ - 0, + 2, + 4, and,

therefore, some of the corresponding transitions occur at higher fre-

quencies. These dipoles are proportional to 4/R 6 , and the charac-

teristics of these transitions are listed in line 3 of Table I The

analogous contributions arising from the anisotropy of the polariza-

bility are characterized in line 4.

Another mechanism for creating transient dipoles is associated

with the overlap interaction between the colliding molecules, which is

not described in terms of multipolar fields as the ones above . The

most important so-called overlap contribution to the dipole is the one

that describes the deviation of the dipole given by Eq. (3) from its

R-4 dependence. This mechanism is called the "anisotropic L-30

overlap; it is characterized by a strength parameter X~3 and a range

parameter P3. This gives rise to the same transitions as the isotropic
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quadrupolar induction and is therefore also listed in line 1 of Table I.

Because these two mechanisms always occur together and have the same

angular dependencies, an interference between them also occurs. The

final overlap mechanism which we include is the "anisotropic LI1"

componentl this has parameters Xt, and pl, and is characterized on

line 5 of Table I. It turned out that for a detailed description

of the spectrim in the temperature range from 124 to 300K, all of the

above mechanisms are necessary and thus have been included in our

present work.

F" It can be shown that, in the approximation of an isotropic inter-

• .. molecular interaction, the spectrum consists of a sum of lines, each - -

associated with an operator listed in Table I; we will use this approxi-

mation in the generation of the total spectrum. Each of the contri-

buting lines has its own characteristic shape and width which are

determined for the most part by the R-dependence of the induced dipole.

For example, the short-range overlap mechanism gives rise to broad

lines, while the long-range quadrdpolar induction leads to much narrower

lines.

Bosomworth and GushS have shown that the quadrupolar lines of

are well represented by a lineshape which consists of a Lorentzian

with an exponential tail attached at a point p6, where 6 is the width

(half-width at half-maximum) parameter of the Lorentzian and p is a

temperature dependent parameter of the order of 1 to 3.* In addition,

the profile is multiplied by a factor in order to satisfy the detailed

balance condition. We have therefore used this "Lorentz-Zxponential"

(L-E) line shape model to represent all of the transitions of nitrogen
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except for the anisotropic L-1 components. The L-E profile is charac-

terized by three parameters: an intensity parameter, and p and 6

discussed above. Two of these three parameters can be determined (in

terms of the multipole moments, polarizabilities, etc.) by requiring

the profile to satisfy the exact theoretical values for the first two

spectral moments 7 . We determirn the intensity parameter and p in this

way, and adjust 6 until agreement is reached between the synthetic

spectrum and the experimental one 5 . The 6 parameters for the different

mechanisms are given in Table I for T-300K. As is well known , the

widths scale approximately as T1/2 .

The lines associated with the anisotropic L-1 mechanism can be

represented by a two parameter line shape involving a modified K2

Bessel functionS. These two parameters are uniquely determined by

requiring this profile to satisfy the first two moment relations also.

In computing the values for the first two moments of each line, we

use the isotropic part of the intermolecular potential given by Billing

and Fisher9 in order to represent the pair distribution function.

For the temperature range of interest, the translational motion of the

N2 molecules can still be treated classically, and the required

radial integrals have been carried out numerically. The resulting

molecular parameters that characterize the spectrum for the temperature

range from 124 to 300K are given in Table II; these parameters should

also be appropriate for the temperatures of interest in the present

study.

Once the line profile models are established, the total

translation-rotational spectrum is built up by adding together all of

A 82-9
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the lines (with appropriate values of 8) that the various induction

mechanism produce. The number of rotational states that contribute

significantly to the synthetic spectrum depends, of course, on the ?

temperature; It varies fromn approximately 15 at 70K to nearly 30 at

30CK.

Using the procedure discussed above, we have synthesized the N2

spectrum from 0 to 600 cml. Over this range of frequencies, the

functions G() and A(v) vary by many orders of magnitude; this is

illustrated in Table III in which we list G(v) versus v for a tempera-

ture of 20CK. Similar results for other temperatures can also be

generated.

IV. RECOMQ EDTIONS

As a result of the current research, it is recommended that the

far infrared pure rotation-translational spectrum be calculated for

the temperatures and densities appropriate to the Earth's upper atoo-

Ssphere. These results can then be included as empirical corrections

to the absorption coefficient arising from allowed molecular transitions

in a manner analogous to that used for the water vapor continuum or

for aerosols1 0 .

Furthermore, the analysis should be extended to include the fund&-

mental vlbration-rotational band centered around 2330 cma- . The high

frequency wing of this latter band (beyond 2400 cm'l) Is important

even for paths in the lower atmosphere3. Since there is experimental

evidence that the absorption in this spectral region depends on the

absolute humidity, it will also be necessary to generalize the theory
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to include the effects of dipole-induced-dipoles arising from N2 -H2 0

collisions1 1 . The final goal would be to calculate 'the collision-

induced absorption for a realistic mixture of atmospheric gases.
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Table 1.* Induction mechanisms used in the analysis of the
far infrared spectrum of N2

Transitions Width Parameter
Induced Dipole Selection Included in 6 at 300K
(Radial Part) Rules the Analysis in c~

Y'3 -RiP3I+ X- + b-O,±2 Q(J),S(J),O(J) .15

A70O,±2 Q(J),B(J),O(J) 1
S(j)+*S(J)

R4 Q(J)+O(J')
S(J)+O(J')

&7-0,+2,+4 Q(J),S(J),o(J) 22g

)hle A7-0,+2 Q(J),S(J),o(J) so
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S Table II. Dipole parameters used for calculating the far
infrared absorption spectrum of N2  L

Parameter Value (atomic units)

Q -1.09 ea0
2

a 11.92 ao
0

-10.4 ea0
4 L

'X3 1.0 x 10-3 eao
Al1 1.0 x 10-3ea

P3 0.765 a0o

P1 0.765 a0o'
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N Table III. Th~e natural logarithm of the spectral density

function, rI G(v), at 200K for 10 cm-4 intervals
from 0 to 600 cm-1.

01S,15997" .1s,0951, .15.boSO1# e15,71*01# .15,70209, -196697400

-16,671006,*07.19J90, -17,S%026, 617,91943 1 29~l7620 *16,670040
-1.015.*9@)9171# *19@67570o. *19,96.15 :a *3192Q', 02U,)5053.

w2O.SP3&9. -20,OeiSS, *f2#9AQ8 *2144* *iz,?79 021,05000

e03.35SA7, -21,73719# -2a,13S99, -as,S1iiI, w4,8673b. .35qa2317.
-Z5,518e3, *15,9042I o20,Z5133, e~f,!0933 10 2,90010, .37,39flle
-27,6&842, -28,@0o37, -20,35172, sif,70Osae o29,05974. *2 601i30
SA9,7662e130.1155*. -3@.'Sai2t .39,03920, -31,19699# l*3i.S2S#
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PHOTOIONIZATION OF IODINE MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS

IN A SUPERSONIC MOLECULAR BEAM

by

Edward A. Walters

and

J. Kent Newman

ABSTRACT

In preparation for a study of the photoionization of 121 131 14, etc. a

photoionization mass spectrometer employing a supersonic molecular beam emerg-

ing from a small nozzle was relocated from Los Alamos National LaDoratory.

Much of the effort described here has to do with moving and critical alignment

of the mass spectrometer. Also described are the results of a literature sur-

vey of the photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy literature on the

important iodine molecules and clusters. Design of a nozzle for the genera-

tion of 13 is discussed. Work done in interfacing a PDP 11/23 computer to -

the mass spectrometer and initial results of software development for control-

ling the experiments are described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The iodine laser depends upon the production of electronically excited

iodine atoms. Any channel for chemical reaction or energy transfer for which

the velocity exceeds the stimulation of emitted radiation will reduce the

laser efficiency. It is possiole that the reaction

I 12> 13

is such a chemical reaction since 13 has been calculated to be bound. If 13

survives for more than even a few collisions, the laser efficiency will be

affected. Thus, it is important to know and understand the properties of 13

We report here the initial efforts in the direction of preparing and studying

13 by photoionization mass spectrometry.

II. THE IODINE LASER

The means of generating excited iodine, I*, is i crucial step. There are

two methods that have been examined rather extemI.yeiy: flasn pnotolysis of

organic iodides (RI), and energy transfer from singlet oxygen (0 a). Both
2.

of these methods will be discussed briefly.

A. Flasn Photolysis.

The iodine photochemical laser operates by flashlap photolysis of an

organic compound to produce iodine atoms in the upper state of the ground state

2
multiplet, 1(5 P112 ). The effective iodide has been perfluoroisopropyl iodide,

i-C3F71, though others may be used. A flashlamp emitting light in the range of

35,000 to 45,000 cm excites i-C3F7Ito a dissociative upper level which

leads almost exclusively to I(52P112).
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i-C3F71 + hv -- > i-C3F7 + I*

The net result is the conversion of the absorbed uv photon with an energy of

-4.5 eV into an ir photon at an energy of -1 eV in the process

i(i2 (5 2P3

I(52P112) > 2 ) + hv(x 1.351 pm)

The ground state iodine, I(52P312) recombines very efficiently with

i-C3F7 to regenerate the parent compound (1).

i-C3F7 + 1(52P3/2 ) -- > i-C3F71.

There are a large number of secondary processes which affect the concen-

trations of atomic iodine and the radical C3F7 . These include collisional

deactivation of I*, radical recombinations of R.+R and R,+RI, radical-molecule

reactions such as R-+RI and R.+I 2 , and the three-body recombinations I*+I+M

and I*+I+RI. Although many of the rate coefficients for these reactions are

not known for R = C3F7, there are enough rate coefficients available for

the closely related compound with R = CF3 to permit reliable kinetic

modeling. From a computed time development of concentrations based on these

rate coefficients it has been shown that under typical operating conditions

collisional deactivation of I* is not expected at times less than 10 us.

Although the method of generating I* is different for the chemical iodine

laser, the photophysics is nearly the same. Hence it is instructive to con-

sider the levels involved in the laser in more detail.
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The laser transition from 1(52P to 2(52P
to15 3/2) is a magnetic

dipole transition for which the radiative lifetime is -130 ms. For 1271 the

degeneracy of both the upper and lower levels is removed by the magnetic dipole

and the electric quadrupole moments of the nucleus which has a nuclear spin of

5/2. Consider first the upper level; the angular momentum can be parallel or

opposed to the nuclear spin so the total angular momentum will be F = 5/2 +

1/2 - 3 or F -5/2 - 1/2 2. For the lower level however there are four

hyperfine states: F =5/2 + 3/2 =4, F =5/2 + 1/2 =3, F =5/2- 1/2 =2, F

- 512 - 3/2 = 1. The selection rule governing allowed transitions between P

these levels is AF = Fu-Ft = 0, * 1. There are consequently six transi-

tions allowed: Fu-F F3  F3 9 F2 * F2 , F2  F1. The split-

ting of the upper levels F2 and F3 is larger than the splitting in the I-."

lower levels, so the six transitions cluster into two sets of three closely

spaced transitions. The transitions center around 7603.15 cm- with a total

frequency spread of 0.7 cm- I = 2 x lolOs-  = 20 GHz.

The Einstein coefficients A for stimulated emission have been reported for

the six laser lines (2). These values are reproduced in Table I along with

Table I. Einstein coefficients and line center cross sections of the iodine

laser lines.

- .:• .. *-..

Fu*Fy 34 3*3 3+2 2*3 2*2 2+ 1

*A ,s) 5.0 2.1 0.6 2.4 3.0 2.3

(10- 18 cm2) 6.0 2.4 0.66 2.67 3.3 2.55
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tne line-center cross sections, au,(vo), for photolysis of i-C3F71 at

20 Torr. The net spontaneous emission rate for the process

1* -> I + hv

is given by

rate =A[I*]

Here A is the effective Einstein A coefficient which is obtained by averaging

individual A values over the initial (upper) states and summing over the final

(lower) levels. The average over initial states is done by computing the degen-

eracies of the upper levels. Since degeneracy is 2F + 1 we get for Fu = 3

and Fu =2 that g3 = 7 and 92 = 5, respectively. Thus the statistical

weights are 7112 for Fu =3 and 5/12 for Fu =2. These considerations give

A g3 ).(A +

A g29g3  (A3 A3+3 + A3,2)

+ g2 (A .A
+(g-)(A23 + A2,2 + A2,1)

Using the degeneracies calculated above and the Au values from Table I, we
S-l . . .

get A 7.7 s

A parallel argument can be used to derive an expression for a net stimu-

lated emission cross section a(v) as a function of frequency:

- -4
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= - )[034(v) + a33(v) + 03*2(v)]

+ (g 2  )a2 3 (v) + a22(l) + 021(v)].
g2+g3 23 a a ]-'

This is a very interesting result since the frequency dependence of a(v) and

therefore the gain depends upon the extent of overlap and linewidths of the

individual transitions. The linewidths can be manipulated by changing pres-

sure and gas mixture in the laser cavity. This ability to control the fre-

quency and intensity of stimulated emission is a remarkable and powerful t

feature of the iodine laser.

B. The Oxygen-Iodine Laser.

Excited iodine atoms can also be produced by energy transfer from molecu-

lar oxygen in the singlet state, 02( A). There are two common ways of

generating 02( a). First, excited oxygen is produced in usable concentra-

tions when a mixture of 02 in He is passed through a microwave discharge at

2450 MHz. Alternatively, it is the product of the reaction between Cl2 and

a mixture of NaOH and H202 . This later route provides a chemical pathway

to pumping the iodine laser and consequently presents many attractive possi-

bilities.

The lasers that have been constructed to date have been almost exclus-

ively small-scale devices in which 12 is injected into a cavity containing

0 a). The net result of this interaction is the generation of I*, but
°,(

the mechanism by which this occurs is unknown. It is generally believed that

the reaction consists of at least two steps, the dissociation of 12 by

02( a) to give I*. This however is not at all clear. Nevertheless,

83-8
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if the laser is to be scaled from a "bench-top" model to something larger, the

order and mechanism of the reactions must be understood to assure proper scal-

ing.

The first reported work on 12 dissociation by 02(lA) was by-

Derwent, Kearns, and Thrush (3). In addition to the evidence of emission from

atomic iodine they noticed a yellow glow which was attributed to t, 12

transition B3?+u -- > X E. The mechanism they suggested to be compat-

ible with their results was

02(-l) + lxlz) -- > Z)+ 21

02 ( l ) + I2 (X1 ) -> 02 (3) + I2(A3(lu)

12(A 3 1u) + 02 ('a) > 2(3) + 
12(B3,O+u)

The serious flaw with this mechanism is that I* atoms are prod4QP. in the

chemically pumped reaction and that under these conditions sufficient H20 is

present to quench all 02(IZ) before reaction with 1 is possible. This
i2

was confirmed by experiments in which I* was produced in the absence of

03 (1E) (4). Thus the only other excited species, 02( lA), must be

responsible for the dissociation and energetics requires at least two of these

molecules. A number of possible mechanisms are currently under investigation,

but they are all still quite speculative and very little information is av.ail-

able which even favors such a mechanism as, say, one involving vibrationally

excited 02(1A) or the theoretically predicted but experimentally unknown

dark state of 12(A'3"2u).
83-9
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In order to minimize the quenching effects of all the compounds found in

the chemically pumped laser and thereby produce efficient cw operation of the

oxygen-iodine laser, it is important to remove the products as quickly as pos-

sible from the active volume. This is accomplished by rapid mixing of the

reactants 02( a) and 12. In order to obtain high cw power levels it is

necessary that the gas flow. velocities be supersonic. In the case of the

HF/OF laser this is done by injecting H2 or D2 through nozZles into an

expanding flow of F atoms in an appropriate carrier gas. Unlike the HF/DF

system, for which a large amount of practical data are at hand, the problems

of mixing a very massive molecule like I2 into a relatively light gas of 0L molecules have not been resolved. The low cross section for stimulated emission

also dictates that the mole fraction of iodine be high. It is evident therefore .

that supersonic mixing introduces a number of other unanswered questions into

the operation of the oxygen-iodine laser.

There are more questions related to the basic chemistry of the laser. For C.

example, in a clean system of I atoms and 02(1a) molecules only the four

following reactions are needed to describe the observed kinetics (5);

02 (Ia) + I <-=> 02(3 ) + I*

1* + 02() -- >I + 0 )

I*-+' 3£O 3
..I* + Oz( .) --> I + O( 0 )

02(la) + 02 (1a) -> O () + )( "

Although there does exist data on all of these reactions, it is relatively
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3
incomplete and, in fact, there is considerable uncertainty about the 1* + 0 )

reaction.

In a real system there will be contaminants in the flow, principally H20 -

and Cl2 ; rates of reactions of these species with I* and 01A) are not

well known

Iodine recombination rates are also critical (5). The reaction rates are

known for the three-body process

I + I + 12-> 212 1
at room temperature to 1000K and atmospheric pressure. Extrapolation to tem-

peratures of 100-200 K, as encountered in supersonic nozzle expansions, is very

uncertain except for the knowledge that the three-body rate increases as the

temperature decreases.

Finally, cluster formation is a well-known phenomenon in supersonic nozzle -"

expansions. The pGssibility of the formation of small metastable clusters in ].*.

reactions like

I + 12 > 13

need to be explored. It has been predicted that 13 is bound (6); if so, the

reaction resulting in its formation will be a channel for depletion of the I

atoms needed for producing high energy laser emission. This is but one of

several broader questions related to cluster formation and nucleation phenomena

in a supersonic oxygen-iodine laser (7).

83-11
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a) How readily does nucleation occur?

b) What is the time scale for nucleation and what implications does

this have for the 021* laser? 2¢

c) Will wall or nozzle conditions influence nucleation?

0. Purpose of this Work.

In light of the preceding discussion, it was agreed that a better under-

standing of 13 is important. This species has not been observed experimen-

tally, so a somewhat exotic approach is needed. We decided to try to generate

13 in a supersonic nozzle source and to study it by photoionization mass

spectrometry. A photoionization mass spectrometer with a supersonic nozzle

was available for loan from Los Alamos National Laboratory, so the goal of

this effort was (a) to move the apparatus from Los Alamos National Laboratory,

(b) to design nozzles for the generation of 12 and I3, and (c) to automate

the data collection and reduction steps by interfacing the apparatus with a

POP 11/23 computer. We report the results of the effort.

III. I2PHOTOIONIZATION

The absorption spectrum of the iodine molecule has been studied exten-

sively over a period of many years. The great majority of this work has con-

centrated on the reg$on above 1700 A and surprisingly little has been done in

the vacuum-UV region below this value. There are several reasons for this.

First, autoionization featoqres are dominant from. threshold into the far UV

thereby making identification of vibrational progressions and ionization to

excited states difficult. In addition, the close spacing of the vibrational

levels of I2, 214 cm-I, means that at 300 K there is considerable popula-

tion of the v=2 and v=3 levels, so hot bands obscure the ionization threshold

and other vibrational sequences. The ionization potential has been

83-12
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determined by vuv spectroscopy (8), electron impact ionization (9), photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (10-12), photoionization without mass selection (13-15) and

photoionization with mass analysis (15,16). Photoion yield curves for the

region of 1050 to 1410 A (13,16) have been published. In the first instance

(13) only total ion current was measured, so the rather prominent structures

at lower energy than the spectroscopic ionization potential of 9.400 eV (8)

were attributed to the ion-pair formation

I+

12 h ->1 2 "-> ++ -12

The threshold for this process was measured as 8.84 eV. This corresponds well

with the earlier results of Morrison et al. (15) and Watanabe (17) who give

8.85 " 0.1 eV and 8.93 9.02 eV, respectively, as the onsets for ion-pair

production. Ionization potentials for 12 have been established from these

reports as being close to 9.38 eV.

The photoion yield curves are characterized by extensive autoionization

features which largely obscure ionization to the higher electronic states of

12 that have been identified by PES. In addition, spin-orbit splittings

and vibrational transitions cannot be clearly identified. Because of the

relatively low vapor pressure of 12 (0.35 Torr at 300 K), no effort was made

to examine the photoion yield curve close to threshold as a function of tem-

perature for the purpose of clarifying which of the observed peaks are due to

hot bands.

On the basis of our experience with supersonic nozzles, however, it is

reasonable to expect the cooling of the gases during expansion to be suffi-

cient to reduce or even eliminate the problem of hot bands (18-20). With the

resolution of our apparatus, 0.006 meV for monomers, and the spectral
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range accessible, 960-1250 A, a detailed exploration of the photqion yield
behavior of 12 is worthwhile. The autoionization behavior should De resolv-

able into Rydberg series that can be identified through convergence to the

second and higher ionization limits. The photoion yield curve for the ion

pair production partner I should also provide very interesting results for

detailed analysis. These thoughts are the incentive for some of the photoion-

ization studies we have initiated this summer. A thorough survey of the lit-

3 erature revealed nothing pertaining to the cluster species 1.12 = 13.

Consequently, any information that can be supplied from photoionization will-

be a useful contribution.

IV. APPARATUS RELOCATION AND RECONSTRUCTION - L.a.

The primary objective of the summer work was to relocate a molecular beam

photoionization mass spectrometer from Los Alamos National Laboratory to a

permanent location at the. University of New Mexico. In preparation for the

move, a large number of detailed photographs of the assembled apparatus were

taken to assure ease of reassembly and relocation of wiring, flanges, fittings,

forepumps, diffusion pumps, etc. These were printed as 8" x 10" glossies _-____

which have subsequently been used extensively. Figures 1-3 are photographs of
* . 4 .

the assembled apparatus at LANL. Disconnection of the electrical components

and labeling of the wires were completed in early June. At this time all

parts of the apparatus were checked for possible radioactive contamination by

H Division personnel. Direct counting was done where possible, smears were

taken of less-accessible portions, and water lines were flushed with dilute

acids which were then monitored. No evidence of any residual radioactive

material was found. Next, the mass spectrometer was carefully disassembled

and all critical parts - nozzle source, ionizer, grating, channeltron -- were
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Figure 1. Gas inlet manifold and magr, ic field strength movnitoring apparatus

on photoionization mass spectrometer. -
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Figure 3. The detector and ion counting portion of the photoionization

mass spectr~qmeter.
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packed with extreme care. This was then moved to UNM by U-Haul truck. This A
was accomplished by early July.

The heart of the apparatus is the electromagnet which weighs about

6,000 lbs. Special provisions and coordination of effort was required for

moving the magnet. For removing the magnet and stand from the CMR Building at

LANL, Zia Corporation provided a crew of riggers; they placed the magnet on e

truck from UNM which was used to transport it to Albuquerque. The UNM

Physical Plant service lifted the magnet from the truck and set it on the

ground next to the Chemistry Building. The magnet is too heavy for the

freight elevator in the building so Crane Services, Inc. was hired to move the

magnet into the lab and mount it on the stand. Because of the awkward loca-

tion of the balance point on the magnet, it was necessary to fix a set of

I-beams to the top of the magnet for lowering it into a doorway with direct

access to the basement. Once in the lab another arrangement of I-beams was

needed to lift the magnet into position so the stand could be moved under it.

This was accomplished by using a set of short (8") hydraulic jacks mounted on

cribbing of large timbers. This last stage of getting the magnet into the

building and mounted properly took about I week of full-time effort.

While this was being done the source chamber was reassembled, leak-

checked, and pumped down. With very little effort besides closing all the

flanges, the source chamber was pumped down to a pressure of 5x10-7 Torr.

This assures us that the apparatus is tight enough to begin experiments, that

is, it suffered no major damage in the move. A beam of He atoms was run

through tne nozzle and routine checks were performed on the beam flag, ion

gauges, power supplies, etc. which showed that all are in working order.
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We also performed some checks with the monochromator. Since the mono-

chromator as originally designed does not fit into the available space around

the ion source compartment, it was necessary to reverse the entrance and exit

arms. This means that the grating must be turned so the blazed grooves point

in the correct direction. It also means however that to scan into the +1

order, the scan must be in the opposite direction from the zero-order reflec-

tion than the readout drive on the monochromator. Some simple experiments

confirmed this expectation. Slight modification of the monochromator will be

required when it is being mounted to assure maximum recovery of light from the

H2 discharge lamp.

Magnet Alignment Considerations. The first, and extremely critical, job

is proper alignment of the source and detector chambers. This is essential if

adequate resolution is to be achieved. The resolution R is given by

rR -- 2(s1+ p(r))

where r is the radius of curvature of the magnet (17.750") in this case) and

s is the source exit slit width. *(r) is the error term which can be

0.004", expressed as

i(r)= re E

I.-.

where = is. the half angle of the lateral divergence out of the source slit.

In this apparatus a is determined by the quadrupole focusing lens system and

is 0.015 radians. E is the sum total of errors which arise from misorien-

tation of the magnet, anomalies in the magnet field, etc. For our
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apparatus r 2  0.004", so that if a resolution R = 1000 is desired, E cannot

exceed 0.0018". We are confident that this maximum value for E has been

achieved with this mass spectrometer since the mass spectrometer equation P

B2r2

m/e= -V2V | ,

has been previously satisfied. In this equation m is the mass of the particle,

e is the electrical charge, B is the magnetic field strength, V is the acceler-

ating potential, and r is the particle orbit radius. Figure 4 shows the rela-

tionships of the slits and the magnet with respect to one another. The

desired resolution (R = 1000) will be obtained when the following conditions

are satisfied:

a) The distance between the slits if 71.000*0.005".

b) X1  X * 0.005".

c) The ions enter the magnetic field at an angle of 900 *0.001 rad. .

d) The mass spectrometer equation is satisfied.

The cross-hatched area in Figure 4 indicates the location of the virtual

magnet. By rule-of-thumb, the outer edge of the fringing field is one pole

gap away from the side of tne magnet. The pole gap in our magnet is 7/8".

Although the radius of curvature of the real magnet is 16", when the fringing

field is taken into account the radius of curvature of the virtual magnet is

r = 17.750". The geometry of the system then requires that X, = X rTvr -

+ 0.875" = 31.618". This condition must be met in the first-order alignment,

second-order alignment will later be done by moving the .magnet just enough so

that mass spectrometer equation is satisfied.

Alignment Procedure. In order to accomplish the alignment several

special pieces of equipment were made. These were:
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a) An aluminum bar whose total length is 71.000*0.010". The center is

clearly marked and the ends are oriented at an angle so the tips fit

into the slits of the source and detector.

b) Two pieces of aluminum angle were fit with threaded rods t& hold

them against the sides of the magnet. The center of curvature of

the virtual magnet was precisely located near the intersection of

" these bars.

c) A block of aluminum was machined to fit between the pole faces of

the magnet. A long rod was calibrated so the distance between the

magnet sides and the slits could be determined to *0.005".

d) A second aluminum block was manufactured to fit between the magnet

pole faces. This one was cut so the side facing the slit is per-

pendicular to the lower magnet pole face to *0.001 rad. A first

surface mirror was attached to this face.

e) A surveyor's transit.

These tools were then used to complete the alignment. First, the center --

of curvature of the virtual magnet was located near the intersection of the

two aluminum angles mounted on the magnet sides. Second, the long aluminum

bar was centered over this point so that it was perpendicular to the symmetry

axis of the magnet. The source and detector chambers were then moved until

the tips of the bar touched the slits. Third, the distances from the magnet

sides to the slits were measured and the chambers were adjusted to get these

distances (X1 and X2) nearly identical. Fourth, the block with a mirror

was placed between the poles faces of the magnet and viewed through the slits

at both the source and detector ends with the surveyor's transit. These units

were then oriented carefully and cautiously until they were symmetrically

disposed about the line of sight through the telescope and the reflection of

the slit was also symmetric about the line of sight. These steps were
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repeated in this sequence until self-consistency of all the measurements was

obtained. In the final configuration X, = X2 = 31.581*0.005".

Reassemoly. After the first-order alignment was obtained, the channel-

tron was fit into the detector, chamber and entrance and exit slits were set at

0.004". The vacuum system of the analyzer was assembled and leak checking

commenced. It appears that everything is in reasonably good order and that

only a few O-rings and new pump oil will be needed before the desired pressure

of -1xO - 7 Torr will be achieved.

V. 13 NOZZLE DESIGN

The production of the possible intermediate 13 is of critical impor-

tance to this experiment. The goal is to be able to generate a sufficient

amount of 13 in a supersonic molecular beam to be able to study it by photo-

ionization. The most convenient way to do this would be to generate the 13

in the nozzle itself, so the first attempt at constructing an 13 nozzle is

based on mixing 12 and I immediately prior to expansion through the nozzle.

The nozzle designed is being constructed according to the drawing given in

Figure 5. It consists of a pair of concentric nozzles; 12 will pass through

the inner nozzle into a buffer region between the nozzles where the process

I + I -> 13 can occur. The 12 will be mixed with a carrier gas, prob-

ably helium or argon, and the entire nozzle and inlet system can De heated.
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The outer portion is where I atoms are transported to the interaction region.

The plan is to prepare I by the reaction

12 02 2(

Singlet oxygen 02(10 will be prepared by a microwave discharge through a

flowing stream of 02 in He. This will intersect the 12 in an interaction

region immediately prior to expansion. This nozzle design can be employed in

a variety of ways to dissociate iodine. Much work will be required to charac-

terize the nozzle and to establish optimum operating conditions. A preferred

characterization technique is laser induced fluorescence.

If a satisfactory I atom concentration cannot be achieved by this approach,

it may be necessary to revert to the standard nozzle design and to generate I

atoms from photodissociation of 12 or (12)2. This possibility is suggested

by the work of Valentini and Cross (21) who have reported substantial cage effects

in I2 Ar clusters when photodissociated at 488 nm with a cw argon ion laser.

VI. COMPUTER INTERFACING

The photoionization mass spectrometer was operating at Los Alamos National

Laboratory required manual data collection and wavelength positioning in addi-

tion to manual data manipulation to correct for background, pressure drift, mag-

net drift,and normalization of day-to-day data. All of this is rather tedious

"and inefficient when the instrument is fully operational since the data reduc-

tion may require considerably more time than the data collection and the possi-

bility of error from manual treatment of the data increases substantially. Con-

sequently, we have proceeded with efforts to interface the equipment to a com-

puter which will be used to do much of the routine work. -
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To this end we have acquired a PDP-11/23 computer with 32 K of memory. It

uses the RT 11 operating system for data acquisition. The mass storage medium is

a TU-58 cassette tape system. We expect to have access to either an RXOl or RX02

disc drive in the near future to use for software development, but these nave not

been available to us yet.

We have developed a parallel digital IO to the photon counting system.

This channel reads the total, number of counts collected on a PAR Model 1112

digital synchronous computer in a preset period of time and resets the time to

zero and initiates counting. This much of the code is currently working. We

plan to include an option in which it is possible to choose between a prede-

termined counting time; a total number of counts such that the counting errors

reach some selected percentage error given by 11 /N, where N is the number of

*pulses collected; or the choice between 1/ /Nand some maximum count time if N is

small. To write the software for these options, it is most useful to be able to .- .*

connect the computer directly to the apparatus. We expect to be able to do this

very shortly - we need only to find all the leaks in the analyzer section of the

machine and then we can apply power to the detector and receive counts.

Tne computer has eight double-ended A to D channels which can be used for

data collection. For example, it is important to monitor the intensity of light

from the H2 source as measured by the photomultiplier tube. The ideal

situation is to, in fact, integrate the light over the counting period so that

the number of ions produced per photon intersecting.tne molecular beam can be

determined. This can be done easily with the computer. Also, it will be useful

to monitor the various pressure gauges to be able to normalize the count rate to

some pressure. This is important since the concentration of clusters in the beam

n
is related to pressure by a function like P2 " where n is some number

greater than unity, is the total pressure and is the partial pressurePT P2

of dimers.
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The computer system supports D-to-A channels which can be used to drive a

stepping motor which will be attached to the monochromator drive system. This

will allow us to advance the monochromator automatically by punching the desired

wavelength increment into the computer console. This capability will also be

used to display the final adjusted results on an XY plotter.

In preparation for writing our own software we have reviewed the code used

on the photoionization apparatus at the National Synchrotron Light Source at

Brookhaven National Laboratory, which was graciously loaned to us by J. R. Grover

(22).

VII. RECOIMENDATIONS

It is quite evident that many uncertainties exist witn respect to the

operation of the oxygen-iodine laser. A large number of these questions per-

tain to the basic science of the reaction mechanism while a collection of others

are related to the operation of the device itself. We have chosen to address H
. some of the questions about nucleation or condensation phenomena in the

oxygen-iodine laser. The experiments initiated are difficult because the species

we wish to investigate, most notably 13 and 14, are short lived and

transient. We have made considerable progress in constructing an apparatus which

can supply information about these species, however in the 10 week period of this

project we were not able to actually come up with answers. In view of the

potential importance of these answers to the supersonic oxygen- iodine laser, we

recommend that the photoionization and 13 nozzle work be pursued. The limited

experiments done on the photoionization of 12 point to the need to clarify -

these results, particularly in supersonic beams. Clusters can be identified and

examined by electron impact ionization is a rather crude way, and in much more

detail with photoionization. Particular emphasis should be placed on obtaining

thermodynamic parameters for the clusters and cluster ions. Development of an

I nozzle should be pursued.
3
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN
CDC CYBER 750 AND HP 1000

by

Kai Wang

ABSTRACT

There are many different computers in use today. Each has its own

relative strength and preferred peripherals. Establishing communica-

tions between two (or more) different computers can combine the best

features of each machine to form a system with much more power and

flexibility than a stand-alone computer can provide.

In our project, we have established data communication between CDC

CYBER 750 and HP 1000 computers. We have developed a pair of programs

which consists of a PASCAL program for the HP 1000 and a FORTRAN program

for the CYBER 750. For downloading, the programs must be running

concurrently to provide the necessary cooperation. Suggestions for

further extending this system are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION: In our project, what we want to accomplish is to

establish data communication between a CYBER 750 and a HP 1000 so that

we can retrieve a file from the CYBER to be stored on the HP 1006's

disk, and we can also send a file which was stored on the HP 1000's disk

to the CYBER 750. Communication is to be initiated by a user of the

HP 1000 whom the CYBER will perceive as just another user logged-on at a
4p "time-sharing terminal. The process of transmitting a file from the

CYBER to the HP 1000 is termed 'downloading' and its converse is called

'uploading'. Since both the CYBER and HP 1000 are time-sharing systems

with multiple users and a telephone-line link is used, it is impossible

to Avoid noise in the channel which make communication difficult. The

task is also made more difficult because there are many differences

(e.g. operating speed, input-output formats) between the CYBER 750 and

HP 1000. It seems unlikely that one could obtain a data communication

which is both fast and error-free. Thus, one has to sacrifice speed of

communication and tolerate some possible errors. At present, we have

established a data communication between the CYBER 750 and HP 1000 which

is reasonably fast and develops relatively few errors.

For downloading, we have a pair of programs which consists of a

PASCAL program for the HP 1000 and a FORTRAN program for the CYBER 750

which have to be running concurrently in order to establish cooperation. ..

For uploading, a single PASCAL program for the HP 1000 is sufficient for

the job. Both PASCAL programs are combined into a single program which

also includes some other convenient features.

I.. -
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The main objective of this

project was to establish data communication between a CYBER 750 and a

HP 1000 so that they form a system. A disk file from the HP 1000 can be

sent to the CYBER for storage in a specified disk file and a disk file

from the CYBER can be retrieved and stored in a specified disk file on

the HP 1000.

III. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS: The basic step in setting up the communi-

cation between the CYBER and HP 1000 is to interpret fhe message sent by

the CYBER. The CYBER transmits characters in eight-bit bytes consisting

of a parity bit followed by a seven-bit character code. The interface

software in the HP 1000 stores two of these bytes in a 16-bit HP word.

However, the HP 1000 assumes the leading (parity) bit to indicate a

binary complement,. so an algorithni is needed to convert each word into

two ASCII characters. I am indebted to Dr. J. Petty for this algorithm.

The second step is to set up the initial contact with the CYBER by

sending a "LOGIN" message and other necessary commands in order to

attach the file to downloaded and load and run the FORTRAN program on

the CYBER. The PASCAL program prompts the user for the identity of the

file be downloaded, then automatically issues the necessary commands to

the CYBER. . -.

The FORTRAN program, on request from the PASCAL program on the

HP 1000, provides the necessary information about the download file

as the number of characters in each line and the check number of each

84-5
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line (which is the total numerical value of the ASCII representation of

the characters modulo 100) and sends the download file in blocks of 50

lines.

While sending each line, the CYBER adds at the beginning of each 7_

line a group of six control characters consisting of a carriage return,

a line feed and four nulls. These must be removed before writing the

line to the HP disc. The easiest way to do this is to pack the incoming

data into a large string of characters and then check each character.

In this way, we are able to handle up to 25 lines, but without any error

checking facilities because of the limited memory space in the HP 1000.

To work around this limitation, we employ the following approach:

We store each incoming line into an array of characters and strip off

the control characters in the process. Before storing this line on the

disk we can check the check-value to see if there are errors. If there

are errors, then we request the CYBER to send the same block again and

we ignore the lines which are already stored on the disk, down to the

pending line. To avoid the danger of an infinite loop, we are content

with ten tries to correct the errors for each block. If a line still

has an error, it is indicated for later manual correction. Because of

the resulting savings in memory, we are able to handle 50 lines each

time.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS: The program should be improved so that it can

start downloading the file from the CYBER at any block or even any line

because of the possible interruption while downloading a large data

file.

84-6
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ISOLATION OF PYROGENIC EXOTOXIN C FROM

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS STRAINS ASSOCIATED WITH TOXIC-SHOCK SYNDROME

by

Edward R. Ward, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The development of a reproducible and clinically useful technique

for the isolation and identification of pyrogenic exotoxin C (PEC)

from isolates of Staphylococcus aureus is investigated. Results show

that isoelectric focusing of extracellular proteins for one hour and

subsequent staining of gels with silver stain to be the method most

sensitive and reproducible. The methods used by the Centers for Dfsease

Control (Dr. James Feeley, personal communication) and Schleivert et. al.,

(1981) were modified to increase sensitivity in detecting small amounts

of PEC.

In addition, four isolates of S. aureus from different anatomic sites

of the same individual with clinically diagnosed toxic-shock syndrome

were examined with this technique. Of the four isolates (urine X2,

throat, and cervix) only the cervical isolate showed PEC when compared

to the positive controls.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Toxic shock syndrome (TSS), a disease predominately of young women,
has been associated with vaginal carriage of Staphylococcus aureus1

The clinical features of this acute illness are fever, marked hypotension,

diarrhea, conjunctivitis, myalgias and a scarlatiniform rash followed by " 1
1,3,4fine desquamation. Blood cultures, throat cultures for group A

5streptocci, and viral cultures are usually negative. Although tampon

usage has been a major host characteristic in the recent epidemic of TSS,

'I -S. aureus infection appears to be associated with all well documented
cases of TSS. In one study, S. aureus was recovered from the vaginal

fluid of all menses-related patients. There have been reports since 1927

of associations between clinical syndromes similar to TSS and S. aureus Ti
infections.6'7'8 Also, TSS has been reported to occur in males with

localized S. aureus infections.1'2'5 The pathogenesis of TSS remains

poorly understood, however. The typical serious systemic manifestations

of this local infection suggest that toxin or toxins are involved.

Schlievert et. al. (1981) were able to demonstrate that one of the

exotoxins elaborated by TSS strains of S. aureus enhanced the effects

of endotoxic shock in rabbits.

The possibility that Isolates of S. aureus from several anatomic

sites of a single individual may contribute to TSS, has not been

investigated previously. Methods which could detect and identify

characteristic extracellular protein markers (toxins) produced by

S. aureus isolates cultured from patients with clinical TSS would be

of great value to clinicians in establishing a definitive diagnosis.
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U The value of such methods to the Air Force Medical Service specifically

is obvious.

- - °

The clinical signs and symptoms of TSS are not pathogonomic but,

instead, may be seen in a variety of illnesses which may result in shock.

In addition, recent epidemiologic investigations have shown that TSS is

often a recurrent illness in women which may be prevented by anti-

staphylococcal drugs and discontinued use of tampons.2 Further, the full

clinical spectrum and pathophysiology of TSS have not been fully eluci- -.

dated.4 These facts support the need for a method of characterizing TSS

S. aureus strains.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this project were:

(1) To investigate methods and technologies which may be used to detect

and identify extracellular marker proteins (toxins) elaborated by strains

of S. aureus associated with clinical cases of TSS.

2) To examine for marker proteins four isolates of S. aureus cultured

from different anatomic sites of a single individual with clinical TSS.

III. GROWTH MEDIUM:

Several attempts were made to produce a medium which would support

the growth of S. aureus and induce the production of the protein marker

most often seen in TSS strains, pyrogenic exotoxin C (PEC).g' 10

The medium must have several unique characteristics. First, since

PEC is a protein, the medium should be free of proteins and polypeptides

larger than 22,000 molecular weight (the estimated mol. wt. of PEC).

This is to prevent interference by non-exotoxin proteins in the

.................-,-.,.. ....................85-5.-. -
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isoelectric focusing procedure. Secondly, the medium must support the

growth of S. aureus such that the organism reaches the log phase of

growth quickly and is provided with a non-protein source of nutrition

for the first 16 h of growth. This is necessary to insure that the

organism is not required to metabolize proteins, i.e., PEC, for energy.

Thirdly, the medium and conditions of growth should encourage the

organism to produce PEC.

The most satisfactory medium was a modified version of that used by

the Centers for Disease Control. " ii
(1) Medium preparation: (See Appendix A).

IV. EXTRACTION OF PEC FROM GROWTH MEDIUM:

Two different extraction procedures were investigated. Schlievert

et. al. (1977) described a method for extracting group A streptococcal

pyrogenic exotoxin C.I Barbour (1981)12 used a slightly different - I
method for extracting PEC from S. aureus strains. Both of these methods .,

are based on the selective precipitation of PEC by absolute ethanol at

-20°C, and its solubility in water. We found the procedure of

Schlievert to be more reproducible and required less time than that of

Barbour.

(1) Extraction procedure: (See Appendix B).

V. ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING ELECTROPHORESIS:

Isoelectric focusing electrophoresis (IFE) was used to identify

extracts containing PEC. Since PEC is known to have an isoelectric -4

point (p1) of 7.2 it was necessary to utilize a technique which would

allow proteins to focus at their exact pls. IFE has several advantages
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over standard electrophoresis procedures. First, it is considerably

more sensitive in detecting subunit proteins. Proteins with pI

differences of 0.0025 pH units can be resolved by IFE. Secondly, the

procedure can be accomplished in just a few hours since focusing is

carried out at high voltage.

The LKB model 2103 IFE unit was used to carry out all electrophoresis

experiments in this study.

(1) IFE procedure: (See Appendix C).

VI. STAINING OF IFE GELS:

After IFE, all gels were fixed and stained with Bio Rad Silver

Stain.13 We found this stain to be far superior to Coomassie Brilliant

Blue, used by some investigators in that it detected protein bands which

were not detected by Coomassie Brilliant Blue. This was especially true

of those weak PEC producing strains of S. aureus. Most of the proteins

in the extracts migrated toward the anode and were in relatively high

concentrations. These bands were readily stained by Coomassie. However,

those proteins, including PEC, which focused near the cathode were few

and often in low concentrations. It is our opinion that the use of

Coomassie Brilliant Blue can result in an error in low PEC producing

S. aureus strains.

(1) Staining procedure: (See Apnxendix D).

VII. RESULTS

(A) Four isolates of S. aureus from different anatomic sites of

a single individual with clinical TSS were examined for PEC. It is not

known if individuals with TSS must have multiple foci of lesions infected

.4 85-7
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with toxin producing S. aureus, or if multiple isolates of S. aureus
from a single individual with TSS can be quite different genetically and

only one be a toxin producer. This study was an effort to answer that

question in one case.
7'

Of the four isolates, two were from urine specimens collected at

different times, one was from the cervix and a fourth was cultured from

the throat. These isolates were compared previously using several para-

meters other than PEC production.

(1) Phage Typing: At RTD, the four isolates were non-typable; however,

the two urine isolates showed weak (+) lytic reactions with group II

typing phages 3A and 3A/71, respectively. When typed at 100 X RTD,

these two strains gave strong (50 plaques to confluent lysis) reactions

with typing phage 71 and weaker (+ to +) reactions with typing phages

3A/55 and 3A/3C/55, respectively. These typing patterns may be con-

sidered similar since weak reactions at 100 X RTD are not generally

considered in determining relatedness. The Staphylococcus isolate from

cervical exudate remained non-typable at 100 X RTD, while the isolate | ,,

from the throat gave a strong reaction with typing phage 71 and a

weiker reaction with typing phage 3A. On the basis of these findings,

at least three of the four strains (urine X2 and throat) appeared

related due to their strong typing reactions with the Group II phages.

Further comparison of these four strains using plasmid analysis

indicated that the two strains from urine had the same'profile. A

single plasmid DNA band was noted for each strain, and the migration

distances are equivalent suggesting they are identical plasmids.
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Antibiotic susceptibility patterns of each of the S. aureus isolates

were similar and showed resistance to penicillin and ampicillin. None

of the strains produced beta lactamase. The minimum inhibitory c(ncen-

tration for penicillin was 8 and 64 ug/ml for two S. aureus isolates

from urine, 16 ug/ml for the throat culture isolate, and 128 ug/ml for

the cervical isolate. All four strains were examined for PEC as pre-

viously described. Two positive controls and a hemoglobin standard

(containing A, F, S and C hemoglobins) were also included on the gel. .

Silver staining revealed a protein band at pH 7.2 characteristic of

pyrogenic exotoxin C only with the cervical isolate and the postive

controls (Fig. I).

This suggests that the three non-cervical isolates are different

from the cervical isolate. It further shows that multifaci of toxin

production are not necessary to induce TSS and, indeed, may rarely occur.

(B) Four isolates of S. aureus randomly selected from burn patients

at Brook Army Medical Center were examined for PEC. All of the strains I *...

were of a common phage type (47/54/75). None of the patients exhibited

any signs of TSS. The purpose of this investigation was to determine

if random isolates involved in n-n-cervical infections produced PEC.

None of these isolates were found to produce the characteristic protein

band at pH 7.2.

Hemalysis patterns described by Barbur13were performed on all of

the PEC-positive and PEC-negative isolates, but were found to be incon-

clusive as an indication of TSS strains.
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V[IIT. RECOMMENDATIONS:"-"""

Future studies should be carried out to determine the immune status

of individuals recovered from TSS and those of the general population.

This will require the isolation and purification of PEC to use as antigen

in in vitro testing.

Other areas of future investigation should be directed toward pro-

ducing and purifying antibodies to PEC. These specific antibodies could

then be used to develop a rapid screening test for PEC.

A more practical and reproducible test must be developed before

TSS strains can be identified routinely in the clinical laboratory. I .-4
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A. Preparation of Fresh Beef Heart Medium for the Production of PEC.

1. Obtain several pounds of fresh beef heart. Defat and cube.

2. Add 400 ml of pyrogen-free water for each 1 lb. of beef heart

and grind in a Waring Blender until a near-liquid solution results.

3. Add 1.6 g Difco trypsin (1:250) for each 1 lb. ground beef heart.

4. Adjust pH to 8.0 by adding 2.5 N NaOH slowly. *

5. Place flask with beef heart in a 40°C water bath. Stir mixture

often.

6. Maintain pH of the mixture at 8.0 by frequently adding 2.5 N NaOH.

7. When the pH stabilizes at 8.0, the digestion is completed- t

should require about 1.5-3.0 hr.

8. Dialyze mixture by placing digested heart into pre-rinsed dialysis

tubing (12,000-14,000 MWCO), and dialyze against pyrogen-free water

(2 liters water to 1 lb. of heart).

9. Dialyze for 72 hrs. at 4°C. Do not stir.

10. Remove dialysis tubing containing beef heart and discard.

Save dialyzate and autoclave at 121 C for 15 min. Cool and refrigerate

until use.

11. Add 5 ml buffer* per 100 ml medium immediately prior to use.

*Buffer: Glucose 6 g

Na2HPO4.7H20 3 g

NaCl 4 g L__J

NaHCO3 4 g

L-gluramine 0.4 g

pyrogen free H20 100 ml ,

Filter sterilize with 0.45 micron filter and store at 40C.
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B. Extraction of PEC from Growth Medium.

PROCEDURE:

1. Heavily inoculate the suspect S. aureus strain being tested

for PEC into 100 ml of fresh beef heart medium containing 5 ml buffer.

(Add sterile IN HCL to the broth after the buffer has been added to bring

the pH down to approximately 7.6. This usually requires about 1.0 ml,

but it must be determined for each batch of medium.) The S. aureus

isolate must be a pure culture and actively growing on blood agar.

' 2. Incubate the inoculated broth at 37°C for 12-15 hours in the

Psychrotherm Incubator at 60 rpm. Cultures inoculated at 1530 hr and

harvested at 0800 the following day have been found to be satisfactory.

3. After removing culture from the incubator, check pH of broth

with pH meter or pH paper. Adjust to 7.6-8.0 with IN NaOH. Do not assume

that every culture can be adjusted by adding the same amount of NaOH to

d each. Each isolate will vary depending on the original inoculum size

and its capacity to utilize glucose. Failure to adjust the pH at this

point will result in loss of PEC. Toxin will centrifuge-out with the cells.

4. Remove cells by centrifuging the broth for 20-30 mins at

16,000 X g and 100C (9000 rpm using 5.75 inch radius head on Sorvall RC-5B

Centrifuge).

5. Supernate should be poured into 1000 ml beaker which has been

placed in a wet ice bath and cooled at -20C for 30 mlns. Discard the

*I pellitized cells.

6. Precipitate the PEC by slowly adding 400 ml of cole (-20°C)

absolute ethanol to the supernate while constantly stirring with a sterile
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*1.0 ml pipette or glass rod. Replace the beaker in the -20 C freezer

for I hour. (Do not remove from the wet ice bath.)

7. Separate the PEC by centrifuging at 16,000 X g for 20 mins

in refrigerated centrifuge. (11,500 rpm using 4.25 in radius head on the

Sorvall RC-5B Centrifuge) At this point, it is important to make sure the

centrifuge tubes are free of water since the toxin is water soluble.

This can be accomplished by rinsing with a small quantity of absolute

alcohol. 'Icr you are certain that your final ethanol concentration is

above 70% (v/v) the alcohol rinse step probably isn't necessary.

B. Pour off alcohol/broth supernate and discard. Add a small

quantity of previously cooled (-20 C) ethanol to each centrifuge tube

and dislodge the precipitate from the centrifuge tube with a 10 ml pipette. .
(It is best to score a disposable 10 ml pipette about 1/2 inch from the

tip with a knife or scapel blade and break-off the tip so that the hole

in the tip of the pipette is made larger. This helps in getting the

precipitate out of the tubes.) Pool the precipitate of each isolate

into one tube and recentrifuge for 10 mlns at 16,000 xg. Again, be

certain that the centrifuge tubes are free of moisture. *
9. Pour off supernate and discard. Add 1.0 ml of pyrogen-free

water to the precipitate. Using a sterile 1.0 ml glass pipette, mix

the water and precipitate well, making an effort to break the precipitate

as much as possible. .-

10. Remove any undissolved precipitate by centrifuging again at

16,000 xg for 15 minutes.
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11. Carefully aspirate the supernate with a pasteur pipette and

place into a dialysis tube (12,000-14,000 MWCO, 6rn dia.) and dialyze

overnight against pyrogen-free water. This will remove any excess salt

that will produce "fuzzy" bands in the isoelectric focusing step.

12. Store extract in refrigerator at 4 C if isoelectric focusing

is to be done within a few days: otherwise store at -20 C until ready - -

to use.

8.5 •
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C. Isoelectric Focusing Electrophoresis of PEC.

PROCEDURE:

1. Turn on refrigerated, circulating water bath; make sure the

temperature is stable (+ l°C) at 10C. This usually results in a surface

temperature on the gel plate of about 150C.

2. Cover plate with a moderate layer of light mineral oil.

Place the template on the plate being careful not to trap air bubbles

between the template and the plate.

3. Cover the upper surface of the template with a moderate

layer of light mineral oil.

4. Remove the PAG plate (pH gradient 3.5-9.5) from the sealed

plastic container by cutting around the edge of the gel with sharp A

scissors, being sure not to damage the gel. Leave the polyester gel

support and the polyester covering on the gel. Apply the gel to the

upper surface of the plate making sure not to trap air bubbles between

the template and the polyester gel support. At this point you should

have a layer of mineral oil, a template, another layer of mineral oil,

and then the PAG plate. Once the air bubbles are teased out, the upper

polyester covering can be carefully removed. Leave the surface of the

gel exposed for about 10 minutes while you are applying the electrode .,-

icks.

5. Remove two of the wicks from the plastic bag. Saturate the

strip to be placed on the cathode side (-) with IM NaOH. Saturate the

anode strip with 1M H3P04. Lay the strips in the correct positions

along the sides of the gel.
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6. Place two small drops of sample from a vertically held

pasteur pipette on the number 1 spot of the sample application area of

the gel. If the samples are applied below their pI (isoelectric point)

the protein will often precipitate on the gel resulting in a negative

test.

If you are using a hemoglobin control (hgbs A, S, C, F), apply it at

the number 7 sample application position. It is advisable not to apply

a sample within the first and last inch of the PAG plate. Complete the

sample and control application step as quickly as possible making sure

that the samples do not run together, and that their paths do not over-

lap.

7. Carefully place the isoelectric focusing lid containing the

electrodes on the gel. Attach the connecting wires for each electrode.

See that the electrode surfaces make contact with the wicks all along

the wick surface.

8. Place the cover on the electrophoresis cell securely.

9. Set the LKB 2103 power supply as follows: Set power to 30, "--

current MA to 5, ampmeter to A lOX, and current toggle switch to 10, lOX.

10. Turn on main power switch. Slowly turn voltage dial clock-

wise until 79 is reached. At this point, you will notice that the current

mA indicator light is on. You will also notice that KV and mA gauges

are indicating low voltage and relatively high amperes. As the pH

gradient is established by the ampholytes, the amperes will decrease

and the voltage light will go on. (The high voltage red indicator light
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will probably remain on during this procedure). The change in voltage

and amperes is necessary in order to maintain constant power at 30 watts

(P = VxC).

NOTE: The major advantages of isoelectric focusing are that a pH gradient

is established in the electrophoresis medium (gel), and that high voltage

can be applied across the gel since the gel is cooled by the circulating

water. Also, the protein bands are not as likely to move from their pI

as with ordinary electrophoresis. However, samples should not be electro-

phoresed too long because some drift will occur. --__,._..

11. Allow electrophoresis to occur for 1.5 hr. Turn the main

power switch to off before removing the cover. Set up and standardize a

pH meter next to the electrophoresis cell. The meter must be equipped

with a surface electrode preferably one with a small contact surface, i.e.,

5 mm. Check the pH of the gel surface at 1 cm intervals along the width

of the gel. It is best to do this at or near the end where no sample has

been applied.

Plot a gradient curve with the cm along the X-axis and the pH along

the y-axis. Graft sheets are furnished with PAG plates. Draw graft

from the cathode (-) side to the anode (+) side. Usually, once a curve

has been drawn for a given set of conditions, it is not necessary to do

this with each run. However, should you change the procedure in any way,

a new pH gradient curve must be established.

12. Gently remove the gel from the plate being careful not to

touch the gel surface. Place gel in stain fixative.
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D. Staining of IFE Gels:

1. Fix in 30% methanol/10% TCA/3.5% SSA for 1 hour. (75 mls methanol/

25g TCA/8.75g SSA; q.s. to 250 mls with deionized water)

2. Transfer thru several changes of 30% methanol/12% TCA to remove

the ampholytes: this should take at least 2 hours. (225 mls methanol/

90g TCA; q.s. to 750 mls with deionized water.)

3. Continue fixing in 10% ETOH/5% HAC thru two changes; 30 mins each.

(50 mls ETOH, 25 mls HAC; q.s. to 500 mls with deionized water.)

4. Place gel in oxidized solution for 10 mins. (40 mls oxidizer

solution; q.s. to 400 mls with deionized water.)

5.- Wash three times in deionized water; 10 mins each time. .(Two

times for 5 mins each if gel has a polyester backing, i.e., PAG Plates.

Gel should be pale yellow and clear.)

6. Transfer gel to silver reagent for 30 mins. (40 mls silver

reagent; q.s. to 400 mls with deionized water.)

7. Wash gel in deionized water for 2 mins. (1 min for polyester-

backed gels.) b -

8. Place gel in developer solution for 1 min. This step is to

remove excess silver deposits from the gel surface. (Dissolve 32g of

developer crystals in 1 liter deionized water.)

9. Transfer gel to fresh developer solution for approximately 5. mins.

Watch bands closely during the developer steps to insure that the staining
intensity is optimal for your needs.

10. Transfer gel to Stop Solution for 5 mins. (25 mls HAC; q.s. to

500 mls with deionized water.)

85-22
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NOTE: All stock reagents should be kept at 4 C until ready for use.

Oxidizer and silver working reagents should be used only once: developer

may be left at room temperature for 1 month before use.)

TCA = Trichloroacetic acid

SSA = Sulfosalicylic acid

HAC = Acetic acid

ETOH = Ethanol

85.-
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EFFECT OF NDFDA ON FATTY ACID SYNTHESIS IN RAT LIVER

by

Thomas E. Webb

ABSTRACT

The question of the biochemical basis for the extreme hepatotoxicity

of NDFDA (nondecafluorodecanoic acid) has been investigated from the

point of 'iew of its effects on stearoyl CoA desaturase and associated

electron transport functions in the microsome fraction. Changes in this

parameter would be consistent with perturbations observed earlier in the

fatty acid content of liver and of membranes of cells exposed to this

compound. These preliminary studies indicate that hepatic stearoyl-CoA

desaturase activity drops in both NDFDA-treated animals and in the

pair-fed controls, approaching zero within 6-8 days. This drop is

attributed mainly to decreased food intake and since it occurred also in

the controls, does not appear to be related to NDFDA hepatotoxicity.

However, NDFDA induced several biochemical changes not present in the

.'-. pair-fed controls. These include (1) decreased inducibility of

stearoyl-CoA desaturase by force feeding an amino acid/sucrose mixture,

(2) a marked decrease in the rate of microsomal electron transport from

NADH through cytochrome b5 to the terminal oxidases (including the

desaturase) and to molecular oxygen and (3) an increase in the

concentration of cytochrome P-450, an important component of the

microsomal drug metabolizing system. NDFDA caused only a small decrease.-

in the content of microsomal cytochrome b5. Insulin levels appeared

normal in the treated animals. The unique effects of NDFDA on one of the

main target organs appears to reflect direct or indirect modulation of

genetic expression and/or specific changes in membrane systems rather

than non-specific cellular damage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NDFDA (nondecafluorodecanoic acid), a straight chain perfluorinated

10 carbon acid (CF3 (CF2 )8 C02H) is similar in structure to

compounds used as aqueous film forming foam fire extinguishants. These

polyfluorinated chemicals are also used to impart oil and water
resistance to porous materials. NDFDA in particular is extremely toxic

:. and may serve as a model compound for evaluating the health hazards

associated with the use of these compounds in the Air Force and other

Armed Forces and by the general public at large. In order to evaluate

the health hazards of NDFDA it is necessary to elucidate the mechanism of

its toxicity. Particularly appropriate is an evaluation which will

permit the development of appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic

methodology for short duration-high level infrequent exposurel.

Toxicity studies to date on NDFDA have been carried out almost

exclusively at the AFAMRL. These studies 2-5 indicate that dosages in -.

the region of the LD50 ie. 50 mg/kg body weight, causes rats to become

anorectic and to undergo a rapid weight loss. The main pathological - +

changes occur in the liver, both the nucleus and cytoplasm undergoing

change. (The bone marrow, thymus, stomach and testes are also affected.)

Changes have been shown to occur in the properties of the plasma

membranes of cells exposed to NDFDA6 and significantly changes also

occur in the concentration of several fatty acids in the liver5 which

serve as precursors for membrane lipids and phospholipids. More

specifically there is a marked increase in the oleic acid content of the

liver with a decrease in the hepatic concentration of stearic acid, its

immediate precursor. The oleate levels remain elevated for as long as 30

days; this change was not observed-in pair-fed controls.

The identification of NDFDA-induced alterations in hepatic levels of

stearic and oleic acid, together with evidence that this is one of the

main target organs for NDFDA and indications from other studies that

membranes from NDFDA exposed cells are altered, focused attention on

reactions catallyzing the conversion of stearic acid to oleic acid. Of

particular interest was the effect of NDFDA treatment on stearoyl CoA
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desaturase, the enzyme which carries out the desaturation of stearic acid

to oleic acid. This reaction, which occurs in the microsome fraction of

the liver requires NADH and molecular oxygen as cofactors and the CoA

thioester of the fatty acid as substrate. As indicated in Fig. 1, this -

reaction requires a multicomponent system7 ,8 which includes 3

microsomal electron transport proteins. A number of studies to date

indicate that stearoyl-CoA desaturase activity is regulated by the amount

of terminal oxidase, which has a short half-life (4 hours) as compared to

cytochrome b5 (120 hours) and cytochrome b5 reductase (144 hours).

Its activity drops drastically on fasting7' and is very low in

diabetic rats 9.  It is induced to levels several-fold higher than

present in the livers of fed rats when fasted rats are refed on fat-free

high carbohydrate diet, or diabetic rats are treated with insulin.

rADH- NADH-cytochrone b5 reductase-+ cytochrome b5  I
cytochrome P-450 stearate desaturase -0 ."A

stearoy toA -o-eate

Fig. 1. Pathway for microsomal electron transport from NADH to the

terminal oxidase."desaturase" and in the absence of stearate (as the CoA

thioester) or other fatty acid substrates, to cyt. P-450 or other
terminal oxidases.

II. OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this study is to investigate the

biochemical mechanisms underlying the toxicity of NDFDA on one of the

main target organs-the liver. In view of documented pertabations in the

fatty acid content of livers of NDFDA-treated rats and related evidence

for changes in membrane properties, the specific objective was to measure

in the microsome fraction from the livers of NDFDA-treated rats, their

pair-fed controls, and normal (ad libitum-fed) rat, the following

parameters:
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(1) The overall activity of stearoyl Co-A desaturase for reasons

outlined above.

(2) To assess the status of individual components of the desaturase

system including cytochrome b5 and the desaturase (terminal

oxidase) and to assess the status of cytochrome b5 reductase by

Indirect measurements.

(3) To assess the status of cytochrome P-450 which probably serves as a

terminal oxidase (electron acceptor) for reduced cytochrome b5 in

the absence of stearoyl -CoA.

(4) To assess the insulin status of the rats since the desaturase is

depressed in diabetic rats and is induced by insulin 8 .

(5) To compare the inducibility of the liver desaturase by dietary

means. -.

It should be noted that this investigation assessed not only the

effect of the toxic compound on fatty acid metabolism, but also on

microsomal electron transport functions and a main component (cytochrome -4

P-450) of the microsomal drug metabolizing system in the liver. It also

recognizes that the level of hepatic stearoyl CoA desaturase activity

(more specifically the terminal oxidase) is sensitive to this hormonal - -

and nutritional status of the animal and includes appropriate controls.

It also tests the effect of NDFDA on the inducibility of the enzyme, t "

which serves as a measure of the intactness of the regulatory controls in

the rat.

III. The Level of Stearoyl CoA-Desaturase Activity and its Inducibility

in the Liver Microsomes of NDFDA-treated Rats and in their Pair-fed L__4

Controls.

These experiments were carried out on ca 200 gm male rats of the

Fischer strain which were fed rat chow. Since NDFDA-treated rats

drastically curtail their food intake, untreated pair-fed controls were

run in parallel. In a typical experiment 8-10 rats were injected ip with

a single dose of 50 mg/kg of NDFDA in ethylene glycol: water (1:1, v/v)

as vehicle, then 2 animals were sacrificed on each of days 2, 4, 6 and 8.

Pair-fed controls injected with the vehicle on day 1 were also sacrificed
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on alternate days. Body weights and food consumption were recorded

daily. The surgical removal of the liver, the drawing of blood by
cardiac puncture and force feeding of the animals by stomach tube was

performed, where indicated, while the animals were under halothane

anesthesia. Although halothane is known to enhance electron transfer

from cytochrome b5 in vitro
11, mM amounts are required, i.e. much

more than that accumulating during anesthesia.

The microsome fraction was purified from the livers and analyzed for

stearoyl-CoA desaturase activity as described by Strittmatter et a17.

This method is based on isolation by differential centrifugation and

includes several washings in the ultracentrifuge to free the microsomal

membranes of-absorbed contaminating proteins and substrates. The

spectrophotometric assay was adapted to a Gilford Model 2600 ..

spectrophotometer, which is microprocessor controlled and equipped with a

plotter. The assay involves the detection of the onset of cytochrome

b5 reoxidation in a microsome suspension at 424 nm and 30C after

reduction with 1.0 n mole of NADH in the absence (B) and presence (A) of

excess stearoyl CoA as shown by the tracings in Fig. 2. Cytochrome b5

is very rapidly reduced by NADH through the mediation of cytochrome b5

reductase and remains reduced until all of the NADH is oxidized by

electron transfer through b5 to oxygen by some autooxidation, but

mainly by transfer to terminal oxidases such as cytochrome P-450 10 .'

Once all NADH Is oxidized cytochrome b5 becomes oxidized in turn and

the A424 decreases. In the presence of stearoyl CoA electrons are

transferred from cytochrome b5 to the desaturase and NADH is more

rapidly oxidized. Thus-assuming 1.0 mole of NADH is required for each

mole of oleyl-CoA formed the activity in nmol/mln/mg protein-

B-A where B and A - time for reoxidation of NADA

B x mg protein

"- In absence and presence of stearoyl CoA respectively.

74
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L

A 0.11011
0 .1.0 2.0-

Tim (min)

Fig. 2. Change in A424 as a function of time during the reoxidation of

inmole of NADH by a microsome suspension from a normal red rat in the

absence (B) and presence of excess stearoyl CoA. In this example A and B8 - '

* . were estimated to be 1.425 and 1.00 min, respectively.

A summary of the changes in stearoyl CoA desaturase activity in

NDFOA-treated animals and their pair fed controls as a function of time

post-treatment and the inducibility of the enzme by dietary means, is-

.

shown in Fig. 3a and b. The data indicate that the enzymIe decreases

dramatically in both groups of animals, the activity approaching zero

within 4-6 days. It is concluded that most of the decrease can be

attributed to decreased food intake; the latter decreased roughly

linearly in the NDFDA-treated rats and was essentially zero by 6 days

post-treatment.
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In contrast a real difference was observed between the NDFDA-treated

rats, and their pair-fed controls when enz me inducibility was assessed.

In these experiments the treated or pair-fed rats were force-fed

(intubated by stomach tube) with 5.0 ml of a aqueous solution' (pH 7.0) of

20% sucrose and 20 gm % Bactotryptone (a pancreatic casein digest) 15

hours before sacrifice. In the pair fed controls the fasting imposed by

the pair feeding regimen acted in concert with the 15 hour forced feeding

to induce the desaturase activity to levels twice those found in the

liver of a normal fed rat. In contrast only slight induction was

observed during the earlier phase of the experiment in the livers of

NDFDA-treated rats. Induction appears to be absent 8 days after

treatment.

1.6 52.0 (B)? 0

1.2 - 1.2 -
1.2 I -

._ 0.8 - -

" 0.4 - 0.4-
'. 3: -p , , , "-"-4

C 4 8 15 30 0

Days Post-treatment

F1ic.3. Time-course changes in the activity of stearoyl CoA desaturase
activity in the livers of (a)rats treated with NDFDA or (b) pair-fed
controls as a function of duration of post-treatment (.--). The 15 hour
time course of induction in response to forced feeding is also shown
(o---o). In some instances where there was no stearoyl CoA desaturase
activity in the microsomal preparation, the addition of stearoyl CoA
actually delayed further the oxidation of NADH.
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Since stearoyl CoA desaturase activity is inducible by insulin and

indeed may require the presence of insulin for dietary induction, the

insulin status of these animals was assessed by measuring their blood

glucose levels. Blood glucose was measured in serum samples from

selected rats by the Pathology section of the Toxicology Division. The

blood glucose levels on individual rats are tabulated in Table 1. It is

concluded that the blood glucose levels are not significantly higher in

the NDFDA-treated rats indicating that insulin levels are within the

normal range in these animals. - -

TABLE I

Serum Glucose Levels in Normal and NDFDA-Treated Rats
Serum Donor Serum Glucose *

mg/dl

1. Normal fed rat 151, 137

2. NDFDA-treated rat 118, 142, 136

8d post-treatment
3. (2) 15 hrs after force-feeding 92, 117, 125

• Individual values are shown. ""

IV. Effect of NDFDA on the Rate of Microsomal Electron Transport from

NADH to Molecular Oxygen.

As indicated in Table II pretreatment of rats with NDFDA resulted
in a significant (2-3 fold) drop in the rate of reoxldation of NADH by ""'

the microsome fraction in the standard stearoyl CoA desaturase assay;

this delay was observed both in the absence and presence of stearoyl CoA. .-

However, the rate of reoxidation of NADH by microsomes from the pair-fed

controls was similar to that of microsomes from normal fed rats.
Force-feeding of the animals did not alter these differences. Since the

reduction of cytochrome b5 by NADH appeared to be very rapid in all

assays (le. was not observable under our conditions of assay) the .

cytochrome b5 reductase appears to be present in excess in both the

NDFDA-treated and pair fed animals. The lesion appears to be distal to

cytochrome b5 , the oxidation of which is also unchanged. Further,

since it Is observed in both the presence and absence of stearoyl CoA it

must be proximal in the pathway to the terminal oxidases.
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In some instances where there was no stearoyl.CoA desaturase activity

in the microsomal preparation, the addition of stearoyl CoA actually

delayed further the oxidation of NADH.

TABLE II

Time for Oxidation of NADH by Microsomes from NDFDA-treated,

Pair-fed and Normal Rats

Liver Time for oxidation of 1 nmole NADH

donor (min/O.3 mg prot.) -

NADH only NADH + Stearoyl CoA

(1) Normal fed rats 1.97 + 0.20 1.30 + 0.15

(2) 6-8 day NDFDA treated rats 4.28 + 0.35 4.09 + 0.38 -

(3) (2) force fed 4.59 + 0.33 -4.50 + 0.64

. (4) 6-8 day pair fed rats 1.31 + 0.30 1.24 + 0.11

(5) (4) force fed 1.28 + 0.15 1.03 + 0.11

V. Effect of NDFDA Treatment on the Microsomal Cytochrome bs Content
'. of Rat Liver.

-- The liver microsomal cytochrome b5 content is summarized in Table

III as % of cytochrome b5 in liver microsomes from a normal fed rat.

The concentration was estimated from the decrease in A424 inc. '-nt to

the reoxidation of NADI-reduced cytochrome b5 in the standard

desaturase assay (of Fig 1). An extinction coefficient (EmM) of 100 was
used in these calculations12 and the values were corrected for

variation of the protein content of the samples.

In general there was no marked consistent change in the microsomal

cytochrome b5 content of liver from NDFDA-treated rats. Thus, even the

-lowest value observed 6 days post-treatment was still 75% of the normal

control value. Further, there were no striking differences between the

treated and treated/force fed groups. The decrease in cytochrome b5
content was somewhat less in the pair fed controls and was elevated above
the normal control values when these animals were force fed the

. sucrose:casein hydrolysate mixture. In general it does not appear that

changes in this parameter can account for changes in the rate of either

* ... ,86-11
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oleic acid production or microsomal electron transport observed in the

microsomal preparations from treated rats.

TABLE III

Effect of NDFDA Treatment of Rats on Liver Microsomal

Cytochrome b5 Content

Liver Cytochrome b5 Content

donors (% Normal Fed Control )!-

(1) NDFDA treated

2 days 83.2

4 days 75.0

8 days 72.1

(2) NDFDA treated/force fed

2 days 88.0

4 days 82.0

8 days 77.1

(3) Pair fed controls

2 days 86.7

4 days 91.5

8 days 107.3

(4) Pair/force fed

2 days 149.9

4 days 112.5

6 days 90.4
*The microsomes from the normal fed control rat had 0.974 nmoles of

cytochrome b5 per mg protein.

VI. Effect of NDFDA Treatment of Rats on the Concentration of

Microsomal Cytochrome P-450 in the Liver.

Cytochrome P-450 may act as terminal oxidase for the reoxidatlon of

NADH reduced cytochrome b5 in the absence of stearoyl-CoA, or of

stearoyl CoA desaturase I0 . The concentration of cytochrome P-450 in

liver microsomes was estimated by the difference spectrum of its carbon

86-12
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monoxide derivative form. In this procedure the difference spectra over

the range 400 and 500 nm is obtained from two microcome suspensions

treated with sodium dithionite, one of which is saturated with carbon

monoxide. The nmoles of cytochrome P-450 was calculated from the

relation:

A450.480 x 1000' 91 x mg protein

The limited data in Table IV suggests that cytochrome P-450 levels

in the liver are raised in response to the administration of the toxic

compound. This may indicate that • NDFDA induces and/or is metabolized by

the microsomal drug metabolizing system. This increase is even more

significant in view of the decrease in cytochrome P-450 in the microsomes
of the pair-fed controls. In any case, the data appear to rule out the I
possibility that decreased microsomal transport in NDFDA-treated rats is

due to a decrease in this terminal oxidase.

TABLE IV ,-
Effect of NDFDA Pretreatment on Liver

Mtcrosomal Cytochrome P-450 Content

Liver Cytochrome P-450
donors (% Normal Control)

(1) NDFDA-treated rats
4d 178.9
6d 100.0

(2) Force fed NDFDA-Treated
4d 212.3
6d 175.4

(3) Pair-fed controls
4d 31.75
6d 72.98

(4) Pair-fed, force fed controls
4d 49.1
6d 81.7

86-13
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The spectrophotometric method employed in this study to assay

microsomal stearoyl-CoA desaturase depends upon ttie integrated sequential

functioning of several enzymes and electron acceptor proteins which are

membrane components. The results of the present study indicate that both

the overall desaturase activity and the rate of microsomal electron

transport are reduced in the NDFDA-treated rats. Although a reduction in

the terminal oxidase of the stearoyl CoA desaturase system would be

consistent with the known reduction of this enzyme on starvation in these

anorexic rats, due to the complexity of the system it might still be

desirable to obtain a more direct estimate of the rate of conversion of

stearic acid to oleic acid in vivo. This should be possible by injecting

labeled stearic acid via the portal vein, then after several short time

intervals, isolating the liver fatty acids, and separating them prior to
determining the concentrations of labeled stearic and oleic acids.

Comparisons could be directly made between the NDFDA-treated rats, their

paired controls and normal fed rats after correction for differences in

pool size; a considerable amount of information is already available

concerning the pool sizes in these 3 classes of rats.

The decreased microsomal electron transport from NADH to the

desaturase and other terminal oxidases in the NDFDA-treated rat liver is

indeed of interest. It does not appear to be due to either a reduction

in the concentration of microsomal cytochrome b5 , or its rate of

reduction. One possibility is that the rate of transport between

cytochrome b5 and the terminal oxidase (which is thought to be

cytochrome P450 in the absence of substrate for the desaturase) is

markedly inhibited due to the decrease in a reductase, or to changes in

the fluidity of the membrane. For example, the perturbed lipid

metabolism in the liver may lead to changes in the fluidity of the

membrane as has been reported in different nutritional states14. Aside

from studies on the microsomal membrane, it may be possible to rectify

these defects by force-feeding diets with fatty acid content designed to
normalize the ratios in the NDFDA-treated animal.

86-14
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The apparent increase in the cytochrome P-450 content of

NDFDA-treated rats is unexpected since there was decreased inducibility

of stearoyl-CoA desaturase by hyperalimentation suggesting that the

regulatory or synthetic mechanisms in the liver were damaged. Since this

data was based on a minimal number of animals, additional-studies

are warranted. However, the depressed values in the pair-fed controls

suggest that these data are valid. These data could be confirmed in vivo

. simply by demonstratinq that the phenobarbitol-induced sleeping time is

decreased in these animals. The induction of cytochrome P-450 by NDFDA

would mean that this hepato-toxin is a substrate, or pseudosubstrate, for

the microsomal drug metabolizinq system and would indicate that it may be

metabolized in the liver. The answer to the latter problem is of

interest since a metabolite of NDFDA could be the actual hepatotoxin.

Because of the severity of the hepatotoxicity it is quite probable

that liver regeneration (hypertrophy) would occur, providing the damage

is not too severe. Both the surgical removal of 2/3 of the liver, or

treatment with the hepatotoxin, CCI 4 , are known to induce liver

regeneration 12 . The relationship between liver regeneration and

survivability at various dosages of NDFDA is of particular interest,

since the LD50 may be related to the functional competence of the

repairative mechanisms of the liver.

In addition to destroying liver cells, NDFDA may affect the

regulatory mechanisms in the surviving cells. Although nutritional

induction of stearoyl CoA desaturase is reduced, this could be the result

of decreased absorption of the force-fed nutrients from the G.I. tract.

The enzyme is also normally inducible by insulin and assay for induction

, by this hormone would be a measure of both the intactness of the genetic

regulation in the cell and the status of the insulin receptors in the

membrane. Another hepatic enzyme which might be 'ested for inducibility

Is tyrosine transaminanase, which is induced by insulin, glucagon and

glucocorticoids15 .

The liver has been found to be protected from several hepatoxic

drugs by post-treatme it with chloramphenicol, an inhibitor of bacterial

* and mltochondrial protein synthesis 16 . Although the mechanism is not

known, it would be of interest to test the effect of treatinq

-.- -- 86-15
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ND)FDA-treated rats with chloramphenicol to determine its effect on the

course of the toxic response and on survival. Finally it would be ofI: interest to determine whether NDFDA has any carcinogenicity in addition
to its hepatotoxicity, using any one or combination of presentlyL% -7''""

available long-term and short-term tests.

4,,
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The apparent increase in the cytochrome P-450 content of

NDFDA-treated rats is unexpected since there was decreased inducibility

of stearoyl-CoA desaturase by hyperalimentation suggesting that the

regulatory or synthetic mechanisms in the liver were damaged. Since this

data was based on a minimal number of animals, additional-studies

are warranted. However, the depressed values in the pair-fed controls

suggest that these data are valid. These data could be confirmed in vivo

simply by demonstrating that the phenobarbitol-induced sleeping time is

decreased in these animals. The induction of cytochrome P-450 by NDFDA

would mean that this hepato-toxin is a substrate, or pseudosubstrate, for

the microsomal drug metabolizing system and would indicate that it may be

metabolized in the liver. The answer to the latter problem is of

interest since a metabolite of NDFDA could be the actual hepatotoxin.

Because of the severity of the hepatotoxicity it is quite probable

that liver regeneration (hypertrophy) would occur, providing the damage

is not too severe. Both the surgical removal of 2/3 of the liver, or
treatment with the hepatotoxin, CC14 , are known to induce liver

regenpratlon1 2. The relationship between liver regeneration and

survivability at various dosages of NDFDA is of particular interest,

since the LD50 may be related to the functional competence of the

repairative mechanisms of the liver.

In addition to destroying liver cells, NDFDA may affect the

regulatory mechanisms in the surviving cells. Although nutritional

induction of stearoyl CoA desaturase is reduced, this could be the result

of decreased absorption of the force-fed nutrients from the G.I. tract.

The enzyme is also normally inducible by insulin and assay for induction

by this hormone would be a measure of both the intactness of the genetic

regulation in the cell and the status of the insulin receptors in the

membrane. Another hepatic enzyme which might be tested for inducibility

is tyrosine transaminanase, which is induced by insulin, glucagon and

glucocortlcoids1 5.

The liver has been found to be protected from several hepatoxic

drugs by post-treatment with chloramphenlcol, an inhibitor of bacterial

and mitochondrial protein synthesis 16 . Although the mechanism is not

known, it would be of interest to test the effect of treating
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. HOOK INTERFEROMETRY USING A PULSED DYE LASER

by

David Weimer

ABSTRACT

The question of whether a Michelson interferometer can be used

instead of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer for spectral interferogram

hook measurements with a one meter grating spectrograph has been inves-

tigated. Using a pulsed He discharge and a nitrogen pumped dye laser, L

hooks have been measured and the population density determined. The

results appear to be consistent with published data. Suggestions for

further research in this area are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The hook method for the measurement of the population density of

excited states has received considerable attention in recent years with

the interest in laser cavity physics.

Hook interferometry is basically a tool to examine the refractive

index of a gas-in particular the spectral behavior of the index. In

the radiation spectrum of a gas the index changes very rapidly in the

near vicinity of a line, leading to the phenomenon of anomalous dis-

persion. The wave length interval over which this occurs can be re-

1,2lated to the number density in the excited state. The method com-
•. - ".

bines an interferometer with a spectrograph to spectrally analyze

the fringe pattern produced by the interferometer. A broad spectrum

light source is used to illuminate the interferometer, one leg of

which contains the cell of test gas and the interference fringes so

produced are focused on the entrance slit of the spectrograph. The

result is a fringe pattern in the focal plane of the spectrograph which

might be termed a spectial interferogram. At the particular wave

length of a spectral line, hooks occur in the fringe pattern, and the

position of these become the basic measurement. See figure 1.

The relationship between and the population density is given

by Huber.2

- classical electron radius

- wave length of the line

A - optical path length
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- P -Number of Fringes

in the Interval

Fig. 1 Sketch of Spectral Interferogram
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P - number of fringes along a horizontal

line in a certain wave length interval,

slightly removed from the line

4 =~' -length of the wave length interval

7= oscillator strength, tabulated (Wiese)

The method dates back to the paper of D. Roschdestvensky in 1912

on the "Anomalous Dispersion in Sodium Vapor."1 The technique has been

applied not only to discharge tubes but to the shock heating of metals

2
suspended in the reflected shock region of a shock tube. A review

paper by W. C. Marlow3 and articles in the Darshan S. Dosanjh (Ed.)4

book cover the background and many applications of the method. More

recently nitrogen pumped dye lasers have been used with the hook method

d to get the time history of excited states.5' 6

The Plasma Physics Section of AWAL has a particular concern in

the physics of high energy discharges and an interest in developing the

hook technique for diagnostic purposes.

II.* OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The main objective of this effort was to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of the hook technique with a helium discharge tube illuminated

with a nitrogen pumped dye laser. It was proposed to use an available

Michelson interferometer and a 1.0 meter Czerny-Turner Spectrograph.

In the past most hook interferometers have been of the Mach-Zehnder type.

It was also proposed to evaluate this latter type as well.

III. THE APPROACH

A model NRG-DL-0.03 tunable dye laser was modified by removing the

echelle grating in the rear of the cavity and replacing it with a plane

mirror. This provides the dye cell laser with a broad band of radiated

87-6
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light to illuminate the discharge tube. The band width for the dye

Rhodamine 6G (5xl0 moles/liter in ethonal) was from approximately

0 0 05750 A to 6050 A The He line of interest was 5876 A which is a

transition between 2 3P - 3 3D states. The illumination time is about

5 nanoseconds. A Cenco model M-4 Michelson interometer was used.

This has an aperture of 1 " x 1 " with a clear space of 3 " to insert

a test cell. This was then the limiting dimension for the discharge

tube. The one meter spectrograph was limited to first order in this

part of the spectrum and the 1180 groove/mm grating had a dispersion

0of 8.2 A /mm. Since it is necessary to have a resolution of at least

2 A° /mm, a secondary camera to image the spectral focal plane was

attached to the spectrograph. This gave a magnification of about

3.8 and the final dispersion was measured to be 1.9 A /mm.

The helium discharge tube was 1 1/8 ID with electrodes approxi-

mately 7" apart and filled with He at a pressure of 5 torr. A view-

ing port transverse to the discharge was provided with quartz windows

3/4" diameter. A compensating cell with the same size windows was

placed in the opposing path of the interferometer.

The final arrangement is shown in figure 2. A power supply with

a 15 KV 2 microsecond pulse excited the discharge tube. The dye laser

was triggered either from the current pulse in the discharge or at a

preset time relative to the discharge.

IV. RESULTS

The interferometer was offset from the white light fringe by

approximately 1700 fringes producing an acceptable field with a fringe

0
spacing of about 1 mm or 1.9 A Under this condition the discharge
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was excited producing a peak current of approximately 500 amperes.

The hook in the fringe pattern at the 5876 wave length was then

7 12
measured. From the tabulated values of f, (Wiese) a value of 9.1 x 101/

3 3cm for the population density of the 2 P state was determined.

This value cannot be directly compared with the literature, but

it is of the same magnitude as that reported by Miyazaki and Fukuda5

for a discharge tube of helium at 10 torr and 12 KV, 800 amperes, 3

microsecond pulse. Changing the time of the dye laser firing by - 1

microsecond relative to the peak current reduced.the hook in the fringe

pattern to nearly zero. More precise time measurements could not be

made because of R. F. noise when the discharge tube and the nitrogen

laser fired.

Replacing the Michelson with a Mach-Zehnder configuration has

* been completed, but time has .not permitted the evaluation of it with

-this discharge tube.

V. CONCLUSION

Though most hook systems have employed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer,

the Michelson type can be made to work satisfactorily. It should be

pointed out that in the Michelson, the sampling beam passes twice

through the discharge section, effectively doubling the path length.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

To fully exploit this technique, additional experiments are

necessary to more precisely define the timing of the dye laser so that

the time history of the excited states can be determined. To trans-

fer the equipment to use the technique on a full scale discharge port

will require considerable design effort.

Another area in which this research effort might go would be to
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look at the effects of contaminants on population densities.
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LASER DAMAGE IN FILMS AND PLASTICS

by

T. A. Wiggins

Abstract

Methods and techniques for a study of laser damage thresholds in

thin films and plastics were investigated. To observe damage at 1.3.

m, the conversion of the 1.061 m output of a Nd.Glass laser to the 1.3P1

a wavelength- by stimulated Raman scattering in NO was attempted. No

output at 1.3 Pm was detected probably due to the excessive line width

of the laser. Techniques for the study of damage in plastics at 1.061

m was prosecuted using a Nd:YAG laser. Commercially available types of

clear plastics were tested including Lexan, Acrylic, and Uvex. A

supposedly optical grade plastic was also tested. The highest damage

threshold was found in Acrylic at 5 x 109 watts/cm2 . The damage in

this and the other plastics appear to be due to cracks and burns at

random positions in the laser beam showing small (<10 pm)

,mdefects to be the initiators of damage. A technique for producing

multiple damage tests from a single beam was tested. Suggestions for

continued work are included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The continually increasing requirements for energy and power to be

delivered by laser systems calls for continually increasing damage

levels for their components. In particular, coatings to enhance a

mirror's reflectivity and to reduce the reflectivity of transmission

elements appear to be the limiting factor in many systems. Thus, a

study of thin film damage at several wavelengths of interest in high

fluence systems has assumed a high priority. Measurements must be made

at the design wavelength with carefully controlled conditions to -

provide meaningful data to guide the preparation of better coatings.

A second aspect is the weight and cost of optical elements. In

particular, windows, prisms, beam-splitters, etc. could be prepared

from plastics rather than glass or crystalline materials provided

damage thresholds and other optical properties are comensurate with

their intended use. Some success in the use of plastics has been

reported. It is important to verify these measurements and to

conduct studies which may lead to even higher damage thresholds.

II. OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this study are two-fold: first, to

explore the possibility of using stimulated Raman scattering in NO for

the conversion of the output of a laser operating at 1.064 )1m to a

wavelength near 1.315 Jim, the wavelength of the atomic iodine laser;

and second, to explore the techniques of beam quality measurement and

to use a well-quantified beam to study the damage threshold of plastic

materials in the short-pulse, small-spot regime.
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.:..The motivation for these studies is: to provide a source of 1.315U .

m radiation of high intensity for testing of dielectric coatings; and,:.-

to determine the feasibility of the use of plastic elements for 1.06 )m

laser systems.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Laser Systems. Two systems were employed in this work. Both

operate at 1.0641lm.

1. Nd;Glass. This high energy system manufactured by -

Spacerays was used in an attempt to produce Raman-shifted light at

1.315 Um. It is a water-cooled system with an amplifier stage that may

be used. The oscillator is a two-flashlamp pumped rod 1xl8 cm in

size. A Brewster stack polarizer and a Q-switching Pockel cell are

included in the cavity. It will produce up to five joules of energy

with a pulse width of the order of 25 nanoseconds. The amplifier has a

gain of ,4l0. It has an extremely large divergence of about 20

millirad.

2. Nd'YAG. This low energy system was constructed in this

laboratory. A 5x45 mm flat-flat rod is air cooled and pumped with a

single linear flash 'lamp. The resonant cavity of length 80 cm is

formed with flat mirrors. A passive Q-switching dye is included in the

cavity. The output can be effectively polarized by using three stacked

glass plates at the Brewster angle. The unpolarized Q-switched output

is about- 30 milli joules in 15 nsec. The divergence is about one

millirad.
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B. Beam Diagnostics. Damage threshold is often reported in terms

of the intensity at which failure is detected. Thus, measurement of

energy, time, and the area into which the energy can be focused are

important.

1. Energy and Time. These measurements are quite accurate

and precise due to the availability of good calorimeters, photo-diodes

and oscilloscopes. Generally, the accuracy in each is less than 15%

with precision of 5% or less.

2. Measurement of the focussability of the beam presents a

more difficult experimental task. Almost all methods assume that the

beam has radial symmetry, a situation which strictly occurs only in

principle. The minimum size of the beam (radius at which the intensity

has decreased to lie of its maximum) is referred to as the waist.

-. t

Thus, a measurement of the waist, b is the desired result. Several

methods have been used:

a. Far-field divergence. If the cross-sectional area of

the beam is measured, for example, by the size of the burn on a film,

the waist can be inferred from W Xzflrr, where r is the radius of

the beam at distance z from the waist. This is a very qualitative

method.

b. Pin-hole scanning. Assuming rigorous radial

symmetry, a measurement of the relative intensity as a function of

radius at the position of the waist gives a direct measurement of the . .

waist. This method can only be used with the best quality beams and

has the disadvantage in requiring quite a few measurements in a beam of

high reproductability.

,~-4
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c. Knife-edge scanning. Moving a knife edge across the

beam gives similar results to that above. Radial symmetry must be

assumed. An extension of this method has been used in the present

experiments. If measurements are made at several positions with

respect to the presumed position of the waist, the exact position as

well as the size of the waist can be determined. If w is the l/e2

2radius of a beam at distance Z, it can be shown for Gaussian beams,

that

2 2 X 2 2
(A "W + 0(-

0 0 0

Simultaneous solutions for several pairs of values of wand Z allow a

determination of Z0 and W 0 by requiring that the predicted value

of WO obtained from the intercept of a 2 versus (ZZ) 2  plot

gives the same results as solving for Wo from the slope of this plot.

d. A fourth method is under development. For beams of

such wavelength as will affect photographic film, a photograph of the

900 scattered light from a suspension of small particles should allow

a measurement of 0d 0. It has the advantage of requiring only one

measurement. However, its feasibility has not yet been demonstrated.

C. Plastic Materials. Several readily available commercial

plastics were tested to determine their damage threshold. These were

Acrylic (Rohm & Haas), Lexan (Gen Elec), and Uvex (Eastman Kodak). In

addition, two of supposed optical grade were also obtained. One was a

plastic used as a ruby laser (694 nm) Q-switch and the other secured

from Applied Products, Bristol, PA.
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D. Technique for Multi-Spot Exposures. The determination of

damage thresholds is a tedious. process since many exposures of a

material are required to select the intensity level at which damage

does or does not occur. A special technique has been established which

allows from 10-20 different sites on a sample to be exposed in a single

shot. Of course, there is a loss of intensity but this may not be

serious for some problems.

If a metal sheet containing a matrix of round holes is placed just

before a focusing lens, the lens will form the Fourier transform of

this array of holes which is itself an array of intense areas of

spacing O,,%mvd, where m is an integer and d is the hole spacing. If

each hole has a radius a, the observed intensity will smoothly decrease

from unity at the center to zero at an angle ON 0.61 a/a. If the ratio

is chosen to be about 5, a set of intense regions as shown in Figure 1

will be produced in the focal plane of the lens. The size of this

.' array will be determined by the focal length of "he lens. The angular

size of each intense region is determined by the divergence of the

incident beam as a lower limit and by the number of holes illuminated

" which sets an upper limit. In practice, if a region illuminated on the

C array covers a large number of holes, there will be only a small

increase in the size of the intense areas compared to what it would be

N with no array of apertures present. The angular width due to the

finiteness in the number of apertures is given by the spacing of the

intense areas divided by the number of apertures in a straight line

which are illuminated. Arrays with 600 and 900 orientations have

I2 been used.
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The intensity of each spot can be calculated from

[ 2 J, (27a sin E/) sin (N7rd sine) (2)
]2 

=( o
2)

2'ra sin G/A N" sin (nd sin E)j

where J is a first order Bessel function and N is the number of

holes in a straight line that are illuminated.

One limitation in the calculation of the intensities is the

uniformity of the radii and spacings of the apartures. Uniformity of

hole radii is the major problem. It could be removed if the holes are

made of random size for which case the Bessel function will become a

Gaussian distribution for a Poisson distribution of hole radii. That

is, apodization is complete.

The reduction of intensity associated with the use of the array of

holes can be visualized by noting that the first effect of the array is

to reduce the total intensity by a ratio of (7r)(a/d) for a 900

array and (2r//i') (a/d)2  for a 600 array. For d/a - 6, the

transmission is about 10%. Second, the transmitted light is divided

among some 15-20 spots, the center one receiving about 1/6th of the

total. Thus, in one shot about 15 areas are illuminated with

intensities that range from 1/50th of the available intensity to about

zero. Due to redundancy, four or six areas will receive the same

intensity.

An advantage to this technique in addition to providing

multiple-intensity spots for damage testing is in providing multiple

spots for assessing beam quality as determined by the adjustment of the

laser's resonant cavity or the focus of a lens. Since one method of
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measuring beam diameters is to "burn" a film or surface, if the beam's

intensity is not properly adjusted, the burn area is either not present

or enlarged in size. The present technique gives several intensities

at one time.

Further, since damage often appears to be defect initiated, the

rate of gathering data is enhanced since there is only a finite

probability that an intense beam will coincide with a defect site. For

example, if four spots receive the same intensity which is near the

threshold for damage, only those which impinge on defects will produce

damage.

Finally, since the separation on a surface of these intense areas

can be selected by the proper choice of hole separation and focal

length of the- lens, the effects of conduction and diffusion can be

studied since these physical processes will operate differently if

several sources of heat or charge are provided compared with their

operation from a single source.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Stimulated Raman Scattering. The conversion of 1.064 pm

radiation to 1.315 pm using stimulated Raman scattering in NO was not

observed. Using the Space Rays laser beam of up to five joules in 25

nsec into an 80 cm cell at 400 mm pressure produced no observable

radiation at 1.315 p m when; (I) a parallel beam was used; (2) the

beam was focussed into the center of the tube with a 50 cmr lens; or

(3) when a plane mirror of low reflectivity at 1.31 and high

reflectivity of 1.06pm was placed at the output end of the tube and a

reverse reflectivity mirror placed at the input end of the tube.

88-10
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It is conjectured that the failure to see the converted radiation

is due to the extreme line width of the laser system, the gain in a

stimulated process being inversely proportional to the effective line

width which here is dominated by the input line width rather than by I
the gas's Doppler or pressure width.

3

A suggestion for a future experiment in the light of these results

is included in Section V.

B. Damage in Plastics. Three different plastics were tested.

Only for the acrylic was extensive data obtained since for the others,

the damage threshold was lower by an order of magnitude and hence not

interesting for present purposes. The source was the Nd:YAG focussed

with a 15 cm lens.

In two of the plastics, stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) was

observed.4  These were the acrylic and ruby Q-switch plastics. These

were the most brittle and hard and hence subject to the cracking needed

to produce an intense acoustic wave. At threshold for datpage, SBS was

not observed. Measurements in these plastics showed less than 1%

absorption for 3 -m thick samples at 1.06 11 m. The fourth sample

remains to be tested.

Damage was observed in the following ways:

1. Observation of a bluish surface plasma during radiation

when viewed through 1.064 lim laser safety glasses. This technique is

essentially useless since the most intense plasmas appear to be

produced by surface dirt. If this occurs, little radiation penetrates

.. the sample.

88-11
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2. A bluish plasma in the interior of a sample usually

indicates that permanent damage will be found. This is very

qualitative and subject to error.

3. Observation of enhanced 900 scattering from a He-Ne

alignment laser. This is also qualitative but if a scattering center

is seen, permanent damage is almost always found.

4. Acoustic signal. Using a small acoustic transducer glued . -

to the sample, a signal of the order of 100 times the noise level could

be detected with intense damage. However, no sharp decrease in signal

corresponding to a damage threshold could be observed. This is a

similar result to that reported by Walker et al5 for the scattering

of the incident laser light or of an auxillary laser.

5. Scattering of incident radiation. This was detected but

no sharp change in its intensity Tould bi observed to act as a

real-time indicator of damage,

. 6. Intensity of the transmitted beam or of an allignment

laser. Both these techniques failed to indicate the presence of

damage. If a damage center occurs outside of the most intense part of

the beam, scattering will occur but the effect on transmission is small.

7. Microscopic examination. This is the most reliable and

easily used for detection of damage, if damage is defined as a

permanent change in the material. Observations at lOOx were used to

determine the power level for acrylic at which damage occurred. Using

repeated shots, a power level of 1.4x10.5 watts, corresponding to an

energy of 2.2 milli joules and a pulse duration of 15 nsec, damage
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could be observed in about half of the shots. For twice this power,

damage was always seen and for half this power, only three cases of

single spot damage were observed in 14 trials.

This power level can be translated into an intensity with a

knowledge of the waist size. Measurement as described in a previous

section indicated a waist of 30 + lOU m. The intensity at the center

of the beam's focus is thus 5 Gigaatts/cm a result more than an
I 1

order of magnitude lower than reported by Malenkov. I  This smaller

value may be attributed to dirt and defects in the sample.

Microscopic observations of the acrylic samples showed that cracks

and fractures were produced at the highest intensity. Lower intensity

produced voids and some burn areas. In the other plastics, the m ost --
prominent damage was black spherical regions presumably containing

carbon.

Suggestions for procuring samples having higher thresholds are

included in the next section.

C. Results using a hole grating. Figure 1 showed the intensity

distribution produced by an array of holes whose separation to hole

radius had a ratio of 5.2 for the 600 array and 3.8 for the 900

array. Photographs of these arrays produced by Buckbee-Mears Company

in 18x21" sheets are shown in Figure 2. The photo-etching process

produces amazingly regular holes considering the size of the arrays

produced.

Damage observed using the Space-Rays system focussing with a 20 cm

lens is shown in Figure 3. For the 600 array on a diamond turned

nickel sample, several different sized damage sites can be seen. For

the 900 array, damage on a diamond turned copper sample is shown.
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Figure 4 illustrates the use of an array of holes in assessing beam

quality. This damage region on copper clearly shows a mis-aligned

laser cavity. Note that without the use of the array, no damage might

have been seen for too weak a pulse, or a large burn might have been

seen for too intense a pulse. The almost exact replication of damage

implies that here the beam quality, not the quality of the surface of

the sample, is the major factor in determining the damage morphology.

The ratio of the intensity in the central spdt formed with the hole

grating to that of the intensity of the focussed beam without the

grating was measured using a pin-hole apertured photo detector and a

He-Ne laser source. For the 60.0 array the result was 1-65, and 131

0
for the 90 array. These values are to be compared with the

calculated values of 1-.64 and 1.18 using the measured values of aid.

This agreement is considered to be satisfactory considering observed

the variation in the radii, particularly for the 900 array.

It is noted that a rigorous calculation of relative intensities

produced by such a 'hole grating, must take into account the variation of

intensity across the input beam.

V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

Three areas of activity are suggested based on the summer's

experience and progress;

a. Conversion of 1.06 m radiation to 1.315 opm. Although

effort to convert the radiation from the Ndglass laser to 1.315 Um

alcthrough stimulated Raman scattering was unproductive, one modification

may be usable. If a low power dbYAG laser is modified using mirrors
1. -
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having high reflectivity at 1.31 and low reflectivity at l.06.iim, its

output can be used as an oscillator and the Nd~glass used as a

amplifier. It can have two stages and may produce adequate intensity

for the proposed problem of damage testing of dielectric films for

atomic iodine laser systems. As a minimum this technique can be used

to measure the gain in Nd~glass at 1.31 Jim.

b. Secure and test additional plastic samples at 1.06 jim with

a well defined beam. These plastics may be commnercially available or

produced under controlled conditions to insure cleanliness. Some

interesting parameters to explore would be their cross-linking,

co-polymer composition, glass transition temperatures, brittleness, and

-- the effect of additives. It is recoummended that adequate

characterization, including mechanical and optical properties, be

obtained.

c. Preparation and use of hole gratings. The successful use

,.

of commercially available arrays of round holes with regular spacing in

damage experiments and beam diagnostics indicates that even more

precision can be obtained with careful preparation of two types of hole

gratings of limited area. These are;

(1) Gratings with equal-sized holes. It was found that

a limitation in the calculation of the relative intensities was the

observed variation in hole diameters. The ones used were cut from an

18x21" sheet in which the regularity was surprisingly good considering

the large area produced. Since only about an inch square is required,

it probably can be produced by photoetching to a much greater

precision. If this can be accomplished, the theory of the intensity

distribution needs restudy to take account of the variable intensity

..............-
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(3) Gratings with random holes. It can be shown that if

the radii of the holes follows a Poisson distribution, the grating will

be apodized so that no zeroes of intensity due to an airy disc will be

formed. This form will give an extremely large range of intensities

for damage testing. Further, calculated relative intensities should be

more accurate.

Figure 1. The observed intensity from 600 and 900 arrays
of round holes

88-161
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Figure 2. Appearance of the Arra of Holes Used.
ftr the 600 array, d/a 5.6m, and Z% for the 900 array.
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Figure 3. IDwae Produced on a Nickel Sample Using the 600 Array,
and on a Copper Sample with a 900 Array. Magnification is 63x.
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Figure 4. Damge to a copper Surface Using a 600 Array M~en
the Laser cavity is poorly Adjusted. isgnificatiori is 63x.
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AN ALGORITHM AND ASSOCIATED DATA STRUCTURES

FOR HIDDEN SURFACE ELIMINATION

by

David H. Williams

ABSTRACT

A hidden surface algorthm is presented that uses a modified span

coherence algorithm. The algorithm is structured such that simple

processing is performed during the early stages so that the data is

reduced during the later stages when more detailed processing is

required. The hidden surface problem is addressed in an integral

manner in which clipping, and the removal of backfacing surfaces are

considered to be part of the hidden surface processing. The data

structures are chosen to allow efficient processing at each stage,

and to be modular so that new object attributes can be easily added.

Linked lists are employed where dynamic memory allocation is re-

quired, and arrays or linked lists of arrays are employed where

random access is important.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Graphical display of three dimensional objects from a mathematical

description has many useful applications in the simulation and modeling

of scientific and engineering processes. In order for a graphical

representation to be useful, however, hidden surfaces which are not

visible to the human eye in a real scene typically should be removed

in the graphical representation. This is necessary to improve clarity

by removing the clutter of hidden surfaces, to remove the ambiguity

which sometimes is added by the hidden surfaces, and of course to create

a more realistic rendition of the desired representation.

Previous work has generated hidden surface algorithms which employ

a variety [1,2,3] of approaches. Many, but not all of these methods

assume that the image will be in raster format consisting of individual

pixels (picture elements) formed into a rectangular array, and repro-

duced one line at a time. One common method requires the use of a

depth buffer [1] in which each pixel of a line is generated by storing

the intensity of the objects at that point back to front, with the

front objects overwriting the intensities of the back objects. The end

result is that only the intensities of the closest objects are stored

and subsequently displayed.

Another common technique with several variations is that of span

coherence [1,2,3]. Objects constructed of polygons are visible or

invisible on a given scan line for the entire span that a given polygon

is in frontor in back of other polygons. Consequently, the test for

visibility needs to be made only at the boundaries of each span, greatly

reducing the amount of processing that is necessary for hidden surface

elimination. Still other methods include the use of area coherence by'

Warnock [4], and the use of cluster coherence and separating planes by

Schumacker et. al. [5].

In order for hidden surface elimination to be useful, a method

must be chosen that is computationally efficient, is conservative of

computer resources, and is generally applicable for a wide variety of

imagery. There is no direct evidence that any of the given methods are

superior for all applications. It is apparent, however, that the use

of coherence greatly reduces the amount of processing that is required,

particularly for complex scenes. Furthermore, the choice of data

structures also has a direct bearing on processing efficiency, and should

be chosen such that they are compatible with the hidden surface processing.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The purpose of this study was to design a hidden surface algorithm,

with the appropriate data structures, which would be sufficiently general

to display a wide variety of imagery, and which could be directly accessed

by graphics users through subroutine calls, or through system supported

utility programs. The primary research objective was the design of the

algorithm and the associated data structures. A secondary objective was

the implementation, which was not a direct requirement because of the

time constraints of the 10 week research period. In fact, however,

almost full implementation of the algorithm was obtained except for some

final debugging.

III. APPROACH:

The general approach taken in the design was to configure the data

such that it is processed efficiently at each step of the processing.

Furthermore, in so much as is possible, the algorithm is structured such

that simple processing is performed during the &arly steps when a large

amount of data is present, so that the data is reduced as more detailed

processing is required. An example of this is the processing of invisible

backfacing surfaces, which on the average for closed polyhedrons, reduces

the number of visible polygons for subsequent processing by one half,

using only simple tests. The hidden surface problem is considered in

an integral manner in which clipping and the removal of backfacing sur-

faces are considered to be part of the hidden surface processing. One

result of this is that visibility information is passed from one step to

the next, which (as just described) reduces the amount of data that

..,. must be processed during the actual hidden surface processing.

A modified span coherence algorithm is used for the actual hidden

surface elimination, since this method is computationally efficient and

has no inherent limitations which makes it unsuitable for a wide variety

of applications. The computer language employed for the implementation

has a direct bearing on the type of data structures which are suitable

for a given application. Pascal was chose; for this application. Pascal

supports dynamic memory allocation only through the use of pointers,

therefore for information which required insertions and deletions, linked

lists were employed. The use of linked lists also allows the data struc-

tures to be modular so that new object attributes such as color, shading
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parameters, etc., can be easily added. Where random access of the data

was the determining factor, arrays, or linked lists with elements com-

posed of arrays were also used.

IV. DATA STRUCTURES:

The following is a description of the data structures, and also of

the implementation which was generated to test the structural concepts.

The description of a graphics scene is formed with objects, and two

coordinate points, v the viewpoint, and c the center of interest, which

define the line of sight of the viewer. Objects are constructed from

one or more planar convex polygons which are described by an ordered

array containing three to ten vertices. The objects describing a scene

are joined together in a doubly linked list with each element as shown

in figure 1. An object element is formed from a Pascal record which

contains the pointers fwd and bak pointing to the succeeding and preceding

object, respectively, the pointer poly which points to the first polygon

record describing the object, and pointers prstrt and prfin that delimit

the active polygon list which is used during the hidden surface process-

ing. The object element also contains the coordinate points min and max

which describe a bounding rectangle for the object, obnum which contains

the object number, and npoly which contains the number of polygons which

describe the object. Also included is ovflag which is a visibility flag

that 'signals that the object is invisible if set to 1, or visible if set

to any other value. A global pointer, obfirst points to the first

element of the list which contains a NIL poly pointer. Each object ele-

ment is added to this element so that a circular linked list is formed.

Only the first element of the list has a NIL poly pointer.

The polygon information which describes each object is also formed

into a doubly linked list which terminates with a NIL pointer in the

forward direction, but which is circular in the reverse direction. The

first element of the polygon list is pointed to by the poly pointer con-

tained in the object element which is described by the polygon list. Each

element of the polygon list is as shown in figure 2, and consists of a

Pascal record which contains the pointers fwd and bak which point to the

succeeding and preceding element of the list. Also included are nvtx and

polyn which denote the number of vertices in the polygon, and the polygon
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number, respectively. Pvflag is a visibility flag that has the same

meaning and settings for the polygon that ovflag has for the object.

Finally, vlistl0 is an array that contains up to 10 vertex numbers which

describe the polygon.

The polygon vertices are listed in vlistlO in a clockwise direction

as they would be seen by a viewer. For example, the front vertices of a

cube are listed in a clockwise direction, however, the rear vertices for

the same viewpoint would be listed in a counterclockwise direction which

would be clockwise if the viewpoint were to be moved to the rear. Since

objects are typically formed from polygons which share common vertices,

in order to share memory, the vertices are stored in a master vertex list,

with the number associated with the vertex location stored in the polygon

vlistlO array. Consequently, different polygons specified by the same

vertex would have the same vertex number stored in their vlistl0 array.

The master vertex list consists of a singly linked list of arrays which can

be allocated dynamically. Each of the arrays can store 1000 vertices and

as a given array becomes full, the next is allocated and linked into the

list. The global pointer, vfirst, points to the first array. An array was

used for this data so that random access could be employed to obtain a

given vertex without traversing through the other values. -..

As the processing proceeds, it is necessary to store boundary infor-

mation for each polygon of each object. This information is also stored

in the form of a doubly linked list, with each element as shown in fig-

ure 3. Included in each element are the current boundary x and z coordin-

ates, xcoord and zcoord, and the increments, xinc and zinc which are

added to the x and z coordinates as each scan line is traversed. Pointers

o, p and obnd are stored which point to the object and polygon associated

with each boundary, and to the other boundary of the same polygon. FNd

and bak links to the preceding and succeeding boundary elements ar also

stored. Also included are traverse, the traversal direction to the next

boundary vertex; num, the vertex number of the bottom boundary vertex;

nxty, the y value of the upper vertex, and val, the character 1 or r

denoting whether the boundary is either left or right. For each scan

line, the boundary list is employed to construct an active scan line - -

list which specifies how each scan line is drawn. The scan line list is _

an array containing the necessary information for drawing each span
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(section) of the scan line. Each element is a record which contains a

pointer to the left x boundary of the span, a pointer pointing to the

location containing the interior information of the span (color, inten-

sity, etc.), and a pointer to the location specifying the right x

boundary. These data structures specify how the data is processed and

stored during the hidden surface elimination.

V. PROCESSING OVERVIEW:

The processing begins by specifying each object in an arbitrary

world coordinate system. As each object is defined, a new object element

for the object list is allocated, which in turn allocates new polygon

elements for the polygon list associated with that object. The vertex

numbers of each polygon vertex are stored in the polygon vertex array,

with new vertices stored, and their associated vertex numbers created

from the master vertex list as they are generated. The vertices in the

master vertex list are then transformed into an eye coordinate system, L.

in which the origin of the three dimensional coordinate system is trans-

lated to the viewpoint, and the coordinates are transformed from a right

handed to a left handed coordinate system with z denoting depth along

the line of sight. Back facing polygons are rendered invisible by setting

the visibility flag, and the objects are clipped with respect to depth

at the front and back clipping planes. The vertices are then transformed

to add perspective, and clipped in the x (horizontal) and y (vertical)

directions. Finally the vertices are transformed into device coordinates

at which point the hidden surface processing is applied.

At this point the active object and polygon lists are created as

subsets of the original object and polygon lists, that indicate which

objects and polygons intersect a given scan line. The boundary list is

generated, with each visible object and consequently each visible polygon

associated with each object entering the processing (i.e. active list)
as a scan line intersects its lower boundary, and leaving the processing

as the scan line exceeds its upper boundary. The active scan line list is

regenerated each time the active boundary list is changed, and each scan

line is drawn from the information contained in the active scan line list.
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VI. BACKFACING POLYGON ELIMINATION:

The elimination of backfacing polygons is considered to be part of

the hidden surface processing. For scenes containing single objects the

only hidden surface processing that is required is that necessary to

eliminate the backfacing polygons that are hidden to the viewer.' For

scenes containing one or more objects occluded by other objects, the

elimination of backfacing polygons eliminates approximately one half of

the polygons which must be processed in succeeding steps.

The backface processing is as follows:

1. The first three vertices, vtx[l] - vtx[3], for each polygon of each

object are accessed. (Each polygon contains at least three vertices

which are assumed not to be colinear.)

2. Two vectors in the polygon plane are calculated:

wl - vtx[31 - vtx[l] (1)

w2 - vtx[2] - vtx[l] (2)

3. The cross product is calculated to find the normal to the plane:

w3 wl x w2 (3)

4. The dot product is taken with the normal and a point on the polygon:

w3dotn - w3.vtx~l] (4)

5. If w3dotn < 0 the polygon is invisible to the viewer, and the poly-

gon visibility flag pvflag is set to 1.

6. If the visibility flags for all of the polygons of an object are set,

the object is invisible, and the object visibility flag, ovflag, is

set to 1. (This situation would occur only for physically nonreal-

izable objects.)

VII. CLIPPING:

After the backface processing has been performed, the scene is clipped

with respect to depth. Clipping in the horizontal and vertical direction

is not performed at this time since with perspective, the clipping volume

is a truncated pyramid [1]. Rather than performing the processing that 4

compensates for this shape, the last part of the clipping is delayed

until after the perspective transformation is performed, which changes

the clipping volume into a rectangle. This avoids duplicate proces, Lg.

Clipping is performed one dimensionally in an identical manner for each
of the three coordinates, and is as follows:
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A. For each visible object, the maximum and minimum in the given dimension

(calculated when the object was generated) are compared to the clip-

ping boundaries to determine whether the object is completely visi-

ble, in which case the visibility flag, ovflag, is set to a unique

negative value, or completely invisible, in which case ovflag is set

to one. If the visibility flag has either of these values, or was

rendered invisible by previous processing, the object list is tray-

ersed to obtain the next object for processing.

B. Otherwise, if the object is not completely visible or completely

, . invisible, the maximum and minimum values of each polygon in the

object are checked for complete visibility or complete invisibility.

1) If a polygon is completely visible or completely invisible, the

polygon visibility flag, pvflag is set in an identical manner

as for an object. If pvflag is either of the specified values,

,* the polygon list is traversed to obtain the next polygon for

processing.

. 2) Otherwise if it cannot be assertained that the polygon is completely

visible or completely invisible the polygon undergoes the clipping

process. For clipping, let wain and wmax denote the clipping

boundaries in the given direction, and let ic specify a clipping

flag. The edges of the polygon are clipped in the order that

their vertices appear in the polygon vertex list. Let A denote

the first vertex of the edge and B denote the second vertex, with

j denoting the dimension that is being clipped.

a) First ic is set to 0 (visible).

b) If A[j] and B[J] are both < wmin, or both > wmax, the edge is

invisible and ic is set to 4.

c) Otherwise, if both A[j] and B[j] are > wmin and both are <

wmax, the edge is competely visible, and ic is set to 0.

d) Otherwise, if B[j] < A[j], and if B[jJ < wmin and A[j] > wmin,

then B is clipped to the point where the edge intersects wmin,

and ic is set to 2 (trailing end point clipped.)

Or if B[j] < wmax and A[J] > wmax, then A is clipped to the point

d where the edge intersects wmax, and ic is incremented by 1. Ic

will then have the value of 3 if both endpoints have been clip-

A. ped, or 1 if only the leading endpoint has been clipped.
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e) Otherwise if A[j] < B[J], if A[j] < win, and B[j] >wmin,

then A is clipped to the point where the edge intersects wmin,

and ic is set to I (leading endpoint clipped).

Or if A[j] < wmax and B[j] > wmax, B is clipped to the point

where the edge intersects wmax, and ic is incremented by 2.

Ic will then have the value 2 if only B is clipped, or 3 if

both are clipped.

Clipping generates new vertices, consequently, as the edges of the polygon

are traversed in order and clipped, a new vlistlO is constructed for each

polygon. For this process, the running sum of ic, sumflag, is tallied.

3) If for a given edge ic = 0, the leading vertex (number) is stored

in the new vertex list, if ic 1 1, the new leading vertex is

added to the master vertex list, and the vertex number is stored .7.

in the new list. If ic = 2 the leading vertex number is stored,

the trailing vertex is stored in the master vertex list, and its

vertex number stored in the new vertex list. If ic . 3, both

vertices have been clipped, and both are stored in the master
vertex list and their numbers stored in the new polygon vertex

list.

4) After all of the edges of the polygon have been processed, if

sumflag - 4*nvtx, pvflag is set to 1 (invisible). Otherwise, if

sumflag is not 0, then the polygon vertex list and nvtx are up-

0 dated to their new values. ,

5) All polygons of an object are processed in this manner. If all

polygons are invisible, ovflag is set to 1.

VIII. HIDDEN SURFACE PROCESSING:

The actual hidden surface algorithmh consists of a modified span

coherence algorithm [1,2,3] which takes into account the coherence of

objects in the horizontal direction. This processing is as follows:

A. The vertices in the master vertex list are transformed into real

device coordinates and the maximumsand minimums are recalculated

for each visible object and each visible polygon.

B. Next, all visible objects are then sorted with respect to their

minimum y value, using the value calculated in the previous step.

A bucket sort should be employed for the sorting process.

C. All visible polygons of visible objects are then sorted with respect
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their minimum y value, again, using a bucket sort.

D. From scan line - ymin to ymax, the following processing is performed:

1) The active object liqt is first constructed and then modified as

the scan lines traverse from ymin to ymax:

a) First, the starting pointer, orstart, is moved past invisible

objects, and objects below the beginning or current scan line,

to the first visible object intersecting or above the scan line.

b) Next the end pointer, orfin, is moved to point to the first

visible object with a minimum y value > the current scan line. -

Orfin will then point to that value or to obfirst, the element

with a NIL polygon pointer indicating the beginning and end

of the list.

c) The global flag, DONE, is then set TRUE if orstrt - obfirst,

indicating that all visible objects have been processed,

or if orstrtt.Y.min > ymax, indicating that no (more) objects

will intersect any of the remaining scan lines.

d) The global flag, DRAWING, is set TRUE if orstrtt.y.min < the

scan line value, indicating that at least one object is inter-

secting the scan line and needs to be drawn.

e) Next, if DONE - FALSE, and DRAWING - TRUE the active polygon list

is generated or modified for the given scan line. Otherwise the

scan line is incremented to the next value, and control is

transferred to step D. If the active polygon list is processed,

for each visible object in the active object list:

il If objectt.prstrt = NIL, then the starting and end pointers

for the active polygon list, objectt.prstrt, and object+.prfin

are initialized as objectt.poly, the location of the first

polygon in the object polygon list. Otherwise this step is

skipped.

ii) Next, all boundaries from polygons ending below the current

scan line (if any), are deleted from the active boundary list,

and the boundary list change flag, CHNG is set TRUE. L
iii) The starting pointer, object+.prstrt is then moved past invi-

sible polygons, and polygons ending below the current scan

line to the first visible polygon intersecting or above the

scan line.
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iv) The end pointer, object+.prfin is then moved to the first

visible polygon with a minimum y greater than the current

scan line. Object+.prfin will then point to NIL (the end of

the list), or to the first visible polygon above the current

scan line.

v) The active polygon list is then traversed, and any polygons.

with a minimum y equal to the scan line value is inserted

into the active boundary list, and CHNG is set TRUE. The

left and right polygon boundaries are inserted as separate

elements of the boundary list, and each of the boundary ele-

ment values, xcoord, zcoord, etc., are initialized at this time.

vi) Next, the active boundary list is traversed, and the xcoord

and zcoord values of each element are incremented by xinc

and zinc respectively.

vii) The active boundary list is then sorted with respect to the

x coordinate value, xcoord, contained in each element.

A bucket sort to insert the elements, with a bubble sort to

later resort the elements appears to be an efficient way to

performing this processing. If one or more exchanges occur

during the bubble sort, indicating an insertion, or crossing

of boundary values from the previous scan line, CHNG is set

TRUE. Otherwise, assuming no previous changes occurred, CHNG

would be FALSE and no further changes to the boundary list

(and subsequently to the active scan linelist) would be required.

At this stage of the processing, the active object list points

to objects which intersect the current scan line, sorted from

minimum to maximum y, or the first object which will intersect

a future scan line, or to NIL, indicating the end of the list.

The active polygon list contains similar information about the

polygons of each object sorted in tbe same manner, and the

active boundary list contains the boundary information for

each polygon which intersects the current scan line, sorted

from minimum to maximum x.

viii) Next, if CHNG is TRUE, then the active scan line list is

(re)generated. Each element of the active scan line list re-

presents a span. A span is a unique nonzero length region of

the scan line "spanned" by at least one polygon. The span

elements are generated left to right from xmin to xmax, with

r pointers created which point to the left and right boundaries,
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and to the visible polygon which spans the region, and is

closest to the viewer. Consequently, each polygon which

spans the region is searched to determine the one with the

minimum value of z. This information is determined from the

active boundary list.

ix) Finally, the active sean line list is traversed to draw the

scan line on the display device.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The author feels that this algorithm can be efficiently applied to a

wide variety of graphical images. A few comments are in order about its

implementation, however. First, linked lists are appropriate where

random insertions and deletions are made in a given data base, and double

links assist in rearranging the data when sorting is necessary. It may

be more efficient, however, to employ lists with single links, and to

generate extra pointers for the sorting proeesses.

Secondly, insertion or bubble sorts were employed in the author's

implementation, for expediency. However, a bucket sort should be employed

for sorting the data in the y direction; and a bucket sort should be

employed to generate the boundary list, and a bubble sort to modify it,

to efficiently perform the x sort. If n is the number of elements to be

sorted, a bucket sort is proportional to n [2] if the elements are

originally randomly sorted, and both the bubble and bucket sorts are

proportional to n if the data is nearly sorted. The bubble sort should

require less operations for linked lists in the latter case, however,

because less link operations should be necessary.

Two problems which have not been addressed by this algorithm appear

suitable for future research. First, in some machines such as the Cray I,

significant reduction in the processing time can be obtained by vectorizing

the computations. Secondly, many physical objects are not completely

opaque. It appears that this algorithm could be modified to include

objects that are both opaque and transparent, greatly increasing the scope

of its usefulness.
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EFFORT TO PRODUCE METABORIC ACID VAPOR AND WATER VAPOR

BROADENING OF CARBON MONOXIDE ABSORPTION LINES

by

Robert E. Willis

ABSTRACT

Effort was made to produce HBO 2 in the gaseous phase by

heating H3BO3 to over 1000 K in a vacuum. Attempts at detection

were made with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Based

on what is known of its structure, a detailed prediction was made

of the spectrum in the band centered at 2030 cm - .

The broadening by water vapor of the P(2), P(3), and P(7)

lines of the fundamental vibrational transition of carbon

monoxide was studied with a tunable diode laser infrared

spectrometer at seven temperatures ranging from 400-1000 K.

For each data point the collisional halfwidth was determined

by fitting the line shape to a Voigt profile. The halfwidths

were then fitted to TrL = T/T "

.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

An area of current interest to the combustion technology

community is the determination of exhaust gas species concen-

trations by means of non-interference techniques. One of the

most promising techniques involves the use of high resolution

tunable diode lasers in the accurate determination of absorp-

tion line strength and shape. The true absorption line shape

is normally distorted by the spectroscopic instrumentation

used to acquire the spectrum. However, the tunable diode laser

spectromoter, with a resolution of approximately 10 4 cm 1 , is
-able to produce an essentially undistorted spectra under

conditions of temperature and pressure typical of a combustion

environment. 1-3
The shape of an absorption line. of a particular chemical L

species depends on the frequency (wavenumber) of the line, the

number of absorbing molecules in the path of the beam, the

temperature of the abosrbing gas, and the identities and partial
4

pressures of diluent gases. Molecular collisions involving

the absorbing molecules affect the line shape, and-this effect

differs according to the species, of colliding molecule. Thus,

a high resolution spectrum combined with the knowledge of the

temperature and certain molecular parameters can provide the

basis for the noninterference determination of species concen-

trations in the effluent streams of combusting systems.

A molecule possibly present in some combustion streams is

metaboric acid, HBO 2, a species about which very little is

known. The initial intent of this work was to use tunable

diode lasers to make spectral measurements on HBO2 . This

compound can be produced in the gaseous phase only by chemical

reactions at high temperature. Since our equipment allowed

only the measurement of temperature and total pressure, it

would not have been possible to relate an experimentally

determined line shape function to the partial pressures of

absorbing and foreign gases. But it was hoped that the appro-

ximate magnitude and dependence on temperature of the halfwidth

of HBO2 lines could be determined. As little is known about

the structure of the HBO 2 molecule, molecular parameters such
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as bond lengths and angles could be determined from frequency

measurements of a number of spectral lines.

Since the tunable diode laser can only be swept very

slowly over an extremely small spectral region, it is not

a good instrument with which to search for lines where

frequency isknown only approximately. Therefore, a Fourier

transform infrared spectrometer was used to search for the

presence of HBO2 absorption.

The efforts to produce HBO2 , which proved

futile, are documented in Section IV of this report. Section

III details a prediction of the HBO2 spectra based on what

is known of its structure.

After six weeks of effort to make HBO2, it was decided to

switch to a project that was fairly certain to generate data

in a short period of time. This work involved the analysis of
carbon monoxide absorption lines broadened by water vapor.

The P(2), P(3), and P(7) lines of the V = 0 - 1 vibrational

transition of CO (2111 cm 1 band) were each analyzed at seven

different temperatures. Each absorption line was fitted to a

Voigt profile by a least squares procedure that yielded the

Lorentzian (collisional) halfwidth, denoted The Lorentz

halfwidths were then fitted to

L(T) L(T) (To/T) n (1)

an approximate temperature dependence derived from the

Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte theory by Birnbaum6 , where n is the

temperature dependence exponent and T the reference temperature.

This form has been assumed by several authors for the temperature

dependence fo CO line width. -3 '7 - 0

II. OBJECTIVES:

There were three main objectives to the initial project.

The first was to make a prediction of the HBO2 spectra of the

2030 cm 1 band. The second was to perform line broadening

measurements on a number of HBO 2 absorption lines in the 2100 cm-  "

region. From such measurements the line strength and Lorentzian

halfwidth could be calculated. The halfwidth could be related
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to the temperature of the absorbing gas, the total pressure, and

the frequency of the line. The third objective was to measure

the frequency of a number of HBO 2 lines in the 2100 cm region

and from this data calculate values for the bond lengths and

t md angles of the HBO 2 molecule.

The second project had as its primary objective the deter-

mination of the Lorentzian halfwidth of three CO lines broadened

by water vapor. The P(2),. P(3) and P(7) lines of the fundamental

IR band of CO were each studied at seven temperatures ranging

from 300-1000 K. After adjustment of the average halfwidth at

each temperature to its value at atmospheric pressure, formula (1)

was used to determine the temperature dependence of and the

halfwidth at standard temperature and pressure, :*LO.

III. PREDICTION OF THE EXPECTED HBO SPECTRUM:

The infrared spectra of HBO2 was predicted based upon what

is known about its structure. The structure of the HBO2 molecule

has been debated in the literature.12  The most convincing argu-

ment is that presented by White, et al, 11 who suggest the structurer.,"

pictured below.

The infrared band at about 2030 cm is excited by the fundamental

vibrations of the double bond when the boron nucleus is the dominant.
11isotope species B1 1  About 20% of naturally occurring boron is

10 -1B for which the O===B stretch is at about 2080 cm

From the structure shown above the spectral constants of

HB 1 102 were claculated to be A = 26.346 cm
-1 , B = 0.3078 cm- I,

C = 0.3043 cm - . The structure is thus that of a very prolate,
slightly asymmetric rotor. The value of Wang's asymmetry paramater

is -0.99970. This parameter, defined by K= (2B-A-c)/(A-C), has

the value of -1 for a prolate top and 0 for the most asymmetric

rotor. To a first approximation the infrared spectrum of a rotor

where asymmetry is so slight is the same as that of a symmetric
top.18 With the molecule viewed as a symmetric top, the axis of

symmetry is inclined to the O-B-O line by an angle of only 1.530.

Because the 2030 cm - band is excited by a change in the dipole . " -
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moment along the O-B-O line, which is nearly parallel to the

symmetry axis (AK = 0) will be much stronger than perpendicular
18transitions, which were assumed to be unobservable in this band.

If HBO 2 were a rigid symmetric top, the P and R branches of its

spectra would consist of a series of equally spaced lines

separated by 2B = 0.616 cm-. All lines of the Q branch would

be degenerate, producing one strong line at the center of the

band. Because IA/IB = 0.009, the intensity of Q branch would be

about 0.010 that of the P or R branches 18 , but since the lines

would be unresolved, this might still be the strongestfeature of
the spectrum. From a study of the partition function at 1000K,

it was found that the peak population would occur at J = 33, and

levels as high as J = 60 would have significant populations.

This simple picture is complicated by three factors: the vibra-

tion-rotation interaction, 1-type doubling, and the slight asymmetry

of the molecule. These factors are discussed in order below.

Due to the vibration-rotation interactions and the anharmonicity

of the vibration, lines with the same value of J and AJ are split

according to the value of JKJ. Herzberg18 gives the following

formulas:

-[(AV-A (B'IB" K2 + 2B' + (3B' - B")J + (B'-B")J2 .(2)

VP=Vo + Av'-Av") - (Bv'Bv") K2 - (B'+B")J + (B'-B")J2  (3)

whereVR is the frequency of R branch lines, Vp is the frequency

of P branch lines, the single prime applies to the upper state

and the double prime to the lower state. For parallel transitions

A' should equal A", but B' will differ from B". For a given value

of J, the levels with higher K have a lower population. The

fraction of molecules in a particular level is given by

F-= Fv (2J + 1)2 exp(-E /KT)J,K v(4)

JK= h [BJJ + 1) + (A()
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where F is the fraction in a particular vibrational state and
v

Q is the rotational partition function, which for HBO2 has ther 42value 2.06 x 10 Equation (4) shows that even at 1000K only

low values of K will have observable populations. If B'-B" =

I0-3cm - , a typical value for similar molecules11 lines with
K = 10 would be shifted by 0.10 cm from those with K = 0.
At pressures common to a combustion environment the only observ-

able effect of the vibration-rotation interaction would be a
broadening of each spectral line. The broadening would be less

*: - - the lower value of J.

Another complication arises from the phenomena of 1-type

doubling, an effect arising from degenerate vibrations in

symmetric tops. Because of Coriolis interactions between

vibrations and rotations, a splitting of levels with same IKI
occurs which is known as 1-type doubling. HBO2 is so nearly

symmetric that its bending modes would be close to degenerate.

The general treatment of 1-type doubling is quite complicated,

but the greatest splitting occurs for K = +1, for which a simple
17." approximate expression can be given:

2"AV= 2q(J + 1) (6)

where q - 2B 1 . Taking ito be 700 cm-1, reported by White,

et al, for the O-B-O bend, the value of q is 2.7 x 10 4 cm- .
The splitting for other values of K is much less. The 1-type

doubling would be negligible for low values of J, but might result

in a significant broadening for higher values of J.

Finally, we consider the effect of the slight asymmetry. For
the case of very slight asymmetry the only change from a symmetric

top resolvable at combustion pressures is a splitting of the IKI =

lines. This is similar to the effect of 1-type doubling except
that the dependence of the splitting On the magnitude of K is much

more pronounced. An approximate general expression for the
17asymmetry splitting of the K levels has been given by Wang
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AWlb) =b K (J + K)!A-(B+C7)"""
A~ L (B +CJ (7)

-K-1(J-K). (K-1

where for prolate tops

b = (C-B)/(2A-B-C) = ( + 1)/($- 3) (8)

and K is K_1 for a near prolate top . Equation (7) reveals
that the degenerate level splitting decreases with increasing

K. For HBO2 the value of b is 6.67 x 10g. As an example of
the dependence on K consider the case J = 30, K = 1 and 2. " -

For K = 1 the two lines are separated by 1.6339 cm., while for

K = 2 they are separated by only 0.0126 cm .

In summar-, the strongest lines of the 2030 cm band of
HBO2 will consist of P and R branch symmetric top lines separated
by 0.616 cm- . As discussed above, these could appear broadened

by the vibration-rotation interactions and 1-type doubling. The

Q branch will be effectively degenerate, and probably no stronger
that the stronger individual P and R branch lines. Due to the

slight asymmetry the IKJ = I lines will be widely split.

IV. EFFORT TO PRODUCE METABORIC ACID VAPOR:

A thorough search through the literature revealed that vety

little is known about the production of metaboric acid, HBO2,

in the gaseous phase, especially under experimental conditions
available at this laboratory.11'12'13'14'15 The method most
pertinent to our experimental arrangement involved the heating

of BiO3 to 1250-1460 K in a non-reactive cell followed by the
addition of dilute amounts of water vapor. 11 , When the readily

available compourd orthoboric acid, HBO3, is heated slowly it

loses water to form HB0 2, which may exist in one of three crystal

modifications!' Dehydration continues as the temperature rises
above 150 0C, yielding viscous liquid phases believed to consist

mostly of B203. Since with o-r experimental arrangement,

introduction of water vapor would expose a cold surface where
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B 03 vapor would condense, we attempted to produce HBO2 by

heating H3BO3 in a vacuum.
A Fourier transform spectrometer, which can rapidly scan

over a wide region, was used to search for the HBO 2 lines.p -1The band centered at 2030 cm is accessible with both the
Fourier transform and tunable diode laser spectrometers.

Rendvation of a recently acquired instrument was completed
during my first week, and much of the effort on HBO2 involved

simply learning to use this instrument. The sample cell was

the same as that described in Section V.

The spectrometer records the intensity of radiation as aL function of path length. Infrared radiation from a blackbody
source is passed through the heated sample cell. The intensity

is sampled at 8192 points as the path length is varied by

approximately 4 cm. The data is digitized and recorded on

magnetic tape. The analysis, performed by a computer, involves

taking the Fourier transform of the raw data, which yields
detected intensity as a function of frequency.

Listed below are a number of changes made to improve the
performance of the spectrometer. Nitrogen purged pipes were

added to the optical path to minimize the absorption by atmos-

pheric CO2, the spectrometer mounted on a plexiglass platform to
ease alignment, and mounted on shock absorbers to reduce the

effect of floor vibrations caused by large compressors plsewhere -:

in the same building. The apertures were reduced from 1 in.

diameter to k in. because it seemed that the detector was seeing
part of the hot cell wall. A water-cooled shutter was made to

shield the blackbody from the detector when the background spectra
was recorded. Finally, the elements in the furnace were rewired

to allow higher temperatures to be reached.

Each attempt to detect the production of HBO 2 proceeded as
follows. Crystals of H BO were put in a small sealed tube, holes
drilled in one side, and the tube placed in the sample cell. As

the temperature was raised, water vapor, and later B203vapor,

should have escaped through the holes. Multiple scans were taken
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with the cell cold and at various high temperatures, the highest

being 1070K. The computer would average these scans. At the

higher temperatures, scans were taken with the 600K blackbody

viewed through the cell and with the blackbody shuttered.

Subtracting the latter from the former gave the intensity of

the transmitted radiation as a function frequency. Comparison

of the cold and hot transmission spectra showed a general

attenuation from 2100-1800 xm, the high frequency range of
the detector response. The explanation of this is that the

transmission characteristics of saphire change with temperature,

so that when the cell was hot the windows were absorbing some

fo the blackbody radiation above 2100 cm Upon opening the

cell, it was found that the copper 0-rings had reacted to form

the reddish compound Cu2 0.

V. CO LINES BROADENED BY WATER VAPOR:

The intensity of radiation that has passed through an optical

path length 1 of a homogeneous layer of sample is given by the

Lambert-Beers law
I( ) =io( )e-k(V )il"'-.

0(9)-- -"

where I(9) is the radiation intensity incident on the sample,

I(V ) is the intensity transmitted by the sample. The absorption

coefficient, K(9 ), also called the line shape function, is a

parameterized function of the wavenumber. The key parameter of

this function, the halfwidth, is defined as half of the width

at half-height of the absorption coefficient. In the limiting

case of no collisional broadening (low density, high temperature),

the line shape is given by the Doppler function 17 while in the

limiting case of collisional dominance, the line shape is
17described by the Lorentzian function. A general form known

as the Voigt line shape includes both regimes:

' ' where_ D is the DplrhalfwidthO.k 2

"-'.': = (2kTln2/Mac2

[ _ j. 90-11 _.
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Ma is the mass of the absorbing molecule, the Lorentz half-
width, the frequency of the line center,

0

a = in2 ('/t), and (12)

x =YDn21 (v- Uo)/ D (13)

The line strenth, S, for an isolated absorption line, is

defined by the relation1 7

S - ( )dM k d (14)

The effect o collision broadening on the line shape can be

characterized by a Lorentz broadening parameter L(cm atm-)>

This parameter is defined as the collisional halfwidth attribu-
0

table to the gas at 1 atm. pressure. L can refer to self-

broadening or broadening due to a foreign gas. In the present

study 'LO was determined for the water vapor broadening of

carbon monoxide lines. The net halfwidth of a mixture of gases

can be calculated by means of the expression

= .p (15)L i

.thwhere P. is the prtial pressure of the i component of the

mixture.

A theoretical halfwidth can be calculated by means of the
19 4

theory of Anderson as expanded by Tsao and Curnutte. From
this theory Birnbaum derived the temperature dependence equation

(1), to which the data were fitted.

The spectra were taken by a Laser Analytics LS-3 high reso-

lution tunable diode laser spectrometer, which has a 10 cm

resolution. The sample cell consisted of saphire windows bonded

to Kovar flanges which were welded to a 3 in. long stainless

steel pipe. The temperature is monitored by a thermocouple

inside the cell. A schematic diagram of the optical system is

shown in Fig. 1. The lasers could be tuned over a range of 50 cm -

by adjusting the temperature of the cold head in which the diodes

were contained. A particular laser mode could be tuned over a

range of about I cm by modulating the diode injection current.
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After passing through the sample cell the beam passed through

a calibration cell that could be filled with CO to determine the

detected power level at saturation. A 3 in. germanium etalon

mounted on a slide could be introduced into the beam. The

etalon produced fringes with a spacing of 0.0159 cm which can

be used to related diode injection current to output wavenumber.

%Since the amount of CO admitted to the sample cell could not

be measured, the line strength could not be determined. Water

vapor was obtained by heating liquid water to the temperature

corresponding to the desired vapor pressure. The vapor was

supplied to the sample cell through previously evacuated heated

transfer lines and valves which were maintained at 400K to prevent

recondensation. The pressure was also monitored by means of a

heated pressure transducer. The water vapor apparently condensed

somewhere in the supply line, as the pressure steadily dropped

while the spectrometer swept through the line.

The data acquisition system consisted of an analog signal

processor, a minicomputer, and a digital tape drive to record

the data on 7-track tape. Following each data point taken at

known pressure and temperature, a 100 percent transmission trace

was taken. Fig. 2 shows an example of raw data, including the

100% transmission and etalon traces.

The amount of radiation absorbed by the gas sample is the ...

difference between the amount of radiation transmitted to the

detector with and without the gas sample present in the beam

path. First the 100% transmission trace was smoothed using a

least-squares procedure, then the absorption line fitted to a
Voigt profile by a least-squares procedure that used as many as

75 iterations. The line strength and Lorentzian halfwidths were

the adjustable parameters wlvse values were determined by the fit.

Fig. 3 shows the same data point after analysis.

Data for each line were taken at 100K intervals from 400K

to 1000K. The values of (T) were then fit to the (1) by a

procedure that yielded the temperature coefficient n as the ."

adjustable parameter. The results are summarized in Table 1,
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where the standard deviation refers to the fit to (6). L(T)

for each line is plotted as a function of T in Figures 4,5 and 6.

Error bars for each point represent one standard deviation for

the entire fit.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

To make HBO2 , one probably needs a temperature higher than

1070K. Any cool surface on which B203 would condense is certainly

to be avoided. Unless HBO2 were produced in large quantities,

it might not be detected with the Fourier transform spectrometer.

Individual lines, which are so numerous, may not be resolved, and

a general absorption over the band would be difficult to distin-

guish from attenuating by the saphire windows. But in large

enough quantities the HBO2 band, centered at 2030 cm
1 , would be

distinct from the saphire attenuation, which increases with

frequency.

Water vapor broadening of CO lines could be investigated

experimentally for higher rotational states to determine if

these is a dependence on J of the halfwidths. The accuracy of

the data could be improved by placing the pressure transducer

closer to the hot cell and eliminating any spots where water

vapor might condense. It would be interesting to compare the

experimental data to a theoretical calculations of the

Lorentzian halfwidths based on the Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte theory. -

9-
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Figure 2. An example of raw data. -
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Table 1. Summary of Experimental Water Vapor Broadened Halfwidths

T (K) X10(mpt Standard # DataT K ave X03(m t Deviation Points n

400 65.54 0.84 7
500 56.38 1.19 7
600 47.41 1.42 7

2 700 44.94 1.02 7 -0.7342

800 39.54 1.34 7
900 37.01 1.44 7

1000 33.05 0.70 7

400 79.91 2.74 12

500 66.10 0.80 5
600 59.74 1.18 10

3 700 54.26 1.00 6 -0.7017
800 49.68 0.69 7
900 45.03 1.29 8

1000 41.36 1.16 9

400 83.71 2.53 11 -

500 69.41 2.83 6

*600 62.09 0.94 7
7 700 53.03 2.21 7 -0.7813

800 47.77 1.72 6
900 45.46 1.13 7

1000 40.21 1.72 11

LL
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David C. Wilson

ABSTRACT

A general method of constructing 3-dimensional grids is developed

using straight forward techniques from Trigonometry and Analytic Geom-

etry. The method has the virture that explicit, yet simple, formulas

are used. This procedure allows tight control of grid point location

and mesh size. These ideas are then applied to the special case of a

high performance aircraft with close-coupled canard.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important method for solving a system of partial differential

equations on a given region subject to prescribed boundary conditions

is to first transform the region to the computational domain (usually

the unit square or unit cube), numerically solve this new system in the

rectilinear coordinates, and then transform-back to the physical domain

to get the final solution. Since the flow of a fluid is described by

the Navier-Stokes equations, special cases of this problem arise con-

tinually in fluid dynamics. In this paper the author will not be con-

cerned with differential equations, but instead will focus his attention

on the problem of constructing suitable grid transformation.

Using various conformal mapping techniques, as well as the algebra-

1;2 3 4ic', elliptic and hyperbolic methods, two dimensional grids can

usually be constructed in a straight forward and systematic way. The

problem in three dimensions is not so simple. Not only is it much more

difficult to describe an arbitrary region (the boundaries are no longer

simple closed curves), but the methods themselves become more difficult

to apply.

The grids generated by the elliptic and hyperbolic methods are

given implicitly as solutions of second order partial differential

equations. These two methods have the virture that the transformations

are guaranteed to have smooth second derivatives. Given reasonable con-

ditions on the region it is known from the basic theory of harmonic func-

tions that there will always exist a unique transformation which is ellip-

tic. Moreover, this transformation will have the virtue that it is a

diffeomorphism if it is one-to-one on the boundary.

91-4
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The algebraic method is an explicit method because formulas are found

which smoothly interpolate the region between two surfaces. Since the

* .*, formulas are given explicitly there is very tight control of the spacing

of the grid lines and the size of mesh. However, care must be exercised

to ensure that the result is one-to-one smooth, and nearly orthogonal.

The basic method of this paper is to visualize a transformation

which "pushes" (or "molds") an aircraft into the boundary of the unit

cube in the smoothest and least provocative way possible. Next, as in

the algebraic method, explicit formulas are derived which will mathe-

matically describe this push. The formulas will be simple in the sense

that only analytic geometry and trigonometry are required for their form-

ulation. Since the transformation is given explicitly, very tight control

can be maintained over the spacing of the grid points. Also, derivatives

are easy to compute. However, as in the algebraic method, we must exercise

care to be sure that the transformation is one-to-one. Since the trans-

formation is patched together from a number of partial mappings, care must

even be exercised to ensure that the transformation is continuous.

To illustrate this method a 3-dimensional grid is constructed for

the aircraft sketched in Figure 1. A model of this aircraft was tested

5in three different configurations by W. Calarese at the Air Force Wright

Aeronautical Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The

first configuration was with the canard missing, the second with the can-

ard in the middle position, and the third with the canard in the raised

position. Since the aircraft tested is symmetric with respect to both the

up-down and left-right directions, the grids will be restricted to one

quarter of the aircraft. Even though the case when the canard and airfoil

are on the same level is geometrically no more difficult than the case with

the canard missing, it is left undone because the author is concerned that
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the method indicated here would lead to problems when solving the Navier-

Stokes equations.

II. OBJECTIVES

The first goal of this research is to develop new methods for con-

structing 3-dimensional grid transformations which will be useful in the

study of the flowfield around a high speed aircraft. We did not attempt

to solve the general problem, but rather we developed a grid for one spe-

cific aircraft.

III. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS

Since the method of 3-dimensional grid generation is to construct a

diffeomorphism from the computational space to the physical space and then

find the images of the constant C, n, and F surfaces, it is useful to make

the following definitions.

Definition 1. If H:X+Y is a function between sets X and Y, then H is said

to be one-to-one if H(x) # H(x') whenever x x'

• Definition 2. If H:X Y is a function between sets, then H is said to be

onto if for every y c Y there is an x c X such that H(x) y. If H:X-Y is

both one-to-one and onto, then the inverse function H :Y-X is a well-

defined function which is also one-to-one and onto.

3Let.E , y, z)Ix, y, z are real numbers} denote Euclidean 3-space,

and let 13 - {(x, y, z) c E3 10 <x, y, z < 11.

3Definition 3. If X and Y are subsets of E and H:X+Y is both one-to-one

and onto, then H is called a homeomorphism if both H and H are continuous.

Definition 4. If X and Y are subsets of E3, then a function F:XY is

called smooth if the first and second partial derivatives of the coordinate

functions exist and are continuous. A smooth homeomorphism H with smooth
.o -

inverse H is called a diffeomorphism. 4
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The reason for introducing this terminology is that a 2-dimensional

grid transformation is nothing more than a diffeomorphism from the unit

square into the plane. A 3-dimensional grid is a diffeomorphism defined

from I into E3.

IV. A GRID FOR THE MODEL MISSING THE CANARD

To construct a grid for the model when the canard is missing we will

first find a homeomorphism R(E, n) = (X (, n), Y( , n)) from the (6, r)-

plane into the (x, y)-plane which slides a rectangle under the airfoil.

Figure 2 provides a diagram of R(E, n). If the function Z(E, n) is the

height of the airfoil above the point R(E, n) then the homeomorphism

s(Q, n) =(x Q6, 0), YQ, 0), z( , 0))()""-

will stretch the rectangle over the top of the airfoil. The final grid

transformation T(&, n, i) will wrap the n = 0 plane around the surface of

the fuselage. The transformation T(E, n, C) is sketched in Figure 3. For

computational purposes a long narrow shaft has been added to the nose.

To describe the transformations R(E, n) and Z( , n) we need to write

the first quadrant of the (E, r)-plane, denoted by D, as the union of six

subsets. If 0 < a < b < c < d < e and w > 0, then let D- {(E, r) € DI < a),

D = (6, n) c DIa < E< b), D3 - {(C, n) e DJb < < cl, D {(E, n) e DI

c < < d and 0 < < w}, D {(, n) e Dic < and w < n), and D {((, ij)

Did < and 0 < n <w). Note that D D1 U D2 U ... U D6.

Let 0 < a < b <b d < e, f < g, and r < r < r. The quantity
1 2 0 1 2*

*0 denotes the radius of the shaft, rI denotes one half the width of the

fuselage, and r2 denotes one half the height of the fuselage. (For this

model rI = 3.21 cm and r2 - 5.08 cm). If x0 > 0, then define r(x0) to be the

radius of the circle generated when the plane x - x0 is intersected with the

fuselage. For a < x < b, r(x) is a parabola so that constants A, B, and C
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can be found such that r(x) Ax2  x+Cadra r0 9 r(b 1  r and

r(b)- r2

The restriction of the function R to the set D. will be denoted by
I1

Ri (i.e. R, RID 1) If the distance from the fuselage to the wingtip

is denoted by w and if DF~ r)eDthen define

a w (2

If e~ i D, define

(E~' (a- + -- -a) a)b- (3)

Let P1  (b1, rl +w) 2 = 1  rl) , P3 =Cc, r1) and P =(f,

r+ w ) If ( c n D 3  then define

P- +7 (1-- (1 riv
R(&n) - f/v (1 c- 1 cbw) P2 + (U - c-b

P3 c-b 4(4

If -(d, 1), 2 -(g, r1 + ),and Q~, ri) D, then define

R4 (&,rn) - r/v (1 - c~ P4 + 1-n/w)(l - c P3( -- 1/)

+ (1- nv) d Q (5)

Define R (E, ni) and R(~ 1 on the sets D and D respectively by
5 6 5 6

* the rules

5 n) R c, ni) + R4(Q, w) -(f, r, w (6)

and

R (~ )-R 4(d, ni) + R5(,w (g, rl + w),(7)
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Since Ri and R agreeon the sets Di fl D and since it can be easily

checked that each Ri is a diffeomorphism, the transformation R R U R U

U R6 is a homeomorphism. However, since the derivatives of R and R.
6J

do not agree on the set Di Dip R is not a diffeomorphism. Since in appli-

cations the derivatives will be taken numerically, the hope is that the

discontinuities of the first and second derivatives should be smoothed out

a bit.

We are now ready to define the mapping Z(E, n). If (E, n) c D - 4 ,

then define Z(E, n) = 0. To define Z(E, n) on D4 we must first describe

functions p(y), a(y), 8(y), y(y), and 6(y). The relationships between these

quantities are diagramed in Figure 4. If a(rl) is the height of the air-
foil~~~ ~~ aoeteoitP=(+ d m

foil above the point P (2 Y, then by the specifications of the.

model a(fI) is 6% of one half of the maximum chord length or a(rI) = (.03),

(d - c). If a(rI + w) denotes the height of the airfoil at the wingtip,

then a(r + w) (.02)(g - f). However, to keep the formulas and computa-

tions to a minimum we will assume a(r I + w) = 0. The quantities p(y), a(y),

8(y), y(y), and 6(y) are defined by the following rules.

1. The radius of the circular arc obtained when the plane

y M yO is intersected with the airfoil is denoted by p(yo).

2. The maximum height of the airfoil in the plane y = y0 is

denoted by a(yO).

. 3. The quantity 8(y) is defined by 8(y) - p(y) - a(y).

4. The quantity y(y0 ) denotes one half of the diameter of the set

obtained when the plane y yn is intersected with the airfoil or
#0

r -- r-( y0 1 d-c Y+l -
Y(Yo) (2-- - 2 (8)

w w

5. The formula for 6 (yo) is
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y 0  r 1 + YO~ y 0 r f 9
0- 2 *

w w

(i. e. 6(y) is the x-axis midpoint of the intersection of
0I

the plane y = y0 and the middle of the airfoil.)
.. 0

Since the highest point of the airfoil in the plane y = y0 lies on
C _,rd ~ n f+gr+ ,0

the line through the points ~T ~ r) n 1 +~ )

a(y) is given by the formula a(y) - a(r) a a(r). k Since p2 (y)-

a=y + ()02y + y2 (y)--
02(y) + y2(y) and p(y) P(Y If(y + < _

and (x, y, z) denotes the point on the airfoil above the point (x, y, 0),

then

rp 2 + y - (x - 6(y))2  (0

If (E, c D then define

Z(E, 0) -8(Y(, Ti)) + I/p2(y(E, n) (X(&, n) - (y(C, ni))) 2  (11)

To describe the fuselage we can think of it being manufactured in

two stages. First a paraboloid of revolution (the nose) is glued to a

round circular (the body). Second, this solid is placed in a saw mill

with two vertical blades which shave an equal amount from each side. If

h(x 0) denotes the height of the shaved sidje of the fuselage in the x x

plane, then the vertical side is the region {(x, r., 0)10 < z < h(x)

and x > 1b If x < b1 , then h(x) -0. Ifx > b , then the Pythagoren

2 (x) 2.Theorem can be applied to show that h(x) = ()-r. Figure 5 gives a

cross-sectional view of the fuselage. If x >12 then r(x) - r.

We are now in a position tb define the grid transformation T(E, n.-

Let v >0, h - h(E, Ti) - h(X(E, 0), r(E, Ti) =r(X(&, 0i) and v(E, ni)

N1 h(C, ni)
n(,T) v. If 0 < 4< v(E, ni), then define

T(&,Ti,0 M&0 (XVi) Y 0,i) Z( ,Tl) + v(,)(h(E,n) - Z(E,r))) (12)

Since T(&,Ti, 0) - X(,Ti),Y(ETi, Z(&,Ti), the =0 plane is mapped into
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the z 0 plane and onto the top of the airfoil. Note also that the region

{(, 0, C) fO < C < v(E, 0)) is mapped onto the vertical (or shaved) side of

the fuselage. Note further the T(E, n, v( , n)) = (X(E, n), Y( , n), h(E, n)).

If v(E, n) < C < v, then define

E = G(E,n,) = (I tan-v( ,n) -a h , + r/2 andv-v(,) tnv-v(,n) (13).

Y2- 2 2n 2En_
T,, = (X(En), Y2(E,n) + h (g,n).cos 0, Y2(C,n) + h2(:,n) (14)

sin 0).

V. THE RAISED CANARD

The goal of this section is to describe a grid transformation for

the model with the canard in the raised position. Since the design of

the canard-is similar to that of the airfoil, we again must find functions

Rc, Sc, pc, ac, etc. which have the same relationships as the correspond-

ing functions defined for the airfoil. (Any quantity subscripted with

the letter c will be associated with the canard.)

Let h = h (x) = h (X(E, n)) be any (preferably smooth) function whichc c c

represents the height of the middle of the canard when c < x < d and

which has the property that h(x) < h (x) < r(x) for all x. Let r3 be the

distance from the y - 0 plane to the canard-fuselage intersection. Find

the mapping S(E,n, ) = (X( ,n), Y(En), Z(Q,n) which locates the airfoil in

3-space. Next apply the method of Section IV to find a mapping Rc(E,n) =

(X Qn) Y (,r)) which runs the E-axis around the edge of the fuselage
c c

and maps the rectangle Dc,4 onto the "translated shadow" of the canard in

the (x, y) plane. The "translated shadow" is the "shadow" of the actual

canard translated rI - r3 units in the positive y direction.

If 0 < < v(&,n), then define T(t,n, ) by the formula

(( , vS(I,) + (Xc(E,n), Yc( ,Q), h(Q,n)) (15)
v(E~n)v(&,rn)

91-11
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(If v(E,n) 0, then let T(E,n,1) =S(,n).)

As in the case of the airfoil a cross section of the canard is described "

by two circular arcs whose maximum heights are over the middle. The max-

imum height in the plane y r3 is 6% of the chord length at the fuselage or-3
acr 3 ) (0.3) (d - c). Even though the maximum height at the tip of the

c 3 c

canard is 4% of the chord length at the tip, we will again assume that the

tip is sharp. (i. e. a (r 3 + w) = 0.)

As in the case of the airfoil the formula which gives the height of

the uppe- and lower surface of the canard above the (x, y)-plane is given

by

Sa (y)- (y) +4P 2 (y) (x 6 (y))2  (16)

We now want to derive formulas for the lower and upper surfaces of

the canard in terms of F and n. Let L(t) be the line through the points

- r 2  X (F) - h2 h"(7

P1 = (X(, e + 2 c c he) (17)

(X- X (n) - h, h - a (r 3 ))

If L(t) P I + (P2 - P1 )-t, then let t be the smallest point such that L(tI) L.

is on the cylinder y2 + z - r2. Let M(t) P1 + (P - PI)'t be the line

through the points P and

1 2

P (X(En), 2 - X (E;,n) - hc , h + a (r3)). (18)

2 2
Let t2 be the smallest point such that M(t2) is on the cylinder y + z =
r2.  If we let Z1)E.0)c denote the z-coordinates of L(tI), then define

z (I - n/w) Z () (,O) + n/w h . (19)

Using the line M(t) define Z(2 (,n) by the formula given by equation

(19).

91-12
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If,' _~n D-n v, then define
2

tan -l((~1)(20)
YCQ'

Let t0 be the smallest point such that the distance between L(t) and

(X, ., i Ix~an + Q~ + h2 .if YL(t ) and ZL(to denote
'I- Qn 0 0)i41C Q')+ CL 0L 0

the y and z coordinates of L(t 0) respectively, then define

- z L(to
-1 tan ( )(21)

*If-v < < v and 0 is given by the formula

0 E) h - V) (22)

then define

T(~, .l((,I), + + h -Cos e, (23)
c X( ,n

12 2 2,x~ ~ (') YQn) + h 'sin G).

Let t' be the smallest point such that the distance between M(t;)

and (X (F'n), 0, 0) is 4X(E,n) + Y En + h2 .I YM (t') and ZMt)denote the

y and z coordinates of M(top, respectively, then define 0 = tan
3

Z:M(to) 3r2
'Y( , . If v < c< 2v and 0 0 + v (C v), then define T(Q,n, )

as in equation (23).

We have now completed the definition of the transformation T(&,ri,t).

Even though it can be easily checked that T is a homeomorphism off the

set A {(,,)e~n D and c h) it will fail to be smooth where

it is patched together. (Note that the transformation T is not even well-

defined on the set A so that care must be taken here!)
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Even though the grid transformations we have constructed are very well

behaved homeomorphisms, it would be better if they were smooth everywhere.

In general we would like our methods to combine the virtues of both the

algebraic and the PDE methods. Namely, we would like our transformations

to be easily constructed, smooth, and to provide excellent grid control.

The next step is to improve our grids by making them smooth where they are

patched together. I propose to do this by developing and applying some

spline function techniques for two and three dimensions. These methods

would then be integrated into the procedure described in this paper to give

an algorithm for solving a large class of problems of this type. While

engineers are not much interested in abstract mathematical statements, the

art of grid generation would be greatly enhanced if an algorithm could be

found which would prove the following theorem from 3-space topology: If

3 3 
h: 31 E is a piecewise smooth homeomorphism from the boundary of I

into E then there is a homeomorphism H: I3 E3 which is smooth inside

3 3
I and agrees with h on D3. If an efficient algorithm could be found to

find the extension H, the area of grid generation would be advanced because

both the manpower needed to develop the grid and the computational time

needed in applying the grid to a specific problem could be reduced substan-

tially.

The long term goal is to develop a classification scheme which would

divide all aircraft configurations into one of a few different types. TheF idea would be to then have an algorithm which would automatically develop

a grid for each type. At this point we could consider the problem of 3-D

grid generation to be manageable.

F 91-14
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Figure 2.- The Transformation R(g,n).
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Figure 3.- The Transformation T~~,)
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Time Domain Analysis and Synthesis of Robust

Controllers for Large Scale LQG Regulators

by

Rama Krishna Yedavalli

Abstract

The aspect of 'Robustness' in the analysis and synthesis of time

domain large scale Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) regulators is addressed.

Both rStability Robustness' and 'Performance Robustness' are combinedly

considered to meet stability and performance requirements. The

perturbations which cause instability in the system are viewed as

consisting of two types of modeling errors: namely parameter variations

and model/controller truncation. Conditions are derived for 'Stability

Robustness' in terms of the singular values of the closed loop system

matrix and the perturbation matrix for various cases of perturbations.

Simple measures of 'Stability Robustness' and 'Performance Robustness'

are derived and based on these measures, a control design algorithm is

presented that achieves a satisfactory trade-off between stability and

performance. Applications in the field of Large Space Structure (LSS)

Control are discussed. Suggestions for further research are offered.
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I. Introduction:

It is well known that the inaccuracies in the mathematical models

of physical systems can severely compromise the resulting control designs.

The errors associated with mathematical models of physical systems may be

broadly categorized as i) parameter errors, ii) truncated models (errors

in model order), iii) neglected or incorrectly modeled external disturbances

and iv) neglected nonlinearities. It is the inevitable presence of these

errors in the model used for design that eventually limits the performance

attainable from the control system designs produced by either classical

(frequency domain) or modern (time domain) control theory. The problem of

model errors is more critical, in general, for-large scale Linear Quadratic

Gaussian (LQG) regulator problems and in particular, for Large Space Struc-

ture (LSS) control, an application of extreme importance to the U.S. Air

Force. The fundamental problem of LSS control is the control of a large

dimensional system with a controller of much smaller dimension (model/controller

truncation) compounded with modal data uncertainty (parameter errors). In

the light of these observations, it is evident that 'robustness' is an

extremely desirable (sometimes, necessary) feature of any feedback control

design proposed for LSS control. 'Robustness' studies of Large Scale LQG

regulators is the central theme, of the present report.

For our present purposes a 'robust' control design is that design

which behaves in an 'acceptable' fashion (i.e. satisfactorily meet the system

specifications) even in the presence of modeling errors. Since the system

specifications could be either in terms of stability and/or performance

(regulation, time response, etc.) we can conceive two types of robustness,

ineIt 'Stability Robustness' and 'Performance Robustness'. Limiting our

92-4
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attention in this resea -h to 'parameter errors' and 'model/controller

truncation' as the two types of modeling errors that may cause instability

(in performance degradation) in the system, we formally define 'stability

robustness' and 'performance robustness' as follows:

'Stability Robustness': Maintaining closed loop system stability in the

presence of modeling errors mainly parameter variations and model/controller

truncation.

'Performance Robustness': Maintaining satisfactory level of performance in

the presence of modeling errors mainly parameter variations and model/

controller truncation.

Implicit in the definition of 'Performance Robustness' is the require-

ment of 'stability' for performance robustness studies. However performance

robustness studies which require (or assume) stability may only have limited

application. On the other hand concentrating design efforts on 'stability'

alone is not prudent because the performance requirements may not be met by

that design. Thus simultaneous consideration of stability and performance

in the design process is more appropriate. Most of the current published

literature addresses either the 'stability robustness' aspect or the 'per-

formance robubLress' aspect separately. Most of the interesting work on

'stability robustness' is done in frequency domain using singular value

decomposition wAile much of the useful research on 'performance robustness,
10-12

is carried out in time domain using sensitivity approaches. Design studies

that combine both stability robustness and performance robustness have been

scarce. In this research the objective is to consider both stability robust-

ness and performance robustness simultaneously and this is elaborated in the

next section.
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II. Objectives:

NIt is evident from the above discussion that a realistic design needs

to consider both 'stability' and 'performance' simultaneously in the design

process, especially in the light of stringent requirements on performance

like in flexible spacecraft (aircraft) pointing control problems. Thus

the main objective of this research was to develop a design algorithm that

incorporates both 'stability robustness' and 'performance robustness' aspects

into the problem formulation. However, in doing so, one must realize the

fact many sensitivity studies brought out that one may not be able to

achieve both stability and performance to desirable extents simultaneously

by any given design. A trade-off between stability and performance is to

be expected. It is this perspective that the proposed design algorithm takes

in incorporating both stability robustness and performance robustness into

the design formulation and this is done in time domain LQG regulator format.

The specific objectives of the project can now be summarized as follows:

1. To characterize the perturbation matrices in terms of the two

k , modeling errors, namely 'parameter errors', and'model/controller truncation' -.

and to develop condition for stability in terms of the singular values of

the perturbation matrix and a nominally stable system matrix (this concept,

which is carried out here in time domain, runs somewhat parallel to the

frequency domain approach of [1]).

2. To develop simple measures of stability robustness and performance

robustness and use them to present a design algorithm for robust controller

design which achieves a trade-off between them, employing the standard time

92-6
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domain LQG regulator format.

3. To illustrate the design procedure by simple examples, suggesting

the application to an LSS problem as future work. With this perspective,

the report is organized as follows: Section III develops the conditions

for stability of the closed loop system for the two types of modeling errors

separately and then for the combined case. A simple measure of stability

robustness is then presented. Section IV treats the case of performance

robustness. Section V presents a design algorithm for robust controllers

which is illustrated by simple examples. Finally Section VI offers some- o

concluding remarks and suggestions for follow-on research.

SIII. Time Domain 'Stability Robustness' Analysis of LQG Regulators with

Reference to LSS Models:

3.1 System Description:

In sequel, in the entire text of the report, the following linear

continuous system is considered for analysis/design purposes. Attention

is restricted to the time-invariant case. The differential and algebraic

equations that govern the system are given by

=t,F) A(p) x(t,p) + B(p) u(t,p) + D(p) w(t) (3.1a)

y(t,F) = C() x(t,F) (3.lb)

z(t,F) = MC) x(t,F) + v(t)',1 }::(3.1lc)

where the state vector x is nxl, the control u is mxl, the external distur-

bance w is qxl, the output y (the k variables we wish to control) is kxl and

the measurement vector z is Lxl. Accordingly the matrix A is of dimension

nxn, B is nm, D is nxq, C is kxn and M1 is £xn. The initial condition x(O)
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is assumed to be a'zero mean, gaussian random vector with variance I o , i.e.

E[x(O)] Z 0, E[x(O) xT(o)] =Zo (3.2)

Similarly the process noise w(t) and the measurement noise v(t) are assumed

to be zero mean white noise processes with gaussian distribution having

constant covariances W and V respectively, i.e.

Ejw(t)] = E[v(t)] :0 (3.3)

w[t IcT) v ) CO ,-1. 0

1
v~)J = [5 6(t-T), scaler Pe > 0

LV~t) 0 PeVo 0 V eVo

The system matrices A, B, C, D and M and consequently x, u, y and z are

assumed to be continuous functions of constant but uncertain parameters

PI' P2. .. . . Pr with nominal value pi = i(i 1,2,....r). Let the vector

of uncertain parameters be denoted by p where

P (Pi" P22 . . .. Pr )  (3.4)

The variation of the parameter vector p,

6p = p-p (3.5) *1
is assumed to be a zero mean random vector with variance

T2 2 2 (3.6) .i::;

E[(Sp)(6p)T] Diag[Ia 02 Vt (3.6)

2
i.e. a represents the variance of the uncertain parameter pi.

-% Let the above system be evaluated for any control u, by the quadratic

performance index
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+u( r,p)P cR 0  U(T,p))j dT, scalar P C >0 (3.7)

where QR are (kxk) and (mxm) symmetric positive definite matrices

respectively.

For the case of deterministic system, the following modifications

* .,.in the system description are in order.

i) Dw =0, v =0

ii) the initial condition, x(0) x x x~ Z and the

index V of reads

(p)y~,~ y(t,p) + uT (t~p)p R u(t,T)] dt
0

if the state x(t) of the stochastic system (3.1 )is estimated as

a function of the measurements, we assume the 'state estimator' to be

of the following structure

x(t,p) =A(p) x(t,p) + B(p) u(t,p) +G(p) z(t,p) (3.8)

where

z(t,p) =z(t,p) -M(p) X(t,p)

is called the 'measurement residual'. For a 'minimum variance' require-

ment, the estimator of ( 3.8 ) is the standard Kalman filter (13]. We

refer the system presented in this section as the 'Basic System'.
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3.2 Time Domain Stability Conditions Using Singular Value Decomposition: 2
Currently the 'Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)' has emerged as

a useful tool in analyzing the stability robustness of multivariable

control systems. Much of the published literature treats the robustness

of feedback control systems in frequency domain. In this section, basic

techniques are presented by which the concepts of SVD could be applied

to the time domain analysis of 'stability robustness' of a linear time

invariant system for the two cases of modeling errors: i) parameter

variations and ii) truncated modes. Towards this direction, the matrix

singular value properties are briefly reviewed.

3.2.1 Brief Review of Matrix Singular Value Properties:

Let F and E be two square matrices. Then

i) [F]> I[F] > [F]

ii) If a [F] - 0 then F is singular

iii) If F 1 exists then [ [F] I/a[F -]"

where [' and a .] denote the maximum and minimum singular values of

the matrix [] respectively and A[-] denotes the eigenvalue of the matrix

The main result which forms the basis for developing the stability

for linear system conditions is stated in the following theorem 1

Theorem 1: If F is nonsingular, then a sufficient condition for the

matrix (F + E] to remain nonsingular is

o[]>

The above thcorem has an interesting implication. It suggests

that if a given matrix FI is written as the sum of a nonsingular matrix F

92-10
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and a perturbation on matrix E

i.e., F = F + E where F is nonsingular

then by use of theorem 1 one can get a condition for the nonsingularity

ofF1 .

Based on the above observation, in what follows, we present

techniques to derive the stability conditions for a linear time invariant

system having i) parameter variations and ii) truncated modes as the

modeling errors.

3.2.2 Perturbations Due to Parameter Variations:

Let us consider a the linear time invariant system

k A(p)x + D(p)w, x(O) =x 0 ()

where the 'nominal' matrix A(p) is asymptotically stable. In the presence

of parameter variations in matrices A and D the perturbed system can be

written as

[A 0 olDxl
wher A[* dentes he ttal(3.10)

he gchange in the matrix (or vector) [with

n approximations about the size of the variation. Noting that the eigen-

valus ofthe perturbed system are those of A and A+AA, the stability

e erturbed system is determined by the stability of the perturbed

matrix he nonThe straightforward application of theorem 1 then gives

tefollowing result.

92-11
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Theorem A: The perturbed system due to parameter variations given by

(3.10) is stable if

>o[A] > i[M (3.i1)

where A is an asymptotically stable matrix.

3.2.3 Perturbations Due to Truncated Modes:

-. Let us again consider the linear time invariant system

'. A x + D w x(O)= x  (3.12)

where x is n x I vector and A is an asymptotically stable matrix. Let

us suppose the perturbed system, which is a reduced order version of 0.12)

(i.e., after mode truncation), is given by

:R AR xR + DRw (3.13)

where xR is an nR x I vector where nR < n and AR is not guaranteed to

be stable. The aim is to derive the condition for AR to be stable.

In order to do this, we augment the reduced order system of

~4 I
(3.13) by an articificial state vector xd of dimension (n - nR) so that

the composite vector x of dimension n is described by the differential

equation

= [XR]- (3.14a)

= a x + Da w (Aa is an nxn matrix)

where e is an (n - nR) x (n - nR) matrix having the form

iag (eE, .(3.14b)
Sdiag [eI, 2' "  C '>9 0
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with c. being arbitrarily small positive scalars so that -c is an

asymptotically stable matrix. Thus the system of (3.14 )is asymptotically
-2,stable only if AR~ is asymptotically stable.

1 R

A -A

w Tr i eing Aaasr hpet urbed al pstie marx otht-€ and rtn h a.y.p-

astotically stable matrix .Ahstesytmo as1)i sypoialy..-

we can write the perturbation matrix E as

Aoial sRbl mari A 11 A 1 ,-A -.1

E IAa A -

thenin[R :1 [: zJ [zAll :2](3.16)

A A E (3.17)
a

To guarantee the stability of the perturbed matrix A one can
a

apply theorem 1 and get the following condition

Theorem Bl The perturbed system muatrix A of (3.17) is stable if 1

* a(A] > j[](3.18)

where E is given by (3.16).

Since c is a matrix with arbitrarily small norm, it is possible

to the E matrix, in the limit as 0 (when A =2j-A 0)

-AA

-• 

.- 

j

Thus =A +CJ(3.19)

Thus, theorem BI can be restated as

92-13
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Theorem B2: The perturbed system matrix A of (3.17) is stable if
a

4...

o[A] > [E 1 (3.20)

where E is given by (3.19).

Theorems A and B form the basis in extending the stability

conditions to the case of LQG regulators for various cases of modeling

errors involving parameter variations and model/controller truncation.

These are discussed in the following sections.

3.3 'Stability Robustness' Analysis of LQG Regulators for Various

Cases of Perturbation

In this section, the results of section 3.2 are extended to the

case of LQG regulators having the system description of section 3.1.

Perturbation matrices are formed for various combinations of the two

modeling errors i) parameter variations and ii) model/controller truncation,

and then the results of SVD of Section 3.2 are applied to arrive at

conditions for the stability of the closed loop system.

Case 1: Parameter variations alone, No model/controller truncation: *'- ,

For this case, the following assumptions are made with respect to

the model described by equations (3.1).

Assumption 1: The matrix pairs [A(p), B(p)] and [A(p), D(p)] are

completely controllable and the pairs [A(p), C(p)] and [A(p). M(p)]

are completely observable.

Since there is no model/controller truncation the full order

optiomal control for nominal values of the parameters is given by

92, .-4
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co
where•- ,

- . -- .".-

S".-

1 Gz M 2) 1(0) 0 (3.21b)-1-T

=(A + B G = ) K + G z (3.21c)

G ePMT V=- (3.21c)"'"

~0

and P and K satisfy the algebraic matrix Riccati equations

KA ATK - KB P BTK o_ cTQC 0 (3.21d)
PC

-MP + DD T  0 (3.21e)

The nominal closed loop system is given by

A1 : G [" ( 0

AA

where A + A + BG - G M and closed loop system is asymptotically stable.c

We are now interested in examining the stability robustness of the

closed loop system in the presence of parameter variations alone. Let

AA, AB, AC, tM and AD be the perturbation in the system matrices A, B, C

M4 and D respectively. Then the perturbed system can be written as (Note:

the filter parameters Ac , G and the control gain G are not subjected to

variations bccause they are specified by the designer as a function of

the nominal values of the parameters.)

~92-15



x A BG 0 0 x D 0 rw
I M A 0 0 A 0 G .

Ax M . ABG A+AA CB+AB)G AD 0

A~x GAM 0 G(lM+AKl) Ac  0 0 '::

Then by the application of theorem A of section 3.2, we obtain the

following design observation.

Design Observation 1: The perturbed LQG regulator system is stable if

2[ACL > a[Ep.Vl (3. 24)

10wer A B FAA ABG1

I and, Ii

AcL and, E . (3.25)

Case 2: Perturbations due to Controller Truncation Alone, No

Model Reduction and No Parameter Variations

In this case, we assume the full order controller is given by

equations (3.21). To meet on-line controller software constraints let

ki us suppose it is intended to retain n of the n controller states (n < n)

and truncate the remaining (n - n c) controller states. The question of

which n c controller states are to be retained is in itself an important

* .~ area of research and is not addressed in this report. Let the reduced

order controller be described by

R dRRR Z (3.26b--"-

where _fR may be either a direct truncation of 2 [e.g. GR is obtained by "

92-16
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deleting the last nc(n-nCcolumns of G, G R is obtained by deleting the last

n rows of G and A: is obtained by deleting the corresponding rows and columns

of A of (3.25)] or it could be obtained as a partial realization of 2 involving

some controller reduction technique.

Then the perturbed closed loop system matrix is given by

A B-G

AcL = whose stability is to be (3.27)

2

established. (Here AcL2 is an (n + x (n + n) matrix). :.

Denoting the full order controller matrices as

[G ]G"
R GT (3.28a)

G A R_.RT

G A c (3.28b)

where the first partition is of dimension n , the nominally asymptotically

stable closed loop system matrix AcL of (3.25) can be written as

A BGR BGT

= where A is a 2n x 2n matrix.3.29
AcL AR ART CL

GTM ATR AT

Employing the technique given for truncated mode case in section (3.23) the

condition for the stability of the perturbed closed loop system matrix AL

can be stated as follows:

Design Observation. 2: The perturbed system matrix A of (3.27) is stable if
cL2

-O_ o[Ac ] > 5[ET.I (3.30)

92-17
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whre0 B (GR-GR -BGT

(G. 6 (RR)M AR-AR -AT (3.31)

GTM4 ATR A2

UNote: In a controller reduction scheme where G GR GR an A'
GRR 9and AR

AR the matrix ET simplifies to

- BG1

r ET. 71 (3.32)

ART

L ' _G4 ATR -AT

Case 3: Combined Case of Parameter Variations and Controller

Truncation (No Model Reduction):

Forthi csethepeturedsysem atix s dscibe b
A AA (B A B)GR

A =cL (3.33)

tL ( and thus it can be deduced that the condition for stability ofA

Design Observation 3: The perturbed system matrix A cL is stable

if tl.] > G(Ec c1  (3.34)

EAGG)M GA A -A

cRc R RR A R R ART(.5
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Case 4: Model Reduction Alone, No Controller Reduction and

No Parameter Variations

For this case, we'treat the model given by (3.1) as the evaluation

model. We assume the order of the model, n to be too high for control u

to be determined and that there is a control design model of dimension
a.

n < n given byR R

R A.RxR Ru +R , XRR

YR -RXR (3.36)

ZR MRxR +

where the above control design model is obtained either by a direct

truncation of the full order model given by

R R BTRR u DR w ...

T] [ ]=+[1 + (3.37a)

r (3.37b) -TCR CT]

n
z= (MR R]1 x R R (3.37c) -.

or by a partial realization of x involving some model reduction technique.

Let the optimal control for the control design model of (3.36) be

obtained by minimizing the performance index

S-lim 1 -T - UT  R u)dt (3.38) ...4' J~R T li YR QYR +  
c Ro u' d

0

92-19
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Assuming the pairs

,(AR BR)R (R' DR to be c. controllable
4 , ~(3.39.'--

and (A (AR, MR) to be c. observable

the full order optimal control for the reduced order model is given by .

=R ~R+ BRU - R " I
A w(3. 4 X

I . G zR R R

where = - - R (3.4,1

G RCB X (3.40-R P PR R1-- -T -
G C 3.40%-.".

R BRKRCRQR

R -1

PA+ PRP ' P+ WD = 0
R K"RRT P R R DR (3.40,--

The closed loop system matrix for the control design model is given by

AR BRR G--:-°

RRR

cL (3.41

GRRR AR]

and is asymptotically stable.

The closed loop system for the evaluation model is obtained by

forcing the evaluation model with the controller of the control design

model. Thus, we have

92-20
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XR A B G AR Fx1 DR 0

XR = RMR AR 0 GRL

;TATR BT R (T34

[y R 0 CT R

XT

and

Tm [ I Q 01 I dt
00 (3. 4u

The stability of the closed loop system matrix

AR R R ART
A =is to be established. (34
cL 4  GRMR AR GRMT 3.I.'-

B.IGRR AT

At this juncture we assue the matrix AT1 Of C3.31h to be an

asymptotically stable matrix (which is a reasonable assumption for

large space structure models). In order to derive the condition for

stability of the closed loop system matrix AL , we employ the technique
4

given in Section (3.2iJ for truncated mode case. Accordingly we write

Ac of (3.44) as
4 

-4
BG0 A- (B-~) A

R RR R~ R RT

AcLR4 R AR G R (m R-R) 0GRMTf (3. 45S

0 0 AT TRG TR
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AcL4  ASC + EF.L where ASC is seen to be an asymptotically stable

matrix.' Thus, we have -

Design Observation 4: The closed loop system matrix AcL is stable if
4

o[ASC] > 6[EFL] (3.-

where AS & EFL are given by (3.4, )

The motivation for writing AcL as given by (3.4S) is that the
4

matrices ASC and EF.L can be easily constructed from the known matrices

of the control design model and the open loop evaluation model. It isI

to be noted that the matrix EFL containing basically the terms that

cause 'spillover'.

Case 5: Model Reduction and Parameter Variations: No controller

-Reduction
In this case the perturbation matrix takes the following form _ -.

AR-AR+M R  (BR-B-R)GR+ ABRGR ART+AART

GR (R-)GRR " 0 G (MT AMT)
EFP R-R RA (3.-. 4

ATRA TR (BT+BT)GR AA"-

and the condition for stability is as follows:

Design Observation 5: The closed loop system matrix AcL + cL is

4 L4
stable if

R a[Asc] > a[EF.P.V] and o[Asc] > a [EF.L] (3.

where ASC is given by (3.45) and EF.P.V is given by (3.47) and
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A + =A +A
Sc EFPV CL cL

= R+MR (R R)-fR ART+MART

GR(MR+AMR) R. GR(MYrAlL (3.49)

ATR +AX R (B T +B T)'CR AT4AATJ

Case 6: Model Reduction and Controller Reduction, No Parameter

Variations

For this case, we assume the controller of dimension n R

given by equations (3.40) is reduced to n c(n c< nRbe deleting the

last (n -n )rows of GR the last (nR n )columns of ff and the
R C RP R

corresponding rows and columns of A. Accordingly we write

(3.50a)

R 1  2 (3.50~b)

GAR AR
G1adA11 12

GR AR W (3.50c)

221 22

where the first partition is of dimension n. Then the closed loop system

with reduced order controller is given by
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R BXR DR rw
x -IhM A R R MT I , R 1 0 G R v

R AR. AT DT L6

R GR1 A G R T y R 1 0 -X-

G1111 1 1 R.Li

XTiR 0T-R R 0

:': 11

0u " R ]
Then employing the technique of section (3.23), the perturbed system

matrix (the closed loop system matrix of (3.51) denoted by A can be

,- 6
written asI

A R BRGR 0 ART ARA BR GR1  8R GR 0

*G 14 A 0 G~. MT GRMR A R AR 0
R1 R1 1 11 22

00-C 0 GRM AR AR 0

ATR BTGR 0 AT 0 0 0 AT

A.RA CBB)GR - R A
1"R R '2 AT

R G(MR-MR) - R 2  GtTC

-G -A A CE 0
221 22

B G 0 0ATR T R
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i.e. A 1 cL A Sc + E'L (.4

Applying theorem B2 of Section (3.23), the condition for stability

of the perturbed system matrix AcL6 is given by the following:

Design Observation 6: The closed ioop system matrix A.C ssabei

a[Asc > O[P.L](3.55)

where E is the matrix ELo (3,54) with c 0.

P 1P. O

We finally have the combined case of model reduction, controller

reduction and parameter variations.

Case 7: Model Reduction, Controller Reduction and Parameter 7

Variations

In this case, the perturbation matrix takes the following form

A(1ABRIR)U + AB U -

RK RR-R R R R R RtL ART+MART

EPP G R (MR-Y ~+G R AN0-A RM 0 R1 R1 +A (3.56) ;I

-- A-A 0
4.~R MR 21R

ATR+AATR (B T+AB T)G GR 0 AT+tAT

F.: and the condition for stability is as follows:

Design Observation 7: The closed loop system matrix A cl Mcl, i
6

stable if

E[A] > j[Epv and CT A5 ~ > [ EEP (3.57)

where Epp is given by (3.56).
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3.4 Discussion of the Design Observations:

Some discussion about the implications of these design observations

is now in order. Firstly, it may be noted that the proposed stability

conditions are similar, conceptually, to the frequency domain results

reported. in Ref. [1]. However there are also some interesting differences

between these two (frequency domain and time domain) versions. Some

preliminary observations are presented in the following sections.

Secondly, these design observations are useful in many ways in both

the analysis and synthesis of robust controllers. These are discussed

in later sections.

3.4.1 Comparison and Contrast Between Frequency Domain Analysis

and the Proposed Time Domain Analysis:

In refs [1-3 ] the following unity feedback system with additive

perturbations is considered.

Fig. 1 Additively Perturbed Feedback System

'S. I I.IO.(OM) _A(O.) +x(J-) i::

92-26
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For this system the stability conditions are reported as

_y[I + G(jw)] > ([E~jw)] (3.58)

where [I + G(jw)] is the 'Return difference matrix' and E[(jw)]

is the 'perturbation matrix'. The above two matrices are seen to

be functions of frequency. In the case of time invariant linear systems

of ( 3.1 ), the frequency dependency is due to the presence of

the state transition matrix 0(jw) = [jw I - A] -  since all the other

matrices are constant matrices. In the proposed time domain analysis

the stability conditions are in terms of the closed loop system matrixL and a perturbation matrix which are seen to be constant matrices. In the

-. . case of frequency domain, from relation (3.5 , the perturbed system

matrix is [I + G(jw) + E(jw)]. Indeed its counterpart in time domain

- eAt
would be a function of e where the perturbed matrix A can be written

as

'-" =A s + E
S ~(3.59)

where As is nominally asymptotically stable matrix and E is an additive

perturbation matrix. In fact the stability conditions can then be in

terms of

o[Astj and "a[Et] (3.60)

which are seen to be functions of time. However one realizes from the

above form that the necessary information one needs is a[A ] and a[E]

and this is the form taken by the proposed stability conditions. Thus

the main difference between the frequency domain version and the time domain

version is that

- •In the stability conditions of frequency domain, a singular value

,.. .-
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vs. frequency plot is to be drawn.

• In the stability conditions of time domain, no time dependency

is present. Only two scalars are to be compared.

ii) In the case of frequency domain results, the perturbations are

mainly viewed in terms of 'gain' and 'phase' changes4 :5 . In the

proposed time domain analysis the perturbations are viewed as 'system

parameter variations' and 'system model/controller order with constant,

fixed, gains. It may be noted that in the time domain treatment the

nominally stable matrix (left hand side matrix of the stability condition)

and the perturbation matrix (right hand side matrix of the stability

condition) are both functions of the constant controller gains.

iii) In the frequency domain treatment, the requirement of square

matrices necessitates the assumption that the number of control inputs

be equal to the number of outputs, even though this assumption can be

satisfied most of the time by appropriate selection of the break

point of the loop. However in the present time domain analysis no

such assumption is needed.

iv) In the proposed time domain analysis, the model-error information

(i.e. parameter variation, mode truncation) is explicitly incorporated

into the formulation. Also in the proposed stability conditions, provision

is made for considering different reduced order models for control design

purposes (reflected by the presence of ARIXR matrices which could be
11,

different from AR, BR ... matrices). Just as in frequency domain
1 1

different control design methods could be compared using the singular -

value plots of the 'Return-difference matrices', this provision helps to

compare to different reduced order models (used for control design)

92-28
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from 'stability robustness' point of view.

These are some of the preliminary observations made with

to the frequency domain and time domain approaches for 'stability

robustness'. Evidently further in roads have to be made in the

investigation of this relationship and this is suggested as a future-

research topic. In following section, the usefulness of the proposed

design observations is briefly discussed.

3.4.2 Usefulness of the Design Observations

The proposed design observations are helpful in many ways.

Firstly, if a nominally stable closed loop system matrix is

specified (i.e. either AcL or As , depending on the specific case; "'cl, . c l'

as discussed in section (3.3)), then one can use these tests to

determine the tolerablw perturbations in the system matrices A, B and

M and the order of the model/controller before the closed loop system

becomes unstable.

Conversely, given the perturbations MA, AB and AM and the order

of the model/controller, one may determine the controller gains to achieve

stability robustness. In a practical situation the entries of the

matrices AA, AB and AM could be some reasonable absolute increments "

expected in the entries A, B and M respectively or in the case when the

functional dependence of matrices A, B and M is known in terms of an

uncertain parameter vector p with a statistical model, the entries of

AA, AB and AM get determined accordingly.

As indicated in the previous section, these tests can be used to

compare different model reduction and control design schcmes from stability

92-29I.
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robustness point of view.

Finally these tests can find applications in spillover reduction
problems and sensor/actuator location problems.

3.5 Measure of Stability Robustness:

It may be noted from the stability conditions derived in Section 3.3,

that these conditions may be satisfied by a variety of controller gains

for a given perturbations. In order to compare different models/controllers

from stability robustness point of view it is clear that there is a

need for developing a relative measure of stability robustness. Once

this measure is developed, it may also be used as a performance index

to optimize the parameters of the model/controller. In what follows

we define a measure of 'stability robustness' based on the results of

Section 3.3.

Let us define the 'stability robustness index' as

--[A st] [EJ

I ; w h e r e .[ Ast ] 5 o [ E ] , A t i s t h e a s y m p t o t i c a l l y s t a b l e m a t r i x p r e s e n t

..,~ 

-t 

.-..,.on the L.H.S. of the condition which could be either A or AC.L.

depending on the case considered and E is the perturbation matrix

present on the R.H.S. of the condition and takes the appropriate form

described in the stability condition of Section 3.3 depending on the

case considered.

From this definition, it is clear that the range of B is given

by 0 < 0 < 1. Thus, of all the model/controllers which satisfy the
stability cridition, the system with one extreme 1S.R. = has the
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maximum stability robustness and with the other extreme S.R. =0

has zero stability robustness.

The measure above measure can be used to compare different

model/controller combinations with given perturbations. In fact, in

principle, for control design purposes one can even pose the following

optimization problem:

S ~Maximize S..
"._..]

with respect to design parameters p and pof 3.3 and 3.7).

Even though an analytical solution to the above optimization

problem is a formidable task, it may be possible to solve it by an

iterative numerical procedure. However, it is not our intention to

maximize 8 S.R because we are not only interested in 'stability robustness'

but also in 'performance robustness'. As stated in Section (2.0) of

this report the objective is to obtain a reasonable trade-off between

stability and performance. Within this perspective in what follows,

we address the aspect of 'Performance Robustness'.

IV. Time Domain 'Performance Robustness' Analysis of LQG Regulators:

4.1 'Performance Robustness' for LQG Regulators:

It is noted that performance robustness, in general, is meant to

maintain satisfactory level of performance in the presence of modeling

errors and that performance robustness analysis assumes stability of

the closed loop system. This perspective holds good even for the

case of LQG regulators having the system description given in Section

3.1. Accordingly, in the following performance robustness studies we
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assume the control design is such that the stability conditions as

developed in Section 3.3 are satisfied (depending on the case under

consideration (Section 3.3) the appropriate stability condition is

assumed satisfied). For ready applicability, we will document the

closed loop system equations for the most general case, namely Case 7

(with parameter variations and model/controller truncation). The

resulting system equations are given by

* A BG 0 0 x D 0 -

R

'R = RM AR 0 0" RG

Ax VA ABG R  A+AA (B+AB)G A AD

S G R G1R(M+AM) ARI A 0 0

y C 0 0 O1 x

Ay AC 0 (C+AC) 0 xR

U 0 G 1 Ax

Au 0 0 0 GR
b q=1

L 1 L RcR

where IR R 1 R and A[-] is the total change in the matrix

XR .A

.-. (or vector) [*] with no approximations about the size of the variation.

The above system can be written as

92-32
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A~~f +22(n+n)-

Xf DI XC

Y Cfxf

weexT T T (A,.)T Aw T [WT T(42h efu~ ~R RA~~ Wf=
11

T T ~T ~T (u) T] E~f T~w( (42

and AfD and Care the corresponding matrices in equations (4.1).
The erfrmace f te sstemcanbe valate bytheindex

t - T Ti ~.loopa urn 1 j [y(p)+Ay] Q[Y(p)+AyJ+(u(p)+Au] PCR[u()+Au]dt

Q Q 0 0
=limn 1~ (YT Q )twher Qf =Q Q 0 0 (4.3)ff Yf~d r00 0 p R p R11

0 0 PRc R

The cost J can be computed as follows:a. loop

j trace PTC.1. loop fifff *(4.4a)

where Pf satisfies the Liapunov equation

T T2
PfAf + A?f + DfWfDf 0fA 0 (4.4b)

Because of the special structure of A the
Af A f J (4.5)

th2(n~n ) order Liapunov equation given by (4.4b) can be dismembered

into 3 Liapunov equations each of order (n~n )[Note: Nax(n+n) 2n]

as follows:
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Pf A ~ :: + D 1D 0

T T T

A f Af f *f Af Af Pf *f

22 22 22 22 12 21 21 12 21 21

where

P P~ D

P f D=
Tf

PP Df

12 22 21

and the first partition is of dimension (n~n C).

0

A 1 t[(-)T
J -un [mp y()]dt *(

y t
YnICL t- I

I 0

-*where the c.l. loop system is given by (4.1 ),we can compute the above

costs as follows:

* Q 0 0

T 0 Q 0
~CL tracePfCf Qf0 Cf ' Qf0  4

o 0 0 0

TQ 0 0 0

~.L. = rc fCf Qfn Cf Q fn 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 (.

o 0 0 0
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1 0 0 0

J y trace Py Qfl Cf Q = 0 0 0 0 (4.10)

The computation of the corresponding quantities for the control variable

u is-straight forward.--Uv

4.2 Measure of Performance Robustness:

Just as in the case of stability robustness, it is helpful even

in the case of performance robustness to have a 'measure of performance

robustness'. In the case of stability robustness the index 8SR represqnts

the degree of nonsingularity of the closed loop system matrix. In

. similar lines what should the 'Performance Robustness Index' reflect?

It may be viewed from many perspectives. In some regulator problems,

the maximum allowable r.m.s. output regulation cost derived 'acceptable

performance' may be specified, denoted by J 1/2 [ yT( ) y(p-)]I/ 2 .
Yn.m

The controller designed is then supposed to achieve at least this much

output regulation cost, if not lesser. In that case one may view the

extent to which a given controller met this requaiscent as a measure of

performance robustness. In other we can define the 'Performance Robust-

ness Index' as

$P.- J (4.11)pR" >'n.m Y'nlCL..

Yn.m

where J _ , clearly the range of 8P.R. is given by.-

0 _ p.R. < 1. Thus of all the control designs which satisfy the condition

"°°"J -> J  , the design with one extreme.R =PR I has the 'maximum

performance robustness' and the other extreme 8P.R. - 0 has zero 'performance

robustness'.
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In other case, where the cost Jy is not specified, one

nn.moteca

can take the open loop output regulation cost of the evaluation model

(i.e., the output regulation cost when there is no control (u 0))

as the maximum value of the output regulation cost. This value can be -"

computed as follows:

* t
"n.0L ulim y (p) Q y(p)dt (4. 1.
Yn. O. L t- t

0

f where the system dynamics is given by the 'evaluation model' equations

* . (3.1), repeated here for convenience,

A--Ax+ Dw (4. 1-

-'-." y,=C x -

Thus , assuming A is stable,

i Yn.O.L -trace
0  Q c

where

T T
POA A P 0 D W D 01

" iFor this case the 'Performance Robustness Index' is

,P.R aYn.C.L Yn.C.L (4.1
tJ JYn.O.L---,

which has the same properties as the . defined by (4.11).

It may be noted that the comments about the maximization of 0S.R.

* also holds good for the case of Op. R.

Having defined the measures of stability robustness and performance

robustness, we are now in a position to present an algorithm to design

robust controllers for LQG regulators. The algorithm is elaborated in the

next section. 92-36 i'
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V. An Algorithm to Design Robust Controllers for LQG Regulators:

In this section, based on the results of previous sections, we present

an algorithm to design controllers which are robust both from stability

as well as performance points of view. For given perturbations in

system parameters and model/controller order, the algorithm involves

determining the indices 8S.R. and 0P.R. for different values of the design

parameters 0 c and P0 which in turn determine the control and estimator

gains. This information about the indices 0S.R. and 8 p.R. along with

YT 1/2 T 1/2
the corresponding values of the costs (y y) and (u U) can be used

to pick a specific controller (control and estimator gain combination)

as the one which provides a satisfactory trade-off between stability

and performance. The algorithm is thus iterative in nature. The

computation basically involves the use of matrix Riccati and Liapunov

solutions and the singular value decomposition for which standard,

easy-to-use computer programs are available. The algorithm is now

summarized in the form of a series of steps to follow. The algorithm

presumes the most general case, namely Case 7 of Section (3.3).3

5.1 Algorithm to Design a Robust Reduced Order Controller:

Step 1: Data: Read

A, B, C, D ., n. nR, nc, Q, R0, W. V"

AA, AB, AC, AD, AM-

Step 2: Store Jyn.m of (4.11). If it is not available, assuming
y.m

A is stable, solve the Liapunov equation (of dimension n)
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4> PATP +AP +DWD 0O

and compute J n.O. L -trace P C TQ C

Step 3: Given n, nR obtain the matrices

A.R'CR. MR.~ DR

where (ARR BR) 2 (A R, D R) c. controllable

an (R C) (A.i~) c. observable & AT is asympt. btable

Step 4: Specify p and p

Step S: Solve the Riccati equations

-T - o + T -T
KRR AR PR PR B~ BR R DR 0

wR P.n oRWT

GR A MRP R WRo

and ARmut G R RR B R.

T -

aRd AR ,AR +A B G.RRG

Stp6 ie orm the matrices

A ~A A A Gd

AMAR AM T AC anA



Step 8: Check if Ca[AC > aJE]I-SC PL

and o[AscI > -a[E PPV]

If not go to step 4 and repeat the steps 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. If yes,

gototep_9

Step 9: Calculate S S.R and store it along with the corresponding

values of pandp

___ I
Step 10: Form Af. DfJ9 Cf, Qf and W.
Step 11: Solve the Liapunov equation

PT D T
Pff +AfPf + D f 0

and calculate J CL = trace P fCf Q fCf

T~yC. -trace P Cf Q 0Cf

u.C.L.' C.L. ~ yC.L.

TinCL trace P f Cf QfCf

~nC. =trace Pf f Cf

and the corresponding quantities with contuol u.

Step 12: If J is given, check if Jyni > ynIC

if i y.n.m is not given, check if J yn .OA>j yn CA

*if not satisfied, go to step 4 and repeat the steps 4 through 12. If

yes go to step 13.
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Step 14: Repeat steps 4 through 13 for different values of PC and e

Step IS: Plot i) ~5 vs. 8 Rwith the pair (Pas P ) as the

1/2 vs 
"-v 

/
- T ~ T 1/

parameter ii) (y Ty) vs.C/ )1/2 with the pair (p~ P ) as the

+ e'

parameter.

" Step 16: Select that pair (P Ap (and the corresponding controller)

• .e

T 1/2
that gives acceptable compromize between BSR PR (y y) and the

T 1/2
control effort (u u

5.2 Illustrative Example:

in order to make calculations simple and the methodology clear,

we choose a simple first order example to illustrate the design algorithm.

The perturbation in this example is taken to be parameter errors alone

(with no model/controller truncation).

Example:

Consider a scalar deterministic linear system described by

a ~ x + bu, x(O) x0  1l
y .

y x

with the performance index

(q )dt (S.. --

0

where the nominal values of a andit are a -1, b d1 and the state

%
, weighing q .1.
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Step 1: a=- lx 1, n 1, qi

Let Aa = 0.5, Ab =1.207 (e.g. A.a and tAb could represent the

maximum absolute deviation in the direction from iand F).

Step 2: No J is given. Hence we will compute J
Yn. m n.0.L

Since a is stable, J * q p
2 n.O.L

where 2p a x 0

~n..L -q x~

2a -2

Step 3: Not necessary since no model/controller reduction is involved.

Step 4: Let p c P p(no estimator is needed).

Step 5: Riccati solution:

-k
2_62

2k a - + q 0
p

-2 4Sg q )II
2 p

9[2a +4a2 +
2b p

ac L =a +

Forg 1w -2~, C.L

)Step 6 Not ne-1.914

aC.L a a

E a+Ag 0S (.27(2) 194



_,- , . . . , . ---. .-. , .--- w .,-. . - .- - -. - - -- .
-_ "" -_ - _ T - -. .- - .-.

Step 8: a a -3
CAL

o Ep.V = 1.9142 .-

Thus 0 [aC.L] >

_oFaCL) - ] . 3 -1.9142
Step 9: OS.R -C a P.V = 0.3619 1

and p 1/8

Stp 0:Af= Aa+Abg acL+( a +Abgj i ..L J
2 1

Ste 10:= -qx -I 0.167 ""
n.C.L 2 acL = -

Step 12: J = 0.5
--yn.O.L 26

n. 0. L

J = 0.167
Yn.C. L

Thus J > J
Yn.O.L Yn.C.L

Step 13: = -J 0.5-0.167 0.666
tP.R Yn.0.L Yn.C.L 0.5 - 0..66.0

-4-OA

Repeating this procedure for different values of p, we obtain the

following results.
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Step 14: p yS. 0P.RTyy
___ (u u)

V,1/8 0.362 0.666 0.408 0.817 .
1/4 0.556 0.553 0.473 0.584

1/2 0.778 0.422 0.537 0.393

3/4 0.911 0.345 0.572 0.301

1 1 0.293 0.595 0.246

S5/4 0.935 0.255 0.610 0.208

3/2 0.884 0.225 0.622 0.180

2 0.812 0.183 0.639 0.143

Step I5:

T T~ -

Plots of a s.R VS 8  and (yY sCu U

4..~~ 2. L.st

oPS.
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Step 16:

From the above plots, one may observe that a reasonable compromize

between BS. 8P.R , the regulation cost (yTy) and the control effort

(u u) can be achieved with the controller obtained by the weighing

P = . Thus robust controller selected is

u - -1.236x

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research:

The main theme of the summer research has been to incorporate both

stability and performance robustness considerations in the design of

robust controller for linear regulator problems. First the problem of

stability robustness was addressed and conditions for the stability

of a perturbed system (where the perturbations are due to parameter

errors and mode truncation) were derived using singular value analysis.

Next the aspect of performance robustness was addresses and using

sensitivity analysis the closed loop system was analyzed for performance.

Measures of robustness namely 8S.R and 8PR were defined and based on

these a control design algorithm was presented to design robust controllers.

The emphasis of the design method has been on the adherence to the stan-

dard time domain LQG format. The advantages of this time domain approach

are i) tractability of formulation ii) explicit consideration of para-

| meter error and mode truncation information iii) the use of well develop-

ed computational techniques such as the solution of Riccati and Liapunov

matrix equations and singular valu routines. The limitations are the

amount of computation (not complexity) and the perhaps the specification

(or generation) of the perturbation matrices AA, AB, etc. in a giVen

s"tusion.
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Portions of the work of this report are being presented at

conferences as indicated in Tefs. ( 14-16].

As it normally occurs, another result of this study is that

many research topics surfaced for further investigation. In the next

"V section, we project those areas which merit serious research effort.

6.2 Avenues for Further Research:

1) The foremost area of research would be to automate the

algorithm and apply it to a generic large space structure model. An

exercise of this type will be of immense value to understand the

intricacies of control design. Incidentally, this particular aspect

is being suggested as the topic of investigation under the Minigrant

proposal.

2) Another area of interest would be to probe further into

the relationship between frequency domain approach and the proposed

time domain approach.

3) Extension of the proposed design to discrete time systems

could prove useful in the synthesis of digital controllers.

4) The proposed techniques can be used to compare different

control strategies from stability and performance points of view.

5) As suggested by Prof. Peter S. Maybeck of the Air Force Institute

of Technology, it is of interest to examine the robustness improvement,

if any, that can be achieved by considering a wider range of design

variables as discussed in Ref. [ 17).
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6) Finally the proposed concepts can be extended to model

reduction, sensor actuator placement and critical parameter selection

problems.
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